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Preface 

This volume is the outcome of a conference held at the 
Royal Museum in Edinburgh on 5-7 November 1999. 
organized by the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland. As 
Research Convener for the Society at the time I felt it 
important that the Society should be promoting major 
international conferences on particular phases or aspects 
of Scotland's past, seen non-parochially in a wider UK 
and European perspective. following my own research 
orientation, but also with the thought that such a confer
ence might become the first of a chronologically themed 
series, I proposed Scotland's very earliest prehistory 
as the topic. The Society's officers and commiuces 
embraced my suggestion, initially with some scepticism 
('a whole weekend on the Mesolithic?'), but subse
quently with enthusiasm as preparations developed over 
the course of eighteen months under the overview of the 
Society's Director, Fionna Ashmore, who was a strong 
supporter from the very $131'1. The Prehistoric Society 
and the National Museums of Scotland joined with the 
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland as eo-hosts of the 
conference, and it became clear there was considerable 
interest from potential speakers and delegates. 

One of my intentions in choosing the topic was tO 
raise the profile of Mesolithic studies in Scotland by 
demonstrating that this is an exciting, lively, and signifi
cant area of research. To this end it seemed important 
to ensure there was time for open discussion following 
each session at the conference. and I have included these 
discussions in this publication to give a true flavour of the 
entertaining and stimulating- frank but friendly!- inter
change of views which took place. 

Another firm intention was that, while the focus 
was Mesolithic Scotland, the conference should not be 
restricted in coverage or attitude. 11 was important to 
set what was known of this period in Scotland within 
the context of the rest of the UK and Ireland, and to 
expand horizons by looking at aspects of Mesolithic 
archaeology o( particular potential relevance in other 
parts of northern Europe. This ambition was realized by 
talks which covered aspects of the Mesolithic in virtually 
the whole of the British Isles (England, Scotland, Wales, 
and the Isle of Man), Denmark, Ireland, Norway, Poland, 

xi 

and Sweden. Equally I felt it essential when looking 
at the Scottish evidence tO ensure that the physical and 
biological environment in which Mesolithic people 
found themselves in Scotland was fully explored, rather 
than just the conventional archaeology. 

An approximation of the extent of nonhem Europe early in the 
Holocene, with the names of the countries represented in this 

volume superimposed. 

It was gratifying that the conference attracted a large 
audience, including many arna.teur cnthus.iasts and 
fellows of the Society with a special interest in, or just a 
vague curiosity about, the Mesolithic period. Very many 
of the most important Mesolithic discoveries throughout 
Europe have been made in the first instance by amateurs 
and Scotland is no exception in this regard, so it was 
particularly pleasing to have Reg Candow, the discoverer 
of the Morton site (Candow 1989), as an enthusiastic 
participant in the conference. Reg's subsequent death 
while this publication was in preparation is a maner of 
deep regret. 



Clearly it is imponant that Mesolithic research is not 
undenaken within an academic vacuum but produces 
information which is communicated to the wider public. 
Recent fieldwork projects in Scotland, such as the 
Southern Hebrides Mesolithic Project (Mithen 2000), 
the Scotland's First Settlers Project (Hardy & Wickharn
Jones 2002; 2003), and the Manor Valley Project (Cowie 
2000) have done just that, in some cases involving local 
people directly in practical Mesolitruc research. Also 
the state heritage organization, Historic Scotland, has 
sponsored two imaginative series of popular archaeology 
books, each of which has included highly successful 
volumes on the Mesolithic period (Finlayson 1998: 
Wiekham-Jooes 1994). The material presented in the 
present volume is inevitably for the most pan at a 
specialist level, but it does provide a rich quarry of up-to· 
date information which can, and I hope will, be dissemi
nated further by others. 

The complete programme of the actual conference is 
given below (page xv). It was immensely gratifying to 
be able to assemble in one forum so many of the major 
specialists in this field and my very sincere thanks go to 
all the speakers for their willing participation. The only 
talk listed which was not actually delivered at the confer· 
ence was that by Dr Andrew Kitchener, who was unfor· 
runately taken ill on the weekend. All the talks, including 
that of Dr Kitchener. have been turned into papers for 
this volume with the exception of two- those by Clive 
Boosall (see Bonsall et al. 2002a & 2002b; Parker et 
al. 2002) and Dr Tony Pollard (see Pollard 2000). In 
the publication the papers are presented in a different 
sequence to that in which the talks were given at the 
conference, and an introductory chapter has been added 
to provide background for the papers which follow. Talks 
as presented during the conference were of necessity 
quite brief, and in the written versions all have been 
expanded. some very considerably and sometimes with a 
recast emphasis and with additional collaborators. 

For me. while the conference itself was a hugely 
enjoyable, adrenalin-fueled occasion. the editing process 
to produce this volume has been an experience of an 
altogether different nature! What seemed such a straight· 
forward, simple undenaking in the abst:ract, became in 
the reality a struggle to fulfil in competition with other 
unforeseen commitments and complications. To those 
contributors who were exemplary in the rapidity and 
quality of presentation of their submissions (and re
submissions). I apologi~e for the lapse of time involved 
In fact all contributors were given the option of updating 
their papers in 2003 and much new material and many 
new references have been added. Patrick Ashmore in 
panicular has very helpfully updated the listing and 
analysis of radiocarbon dates in his contributions. No 

xii 

publication can be entirely up-tO· the-moment of course, 
and the recent exciting discoveries of Mesolithic 'houses' 
at East Barns, Dun bar, East Lothian, and Howick. North
umberland (Denison 2003; Gooder 2003; Waddington 
2003), are a reminder that the database is ever-growing 
and changing in character. Nevenheless, I believe this 
volume represents a very significant collection of papers 
which together fomt a coherent compendium of infor
mation on the Mesolithic period in Scotland. the rest of 
the UK, and well beyond. 

This volume is respectfully dedicated to John Coles, in 
recognition of his many contributions to Scottish archae
ology, but in panicular his work at, and publication of, 
the site at Morton in Fife, which kick-staned the modem 
era of Mesolithic studies in Scorland (Cole.~ I 97I ). 
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Note on the presentation of radiocarbon determinations 

lt wilt be seen that, following current convention for Palaeolithic/Mesolithic archaeology, and for Quaternary studies 
in general, most of the contributors to this volume use 'dates' in the form of radiocarbon ("C) years BP (before present 
= before AD 1950). Radiocarbon detenninations are often cited in the text in abbreviated form using the uncalibrated 
centrum (prefaced by ·c.' for circa) to indicate this is both an abstraction and a 'shorthand' for an age range which may 
extend for several centuries either side of that figure. The inherent problems <lf using mdiocarbon years ace described by 
Ashmore (this volume, Chapter 6), and calibration into calendar years of all the Scottish dcterminations is very helpfully 
provided by him (Chapter 7). It is important that readers appreciate the significance and li.mitations of the BP convention. 
but at the moment there is no generally accepted alternative to this form of chronological presentation. 

Where the laboratory numbers or determinations ace included, they use the conventional abbreviations to identify 
laboratories (e.g. OxA =Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit, Research Laboratory for Archaeology and the History of 
Art. Oxford University). 

Note on places 

In most cases site names and locations have been reproduced in the form in which individual contributors submitled them, 
with or without more specific geographic indicators, though whe.re necessary llhe references cited should provide clarifica· 
tion. For Scotland the position is complicated by the move in 1975 from Counties to Regions and Dislricts, which were 
in turn replaced in 1996 by the current Council Areas. Where practical the current Council Area designations have been 
used, but some older, in many ways more informative locators-such as Wester Ross - have been retained. In the text the 
name of the Inner Hebridean island of Ril.m is standardized thus, following the current Gaelicized usage of the Ordnance 
Survey. rather than the Anglicized version of 'Rhum ·. which was in general use during the 1980s- 90s when the Mesolitbic 
site at Kinloch on Rum was excavated, published, and publicized. 
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Chapter 1 

Introducing Mesolithic Scotland: the Background to a 
Developing Field of Study 

ALAN SAVILLE 

The development of Mesolithic studies in Scotland is 
reviewed and set in context. Lacaille 's Stone Age in 
Scotland, published in 1954, can be seen to mark the 
culmination of the first phase of Mesolithic research. 
Subsequent changing perceptions and the recem intensi
fication of fieldwork are discussed, with a footnote on the 
'Obanian'. 

Introduction 

'Mesolithic' is the term used to categorize the early 
Postglacial phase of the Holocene epoch in northern 
Europe, prior to the adoption of agriculture and associ
ated new cultural and technological practices in the 
succeeding Neolithic period. Chronologically this means 
from the conventional stan of the Holocene at c.l 0,000 
BP down to a termination flexibly determined in any 
given pan of Europe by the date at which Neotithiciunion 
can be demonstrated in the archaeological record (Price 
2000). During the Mesolithic period people subsisted 
principally by foraging - hunting, fishing, and gathering 
- developing distinctive repertoires of material culture. 
best known generally in the archaeological record in 
the form of stone, bone, and antler tools. Mesolithic 
people seem tO have been organized socially in mobile 
or semi-mobile extended family units, the size of group 
and degree of sedentism tailored to the food and other 
resources available in any locality and in accordance 
with prevailing socio-cultural strategies, most of which 
inevitably remain obscure. 'Mesolithic' - actually an 
adjective but increasingly used also as a stand-alone 
noun in abbreviation of 'Mesolithic period/age/times/ 
etc.' - thus has connotations which are chronological, 
economic, and cultural (Clark 1980; Mellars 1981; 
Mithen 1994; Price 1983; 1987). 

In Scotland, the study and definition of the Mcsotithic 
period are made potentially less complex than in many 
olher parts of Burope, including southern Britain. by the 
apparent absence of any antecedent (i.e. Palaeolithic) 
human occupation. There is cenainly no credible surviv
ing evidence for Lower or Middle Palaeolithic presence 
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in Scotland - the few genuine ftint handaxes recovered 
almost certainly represent modern losses (Saville I 997; 
1998a) - nor as yet any totally firm evidence for Upper 
Palaeolitbic/Lateglaci.al human activity (see Saville this 
volume). Therefore the terminological issues of the use 
of the labels Late/Final Palaeolithic or Epipalaeolithic 
versus Mesolithic and the nature and timing of any tran
sition to the Mesolithic (Jacobi 1987, I 63; Price 1987) 
have not been a specific concern in Scotland, where, 
for the time being at least, the first inhabitants can be 
regarded simply as Mesolithic. 

Equally, at the opposite end of the Mesolithic time
frame there is as yet no 6nn indication in Scotland 
that foragers ever adopted pottery while retaining other 
aspects of their definitive material culture, in contrast 
to the situation in southern Scandinavia (Fischer & 
Kristiansen 2002). Since pottery is directly associated 
with the earliest indicators of Neolithic activity in 
Scotland, then its presence or absence can serve as a 
useful gauge of socio-cultural transition. The same could 
be said of tomb-building or monument construction in 
general, which - unless shell middens are considered in 
this latter category - does not appear to have been pan 
of the Mesolithic way of life in Scotland or elsewhere in 
the UK. 

lt could also be claimed that part of the reason 
lhe study of the Mesolithic in Scotland is in a sense 
less complex than elsewhere in Britain is the relative 
paucity of the evidence (Fig. 1.1 ). Given that people 
were present in Scotland for some four thousand years 
or more before the Neolithic period. there are relatively 
few sites of any consequence which have been located 
and extensively excavated. Of course. Mesolithic sites. 
apan from being relatively ephemeral in the first place, 
are far more vulnerable than those of any subsequent 
period to the vicissitudes of time and chance. Such 
factors as changing sea levels and inundation, coastal 
erosion, alluviation, peat growth, and talus formation 
have all contributed to the destruction or concealment of 
the Mesolithic evidence in Scotland. 

Where material culture, particulasly the lithic anefact 
component, does survive in some quantity it has not 
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Map of Scotland showing places and findspocs featured in the text. Key: I An Corran, Staffin. Skye. Highland: 2 Shieldaig. Wester 
Ross. Highland; 3 Kinloch. Rum, Highland; 4 Camas Daraich, Skye, Highland; S Risga. Loch Sunart, Azgyll & Bute; 6 Ulva Cave, 
Ulva. Argyll & Bute; 7 Oban {Carding Mill Bay; Druimvorgie; MacAnhur Cave; Raschoille Cave), AzgyU & Bute; 8 Kilmelfon 
Cave, Argyll & Bute; 9 Newton, lslay, Argyll & Bute; I 0 Oronsay, Argyll & Bute; 11 Sbewalton Sands and Stevenston Sands, Nonh 
Ayl1lhire; 12 Campbehown, Kintyre. Argyll & Bute; 13 Auchareoch. Amm, Nonh Ayrshire; 14 Glenluce Sands. Dumfries & Galloway: 
IS Barsalloch and Low Clone, Dumfries & Galloway; 16 Starr. Loch Doon, Ea;;t Ayrshire: 17 Smiuons, Water of Ken, DumfriC$ 
& Galloway; 18 Cumstoun, Dumfries & Galloway; 19 Daer Reservoir. Crawford, South Lanarkshire; 20 Faimington. Scottish 
Borders; 21 Dryburgh Mains. Scottish Borders; 22 Rink Farm, Scottish Borders; 23 Crnigsfordmains, Scottish Borders; 24 Cramond, 
Edinburgh; 2S Cadger's Brae. Inveravon, Mumrills, Nether Kinneil and Polmonlhill shell heaps, Falkirlc; 26 Carse of Stirling (Ainhrey; 
Blair Orummond; Meildewood). Stirling: 27 Morton, Tencsmuir. Fife; 28 Ben Lawers, Perthshire; 29 Banchory, Aberdeenshire; 30 

Nelherrnills, Aberdeenshire; 31 Castle Street, Inverness. Highland; 32 Culbin Sands, Highland. 
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yet been inventoried and studied in sufficient detail to 
permit wholly satisfactory regional or chronological sub
divisions (cf. Saville 1998b). Much of the evidence for 
the Mesolithic in Scotland comes from coastal locations, 
and this is almost exclusively the case with the palaeo
environmental economic data, injecting another probable 
bias into the picture. 

A further contrast between this and aU later periods 
is that there is no definitive evidence, in the form of 
diagnostic artefactS, for Mesolithic human presence in 
Shetland, the Western Isles, or St Kilda. There is no 
conclusive prima facie reason why tl1is should be so, 
especially as Mesolithic presence in Orkney and the 
Inner Hebrides attests the availability of sea-going ci"Jft, 
and the matter is one of continuing debate (Edwards 
1996a and this volume; Edwards & Sugden 2003; SaviUe 
this volume). 

The first use of the term Mesolithic is generaUy 
attributed to Westropp in 1866 (Nicholson 1983, 207; 
Price 1987, 227), but it did not come into common 
archaeological usage in Britain until after the First World 
War (Clark 1980, 3). The firs t use of the term in a specifi
cally Scottish publication seems to be Lacaille's (1930) 
article on 'Mesolitbic implements from Ayrshire'. It was 
Armand Donald LacaiUe who came to be the dominant 
figure in Scottish Mesolithic studies in the period from 
1930 until the publication of his major work The Stone 
Age in Scotland (1954) and his influence continued 
strongly thereafter, as reflected by the conference held 
in Glasgow in 1994 to mark the 40th anniversary of his 
magnum opus (Pollard & Morrison 1996). Lacaille's 
book (Fig. 1.2) provides a convenient marker for sub
dividing the account which follows. 

Studying Mesolithic Scotland: from the beginnings 
to Lacaille 

Though Lacaille's (1930) article may have been the 
first appearance in print in Scotland of the designation 
'Mesolithic' with reference to Scottish artefacts, many 
of what we now recognize as key Mesolithic sites and 
finds in Scotland bad already been discovered in the 19th 
century. 

Thus Wilson ( 1851, 33) referred to the whale skeletons 
and antler implemenl' from the draining operations in 
the Carse of Stirling, including the earliest recorded 
finding of what was probably an antler mattock in 
1819 ar Airthrey (Bald 18 19) and another in 1824 at 
Blair Drummond (Drummond 1824). The best-known 
Mesolithic artefact from the carse clays of the upper 
Forth Valley, the Meiklewood antler-beam mattock. was 
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The Stone Age in Scotland, Lacaille's magnum opus, 
published in 1954. 

found near a rorqual whale skeleton in I 877 (Turner 
1889). Discoveries of highly important midden deposits 
in caves and rockshelters at Oban, Argyll, coincided 
with the expansion of that rown at the end of the 19th 
century - MacArthur Ctve (Fig. 1.3) was found in 1894 
(Anderson 1895, 211) and Druimvargie rockshelter in 
1897 (Anderson 1898, 298) -while exploration of the 
famous Oron.say shell middens started in 1881 (Fig. 1.4; 
Grieve 1883, 480; 1885, 48; Me liars I 987, 117). Barbed 
points from one of the Oronsay middens were exhibited 
ar the International Fisheries Exhibition in London in 
1883 (Aoderson 1898, 307) and the biserial barbed point 
from the River Dee ar Cumstoun, Kirkcudbrightshlre, was 
discovered in 1895 (Munro 1908, 231 ). The Campbeltown 
flint assemblages, which were ro become so important for 
the supposed 'Lamian ·connection with Ireland, were first 
noted in the 1890s (Gray 1894). 

For Wilson (1851) rhe relics from the carse clays 
were those of rhe 'Primaeval or Stone Period' ; clearly 
of considerable antiquity, but not otherwise classifiable. 
Turner (1889, 791) supposed the mattocks from the 
carse clay robe Neolithic, bur made a very good guess at 
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FtGORE 1.3 
The exploration of MacAnhur Cave, Oban, in c.l894. 

(Photo: National Monuments Record, Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland) 

their age being at least 5000 to 7000 years. Gray (1894, 
271 & 274) considered his Campbeltown flints to be 
Palaeolithic, while Anderson percipiently related the 
Oban and Oronsay finds to: 

.. . a horizon which has not heretofore been observed in 
Scotland, but cotTesponding with the intetTnediate layers 
in the cavern of Mas d' Azil ... described by M. Piette, 
and which he has seen reason to claim as filling up the 
hiatus .. . supposed to exist between the paJaeolithic and 
the neolithic (Anderson 1898. 313). 

The controversy about the 'hiatus' between the Palaeolithic 
and Neolithic periods, which raged in the later 19th century 
and into the 20th, was not really a local issue in Scotland 
in the absence of Palaeolithic indicators. Nevertheless, as 
one of those most prominent in refuting the hiatus concept, 
Munro (1897; 1908; 1912) made fuU use of the Scottish 
evidence from Oban and elsewhere, thereby COtTCCtly iden
tifying, as had Anderson, the pm-Neolithic position of 
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the cultural material, though without using the tenn 
Mesolithic. The linking by Munro and others of the barbed 
points from Oban with those from Mas d' Azil in Pyrenean 
France, while effective in making the general point of pre
Neolithic status, subsequently rather confused the issue of 
date and cultural affiliation (e.g . Geikie 1914, 298). once 
the true early status of the Azilien in France, now usually 
regarded a.~ late Upper Palaeolithic or Epipalaeolithic, 
became apparent (Rozoy 1978, 320). 

Hence Macalister (1921, 516), whose robust introduc
tion of the 'Mesolithic' into his popular textbook was 
instrumental in establishing this as a definitive tenn for 
British prehistory, quite firmly described the Oban and 
Oronsay material as Azilian. The Azilian designation for 
this material was also followed by Breuil (1922), Burkitt 
(1921; 1925), Childe (1925; 1935), Clark (1932), Garrod 
(1926), and Sollas (1924); these references indicate 
how widely the Oban and Oronsay finds had penneated 
the general archaeological literature in Britain by this 
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FIGURE 1.4 

Cais~tal nan Gillean sheU mound, Oronsay, before excavation in 1881. (After Grieve 1885) 

time. The distinctiveness of the Oronsay material had 
been noted by Bishop (1914, 102), who recommended 
dropping the Azilian tag in favour of the name 'Oransay 
[sic) culture' (cf. Mellars 1987, 129), but this did not 
find favour any more than Ludovic Mann's 1920 use of 
'Oransay (sic] man' (Pollard er al. 1996, 179). McCallien 
(1937, 203) clearly recogniz.ed some of the chronological 
problems of linkage to the Azilian of France and Spain 
and proposed the term 'Scottish Aulian', but this was not 
adopted either. 

It was Movius ( 1940; 1942) who first classified the 
Oronsay/Oban material as Obanian, but still without 
disengaging from the Azilian: 

It seems probable . . . that the Azilian harpoons, charac
teristic of this [Obanian] culture, represent a develop
ment from the Early Azilian influence at Victoria Cave 
[Yorkshire), reinforced by later arrivals from Southern 
France (Movius 1942, 198). 

Movius had a rather flexible view of the Obanian, 
accepting the Ardantrive Cave on Kerrera with its 
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Neolithic!Early Bronze Age relics (Lethbridge 1950, 
7-8) as a pan. simply on the basis of being 'early' pre
historic and in the right location (Movius 1953, 96). 
Movius did subsequently recant on theAzilian connection 
(1953, 99), which was also more effectively dismissed 
by LacaiUe (1954, 95; see also Thompson 1954, 206). 
Despite this, the Azilian connection languished in the 
Scottish literature for a while afterwards (e.g. Atkinson 
1962, 4; Clark 1956, 98-103). 

However, if in his 1954 book Lacaille attempted to 
remove one major confusion about the Mesolithic in 
Scotland, he was responsible for bolstering others. The 
most serious problem was the proposition, expounded 
in his chapter on 'Man with Mesolitltic culture arrives 
in Scotland', that the earliest Mesolithic in Scotland 
was a version of the Irish Larnian. Both Lacaille and 
Movius ( 1942), whose lead Lacaille followed, seem to 
have envisaged actual settlement taking place from NE 
Ireland to SW Scotland, as indeed became the generally 
accepted explanation for the Mesolithic in SW Scotland 
(e.g. Childe 1946). This proposition hinges on the 
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{with hindsighl very curious) significance auachcd 10 
lithic finds in associa1ion with raised beach deposiiS al 
Campbellown, firsl reported by Gray { 1894). These finds 
were seized upon by lhe Ab~ Breuil when he visiled 
Edinburgh in 1921 as one of the few po1entiaUy pre
Neolithic lithic assemblages in 1he 1\ational Museum 
which was more 'Magdalenian' lhan 'Tardenoisian' 
{Breui11922), though Other scholars were more cautious 
(Garrod 1926, 176). 

A new Campbcllown location wo.s investigated in 
1935 by McCallien. who rather grandly opened his 
publication with the sentence: 'Tbe IUot implemeniS or 
the Campbcllown raised beach are well known to sc:ien
tisiS all over the world' {McCallien & Lacaille 1941). 
presumably an lwmmage to Breuil. The three locations 
at Campbellown - Oalaruan. Millknowe, and Albyn 
Distillery - have produced a variety of struck lli.n1s, 
including a few genuine microlilhs and nticrobwlns. 
AI lhc Millkoowe exposure, Gray observed the lliniS 
in a deposit wilh chnn:oal and bones. including fish 
bones, bu1 withoul shells. Otherwise. lhcrc is lhe distincl 
impression of ralher mixed assemblages, wilh rolled 
and fresh mmerial in perhaps redcposiled siluations. all 
overlying the raised bench. 

Nevertheless. McCallien and Lncaillc {1941, 88) 
equaled the Campbellown mn1erial with Movius's newly 
defined Early Lamian. Movius {1942. 320) agreed with 
the Early Lnmian designa1ion. bu1 tboughl Ibis a more 
developed facies than in Ireland. since it had Tardenoisian 
and Fores1 Culture nffinilies. While Lacaille {1954, 311) 
persisled with the view that lhe Campbcltown material 
demonstrated that the Mesolilhic was inlroduced inlo 
SW Scotland from Anuim by Early Lamian immigraniS, 
rather cleverly separating lhe Dalaruan-Millkoowe 
material wilhout microbwins as earlier lhan the Albyn 
Distillery finds, Movius {1953. 87- 9) became more 
cautious on this point. 

1t was left to Coles, who reassessed bolh the 
Campbcltown and Antrim ma1erial. 10 demonstrate 
conclusively the fallacy or the Lamian link and to cast 
doubt on any Mesolithic con1act between Ireland and 
Scotland: 

.. . the overall and basic differcnca in 1ool forms ""' 
so gteat lhat il seems beuer ... 10 avoid describing the 
Scottish material in urms of the Irish Mesolithic (Coles 
1963, 92). 

Virtually no subsequent evidence for contact between 
Ireland and Scouand before the Neolilhic has come 10 
light, and this peculiar episode in 1he history or Scottish 
Mesolilhic sludies can now be seen as a temporary aber
ration {cf. Saville 2003a; 2003b). 
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With lhe benefit of hindsight it can now be seen thal 
another error in Lacaille's approach was 10 regard much 
or the best lithic evidence for the Mesolilhic in Scotland 
as being in effect post-Mesolilhic in date. This was 
predicated upon a culrureltime-lag model only credible 
in an ern before radiocarbon dating {Saville 1996). This 
assumption. shared by most authorities at the time, was 
bound up with the perceived external relations of the 
Scottish lithic industries. 

Mesolithic lilhic tools. in panicular the diagnostic 
microliths, had begun to be observed and recorded in 
Scotland early in the 20th ceniUI)'. Tbe first illustralions 
of Scottish microliths may have been those of Scou 
{1895, plate 2) and Smith (1895. fig. 56), both in the final 
decade or the 19th century. Scon's microlilhs were from 
Craigsfordmains, Berwickshire, and be described them 
as 'llint implemeniS of a peculiar type'. while Smilh's 
were from Stevenstoo Sands, Ayrshire, and he similarly 
was unable to grasp their true significance. He lumped 
together the Stevenstoo microliths, piercers, and leaf
shaped arrowheads as 'brogs· . some • . .. so delicately 
pointed that one is apt to think lha1 lhey have been used 
for tauooing and surgical purposes' {Smilh 1895, 31). 

Microlithic implements from the west of Soo1land, 
akin to the 'so-called "Pygmy AiniS" or other countries' 
(Anon. 1911, 83 1), were ellhibited by Maon at the 1911 
Scottish Ellhibition of Natural His1ory. Art and Industry 
in Glasgow, and CaUander (1911, 177) referred to 
'pigmy' flints from Culbin, Glenluce. and Shewallon 
Sands. Paterson (1912; 1913) noted examples from near 
Baocbory in lhe Dee Valley, NE Scotland, expressing her 
delight that '[i]n a mole-bill ... I found my firsl pygmy' 
( 1913, 104), and illustrating some indisputable microliths 
wilh lhe caption: 'Scottish pygmy flints of Indian type' 
{Patcrson 1913, fig. 1). In later publicat.ions. Patcrson 
recorded bow she actually found the mole-hill 'pygmy' 
Hint in 1906, and she recounts the anecdote lhat it was 
sent to Or Josepb Andersoo at the National Museum of 
Antiquities in Edinburgh- at the time Andcrson was a 
disbeliever in microliths in Scodond - who was thereby 
woo over (P:uersoo 1929; Pa~n & Lacaille 1936. 
420). Corrie {1916) illustrated and described a collec
tion of 'pigmy· flints among his finds from Oryburgh, 
Berwickshire. Re was followed by Callander { 1927a), 
also with finds from Berwickshire, and Lacaille {1930; 
1931) wilh finds from Ayrshire, who bolh reviewed 
occurrences elsewhere in Scotland; and by 1he Masons 
{1927: 1931) with more1\veed Valley finds. 

'Pygmy {or pigmy) flint' was a widely accepted early 
designation for a microlith. still current in the 1920s 
(Callander 1927a; 1927b; Burkiu 1925, 19; Mocalis1er 
1921, 535; Paterson 1929). Lneaille referred bolh to 
'pygmies' and microliths in 1930, but microlilh is lhe 
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preferred usage by the time of his 1937 overview of 
'The microlilhic industries of Scotland' and 'pygmies' 
do not feature in the 1954 book, though some non
specialists continued to use bolh tenns (e.g. Simpson 
1943, 12; 1963. 68). lnten:stingly, though Childe ( 1925. 
3) favoured the tenn microlilh early on. he still referred 
to 'pygmy flints' as an equivalent in a note published in 
1942, presumably indicating it remained a current tenn 
for local archaeological soeie~y members. 

lacaille (1935; 1942) also took a lead in Scotland 
by realizing lhe significance of lhe microburin as a 
diagnostic Mesolithic waste product from microlith 
production, presumably following Clark (1932, 97-103; 
see also Chllde 1942). 

Most publications of lhese 'pygmy' Hints referred 
to them as Tardenoisian, a tenn derived from lhe finds 
from lbe French locality of F~re~n-Tardenois, which 
was applied very loosely to designate all microlilhic 
industries. though especially those with evidence for 
use of microburin technique. The tenn was widely used 
in general works (e.g. Burltiu 1921; Maca.lister 1921; 
Childe 1925), so lhat Callander (1927a) was able to 
feature Tardenoisian in the title of his article without 
explaining its origin o r significance, !hough !his appears 
to be lhe first specifically Scottish usage. (The tenn 
Tardeooisian was used by Gcikie ( 19 14. 3 14). though 
not wilh reference to Scotland. and Breuil (1922) used 
it tangentially in describing Scottish material.) lt became 
lhe common tenn for microlilhic industries in Scotland 
in lhe 1930s (e.g. Childe 1935, 20: Edgar 1939; Lacaille 
1931) and 1940s (Cbilde 1946: Movius 1942; Simpson 
1943) and was extel!Sively employed by Lacaille in his 
1954 book. 

One of lhe problems with the use of lhese labels was 
lhat, in the French context. Azilian industries pre-dated 
Tardenoisian ones. Thus. if the Oban and Oronsay 
material was considered Azilian. but somehow late, 
lben the microlithic industries identified as Tardenoisian 
elsewhere in Scotland would be even more recent. 
For Movius (I 942, 193), the pre~xisting presence of 
lbe Obanian in the oorlb and west · ... prevented ... 
[Tardenoisian] infiltration into the Highlands except on 
the east'. This kind of phasing by association is pan of 
lhe explanation for lacaille (1954) relegating his micro
lithic industries to 'post-Mesolithic developments'. 
Movius too saw lhe Scottish Tardenoisian elements as 
coeval wilh lhe Neolithic and Bronz.e Age in soulhem 
England (1953, 93). 

The Tardenoisian equation in Britain was reviewed 
by Clark in 1955. who recommended the replacement 
of Tardenoisian by Sauveterrian (after lhe finds from 
the French locality of Sauveten-e-ln-Ltmance), since it 
bad become obvious that the most diagnostic element of 
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true Tardenoisian assemblages in France. lhe microlithic 
trnpe7.e, was absent from British Mesolithic industries 
altogether. Affinities with lhe Sauveterrian microlithic 
industries (which were pre-Tardenoisian in France) were 
seen as far more appropriate for the British material. 
without necessarily implying non-indigenous origin. 
Allhough Clark (1955. 20) specifically reclassified the 
Banchory and Oryburgb finds as Sauveterrinn. lhis appel
lation never really caught on in Scotland. other than being 
discussed by Mulhollaod (1970. 103-10) with reference 
to lhe '!Weed Valley assemblages and by Mercer (1968; 
1970) in lbe first two publications of his Jura finds. 

Another problem for workers in Scotland was the 
apparent absence of any equivalent to the earlier Meso
lilhic Maglemosian or Forest Culture of the Baltic area 
(Childe 1931; Clark 1932; 1936). The antler-beam 
mattocks were seen as the most telling evidence for 
Baltic links, but chronologically it was felt these related 
to lhe post-Maglemose Enebillle horiz.on (C1ark 1956. 
I 05; Lacaille 1954, 175). The absence of any regular 
Maglemosian 'heavy flint indusuy·. especially axeheads. 
meant clutching at straws to identify traces of compa
rable lithic techniques (Lacaille 1954, 149). Claims for 
the so-called core-tool from lhe Albyn Distillery site at 
Carnpbeltown being Magtemosian were, to say lhe least. 
wildly optimistic (McCallien & Lacaille 1941, fig. 6. 70: 
Movius 1953. 86 & 93: Saville 2003b). 

h has been felt lhat Lacaille's magnum opus of 1954 
was already anachronistic when it was published nod yet, 
because of its comprehensiveness, that it may have bad a 
numbing effect on subsequent Scottish Mesolilhic studies 
(Morrison 1996, 14; Woodman 1989. 4). Lacaille's book. 
bolh by his own admission ( 1954. xix) and by any 
comparison, was modelled closely on that by Movius 
( 1942). which resulted from the Harvard ArchBeOioglcal 
Expeditions to Ireland of 193~ and more particularly 
from Movius's 1937 doctoral thesis. The survey of the 
Mesolithic in ScOIIand which Movius's book included 
(1942, 17&-98) was itself comprehensive and rather 
innovative, leaving little in the way of additional data for 
Lacaille to cover. 

Like Movius. Lacaille used 'Stone Age' in his title, 
even though his intention was specifically to chronicle 
the Mesolithic and any possible precursors. not lhe 
Ncolithic. Despite its cumbersome fonnat - not until 
page 140 of his book does Lacaille stan to describe the 
Scottish archaeological material - it was undoubtedly 
very influential. panicularly in perpetuating lhe notion 
of degenerate late Mesolilbic traditions persisting 
till lhe Neolilhic and Bronze Age in outlying regions 
(Saville 1996). Movius's subsequent updated review 
of the Scottish Mesolithic, written at lhe same time ns 
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Lacaille's book, showed him to be even more uncritical 
than Lacaille, for example following Lethbridge (1950, 
8) in seeing ' .. . Mesolithic people still occupying the 
Oban region as late as "Beaker" times' (Movius 1953, 
101), or even seeing the skeletal remains from a site at 
Gal son, Lewis, as '.. . exltibiting many very striking 
Upper Palaeolithic fearures' (ibid.). 

Despite all its shortcomings, however, Lacaille's 
book is still useful as a compendium of the Mesolithic 
evidence available up to about 1950, as a guide to the 
source literatu.re, and generally as an indication of the 
contemporary state of Mesolithic studies in Scotland, to 
which, up until that date, Lacaille was himself unques
tionably the leading contributor (Graham 1978, 301; 
Morrison 1996). 

Studying Mesolithic Scotland: after LacaiUe 

Since the publication of Lacaille's major work on 
the Mesolithic, the Scottish database for this period 
has, slowly but surely, continued to expand. Although 

there is hardly a mention of anything Mesolithic in the 
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 
between Clark's Obanian article of 1956 and Mercer's 
first Jura paper in 1968, it would be wrong to over
exaggerate the degree to which Lacaille's book had 
stifled other research. In particular this was not so in the 
SW, where Truckell (1962) drew attention to much new 
material, while we have already seen that the review by 
Cotes (1963) was significant in disengaging the local 
Mesolith ic from the Larnian so beloved of Lacaille. 
Connack's excavations at the scatter sites of Low Clone 
and Barsalloch were published (Cormack 1970; Connack 
& Cotes 1968), as were Mulholland's researches into 
the 1\veed Valley surface scatters including important 
localities such as Craigsfordmains, Fairnington, and 
Rink Farm (Mulholland 1970). Further important finds 
came from rescue work at Kilmelfort Cave, Argyll, in 
1956 (Coles 1983a; Saville 2003a & this volume). 

Excavations of Mesolithic sites after the Second 
World \\'ar were small-scale, ad hoc affairs in general, 
but completely new ground was broken by the invest
igations at Morton Farm in Fife - begun in 1963- 7 

flOUR£ 1.5 

Excavations at Monon, Fife, in 1970 (site 8 , trenches 50159/60 from tile NW), showing the rniddcn in section. (Photo: John Coles) 
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by Candow (1989), the amateur enthusiast who had 
discovered the site in 1957- and then taken up by Cotes 
in 1969-70 (Fig. 1.5). Speedy initial publication of this 
important site, together with its radiocarbon dates. in the 
Proceedings of the Prehistoric Sociery (Cotes 1971) - the 
first and only Scottish Mesolithic site so far to appear 
in this journal -ensured its classic status. ParadoxicaUy, 
this status has been confirmed by subsequent attempts 
at ampli fication and reinterpretation of the Morton 
evidence (Bonsall 1988; Clarke & Wickham-Jones 1988; 
Cotes 1983b; Myers 1988; Woodman 1988; 1989: Saville 
2003a). since the excavated evidence itself continues to 
be tantalizingly problematic. Because it was at the time 
the only well-published site exhibiting a wide range of 
artefactual, environmental, structural, and chronological 
data, Monon was unsurprisingly seized upon as a key to 
understanding the Scottish Mesolithic, without heeding 
the intricacies of its evidence. Thus the fact that there 
were separate sites and a probable palimpsest of intermit
tent occupations spread over a very long timespan (Cotes 
1971, 293) tended to be overlooked, and the inadequacies 
of the samples used for radiocarbon dating - the dates 
from which would not now be regarded as reliable- were 
ignored. Also, the publication was just in advance of a 
very significant shift in British Mesolithic studies in 
terms of nomenclature based on lithic artefact typology. 

By the mid-1970s, the linkages with Continemal 
industries bad essentially been abandoned in favour of a 
simple 'Early' (for the former Maglemosian) and 'Later' 
(for the former Sauveterrian) classi 6catory scheme for 
the British Mesolithic (Jacobi 1973; 1976; 1978: Mellars 
1974). The separation date between Early and Later was 
adop~d as during the first half of the 9th millennium BP 
(c.8700 BP), and the defining characteristics were essen
tiaUy that Early industries had mainly simple, relatively 
large microlith types made on 'broad' blades, while Later 
ones had more elaborately retouched 'narrow-blade' 
microliths. including small 'geometric' and rod forms. 

Cotes was aware of the above distinction but at the 
time felt forced to conclude that it was 'a little diffi
cult to make definitive statements about the cultural 
affinities of the Monon assemblages' (Cotes 1971, 317). 
Subsequently, however. the fact that the Morton evidence 
seemed to include predominantly Early Mesolithic 
microlith types in an ostensibly Later Mesolithic context, 
put it at the centre of debate about the existence and 
timing of an Early Mesolithic in Scotland (SaviUe this 
volume). 

Also in the 1960s a truly remarkable campaign of 
excavation to study the Mesolithic began on the Isle of 
Jura. Starting with the excavations at Lealt Bay in 1966 
(Mercer 1968), this research by the Mercers continued 
for 16 years until John Mercer's premature death in 1982 
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(Searight 1984). Mercer's ( 1979) ideas about the Jura 
Mesolithic sequence, which were not fully substanria~d 
by radiocarbon dates, have never rreceived wholehearted 
suppon, but it does appear that both Early and Later 
Mesolithic industries are represented. 

Another concened campaign began in 1970, with 
Mellars's project to reinvestigate the Oronsay Mesolithic 
shell middens, and continued until 1979 (Mellars 1987). 
At the same time, excavations at a mainly Bronze Age 
site on Islay were incidentaUy uncovering an underlying 
flint assemblage, which first indicated the potential 
of this island for Mesolithic research (Burgess 1976). 
The 1970s, in retrospect a busy decade for Mesolithic 
excavations in Scotland - for example Walker's work at 
Shieldaig, Wester Ross (BaUin &: Saville 2003; Walker 
1973) - finished with a major fieldwork campaign in 
1978- 1980 at Nethermills Farm, Crathes, on the north 
bank of the River Dcc in Aberdeenshire (Kenworthy 
1981 ). A major disappointment from this period was 
that the work of the Council for British Archaeology's 
Mesolithic Sub-Committee did no t come to fruition in 
Scotland (Saville 1998b), so that the resulting gazetteer 
covered only England and Wales (Wymer 1977). 

The end of the 1970s also saw the stan of a campaign 
to investigate the enigmatic shell heaps (comprised 
predominantly of oyster shells) of the Forth Valley, 
focusing particularly on the most prominent example at 
Nether Ki nneil (Sioan 1982: 1993). There are perhaps 
20 or so of these 'middens', mostly along the southern 
shore between Falkirk and Bo'ness, but with a few on 
the north side in Fife and Clackmannanshire (Ashmore 
& Hall 1996; Sloan 1989; 1993). The s ize of some of the 
'middens' is extraordinary. The best known are those at 
Inveravon (Fig. 1.6) - at least 27m and probably consid
erably longer (Grieve 1872; MacKie 1972; Sloan 1993); 
Mumrills- 43m to 50m long {Bailey 1992; Sloan 1993, 
418); Polmonthill - possibly I :55 m long (Stevenson 
1946); and Nether Kinneil - over 150m long (Sioan 
1982: 1993, 70-101). 

There are two major problems, apan from their sheer 
size, with these puzzling accumulations of shells - their 
origin and their date- both of which have been the cause 
for considerable debate. Grieve (1872) was adamant 
they were not natural, though perhaps not much earlier 
than Roman in date. Suppon for their artificial nature 
has included reports of lenses of burning at lnveravon 
(Sioan 1993 , 103) and Polmonthill (Stevenson 1946), 
and the stone-built hearths, banks, and other features 
recorded at Nether Kinneil (Sioan 1982; 1993). Their 
anthropogenic origin has continued to be doubted, 
however. on the basis that the traces of human activity 
may relate to later reuse of what are in origin naturally 
formed shell banks (Jardine 19&4. ~5; Kinnes 1985, 
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FJOURE 1.6 
Pipe-1rench culling through an oystec-sheU accumulation at Invcmvon. Falkirk, in 1983. (Photo: Tom Gray) 

20). The radiocarbon dates from Nether Kinneil, a site 
which has anyway produced pottery and domesticated 
animal bones, and from another nearby site at Cadger's 
Brae, lie in the 5t~th millennia BP (after marine 
reservoir effect correction), but there are earlier dates in 
the 6th millennium BP from the 'middens' at Mumrills, 
Inveravon, and Braebead (Ashmore this volume). Thus a 
Mesolithic date for some appears probable, though their 
status remains unclear since it is still the case that no 
Mesolitbic artefacts have been recovered from any of the 
Forth Valley shell heaps. 

Work on the Mesolithic in the 1980s was dominated 
by the important excavations at K.inlocb, Isle of Rli.m, 
from 1984 to 1986 (Wickham-Jones 1990), wh.icb did so 
much to rekindle wider academic and public interest in 
the archaeology of the period, but much was happening 
besides. Numerous new Mesolithic locations were 
reponed from the SW (Edwards et al. 1983); rescue 
excavation at Newton, on Islay, produced a large flint 
assemblage (McCullagh 1989); two newly recognized 
rockshelter shell midden sites at Carding Mill Bay I 
and Rascboille Cave, Oban, were salvaged (Connock 
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1985; Connock et aL 1992); Tom Affleck excavated at 
several sites in the SW, including Starr and Smittons, and 
at Auchareoch on Anan (Affteck et al. 1988; Edwards 
1996b); a project to record and selectively to excavate 
eaves and rockshelters in Mid Ar>.;yll ran from 1985-1991 
(Tolan-Smith 2001); excavations which still continue 
were started at U1va Cave on the small island of Ulva, 
west of Mull, in 1987 (Bonsall et al. 1991; 1992; Russell 
et al. 1995); while a major campaign - The Southern 
Hebrides Mesolithic Project- of survey and excavation on 
Colonsay and Islay, was launched in 1988 (Mithen 2000a 
& this volume). Nor was work entirely focused on sites 
and artefacts, as shown by the review of early Postglacial 
vegetational history by Edwards and Ralston (1984), by 
the excavations at Castle Street, Inverness, which led to 
the identification of a Mesolithic tsunami horizon on the 
east coast (Dawson et al. 1990; Wordswortb 1985), and 
by many other palaeoenvironment-oriented contributions 
by Edwards (e.g. 1989) and others, raising issues which 
are still subject to lively debate (Edwards 1996a; Tipping 
1996; and this volume). 
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Since Lacaille's book (1954) and Movius's final survey 
( 1953), various overviews or summaries of the Mesol ithic 
in Scotland as a whole have been published - Piggott and 
Henderson (1958), Atkinson (1962), Woodman (1978, 
196-8), Mountain (1979), Ritchie and Ritchie (1981), 
Morrison (1980; 1986), Smith (1992), Wickham-Jones 
(1994), Finlayson and Edwards (1997), Finlayson (1998), 
and Mithen (2000a) - and some regional summaries have 
appeared (e.g. Bonsall 1997; Cotes 1963; Kenworthy 
1975; Mercer 1979; Ritchie & Ritchie 1972; Saville 
2000; Scott 1966; Wickham-Jones & Finh 2000), of 
which those of the SW by Morrison ( 1981 ; 1982) were 
the most substantial. The Royal Commission on the 
Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland has also 
included several useful summaries of the Mesolithic 
evidence in some of its survey volumes, in panicular 
the surveys of Stir lingshire (RCAHMS 1963, 18-20), 
the southern Inner Hebrides (RCAHMS 1984, 2-5), 
and eastern Dumfriesshire (RCAHMS 1997, 94-6). But 
probably of most significance has been the review by 
Woodman (1989), written at the invitation of the Society 
of Antiquaries of Scotland. In subtitling his anicle 'a 

plea for normality', Woodrnan was referring to the past 
tendency to regard the Mesolithic in Scotland as marginal, 
late, obscure, and somehow irregular in comparison with 
the rest of mainland Britain. This criticism was justified to 
a degree, especially following the influence of Lacaille's 
work, but perhaps overstated the case by concentrating 
too much on the 'Obanian' question. 

Nevertheless. and partly in direct response to 
Woodman's comments on the priority which should 
attach to the Oban area, detailed survey work has been 
undenaken (Macklin et al. 1992; 2000), another newly 
located rockshelter (Carding Mill Bay II) has been 
salvaged (Bonsall pers. comm.), and open-air Mesolithic 
locations have been located and sampled (Bonsall & 
Robinson 1992; Bonsall et al. 1993). The new exca
vations at Risga in Loch Sunart (Pollard 2000; Pollard 
et al. 1996) and salvage recovery of material from a 
rockshelter at An Corran, Skye (Fig. 1.7; Saville & 
Mike\ 1994), have contributed to new perspectives on 
the Obanian (Bonsall 1996; 1997), while a major new 
survey project to examine the 'northern Obanian' on 
eastern Skye, the adjacent mainland, and the islands 

... 

FIGURE 1.7 

An Corran rockshelter, Staffin, Skye, from the south during excavation in December 1993. (Photo: Roger Miket) 
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FIGURE 1.8 
Daer Reservoir site I, South Lanarkshire, during excavation in August 2000. (Photo: Alan Saville) 
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between, has already made important advances (Hardy 
& Wickham-Jones 2001; 2002; 2003), as have research 
projects focused on the east of Scotland (Finlayson & 
Warren 2000; Warren 1998; 2001) and Caithness (Pannen 
2001; 2002; Pannett & Baines 2002; Wickharn-Jones & 
Flnh 2000). The fascinating implications of the apparent 
discovery by the Ben Lawers Historic Landscape Project 
of a Mesolithic hunting camp - radiocarbon dated to 
c.8045 BP - at 780m above sea level in the mountains 
above Loch Tay, Penhshire, have yet to be assimilated 
(Dennison 200 la). 

With the switch to mainly developer-funded rescue 
excavation in the 1990s, the prospect of serendipitous 
discovery ofMesolithic sites, including inland examples, 
has increased. Significant new finds have already been 
made in this way in the SW (MacGregor & Donnelly 
2001; Pollard 1993; RCAHMS 1997, 96) and in Fife 
(Wickham-Jones & Dalland 1998), while systematic 
fieldwalldng in areas such as the Scottish Borders 
and South Lanarkshire is also affording new insights 
(Barrowman 2000; Stuart 2003; Ward 2000b), especially 
in the case of the important new sites around Daer 
Reservoir in the Lowther Hills (Fig. 1.8; Ward 1995; 
1997; 2000a). Amateur and local investigation continues 
to be the origin of significant advances, as at Cramond, 
where the Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society un-

covered a small feature which has yielded the earliest 
radiocarbon dates so far for the Scottish Mesolith ic 
(Ashmore this volume; Denison 200lb), and at Carnas 
Daraich, Skye, another early site from the first half of the 
8th millennium BP (Birch et al. 2000). 

Apart from fieldwork, there has been a developing 
interest in various Mesolithic topics involving Scotland, 
particularly the questions of the earliest colonization and 
the transition to the Neolithic . On the former, attention 
has focused on the one hand on the possible implications 
of mainly chance finds of so-called 'tanged points' , 
which might provide a link to Lateglacial traditions 
elsewhere in NW Europe (Morrison & Bonsall I 989; 
see Ballin & Saville 2003 for a recent review), and on 
the other on the significance of early, potentially anthro
pogenic, disturbance indicators in the pollen record 
(e.g. Edwards & Mithen 1995; Edwards & Tipping 
this volume). The tnU\Sition to Neolithic economy and 
culture has been seen as of particular fascination in 
Scotland, particularly on the west coast, because of the 
apparent evidence for Obanian persistence and the rela
tive absence of early Neolithic activity. One view has 
seen the west coast evidence as reflecting the emergence 
of complexity among Mesolithic people, who undergo 
gradual indigenous economic and social transformation 
(Neol.iUlicization) while retaining many aspects of their 

FJGUR£ 1.9 
'Bender· -type temporary tent StrUCture, ~ton Den, near Arbroath, Angus, date unknown. (Photo: Angus Council Cultural Services) 
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FIGURE 1.10 

Open-air fish curing on Foula, Shetland, c.l902: see Kidd (1992, 54). (Photo: Scottish Ethnological Archive, NMS) 

Mesolithic economy and settlement mobility (Armit & 
Finlayson 1m; 1996; Finlayson 1995; Mithen 2000b). 
The evidence for any emerging complexity has, however, 
also been disputed (Murray 2000). 

Renewed recognition of possibilities for relevant 
ethnographic parallels for aspects of life in the Mesolithic 
from Scotland's recent past has followed new academic 
and popular interest in the travelling people or 'tinker 
folk' of the 19th and earlier 20th centuries (e.g. Neat 
1996; Williarnson 1994). These people are well known 
for having made use of caves and rockshelters, both for 
living and for work (Leitch 1987; Leitch & Smith 1993; 
Leitch & Tolan-Smith 1997; Martin 1984, 122-7; Tolan
Smith 2001, 168-9), and to r having temporary, moveable 
shelters and tents (Fig. 1.9; Leitch 1989; Ritchie 1997). 
The latter seem to have coped with the Scottish weather 
and yet would leave virtually no archaeologically detect
able traces once removed, offering a perspective on the 
interpretation of Mesolithic sites otherwise recognized 
solely by concentrations of stone tools. Similarly, some 
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elements of pre-modem foraging and fishing practices 
can offer insights into traditional 'ways of doing' appro· 
priate to Scottish conditions and circumstances which 
may well have relevance to Mesolithic economy and 
technology (Fig. 1.10). 

New work, exploiting the initial results from analyses 
of stable isotope data from the small number ofMesolithic 
(Richards & Mellars 1998) and early Neolithic human 
bones available from western Scotland has indicated 
a sharp contrast in dietary habits between the largely 
marine diet of the Mesolithic 'fish-eaters' and the almost 
wholly terrestrial diet of the Neolith.ic 'meat-eaters'. This 
has been taken along with other strands of evidence to 
suggest the possibility of a complete cultural break at the 
end of the Mesolilhic, with Neolithic culture introduced 
by new colonists (Schulting & Richards 2002). Another 
perspective on this has been taken by those suggesting 
that a widespread change to drier climatic conditions at 
c.5000 BP was the catalyst for the adoption of agriculture 
by indigenes (Bonsall et al. 2002). 
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Thus, in conclusion, the current state of Mesolithic 
studies in Scotland, with research being undenaken both 
on new finds and the re-examination of old ones at an 
unprecedented rate, is extremely healthy. The number 
of new Mesolithic sites recorded by just two recent 
campaigns alone, the Southem Hebrides Project (26 
sites on Colonsay and Islay; Mithen 2000a. 597) and 
!he First Settlers Project (up to 30 in the Inner Sound: 
Hardy & Wickham.Jones 2002), is bolh exciting and 
daunting. The view it was pOSsible to express not too 
long ago, !hat the Mesolithic papulation of Scotland was 
little more lhan two people for each modem county area 
(Atkinson 1962, 7), now seems preposterous. While it is 
very unlikely !hat !he Mesolilhic period in NW Europe 
wimessed a continuous growth in population - in fact 
the reverse could be the case (Price 1999) - it seems 
unlikely that the population in Later Mesolithic Scotland 
could ever have been fewer than several hundred people 
at any one time, and perhaps much greater (Ashmore & 
Edwards this volume; Gamble 1999, table 1). 

Already by the time of Woodman's (1989) review 
the situation as regards the chronology of the Sconish 
Mesolilhic bad changed remarkably, particularly with 
the sequence of radiocarbon dates from K.inloch, Rum, 
and the accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) determina
tions on bone and antler anefacts (Ash more this volume; 
Bonsall & Smith 1990: Bonsall et al. 1995; Saville 
this volume). A significant effect of these radiocarbon 
dates. and all the others coming on stream, has been to 
demonstrate more clearly that there is a considerable 
time-depth to the Mesolithic in Scotland. With the 
substantiation that for some four millennia Scotland was 
inhabited by Mesolithic foragers - and inhabited more 
extensively than previously appreciated - has come a 
new interest in the period and a determination to treat 
Mesolithic evidence more seriously. Workers from many 
disciplines have begun to focus on the Early Holocene 
to achieve an understanding of the processes behind the 
formation of the environments and habitats in Scotland 
today (Smout 1993). Mesolithic studies, by elucidating 
the anthropogenic factors involved, have a major role 1.0 

play in this aspect of Quaternary investigation and their 
future looks sound. 

A note on the Obanian 

As already explained. the term Obanian was coined by 
Movius ( I 940; 1942) - and elaborated upan by him 
(1953) and by Lacaille ( 1954) - as a cultural designa
tion for the coastal, bone- and antler-tool using, appar
ently non-microlitllic, facies of the Scottish Mesolithic, 
represented at sites in and around Oban, at Risga (on 
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Loch Sunan). and on Oronsay. Until recently it was still 
passible to regard the Obanian as a localized, atypical, 
and rather late manifestation of coastal, niche-adapted 
foraging groups - 'strandloopers' -who did not manu
facture microliths or other 'relined' tools but 'made do' 
with a scalar-core flake industry. Nobody, however, was 
really comfonable with this concept (cf. Woodman 
1989) and with hindsight, had the finds from the early 
1920s investigations on Risga been published (Pollard 
et al. 1996), the problems could have been resolved 
much earlier. 

Several separate developments have allowed a more 
satisfactory reappraisal. Firstly, the direct radiocarbon 
determinations which have been made on Obanian bone 
and antler tools have revolutionized understanding of 
the duration of the Obanian, which now extends from 
at least c.8340 BP to ostensibly well beyond 5000 BP. 
Not only is this echoing almost the full known extent 
of the Mesolithic in Scotland, it is the Obanian dates 
themselves which contribute substantially to inlill this 
timespan. Secondly, the excavation of open-air sites 
both at Oban and on Colonsay has demonstrated the 
existence of conventional microlith-using Mesolithic 
groups in close geographical proximity to the classic 
Obanian sites (an association which had always seemed 
a possibility from the evidence at Risga). Thirdly, a 
rockshelter site with a midden depasit with Obanian
type bone points and bevelled tools (one dated to c.7590 
BP) was found at An Corran on the NE coast of Skye 
(Saville & Miket 1994). Together with the evid.ence 
from Ulva Cave, off Mull (BonsaU et al. 1992), and now 
that from the First Settlers Project in the loner Sound 
region (Hardy & Wickharn-Jones 2002). this consider
ably extends the geographical range of the Obanian up 
the west coast from Oronsay to the nonh of Skye. In 
addition, the An Corran Obanian bonework was appar
ently associated with a rich lithic blade industry with 
microliths. 

In combination, these factors now make it highly 
plausible to see the Obanian as d.istinctive from the 
rest of the Scottish Mesolithic only in that: a) condi
tions for preservation of bonework are enhanced at 
the shell middens; b) the middens result from specific 
processing tasks only appropriate in cenain coastal 
locations; and c) those processing tasks require a 
specialized toolkit, not the full anefactual repertoire. 
This pasition, which has recently been thoroughly 
examined by Bonsall (1996; 1997), effectively reunites 
the Obanian with the rest of the Scouish Mesolithic; it 
is a time-transgressive functional variant, not a cultural 
offshoot. This being the case, it may be acceptable, 
if required, to continue using the term Obanian in a 
limited sense with reference to the classic west-coast 
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midden sites and their material culture, but certainly 
not in the former sense of an archaeological ·culture' 
(cf. Mithen 2000a. 622). However. even such limited 
usage is made more problematic by recognition of 
the continuation of an element of the classic Obanian 
tool-kit- the be\•el~nded implement - into much more 
recent periods (SaviUe this volume). with the implica
tion that, contraty to Movius's view of Mesolithic 
continuity as such (see above). there is a situation 
whereby an aspect of the basic technology suited to life 
on the west coast shows a penistent longevity through 
the Neolithic and Bronze Age and into the Iron Age and 
perhaps beyond. The conclusion must be that, except in 
reuospective survey, the days of archaeologists refer
ring to an 'Obanian' without inverted commas are over 
(cf. Mellars this volume). 
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Chapter 2 

After the Ice: Paraglacial and Postglacial Evolution of the 
Physical Environment of Scotland, 20,000 to 5000 BP 

COLIN K. BALLANTYNE 

This paper places the Mesolithic occupation of Scotland 
in the CO/Itext of Lateglacial and Early Holocene em•i· 
ronmental clumge. The /Q.ft ice sheet covered virtually 
all of the present land area of Scotland. By c.9800 BP. 
however. climate wa.r similar to that of the presem. a11d 
during the period 7500-6000 BP average condirio11s 
were probably warmer tho11 now. Both climate 011d vege· 
tation cover were neverrhel~ss subject to continuous 
change throughout the Early Holocene, forcing changes 
on ecosystems and probably the economic basis of Me so· 
lithic societies. Coastal areas experienced marked and 
complex changes, particularly in relation to the Main 
Postglacial marine transgression, which culminated 
between 7200 and 6000 BP. Relcuive sea-level rise and 
Holocene floodplain aggradation are inferred to have 
destroyed many /iuoral and riparian Mesolithic sites. 
Evidence for more catastrophic change (landslides, 
earthquakes, coastal floods, and a tsunami) is outlined. 
There is no convincing evidence iiJ rite geomorphic 
or sedimentological record for any significant impact 
of Mesolithic communities on the non-bimic physical 
tlf\Jironment. 

Introduction 

All environments pose both opportunities and constraints 
for their inhabitants, and the links between environment 
and economy are likely to be particularly direct for 
hunter-gatherer societies whose livelihood was dependent 
on harvesting natural resources (Mithen 1999). The 
physical environment, moreover. exhibits continuous 
gradual {and occasionally catastrophic) change: climatic 
change over decadal to millennia! Limescales may dictate 
biotic responses that force adaptations in economy; 
seas may advance or recede, forcing tbe abandonment 
or relocation of littoral settlement sites; and rivers may 
migrate or incise their Ooodplains, removing all evidence 
of previous human occupancy. Moreover, human activity 
may initiate or accelerate changes in the physical envi
ronment, particularly through woodland clearance and 
other land-management practices that accelerate soil 
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erosion and alter the hydrological balance of a drainage 
basin. 

This paper sets the period of Mesolithic occupation 
of Scotland in the context of the changing physical envi· 
ronment of the Early Holocene, conventionally regarded 
as lasting from c.IO,OOO to 5000 BP. The paper focuses 
in turn on four aspects of environmental change: (I} 
glaciation, deglaciation, and climate change in Late 
Plei.srocene and Early Holocene times; (2) the effects 
on landsc.ape of the glacial-postglacial transition; (3) 
landscape change and development during the Early 
Holocene; and (4) the possible effects of Mesolithic 
communities on the Early Holocene landscape. 

Glaciation, deglaciation and climate change 

Glaciation and deglaciation 
At its maximum extent, the last (Late Devensian) ice 
sheet covered approximately two-thirds of the present 
land area of the British Isles. Although its land-based 
southern limits are reasonably well established (Ehlers 
et aL 1991 ), the limits of the ice sheet offshore from 
Scotland remain uncertain. Despite a long-standing view 
that Orkney and parts of Caithness and Bucban may 
have remained ice~free during the last glacial maximum 
(e.g. Bowen et al. 1986) it now seems likely that the 
eastern limit of the last ice sheet lay at offshore moraine 
complexes (Hall & Bent 1990), and there is evidence that 
the Scandinavian and Scottish ice sheets may have met 
in the North Sea basin at some time between c.29.000 
and 22,000 BP (Sejrup et al. 1 994). To the west of 
Scotland, the last ice sheet merged with 3n independent 
Outer Hebridean ice cap and confluent ice streams 
extended welt out on to the continental shelf (Peacock 
et al. 1992; Stoker et al. 1993). To the north, Shetland 
appears to have supported an independent ice cap at 
the last glacial maximum and Orkney is known to have 
been overwhelmed by mainland ice. though a Late 
Devensian age for the last glaciation of Orkney has yet 
to be conclusively demonstrated (Sutherland 199la). On 
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FIGURE 2.1 
The approximate limits of the last {Late Devensian) ice sheet in Scotland, and the limits of the Loch Lomond Rcadvancc. The western 
limit of the ice sheet is based on Stoker et aL (1993); the eastern limit is based on Hall and Bent (1990). Earlier accounts (e.g. Bowen 
et aL 1986; Sutherland 1984) favoured more restricted ice cover during the Lote Dcvensian glacial mru<imum, with Orkney and parts of 

Caithness and Buchan remaining free of glacier ice. 

the Scottish mainland, the ice reached a maximum thick
ness of over 1300m in the western Grampians (Tborp 
1987), though the higher summits of the NW Highlands 
and Hebrides remained above the ice sheet as nunataks 
(Ballantyne et aL 1998a). In sum, current inform3tion 
suggests that virtually all of the present land area of 
Scotland and neighbouring islands lay under glacier 
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ice at the last glacial maximum (Fig. 2.1 ), creating an 
archaeological tabula r~a with extremely limited poten
tial for the survival of Palaeolithic artefacts (Finlayson & 
Edwards 1997; Saville 1997). 

There is limited dating evidence regarding the expan
sion and contraction of the last Scottish ice sheet. 
Uranium-series dating of calcite speleothems in Assynt 
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suggest that ice-sheet build-up occurred after c.26,000 
BP (Ar.kinson er al. 1986). In England, the maximum 
southwards extension of the ice sheet has been dated at 
c.l8,000 BP, but there is strong stratigrnphic evidence 
that the culmination of ice-sheet expansion in southern 
Scotland and England oceurred after (possibly long 
after) ice nourished in the Scottish Highlands reached 
its maximum extent (Sutherland 1984; l99lb). Radio
carbon-dated glaciomarine sedirnents in Aberdeenshire 
(Hall & Jarvis 1989) and cosmogenie "Cl dates from 
northern Skye (Stone er al. 1998) indicate that retreat 
and down wastage of the ice sheet was well advanced by 
15,000 BP, and radiocarbon dates obtained on basal1ake 
sediments indicate that most low ground was deglaciated 
by c.l3,000 BP (Fig. 2.2). 

lt is uncenain whether glacier ice survived the 
ensuing temperate interval, the Lateglacial !nterstadial of 
c. l3,000-ll ,OOO BP. but if so it must have been confined 
to particularly favourable sites in the high corries and 
plateaux of the Highlands. The subsequent Loch Lomond 

Stadia! of c. l1,000-JO,OOO BP witnessed renewed 
expansion of glacier ice in upland area~. an event referred 
to as the Loch Lomond Readvance. At the readvance 
maximum the Western Highlands were occupied by an 
extensive ice6eld, the West Highland lcefield. which 
extended southwards from Glen Torridon to the southern 
end of Loch Lomond, and eastwards from the fjords of 
western Highlands to the east end of Loch Tay (Fig. 2.1 ). 
On mountains peripheral to the West Highland lcefield a 
number of smaller icetields and icecaps developed, for 
example on the islands of Skye and Mull, together with 
over 200 much smaller corrie and valley glaciers. This 
readvance probably achieved itS maximum extent shortly 
after c.l 0.500 BP (Peacock er al. 1989; Rose er al. 1988), 
but radiocarbon age determinations on basal sedimentS 
within the area of the readvance suggest widespread 
glacier retreat by c.l0,200 BP (Gray & Coxon 1991) . 
By the beginning of the Holocene at c. 10,000 BP, glacier 
ice was restricted 10 a few dwindling remnants on high 
ground. 
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Lateglacial and Early Holacene climate change 
The changes in climate !hat controlled the expansion 
and conU"action of glaciers in Scotland during the final 
10,000 years of the Pleistocene Epoch appear to have 
been controlled primarily by movements of the North 
Atlantic oceanic polar front, which in rum reflected 
the vigour of thermohaline circulation (density-driven 
northwards movementS of warm surface waters) in 
the Atlantic Ocean (e.g. Broel<er 1990; Broeker et 
aL 1990), and by periodic meltwater pulses from the 
wasting northern hemisphere ice sheets (e.g. Berger & 
Jansen 1995). At present, the Nonh Atlantic oceanic 
polar front lies between Iceland and Greenland. At the 
last g lacial maximum, however, it lay at the latitude of 
northern Spain, while during the Loch Lomond Stadia! it 
was located at the latitude of SW Ireland (Ruddiman & 
Mclntyre 1981 ). At these times, therefore, Scotland was 
suJTounded by oceanic waters much colder than those 
of the present (Peacock & Harkness 1990). resulting in 
drastic reduction of air temperatures and the expansion 
of glacier ice. However, climatic conditions were by no 
means consUUlt during these glacial episodes. Glacier 
expansion occurred under cold conditions accompanied 
by heavy winter snowfall, and the early stages of glacier 
contraction appear to have been initiated by reduction in 
snowfall rather than climatic warming. The final stages 
of deglaciation, however, reflected very rapid warming 
at the beginning of the Lateglacial Interstadial and at the 
LateglaciaVHolocene transition (Fig. 2.2). 

Employment of various proxy indicators of paJaeo
climate, such as climatically-diagnostic periglacial 
phenomena (Ballantyne & Harris 1994), the equilibrium 
line altitudes of former glaciers (Ballantyne 2002a; 
Hubbard 1999), and above all the climatic implications of 
coleoptera and chironomid assemblages (Atkinson et al. 
1987; Brooks & Birks 2001) have enabled a reasonably 
nigh resolution reconstruction of changes in the British 
climate between c.t5.000 and 8000 BP. Extremely cold 
conditions appear to have persisted until c.l3,000 BP. 
Within the period 13,000-12.700 BP. however, there was 
an astonishingly rapid warming as the North Atlantic 
oceanic front migrated northwards, and by c.l2,500 BP 
conditions were similar to those of the present (Fig. 2.2), 
though perhaps more continental in character. Thereafter 
temperatures oscillated around a generally declining 
trend. with a more abrupt fall after c. I 1,300 BP neralding 
the onset of the Loch Lomond Stadial. At the thermal 
nadir of the latter, mean July sea-level temperatures in 
Scotland were probably of the order of 5.5-7.0°C, mean 
annual temperatures were as tow as -6°C to -8•c. and 
mean January temperatures were probably no higher than 
-20°C. Precipitation in the west of Scotland was probably 
similar to, or slightly higher than, that of the present 
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(Ballantyne 2002a). The easlem Righlands, however, 
experienced marked aridity, with the Caimgorms 
receiving only 25-30 per cent of present precipitation 
{Ballantyne & Harris 1994). Thus even though climatic 
conditions during the earlier pan of the Lateglacial Inter
stadia! may have been favourable for human reseulement 
of the Scottish landscape. those of the Loch Lomond 
Stadia! were ~rtainly not, except possibly to groups 
adapted to survival under arctic conditions. 

The transition to wanner conditions at the end of 
the Loch Lomond Stadial was rapid, with mean annual 
temperatures rising by as much as I •c per decade 
(Atkinson et al. 1987). and by c.9800 BP the climate 
may have been as warm as at the peak of the Lateglacial 
Interstadial. Our understanding of climatic changes in 
Scotland during the ensuing five millennia, however. 
is remarkably limited. Much of the proxy evidence on 
which reconstruction of Lateglacial climatic change is 
based, such as periglacial phenomena and llte dimen
sions of foJTDer glaciers, can:not be extended into the 
Holocene, and only a few well-dated records of beetle 
assemblages are avai lable for the last 10,000 years. The 
coleopteran data that do exist for the Early Holocene in 
Britain indicate temperatures similar to, or very slightly 
higher than, those of the presem (Briffa & Atl<inson 
1997). Moreover, evidence p rovided by forarninifera 
in North Atlantic Ocean cores demonstrates that, 
throughout the Holocene, polar waters remained well to 
the north of the British Isles (Ruddiman & Mix 1993). 
However, studies of Greenland ice-core data (Alley et 
al. 1997) have detected a partic·ularly pronounced cooling 
at c. 7500 BP that lasted about a century. This cooling 
event was probably due to disturbance of North Atlantic 
theiDlohaline circulation by catastrOphic drainage of huge 
ice-dammed lakes as the Lau.rentide (North American) 
ice sheet retreated (Barber et al. 1999). Evidence from 
marine cores from off the west coast of Norway and from 
contemporaneous tree-ring records from Germany imply 
respectively a temperature drop of >2°C and stressing 
of vegetation {Kiitgaard-l<ristensen et al. 1998). The 
location of Scotland on the NB Atlantic margin suggests 
that this event was probably re.ftected in markedly cooler 
temperatures, though there is no evidence for regenera
tion of glaciers on Scottish mountains at !his time. 

For the remainder of the Early Holocene, however. 
the climate of Scotland appears to have remained 
generally temperate, with no drastic ftuctuations in 
long-term average temperatures and cenainly no return 
to cold stadial conditions. The relatively tow amplitude 
of Holocene climatic fluctuations itSelf makes identi
fication of climatic changes difficult, for whereas the 
marked theJTDal fluctuations that characteril'ed the Late· 
glacial period forced marked changes in fauna and flora, 
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lhe comparatively small changes !.hat appear tO have 
occurred in the Holocene are not so readi ly identified in 
terms of biotic response. 

Reconstruction of Holoceneclimatic change has tradi
tionally been based on vegetation changes recorded by 
macrofossils and pollen assemblages preserved in peat 
bogs. For much of the past century a model of Holocene 
climate change proposed by the Scandinavian palaeo
bo!aOists A. Blyu and R. Scmander on the basis of peat 
stratigraphy and pollen evidence was widely accepted. 
They subdivided the Early Holocene into the Preboreal. 
Boreal, and Atlantic Periods (Fig. 2.2). The Boreal period 
(c.9500--7000 BP) was considered to be rather warmer 
and drier than at present, with a higher incidence of anti
cyclonic weather, while the Atlantic period (c. 7000-5000 
BP) was believed to be characterized by a Postglacial 
climatic (i.e. thermal) optimum accompanied by rather 
wetter conditions. As further well-dated palynological 
and palacoecological evidence accumulated, however, 
the Blyrt/Semander scheme was recogniz.ed to be at best 
over-generalized. though their terminology has been 
retained by some authors, and especially by archaeolo
gists, as a useful though essentially informal means of 
subdividing the Holocene. 

Although palynological studies have furnished a rich 
abundance of information concerning the changing vege
tation cover of Scotland during the Holocene (e.g. Birks 
1996; Edwards & Whittington 1997), the usefulness of 
pollen-stratigraphic evidence as a climatic proxy during 
this period has engendered considerable debate. Some 
researchers. such as Huntley and Prentice ( 1993) have 
assumed that past vegetation assemblages were essen
tially in equilibrium with contemporaneous climate, 
and have employed large pollen-stratigraphic datasets 
to reconstruct Holocene palaeoclimates for particular 
time intervals. Other palaeoccologists have been more 
cautious in their approach, noting that because of tlte slow 
migration rates of some taxa, vegetation assemblages are 
likely to be out of equilibrium with climate, and stressing 
the imponance of local ecological, edaphic, or hydro
logical controls on former vegetation assemblages (e.g. 
Birks 1990; Whittington & Edwards 1997). A funher 
problem is that many taxa have a climatic tolerance 
much greater than the relatively small climatic flue· 
tuations that are believed to have characterized the Early 
Holocene,limiting their use as palaeoclimatic proxies. In 
this respect, variations in the distribution of taxa at the 
extremes of their latitudinal or altitudinal range are likely 
to offer the greatest potential for providing useful palaeo
climatic information. 

Because of the caveats identified above, palaeocli· 
matic reconstructions based solely on vegetation (usually 
arboreal) assemblages offer at best general qualitative 
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information regarding early Holocenc climate change in 
Scotland. Rapid warming at the onset of the Holocene 
is reflected in the early establishment of hazel and birch 
in the Scottish landscape. Other arboreal taxa such as 
pine, oak. and elm tended to arrive later, not necessarily 
because of climatic constraints but because they had 
fanber to migrate or because of slow colonization rates. 
Current evidence suggests !.hat many major arboreal 
species did not approach the limits of their range until 
c.7000 BP, at which time the climate was. in general, 
slightly drier and warmer than at present (Birks 1990). 
Huntley (1999) has suggested that the general 'first
order' climate trend in Britain during the Holocene was 
characterized by a tendency towards reduced seasonality 
and moister conditions. A quantitative reconstruction 
by Huntley and Prentice (1993) indicates that at c.6000 
BP conditions were similar to those of the present with 
slightly (up to 2°C) warmer July temperatures. Huntley 
(1999) has emphasized, however, both the temporal 
and spatial variability of such conclusions; his data, for 
example. suggest that although winters may have been 
cooler around 6000 BP in southern Scotland, they were 
slightly warmer than now in nonhem Scotland (Fig. 
2.3). 

Because of the uncenainties inherent in lhe use of 
pollen profiles for retrodicting climate change in the 
Early Holoeene, it is useful to review other sources 
of evidence. One such source of evidence relates to 
the climatic implications of Early Holocene glacier 
behaviour in SW Norway (Nesje et al. 199 1). In the 
Jostedalcn area, glacier recession at the beginning of lhc 
Holocene was briefly intcnupted by a return to cooler 
conditions at c.9500 BP, but a climate similar to that of 
the present was apparently achieved by c.9000 BP. The 
disappearance or near-disappearance of glacier ice from 
the region between 7500 and 6000 BP implies summer 
temperatures roughly 2°C wanner than at present. After 
6000 BP, however, there is evidence of thermal decline. 
possibly accompanied by an increase in snowfall: 
g laciers expanded, treelines descended, and peat growlh 
became widespread. 

The extent to which this rather distant record is 
relevant to Scotland is debatable, but the general pattern 
is broadly consistent with other lines of evidence. 
Radiocarbon-dated pine (PurU$ sylvestris) remains in 
the Cairngorms demonstrate !.hat prior to c.6500 BP 
the treeline was about 200m higher than at present. 
suggesting a warmer and perhaps less stormy climate 
(Dubois & Ferguson 1985). There is some evidence for 
a decline in treeline altitude between c.6500 and 5300 
BP that may indicate climatic deterioration, but this may 
equally reflect sample availability and should be regarded 
with caution. Deuterium isotope analysis of cellulose 
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ftGUR£2.3 
Holoccne palacoclimatic recons1ructions based on palynological data. Differences from present-day 

climatic conditions are indicated for 9000 BP and 6000 BP. Based on Huntley ( 1999). 
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in wood remains in the same area indicates that there 
were particularly wet conditions around 7300 BP and 
between 6200 and 5800 BP, lending suppon tO the notion 
of wetter conditions during the Atlantic chronozone and 
climatic deterioration around or after c.6000 BP. This is 
suggested also by evidence from several sites in the Loch 
1\tUa area of Rannoch Moor, which shows that a major 
expansion of pine at c.6800--6600 BP was succeeded by 
a significant reduction in pine cover between c.6600 and 
5000 BP, interpreted by Bridge et al. (1990) as reflecting 
the on~t of wetter conditions. 

A shift to wetter conditions in the closing centuries 
of the Atlantic chronozone, immediately preceding a 
local episode of pine decline. is also suggested by recon· 
struction of changes in bog hydrology in NW Scotland 
based on degree of peat humification (Anderson 1998). 
However, composite peat humification curves compiled 
by Anderson et al. (1998) for sites in the NW Highlands 
suggest a rather more complex pattern. Particularly wet 
conditions are evident at some sites prior to c.8300 BP 
and between c.6200 and 5800 BP, but equally there is 
evidence for a general drying trend between c.5400 
and 5000 BP. What emerges strongly from their data is 
that although some major climatic trends are replicated 
between sites spaced a few tens of kilometres apan, the 
amplitude of the climatic signals varies between sites 
and shon-term (decadal) fluctuations are not always 
replicated between sites. This suggests that the spatial 
impact of climatic changes was highly variable and that 
the record obtained from one area is not necessarily 
applicable even to areas a few tens of kilometres distant. 

In sum, the limited evidence available suggests that, 
following rapid warming at the Lateglaciai/Holocene 
transition, temperate conditions had been established in 
Scotland by c.9800 BP, and that average temperatures 
reached a peak between c. 7500 and 6000 BP, when mean 
Ju.ly temperatures may have been up to 2•c warmer 
than now. There is evidence for at least local increases 
in wetness prior to 9000 BP. and around 7300 BP and 
6500-6000 BP, and rather more widespread evidence for 
climatic instability between 6000 and 5000 BP. However, 
this generalized summary cenainly conceals numerous 
shon-term climatic shifts that lie beyond the resolution of 
the available proxy evidence, and the notion of a 'stable' 
Early Holocene climate is cenainly misguided, as is 
the idea that a climatic shift evident for one pan of the 
country was necessarily replicated el~where (Huntley 
1999). The higher resolution proxy evidence available 
for the Late Holocene suggests that the temperatures 
of the past 5000 years have oscillated around 'average' 
va.lues by as much as :1:2•c on a timescale of decades or 
longer (Briffa & Atkinson 1997), and there is no reason 
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to suppose that this was not equally true of the Early 
Holocene. Thus the notion that the Mesolitbic occupants 
of Scotland enjoyed a climate consistently milder tban 
that of the present is probably misguided. 

Moreover, it is important to appreciate that climate 
was not necessarily the prime determinant of the 
contemporaneous biotic environment. Major tree 
species such as oak were still migrating towards their 
nonhem range as late as 6000 BP, four millennia 
aftu the rapid climatic amelioration that enabled such 
migration (Birks 1990). Both the climatic environment 
and the biotic environment were in a state of constant 
change throughout the first 5000 years of the Holocene, 
forcing changes on local ecosystems and thus, presum· 
ably. on the economic basis of Mesolith.ic society. A 
particularJy interesting question is how sensitive the 
Mesolithic economy was to environmental change and 
whether, when adverse changes occurred. populations 
responded by adoption or migration. Until the resolu
tion of palaeoellmatic reconstructions for the Early 
Holocene is radically improved, however, this question 
is likely to remain unanswered. 

Effects on landscape of the glacial-postglacial 
transition 

It has been suggested above that both the climatic and 
biotic environments of the Mesolithic inhabitants of 
Early Holocene Scotland were subject to continuous 
change. Change also affected the physical landscape 
during this period, but, outside of the littoral zone, data 
on the timing, rate, and magnitude of Early Holocene 
landscape change are remarkably limited. In terms of 
both climatic change and landform change the Early 
Holocene represents the 'Dark Age' of research on the 
Late Quaternary of Scotland, about which much less is 
known than during the preceding Lateglacial period. 

lt seems likely, however, that initial landscape 
response to deglaciation was, especially in upland 
areas, locally dramatic. Studies of recently deglaciated 
terrain have demonstrated that retreat of valley glaciers 
is often succeeded by rapid reworking of glacigenic 
sediments by slope failure, slopewash, debris flow, and 
rivers (Ballantyne 2002b}. In upland areas that were 
reoccupied by glacier ioe during the Loch Lomond 
Stadia!, such paraglacial processes were probably 
responsible for extensive gullying of valley-side drift 
deposits and the consequent accumulation of c.ones 
and fans of debris along the flanks of glacial troughs 
(Ballantyne & Benn 1996). lt seems likely that many 
(though by no means all) of the relict debris cones and 
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alluvial fans that occupy upland valleys formed within 
a few centuries of deglaciation (Ballantyne 199la). 

Another effect of deglaciarion on the Early Holocene 
landscape was destabilization of rock slopes. Over 600 
major rock-slope failures (mainly rockslides) have been 
identified in the Scottish Highlands and Hebrides, some 
involving the collapse of entire mountainsides (Ballan
tyne 1986; Jarman & Ballantyne 2002). The majority 
appear to have occurred in the Early Holocene in response 
to debuttressing of rock slopes as the last glaciers down
wasted. Failure in such cases was rarely instantaneous, 
but followed slow expansion of the rock mass and 
consequent propagation of an internal network of joints. 
The famous landslip on The Storr on Skye, for example, 
occurred at c.6500 BP, several millenrtia after degla
ciation (Ballantyne et al. 1998b). The factors responsible 
for initiating rockslides in the Early Holocene remain 
uncertain, but a fascinating possibility is that some were 
triggered by earthquakes (Ballantyne 1997). Davenport 

et al. (1989) have demonstrated that in the Western 
Highlands a combination of glacio-isostatic uplift and 
tectonic stress resulted in appreciable seismic activity 
throughout the Early Holocene, producing earthquakes 
of magnitude 6.5- 7.0 at the end of the Loch Lomond 
Stadia!, diminishing to magnitude 5.0-6.0 events by 
c.3000 BP. The landscape of Mesolithic Scotland was 
thus by no means as stable as that of the present. 

Sea-level change 

Causes of sea-level change 
The growth and decay of the last ice sheet also bad an 
important effect on sea-level change and the configura
tion of the Scottish coastline. The build-up of the last 
ice sheet depressed the level of the land surface, such 
depression being greatest near the centre of the ice 
sheet where the ice was thickest. During and after the 

FJGUR£2.4 
Raised delta and raised beach, Gruinard Bay, Wester Ross. The conspicuous raised delta reflects a relative sea level of c.20m OD at the time 
of ice-sbeet deglaciation. The much lower raised beach fronting the delta is the Main Postglacial Shoreline. (Photograph by the author) 
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shrinkage of the ice sheet the land underwent di fferential 
glaci<risos!Jitic rebound, with those areas that lay near 
the former centre of the ice sheet rising more rapidly 
than those near its former margins. Isostatic uplift was 
mpid at first, then slowed progressively throughout the 
Lateglacial and Holocene. Such vertical movements of 
the land were accompanied by glaci<reustatic changes 
in global sea-level. During the Early Holocene this took 
the form of a general rise in sea-level as the last great 
ice sheets melted, feeding the oceans with meltwater. As 
the ice sheets in North America and Eurasia did not melt 
completely until c. 7500-6500 BP, it was not until then 
that global ocean volume reached its present capacity. 
The severance of Great Britain from continental Europe, 
perhaps at c. 7000 BP, reRects a rapid rise in global sea
level at this time (Funnel 1995). 

The interplay of glacio-eus!Jitic sea-level rise and 
differential isos!Jitic uplift resulted in marked and complex 
changes in the coastal configuration of Scotland. Because 
isostatic uplift was greater and more rapid in areas that lay 
close to the centre of the last ice sheet, the nature and rate 
of relative sea-level change varied spatially with distance 

from the centre of isos!Jitic uplift, which lay in the vicinity 
of Rannoch Moor in the Western Grampian Highlands. 
Where the rising seas and rising land were temporarily 
in equilibrium (i .e. occurring at approximately the same 
rate), shorelines were formed. In areas where subsequent 
isostatic uplift outstripped sea-level rise, these ancient 
shorelines now take the form of raised beaches, raised 
rock platforms, raised deltas, and raised estuarine (cDI-se) 
deposits (Figs 2.4 & 2.5). In areas farther from the centre 
of isostatic uplift, however, ancient shorelines lie below 
present sea-level, or are buried under deposits laid down 
during a later marine transgression. 

The earliest raised shorelines in Scotland are those that 
formed in the east of the country as the sea flooded the 
coastline during ice-sheet retreat. Of greater significance 
to Mesolithic archaeology, however, is a pronounced 
rock platform and backing cliff, known as the Main Late
glacial Shoreline, that apparently developed during the 
Loch Lomond Stadia! (Stone et al. 1996). This platform 
is typically 50-150m wide and is present along extensive 
stretches of the western seaboard (Dawson 1984). It has 
a maximum altitude of over IOm in the Oban area and 

FlGURE 2.5 
Raised estuarine (carse) deposits of the Forth Valley east of Stirling. This area was inundated by the sea at c.6800 BP. 

(Photograph by the author) 
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gradually declines in altitude away from !he cenue of 
isostatic uplin, passi.ng below present sea-level in Islay, 
wes~em Mull. Ayrsbite. and !he western Moray Finh. The 
archaeological significance of !his feature stems from !he 
fact that eaves and fissures in !he backing cliff contain 
Mesolilh.ic remains (Bonsall 1996: Bonsall &. Sutherland 
1992). 

Th~ patt~m of Eorly Holoctne s~a-level change 
Coastal sites located far from !he eentte of isostatic 
uplift. sucb as !he Northern and We1tem Isles, tend 10 
bave been dominated by progressive submergence and 
coastline retteat throughout !he Holocene. Indeed, in 
Lateglacial times !he Outer Hebrides and !he Orkney 
Islands may each have constituted a single island !hat 
became progressively fragmented by rising seas during 
!he Holocene (Smilh 1997). Coastal sites located closer 
to the cenue of isosta.t.ic uplift experienced a more 
compte~ sequence of relative sea-level movement$, in 
which four general phases can be identified (Fig. 2.6; 
Ballantyne & Dnwson 1997). 
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L Prior 10 c.8500-8000 BP !he rate of isostatic uplut 
generally exceeded that of eustatic sea-level rise. 
and relative sea-level fell. 

2. There followed a period of relative marine trans
gression, the Main Pos1glacial Thmsgression, when 
eustatic sea-level rise due to disintegration of !he last 
mid-latitude ice sheets outstripped isostatic uplift. 

3. The culmination of !he Main Postglacial Thms
gressioo occwred as global ocean volume 
approached present levels. Because of different 
rates of isostatic uplift, maximum relative sea
level occurred in different places at different times 
within !he period 720()...{>()()() BP, wilh maximum 
relative sea-level being latest at sites fanhest from 
the centre of isostatic uplift. 

4. The culmination of the Main Postglacial Trans
gression was succeeded by gradual relative marine 
regression due to residual isostatic uplift. interrupted 
by minor periods of slaSis or rransgression c:tused by 
small (<2m) fluctuations in eustatic sea-level. 
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l'lotJU 2.6 
Graphs of llarly Holocene relative sea-level clulnge at four sites (A-0) located at increasing distanCe 
from lhe centre of isosllltic upUft (see Fig. 2.7). A. Fortb Valley (after Robinson 1993); B. The Eam
Thyconflueoce(afierSmith ttol. 198S); C. The Oomoch Fitth (alter Smith etaL 1992); D. Wick (after 

Dawson & Smith 1997). 
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The shoreline associated wilh !he culmination of !he 
Main Postglacial Transgression is known as !he Main 
Postglacial Shoreline, and is now raised above present 
sea-level as a result of subsequent isostatic uplift. It 
forms a conspicuous raised beach or raised estuarin.e 
ftats around much of the Scottish coastline, except in the 
norlhemmost mainland, Outer Hebrides, and Norlhem 
Isles. It reaches a maximum altitude of 13-14m near the 
centre of isostatic uplift. for example on !he shores of 
Loch Etive and in !he upper Forlh Valley. and declines 
progressively in altitude towards more peripheral coasts 
(Fig. 2.7). 

Implications of &rly Holocene sea-level change 
Given !he abundance of known Mesolithic sites in coastal 
locations, the marked and locally rapid rise in sea-level 
that occurred after c.8500 BP has important implications 
for the interpretation of !he pattern and chronology of 
Mesolithic settlement. In western Scotland the Main 

FtOURE2.7 

-12- Contours 81 
2m lntOMIIs 

lsobase map ror the Main Postglacial Shoreline (after Flllh <taL 

1993). Where the isobases intersect the coastline they represent the 
approximate present altitude of the shoreUne. A-D are the locations 

of the reconstructed sea-level curves depicted in Fig. 2.6. 
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Postglacial Transgression rose above !he Main Late
glacial Shoreline, inundating Early Mesolithic sites 
and destroying shell middens and other archaeological 
evidence. Significantly, many of the earliest dated Mesa
lithic remains in western Scotland occur at sites just 
above the upper limit of the transgression, for example 
on R~m and in the Oban area (Bonsall & Suthe.rland 
1992; Wickham-Jones 1990), suggesting that lower 
liuoral sites were destroyed as sea-level rose. Similarly, 
Mesolithic artefacts have been found within the earse 
of the Forlh Valley (Lacaille 1954). Collectively this 
evidence implies that sea-level rise associated with the 
Main Postglacial Transgression has effectively truncated 
the liuoral archaeological record; coastal sites pre-dating 
the transgression on exposed coasts were destroyed, and 
those in more sheltered locations were buried under estu
arine sedimen!S. Conversely, though the Main Postgla
cial Shoreline is a time-transgressive feature, it provides 
a conspicuous and locally well-dated landforrn for 
constraining the ages of in siru archaeological evidence 
recovered on or below this level. ln western Scolland, for 
example, some Mesolithic sites, including shell middens. 
are located immediately adjacent to !he Main Postgla
cial Shoreline, suggesting occupation at the time of the 
culmination of the transgression (Bonsall 1996; Jardine 
1977). 

Early Holocene sea-level rise resulted in striking large
scale changes in the configuration of low-lying areas of 
Scotland. In the west, the sea flooded low ground around 
the Clyde Estuary and invaded Loch Lomond. In the 
east the sea advanced up the Tay Estuary, ftooding lower 
Strathearn, and inunda.ted the Forlh Valley almost as far 
west as Aherfoyle (Fig. 2.8). At !he culmination of the 
transgression in the Forlh Valley, c.6800 BP, the rising 
seas almost severed the Highlands from the Midland 
Valley, and a land bridge only l2km wide linked north 
and south. At a more local scale, the rapidity of relative 
sea-level rise after c.8500 BP must have had a significant 
impact on coastal seulemen!S and economy. In general, 
rate of sea-level rise was greatest farthest from the centre 
of glacio-isostatic uplift. The graphs of relative sea-level 
in Fig. 2.6 suggest that the maximum rate of relative 
sea-level rise ranged from about 0.5m per century near 
the centre of glacio-isos.tatic uplift to as much as 3m per 
century in more distal locations. On low-lying coasts 
such rates imply significant marine incursion even within 
the span of a single human generation, and the creation 
of extensive inter-tidal zones that may have been very 
productive in terms of coastal resources (Mithen 1999). 
Equally, however, rapid sea-level rise increased the risk 
of forced abandonment of coastal senlement sites. Set 
within the context of rapidly-rising sea-level, extreme 
storm events may remodel low-lying coasts within a 
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Extent of marine tr.msgression of east·central Scodand at the culmination of the Main Postglacial Transgression. 

matter of days or even hours, overwhelming barrier 
beaches and salt marshes and flooding the hinterland. 

Although little is known about the influence of such 
exceptional storm events on littoral occupancy during 
the Mesolithic, evidence for another form of catastrophic 
flooding has beeo identified in the form of a conspicuous 
buried sand layer at numerous localities along the cast 
coast of S<:otland (Fig. 2.9) This was apparently deposited 
by a tSunami generated by a massive submarine landslide 
that occurred on the continental slope west of Norway 
around 7000 BP (Oawson et al. 1988). This tsunami is 
believed to bave overwhelmed a Mesolithic occupation 
site at Inverness and may have flooded other sites at 
Broughty Ferry on the nonh side of the Tay Estuary and 
at Morton in NE Fife (Dawson et al. 1990). Although the 
Early Holocene coastal stratigraphic record suggesiS that 
this flooding event was unique in terms of its magnitude 
and widespread distribution, more localized storm eveniS 
may have had equally catastrophic effectS, par1icularly 
during the period of rapid sea-level rise that preceded the 
culmination of the Main Postglacial Transgression. 
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Other elements of Early Holocene landscape change 

Mesolitbic occupation of Scotland was not restricted 
to coastal sites, and a number of studies have indi
cated considerable inland penetration by Mesolithic 
communities (e.g. Affleck et al. 1988; Edwards 1985; 
Edwards et al. 1984). Unfortunately, current under
standing of inland landscape change in the Early 
Holocene is slender. Research on recently deglaciated 
terrain (Ballantyne 2002b; Ballaotyne & Benn I 996) 
has suggested that rapid reworking of glacigenic sedi
ments after deglaciation typically lasts no more than a 
few centuries, after which a period of general hillslope 
and alluvial stability ensues. This pattern is supported by 
dates obtained on organic soil horizons and peat layers 
buried by debris flows. which record numerous erosional 
evencs in the Late Holocene, but very few in the Early 
Holocene (Curry 2000; Hinchliffe 1999). To what extent 
this represents a true reflection of the stability of drift
mantled hillslopes in the Early Holocene is debatable, 
however, as older organic layers are liable 10 burial 
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Conspicuous (tight·colourcd) sand Layer within peat deposits, 
representing a tsunami that flooded the east coast of Soolland and 
the Northern Isles at c. 7000 BP. (Photograph by A. G. Dawson) 

under more recent deposits, and hence are often less 
accessible for sampling. 

Similarly, though the last decade has witnessed a 
steady increase in the information available on patterns 
of Postglacial river incision and alluviation in Scotland 
(e.g. Ballantyne & Whittington 1999; Brazier et al. 1988; 
Macklin & Lewin 1993; McEwen 1997; Tipping 1994; 
Tipping & Halliday 1994), this has focused almost exclu· 
sively on Late Holocene events and putative causes. In 
the Early Holocene, changes in relative sea-level would 
certainly have caused floodplain aggradation (during 
rises in relative sea-level) and incision and associated 
terrace formation (during falls in relative sea-level), but 
such direct links apply only to river mouths and estuaries. 
Farther upstream, where local base level is often 
controlled by bedrock thresholds, the pattern of Early 
Holocene alluvial change is much less predictable. In 
the Eastern Grampian Highlands, however, a number of 
published (Ballantyne & Whittington 1999; Robenson· 
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Rintoul 1986) and unpublished (Robenson-Rintoul 
pers. comm.) radiocarbon dates place the culmination of 
Holocene floodplain aggradation, now represented by the 
highest Holocene terrace, after c.4000 BP. If this pattern 
is replicated elsewhere in Scotland, it implies that inland 
Mesolithic riparian sites are liable to have been removed 
by flooding or buried under floodplain sediments, and 
that Mesolithic sites or artefacts are liable to survive at 
the ground surface only above the level of the highest 
Holocene river terraces. 

EffeciS of Mesolitbic settlement on the physical 
landscape 

During the Early Holocene, nearly all of Scotland except 
high ground was covered by a succession of woodland 
types (Birl<s 1996; Edwards & Whlttington 1997). 
The principal impact of early human activity on the 
physical landscape is likely to ham taken the form of 
deliberate or inadvertent (through burning) woodland 
clearance, which affects landforms in several ways. 
By reducing evapotranspiration and other hydrological 
changes, deforestation may increase stream discharge by 
10-40 per cent (Moore 1985), and trigger a flashy runoff 
response to rainstorms, potentially causing river incision 
(Ferguson 1981 ). On hill slopes, deforestation not only 
reduces stability but favours rapid build-up of porewater 
pressures in soils, promoting shallow slope failures 
and associated debris flow during extreme rainstorms. 
Removal of vegetation, particularly by burning, causes 
drastic increases in rates of soil erosion by rainsplash and 
slopewash. In addition, clearance of woodland tends to 
result in increased leaching of nutrients and consequent 
soil acidification, degradation of soil structure, and 
possibly peat growth. 

On the basis of pollen and charcoal evidence, a number 
of authors have proposed that Mesolithic communities 
in Scotland deliberately cleared woodland or managed 
heathlands, possibly to encourage grazing (e.g. Bennett 
et al. 1990; Bohncke 1988; Edwards 1996; Edwards & 
Mithen 1995; Edwards et aL 1995; Hirons & Edwards 
1990), though the evidence employed in such inferences 
has been challenged (Macklin et al. 2000). It is therefore 
appropriate to consider whether or not there is evidence 
for Mesolithic woodland clearance in the geomorpholog· 
ical or sedimentological record. Unfortunately, as noted 
above, outside the coastal zone information regarding 
Early Holocene geomorphological changes is extremely 
fragmentary. There is currently no evidence for Early 
Holocene episodes of inland valley-floor alluviation 
or incision in Scotland, and though there is localized 
evidence for slope failure and associated debris flow 
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activity in the NW Highlands and Hebrides between 
c.6600 and 5000 BP there is no conclusive evidence to 
link such activity to woodland clearance. anthropogenic 
or otherwise (Curry 2000; Hinchliffe 1999). 

A more promising approach is to search for evidence 
of increased soil erosion in sediment cores retrieved 
from the ftoors of lakes. Radiocarbon dating of such 
cores offers the possibility of identifying periods of 
erlhan.ced inwash of mineral soil, and accelerated erosion 
of soils within lake catchments may be reflected in an 
increased concentration of cenain metal ions (Edwards 
& Rowntree 1980; Pennington et al. 1972), variations 
in magnetic susceptibility (Thompson er al. 1975), and 
the rate and grain-size of sediment influx. Where such 
studies have been carried out, however, they yield no 
conclusive evidence for significant Mesolithic land· 
scape disturbance, even though later deforestation or 
agric11ltural disturbance is strongly represented in lake 
sediment characteristics (e.g. Edwards & Rowntree 
1980; Pennington er al. 1972; Vasari & Vasari 1968). 

Absence of evidence, however, is not necessarily 
evidence of absence. Given the fragmentary narure of 
our current understanding of Early Holocene change in 
the physical landscape of Scotland, it is hardly surprising 
that no conclusive evidence has emerged concerning the 
impact of Mesolithic peoples on the landscape. particu
larly when the nature and extent of the landscape impact 
of more drastic forms of human activity (widespread 
deforestation and cultivation) later in the Holocene is 
still debatable (Ballantyne 1991 b; Ballantyne & Whit· 
tington 1999). Probably the most promising way to 
establish whether or not Mesolithic woodland clearance 
affected the physical landscape by inftuencing sediment 
yield is through a dated association between archaeo
logical sites, palynological data, and enhanced minero
genjc sedimentation within adjacent lakes. On present 
evidence, however, it seems reasonable to conclude that 
the influence of changes in the physical environment on 
the Mesolithlc communities of Scotland was much more 
significant than the influence of these communities on the 
changing physical environment. 
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Chapter3 

Interpretative Issues Concerning the Driving Forces of Vegetation Change 
in the Early Holocene of the British Isles 

RICHARD TIPPING 

Woodland disturbance attributed to anthropogenic 
activity is one of the key sources from which to under· 
stand the presence, dy110mics. and behaviour of Mesa· 
lithic groups. The principks of interpretation of such 
woodland disturbances from upland contexts in the 
British Isles are critically evaluated in the light of 
new data which, more than previously. indicate that 
human activities are nor the sole, or even perhaps the 
likeliest cause of change in plant communities. Causal 
hypotheses which compete with those involving human 
manipularion of woods have in the past been tmder· 
valued, based on asstunptions that, in the absence of 
human groups. woodland stability would be expected. 
However. climate change and autogenic processes are 
emphasiud in recent reconstructions. and naJural insta
bility characterizes ecosystems. Future interpretations of 
woodland disrurbance may need to provide more fonnal. 
more discriminatory, and more explicit tests of competing 
hypotheses. 

Introduction 

In a period such as the Mesolithic, when archaeo
logical traces of human presence are scarce and essen· 
tially ephemeral (Wickbam-Jones 1994), identifying 
purposeful disturbance to plant communities by human 
groups has emerged as one or the most critical and signifi· 
cant ways by wh.ich to explore hunter-gatherer communi
ties in many parts of the British Isles (Barton et aL 1995; 
Caseldine & Hatton 1993; Edwards 1989; 1990; Jacobi et 
aL 1976; Mellars 1976; Mellars & Dark 1998; Simmons 
1969; 1975; 1996; Simmons & tones 1987; 1988a; Smith 
1970: Smith & Clouunan 1988). 

The arguments assembled from which to deduce 
anthropogenic alterations to plants and ecosystems 
derive from ethnographic parallels as to why hunter
gatherers should want to manipulate their landscapes, and 
how they might have done it (Mellass 1976), and from 
detailed palaeoecological reconstrUctions, principally 
using pollen analysis (palynology). which attempt to 
demonstrate that thjs manipulation occurred. The debate 
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has encompassed possible human effectS in the partial 
deter:m.ioation of major features or Postglacial vegeta· 
tioo change. such as the 'early' appearance in the present 
interglacial of Corylus (hazel) (Huntley 1993; Smith 
1970) and the establishment of Alnus (alder) (Bennett 
& Birlcs 1990; Chambers & Elliott 1989; Smith 1984; 
Tall anti re 1992), as well as the much more subtle analysis 
or slight alterations to vegetation pauems over very small 
distances and at very shon timescales (Simmons & lnnes 
1981; 1987; 1996a; 1996b; Smith & Cloutrnan 1988: 
Smith et al. 1989: Turner, !noes & Simmons 1993), in 
which resource manipulation (improvements in grazing 
quality etc.) is central to intespretation (Mellars 1976; 
Simmons 1975). 

Classification of these diverse analyses into spatially 
distinct. regional versus local, effects is common 
(E<hvards 1999; Smith 198 1) although arbitrary. New 
work (e.g. Caseldine & Hatton 1993; Simmons 1996) 
stresses how small-scale impactS might lead to region
wide differentiation of landscapes. This paper will not 
elthaustively review al l aspects of these analyses; such 
reviews are available, particularly for upland Britain 
(Edwards 1989: 1999; Edwards & Whittington 1997; 
Evans 1999; Finlayson & Edward.~ 1997; Simmons 1993; 
1996; Tipping 1994). 

The paper will instead focus on discussion of the 
interpretation of shon-tived, ephemeral, and spatially 
restricted ' interference' or 'disturbance' phases in 
pollen diagrams. This contribution will in particular 
draw attention to difficulties in assigning these slight 
vegetation disturbances to anthropogenic activity. This 
attribution has, indeed. always been aclcnowledged to be 
ambiguous (Simmons 1993: 1996; Smith 1981) because 
of the difficulties in distinguishing the patterns to have 
been purposeful (and so anthropogenic) as opposed to 
either autogenic change in plant communities. driven by 
internal adjustments of complex woodland ecosystems. 
or climatic change in the early Holocene (Tipping 1996). 
No new data are presented here; rather the intention is to 
'stand back' and review recently pubtished data from a 
variery or sources which might place the debate in a new 
light 
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Firstly. the long-term context of these ephememl 
disturbance phases is briefly summarized, before discus
sion focuses on three related issues: {a) the absence of 
clear palynological indicators {cf. Behre 1981; !986) of 
anthropogenic activity in Mesolithic disturbances; (b) 
the problem of equifinality in interpretations, where a 
range of drivi11g forces can lead to the same vegetation 
response, which addresses our current lack of discrimina
tion in rusmissing panicular causes; and (c) new evidence 
that one such driving force - climate change - has been 
previously undervalued or misunderstood. New data 
on the frequency and rapidity of Early-Mid Holocene 
climatic excursions may have major implications for 
our interpretation of vegetation changes and, possibly, 
for how we see the course of human change over this 
period. 

Woodland development in the Early Holocene 

The general pattern of woodland colonization and 
woodland restructuring following the Younger Dryas 
(Loch Lomond) Stadia! (Lowe & Walker 1997) in 
the Brilish Isles has been understood for maoy years 
(Godwin 1956). The patterns of temporal and spatial 
tree migration are well-known (Huntlcy & Birks 1983) 
and will not be evaluated here. They have been seen as 
a colonization sequence determined by gradual climatic 
amelioration within the Early Holocene (Godwin 1956; 
1975; Lamb 1977), with different tree species being 
'allowed' to migrate across Europe after specific climatic 
constraints and thresholds were removed. This thesis 
was re-el(amined in a highly influential paper by Birks 
(1989), in which the concept of gradual cUmatic change 
was replaced by one of very rapid temperature change 
in the first few hundred years of the Holocene, demon
strated from modelling exercises (Kutzbach & Guetter 
1986) and empirical data (Atkinson er al. 1987; Dans
gaard er al. 1989), data which are now widely attested 
(Lowe & Walker 1997). 

This new paradigm implies that the colonization of 
tree taxa was not determined to any significant extent by 
any form of gradual climatic amelioration; the transition 
from Younger Dryas to full interglacial status was extra
ordinarily rapid, with data from ice-core records (Alley 
er al. 1993; Taylor er al. 1996) suggesting that the change 
took only decades. The distinct vegetation succession we 
observe within the Early Holocene is instead thought to be 
determined by: {a) the locations of Lateglacial woodland 
refugia; (b) contrasts in seed dispersal mechanisms 
and rates; and (c) 'chance' events (Birks 1989). which 
are required to explain the exceptional migration rates 
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exhibited in radiocarbon-dated pollen sequences across 
the British Isles. Edaphic factors (Pennington 1986) 
are not seen as significant in inhibiting the dispersal of 
early colonizing taxa such as Betula (birch) or Corylus 
(hazel), although pedogenesis provides increasing differ
entiation through time as later colonizing trees (Que reus 
(oak), Ulmus (elm), Ttlia (lime), and Pi11us (pine)) 
arrived. In an increasingly complex wooded landscape, 
autogenic adjustments like inter-species competition 
become important (Bennen 1986) in suppressing or 
displacing earlier colonizing trees. 

The colonization of CorylliS (hazel) is currently most 
often seen as representing migration from refugia close 
to the British Isles (Birl<s 1989; Edwands 1990; 1999: 
Rackham 1980; Tipping 1994). and a source west of the 
present western coastline of Scotland (Deacon 1973) has 
not been dismissed. Smith's (1970) suggestion of migra
tion aided by human groups is still debated, most recently 
by Huntley (1993), but is not supported by the available 
data. Smith ( 1970) postulated a link between increased 
fire frequency and the establishment of Corylus, but very 
few pollen records can demonstrate such a relationship 
between burning as seen in charcoal records and the rise 
of Corylus pollen (Edwands 1989; 1990; Tipping 1994). 
Huntley (1993) argued that abrupt climate shifts. with 
increasing aridity, facilitated seedling establishment 
through fire, but again the data do not, except rarely 
(Smith 1998). support this. 

The appearance of AlnliS (alder) across the British 
Isles cannot be readily described as a smooth 'spread' 
across the country (Benneu & Birks 1990). Alnus is 
competitively inferior to the existing deciduous trees 
such as Querc11s {oak) and UlmliS (elm) (Bennett 1986; 
Smith 1984), and may have required disturbance to 
facilitate establishment. Mesolitbic human impact is one 
such cause (Tipping J 995a), but among many others, 
including autogenic, climatic, geomorphological, and 
biological agencies (Bennen & Birks 1990; Chambers 
& Elliott 1989). 

By the Later Mesolithic period, woodland structure 
varied in many ways in space (Bennett 1989; Birks et al. 
1975; lipping 1994), at aU spatial scales, and presented 
a variety of landscapes. extraordinarily diverse mosaics 
of different woodlands and open ground, within which 
Mesolitbic communities operated. These woodland 
types were almost certainly not those that ecologists 
(Rod well 1991) describe today (Birks 1993). We have no 
analogues for Late,r Mesolitbic woodlands, because any 
plant community is a temporary assemblage of chance 
occurrences, mediated by adaptations to driving forces 
like soil, climate, land use, competition. and time itself. 
This observation, in passing, may have implications for 
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archaeologists in many ways. One imponant issue relates 
to the detailed modelling of factors such as terrestrial 
resources and biomass (e.g. Mellars I 976), which are 
derived from !be structure. composition, and dynamics of 
present-day woodlands (Falinski I 986), woodlands that 
are different from tbose of !be Later Mesolithic. 

A number of reconstructions provide crude 'snap
shots' of the regional extent and distribution of woodland 
types in pans of the Brit:i$h Isles at the transition from 
Mesolithic to Neolithic periods, around 5000 ' 'C BP 
(Fig. 3.1; Bennen 1989; Edwards & Whittington 1997; 
Tipping 1994). These differ markedly between workers, 
and in many ways these differences indicate what we 
do not yet understand about local vegetation patteming, 
tree-lines and upland areas, ecotones, and so on (Tipping 
1994). In a more specific way, tbese maps are problem
atic in imparting a false impression of stability in these 
landscapes. Current ecological paradigms (Botkin 1990; 
Shugan 1998) stress !be imponance in ecosystems of 
continuous disturbance, at all temporal and spatial scales. 
No plant community is stable; autogenic and external 
driving forces promote constant change, including the 
effects of single trees dying and creating shon-lived 
canopy openings, storms causing wind-throw across hill
sides, lightning-strike fires, and anthropogenic ac.tivity 
(Peterken 1996). 

Ephemeral disturbances in Mesolilhi.c woodlands 

It is accepted here that archaeologists and palaeoecolo
gists have developed coherent models as to why hunter
gatherers should want to manipulate woodlands (Mellars 
1976; Simmons 1969; 1975), particularly in upland 
settiogs. although many ethnographic observations are 
not necessarily as relevant to Mesolithic environments as 
often assumed. In addition, in some upland landscapes 
workers have generated palaeoecological data-sets 
which are exceptionally impressive in the detail and 
care with which they have been assembled, particularly 
the recent work of Simmons and lnnes (1996a; 1996b; 
1996c; Simmons et al. 1989; Turner et al. 1989; 1993) 
from multiple pollen profiles at Nonh Gill on the North 
York Moors, summarized by Simmons (I 996). These 
analyses have shown that woodland disturbances in 
this upland environment, panicularly in the last 1000 
or so years of the Mesolithic period. are characterized 
by being both very shon-lived, each episode persisting 
only for decades, and confined to very small patches of 
the landscape, perhaps tens of metres around a pollen 
profile. Some disturbances seem to be more sustained, 
over hundreds of years, comparable to patterns seen at 
Other, less highly resolved sites in the British Isles (see 
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Simmons 1996 for a review), but pollen recruitment 
characteristics at many sites make it likely that prolonged 
disturbances seen in single profiles are actually products 
of individual small-scale and ephemeral disrurbances 
(Caseldime & Hatton 1993). 

As discussed above, disturbance is now seen to be 
typical of ecosystems; it is a natural process. Much of 
the data on this derive from palaeoecological analyses 
which al.low an appropriately long temporal perspec
tive (Delcoun & Delcoun 1991). Work of the calibre 
of that a.t Nonh Gill is very exciting because we can 
begin to understand the temporal and spatial scale of 
such distutbances. Each disturbance has characteristic 
features which are internally consistent and ecologically 
'sensible', but despite the detail of the analyses, none is 
demonstrably anthropogenic in origin, and cause remains 
as inferential as ever. This is not a new criticism (Brown 
1997) and it is acknowledged by Simmons (1996), but is 
nonetheless chastening. There seems to be a gap between 
the hypothetical models for hunter-gatherer woodland 
manipulation developed in the I 970s (e.g. Mellars 1976) 
and precise predictable ecological outcomes of such 
manipulations, from which to establish human impact. 
This lack of causal discrimination in pollen analyses will 
persist unless tests of hypotheses are developed. 

There are, for example, no consistent or replicable 
palynological indicators within Mesolitbic disturbances 
that can be assigned to human activity. Open ground 
pollen ta>ca are recorded in disturbances, but very few are 
convincimg indicators of activities predicted from behav
iours suc.h as grazing (cf. Behre 1981). Pollen taxa such 
as Rumex (docks). Melampyrum (cow-wheat), Pteridium 
(bracken) (Simmons 1996. table 2.2) are not necessarily 
anthropogenic indicators; they occur in woodlands, and 
would respond in increased numbers, pollen production. 
and/or pollen dispersal to any opening of the woodland 
canopy. Simmons (1996, table 2.2) records Plantago 
lanceolata (ribwort plantain) as a relatively common 
herb in disturbance episodes within the British Isles (55 
per cent of sites), and this is arguably (cf. Groenman-van 
Waateringe 1996) a good grazing indicator, but it is rare 
at profiles in Nonh Gill, and not repeatedly recorded at 
other sites. Records of microscopic charcoal in pollen 
sequences, commonly seen as anthropogenic (Bennect 
et al. 1990; Edwards 1989; 1990; 1996; Simmons & 
Inne.~ 1981; 1996b; Sirnmons et aL 1989), are in reality 
even more ambiguous in origin (Pauerson et al. 1987). 
It can, of course, be argued that open ground herbs are 
no better· guides to anthropogenic activity in post-Mesa
lithic periods, but in pollen analyses of Neolithic and 
later contexts there appears to be a clearer predictive use 
of these indicators, with, for example, woodland being 
substituted through clearance by a coherent suite of land-
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use indicators (Berglund 1969; 1985; Edwards 1993; 
Pitcher et al. 1971). 

Climate change as a driving rorce in Early-Mid 
Elolocene woodlands 

Explanations of woodland disturbance phases in Meso
lilhic comexiS as anlhropogenic in origin need to assume 
that. in the absence of human activicy, stability would 
prevail. This is unlikely to have been !he case if our 
new understanding of ecosystem dynamics holds true. 
In addition, it is probable !hat other external forcing 
factors have been underrated as explanatory variables. 
Chief among these is climate change. The recognition of 
abrupt climate change at the beginning of the Holocene 
period (above) has reawakened a concern that equally 
rapid changes may characterize the Interglacial itself. 
Models of a smooth and gradual amelioration in temper
ature from the Younger Dcyas until a rnid-Postglacial 
climatic 'optimum• (Lamb 1977) have been undermined 
in recem years. although no clear consensus has as yet 
been reached concerning the chronology, frequency, or 
magnitude of climatic changes. Synthesis is compli· 
cated by an emphasis on regional patterning, where 
neither synchroneity nor directions of climate shifis 
(e.g. warmer/cooler; wetter/drier) are assured between 
regions. Regional palaeoclimatic reconstruction requires 
the gene.ration of data-sets pertinent to that spatial scale, 
and for much of the British Isles this is not yet possible 
(Berglund et al. 1996). 

This section will not pursue the synthesis of terrestrial 
data-sets for NW Europe, but instead will draw attention 
to examples from the North Atlantic region, from new 
work on Greenland ice-core and ocean-sediment records. 
These examples may seem far removed from !he British 
Isles. but there are sound arguments for suggesting that 
the major source of large-scale climatic change lies 
wilhin the North Atlantic (Broecker 1994; Broecker 
& Oenton 1990). The case-studies are new, and some 
need to be validated before we can fully explore their 
significance, but !hey are used here as 'markers' for a 
climate event stratigraphy slowly emerging (Berglund 
et al. 1996). 

The major Early Holocene climate event to emerge 
from new analyses of the GISP2 Greenland ice core 
occurred at c.8200 cal BP/c.7300 14C BP (Alley et al. 
1997). This is an abrupt change in a range of physical 
and geochemical indicators which together arc thought 
to record changes in snow accumulation, temperature 
near the ice-sheet, storminess. and nonhern hemisphere 
atmospheric circulation. This short-lived event probably 
lasted 200-400 calendar years (8400-8000 ea! BPn650-
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7200 ' 'C BP). h represents the most significant climatic 
deterioration recorded at GISP2 in the Holoceoe, with 
an estimated temperature decline of around 6±2·c in 
central Greenland (Alley et al. I 997). and I -3·c at 
marine and terrestrial si tes in the NE Atlantic and Scan
dinavia (Klitgaard-Kristensen et al. 1998). This equates 
to around half the amplitude of the Younger Oryas 
deterioration. Correlations in timing have been made 
between this event and reduced marine temperatures 
off southern Norway (Kiitgaard-Kristensen et al. 1998), 
global ice advance (Beget I 983), changes in tempe.rarure 
and/or precipitation recorded in tree growth (Klitgaard
Kristensen et al. 1998) and in lake sediments (Grafeo
stein et al. 1998) in continental Europe, with changes 
in tropical lake levels (Stager & Mayewskl 1997) and. 
less clearly, with methane production, which is related 
to tropical plant biomass and productivity (Alley et al. 
1997). In the British Isles this event may correlate with 
the first of Oubois and Ferguson 's (1985) climate dislo
cations (see also Bridge et al. 1990; Tipping 1994), and 
also, more tentatively, with disturbances to woodland 
(Simmons 1996) and changes in climatically determined 
fire frequency (Tipping 1996; Tipping & Milbum 2000. 
and see below). 

The '8200 ea! BP event' currently dominates thought 
because the amplitude of climate change is seen to have 
global effects. Such impacts may well have affected 
human populations, particularly in NW Europe. The 
significance of the event might detract, however, from 
evidence that the Earliest Holocene (c.ll,000-10,000 
cal BP) was marked by step-wise climatic antelioration 
(Alley et al. 1997; Meese et al. 1994) and a succes
sion of smaller-amplitude and shorr·lived temperature 
and precipitation shifts (Bjl:lrck et al. 1997; Digerfeldt 
1988: Johosen et al. 1992; Tipping I 995b; van Gee! et 
al. 1981). 

These Early Holocene events have been linked to the 
collapse of the Laurentide ice sheet and major inputs of 
freshwater, wbjcb may have disrupted North Atlantic 
ocean circulation (Barber et al. 1999; Bjtirck et al. 1997; 
Klitgaard-Kristensen et al. 1998). Bond et al. (1997) 
seem to have registered the signal of !he 8200 cal BP 
event, and other Holocene events . within deep-sea sedi· 
ments from the North Atlantic by identifying sediments 
derived from apparent iceberg rafiing events. lf supported 
by corroborative data, this would have major impacts on 
how we see Holocene climate change, because iceberg 
rafting, and the introduction of low-salinity freshwater 
to the North Atlantic, is seen as the major determinant 
of instabilities and shut-downs of the Nortb Atlantic 
Ocean circulation (Broecker 1994; Lowe & Walker 
1997). Further, Bond et al. (1997) suggested that these 
events are recorded at periodicities of around 1400-1500 
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calendar years throughout the Holocene; 'events' witnin 
tbe Mesolithic period occur at c. tt , IOO, 10,300, 9400. 
8100. and 5900 cal BP. 

O'Brien et al. (1995) employed measures of snow 
accumulation, proxy temperature, and geochemical 
data on the GISP2 core to identify a number of climatic 
excursions within the Holocene, in addition to the '8200 
cal BP event'; the major Mesolithic 'event' is a cold 
phase at around 5600 cal BP. These 'even~· are of much 
lower amplitude than Lateglacial shifts, and currently 
'even~· understood by different measures are not neces
sarily synchronous (Alley tt al. 1991; Bond et al. 1991; 
O'Brien et al. 1995) - a clear problem - but Holocene 
climate change is now best understood in terms of abrupt 
excursions and instability. 

Fire frequency and climate cllange In the Early-Mid 
Holocenc 

Records of burning obtained through the analysis of 
macroscopic and/or microscopic charcoal preserved in 
sedimeo~ (Pattcrson et al. 1987) assume considerable 
imponance in Mesollthic studies (Edwnrds 1989: 1990; 
1996; Simmons & !ones 1981: 1988; 1996b). Increased 
fire frequency is assumed in many case-studies to relate 
to anthropogcnically set fires, and burning thus becomes a 
convenient way of identifying human impac~ on the IMd
scape. This view seems to be predicated on two assump
tions; that British woodlands are not prone to natural fire 
(Raclcham 1980) and that climatic conditions have not 
been so extreme as to promote burning (e.g. Law 1998). 
Neither of these assumptions need be true (Bmdshaw et 
al. 1996; Brown 1997;Tipping 1994: 1996). 

In Boreal forests a link between fire frequency and 
cllmate change is demonstrated (Bradshaw er al. 1996; 
Clarl: 1988; Johnson 1992). and is suggested for the 
major cllmatic excursions reeonled in the GISP2 core 
(Alley et al. 1997; Taylor et al. 1996). Periods of climatic 
aridity may have forced comparable extremes in the 
British Isles (Btadshaw 1993: Hundey 1993; Tipping 
1996). New data from several sites in southern Scotland 
(Tipping & Milburn 2000) suggest that a consistent 
region-wide increase in fire frequency and/or intensity 
occurred at c.7300 ''C BP/8200 eal BP. suslllined for 
around 2000 years. This is the time at which a sustained 
1000-year period of burning commenced around Btac,k 
Ridge Brook on Danmoor (Caseldine & Hanon 1993). 
Simmons (1996) saw this period as a broadly synchro
nous phase or woodland disturbance at upland British 
sites, and in Finland mires became more susceptible to 
fire at c.7300 ''C BP (Pitkanen et al. 1999). This date 
coincides with the period of climat,ic re.~tructuring that 
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would have foUowed the 8200 ea! BP event (Alley et al. 
1997). 

Conclusions 

This review bas attempted to suggest that instability, 
through a variety of forcing mechanisms. is the natural 
state for ecosystems; Mesol.ithic-age woodlands were 
oo different and oo more stable. Disturbance regimes 
are oow fundamental to modem approacbes to ecology 
(Botl:in 1990). Cllmatic instability is likely to be COO· 

finned rather than refuted in future work. lt was not the 
purpose of this paper to synthesize the diverse data on 
Early- Mid Holocene cllmate change for NW Europe. 
but simply to indicate the significance of the debate. This 
period is neither complacent nor stable, and the questions 
that need to be pursued are related to linkages of various 
sons. What is the scale/magnitude of these even~? How 
do ice-eore or ocean-core events translate to terrestrial 
events? Is every event recognized in these sources 
matched in the terrestrial record? Do such events have 
predictable consequences (always drier or always cooler) 
in NW European cllmate? Are these impac~ sufficient to 
pemttb human resoutce-utilization, or to have disturbed 
!he rhythm of hunter-gatherer l.ife? 

In this I am not concerned with an overly determinist 
view of the Mesolithic period. but we need to tecognize 
that there was more than the single agent - human activity 
- capable of inducing change within the woodlands of the 
Early Holocene. Such multi-causal hypotheses have to a 
latge extent been undervalued by a palaeoecological and 
archaeological community more concerned to identify 
the fingerprint of anthropogenic 'impac~·. In future it 
will be necessary to provide more formal. more discrimi
natory, and more explicit tests of competing hypotheses. 
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Chapter4 

Palawenvironments of the Late Upper Palaeotithic and Mesolithic Periods 
in Scot.land and the North Sea Area: New Work, New Thoughts 

KEVIN J. EDWARDS 

Aspects of the palaeoecology and related palaeoenviron· 
mental elements of the Mesolitilic period in Scotland 
are placed in tile context of Lateglacial antecede~us, 
even though a local Palaeolit!tic occupation is unproven. 
Lateglacial and Early Holocene land connections 
between off·shore islands, Britain, and the European 
moinlond have implications for biotic coloniwtion. 

A considertuion of Holocene palynology focuses 
especially upon the existence of woodland in the Ower 
Hebrides and phenomena in Inner Hebridean pollen 
diagrams which may equme with tile major temperature 
downtum of 8200 ea/ B P. Studies of beetle and midge 
remains augment pollen records and also fumish data on 
Mesolitilic human and animal presence, climate d10nge, 
and environmemal disturbance. 

Tephra derived from Icelandic volcanic en1ptions 
provides four potential isochrones for the Scottish 
Mesolithic period and two for the Lateglaclal. Putative 
tsunami deposits from eastern Scotland, dating to c. 7000 
BP. produce a time-marker horizon and seal occupation 
debris which could repay forensic-style examination. 

IVhile genetic (DNA) studies have yet to prove 
critical for Scol/islt investigations, an abiding strength 
of Mesolithlc studies is that artificial divisions between 
people and their environment tend to be dismissed. 

Introduction 

An invitation to examine aspects of the palaeoecology 
and related palaeoenvironmental elements of the Meso
lithic period in Scotland, to io!J'Oduce new work and new 
thoughts, and to be speculative if necessary, produces in 
this writer experiences of both freedom and vulnerability. 
The libeny to range wherever I wisb over a growing body 
of research, albeit with topics suggested by the editor. is 
an undoubted privilege. Yet, adopt a narrow focus and I 
could be accused of shirking my task; cast my net widely 
and I would lay myself open to claims of superficiality. 
These are as nothing, perhaps, if set against any failure to 
introduce fresh research and new thoughts. Nevertheless. 
studies of the environment of Mesolithic times (and of 
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the Palaeolithic period, should the term have accept
ability within a Scottish context) are yielding exciting 
findings. which have implications for hunter-gatherer 
populations. 

Other papers in this volume (especially those by 
Ballantyne and Tipping) ably address a range of palaeo
environmental issues connected with the Mesolithic 
period and its antecedent conditions. Two issues in 
panicular, climate and vegetation, are discussed later 
in the context of recently obtained pollen-analytical 
evidence. The changing disposition of land and sea, 
however. is critical to any consideration of human 
communities. Consequently. the starting point for this 
paper is the speculative survey of 'Doggerland' by Coles 
( 1998). 

'Doggerland' and some implications 

Evidence for the former existence of a so-called 'land 
bridge' between Britain and the continental mainland 
was collated comprehensively by Reid (1913) in his 
book Submerged Forests. A realization that such connec
tions existed removes the assumption that Britain was 
an island to which access could only be gained by boat 
(Wilson 185 1 ). The alluvial flat connecting Britain, 
France, the Low Countries, and Denmark had the 
Dogger Bank at its nonhem end. standing some 30m 
above the plain, from which animal and plant remains 
have been dredged. The area of alluvial plain is termed 
'Doggerland' by Coles. and her thesis, anticipated by 
Clark ( 1936). who had benefited from pollen studies by 
Godwin and Godwin (1933), is that this was an inhabited 
landscape, not simply a bridge, with all that this entails 
for settlement and the development of biota. This 
landscape would have persisted from Lateglacial times, 
through the Lateglaciai-Postglacial transition. c. lO,OOO 
BP (1 1,530 cal BP; Gulliksen et al. 1998) to c.7000 BP, 
when inundation of the North Sea led to the severing of 
connections with the continental mainland. 

What the mapped reconstructions reinforce (e.g. Coles 
1998; Fischer 1995; Jelgersma 1979; Lambeck 1995; 
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Sejrup et aL 1987) is the extent of la.nd cover, not just 
during Mesolithic but also during Palaeolithic times (Fig. 
4.1). When one sees the contiguity of southern Britain and 
the continent, it seems inconceivable tbat people did not 
explore, if not colonize Scotland, as soon as ice-melt in 
lowland areas had occurred, probably by Lateg]aclal Inter
stadial times, c. l3,000 BP, by which time ice was confined 
largely to the mountains of the western Highlands 
(Ballamyne & Dawson 1997; Sutherland 1991). If Cotes's 
(1998, fig. 8) depiction of 'Doggerland' in Dimlington 
Stadia! times (16,000-13,000 BP) is too generous as to 
the extent of ice-free 

of a type found in Lateglacial continental Europe, may 
be of Early Holocene (Postglacial) age, and also of the 
high microscopic charcoal abundances in Loch Lomond 
Stadia! age and earlier pollen speetra from Fife, Islay, 
and possibly Orkney, where greater fire incidence could 
be a response to increased aridity or conceivably human 
agency (Edwards er al. 2000). 

Such reconstructions, if correct, place Scotland and 
Britain firmly in the ambit of continental Europe. The 
Lateglacial landscapes, during the cold stadials at least, 
and probably during parts of the Interstadial, would 

Land area 

terrain, as it would be 
according to Ballantyne 
and Dawson (1997, 27), 
and if that of the last 
mentioned authors is too 
restrictive as to when ice
free areas appeared (ibid. 
fig. 3.2), then it may be 
the case that a middle 
way, geographically
speaking. is an appro
priate starting point. 
This would see at least 
Orkney and, with a 
coastline coincident 
with the - lOOm contour 
(Bjerck 1995). Shetland 
a.lso, as part of what is 
now mainland Scotland 
(Fig. 4.2). In any case. 
by Lateglacial Inter
stadia.! times. we have 
perhaps tbe maximum 
extent of 'Doggerland' 
(Cotes 1998, fig. 9)- the 
large ice-sheers were 
gone and sea level had 
yet to rise significantly 

FiGUR£4.1 

not necessarily be what 
we would call hospi· 
table. Tbe mean tem
peratures during the 
warmest months of the 
Loch Lomond Stadia! 
may have averaged 
around I2°C, but tem
perature minima may 
have averaged ..{) to 
-JO•c (Lowe et al. 
1999). Tbere would 
have been much poorly 
vegetated terrain in 
which birch, wiUow, and 
juniper scrub would be 
the closest to a woodland 
cover - though sedge 
and perhaps grass rundra 
dominated in northerly 
areas - and soils would 
have been iU-<Ieveloped. 
However, mammoth, 
reindeer, red deer, horse, 
bear, migrating wildfowl, 
other birds. and marine 
resources would have 
been avai.lable. if not 

Predicted land/sea-level relationships for the North Sea area in 
Lateglacial lnterstadial times. c.l2,000 BP (after Lambeck 1995). 

- with important implications for the migration of biota, 
including humans. 

The subsequent Loch Lomond (Younger Oryas) Stadia! 
only saw renewed ice sheet development and small valley 
and corrie glaciers c.IO,S00-10,000 BP. It may be that 
this was inimical to permanent settlement - indeed. why 
bother given the available territory over which to range? 
-but it would not be surprising if hunting groups decided 
to follow reindeer, horse, or. if still surviving. mammoth, 
into what is now Scotland, including Orkney. Convinc.ing 
evidence for such activities eludes us, but mention may 
be made of the possible tanged flint points from the Inner 
Hebrides (cf. Edwards & Mithen 1995), which while 
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everywhere. It may even 
be hypothesized (though without total conviction), that if 
grazing is refleeted in the Mesolithic age sections of pollen 
diagrams from the Northern and Western Isles (see below), 
then the herbivores may bave been relictS from a time 
when the islands were joined to mainland Scotland. 

The coastal areas would have possessed the greatest 
mix of resources and may, by boat, have been the easiest 
areas to traverse. The find of a worked llint in a marine 
core from the Frigg oil field, half-way between Shetland 
and Norway (Long et al. 1986). may suppon the notion 
of a northerly early human presence. 

If there was a virtual absence of people during the 
Loch Lomond Stadia!. apart possibly from the odd 
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'Rambo' hunter (cf. Buckland 1984), it was more 
probably a reflection of the low carrying capacity 
of mid-latitude tundra for large vertebrate prey than 
the cold, to which human populations had long been 
adapted. lt might be noted, for instance, that condi
tions more extreme than in Lateglacial Scotland were 
met by the Palaeo-Eskimo Independence I people wbo 
occupied the Grecnland-EIIesmere Island High Arctic 
area c.4300-3800 BP (Scbledermann 1996), where 
minimum and maximum temperatures reach around 
-33'C and ll 'C respectively. 

There may be no obvious human or technological 
distinction to be made between the Late Uppe.r Palaeo
lithic and the Early Mesolithic periods (cf. Barton 1991). 
Furthermore, what comes from the preceding account is 
that there would be no need for a Mesolithic presence 
to develop suddenly at around 10,000 radiocarbon years 
BP in Scotland (or later if known sites are accepted as 
being among the earliest: e.g. Wickharo-Jones (1990); 
Wickharo-Jones & Dalland (1998); Ashmore & Saville 
this volume). Scotland may have already been very 
much part of a thriving European Upper Palaeolithic/ 
Mesolithic milieu by the time that rising sea-levels had 
inundated 'Doggerland', with a final severance of Britain 
from mainland Europe perhaps as early as 8000 BP or 
as late as sometime between 7000 and 5000 BP (Coles 
1998, 66-9; Shennan et al. 2000). The relative rise in sea 
levels would have changed coastlines profoundly, with 
forced, though possibly imperceptible, alterations to the 
resource base. The decrease in areas of the Western and 
Northern Isles especially would have been fairly marked 
as seas developed between the island groups, their neigh
bours, and the mainland. 

Populations 

We arc a long way from the estimate of Atkinson ( 1962, 7) 
that the Mesolithic population of Scotland was about 70. 
Cavalli-Sforza and Cavalli-Sforza (1995) suggested 5000-
6000 people for Mesolithic Britain. The latest 'advance' 

(Gamble 1999) suggests a figure at any one time ranging 
from 1560-7020 people for Sootland and 4560-20,520 
for Britain (Table 4.1 ). Some oonsider these figures to be 
too low (Marek Zvelebil pers. co.mm.). Ganable (1999) 
emphasizes the fact that within any of these geographical 
areas, the distribution of population would have varied 
greaOy. with the most productive areas being, for instance, 
the East Yorkshire wellands or the Somerset Levels. In a 
Scottish context, the coastal zones of Aberdeenshire and 
the Tay, Forth, and Clyde estuaries might be nomin.ated 
as candidates for higher population densities during the 
Mesolithic period, given the rich resource base provided 
by their estuarine and landward areas. 

1f the population density was exceedingly low then, 
statistically, it would probably be difficult to detect 
human impacts in the environmental record. Some topics 
associated with human-environment interactions are 
addressed below. 

Palynology 

Pollen analysis continues to provide copious data 
concerning the Mesolithic period. The relationships 
between the presence and abundance of hazel, alder, eim, 
and fire are still debated (Edwards 1990; 1996; Tipping 
1996) and limitations of space preclude further discussion 
here. Similarly, advances in pollen taxonomy or macro
fossil finds from cultural contexts would be necessary 
to advance arguments concerning the significance of 
pre-elm decline cereal-type pollen (Edwards & Hirons 
1984; Edwards & Whittington 1997a: O'Connell 1987), 
although some authors (cf. Macklin et al. 2000) re
rehearse warnings. 

Woodland- and a wooded Our~r Hebrides? 
The topic of general vegetation change, especially the 
colonizations, structure, and composition of primary 
woodlands during the Holocene, has been dealt with 
elsewhere (Edwards & Whittington 1997a; Tipp.ing 1994 
and this volume}. The Postglacial vegetation exhibited 

TABLE4.1 
Estimated hunter-gatherer population sizes for Britain (after Gamble 1999). 

Persons England Sco11and Wale.< Total 
Density per km' 130,000km' 78,000km' 20,000km' population 

High 0.09 11 ,700 7020 1800 20,520 

Low 0.05 6500 3900 1000 11,400 

Sparse 0,02 2600 1560 400 4560 
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a dynamic patteming, in which floristic mosaics varied 
altitudinally, latitudinally, and temporally. In spite of 
this variability, mapping exercises for each major uee 
taxon show that each has a consistent directionality of 
migration, although this may be an anefacl of data avail
ability. 

The arrival of haul (Corylus aveUana), providing 
a ready supply of nuts as well as fast-growing wood 
products, must have been accepted as a wonderful 
resource, and the later appearance of elm and oak 
would have represented funher opponunities for timber 
provision and perhaps animal browse. Although the 
development of deciduous hardwood forest might be 
thought to have been also a hindrance to easy travel and 
hunting. this was not necessarily so -the density of such 
woodland can hardly have been mo.re impenetrable than 
the thicket which can characterize dense shrub lands - but 
that may have depended on the extent to which hazel and 
birch had become naturally or intentionally coppiced. 
In any case, the patchy nature of vegetation, including 
nutritious herbs as well as lrees, must be seen as 
reflecting widespread and varied potential food sources 
(Clarke 1976; Zvelebil1994). 

An outstanding issue remains that of a woodland 
presence in the Outer Hebrides and the Nonhem Isles. 
This issue has been broached in a number of publications 

(e.g. Bennett et al. 1990: 1997; Bohncke 1988; Brayshay 
& Edwards 1996; Edwards 1990; 1996; Tipping 1994). 
Wood remains in peat testify to the presence of at least 
pine, birch, hazel, alder. and willow in some of these 
localities (Fossitt 1996). The question of their density 
and coverage, and the non-mainland presence of such 
deciduous taxa as elm and oak, remain equivocal. The 
pollen percen~:~ges for many arboreal UIXa in the islands 
provide strong evidence for a greatly extended woodland 
cover during the first half of the Holocene and this 
encouraged Edwards and Whittington ( 1997a, fig. 5.1) 10 
be generous regarding woodland distribution. 

This topic can only be touched upon here, hut a 
potential way of approaching the issue is to look not at 
pollen perce.ntages, but at absolute pollen abundance; 
in other words, to use pollen influx (numbers of grains 
accumulating in a year) as a proxy measure of vegetation 
density. For example, if woodland pollen influx in the 
islands during the Mesolithic period is similar to that 
found in mainland areas assumed 10 have been wooded, 
then this may provide prima facie evidence for the local 
presence of woodland in the islands. Lots of caveats 
need to be entered here: we do not know whether pollen 
productivity was lower on the islands as a result of greater 
exposure or salt-laden precipitation; perhaps strong 
westerly winds resulted in much pollen being deposited 

TABL£4.2 

Mean pollen percentages (to nearest whole percent) and inHux values (to nearest 10 grains cm-2 14C yr·1) for si1es in the Outer Hebrides 
and Fife: modem percentage pollen values are shown at the base of the table. 

Tree+shrub 
Site "C yr BP % Betula% Plnus % Querws % Ulmus% Corylus % 

(influ.•) (lnllux) (lnllux) (Influx) (influx) (influx) 

Loch an 1-Sll. 7650-11100 58 21 2 2 2 26 
South Uist (3400) (1320) (90) ( lOO) (100) (1480) 

Loch na Beinne 7 8()()-1!000 90 47 I 3 3 35 
Bige, Lewis (18000) (9400) (200) (600) (600) (7000) 

West Lomond, 6QOO.-S300 80 16 3 2 3 54 
Fife (9000) (1690) (240) (190) (350) (6240) 

Black Loch U, 5800-6500 98 2 2 12 12 36 
Fife (25800) (460) (130) (3040) (3050) (9330) 

Modern pollen % - 13.8 4.6 1.0 0.8 0.2 4.4 
(Fossinl994) 

Modern pollen % - 6.9 2.2 0.7 0.4 0.6 1.7 
(Braysbay et al. 
2000) 
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off-island; mainland vegetational assemblages may not 
provide an acceptable analogue for island communities; 
we do not know what would be an acceptable mainland 
pollen influx figure; and, perbaps vitally imponan~ do 
the taphonomic processes panicular to individual lake 
catchments make such comparisons dubious? 

In exemplification of the above, Table 4.2 compares 
pollen influx values for selected woodland taxa at sites 
in the Outer Hebrides and Fife. The time periods chosen 
reflect those for which consistently high influx values were 
found within the Mesolithic period. It is apparent that the 
near-coastal site of Loch an t-Sll, South Uist (Edwards et 
al. 1995), has far lower influx values for woodland taxa 
(total 3400 grains cm·' yr-1) than the more inland site of 
Loch na Beinne Bige, Lewis (18.000 grains cm-' yr·') 
(Lomax 1997). For Fife, the upland site of West Lomond, 
which is known to bave had a local presence of Betula 
(birch) and Corylus (hazel) (Edwards & Whittiogton 
1997b), seems to occupy an intermediate position (with 
9000 grains cm·' yr·') between the two Hebridean sites. 
The site of Black Loch, undoubtedly well-wooded 
throughout much of the Holocene (Whittington et al. 
1991), has the highest pollen influx values (total 25.800 
grains cm·' yr1). Where individual taxa are concerned, 
the local occurrence of Pinus is uncenain at all sites, 
whereas it is assumed that Quercus (oak) and Ulmus 
(elm) were present at Black Loch. While this also leaves 
the StatUS of oak and elm unproven for these time periods, 
it could be instructive to compare the data with the 
modem pollen percentages found in 30 surface samples 
for small lakes in the Western lsles (Fossiu 1994; 1996) 
and in 63 vegetation quadrats on a west-east transect 
across South Uist (Brayshay et aL 2000) (Table 4.2). 
These show that the fossil percentages for all taxa are 
greater than modem values, although once again. this is 
less impressive for pine, oak, and elm. The higher fossil 
values for elm and oak may derive from higher mainland 
abundances for these tree taxa in antiquity. From this 
limited exercise, it might reasonably be inferred that the 
Outer Hebrides sites had a strong local presence of at 
least birch and haul. and that the woodland cover was 
probably less dense than that of lowland Fife. An impon
derable for the moment is the negative effect that climatic 
conditions especially may have had on pollen production 
in the Hebrides. if this was a significant factor, the data in 
Table 4.2 may be leading to a down-playing of the extent 
of woodland in such peripheral areas. 

Huma11 or climatic impacts in the Early Holocene? 
A number of Scottish pollen sites have produced 
evidence for Early and Mid-Holocene events that have 
been ascribed to possible anthropogenic impact (e.g. 
Bennett et al. 1990; Bohncke 1988; Edwards 1989; 
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Hirons & Edwards 1990), while others have not (Birks 
& Madsen 1979; Edwards 2000; Lomax 1997; Mulder 
1999). The high resolution pollen diagram from Loch an 
t-Sll, South Uist (Edwards 1996) reveals palynological 
changes which are highly suggestive of human impact 
and even, conjecturally, herbivore grazing, beginning at 
c.8040 BP. The difficulty is that this instance and those 
elsewhere (e.g. Bennctt et al. 1992; Bohncke 1988; 
Edwards & Moss 1993) occur on islands for which a 
Mesolithic human or fauna! presence is lacking. lt has 
been suggested that anefactual evidence for such impacts 
would be expected beneath peat, sand, and sea (Edwards 
1996). Woodman ( 1996, !56) has also suggested that to 
deny a Mesolithic presence in the Western and Nonhem 
lsles 'is to accept a proposition that some areas of 
Scotland were the only regions in nonhern Europe to 
remain unoccupied during the Mesolitltic' . Analogues 
may be difficult to come by, but while we cannot physi
cally go back in time we can move location to island 
sites which have produced evidence for Mesolithic 
people. Thus the Orkney site of Keith's Peat Bank, Hoy 
(Edwards 1996) is remarkably similar palynologically to 
those already mentioned from South Uist and Shetland, 
and Wickham-Jones and Finh (1990) and Saville (1996; 
2000) have demons!Iated the presence of Mesolithic 
anefacts in Mainland, Orkney. 

Results arising from research in the Inner Hebrides 
are proving encouraging in this respect. but also open up 
different perspectives (Edwards & Sugden 2003; Sugden 
1999). The sites of Loch a'Bhogaidh IV, Rinns of Islay 
(Fig. 4.3; Edwards & Berridge 1994; Sugden & Edwards 
2000), Loch an t-Suidhe, Ross of Mull (Fig. 4.4), and 
A'Chrannag I, Ulva (Fig. 4.5) have very similar patterns 
of woodland reduction (birch - though not at Loch 
a'Bhogaidh- and haul) with expan.sions in microscopic 
charcoal and, variously, in Poaceae (grasses). Calluna 
vulgaris (heather), and Cyperaceae (sedges). The vegeta
tional changes occur at c.7670-7080, 7700-7200, and 
7500-5740 BP respectively. The similarities in the stan 
dates of these phenomena are striking and could indicate 
the dates at which particular bands of hunter-gatherers 
began sustained phases of environmental disturbance in 
these parts of the Inner Hebrides. (The first rise in the 
charcoal curve at the more nonherly site of Kinloch. 
Rum (Hirons & Edwards 1990), does not happen until 
c.6100 BP.) An alternative explanation, or a pan cause, 
may be sought in climatic events. When convened to 
calendar years (using the program Calib 4.0; cf. Stuiver 
& Reimer 1993), the beginning dates for these episodes 
lie at c. 8440-8340 cat BP. These are statistically indistin
guishable from the commencement of the time-band of 
8400-8000 cat BP cited for the so-called '8200 cat BP 
event' of Alley et al. (1997). This was the coldest climatic 
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event since the Younger Dry as, characterized by cold, dry 
conditions, and probably resulting from complex changes 
to thermohaline conditions consequent upon the draining 
of glacial lakes associated with the Laurentide ice sheet 
(Bruber et al. 1999). 

Arc the effects of such a dramatic cold event respon· 
sible for the changes in these pollen diagrams? They could 
be, especially as the phenomena at Loch a'Bhogaidh and 
Loch an t..Suidhe come to an end c.7080 and 7200 BP, 
which is very close to the ice core end-date of c. 7200 
BP (8000 cal BP). At A'Chrannag, however, the palyno
logical phenomena persist unti.l c.5740 BP. 1t should 
be noted, however, that typically 'cold' environment 
indicators such as empetrum nigrum-l)'pe (crowberry) 
and Rumex acetosa (common sorrel) are not especia.lly 
abundant at these levels, though Cyperaceae, which often 
seem to respond positively to lowered temperatures, do 
expand. It might be reasonable to suppose at A'Chrannag 
that vegetational changes caused initially by a climatic 
revertence were sustained by human activities. There is 
no reason to believe that humans ceased to stay in such 
areas when this posited and prolonged cold phase was 
undeJWay. The charcoal records during these phases are of 
considerable interest. People may have burnt fires to keep 
warm or to maintain beathland to attract browsing game. 
There may have been a greater aridil)' and incidence of 
lightning strikes, which finds an echo in those instances 
of Loch Lomond Stadia! age fire already mentioned (cf. 
Edwards et al. 2000). It should be noted. however, that 
neither these sites, nor those from the Outer Hebrides, 
have the kind of sustained charcoal records which would 
fit the proposed 8000-5000 BP fire event of Tipping 
( 1996), though they would be accommodated within it. 

Earlier, more minor climatic revenences have been 
detected in high resolution pollen diagrams from Scotland. 
lWo of these are from Fife: West Lomond (Edwards & 
Whittiogton 1997b) and Lundin Tower (Wbittingtoo et 
al. 1996). The latter produced stable isotope and pollen 
evidence for climatic oscillations, while the former has 
produced good pollen-statistical support for climatic 
oscillations (including Preboreal oscillations). which 
date to c.9745 and 9190 BP respectively. This raises the 
possibility th.at other well-known phenomena. such as 
interruptions to the rise of the hazel curve, c. 9500-9000 
BP, seen in a number of pollen diagrams (Edward.~ 1989; 
Edwards & Mithen 1995; Smith 1970), might also be at 
least partially a response to climatic perturbations. 

Beetles 

Sub-fossil remains of beetles (Coleoprera) are less 
common than those of pollen, although their ability to 
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allow reconstructions of ecology and climate need little 
comment (Ashworth et al. 1997). Studies at Clettnadal, 
Shetland, reveal beetles of the genus Aphodius which 
are normally. though oot exclusively, found in herbivore 
dung (Whinington et al. 2003). The site does not have 
the intriguing supporting palynological evidence found 
elsewhere in Shetland (cf. Bennett et al. 1992) for the 
possible presence of large grazing animals during the 
Mesolithic period. The island location, with evidence for 
sea level close to that of the present day, calls for more 
circumspection. lt is possible that deep liner, accumulated 
in nutrient-rich grassland close to sea bird or seal colonies, 
could have provided a suitable food or faeces surrogate 
(cf. Buckland et aL 1998), but modem comparative data 
are lacking. Another problem is that radiocrubon and 
pollen evidence are strongly indicative of inconsistent 
sediment accumulation: while ao extrapolated date of 
c.6000 BP or even older may apply to the basal section 
containing dung beetles, it could be younger. 

Unpublished beetle and pollen analyses from the 
Red Moss of Candyglirach. a lowland raised bog in 
Aberdeenshire, reveal pre-elm dectine pollen assem
blages with intennittcnt finds of Scolyrus scolytus, the 
elm bark beetle (Ciark 2002}. This taxon feeds predomi
nantly oo elm and carries the fungus Ceratocystis ulmi, 
which is responsible for Dutch elm disease. The beetle is 
particularly attra.cted to trees under stress from climate 
or from management practices soch as pollarding, 
coppicing, or shredding (Rackharn 1986). It is possible 
that Mesolithic age woodland communities around Red 
Moss were disturbed by hunter-gatherers. Indeed, the 
peat has visible layers of charcoal in tl>e stratigraphy. 
though this could reflect lightning strikes. More research 
at Red Moss is under way. One thing which will be of 
interest is the extent to which pyrophilic elements are 
evident in the insect faunas and can be shown to be a 
reflection of the role of fire in natural successions as 
opposed to anthropogenic activity. 

Chironomids 

The head capsules of the aquatic larvae of the Chirono
midae (non-biting midges) are preserved in lake deposits 
and are increasingly being analysed as indicators of 
environmental change (Walker 1995). Chironomids are 
dispersed as part of the 'aerial plankton' and therefore 
react quickly to changes in habitat. The response of 
cbironomids to such factors as climate change. peat 
growth, woodland growth, and clearance (cf. Sadler 
& Jones 1997) represent a potentially exciting area of 
palaeoecological research. At Whitrig Bog in the Borders 
(Brooks et al. 1997). chironomids purportedly show a 
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IO'C crash in summer temperatures over a few decades 
at the stan of the Loch Lomond Stadia!. Unpublished 
researeh from l..ewis and Shetland (Jon Sadler pen. 
comm.) demonstrates !11pid Holocene warming in line 
with data from ice cores and beetles. 

At Loch of Brunatwatt, Shetland (Fig. 4.6), the pollen 
data are strongly suggestive of changes to the vegetation 
In Mesolithic times, which could denote human inter
ference and possible herbivore grazing: Betula, pterido· 
phytes, and lsoetes lacustris decline; Poaceae, Col/una, 
and chnrcoal rise (cf. Benneu et al. 1992; Edwards 
1996). The chirooontids at this point reven back to a 
slightly mesotrophic fauna (e.g. Dicrotendepes, Pseudo· 
chironomus pro.sinatus) because inwashed material 
is resulting in slightly increased lake productivity. 
Strangely. deforestation in the Mid Holocene does not 
seem to be reflected otller than in a general increase in 
the Tany11U$ini. but acidification and blanket peat spread. 
shown by the rise of the CaJIUIUl curve, are matched by 
rises in the curves for Lauterboriella agrayloides and 
species of Chironomus. The crash in these Dipterous 
taxa, to be replaced by other forms common in huntic 
waters (e.g. Mlcrotmdipes ell/oris grp and Hertrot· 
anytarsus aplcalis), corresponds with inwnshed eroded 
blanket peat, evident as a distinctive light brown deposit 
with an increased organic content 

Relative to a more established approach li.ke 
palynology, chironomid-based palaeoecological reseatcll 
is at an early stage in its development As improvements 
in taxonomy and sampling resolution occur, then contri· 
butions to the ecology of the Mesolithic period should be 
forthconting. 

Dating: tephra 

The provision of a reliable chronology is a desirable, if 
not always essential pan of Mesolithic studies. Anefacts 
may be an indication that a probable Mesolithic context is 
under investigation and radiocarbon dates may pinpoint 
events to the nearest century or two. Although rather 
specific with regard to its application, tephra, the vitreous, 
fine-grained ash ejected from volcanic eruptions, enables 
peat and lake sediment deposits to be dated, theoretically, 
with an accuracy of days, if not houn. The erupting 
volcano injects vast 3!1\0unts of ash into the atmosphere 
and winds carry this over long distances. leading to ash 
deposition as a dusting on accumulating peat surfaces or 
in lake catchments (Edwards er al. 1994; Thorarinsson 
1981). In many cases, the tephra layers are identifiable by 
physical and chemical means to specific dated eruptions 
and the material underlying the tephra is assumed to 
immediately pre-date the tephra. Pollen or any other 
palaeoenvironmental analyses of deposits adjacent to 
the tephra layer will be penecontemporaneous. Thus 
the tephra provides an isochrone, enabling temporally· 
controlled environmental reconstntctions from different 
locations. whether over small or large distances (Edwards 
& Craigie 1998; Hall et al. 1994). 

Since the first discovery of Hekla-4 asb in Scotland 
(Dugmore 1989), at least twelve Icelandic tephras are 
known to have formed identifiable nticro-tephra marker 
horizons in Scotland in the last 12,000 years (cf. Dugmore 
et aL 1995; Lowe et aL 1999: Turney er al. 1997). of 
which four tephras fall within the Mesolithic period 
(Table 4.3). Clearly there is a potential for Mesolithic 

TABL£4.3 
Lateglaciai-Mid Holocene tepbrochronology in Scotland. 

Tepltro 

Hekla-4 tephnl 

·Datt 
(14C yr BP) 

3830 
Neolithic ........ ..................................................................................... 
Mesolithlc 

Hoy tepbra ~ 
Lairg A+B tephras 6000 
Saksunatvam Ash 9000 

Holocene -- - - ----- ---- ---
Loc;h 

VeddeAsh t0.3~ Lomond 
SUidial 

Borrobot Tephnl t2,260 Lateglaeial 
lnterstadial 
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tephrochronology, but at present these particular tephras 
are known at only a limited number of sites in Shetland, 
Orkney, and Sulherland. This is primarily a reflection of 
the sites that have been studied to date. 

Where tephra layers are not reflecting historically 
documented and dated eruptions, lheir temporal assignation 
is based on radiocarbon-dating. This is not as imprecise as 
it may seem because multiple-date (Dugmore et al. 1995) 
or 'wiggle-matching' (Pitcher et al. 1995) melhodologies 
can be employed to delimit the date of tephra deposition 
to within a quaner-cenrury. In any case, given appropriate 
stratigraphic integrity, the tephra horizon is capable of 
providing a precise date, correlatable over large distances, 
even if the numerical value of the marker horizon is 
uncertain. 

The delimitation of tephra layers is a powerful 
chronological control on any accumulati11g deposit. 
Tephrochronology employed over a small area would 
enable tephropalynological investigations (Edwards 
1996; Edwards et al. in press), for example, whereby 
' three-dimensional' or spatial reconstructions of pollen
based vegetational or landuse variations are possible for 
specific time periods. 

In addition to lhe atmospheric fallout of microtephra, 
during lhe Mesolithic period, cobble-grade, ocean-trans
ported pumices were deposited on Scottish beaches. 
Recent work by Anthony Newton and Andy Dugmore 
(University of Edinburgh) and Gullnln Larsen (University 
of Iceland), has linked these pumices to a source in the 
silicic magma chamber of Katla, Iceland. Pumice deposits 
may be used to identify discrete palaeo-strandlines. When 
found in archaeological contexts, pumice frequently 
shows sign of working (e.g. Branigan et al. 1995). 

Dating and environmental impacts: tsunamis 

Along the east coast of Scotland, a layer of sand has been 
found in peat deposits dating to c. 7000 BP (5840 ea! BC) 
at a number of locations (Fig. 4. 7). h has been argued 
by coastal gcomorphologists (Dawson et al. 1990) that 
this sand was deposited by a tsunami (sea wave), which 
caused massive flooding during the Mesolithic period. 
Essentially, a submarine landslide (the Second Storegga 
Slide), covering an area the size of Scotland. occurred 
off the continental slope west of Norway at a depth of 
about 500m. Mesolithic people may have heard distant 
rumblings, or even experienced earlhquakes. Water from 
the nonhem Nonh Sea would have rushed into lhe space 
vacated by slope-failed material. People on land would 
have noticed that the sea receded, probably as far as the 
eye could see. in a matter of tens of minutes. They may 
have thought that the newly revealed shellfish and stranded 
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fish represented an amazing bonanza, that boats were now 
surplus to requirements, or that 'Doggerland' had re
appeared! The seawater. having piled up in the depression 
located in tbe area of slope failure, then begins to flow out 
again as a series of massive waves or tsunamis, travelling 
at 20-30m per second on shallow coasts. Four or five 
waves would have hit the coast over two or three hours, 
each separated by a strong backlash as water flowed back 
to sea. Any coastal settlements would have been flooded 
without warning, indeed the water depth would have been 
many metres, and people and animals would have been 
drowned. If the water was rurnulent, with a bore of water 
breaking as it moved inland. then vegetation would have 
been stripped away and, if an appropriate sediment supply 
was available. a layer of sand would have been deposited. 
Coastal and estuarine areas, resources. and people would 
have been devastated. 

Dawson et al. ( 1990) suggested that at least three 
Mesolithic sites (Inverness, Broughty Ferry, and Morton) 
may have produced geoarchaeological evidence for 
a tsunami at c. 7000 BP. They observed that the sand 
layer. reaching a thickness of 0.7m in the Beauly Firth 
carselands, is a potentially valuable chronostratigraphic 
marker which would have sealed coastal sites at a 
single moment. In this respect, the tsuna.mi layer would 
act with the precision of a tephra layer and, assuming 
that the sand layers derive from tsUnamis and not from 
time-transgressive storm events, this may be its chief 
significance from a palaeoenvironmental perspective. 
Archaeologically, whatever the origins of the sand. the 
fonuitous burials of Mesolithic sites might be antici
pated. It is instructive to cite the instance of Broughty 
Ferry (Hutcheson 1886), a site 'washed by an exceptional 
tide which disturbed the refuse of occupation and covered 
it with sand' (Lacaille 1954. 178). Careful, forensic-style 
excavation might reveal a great deal about the economies 
of such rapidly sealed sites. 

Some final observations 

We do not know if people were around in what is 
now the Scouish land area in the Lateglacial and the 
Earliest Holocene. The same uncertainty applies to any 
Mesolithic arrival of people in Shetland and the Outer 
Hebrides. As far as the Later Holocene is concerned, 
the human presence i.n mainland Scotland, the Inner 
Hebrides. and Orkney is proven. Whether the field of 
molecular genetics with its ability to trace relationships 
via DNA will assist in answering some of the problems 
is. for the moment, a moot point (Evison 1999). On the 
European scale, Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza (1984) 
claimed that a substantial gene ftow gradient from SE to 
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NW Europe was probably associated with the transition 
to agriculture. Rkhards et al. (1996) and Sykes (2001) 
maintain that a large majority of maternal lineages date 
back well before the arrival of agriculture and are signa
tures of the indigenous Palaeolithic population rather 
than of an advancing wave of Neolithlc farmers. If we 
had some Mesolitbic, or even Palaeolithic, skeletons 
from Scotland, then it might be possible to plug more 
directly into thls exciting new world. If humans are noi 
seen as pan of the biota, then genetic studies of plant 
DNA are showing striking agreements betwee-n the 
location of refugia, rates of spread, and pollen data at 
the European scale (Hewiu 1999). It would be exciting 
to see how this would work at the regional scale. Cou.Jd it 
provide answers to such question as the origins of birch, 
hazel, and Scots pine in the Western and Northern Isles? 

There is an understandable emphasis by environmen
talists on sites bearing potential human impacts. The 
distribution of sites which appear to show no convincing 
signs of activity also tells its own story (Edwards 2000). 
They may be mapping areas seldom visited or which 
functioned as throughways for mobile populations. In 
island situations they may tell us that the whole island 
environment was not used or marupu.lated, or perhaps 
that human and/or animal populations were small. Sea
level change may have greatly reduced the land area of 
islands which currently have shallowly sloping, low
lying littoral zones, such as the western coastal areas 
of the Outer Hebrides, and it would be necessary to 
be aware of this before making pronouncements about 
resource availability and population sizes. It must be 
stressed that sites can only be declared mute in terms of 
the available data. Higher sampling resolution or higher 
counts of microfossils may change a site with liule 
apparent variability into a highly sensitive indicator of 
hunter-gatherer activity, while multiple sites in a small 
area can harness the spatial dimension to reveal differ
ential zones of activity. 

An abiding strength of Mesolithic studies is that 
artificial divisions between people, as social organisms, 
and their environment, tend to be avoided (cf. Clark 
1954; Mellars & Dark 1998; Mithen 2000). Indeed, 
so close are the relationships, that Mithen (1999, 477) 
regards archaeologists and environmentalists researching 
the Mesolithic period as being 'engaged in the study of 
human palaeoecology .. . [a] .. . rather healthy state of 
affairs'. Saville (1998) sees dangers in such an emphasis 
in that the lithic artefact record may be undervalued. If 
information on landscapes, plants, and arumals were 
to be stripped from the sum total of knowledge of the 
Mesolithlc period, however. especially for Scolland, then 
we might be struggling to say much beyond describing 
lithic typologies and distributions or analysing the dates 
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of bone and anller artefacts, interesting though these may 
be. The point that barely needs making is that the fullest 
appreciation of the Mesolithie (and the Palaeolithlc if 
pertinent) requires all fac.tors to be researched. whether 
environmental, material, or social. The environmental 
dimension is in a good state of health and, even if 
more easily accomplished, though probably more time
consuming, than other aspects. must surely continue to 
play a key and deserved role in Mesolithic studies. 
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ChapterS 

Missing Mammals from Mesolithic Middens: a Comparison of the 
Fossil and Archaeological Records from Scotland 

ANDREW C. KITCHENER, CLIVE BONSALL and LASZL6 BARTOSIEWICZ 

Wild mammals were art essential source of food and 
materials for Mesolithic people in Scotland. However, 
most Mesolithic sites in Scotland contain scanr evidence 
of the mammals that were exploited locally. In contrast, 
the fossil and contemporary records indicate that there 
was a very high and changing diversity of mammal 
species available to Mesolithic hunter-gatherers as the 
climate warmed at the end of the last Ice Age; up to 23 
species of terrestrial and freshwater mammals from the 
fossil record compared to a maximum of /6 species from 
Mesolithic sites, but only four of these were found at 
more than rwo sites. 

The reasons for this disparity between the fossil and 
archaeological records are discussed. In Scotland most 
Mesolit!Jic sites with fauna/ remains are coastal shell 
middens, which may nor be sires where mammals were 
routinely hunted and their carcasses processed. Tire 
shell midden sites are also of Later Mesolithic date and 
hence cannot reflect the Early Halocene fauna, which 
included cold climate species that had survived from 
the LateglaciaL Marty areas have acid soils in which 
bones are only rarely preserved, and this may explairt 
the absence of formal materials from the majority of 
coastal and inland sites. The fact that larger mammals 
may have been processed at the kill site. and that some 
mammals were exploited for their skins, further reduces 
the chances of their survival in the archaeological 
record. Finally, optimal foraging for prey in relation la 
prey density may have meant that some large mammal 
species (e.g. moose) were not worth hunting except 
opportunlstically. it is likely that all of these factors 
have contribwed to the impoverished mammal farma of 
the Scottish Mesolithic. 

Introduction 

The Early Holocene had a biodiversity unmatched in 
any subseq.rem period as Arctic faunas and floras were 
replaced by temperate species during the rapid climatic 
wanning that signalled the end of the last Ice Age 
(Kitchener 1998; McConnick & Buckland 1997; Yalden 
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I 999). This dynamic and wide-ranging complement of 
species represented a vital natural resource, which was 
available for exploitation by humans colonizing Scotland 
as hunter-gathere.rs in the Lateglacial or Early Holocene. 
Larger mammals, in particular, were among the most 
imponant of the fauna that could have been utilized by 
Mesolithic peoples. Not only did they provide a large and 
valuable source of food, but they also provided materials 
for making clothes, shelters, tools, and even medicines. 
However, the archaeological record lacks many of 
the larger species (Bonsall et al. 1999; McConnick & 
Buckland 1997), which are now known to have existed in 
Scotland from the fossil record (Kitchener 1998). Recent 
developments in our knowledge of the faunal history of 
the early Postglacial period have been possible through 
AMS radiocarbon dating of existing museum specimens 
from unreliable or poorly documented stratigraphic 
contexts (Kitchener & Bonsall 1997: 1999). This new 
information allows us to take a critical view of the fauna! 
remains found at Mesolithic sites in comparison with the 
known fossil record. 

Although Mesolithic peoples exploited other animal 
and also plant species, this review is restricted to the 
larger mammals, because these were most likely to be 
exploited by humans and the fossil record of mammals 
in Scotland is complete enough for a thorough compar
ison to be made (Kitchener 1998). Birds and molluscs 
were also undoubtedly important sources of foods and 
materials (McCormick & Buckland 1997), but poorer 
knowledge of their fossil records. a potemially far 
larger number of species. and (in the case of birds) 
potentially greater mobility, create greater uncertainty 
in comparing fossil and archaeological records than for 
the mammals. 

In this paper we review the diversity and chtonology 
of the large mammal species that lived in Scotland during 
the Early Holocene. We discuss the uses of mammals by 
hunter-gatherers and how this may have influenced what 
survived in middens. Finally, we compare the fossil 
and archaeological records of mammals in Mesolithic 
Scotland, in order to see what differences occur and 
discuss the possible causes of this fauna! disparity. 



Mesolilbic Scotland and its Neighbours 

Mesolithic mammals in Scotland 

In this review we have restricted the species that were 
available for human exploitation to those with a body 
weight of more than 250 grammes. This excludes most 
small rodents and insectivores, but recognizes that some 
smaller species may have been exploited for fu.r (e.g. 
stoat/ermine. Mustela enninea; red squirrel. Sciums 
vulgaris) or food (e.g. hedgehog. Erinaceus europaeus; 
water vole, Arvicola terrestris). Smaller mammals may 
occur in middens purely incidentally as, for example, 
temporary commensals (e.g. wood mouse, Apodemus 
sylvmicus), or they may have entered and died there long 
after human occupation (e,g. shrews, Sorex spp.). We 
have further divided the mammal species into terrestrial 
and freshwater mammals that would have been hunted 
routinely mainly away from the coasts, and marine 
mammals that may have been exploited at the coasts 
either seasonally (e.g. grey seals, Halichoems grypus) or 
opportunistically (stranded cetaceans). 

Although we now have a greater insight into the 
chronology of Scottish mammals during the Holocene 
from AMS radiocarbon dating (Kitchener & Bonsall 
1997; 1999), there are very few sites which allow an 
analysis of fauna( change over time. Recently. Harwood, 
Kitchener, and Murray (unpublished research) carried 
out a cluster analysis on more than 4000 hone frag
ments from different strata in the Creag nan Uamh caves. 
Sutherland. This analysis suggested that there were three 
distinct faunal assemblages. One cluster was dominated 
by reindeer (Ra11gijer to rand us) and was associated with 
stony deposits of Late Pleistocene age, while another 
cluster associated with a 'cave earth' deposit was domi
nated by red deer (Cervus elaphus) and is probably of 
Holocene origin. The third cluster consisted of a mixed 
group of species dominated by both reindeer and red 
deer, which may have arisen through bioturbation by 
badgers (Melts melts). rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus). 
and humans (Homo sapiens); alternatively, it may repre
sent a very early Holocene assemblage reflecting the 
transition from Arctic to temperate species. A series of 
AMS radiocarbon dates on k.ey species within these clus
ters would greatly enhance our knowledge of the fauna! 
history of this irnponant fossil locality. 

Terrestrial mammals 
During the Lateglacial and very early Holoeene 
(c.l3,000-9200 BP), when humans are likely to have 
recolonized Scotland (Morrison & Bonsall 1989), the 
landscape was dominated by treeless tundras and open 
grasslands (Huntley 1993), which were populated by 
mainly Arctic species, including reindeer, mountain 
hare (Lepus timidus), and possibly Arctic fox (Aiopex 
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lagopus), or open-ground species such as the wild horse 
(Equus fen.s) (Kitchener 1998). As the woodland cover 
of Scotland developed over the next few thousand years 
(Tipping 1994), the fauna changed to reflect this. The 
wild horse probably became extinct in Britain during 
the Mesolilh.ic (Clutton-Brock 1991; Yalden 1999. 78) 
and the latest radiocarbon date for reindeer is c.8300 BP 
from the Creag nan Uamh caves. Sutherland (Murray et 
al. 1993). Of these early mammals, only the mountain 
hare has survived until today as a relict species on high 
ground. 

The Early Holocene forests of Scotland were inhab
ited by a wide range of larger species of mammals. Red 
deer probably colonized Scotland at the beginning of the 
Holoeene; a set of red deer antlers from the Meadows 
of Edinburgh has recently been radiocarbon dated to 
c.8690 BP (Kitcbener & BonsaiJ 1999; Ritchie 1920; 
Smith 1881 ). This species survives on open hillsides 
in Scotland today and could have adapted readily to 
the open ground conditions of the Early Holocene. 
The aurocbs (Bos primigenius) was also an early colo
nizer, recorded from c.9170 BP in Fife (Harting 1880; 
Kitchener & Bonsall 1999; Smith 1872), which would 
have depended on grazing in open woodlands and could 
have adapted to more open habitats where grazing was 
possible. lt survived in Scotland until at least the Bronze 
Age; the most recent date is from a skull from Galloway 
at c.3315 BP (Kitchener & Bonsall 1999; Smith 1872). 
We can infer from their later survival into historic times 
that wolf (Canis lupus) and wild pig (Sus scrofa) were 
also present throughout the Mesolithic. There are also 
Mesolithic and later dates for the brown bear (Ursus 
arctos) and beaver (Castor fiber) (Table 5.1). 

Some Mesolithic mammals were once believed to 
have survived only just into the Holocene, including 
the moose or elk. (Aices alces) and the lynx (Lynx 
lynx), suggesting that habitat change due to climatic 
amelioration or over-hunting by Mesolithic people led 
to their extinction (Clutton-Brock. 1991; Jenkinson 
1983; Simmons et al. 1981). Although a forest species, 
the moose is dependent on willow (Salix spp.). aspen 
(Popullls spp.), birch (Betllla spp.), and aquatic vegeta
tion for its survival (Bryant & Kuropat 1980; Renecker 
& Schwanz 1998). However, recent radiocarbon dates 
for both species show that they survived well beyond 
the Neolith.ic period (Table 5.1). Therefore, humans 
probably ca\lsed the extinction of these species at much 
more recent dates. However, two other pieces of evidence 
for the later survival of th.e moose are highly dubious. A 
supposed moose antler fragment from the Roman fon at 
Newstead (Ewart 1911, 376; described incorrectly as an 
antler base in McCorrnick & Buckland 1997) is in fact 
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TABL£5.1 
The terrestrial mammals recol(led in. or which probably survived in, Scotland during the Mesolithic period. 

Present Mesolilbic Post·Mesolilbic "C Date or Rets. 
Today fossils occurrence dales BP extinction 

Hedgehog. Erlnaceus europaerlS + + 

Wolf. Canis lupus ? + ?c. J7-18lhC 2 
?Arctic fox, Alopa lagop1Lt ? ?early Holocene 2 
Fox. Vulpes vufpes + ? + I 
Brown bear, Ursus arctos + + 7590-2673 <ADSOOor 2 

JOthCAD 
Polecat. Mustela putorius R + c.A0 t900 1,3 
Stoat. Mustela tnninea + + I 
Pine marten, Marres martes + ? + 
Badger. Me/es meles + ? + 
Oner, Lurra lurra + ? + 
J..ynx, Lyru lynx + + <e.A0200 4,5 
WiJdc-at. Felis sUv~stris + ? + I 

Wild horse., Equus ferus ? 10.165 Mesolithic 1,4 
Wild pig, Sus scrota ? + c.l6-17thC AD 2 
Red deer, Cervus e/aphus + + + 8690 1,4 
Roe deer, Capreolus caprtolus + ? + I 
Reindeer, Rfmgifer rarondus R + 9170-8300 Mew lithic 2.4 
Moose. A lees a/us + + 7790-3925 <e. J900BC 2.4 
Aurochs. Bos primigenius + + 917(}...3315 <e.I300BC 2.6 

Beaver, Castor jiber + + 769(}..c.l680 c. I550AD 7 
Red squirrel, SdurtiS vulgaris ?R + 1.2 
Water vole~ Arvicolo terrestris + + I 
Mouo1ain hare, Lepu.s timidus + ? + I 

Key: + = present; ? =possibly presen1: R =reintroduced 
References: 1- Corbet & Harris 1991; 2- Kitchencr 1998; Yaldell 1999; 3 - Birks & Kitchener 1999; 4 - Kitchener& Bonsall 

1997; 5-Boosall et al. in prep.; 6 - Kitchener & Bonsall I 999; 7- Kitchener & Conroy 1997. 

the crown of a massive aberrant red deer antler (Fig. 5.1 ). 
Also, a carving on the wall of the now destroyed Michael 
Cave at Wemyss, Fife (Fig. 5.2) was originally thought to 
depict a moose (Chllde 1935, 116; Edwatds 1933), but 
could be interpreted in several ways (e.g. as an aurochs: 
McConnick & Buckland 1997) and we believe it to be a 
represenlation of a seal, which seems much more likely 
given the coastal location of the cave. 

Many smaller species of mammals that survive 
today were also available for exploitation by Mesolilhic 
peoples. Although fossil remains may be rare, we can 
infer their survival from iheir present occurrence and 
their ability to survive in habilats that were present in the 
Early Holocene. These mammals are also listed in Table 
5.1. Therefore, in summary, Mesolithic hunter-gatherers 
could choose from up to 23 larger mammal species as 
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defined here. Given that habitat changes would have 
made some species unlikely to be contemporaneous, the 
number of species available would have varied between 
I 0 (Earlier Mesolithic: I 0.000-8300 BP) and 21 (Later 
Mesolilhic: 8299-5000 BP), taking the most recent 
radiocarbon date for the reindeer as a convenient dividing 
point in time (Table 5.1 ). 

Marine mammals 
The fossil record of marine mammals. especially the 
smaller cetaceaos, is very poor. ln part this is because 
of rising sea levels since !be end of !he last Ice Age. 
which mean thal stranding sites may well now be inuo· 
daled. Also cetacean bone is mostly cancellous and its 
structure would not nonnally be suited to long·lenn 
preservation. 
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FlGURJt S.l 
The putative moose antler from Newstead (NMS reg. no. X.FRA 1168). This is the crown of a very large aberrant red deer antler. 

(Photo: Trustees of the National Museums of Soot land) 
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FtGUitE 5.2 
Carving in Michael Caveat Wemyss, Fife (Edwards 1933, figs 6-7). The ammal has been interpreted as a large ungulate, but we 
suggest that it represents a seal. (Reproduced with pennission from Volume 67 of the Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries 

of Scotland) 

However, based on recent observations of stranded 
cetaceans and records of vagrant seals, a great variety of 
marine mammals could have been available to Mesolithic 
peoples (Table 5.2), although the larger species were 
probably only scavenged when they became Slnlnded 
sporadically on the coast. Some smaller cetacean species 
may have been driven ashore, as is still done in the Faroe 
Islands and was formerly practised in Shetland, but there 
is no evidence for this during the Mesolithic. Some seal 
species (e.g. grey seal) are terrestrial during the breeding 
season and so would have been vulnerable to regular 
seasonal bunting. There are some interesting regional 
differences; grey seals come ashore to give birth and 
mate for up to eight weeks in October/November in the 
Western and Northern Isles, and in November/December 
in the east of Scotland (Anderson 1991). It is li kely that, 
apart from grey seals, most usage of marine mammals 
would have been opportunistic from strandings. 

We would expect that, as with terrestrial mammals, 
Arctic species (e.g. narwhal, Monodon monocetvs; 
beluga, Delphinapterus /eucas; ringed seal, Phoca 
hispida) would have been replaced by temperate species 
(e.g. grey seal; bottle-nosed dolphin, Tursiops truncatus; 
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porpoise, Plzocoena plzocoena) as the climate warmed 
during the Early Holocene. 

Recent investigations into strandings in Scotland have 
shown that many more subtropical or warm temperate 
species have been recorded in recent years (e.g. striped 
dolphin, Stenella coeruleoalba (Reid et al. 1993); 
Fraser's dolphin, !Agenodelplzis hosei (Bones et al. 
1998)). In part this is due to better recording, but also 
it may reflect rising global temperatures. Temperatures 
similar to, or higher than today may have characterized 
much of the Mesolithic period (Smith 1992; Walker 
& Lowe 1997). It is, therefore, not inconceivable that 
Mesolithic peoples were able to exploit a similar range 
of species as occurs today (Table 5.2). One notable 
exception is the grey whale (Eschrichtius robustus), 
which is now confined entirely to the Pacific Ocean, 
but which survived in the Atlantic until the 17th century 
AD (Y~Iden 1999). Lack of suitable reference material 
in Scottish museums means that this species may be 
overlooked at archaeological sites. 1t is essential for 
future research that a grey whale skeleton be acquired by 
the National Museums of Scotland for comparison with 
archaeological bone in Scotland. 
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TABLE5.2 
The marine mammals either recorded from the Mesolilhic period in Scotland or which could have occuJTed there (? -;;; probable 

occurrence based on the presence of vagrants in historical times or lower sea rempemtureS at the beginning of the Holocene). 

Plnnlpeds 

Grey seal, Halichoerus grypus 
Common seal. Phoca vituli!Ul 
?Ringed seal. Phoca hispida 
?Harp seal. Phoca groenlandica 
?Hooded seal. Cysrophora cristata 
?Bearded seal, Erignarhus barbatus 
?Walnls, Odobenus rosmarus 

The uses of mammals 

Mammals were (and still are) exploited for different 
reasons. Many ungulate species were undoubtedly 
hunted for food. but could also be exploited for raw 
materials, including hides, bone, antler. and sinews. 
However, large species might be poorly represented at 
archaeological sites, because the carcasses would have to 
be butchered and defteshed at the site of the kill to reduce 
them to manageable pieces. This is the so-called 'schlepp 
effect' (Daly 1969). 

Most carnivores (and possibly the red squirrel, Sciurus 
vulgaris) were probably exploited for fur. which would 
have greatly limited their potential for preservation in 
the archaeological record. It is likely that fur-bearing 
mammals would have been skinned at the kill site espe
cially if the rest of the carcass had no use. Therefore, at 
most. the only skeletal elements that migbt survive in 
skins would be fool bones. since these may be retained in 
the skin. However, it is interesting to note that the skeletal 
remains of fur-bearing mammals have been found at 
some hunting/butchering stations, such as Star Catr 
{Clark 1954) and Ringkloster (Andersen 1995), which 
may indicate that similar sites have not yet been located 
in Scotland. As well as meat and fur, the beaver was 
probably exploited for the medicinal propenies of the 
secretion (castoreum) from its castor glands. Castoreum 
contains a chemical similar to salycylic acid, which 
is derived from the bark of willows and is the active 
ingredient of aspirin (Marcuzzi 1986). It is believed 
that hunting for cas1oreum may have led to the beaver's 
extinction in Scotland in the mid-16th century A.D 

(Kitchener & Conroy 1997). 
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Cetaeeans 
Porpoise, Phocotna phocotna 
Oolpllins (10 species) 
Beaked whales (4 species) 
?Be Juga, Dtlphinapttrus feucas 
?Narwhal. Monodon monoctros 
?Pygmy sperm whale, Kogia breviceps 
Sperm whale, Phystttr caJodon 
Righ1 whale. Eubalat!Ul gJacialis 
?Bowhead whale, Bala~na mysticetus 
Rorquals. Ba/aenoptua spp. (4 species) 
Humpback whale, Mtgapura novaeangliat 
Grey whale, & chrichtius robustus 

Cetaceans and seals may have been killed for their 
blubber and oils. as well as for some skeletal elements 
used in manufacturing. Childe (1935, 240 & 248) 
suggested that whale bone was used opportunistically 
as a substitute for wood during the Iron Age. However, 
cetacean bone was probably o>Ot widely used because of 
the uncenainty of supply owing to reliance on strand
ings and the high degree of porosity of cetacean bone 
would have made it mechanically unsuitable for many 
purposes. 

It is imponant to bear in nnind the different ways in 
which various mammal species would have been used by 
hunter-gatherers, since this would affect which parts, if 
any, of the animals were preserved at archaeological sites 
compared with the fossil record. 

The archaeological record or mammals In the 
Mesolithic 

Mesolithic sites contamtng animal bone in Scotland 
are rare and distributed along the coast. Although these 
coastal sites are mostly shell middens and. hence, are 
dominated by a wide variety of moUusc species, they 
often contain some mammal bones. Table 5.3 shows 
the manlD!al species for which bones have been found 
at the key Mesolithic sites in Scotland. The species most 
often represented are red deer, wild pig, and roe deer. 
Some species were weU represented at panicular sites. 
For example, seal bones were panicularly abundant at 
Cnoc Coig, Oronsay, where the presence of juvenile 
bones indicated that seals were exploited seasonally 
when they came ashore to pup in October and November 
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(Anderson 1991 ). The presenee of carnivores at An 
Corran and in the Oban caves may indicate that these 
species were exploited for fur. In particular the heavily 
eroded, left proximal phalanx (posterior) from an adult 
brown bear at An Corran (Bartosiewicz forthcoming) is 
highly suggestive that this was all that remained from 
a bear skin. Allhougb the decorative use of a bear claw 
(corresponding to thedistal phalanx) cannot be ruled out, 
it is unlikely that an entire toe (including the proximal 
phalanx) would have been used in this way (no signs of 
manufacturing or wear are evident on this specimen). 

Lynx remains were found at Mesolithic sites in Oban 
and on Ulva. In the fonner case, we know that the lynx 
dates to the period of Mesolithic occupation, though its 
presence was probably unrelated to human activity, but 
in the latter case we have no idea yet of the age of the 
lynx remains. 

There are many mammals that are simply missing 
from Mesolithic sites, including moose, reindeer, wild 
horse, beaver, polecat, wolf, arctic fox. and stoat. 
We know from other sites in Britain that moose was 
exploited by Mesolithie peoples (e.g. Star Carr), so its 

TA8t.E 5.3 

Species 

Hedgehog 
Domestic dog 
Red fox 
Brown bear 
Weasel 
Pine marten 
Badger 
Otter 
Wi.ldcat 
Lynx 
Grey seal 
C<>mmon seal 
Fm whale 
Oelphinid/ 

pbocoenid cetacean 
Wild pig 
Red deer 
Roe deer 

Aurochs 
Red squirrel 
Water vole 
Hare 

References 

Mammals found at Mcsolilhic sites in Scotland~ 

Erinaceus europaeus 
Conisfomiliaris 
Vu{JH:.S 'olUipcJ' 

UI'$US arctos 
Mustela nivalis 
Mar1es marres 
Me.les mele.r 
Lutra lurra 
Felis silvestris 
Lynx lynx 
Ha/ic/JI)tn<S gryp1<S 
Phoca vitulina 
Balaenoptera pllysalus 

Sus scrofa 
Cervus elaplws 
Cap~olus capreolus 

8os primigeniu.r 
Sciurus vulgaris 
Arvicola ttrnstris 
Upus timidus 
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References; I - Bartosiewicz forthcoming; 2- McCorrnick & Buckland t997: 3-Wordsworlh t985: 4 - Grigson & Me liars 
1987: S-Mapleton 1873: 6-Lacaille 1954: 7-Myers &Gourlay 1991: 8-Coles 1971; 9-Foxon 1991. 

NOte. Biotwbation and other factors make it possible that not all of these fauna! remains are of Mesolithic age. Where there is 
uncertain contextual association. only direct radiocarbon dating of lhe bones would resolve any uncertainties. 
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absence from Scottish sites is surprising. The beaver was 
an important species in later periods. but it too is absent 
from Mesolithic sites. 

Discussion 

From the evidence presented in this paper. it is clear that 
there are major differences between the known mammal 
fauna of the Mesolithic and the species represented at 
archaeological sites. The most abundant species at the 
archaeological sites were red deer, wild pig, and roe 
deer, and they clearly represent sourees of bone for tool
making as well as important sources of food, exploited 
even today. Other species appear only sporadically at 
different sites and some may well occur there inciden
tally rather than resulting from human hunting. What 
then has caused these differences between the palaeonto
logical and archaeological records? 

A major reason is that the sites in which fauna! mate
rials survive are probably not representative of human 
hunting activities during the Mesolithic. Shell middens 
were not necessarily attached to settlement sites. Many 
may represent special-purpose camps where molluscs 
were gathered and processed along with some line fishing 
and opportunistic hunting of otters. seals, and seabirds 
(Bonsall 1996). The occurrence of large mammal bones 
in the middens may occasionally be due to opportunistic 
hunting. but often can be explained in terms of particular 
skeletal elements brought into the sites as raw materials 
for tool-mak.ing. 

Shell middens also benefit from favourable pres
ervation conditions. The alkaline conditions found in 
the middens (pH = c.S-8.5) mean that bone is more 
likely to be preserved than in the vast majority of 
coastal and inland sites in Scotland where soil condi
tions are generally too acidic (pH <7.0) for survival of 
animal bone (Bonsall et al. 1999). In the few English 
examples of inland open-air Mesolithic sites with well
preserved fauna! assemblages, such as Star Carr and 
Thatcham (Ciark 1954; Wymer 1962), it is notable tbat 
the animal remains include many of the mammals (e.g. 
beaver, moose, pine marten) missing from the coastal 
middens. 

Moreover, all Scottish Mesolithic sites that have 
animal remains are dated to the Later Mesolithic, so that 
exploitation of Arctic species from the E!arlier Mesolithic 
is unrecorded despite possible human colonization 
towards the end of the last Ice Age (Finlayson 1999; 
Mo.rrison & Bonsall 1989). 

A further possibility is that larger mammals would 
bave been processed at the kill site and all usable mate
rials extracted and preserved before being taken away. 
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For example, meat could have been dried or smoked 
and cut i.nto manageable pieces for easier transport 
(Daly 1969). Thus much of the skeleton would not be 
taken from the kill site. Also, species that are exploited 
for their fur would be skinned at the kill site and the 
carcass left behind if it had no use as food or other 
materials. Again. there is little chance of any skeletal 
elements being preserved as a record of human exploita
tion beyond the kill site. Even where skeletal elements 
occur, the highly worked nature of the bone fragments 
may make their identification impossible using current 
methods and so mask the true species composition of a 
midden. For example, at Morton less than seven per cent 
of the mammal bone could be identified to species level 
(Cotes 1971). It is easy to see bow slivers of long bone 
from red deer, moose, and aurochs would be impossible 
to identify. PerhapS extracting DNA from some of these 
samples would allow a better appreciation of the species 
exploited by Mesolithic peoples. 

foraging efficiency may also provide an explanation 
for the limited range of species recorded at Mesolithic 
sites. Smith (1992, 12-16) calculated that a population 
density of eight reindeer per km1 was needed to support 
a typical hunter-gatherer human population density of 
0.006-0.02 individuals per km1, assuming that their 
diet comprised 80 per cent ungulate meat and that the 
people lived at 20-60 per cent of their carrying capacity. 
[n practice reindeer live at much lower densities (Table 
5.4), but on migration they occur at very high population 
densities that could easily support high levels of seasonal 
exploitation. Using recent data on population densities of 
deer and wild pig species. and their typical body masses, 
it is possible to calculate the standing biomass per square 
kilometre that hunter-gatherers could exploit today 
(Table 5.4). Assuming that these were similar to those in 
the Mesolithic. given similarities in ecology and habitats, 
it is clear that red deer, wild pig, and roe deer are the most 
worthwhile species to hunt. These occur at high popula
tion densities and could provide a great deal of food for 
Mesolithic hunters. However, moose occur at very low 
population densities. Even though the highest biomass 
per square kilometre for moose could support human 
hunters, the opportunities for locating and exploiting a 
low-density population would be limited. 

Therefore, it is possible that Mesolithic hunters did 
not develop hunting strategies for moose, because other 
species were more abundant and more easily encountered. 
However. this may not be the whole story; moose antlers 
and bones have been found at other Mesolithic sites in 
England (but only very early in the Mesolithic) and 
Europe (Smith 1992; Yalden 1999). ln some parts of its 
Holarctic distribution today local population densities of 
moose may reach 200km"1(Nowak 1999). so that strategic 
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TA8LE5.4 

Population densities. average body masses. and standing biomasses of ungulates in Europe. 

Species Population density Body massO Blomass Rers. 
(per km') (kg) (kg per km') 

Wild pig i-30 90 90-2700 1.2 
Reddeu 5-100 150 750-1500 I. 3 
Roedeu 15-70 25 375-1750 I 
Moose 0.1-1.1 550 55-605 I. 2. 4 
Reindeer 0.4-1.9 95 38-180 I. 2 
Reindeer (migmtion) 19,000max. 95 1.805.000 I. 2 
European bison 3-12 700 21~8400 I , 2 

• midpoint of minimum and maximum litera:t'ure values 

Rererences: I - Macdonald & Barreu 1993: 2-Nowak 1999: 3 - Cluuon-Brock et al. 1982: 4- Heptner et al. 1989 

hunting may have been possible in some areas of Brilain 
during the Mesolithic. In addition, unless evidence for 
hunting is available in the form of frontal bones auached 
to antlers, the possibility should be considered that cast 
antlers may have been collected passively mther than 
through active hunting (Choyke 1987. 116, tab. I). 

It is conceivable that all lhe possible explanations 
mentioned above have contributed to the fauna! disparity 
between archaeological sites and the palaeontological 
record in Scotland. Unfortunately, there is no prospect 
of elucidating further the causes or main cause of this 
disparity without the discovery of new Mesolithlc sites 
with animal remains, particularly in inland locations, 
which may provide additional evidence of mammal 
species that were exploited by people during the Early 
Holocene. 
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Dating Forager Communities in Scotland 

PATRlCK ASHMORE 

Some of the consequences of variations in the proportion 
of radiocarbo11 to ordinary carbon in the atmosphere are 
discussed. The possibility of a sporadic human presence 
in Scotland before the Holocene is explored. Popula· 
lion estimates and coastaliry are assessed for various 
millennia, and the chronologies of environmental chw1ge 
and human activities are summarized. 

Precision: plateaux and other problems 

It is essential to remember that a calibrated radiocarbon 
age is arrived at by a comparison between the radio· 

J4000BP 

g 12000BP 
'.:I 

" .s "'-
~ 

~-

activity of the carbon in the sample with that in tree
rings or other absolutely dated reference sets, and that 
the proponion of radiocarbon to ordinary carbon in the 
atmosphere, which determines bow much there is in 
individual tree ri ngs, has varied in the shon, medium, 
and long terms. During some periods the propon.ion of 
radiocarbon to ordinary carbon in the atmosphere tempo
rarily decreased, creating a plateau in calibration curves 
so that radiocarbon ages at the end of the period are indis
tinguishable from those at the beginning. fig. 6.1 shows 
that the 1998 calibration curve (Stuiver er al. 1998), like 
its predecessors, has plateaux at several periods between 
I 0,000 and 4000 BC. 
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FJGUR£6.1 
The 1998 calibration curve has plateaux at several periods between 10.000 and 4000 BC. 
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Fig. 6.2 illustrates one coosequence. Radiocarllon 
ages with a precision of c. ±50 "C years generally leave 
great uncertainties about the period to which an event 
truly belongs. After c.9500 BC they would in general 
be ascribable only to a roughly 200-year period with 
a 95 per cent confidence or worse. Doubling the preci
sion of ages would often not greatly improve matters. 
For instance. around 8500 BC, the period of the earliest 
published Scottish age for human activity (Lawson 2001 , 
124), the current calibration curve ortly allows dating of 
single events (with a 95 per cent chance of being right) 
to within about 350 years even with half the usual siz.e of 
error. However, the~ are a few short periods before 4000 
cal BC when much greater precision is possible. Around 
9250 BC (9750 BP). 7500 BC (8500 BP), and 5750 BC 
(6750 BP) radiocarbon ages of ±25 years may allow the 
caljbrated dates of events to be assigned to individual 
centuries. 

Only a small proportion of the available ages for 
Scottish forager sites have an error as low as ±50 years, 
let alone :1:25. Many ages were obtained when the 
radiocarbon method was far less well developed than 
it is today. ln the 1970s and early 1980s errors we~ 
underestimated. Ages obtained before the mid-1980s 
should probably be corrected by multiplying the errors 
by between 4 and 1.4 (Ashmore er al. 2000; Baillie 1990; 
Stenhouse pers. comm.). A ~asonable set of adjustments 
(Ashmore et al. 2000) leads to an average one sigrna 
error of existing uncalibrated Scottish ages for human 
activity of slightly over 112 "C years. Once the dates 
are calibrated, the range within which available dates 
fall (with a probability of 19 chances out of20) averages 
about600 calibrated years. 

1t is worth noting that, because of the variations 
in atmospheric '"C. uncalibrated ages can be even 
more misleading than cal.ibrated dates. Their apparent 

Variation In the IWO algma data range of callbrelad dates for C14 dates with errors of ~so and of ~25 yeara 

oao~~~~~--~~----~~----~~----~~----~~--~~--~~ 10000 9000 8000 7000 8000 5000 4000 3000 cal BC 

ibfated rwage with etTOf of +/· 50 years 

Calibn!tad range with onor at +1- 25 ysars 

Age BP 

FtGUR£6.2 

Radiocarbon ages wilb the nonnal precision of about ±50 ••c years and those with 3 high prec-ision of ±20 '"C years 
both generally leave great uncertainties about the period to which an event truly belongs. 
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7400CalBC 7200CaiBC 7000CaiBC 

Ca librated date 

6800CaiBC 6600Ca!BC 

FIGURE 6.3 
An 'accurate' uncalibrated age of c.8200 BP may represent an event earlier than one ·accurately' aged Io c.8300 BP. 

simplicity masks some unavoidable problems. Fig. 6.3 
shows lbat an 'accurate' uncalibrated age of about 8200 
BP may represent an event earlier lban one 'accurately' 
aged to about 8300 BP. Examination of Fig. 6.1 shows 
that similar reversals are possible at several periods. 
Although in lists of dates it is essential to quote the date 
BP as a conventional surrogate for the laboratoty carbon 
isotope measurements, in the body of a discussion about 
archaeology. or the palaeoenvironment, it is little more 
meaningful to use it than to use the isotope measure
ments themselves. For example, lbe original labora
toty quotation for GU-1004, a sample from Pitcairn in 
Fife, was 'li1'C=-776.3±5.5%o; 1lC=-23.8±0.05%o; 
D=6.776.8±5.5%o; "C age (Libby half life 5568 yrs): 
12,050±200 yrs BP (10,100 BC); 5730-year half-life: 
12,400±205 yrs BP' . The age quoted, 12.050±200 yrs 
BP, is no more a date than 'D=6.776.8±S.S%o'; but 
perhaps the BP age is mo.re tendentious. In this example, 
incidentally. the age was for a sample which probably 
comprised bolb coal and charcoal. Another strong 
argument against use of uncalibrated dates BP in discus
sions about past events is the proliferation of data about 
climate variations from ice cores and varves, which are 
tied to absolute time-scales. 
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For these reasons, "C dates quoted in the discussion 
of forager sites in Scotland below are presented as cali
brated two sigma date ranges and labelled ea! BC. The 
uncalibrated age measurements :are presented together 
with their calibrated two s igma ranges in the lists in 
the following chapter. Absolute dares from varves and 
ice cores are quoted as dates BC (though in fact there 
are some uncertainties even in t:he best cores). In my 
text ' age' is used to refer to a laboratory measurement, 
and 'date' is used to refer to a caliibrated date. I have not 
used the Bayesian methods advocated by Blackwell and 
Buck (2003, 233), despite their applicability in many 
circumstances, because their use would add consider
ably to the complexity of this paper without a significant 
improvement in understanding. 

Another problem in devising a chronology for archae
ological sites in Scotland (and elsewhere) has been an 
underestimation of the likelihood of contamination of 
bulk samples with residual material (Ashmore 1999). 
Although dating programmes for early artefacts (e.g. 
Bonsall et al. 1995) have not fallen into this error. no 
Scottish artefact from before 4000 BC has more than 
one radiocarbon age, which means that there is no check 
against any bur the most obviously aberrant ages. Also. 
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the ages obtained from anefacts cannot blithely be 
applied to the context from which the finds came. for 
the artefacts may have been old when lost, or have come 
from mixtures of older and younger deposits. 

Lastly, uncenainties about the size of the marine effect 
during the period from c.8500 to 4000 BC (and indeed 
later) mean that calibrations of ages for shells, and for 
the bones of those who had a highly marine diet, pe.rbaps 
underestimate the amount by which the raw ages should 
be corrected. 

These problems mean that there is much uncenainty 
in the chronology of forager communities. Another major 
problem is that generalizations intended to average out 
the uncenainties in individual dates cannot be based on a 
statistically valid number of samples. This means that all 
but the most general of conjectures here are very sensi
tive to the dating of a few more sites. Also, there are few 
or no dates for many areas of Scotland, so comprehensive 
inter-regional studies are impossible. For all the reasons 
adduced above, the discussion which follows should be 
treated as a succession of conjectures. 

Precursors to the Holoceoe people in Scotla nd 

People were possibly present in Scotland, from time 
to time, before the Holocene. For a while it seemed 
that there was evidence that Ayrshire was inhabited 
before the peak of the last glaciation. A single piece of 
supposedly oak charcoal thought to be from a post in 
a posthole at Loudouo Hill was aged to 40.285: 1435 
BP (AA-20407), while indeterminate 'charcoal' under 
compacted gravel produced an age of 36.685:845 BP 
{AA-20408) . Subsequent examination of material with 
a similar conchoidal fracture from nearby deposits, 
however, showed that the samples dated were probably 
compacted fossil soils: AA-20407 thus does not provide 
a useful date for the post or the posthole. 

Reindeer antlers from Sourlie aged to c.30,000 BP 
(SRR-3023: C!utton-Brock & MacGregor 1988, 32) 
and from Woodhill Quarry, l<ilmaurs, aged to before 
40,000 BP (Birm-93; ibid.), nevenheless suggest that 
Ayrshire is one place to seek open-air Middle Palaeolithic 
camps because reindeer would have been a prime food 
source for early foragers. Funher oonh, ages from single 
pieces of antler from lnchnadamph suggest that reindeer 
were present in NW Scotland at various ages between 
45,000:2000 BP, the weighted mean of the two oldest 
ages, Ox.A-3788 and OxA-3793, and 22,300:240 BP, an 
age provided by OxA-3792 (Murray er al. 1993, table I). 

However, there are no published ages directly 
suggesting human activity before those of 8500 BC 
discussed below. The lack of proof for human activity in 
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the British Isles during the la.~t glaciation before about 
14000 to 12300 ea! BC (Housley er oL 1997, 43) makes it 
seem unlikely that any pan of Scotland was inhabited or 
often visited by hunting parties during the glacial period, 
despite the possibility, raised by Lambeck's ( 1995, fig. 3) 
isostatic rebound model for th.e Nonh Sea area. that the 
Nonhem Isles and a large area of land around them may 
have been ice-free for long periods. 

Nearly all continuous climate data are tied to absolute 
chronologies, so it is wonh exploring the relationship 
between rndiocarbon dates and calendar dates earlier 
than 9907 BC, the limit of the tree-ring dated part of the 
1998 calibration curve. Uranium-thorium dating of corals 
provides a low-accuracy extension of the calibration 
curve to about 22,000 BC (Stlliver er al. 1998, 1041-2). 
Synchroni7.ation of variations in temperature-sensitive 
forarninifera from marine sediment cores with variations 
in temperature indicated by ice-core annual layers allows 
a conjectural extension back to about 40,000 BP (Jllris & 
Wcninger 1998, fig. 1), although the correlation between 
the foraminifera and GISP2 cu.rves depicted by JOris and 
Weninger is not visually convincing and suggests that 
the age of the former may luve been underestimated 
by amounts varying up to 2000 years at 40,000 BC. 
The Lake Suigetsu, Japan, varve chronology extends 
to before 40,000 BP (Kitegawa & van der Plicht 1998, 
fig. I) with some gaps. The general impression from this 
calibration curve is that severe temporary reductions of 
atmospheric radiocarbon occurred in the glacial period, 
with particularly significant periods of diminishing 
radiocarbon concentrations between c.34,000 and 32,000 
BC and between c.29,000 and 25,000 BC. There may be 
another plateau somewhere between 22,000 and 18,000 
BC, where Suigetsu data arc not available. A period 
from c. l4,200 to 12,500 BC, around the end of the main 
glacial period, contains a lesser plateau. 

The very low concentrations of radioactive carbon 
surviving in the samples from the earlier pan of this 
period means that normal interpretations of the raw 
measurements bias them to younger ages (Bronk Ramsey 
1998. 469-74); but the foUowi.ng discussion will involve 
only low precision interpretation of the radiocarbon ages. 
The Scottish dates, calibrated using the Lake Suigetsu 
curve, allow the following c&njectures. The GISP2 ice 
core suggests relatively warm periods each lasting about 
two millennia around 42,000 ea! BC and around 35,000 
ea] BC (Jllris & Weninger 1998, fig. 1). The mean of the 
two earliest lnchnadamph reindeer dates lies beyond 
the end of the Lake Suigetsu -calibration curve between 
about (speculatively) 50,000 cal BC and 40,000 ea! BC, 
and may relate either to the relatively warm period from 
before 50.000 to about 47,000 ea! BC or to the two rela
tively warm millennia between 43,000 and 4 1,000 ea! BC. 
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The Sourlie reindeer date seems to fall in a regular period 
of the calibration curve and belongs around 30,000 cal 
BC when there were several rapidly alternating warm and 
cold periods. One group of Inchnadarnpb reindeer dates, 
at about 23,000-22,000 ea! BC, lies in a cold period. The 
period around 14,000 to 12,300 ea! BC, before which 
there is no unambiguous evidence for Late Pleistocene 
human activity in Britain, is roughly the end of the main 
glacial period. The latest Scottish reindeer date (SRR-
2105) falls in the period 7540 to 7080 caJ BC, during a 
warm period well after the end of the Younger Dry as. 

Even if it does turn out that there was human activity 
around 40,000 cal BC in Ayrshire (and considerably 
more evidence will be needed than is at present available) 
it seems likely that the community involved was subse
quently forced out of Scotland by increased cold; and 
the occurrence of large mammals at various subsequent 
periods does not force acceptance that there was a human 
presence. The possibility of coastal communities hunting 
marine mammals in both warm and cold periods and 
exploiting terrestrial mammals during relatively warm 
periods must remain open. It is very possible that the 
evidence for coastal foragers has been lost or submerged 
through rapid sea level rise since 10,000 BC (Fig. 6.8) . 
That said, there is no unambiguous evidence for people 
in Scotland until about 8500 BC. 

People in Scotland from 8500 BC 

The history of people in Scotland, as presently demon
strated by "C dating, stans around 8500 BC. Fig. 6.4 
shows the probability distribution of dates selected from 
the October 2002 set (see following chapter), and thus 
provides a first, crude approximation to relative popu
lation sizes over time. It shows two distributions so as 
to ameliorate some of the difficulties presented by the 
methods employed by previous authors (Blockley er 
al. 2000, 114-16; Housley er al. 1997, 43; Smith 1992, 

Grey: 276 dates from selected sites 
Black: 135 single-period dates from the same sites 

9000 8000 7000 

37). Each site is counted as having two or more periods 
when it ha~ dates which are significantly different from 
each other, and the black distribution represents each site 
period with one date. The grey distribution includes all 
dates. Fig. 6.4 must be used with considerable caution, 
for it need not represent the activities of more than one or 
two groups of people per century. Most of the qualifica
tions listed below in considering coastality also apply. 

Also, this approach assumes that it is valid to treat 
much of Scotland as a single (arbitrarily bounded, of 
course) unit, which is superficially a doubtful proposi
tion. But perhaps it is fair to assume that people practised 
exogamy, given the recent estimates of between 1560 and 
7020 for forager populations in Scotland, corresponding 
to densities of between two and nine persons per 100km1 

(Gamble 1999, table I); and even more so if Smith (1992, 
3 7) is right to suggest populations of around one or two 
people per IOOkm' through most of this period. It is dif~
cult otherwise to understand how adequately large genetic 
pools could be maintained. That is not to preclude the 
possibility that early forager communities were unsuc
cessful in passing on their genes, but the assumption here 
is that several parts of Scotland were continuously inhab
ited from about 8500 BC to the onset of farming shonly 
after 4000 BC. If that assumption is correct, and if popu
lation densities were as low as supposed, there must have 
been contacts between distant communities. However, 
models of spatially based, and of distance-independent, 
connections between clusters of people provide different 
answers to questions about the overall degree of connec
tivity. If the amount of two-way movement between 
communities was dependent on distance, as seems on the 
face of it likely, optimum connectivity would have been 
possible to achieve only if there were very many middle
and long-range connections between distant groups. lf, 
on the other hand, distance was not a strong factor, a 
small number of almost random two-way con.neetions 
between groups should have led to strong connec
tions between all groups (Watts 1999, 136-7). Among 

5000 3000 
Cal BC 

fiGURE 6.4 
The probability distribution of dates from archaeological sites during tbe millennia succeeding 8500 BC. In both the black and grey 

distributions "Cages have been calibrated and summed using OxCal3.5 and the 1998 calibration curve. 
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Grey + black: 135 dates single period from 86 contexts, all forager occupation sites 
Black: 49 dates single period shell midden from the same sites 

''1 M 

8000 7000 6000 5000 4000 3000 
Cal BC 

FlGUR£ 6.5 
The date distribution of dates for shell midden and other occupation sites without Neolilhic or later anefacts. Uncertainties in calibration 

of marine she11s may mean that the date dislributions here are skewed to slightly too early dates. 

communities with perhaps a lesser attention to time than 
found in modem societies, distance may have not have 
been a dontinating factor in connections between groups. 
If this argument is valid, even fairly infrequent two-way 
long distance contact could have led to a well-connected 
Scotland-wide network in which the foraging groups will 
have shared some practices and beliefs over large areas. 

It is instructive to take the population estimate of 
between 1560 and 7020 people (while noting again that 
the dating evidence does not of itself provide a basis 
for assessing absolute figures) and equate it to the peak 
population a few centuries before 4000 BC. Although to 
do so piles conjecture on conjecture, the black area in 
Fig. 6.4, corresponding to one date per period., suggests 
low populations around 8300 BC and a peak of between 
1500 and 6000 people after 6500 BC, dropping to about 
a third around 5000 cal BC. There was then perhaps a 
further rise to a peak around 4300 cal BC (the period to 
which the estimate of between c. l500 and c.7000 people 
in Scotland has here been applied). Well before the time 
pottery, communal burials, and other practices often asso
ciated with farmers become obvious in the dating record, 
around 3800 BC (Ashmore forthcoming), the population 
of those following forager lifestyles had halved. This 
does not strongly support models suggesting adoption 
of a sedentary lifestyle, leading to proactive adoption of 
farnting. However, the evidence is regionally unbalanced, 
and the sample is small. Whether farming was intro
duced by incomers by at latest 3800 BC or brought in 
by foragers to add to their procurement saategies, the 
number of people following coastal foraging practices 
seems to have remained level until after 3400 BC. 

The chronology of the use of marine resources 

From c .8500 BC onward there are 49 periods of use dated 
from about 22 shell-midden contexts, and 86 periods 
of use dated from 36 other contexts without obvious 
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Neolithic or later artefacts in occupation sites. Fig. 6.5 
must be used with considerable caution, for it need not 
represent the activities of more than one or two groups 
of people per century. Also, at some sites shell may 
originally have been present but have failed to survive in 
acid soil conditions. Most of the earlier dates for shell are 
from the west and most of the later ones are from the east 
(Ashmore forthcoming). As noted above, uncertainties 
about the calibration of ages for shell may mean that all 
of these calibrated date ranges are somewhat earlier than 
they should be. 

Nevertheless, interpreted at face value, it suggests 
that earlier foragers favoured non-marine resources over 
marine ones, and that later ones reversed that preference. 
Whether that is valid depends on at least six conjectures. 

I. That the numbers of dated sites of particular kinds 
is roughly proportional to the number of originally 
created sites of those kinds, a doubtful proposition 
if early coastal sites have been destroyed or inun
dated by variations in sea level; see Fig. 6.8 for the 
possible loss of land from 10,000 BC. 

2. That shell ntiddens represent a reliance (at least a 
seasonal one) on coastal resources. 

3. That shell ntiddens and other occupation sites 
reflect population sizes in the same way as each 
other, a doubtful proposition if base camps tended 
to be preponderantly either coastal or inland. 

4. That the relative degree to which shell ntiddens 
and other sites reflect base camps or more aan
sient activities did not change much over time, a 
conjecture which can be tested only by regional 
studies even more exhaustive than that recently 
completed in the Southern Hebrides (Mithen 2000) 
and the ongoing Scotland's First Settlers project 
(Wickham-Jones pers. comm.). 

5. That either there are no sites of unrecognized types 
or that they have a similar chronological distribu
tion to those of recogni.zed types. 
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6. That the absolute number of different sites created 
by each group was rough! y the same at all times 
before c.4000 BC. 

Until many more areas around flint scatters and middens 
have been excavated the third and fourth conjectures, in 
particular, cannot be tested. The most rational interpre
tation is that changes in the proponion of coastal and 
inland sites may not be so marked as Fig. 6.5 suggests, 
because early coastal sites have disappeared through sea
level rise (see Fig. 6.8 for areas of land which may have 
been lost since c. IO,OOO to 9500 BC). There are too few 
data from the east to detect whether the Storegga tsunami 
of c.6250 to 6000 cal BC (7300 to 7200 BP) had any 
effect on coastal activities. 

Charred hazelnut sheUs 

Dates from hazelnut shells have a different probability 
distribution from those for other hazel charcoal (Fig. 
6.6). The diffe.rences undoubtedly include the effects of 
different sample choices for producing dates. It is quite 
common to choose hazelnut shells to provide single entity 
dates for 5th millennium and earlier sites, but barley for 
dates in the 4th and later millennia. Nevertheless, taking 
the dating sample evidence in isolation from broader 
macro-plant studies, it seems that from about 4000 BC 
hazelnuts continued to be beat-treated but hazel was also 
used for firewood and, after 2900 BC, although hazel was 
much used, hazelnut shells were relatively rarely charred. 
The contrast suggests factors including different human 
choices at different periods, and the lesser reliance on 
hazelnuts with the availability of cereals. 

None of these hazelnut shell dates comes from 
Shetland, Orkney, or Caithness. This is unexpected if 
there were people there from a fairly early date, because 
scrub with a hazel component is envisaged there from 
well before 8500 BC (Tipping 1994, 11-13; Edwards & 
Whittington 1997, 65- 7). 

An almost complete absence of charred hazelnut shell 
dates between 6000 and 4000 BC may well be an artefact 

of site and sample selection. There is a lack of evidence 
from pollen fo r a general reduction in hazel, which seems 
to preclude the possibility that it suffered from the hot 
dry summer conditions of the period from 6000 to 5000 
ea! BC (Edwards & Whlttington 1997, 67, fig. 5.4). There 
remains the intriguing possibility that some more subtle 
explanation could be supponed, such as a subordination 
of hazel by other species in areas favoured for occupa
tion around 6000 ea! BC, reversed for a millennium after 
4000 BC by the creation of new habitats favourable to it 
with the introduction of farming. 

Artefacts and chronology 

The 21 ages for bevel-ended tools used to construct 
Figure 6.7 suggest a date range from between the second 
half of the 8th millennium cal BC (Bonsall et al. 1995, 
table I) to about the middle of the 3rd millennium. The 
later dates show that bevel-ended tools are not diagnostic 
of pre-fartning foragers even if the date from An Corran 
of 2230 to 1870 ea! BC (AA-29313; SaviUe 1998, 127) 
is excluded from Figure 6.7 by the selection criteria used 
here. The sample is so small that the variations in the 
distribution are not significant. The most sensible conjec
ture is that bevel-ended tools were used in Scotland from 
around 8500 BC to the late 3rd millennium BC, even 
though they have not been dated to before 7500 BC. 
There are too few published dates fo r Scottish barbed 
points (5) and antler mattocks (2) to define chronological 
distributions, though for what it is worth the five barbed 
point dates are spread throughout the period and the two 
mattock dates are both late (Saville this volume). 

A summary chronological background to human 
occupation 

Lamheck (1995, fig. 3f) and Coles (1998, 62-4, fig. 10) 
speculate that Scotland was an ice-free peninsula of 
mainland Europe during the beginning of the present 

Grey: othe r hazel , contributions from another 200 dates from 64 other sites. 
Black: hazelnut shells 121 dates from 32 sites l I .. I L I 
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The probability distribution of dates for hazelnut shell and other hazel charcoal. 
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FIGURE 6.7 
The probability distribution of dates for bevel..,nded tools. 

wann period, c.9500 BC, with Orkney forming its north
ernmost part, and Shetland and the Weste.m Isles larger 
than they are at present. A Nortb Sea inlet stretched down 
the east side of the peninsula from Orkney to East Anglia 
(Fig. 6.8). Orkney was separated from the mainland some 
time between 9500 and 6800 BC (Lambeck 1995. fig. 3f, 
3g). perhaps not as early as suggested by McCormick and 
Buckland (1997, 87). Subsequent variations in Scottish 
coastlines differed locally. 

Whittington and Edwards {1997, 14) suggest that 
temperature and rainfall increased rapidly from about 
9500 cal BC. By a century or so after 6000 cal BC it 
was wanner and drier than today. Winters would have 
continued to be colder and summers markedly warmer 
than today until roughly 5000 cal BC. Figure 6.4 implies 
relatively lower populations during this millennium. 
Thereafter there seems to have been a wetter period, at 
least in northern Scotland {Whinington & Edwards 1997, 
21). 

A recent, properly cautious, review of the evidence 
for Early Holocene woodland by Edwards and Whit
tington (1997, 64-74) takes the pollen and microscopic 
charcoal evidence as far as it can be used. Birch was 
established throughout most of Scotland at some time 
between 10,000 and 9300 cal BC, and haul spread 
from the extreme west of Scotland to the east during the 
same period. Elm spread from the south by 8300 cal BC 
- afte.r people were present in southern Scotland- to the 
nortbem mainland about 5400 cal BC, and oak spread 
from about 7500 cal BC in the south to Aberdeenshire 
and Skye at some time between 4900 and 4800 cal BC. 
Pine was certainly present in the NW and SW before 
7500 ea! BC (Edwards & Whittington 1997, 65-6). The 
evidence for pu-rposeful woodland clearance is usually 
very ambiguous (ibid .. 70). 

Few hard dates are available for any but a narrow 
range of animals. Fauna! resources included elk, aurochs. 
red and roe deer, wlld pig, and probably birds and fresh
water fish, but probably not horse, nor reindeer, although 
there is one date of 7540 to 7080 ea! BC from a juvenile 
reindee-r leg bone from the inner cave at Creag nan 
Uamh. lnchnadamph, with no known worlting marks or 
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other evidence of a human presence (SRR-2105, Murray 
et al. 1993, table I). Marine food sources included small 
and large whale {including rorquals dated through their 
inclusion in high carse clays of the Forth to between 
about 6500 and 5500 cal BC), seal, shellfish, and fish 
(McComtick & Buckland 1997,87, 90). However, recent 
work on sea-level changes in the Fortb Estuary suggests 
maximum sea level (and thus ihe periods ai which whales 
were beached further inland) may date to a significantly 
later period (S. Oawson pers. comm.) 

A sum mary chronology of human occup ation 

Various authors have argued that Scottish tanged points 
imply an early occupation of Scotland (cf. Finlayson 
1999, 881). However, there are no radiocarbon ages 
for contexts including tanged blades (Mithen 2000; 
Morrison & Bonsall1989, 137) and most of these blades 
are part of a 'ragbag of undiagnostic forms' (Saville 
2003, 343). Only those from Tiree and Shieldaig can be 
accepted as genuine (Ballin & Saville 2003, 124). They 
could be taken to support an argument that Scotland was 
sel11ed at the same time as Arctic Norway (e.g. Finlayson 
1999, 881; Morrison & Bonsall 1989, 135), which has 
produced dates that demonstrate settlement before 9500 
cal BC. and perhaps before I 0,000 cal BC (Thommessen 
1996, fig. 1). The reindeer (associated elsewhere in 
Burope with foragers using tanged points) survived at 
least until 7540 to 7080 cal BC near lnchnadamph, not 
far from Shieldaig (Murray et al. 1993, table 1). It is 
therefore credible that early foragers were present soon 
after the end of the Younger Oryas. 

However, the earliest Scottish "C ages (OxA-1 0143-5 
& OxA-10178-80) for human activity come from single 
hau:lnut shells at Cramond, Edinburgh, and imply settle
ment somewhere in the period between 8500 and 8300 
cal BC (Lawson 2001, 124). Although now near the coast 
the site would have been an appreciable distance away 
10.500 years ago. The next earliest date (AA-30354) 
comes from a single piece of pomoideae charcoal found 
in a pit at a site with abundant flake debitage, cores, and 
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Land poss1bly Ios! s1nce 10.000 lo 9500 cal BC 

• 

F IGURE 6.8 
Sco1lnnd: land possibly los1 since c. I0,000-9500 cal BC (afler Coles 1998 ond Lombeck 1995). 
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microliths at Daer Reservoir I near Crawford, South 
Lanarkshire (Ward 1995, 87; 1997, 75; 1998, 128). 1t 
suggests occupation at some time between 8550 and 
7950cal BC. 

The earliest ages (GU- 1873; GU-2040) for human 
activity from Kinloch, the long-occupied site on the 
little island of Rum, off the west coast of the Highlands 
(Wickham-Jones 1990, 133), and all of the 14 ages from 
the wind-break or shelter and hazel processing site 
with its microlithic assemblage at Fife Ness in eastern 
Scotland (Wlckharn-Jones & Dalland 1998a, 6; 1998b), 
suggest occupation near the west and east coasts within a 
century either way of7500 ea! BC. A recently discovered 
round house at East Barns, East Lothian, dates broadly 
around 8000 cal BC, a similar or slightly earlier date to 
that of another at Howick, Nonhumberland (Waddington 
et al. 2003; J. Gooder pers. comm.). None of these sites. 
however, need have been very close to the coast when 
they were occupied. 

The next earliest site, and the earliest one showing 
strong evidence for a reliance on coastal resources, is a 
midden in the rockshelter at Druirnvargie, Oban, whence 
a bevelled tool has been dated to between 7580 and 7180 
ea! BC (OxA-4608; Bonsall et al. 1995, table I). 

As has already been emphasized, Fig. 6.4 must be 
used with considerable caution, but it suggests at least 
a doubling of populatio.n between c.7500 ea! BC and 
c.6500 cal BC. Bven if it is not an artefact of modem 
site and sample selection there is no way as yet of telling 
whether this resulted from a steady trickle of people 
moving into Scotland, population growth among local 
groups, or a mixture of the two. 

From c.6400 to 5000 cal BC there was a period of 
roughly stable forager population. A cenrury or so after 
5000 cal BC populations began to rise again, albeit 
slowly. The number of people engaged in this way of 
life peaked c.4400 cal BC, and feU sharply again c.4200 
cat BC, well before the widespread adoption of farming 
perhaps around 3800 ea! BC (Ashmore fonhcoming). 
There is not enough information for regional comparisons 
within Scotland, although differences can be seen 
between it, Ireland, and England (Saville 2003); and it 
does not address some of the most challenging questions 
about late forager populations. It cannot contradict the 
possibility that Scotland became, in places, 'substantially 
occupied' before farming was adopted (Finlayson 1999, 
883); but it does not support it. Some aspects of the 
forager way of life seem to have been present throughout 
the next two millennia, perhaps followed by people who 
also farmed. Shell middens and hazelnut processing sites 
free of distinctively non-forager artefacts diminish in 
numbers from c.3500 cal BC (c.5000 BP) - if current 
calibration of ages from marine shell are not seriously 
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amiss - disappearing from the dated record (except in 
a trivial sense) some time after c.2200 cal BC (c.3800 
BP). 

Conclusions 

The dating evidence from Scotland summarized above 
does not distinguish clearly between various chronolog
ical models of settlement during Early Holocene Limes. 
It suggesi!S the presence of foragers from c.8500 cal BC 
and a rise in population in at least the Midland Valley of 
Scotland and the inner western islands from c.7500 to 
6500 cal BC, followed by a period of fairly stable popu
lation at a lower level than lhe peak, until a funher rise 
starting c.5000 cat BC and peaking well before 4000 cal 
BC. 

One general impression - a blend of conjecrures ralher 
than a fu.Jly-ftedged model - is that practices changed 
gradually over lhe period between 8500 and 4000 cal BC. 
with hazelnut procurement being important in the earlier 
part of the period, but playing a lesser role between c.6000 
and 4000 ea! BC. Strategies including farming seem to 
have been widely adopted from c.3800 ea! BC. But, while 
the resolution of the dates is far from optimal, it does 
seem that foraging practices common in the period before 
4000 cat BC continued to form part of life in Scotland; 
indeed they continued well beyond 3500 ea! BC. 

Conjectures indeed; it must be remembered that 
known sites and artefacts represent what must be a tiny 
proportion of those which originally existed, and only 
a small p-roportion of the known sites and artefacts has 
been dated. Moreover many of the dated examples have 
very imprecise radiocarbon ages. If current levels of field 
research continue, rapid improvement can be expected, 
but the number of dated sites must be increased drasti
cally, particu.lady nonh and south of the Midland Valley, 
if reliable patterns are to be established. 
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Chapter7 

A Date List (to October 2002) for Early Foragers in Scotland 

PATRICK ASHMORE 

Technical comments 

This list has been substantially revised since !he confer
ence and is up to date to about October 2002. I t includes 
dates for charred remains, bone, or shell in contexts 
resulting from human activities, and also some wild 
animal bone dates. The latter are not comprehensively 
listed. It also includes some apparently anomalous dates 
for which !here is usuaUy no obvious explanation. 

Ages before c.20,000 BP have been calibrated using 
the varve-based calibration curve from Lake Suigetsu, 
Japan (KJtegawa & van der Plicht 1998), and !he rest 
have been calibrated using data from INTCAL98 
(Stuiver er al. 1998) and (depending on whether they 
were added to this list before or after the conference) the 
calibration program Oxcal 2.18 or 3.5 (Brook Ramsey 
1995; 2000). 

In the tables, some more realistic errors for dates 
obtained before the ntid 1980s are indicated in the 
column headed 'Adjusted age BP' (although it must be 
emphasized that these are open to chaUenge. because 
there is no scientific basis for auaching any particular 
correction factor to any particular age measurement in 
this list, apart from those GU (Glasgow) ages covered 
by specific laboratory advice, and because there is no 
widespread agreement on how to correct early error 
assessment). In general, the error terms attached to more 
receotly obtained "C age measurements are reliable 
(Ashmore er al. 2000). The calibrated date~ are based 
on these more realistic errors because it seems most 
sensible to apply the precautionary principle - better 
to be occasionauy over-cautious than to run !he risk of 
spurious precision. The adjusted ages also anemptto take 
account of the marine effect on sheU ages, and while it 
is not immediately clear that the correction of 405 years 
usuaUy applied (Harkness 1983) is correct for all of the 
Late Pleistocene and Holocene, ll''C values for shell ages 
do not indicate any large systematic variation. 

Many of the dates arc from samples which contained 
material from more than one entity, and may there
fore contain material of different ages. They may thus 
correspond to no single event (Ashmore 1999). By and 
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large the accelerator (AMS) dates - prefixed by AA· 
(Arizona) or OxA· (Oxford)- are from single entities. 

The calibrated dates are expressed as two sigma 
ranges meaning that there are about 19 out of 20 chances 
that the true dates fall within this range. At least 15 of the 
dates appear to be more anomalou~ than can be explained 
by stari~tical variations and others, particularly some of 
those from Raigmore (Simpson 1996), seem to represent 
charcoal of ntixed age. Of the remaining dates around 
17 will be wrong purely because of statistical variations, 
in the sense that their true date will fall outside the two 
sigma ranges of the calibrated dates. 

The date list is divided for convenience into the follow
ing major chronological groupings: before 10,000; 8000-
7000: 7~; 6000-5000; 5000-4000; 4000-3500 
(all ea! BC). Wilhin each grouping the deterrninations 
are listed chronologically from earlie~t to latest, on the 
basis of the 'Adjusted Age BP' centrum in each case. 
1t is appreciated that many of the samples in the final 
grouping probably relate to the activities of farmers. but 
these are of considerable relevance to questions about 
the transition from foraging to an economy with a strong 
farming element. 

The columns of the date l.ist 

StTE AND CouNCIL 

The name of the site and the local authority area in 
which it was found. 

NGR 
A four-. six-. or eight-figure British national grid 
reference. 

REFERENCE 

The name of the subntiuer or a bibliographic refer
ence. 

DESCRl1"110N 

A ntixture of comments from the original subntission 
and from subsequent consideration. As used here, 
taphonomy means 'how the datable material in the 
sample used for dating got to where it was found on 
the archaeological site'. 
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MATEII.IAL 

A simple division of the material dated into charcoal, 
shell, human bone, etc. 

CODE 

The unique code quoted by the laboratory. Each 
consisiS of a laboratory identifier and a number. For 
insrance. GU-1000 means age number 1000 from the 
GU laboratory (Glasgow University, now housed at 
the Scottish Universities Resean:b Reactor Centre, 
East Kilbride). 

CAL!Bli.ATED DATE 
The Adjusted Age BP converted into a calendar date 
range using the programme OxCal 2.81 or 3.5 (Bronk 
Ramsey 1995; 2000) and the 1998 calibration curve 
(Stuiver ~~ al. 1998). The figures quoted are for a 
range within which there is a 95 per cent chance that 
the true date lies. 

LABORATORY Aoe BP 
The raw radiocarbon 'age' and error (one sigma) as 
quoted by the laboratory or primary publication. BP 
means before AD 1950. 

ADJUSTED AOE BP 
Error terms have been adjusted as explained in the 
introduction. Marine shell ages have been adjusted to 
correspond to terrestrial ages by subtracting 405 from 
the quoted age and increasing its error by combining 
it with a conversion error of :1:40 radiocarbon years 
(Hark:ness 1983). 

o"c 
Basic radiocarbon theory assumes that there is global 
uniformity in the natural ''CI''C ratio. This is valid for 
the well-mixed atmosphere, and the flora and fauna 
that it supports, provided an allowance is made for the 
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extent to which isotopic fractionation occurs during 
the assimilation and metabolic fixation of atmospheric 
carbon dioxide. Although planiS obtain their carbon 
from the atmosphere, the actual "C activity in them 
is lower by 3-4 per cent (equivalent to an apparent 
excess age of between 240 and 320 years). For each 
sample a o''C value is determined. This represents the 
difference in partS per thousand (L) between the ratio 
of "C to ''C in the sample to the ratio in a standard 
(cretaceous belemnite. B~ltmnita americ011a, from the 
Peedee formation in South Carolina, known as PDB). 
The fractionation between 1'C and "C is assumed to be 
twice that induced between ''C and "C. A correct.ion 
factor is determined which normalizes all activities to 
those of wood (with a ''C of -25%.). Typical values 
for a range of samp.le types are as follows: -21%. for 
human or animal bone; -25 to -26%.. for charcoal; 
-28 to -29%o for peat; and 0%. for mnrine shell . 
Because preparation of samples for measurement can 
sometimes induce a further small fractionation effect, 
and the quoted o"C value includes the results of this 
fractionation, most of the o''C measurement$ quoted 
here are not suitable for inclusion in stable isotope 
studies. 
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Dates before 10,000 cal BC 
Of these 18 dates all u.oepl the purpon.ediy chArcoal d:ates from Loudoun Hill, which are probably from (OQil soil, and four probably anomalous datu, are from reindeer antler or bone. 

SUe and Catlbroltd Loboralll<)' Adjusltd 
Coundl NCR Rdutoce O..Oriplloa Matttial Cod• dale Ae< BP Dat~ BP 6"C 

O..,nan NCl67 170 Murny ~~ t:JJ. SlllJ)e pi= of rdndttt calf ri&J>t Bone:, animal 0 1A·l788 <M of""'< 4790(h 3600 ·7900~ 3600 u-. 199l.oable l metaeatpal from iooer cave. For-c:Uilnlion (dlOOOcal 
HiJhbftd ,.. IGqawa .t ... <let PIO:Iu ( 1998~ BC1) 10 -cnoo 
(SIIIhtrluld) ea BC 

O..,nan NCl67 170 Mumyn ol. Sil1J)e ..... off<mal< rdndeersbed ........ ........ 0...·3793 o...or._ ol.l800 • 2AOO •3800*2AOO u-. 199l. oablel ff'Od oucer cave; DO tDOWD •utia& nmts (<. .. IOOcal 
HlPiud or ocher ~videocc of a hwDaD prescDOt. For BC1)10~ 
(Su"""-1) cahbraboa ttt IGttpwa & vu dtt P'tichl caJ BC 

(1998~ 
-

1.oocbm Hi11, N$6064 373< Atboooo RcporUd ., • JioaJe ook r_.,. (UI9ll IUsi.l soil M·~ o..ot._ 402Sh 1435 <1028h 14lS -71.2 .. ,..,... 2000o.~ s-pit 2S) -. poolbomt .. ""'ond (c.ll200 
ocakd- Jwd.padtcd "'"'l Th< cal BC7) 10 
_., icblikatioa bas bca audiled c.l7600 <al BC 
ond tho,.. bas been- fococcletof 
mq.aitude on a scparatt counter. Altbous,h 
the dMC is correct. it Kerns likely rrom 
subKq!Jelll analysis of samples from 
rcl.ed dtpos.hs tha• the: conehoidaJ fracture 
o( oak has btcn assumtd whe:n:: the true 
kltncif)Cation should hiV'C been with lhe 
tonchoicbJ fracture of(OS!.iliud soil. For 
u Jibration sec Kik gawa &. van der Plicht 
(1998). 

-
Loudol.ln Hill, NS 6064 37)4 Alltlnson lndclerminal.t cha.rc:oal (LH931 Samp&e Cbareoal or Al\·20406 ,·,3930010 3668S*84S ~h845 - 2.1.5 
Ayrshire 2000o.·~ 30) from lhe primary fill of a posthole of fossil soil )4700col BC 

1 SIIUClurc inside a pali.sade. Allhouall 
the date Is correct. il seem!! likely from 
1ubscquc.nt analysis of sampks from 
related depOSits that lhe sample was 
fossil soli n.tbet than eharcoal. For 
calibration see Kitegawa & van der Plicht 
(1998). 

er.., .... NC267 170 Murrty tt ol. S in&k piece of femaJe reindeer sbl:d Ander 0.A·3786 c.l3900 10 liS80•S:lG 31S80*520 
Uamh, 199l.llble I antler from cave shaf1 (G-0.9m); no l0600cal BC 
Highlllftd known wortina marks or OLhe:r evidence 
(Sulhorlood) o( • human presence. m ca.Jibration 

KC Kile&IWI & Va&'l der Pliebt (1998). 

c ....... NCl67 170 Mutny ~~ tll. SiAJk pitt'C ot fc:mak trindett s.bed ander Antkt 0.A·3985 t'.J.4000 ao 31<90*S70 31<90d70 
Uamh. 199l.oable l from OUkl" cave; no known •'Oitin& marts l0700ca! BC 
Highlond or Olhc:t ev~ of a humM pre:seac::c.. For 
(SIId>cr1ood) calitntioa see Kittpwa &: vu dtt Plic:bl 

(1998~ 



SUtand CaUbntt<l LaborltOI')' Adjustt<l 
Couodl NGR Rd'tffnce DtscripUon Material Codt date A&< BP Dote BP 6•'C 

SowUe, tmne, NS 3231 CIUUon·Brodt Fnamcou o( reindeer antler-. For AAtlu SRR·)()l) t .JOIOOIO 29900+4JOI 29900 ... 430t' 
Aynhire A M>«:lftp c:alibnhoft Slee Kirqawt lt \12ft det Plic:ht 30000<>1 BC -< tO -4t0 

t981. )2 (1998). 

a...- NC267 t'IO MlltT'Af n ilL S"'sk pK<r off<malt reinclcft' shod am1tt Aodt< (hA.Jm c.l0600eo 2UC0•4S0 28800:~:450 

u-. t99J.-t f.rom Q'o'C sbU\ (I.S...l..Om); 29400cai8C 
Hqld.md no k:nctot.--n W'Oitifll nwb: or ochtt 
(-......J) evideec:c. ola bumu pracoce. For 

calibratioe see Kitt:pwa 1t van dtt 
Plicbc (t998~ 

a... ... NC267 t'IO Mwnynol. S"'sk p;.ttoffemalereinclcft'sh<damltt Aodt< (hA.J914 c.J020010 21240.:190 l8l40s)9() 
Uomb. 1993.-1 from OUter eave; 110 kDOWii wortioJ IDIIts l9300cai8C 
Hi&l>laod or other evicle:noe ol a hwnan presmce. For 
(Suthcrtud) ealitntiola sec K.ittpwa &. van der P'l.iehl 

(1998). 
-

QQanan NC 267 1'10 Mumy n al. Sinp reitld«r 1Mb frapnent from AAdcr SRR·2103 c.29JOOto 25~•810f 25~•810f 
Uamh. 1993 • .- 1 inner c:~~ve; no known wottina matb Or 24400cal BC -740 -740 
HiJhl&nd omn evidence or • bwn.an prescooc.. For 
(Sutherland) calilnt.ion ste Kitepwa &. van der Plichl 

(1998). 

Creaa n.an NC267 1'10 MurnyttoJ. Sina)e rc:i~Mkcf andcr fragment from Ant ler SRR·2104 ('.29300 lO 24590•790f 24S90+ 790/ 
Vamh. 1993. table I inner cave; no known working marlc.'i: or 23SOOcal OC - 720 -720 
Hi&hland other cvidenee ola human pre;sence. For 
(Suthe~llld) c.111ibra1ion see Kitc:gawa &. van dcr PJicht 

( 1998). . 
Fi5hcr'll Road t(1' 40927540 lla$Clpovc Ch~t~rred barky plan1 rem~hu from a grey Charred pll nt AA-25724 ('.26000 10 23680•230 23680•230 
E>st. Pon 1997 brown sandy clay forming in the base or re-mains 23300<>1 BC -23.6 
Sc:con. F.ast ditch FS06. whJeh was c;uc into na~ural~ 
Lod'lian lbe ckposit was 0.2m deep. and sealed 

by l .lm diceh fi!JJ. h representS m.a1erial 
cntc.rinc the ditch afkr an accumulation of 
pri.nwy aUtlna. 1bia dale is anomalous. F<lr 
caJibnuion set: Kitqawa & van det Plicht 
(1998). 

(«.~nan NC267 1'10 Mumyttol. SinJlc pic:c:e of femak rrindect shed Alllkr OxA·3792 1'.23900 10 22300•240 22300•240 
Uomb. 1993.table l anlltt fromn.ve .lil::gft ( 1.2-I.Sm): DO 22700cai8C 
H;Jlllancl bownw«tinsmomorochet.-... 
(SUtbcttaodl of a hwna.n pescoce. For calibnOon sec 

Kh~pwa A ¥M dw Ptj,eM (1901). 

I 



Site and Oillbrated Laboratory Adjllited 
Couodl NCR Rtf~ Oosaiptlon Material Codt dolt A&< BP Oatt BP 6"C 

c..,. ... NC267110 Mum.ynlll.. Mixed rdncku anUer (1'01'1'1 itwr cave:: no Allllef SRR-1789 20400to 18080sUO IIOIOsW 
Uamh. 1993.-1 tnown wcrtina mub Of otbc::r cvidc:Dce 18100tal BC 
Ulal>l...t olehui!Wiprucnce. Thissomplt...,. 
(Soth<ttaod) mb: antlers o( difl'ft'tfll periods (sec. for 

trutMCe 0xA·l138 U 47900t:3600 BP 
end SRR-2 1~ at 8300•90 BP) end this 
mc-uurr.n'lr.nt .lbould oot be used as ifi• 
dated an e~K. 

Monoi'IA. 110 467257 Cotes 1971. <..'batt011l pooled from lower midden Ctwcool NZ-1194 1360010 12200t:2• 0 12200 .:3-<0 
r1re 320 TSO. Ifl/3. Mty be a mb.turtofoldetand I I $()() cal BC 

youn&cr cfl:arc:oa.l. 
-

Pilcaim. N0273026 Ban:ley 1978. Ptoblbly a •nixcure ot c:har(oal and toll; Chal<ollend GU- 1004 16000 lO 8(0) 120S0t:200 120S0•2800 -23.8 
C~h<>. 362 this metiUKJneftl ihookl 001 be used as if oool col BC 
Fife: h dMtd 111 c:vt'nl. 

......... Adwoy NCS803 M<CI>IIqjo A ChwcotJ rrom eon1o1 1070. a~ Chal<oll GU-3170 1)300 to 9400 11200sSlO 11200.Sl0 
Glm.Aih T'I'Pnl 1998. ....-o1Housc7:-.,....,..,., col BC 
.. Feamo. S1-3 -llipllnd 
(Sutherland) - -
Cn:aa un NC'267 170 Mumy~tol. M1xed rtindetr antler rna,menu from Antb SRR-1188 1020010 9300 10080•70 10080•70 
Uamh. 1993. tllb'e I the OU1cr CIYC, whc:K there are no known aiBC 
lliplud wortina rNtb or Other ~videntt of a 
(Su<herland) human pn:scnce. The sample may mix 

a.nakn: or dlffcrtnl periods (sec for installCC 
0xA-37U at 41900t:3(100 BP and SRR· 
210S at tll00t:90 BP) und this date $hould 
tl()ll be used as if h dated an CVU'Il. 

Dates from c.lO,OOO cat BC to c.8000 cat BC 
So f1r ctus penod is only repn:senced by the site with pus, h.a.t.elnu1 shr.lts. and lithic artefacts at Cnmood, Edmbuf&h. Although u i.s clo5e to the presen1 shoreline iiiTII)' have been much further 

away IO.SOO )Ut'S t,p. Any C'Onlt:mporancous truly ce»stal sites will have been tnunc:la'CCI dwi.ng sea-level rise. 

She •nd I Calibnu..s Labontory Adj""ed 
Council NCR RtfefttK'e Ots<rlpdon Mattti:al Cod• ..... Ago BP Date BP 6"C 

~ mum7fHI l..awsoo 2001. A ha.ldnut lheU rrom CR9S/1066 rrom ClwTed O.A-10180 8630to8l90 9250•80 9250•80 -26.0 
f..d•nburah 114 COfti(Jil ••Jt.lhe fill of l shallow scoop hlttlout snc.u col BC 

143'1 c:ontairuna haulnul sbt.Us and lithic 
llll(f'llcll. c:ut lncu the nonh Jidc: uf Pil 1430 

and ICikd by C:Oilk'Al 1409. 

~· :::> 
Cll 
0 
0 

=-
~ 
Q. 



Site and Calibrated Laboratory Adjusttd 
C..Uadl NGR Rtf......,. D<ooriplloa Material Code dace A~ BP Dote BP 6"C 

Cnmood. m t89a 7697 l.o_,.. 2001. A hudnul sbcU from CR9SI291 cootext Ch2md 0.<A·IOI4S 8610101290 9130•30 92Jihl0 - 24.9 
lldint>afJlo 124 1409. •I'OU$h!Y circular spud of sill ..;c~~ 

--sbell 
eol BC 

ba:tdn:ullbcUs ud li1hic andac:ts sWing 
NN>ish pits oodtt a por.siC1t old oopo;L 

Cnmood. m 1891 7697 u,_2001. A hudaut sbell '""" Cli!JS/741,_ Chomd o.A· I01<3 8$30 10~ 91lO•oU 91~.t.4S -23.S 
F.diobonp 124 -• 1409an>ugloly....._spudof hauloulshdl ca1 BC 

s.ilt with batdDut JheUs ud ti%hie and;atu 

aca1illc- pi IS-. por.siCk old 

""*"'-
~ t.'T 1898 7697 l.aWIOft lOO I. A-slldl I-CR9SI9SS ,_ Chomd 0.<A· I0 179 8$30 10 11230 9130•65 9130•65 - 23.9 
&lonbullh 124 ~ 14'26 1evcl K from the fiJJ of ccnaat haD:blut shell ca! BC 

pit 1430 with "-""" slldlo""" lilbie ....,. .... 
-

Cnmood. NT 18917697 UWIOO 201)1, A bau:lftul shdl from CR9SilS3 &om Chomd 0.<A· 10144 MlOtollllO 9110•60 9110•60 -23.1 
Edmbwzl> 124 CCXM.t:tt 1402. the fiU o( a unall 0'\l.lW:aCCd bzelflldt s.bcl1 e.tBC 

ph 14lS ~by c:onat 1409. 

Cnmood, NT 1891 7697 u....,2001. A haklnut sbc:IJ from CR9SI956 from Ch.amd OxA·lOl18 8.S30to 8210 910S• 65 910S•65 - 23.3 
Edinburgh 124 <:OOIClll 1426 kvel M from 1hc fiU or ceoltll lw<lnotsbell c.tBC 

pit l430 wilh hazelnut shc:Us and lithic 
anertees. 

Dates from c.8000 cal BC to c.7000 ca.l BC 
AU cf theac: 36 dates are from hu..elnut ibtUs apan from fJve ebart(la) dMc$ f'rom Oler Reservoi.r I and 1. Moctotl, Ben L.awen, And l.uua l . • da!.t. from a bc\•el.endod lool from Orulmva.raJe. anochtt 
from Sand. a re1nde(:r bone rrom Crt3,& nan l11Unh, and two prob.'tbly anomaiOUli dates from Dun Vulan and Peel of l.A.unpltanJn. Nensly a.ll~~.te from oc:cupaclon Of' activity sites or forager cbartetcr (the 

reindeer date 11 tn u cr.phon, os Is tho anocna.IOOJ Lumpblnan Wile). 1be date from Druimvargie is from a rocbheltcr. The date from P.ordhouse l,t; from u~r.r a Neollthi<: burial mouOO. 

Site and Collbr~~ltd Laboratory Adjusltd 
C..Untll NGR Rcf'crt:nce O..C:riptlon Material Code date A~ BP Dole BP 6°C 

0.... NS 91600827 Wud 1998 Pomf).UI~ eharoclaJ rrom a pit in the. flint· C1wcoal AA.·30:1S4 S$50 10 'l9lO 907S.80 907S.SO -26.7 
ReseM>ir I, knapptna s;ik< reponed in OES 199S, 87 eo1 BC 
CnwfO<d, and DES 1997, 15. 
Sou!h 
Unat1Wil"' 

Du:a Vulat~. S Nf71412982 -- Cattle lOt- la the Wat soillay<r BoDe. u imal AA·I0499 MOO 10 '1940 8990•65 8990s6S 
lliJI. Watcn~ • Sbofplco (102~ Aaamafaus. eol BC 
1sl<s 1999. 171, 211 



Sitt and CaUbrattd Laboratory Adju.sted 
Council NGR Rtftrtntt Oestrfptioo Mat trial Code datt: Age BP Date BP ~"C 

Kinloch, Rbm., NM 4113 998 Wic·kham- Hazelnut sbclJs rrom a pit fill in a Chm<d GU-1873 8000 to 7350 8S90:t95 SS90• 9S -24.9 
Highland Jones 1990, senlement. Same context A$ GU·1874 hmtnut eal BC 
(Lochaber) 133 (8SIS.I90 BP). Rc:oountcd as 8360±70 shells 

BP(GU· 1873b) ;n l988. 

Kinloch, RUm, NM 403998 Wtckbam- Hatelnut shells from a lower fill o( a Ch3fT<d GU·2040 7780<o 7480 8560±70 8560±70 - 2S. I 
Highland Jooes 1990. uunerued pie in a stedement. Recoun«ed as lw<loot cal BC 
(Lochaber) 133 8490•SOBP (GU·2040) ;n 1981. shells 

Fire Ness, NO 6365 o0950 Wickham- A hazelnut shell From F4S, the. tower fill Ch3fT<d AA·25212 71SO to 7480 8545±65 8$45±65 -22.9 
Fire Jones & or an isolated pJough cruncated pit (f-41 ) bJ:7..dnut shdl cal BC 

Dalltmd lyiClg some 3m SW of a shelter. Though 
1998a: 19981> the pit could have. been bad :-fiUed by old 

occupalion deposits from the area nearby. 
it is most likely 10 be contempc:nry with 

the shelter. Sec· also AA-25213. 

Kinlocb, Rl.lm, NM 403998 Wick:h:am· H:uelnut shell$ from a pit fill . So1me O..nod GU·1874 820010 7000 8SIS± 190 8515 • 190 - 23.8 
Highl-and Jones 1990. oonlcJU as OU-1873.a (8590%95 BP) hazelnut cal BC 
(l.ochahcr) m and 18731> (8360:a:70 BP). Recounted as W lls 

8060±1SOBP (GU·1874b)in l988. 

fife Ness, NO 6365 OOSO Dalltmd 1997: A hazelnut shell from F60.lhe fill of pit Ch""'d AA·2SWS 7730 to 73SO 8$10•70 85 10•70 - 23.6 
Fift Wickham- F61. thouJht eo be a po$1hole bel~ginc to hazelnut shell tal BC 

Jones & a wind- break. Part of the fill is likely to 
Oalland 1998a: be bact fill ineotp0r31ing material from the 
19981> surface at the time or construction or the: 

shelter. Some oflbe fi ll may have entered 
the cut as the post decayed or was remo\'ed. 
See also AA-25209. 

Fire Ness. NO 6365 o09SO Dalland, 1997: A hazelnut shell from F40, the upper fill or Ch3fTtd AA·25214 7680 to73SO 85 10±65 8510 • 65 -23.2 
Fire Wickham- an ls.olated plough truncated pit (F4 1 ), 3m hazelnut shell cai BC 

Jonet &. SW or a shelter. The material was either 
Oalland 1998a; dumped directly in<o the pit or subsided 
1998b into 1he eut as lhe &owe. fills became more 

compa«cd. S<e also AA·2S21S. 

Fire Ness. NO 6365 0950 Oalland. 1997 A hazelnut shell from F69, the ti ll of a Chm<d AA·25204 TI30to7350 8505±75 8505±75 - 23.5 
Fife poslhole (F70) situated ouiSide and SE of hazelnut sbdl ea! BC 

a curve. or postholes interpreted as p#lt or 
a wind-break. h lies partly beneath a round 
area or dark soU (F46). Pan or lhe Rll is 
likely to be bacldill <UOUnd the post. and 
some or the fill may have entered lhe cut as 
the post decayed or was removed. See also 
AA·2S205. 



Site and Calibrated Laboratory Adju.«td 
Council NGR Referrnc~ Description Material Code date Age BP Date BP 6UC 

Fife Ness. N06~0950 Oalland 1997: Hazelnut shells from F45, the lower fill ol Charnd AA-25213 7610 to 7350 8495<65 8495:65 -25.2 
Fife Wickham- an isolated plough trunea.ted pit (F4 1 ). haul nut cai BC 

Joncs & c.Jm S W of a shelter. lboug.h the. pit could shells 
Oa!Jand J998a; ha~ been b:leklille:d by old oc:cup:uion 
1998b deposits from the area nearby, it is most 

likely 10 be eot'lternporary with the shelter. 
Soealso AA-252 12. 

Kinloch, Rllm, NM<IOJ 99S Wickham- Huelnut shells from a lower fill of a Cham:d GU-20401> 7650 to 7330 8490~70 8490~70 - 25.1 
Highlllll<l Jont$ 1990. tn.mcated pit i.n a seulement. Same sample h~lnut cal BC 
(lochaber) 135 as OU-20403 (8560~70 BP). Recounted as shells 

8490• 50BPin l988. 

Fife Ness.. N0 6365 0950 01Liand 1997: A ha:telnut sbell from F40, the upper Charred AA-25215 7610 lO 7350 8490•60 8490•60 - 24.7 
Fife Wie~m- fill or an isolated plough truncated pit hazelnut cal BC 

Jonc.s &. (P4 1), 3m SW of a shelter. The material shell 
Oaltand J998a; was either dumped directly into the pit 
1998b or subsided inlo the cut as the lower ti lls 

became more eompxted. ~also AA· 
252 14. 

-
Fife Nes\'i, NO 63650950 Dalland I 997: A hv.:tlnut shell from F60,1~ fill of Chaned AA-25209 7610to7320 8415~15 8475±75 -26.8 
Fife Wic:kbam· pit F61. thought to be a poslholc: hazelnut c:316C 

Jones& belonging to. wind- break. Part or the sheiJ 
DaiiMd 1998a: fill is likely to be bxkfill incorporating 
199Sb matcriaJ from the sw1'31Ce ac the time of 

construction of the shelter. Some or the 
fill nuy have ctuered the cut 3.$ the 
pos.t dec-ayed or was removed. See also 
AA-25208. 

Sand. NG 684 1 4934 Hardy 2001, A btvtl·e.nded bone ancfact N62 from Bone, animal OxA-10152 71SO to 7200 8470~90 8470~90 - 22.1 
l<>dWsh. 125 wnple B24A NE Spit 8, from a loose e>.IBC 
Highland unconsolidated Limpet middoen (013) 
(S~yeand o..-erlying a rock-fall and CO\'Crod by 
Lochalsb) crushed shell and turf. 

Fife Ness, NO 63650950 DaiJand 1997: A hazelnut shell from F46, a roulld ll.l'e8 Charred AA·25211 7650tonoo 8460• 85 8460•85 -25.7 
Fife Wicldlam- of dark soil, 2.5 x 3m, i.ntesprcted as hnelnut «I BC 

Jones& O<Xupation layer remains 3$$0Ciated shell 
Dalland 1998a; with the shelter. TI\Ie layer was cui by 
1998b plough furrows.. which may indk.ate a 

high possibilit)' or mixing with l:tter 
m:nerial from lhe plough soil. See also 
AA-25210. 



Site and 
CouociJ NCR Rere.rence O.S.ription 

Fife Ness. NO 63650950 Dalland 1997: A hazelnut she.ll from F62, lhe fill of pit 

Fife Wickham- r-63. o ne of7 po&boles in a cun·c 
lones& beJoog.ing to a wind-break. F62 lies partly 
OaJJand 1998a; beneath a roulld area of d ark soil (F46). 

1998b Part o! tbe fill i$ 11kely 10 be b:lcldill 
arounc!l lhe post incorporaring material 
&om the surface atlhe lime o( wnstruc~ion 

of the :sheller. Some ohbe fill may have 
enttttd the cul as the post decayed or was 
remoVICd. See a.Jso AA-25206. 

Fife Ness, N0636S0950 Oalland 1997: A hazelnut sbell from F46. a rouOO uta 
Fife Wiekham· of d:uk soil, 2.5 x Jm. interpreted as 

JolleS & occupation layer remains associated 
D>lland 1998a: with lbe $heltu. The layer was cur by 
1998b plough furrows, which may indicate a 

high pOssibility of mixing with lalU 
material from 1hc p1oughroil. See also 
AA-2S211. 

8 
Fife Ness. N063650950 OaUand 1997 A t\aze.lnut shell from F69. Lhe fill of a 
Fife posthok (f70) s ihHlled ouuide and SE 

of a cu:rving line of postholes intetprtced 
as p311 of a wind~break .StruCture. h lies 
partly tlcneath a round area or dark soil 
(F46). Pan of the fill is likely to be 
backfill around lbe post. and some or 
lhe fill n.ay have en1ercd the cut as the 
post decayed or wa.-; removed. Sec also 
AA-2S204. 

Kinloch, RUm, NM403998 Wicltham· Uaulnu1 shells from a pit fill in a 
Highland lone$ 1990. s.eukmtnt. Same context as GU-1874 
(Loehobe•) 135 (8515± 1908P). Recounted as 8360±70 

OPin 1988. 

Fife NtSS, N063650950 Dalland 1997; A h:..zclnut shell from F6l. the tiJI of 
fife Wk:kham· pit F63, one or 7 poslholes in a curve 

)on<$ & belonging 10 a wind-breAk.. F62 lies partly 
Dalland J998a: benea(h a round aru or dart. soil (F46). 
1998b Pan of the fi ll is likely to be baoktiU 

around the post incorporating nwerial 
from che $urface at the time of construction 
of the shelter. Some or the fill mny h.tve 
entered lbe cut as the po$l cleea.ytd « was 
removed. See also AA-25207. 

Calibrated 
Material Code date 

Ch~d AA-25207 7590co 7320 
hat.elnut shell eaiBC 

Clwrod AA-2S210 7S80to7320 
hazelnut shell cal BC 

O>atred AA-2520S 7580 <07320 
hazelnut shell C-IIJBC 

Cbmod GU-187lb 1$8() •• 1180 
haztlru.u fhells caiBC 

Ouned AA-25206 7580 to 7180 
hazelnut .shell col BC 

Laboratory Adjusted 
Age BP Date BP 

8420• 6$ 8420•6S 

8410±60 8410•60 

8405:2:60 840S.60 

8360•70 8360•70 

8355•60 8355<60 

6''C 

- 2A.2 

- 21.8 

-24.9 

-24.9 

- 23.6 

:::1 
(/) 
(') 

sa ., 
:::1 
Q. 



Site and. Calibrated Laboratory Adjusted 
Council NGR Rererence D<scrlptlon Material Code date Age BP Date BP 6"C 

Druimvargie, NM 857296 Bonsall ~~al. Bone bevelled tool from a midden in a Bone. animal OxA~S 7S80 to 7180 83Ml%80 83Ml%80 
Oban,Argyll 1995 roc:kshelter. (NMS X.HL.4 16) caJ BC 
MdBute 

FiJeNm. N0636509SO Dalland 1997 A haz.elnut shell from f83. the fill of pi1 Cbam:d AA-25203 7550 10 7180 83Ml%60 8340s:60 -24.5 
Fife F34. one of7 pcmholes in a curw. hu.el nut shell cal BC 

bclong.ing 10 a wind-break. F83 lies beneath 
a round area of dark soil (F46). Part of the 
tiU is likely 10 be baetfin a.rouDCI lhe post 
incorporating material from tile surface 
AI the Lime of COnSCNCliOn of the sbellet. 
Some of lhc fill may have e-ntered tile cut as 
the post decaytd or was removed. See also 
AA-25202. 

Kinloch, Rllm. NM403998 Wickham· Hazelnut shells from a structural feac.ure in Charred GU-2150 7650 106800 8310%150 8310% ISO -25.7 
Highland Jooes 1990. .seulemen1. hau:lnut shells caJ BC 
(Lochaber) 133 

OH& nan NC 267 170 Murtay ~~al. Single juvenile reindeer leg bone from 8one.ltlimal SRR-2105 754010 7080 8300•90 8300•90 
Uamh. 1993, table l inner cave: no known working msrlts or col BC 
Highland other evidenoe o( • human presence. 
(Sulhcrland) 

Fife Ness, N0636S09SO Dalland 1997; A huelnul shell from F83, the flU ol Cham<J AA·25202 752010 7080 8275>65 8275•65 -26A 
Fife Wk:kham· pit F84, one of 7 postholes in a curve hazelnut shell cal BC 

Jones &. belonging to a wind-break. F83 lies 
Dalland I 998a; benealh a round area or dark soil (f46). 
1998b Part of the fill is like-ly to be backti.U 

around lbt pose i.ncorporat.ing nwerial 
from the wrfaoe at the time of construction 
or the shelter. Some of the: fi.ll may h:ave 
entered tile cut as the post decayed or was 
remov«<. See also AA·25203. 

Fordhouse N06658 6055 Proud foot A hazelnut shell sample 2951 from Cham<J OxA· IOOS9 745010 7140 8255zS5 825S.SS - 23.2 
Barrow, Du.n. 2001. 122 conteJtt 341, Pit 21 iAtlincar slot among hazelnut shell c,alBC 
Angus many artefacts, mainly ftint blades and 

Hakes. 

Lu$$a I, Jura, NR64S874 Mercer 1980, Chatwal from base of lhc most NE of three Chatcoal SRR-160 8500 to6000 8194±350 8194±490 
Argyll and 7 small rings of stones. See also SRR·I59 e>l BC 
Bu"' (796>± 200 BP). 

Staosnaig. NR 3977 9331 Mithen 2000, Hazelnut shell from oontext48, the till or Cbam:d AA-21627 73:10 10 6830 8110±60 8110%60 -25.1 
Colonsay, 373 a small pi< (an 49). c.0.98 x 0.70m .00 haulnut shell calBC 
Argyll c.O.Jm deep. which is the c-as.cemmost 

feature Joeatcd in Area A. 



Sit~ and Callbnl<d Laboratory Atljuot<d 
co ... dl NGR Rd'.....,.. Dtscrlpdon l'>hlerial Code dale A&< BP Dat• BP 6"C 

- N066SI60!3 -... A...,.,_ of-abdl &om ._.__ o.A4W 7310106830 8100£45 8l00±4S -23.1 
Bonow.O.... 1999 Pil 21. ooe ola tuies: of Phase l pits aJBC 
Aops sealtd I,. !he-3 """""'-

Klolodi.R ... IIM<0399C Wicttw-.· Hucl...,. shells from a pil 611 ia 'C'f'llr:mcw Ooanod GU-21'6 7310.>6120 IOIO~SO IOIOsSO -25.0 
Hi&f>luod -1990. ,......,...M i• 198810 IIlO:!: SO BP. _.. .. aiBC 
(l.ocl>ar) 133 shells ----~ 
Pod of NI sn m ,....., ... 4 w~ wood from a c:au:seway. near Wood GU-Iln 74S0oo66SO 80110.&0 SOIOzJIO -25.0 .......,.,_ T-199C a flint scautr (wi'IJ. DO di:tec:t associatiul). aiBC 
AbcolceMIUn: See allo GU-1276 (SO< SO BP) from !he 
(Ki_Qc:ard.i.nc $l.tne area. Probalbly anomalws. Oa!e tkM 

and Decside) mentionod in Newton and T &lbot I 998.. 

Aucb.arcoch. NR99S2<7 Af'ft«k e1 nl. Haulnut sheJI from pit in the .sooth Ch:on«< o.A-1601 7J50 to66SO 8060•90 8060•90 
Amn.Nonh 1988, S9 Forestry Commission~ face. haz.elnu. <AI BC 
Ayrshi~ shells 

Klnkx:ta, RUm. NM403998 Wlcthlm. lbzelnut shells from a pit fill . Same Cb:on«< GU·1874b 7SOOoo65SO 8060< 1!0 8060•150 -23.8 
HighlaJ'Id Jones 1990. cooo.xoosGU·I873(8590s9S BP). Some baz.elnuc c:aiBC 
(Lothabc<) 13S t.amplc asCiU·I874a(8Sih: 190 BP). sbelts 

Recounted u8060± I .SO BP in 1988. 

Dacr NS 9842 0802 Ward 1998 Birch chtu'tOal from a pit in !he foraget Cbaroool AA·303SS 73SO oo66SO 80SS •75 80SSs75 -25.1 
Rc:~rvoir 2. fl int·knnpping site uponed in DES 199-S, cal ne 
Cnwford, 87 and DES 1997, 75. 
Soulh 
Lanarkshire 

Mocton A. N0467257 Coles 1971, ChattoaJ pooled from occupation layctS C1w<oal NZ. II91 8000106100 80S0<25S 80S0>3SS 
FiJc 320 T.46. 112. May be a mixture of older and <AI BC 

youna.er charc:01l. --
B<oLawus. Nt/61393924 Addnson Willow C'harcoa.l (sample 16) from lhe till Cb""""" O•A·8967 7300oo6700 IIO<S•SS 8045sSS - 24.9 
Perth ond lOOOb.llS of a ph ( 16066) pa<11y sulcd by a phase 2 c:aiDC 
Klnroos bank o( a cellular twf suua:ure. 



Dates from c.7000 eaJ BC to c.6000 cal BC 
Of these 82 dates. 23 are from cbarcoa.l, 31 from hau.lnut shell, and two are from mixed charcoal and hazelnut shell. Ten are from shell, 12 from animal bone, ooe from ander. one from 
wood. and cwo from humic soil. Most are from presumed occupation or activity shes of forager chamcrer, Including several shell mi<ldens. None are self·evidendy anomaJou.s. although the 
soil dates probably represen1 materiaJ Qf very mixed age. Tbe shell dates reflect a marine effect whicb has been allowed for in the adjusted date column by subtracting 405 years from the 
laboratory age. However, rece.nt work suggests that the marine effect may have varied over time. and these adjusted ages $hould be used cautiously. after checking the lntcst work on marine 

reservoir corrections for this period. 

S ite aDd Calibrated Laboratory Adjusted 
Council NCR Reference Descr iption Material Code dat~ Age BP Date BP 6''C 

Loch Ooon. NX479941 Sdwards 1996, Rosouot> wood chan:oal from LDFS at Cbarooal OxA·I598 7300to6600 8000• 100 SOOO:t 100 
South Ayrshirt· 118 0.23m. eaiBC 

Redki.rk NY 30056514 Masters 1981 Owcoa.J from an isolated hearth below Charcoal UB·2455 7350 to6550 8000•65 sooo~ 110 
Point., Gretna, ttansg~$$:loD material. See also U8·2470 eaiBC 
Oumfries and (7935>110 BP). 
GalloWlly 
(AMandal< 
and Eskdal<) 

c.m.s NG 56500050 Crcssey t!l al. A single charred har.elnuc shell (Sample Charred OxA-9783 7060to6690 1985 :t:SO 793.')± 50 - 25.1 
~r2ich, Skye, 2000s. 123 6} from fire-blackened $Oil rich in lithic hatelnul shell ea! BC 
UighiMd Mtefact.s. 
(Skye and 
l.ocbalsh) 

Northton, NF9753 9123 Gregory 2002. A chmed M.zelnul shell fragment (Swplc Ch:lm:d AA·5033S 7060co6690 7980•50 7980• 50 -lA 
Hanis. 153 D • AMSl9) from Cootexl7 in a possible hilZClnut shell c:al BC 
Wtseem tsloe! anlhropogenic horizon abo\'e natuml 

boulder elay :Lnd sealed by layer CS. See 
also AA-50336 (7925±55 BP) from the 
same eon1eX1. 

Lussa I, Jura. NR645874 Mercer 1980, Mixed thnscoal from two or lhrce small Charcoal SRR· I59 7600to6200 796h200 7963>280 
Argyll and 7 stone rins,s. See a1so SRR·I60 (8194 :t350 cal BC 
Bute BP). 

Kinloeh, R\lm, NM 403998 Wictham· Hazelnut shells from a hollow scaled Ch>trcd GU·2147b 7050 to6680 7950:t50 7950:t:50 - 25.1 
Highland Jones 1990. by gravel dumps oa edg.e of bum. hazelnut ea! BC 
(Lochabe.) 135 Same sample as GU-2 147a (7880± 70 sbeUs 

BP). Recounted 8$ 79SO:=:SO BP in 
1988. 

ltedki.rt NY 3005 65 14 Mastus 1981 Charc~l rrom an isola1od htanh below Charcool UB·2470 7 150 to 6SOO 7935< 110 7935• 110 
Poim, GtCI.na. transgression material. See also U8-24SS caJ BC 
Dwnrries aoo (8000"65 BP). 
Q:aUoway 
(Annandale 
and Esk<ble) 



SiCt aod I Cowlc:U NOR R..r....,.. Desaiplion 

S11101nai,a. NR 39719'31 Mlth<A 2000. Hazelnut &bell from Conlext 17 of Pit 24. 
Colonuy, 3?3 a pit u~ for siOrinJ huetnuu probably 
NJyD lftd capped wa!.b earlier ruterial. 
a ... 

Kinlocb. R!lm. NMol0399t W-- H&z.e1m< sll<lls from port of. pt complex. 
lupbod Jmcs1990. See a!JoGU-2149 OS'IO•SO BP). Same 
(l.oc:habn) 1:13 sample ......,tcd as 711(<1% SO BP (GU-

2039b);., 1911. 

"'- "" 9?SJ 9123 Orqory 21102. AcMrroclbazdMasii<I~(Somple 
H&rris. 153 B • AMSJO) from Context 7 iD a posss.Die 
W<s~m~bks an~ horizoa abcr.--e oaruraJ 

boulder d•y aod S<alecS by layu CS. See 
abo AA-S033S ~•SO BP) ftOOft the 
.NniCC'OaDQt. - NO 66.58 60S4 Prou<lfooc A haulnot sii<U ..,.,.,.. 29SO c-

Harrow. Dun. 2001. 122 contul 330 in a laytt cootai:nlnl numetOUS 

"""" andaets. 
- - 1-

Kl-b. R~m- NM oi03 99t Wictham- Huelnuc shells from • pit l'il1 in a 
Hi&hl11nd Jont~ 1990. ~tllcmt:nt. Same Ptnpl~ :IS GU-214Sa 
(l.ocluob<r) 135 (78SO•SO BP), R«<>vnt<d as 7900:l0 

BP in 1988. - N066S8 605J Prou<lfooc A ttudnut shell from sample 2909 from 
Barrow. Dun. 2001. 122 conte.lU 338, a fill of Pit20 (cOntext 339). 
Ana:us 

Oruimvargic-, NM 857296 Uonsa.JIII ol. Done bevetkd cool from a mklden in a 
Obon. Ar&yll 199S rockJheher. (NMS X.HL 424) 
and Bute 

Kinklch, R~m. NM 40399t W~l(ham· llwlnut &hc:Us rrom 1 hoUow sealed 
Hlahland J OIW:S 1990, by grtl¥<1 d•-... edge of bwn, 
(Loc:habtt) 133 Rcc:owllecl as 79SO•SO (GU-2141b) in 

1988. 

Au<""-h. NR99S2A7 Affkckddl. Oak wood c~ from the,..... Forauy 
Arru, Nonh 
Aynlllre 

1988.59 Commluion qumy (ICC. 

Kl-h. R~ra. NM 40) 99t Wid<ham- Hudnul shclJs from put or • pit rompkx. 
HiJltlud -..m. See alto GU-2149 (7570• S0 BP). Same 
(l.oc:habn) 135 samplouGU-2039a (?92S±6.S BP). 

~ial98a. 

I Calibrated 
~faterial Code dote 

Cbm<d AA-21624 10.SO 10 66jO 

haztlnut sbd1 cai6C 

OwTtd GU-2039 ?05010~ - <&I BC 
sll<lls 

Clo.Jnod AA-SOJJ6 70<010~ - ell BC 
111<11 

Clwml <hA-1(1(»11 70<010~ hut:II'IW ell BC 
sheD 

Clwml GU-214.5b 1().lf} 10 6640 I 
hazelnut (;11 uc 
shells 

- --
Charred OxA-100l7 71).10 10 6630 
h11,1,elnu1 cat ne 
shell 

-
Bone, animal I 0<A·4609 7100 to6SOO 

cai8C 

- --
Ch:lmd GU-2147 ?050 to 6.500 
haulnut ell BC 
shells 

a....o.J O.A-1600 ?050 •• 6.500 
<&I BC 

OwTtd ou-zo~ 7030 .. 6.5'10 - <&I BC 
shells 

l .:;1horatory AdJ .. tod 
Act< BP Dale BP 

79JhSS ?93hSS 

792S•6.S ?92S•6.S 

?92S.SS ?9lS•SS 

-
,.,zo.so ?9ZO•SO 

'1900• SO 7900•S0 

7890•SO 7890•SO 

7890• 80 7890±80 

7880-.70 7880•70 

71'10•90 7870•90 

7860s:j0 7860•SO 

6"C 

-lS.I 

-lS3 

-26.3 

- lS. I 

-- ,-
-lS.O 

-23.9 

-25. 1 

--
-lS3 

> 
0 .. 
(; 

r 
~-



Site and Calibrated Laboratory Adjusted 

Council NGR Reference Description Material Code date Age BP Date BP 6"C 

Sand, NG 6841 4934 limly 2001. A bevel-ended bone andacl N70 from Bone.. animal OxA-10384 7050 to6500 7855±60 7855•60 - 21.1 
Loc!Wsh. 125 .sample 824A NE Spit 4, rrom a loose cal BC 
lfighland unconsolidatcd limpet midden (013) 
(S~cy< and overlying a rock-fall and coveted by 
Loc!Wsh) crushed shell and rutf. 

Kinloch, Ram, NM403998 WK:kham· Haulnut shells from a ph fill in a Cham<l CU-2145 70SO 106500 78.50:50 7850±50 -25.0 
Hlghland Jones 1990, settlement Recouruod as 7900::t50 BP hazelnut ca1 BC 
(Lochaber) 133 (CU-2145b) in 1988. Wlls 

Sand, NC 68414934 Hlldy 2001, A bevel-ended bone artefact N60 from Bone, animal OxA-10175 7050 to64SO 1825 ±55 7825 ±55 -21.1 
Lochalsh. 125 sample 8248 NE Spit 7 from a loose c.I BC 
HighiJnd unconsolid.atod Jjmpet middea (013) 
(Sicy< and ovtttyina a roek· fall and coven!:d by 
Lochalsh) crushed shell and lurf. 

Coo< NR 3586 8801 Jardine &. lnDer part of shells of Os1ua ~dulis. Shell Binn-4631 7500 to6200 8220±170 7815±240 -C. I 
Sligeach. Jardine 1983 Pa1~lla 1pp., Arctlca IJiondica, and calBC 
Oronsay, UuorintJ spp. Within scorm beach p\·el 
Argyll and depo5it in CS73/I l. See also Binn-463m 
Bute (7210±130 BP). 

Druimvarsi.e. NM 857 296 Bonsall & Bone uniserial barbed point ('harpoon') Bone, aniJtUII OxA-1948 705010 6450 78 10: 90 78 10±90 
Oban. Argyll Smilh 1989. NMS HL 404 from a midden in a cal BC 
and Bute 38 roekshelter. 

Newton, Islay, NR341 628 Mc:Cullagh Hazelnut shell$ from F436, che basal layer Ch:llffil GU-1954 7050to6450 7805:90 7805:t:90 -24.4 
Ar$YII and 1989 in F3S, Area 2, a sub-rectangular hazelnut c:al BC 
Bute d<:preuion full or m.lcrolilhs. ba:zelm.n shells: 

shells.. and charooal, interpreted as a 
dwelling 01' flint-working area. 

Ulva Cave-, NM431 384 Bonsall ~~al. Humic fraction of a blaok soil from the Soil CU-2704 7150106250 7800•160 7800• 160 - 26.4 
Argyll and 1994 lo\lo'(:tl'l'l()$t Holoeene. de()O$.il. with marine ca!BC 
Bute shells in hollow in P&eistocene surface. 

1be 6uc value implies Hnle comamiruuion 
wilh carbon from marine shells. 

Staosnaig, NR 39779331 Milhen 2000, Hazelnut shell from Context 17 of Pit 24. Ch:llffil AA-21621 6750106460 7780•55 7780•55 - 25.6 
Colonsay, 373 a ph used for uorin& haulnuts, probably hazelnut cat BC 
Atgyll and capped with earlier macerial. shell 

Bute 

Staos.naiJ.. NR 3977 9331 Milhen2000. Hazelnut shell from Context 57, the main Ch.am:d AA-21625 6750 to6460 n so.s5 7780±55 -25.5 
Co!onsay. 373 fill of feature 41. a stone lined boat·.Shaped hazelnut cal BC 
Argyll and pit. 2m SW of feature 24, the large circ:ull\l' shell 
Bute piL 



Slte ucl Cllll>rooocl Loborolory Acljustocl 
Coondl NOR llclcnnce Dd<ripUoo> Material Code date Aa<BP Date BP 6"C 

Newaon. Ld1y, NR :143627 M.C.IIo&h Hazelnut lhdJ5 from F408. the uppennosa Oumd CU.19S3 7400to6100 776$*22$ 776S.t21S - lS.l 
AtJYll and 19$9 layer in f'lS, Area 2. a suiH'ecCangular hazel- col BC 
BUIC """""""" fuU ol miaofiohs..........., tbells 

shells. and thatcoal. i~ as a 
d'A'tllin& or ftint·worti.n& area. 

Saod. NG614149l4 O....y<tol. A sla&Je picoe o( birdJ cu-I(.....,.. a...-1 o.A-9:143 6681110 6060 n~.so n~.so -2 ... 6 
Locbllob. 2000b.l20 M) ln>lll ......... spit& ........ <dge col BC 
!{"~ of a aUddm as the be\"'d-mdcd kiOI N 19 
(Stye and daledbyo.A-928110niSsSOBPaad 
Locballb) 1be aodet- by o.A·!mO oo 7S21hSO 

BP. 

Sl>o!nala. l'llt:l977 9331 Mitbca 2000. Hw:lnut sbcJJ &om Cc:m~t 17 of Pil24. Oumd AA-21619 6690 10 6060 7740•SS 7740sSS -24.8 
Coloooay. 373 a pi1- r .. _.., llazebwls. probobly haldnul col BC 
Al&)'ll and cawro wilh earlier m»crial sbell 
Duce 

St.osnaiJ. NR397793ll Mhbtn2000, Huc:lnut sbc.IJ fragments lying Oumd Q-3278 10S01062SO 77ll0s110 7720~ 110 
Cok)nsay. 37J immediately adjaecr'll to each Other within butlnur cal BC 
A'll)'lland fill 17 o( reature 24. a stooc-Jioed pit in an shells 
Bu1< ttU or beanbs •net pia. 

SaOO. N0684 1 49:14 Creuey ~, ol. S evd-c:nded tool (N 19) made from deer Bone. animal OxA-9281 ~106440 n1s.ss nlhSS - 21.3 
t.ocbalsh. 2000b, 124 bone from tbe same $ph 8 of the outer tdae eai8C 
Hi&hland of a midck-n as lbe antler dated by Ox.A· 
(Skye and 9280 10 7S20• SO BP and cban:oal dal«< by 
Lochalsh) OxA·9343to 776h:50 BP 

-
Camas NGS~OOSO Crti$C)' '' al. A single ch3.1'1'td ha~.dnUl $hell (Sample. Cllarred OxA-9782 6640 10 6420 7670•SS 7670•55 -24.2 
Dartk:h. 2000.. 123 S) from a layer rkh in lithic artefocls ruKI hazelnut c:al DC 
Sk~ ruc:l ash. shell 
Higbland 
(Skye and 

L.ochal•hl 

StaoJnaia. NR 39779JJI Mhht:n 2000. Haulnu1 shell from Con4exl 17 of Pi11A. Clwrod AA·21623 6640106420 766S•SS 766S•SS -27.6 
COionsay. 373 • pit U5td ror st.orin' hazelnuts. probably buelnut cai BC 
Argyll and c.ppcd wilh urlier material. shell 
o ... 

StaO$M.iJ. NR 39779331 MJdlell 2000. Haulnus shell rrom Coak.X.t 17 or Pit 24, Oumd AA-21622 6640106410 7660•SS 166ChSS -25.7 
Colomay. 37) a pit used ror Morinz bazdmlcs. probably hu.elnu• ca!BC 
Al&)'ll ond a.pped wldt earlier material. .. u 
BIMC 



su .. od Collbralod Laboracory M Jwtod 
CouncU NCR Reftrtn« Dts<rlptlon Material Code date Ace BP Dale BP I>"C 

UJvaC.ve, NI.U313$0 BoN.tllnol. Pottlkt shell (inner) from tbe basaJ Layer Shell GU-:ffiOO 6660 to6260 8060~10 765S.80 o_s 
AIJYII ood 1'»0 ola mlddeo lo area C SeeaboGU-2601 c:aJBC 
e ... (8020~ 10 BP). 

Rucl>oille. NM&$472181 Boasall1999 H.._ ola ...., deer r.om ,....,. dq>osiu BoDe. animal OxA-4396 6650106260 7610•80 7640.80 -21.8 
Otloo. AIUII ln • cave. c:aJ BC 
ood llule 

Lodl A Squir, NG60S45286 Oa.tey t1 ol. A sioiJ< p;cc. o(bmh _,(Ill) f""" Chor<OOI OxA-9:105 6610106250 7620~75 7620:t7S -26.6 
Rauay. 2000<.12J tt>it3f-noiddeala)'USMthe,..o(a col BC 
Hjplaod ndsbc:hcr. This spit is hi&)w:r dw'l Clllle 
(Skyeood clac<d by OxA·9254oo 205S. 39 BP. 
I.Ad>olsll) 

UlVIICJVt. NM 4313$0 BoMaJJ ~, Ill. l't~~tl/4 sh<U (_,) ft«nlbe basal la}« Shell GU·2601 6610106250 8020•10 761S:d0 o_s 
AtJyllood 1'»0 ot • middcn in area C See also GU-2600 caJ BC 
Bur. (8060~ 70 BP). 

Kin.loch. R~m. NM 403998 W'O(kham- OwcoaJ from a fiH ol pit complex. in Cbar<ool GU·2149b 6590006260 7600•l0 7600•l0 - 25.3 
Hiplaod 100<1 1990. ttedemcnt~ sec also OU-2039 (7925 ±6.S caiBC 
(l..ochaber) 135 BP). Same sample: u GU-2148a. 

0 Rccoun1ed as 7600:t$0 BP in 1988. 

AnCom.n, NG490685 Saville 1t Bone (red deer) bevelled cool from a shell Bone. animal OxA-4~ 6600to62JO 7590•90 7590•90 
Skr<> Mlkel 1994 midden. in dcpo&jts containing microliths. c:aiBC 
Hi eh land on a Jedae at the base of m'·faei n& cliffs. 
(Skye and 
L.ochaJsh) 

cam.. N05650 c .. sacylOOI. Hu.elnut shell from CD IS(A). fuel Cluncd 0•11·9971 6570 to6230 7575 • 75 7575•75 -27.4 
Darak:h, Skye, OOlO 124 cleposiu in a possible hearth overlain by h.ar.elnut cal BC 
Hip land more fuel deposhs. sllcll 
(Skye and 
Lochaltll) 

IW<hoille, NM&$47 Bonsall1999 Mcca~.anll or a red deer from lower Bone, anim~J 0<A·8397 6590 to 62:10 757S.7S 1S1S ~15 -21.5 
Obon,AtJyll 2888 deposits in a cave:. caiBC 
and Bute 

IUnloch, ROm. NM403998 Wlcl<ham· 0\an:oa.l from 1 fi ll of pie complex io aw-l GU·2149 6500to6250 7510•l0 1510%SO -25.3 
Highlond ,_, 1990. t«t-: sec abo GU-2039 (7925%65 caiBC 
(L«hiOcr) 133 BP). Ra:ouno«<as 7600•l0 BP (GU-2149) 

In 1988. 

c.mu Dualdl. N056500050 O....y<rol. 11 Jiq)e chancel haz.elnuo shell (CD I S(B)) Cbanccl OxA·9784 6410106240 7545tS5 7SIS.S5 -25.4 
Sky<. H;plaod 2000o.I2J from a possible heanb uncles' a series ol hazdoat cal BC 
(Stye ond .. ,.... rich ;, fvd- slid] 
l..od>ahll) 



Slttand C..Ubrot<d Labonotory Adjusted 

e-ll NCR Rcl....- Dacrlp<lon Maluial Code date Ae<BP Date 8P 6"C 

Sand. NG684t493A C..ssq<1oL Bc"'kod<d 1001 IN I I ) modo '-door --- o.A-9282 6470oo6240 7$4S.50 1$45%50 -20.8 
LociWJh. 2IXXI>. 124 -from .... 7 ora midden. ea! BC 
lllpbod 
(Sicy< tnd 
Lochaloh) -
Cou-. NR 208652 Mithen 2000. Chatcoll from an occupation hori-zon Cha=al OxA .. 924 6530 to62JO 7530.SO 7530>80 -26.4 
loi•Y· AIJYII 228 (IJ'Cneh I) auociai.Cd with a narrow blade caiBC 
:tDCI Bute a11ef110t se1tter se~~Jed below 1.75m of pea•. 

Abru lon on chattOal fragment susees.ed 
dcrivtulon from a hearth. 

Nonhton, NP 9753 9123 CregOf)' '200'2, A etw'rcd haulnu1 fnc.ment (Sample A Chamd AA·50332 6S 10to6210 1525<80 7S2S.80 -24.4 
flarris, JSJ - AMS26) from Context S in a possible hazelnut caiBC 
Wescem ble$ otC'I.IP'Iion hori&Ofl (la~r C7) ~ak:d by >bell 

loyerC10. Sceai,.AA-50333(739S±4S 
BP) and AA·S033A (74l0±4S BP) lrotn 
the same COCde'XI. 

-·-- --- f- ·-
s-s. NC6841493A C..sscy "ol. A ..... pk<e or,...,. (sample M) from Anlk< o.A-mo 6460106240 1510±50 1510±50 -2 1.8 
LochaiJh. 2000b. 124 lbe same: JP' I of the C~~~Rtt td~ of a C'al BC 
llopbood -udlctoe-.. t.-IOOIN19 
<SI<;yc and dM<4by0.A·9281toniS.50 8P aod ._.. .. , dUf't'OIJ 4Med .,,. O.J\•9)4) 10 776$:t:SO 

BP. 

--
St etewan, NN94405210 Metttr& Oak charcott1 and hi reh $take from F'206 Cbuooa.l GU-2678 6470to6110 750)%80 7500•80 -26.3 
Penh ood Mldaler 1997. and P2'74 in ttlc pre-caim soil layer. May eal BC 
Klnrou 303 mb. older Md )'OI.In&er materi:tl :md 

probllbl y i.hou ld n01 be u~. 

- ·-
RIIJ<hollle. NM8S47 Bon.<~all 1999. 8cvd-cnded tool mndc from the Bone, anim:ll O.A-8398 6460 to 61 10 7480z7S 7480• 73 -2 1.6 
~.ArJIYII 2888 112 meu14)1)di.~l or a rtd deer from Jowcr cal BC 
~nd Duce de~ics In • c:ave. 

f- - ---- ----- --- - 1--N- NF97539123 Grqoty 2002. A c:hln'td twellwe rncroe•• (Sample C Chamc1 AA·30334 6400106100 7420.45 1410±45 -24.1 
UMris,. 1S3 - AMS'28) frotlll COtlttllt S in a possible 1\aufQQI <>I BC 
w..-1.a.s _ ... hDril<>n ( lo)'« C7) seaJod by •bdl 

foyn CIO. See obo AA-50333 (7395±45 
BP) Md AA-50332 (7S2S.80 BP)£""" 
&he: AmC contcAL 

1--- 1 ~-

s~ NR3m9331 M11hen 2000. Ua:ulnut shell rrom ~ ST'9403. $pi-t Chamc1 AA·26227 6420106090 7<20•65 7420.65 

Colon"'Y· 373 •. quacbt ~ MMeriAI rrom c.x.ae&ly the bauJnut ell BC 
AI'J)IIIood same 11mpJeu AA-21620{7040%55 BP); ohdl 
8u1e and lice AA·216Ut 



Site and Collbroled Lobonuory MJusled 
Council NCR Ref~re.nce Description Mat trial Code date Age BP Dale BP 6'-'C 

Noni>Ctm, NR6859)9 M..-ccrlm. ChuaW from the buc of a small suntm a..:-1 SRR· I61 6460oo6030 7414s.80 1414*-110 
lon.AIJYII • lrshlped ...,;ng. perbops. heanh""" cal BC 
aod Buk ..... 
BoUayF..-m. NR22.SH7)6 MooheolOOO. Hazel froc:n con~ .C, quadrll (67.S7). a a..r-1 AA·l16)1 6400 10 60110 7.00a5S 7.00aSS -24.3 
bby.Ao&yll 281 WFJyvadislwt>odborizooo(ohe fonp caiBC I 
ad Bute OOC'W1pt'ion or -=thiry sdc. See AA·216ll 

aod AA·216l3. - NF97Sl912) GI<I«Y 2002. Adwftd haut..o ~(Sample 8 Cba<ml AA·SOl)) 6J90 10 60110 739Sa4S 7393:t:4S - 2).7 
Haons. IS) - AMS27) mxn c-m S in a possible - caiBC 
Wc:Aem l.tJts oroopotioo borizoa (larct C7) sealed by si..O 

Lay« CIO. See also AA·S0032 (7525%80 
BP) Md AA·S0034 (7420•4S BP) r....., 
the same ((lii(UL 

IAo "'"'· NM ISJ Bonsall , , oL Hneltwt shell t'rom a midden 0.3-0Am Cba<ml AA·879) 6390106080 738S.60 7JIS:t:60 -25.0 
Ol>oo. AIJYII 28)5 1993 below the modem ground wrface. in hazelnut caiBC 
and 8U:te undy loam soil, containing nomttOUS !hell 

lithic uufacls (inc:ludlnJ mkroHtbs) and 
cbareo&J rraamenu. 

MononA, N04672S7 Col<• 1971. Cb~ pooled from occupation layers in Cban:oaJ NZ-1302 100010 S600 1330•200 7330•280 
fife 320 T .43/44146. May be a mixrurt of oider :tnd <>I BC 

)'OUf\let c:hMCOaL 

Auch.atecxh.. NR 995 247 Affleclc •tot, C'harrt:d hazelnut shell from a Fire-spot. Charred 0xA·IS99 6380105990 7300•90 7300•90 
Amn. Nonh 1988.59 tw.elnut col BC 
Ayrshire shells 

Castle S1rect, NH 665 452 Word! worth Elm, ph..e. and blrch charcoal from st\'ertl Charcool OU·IJ76 7100105500 7275>235 7275•330 -25S 
ln\•emeu, 1985.9S lc:n~es in lower horizon of a midckn. cal DC 
Hi&hlond 
(lnvt:mess) 

Rosehoillc. NM 8547 Bonsall l999 Bevd~nded tool made from lhe met.ara.rul Bone, animal OxA·8535 6340 to S920 7265.80 726S.80 -21.4 
Oban. A'IYII 2888 of a red deer rrom lower deposits in a e&\'e. cal BC 
and Bute 

Bo ... y F'""· NR 22.!3 57)6 Michen 2000. Bulked_ .. of chon:oal f"3"""ts from Charcool Q-3219 64SOoo5800 1lSO•I45 7250s:J4S 
IsLay. Atcrt• Zl l All of feature cut 26. fill16. This featu~ caiBC 
aM Bute sc&kld by in dtv occupation deposits and 

ooUuvium. I 

Rasehoille, NM8547 BoNalll999 Su'&k bu:elnl.ll sbdl from lov.-u deposits Cba<ml OxA-3439 6220106010 nso.ss 7l$0~SS -25.1 
Obon.AtWI Z888 of a cave. Nz:clour col BC 

!hc:ll 



Siceand Call bra led Laborolory Adjusltd 
Council NCR Rtrut"n«- J>ts.tri ption Malerlal Codt dale A,g• BP DattBP 6"C 

Loch A Squir, NO 601-4 Oessey t.f ol. Bevel..ended deer bone 1ool (Nl.l) ftOm Bone. animal OxA-9255 6220106000 72A5d5 12•s.5s -21.6 
!buoy, :!OCXle, Ill 5pit 2 ftom midden Layus aa the rear ea! BC 
llliJ>!Uid ol• roc:bheller. This ..O• is higher lhu 
(SI<yt Uld one <bUd by O>u\·~ 10 2055<39 

Lodlal>ll) BP. 

- -
IUnlodi.Rum. NM.a399t Wld:ham· Chw<oallftd chamd bu<IJ>u1 sbdls a...-1 GIJ.2211b 626010SS40 n20tiOO '12202: lOO - 25.8 
H'OIIdMd -·990. (rom a buried soil at cd&e ol bum in andcbarrtd tal BC 
(t.«b>bct) 135 set1leJntaL Same S&rllple as GU-2211• -(7140.o. IJOBP)~asn:zo·•IOO sh<lls 

iD 1988. 

Chapdti<ld, NS 1363 8951 Atkiruon A sin&le p;ec:. of hu<l clw<ooJ (SIJillll< Owccol OJIA-9291 62AOI05910 n:zo.ao n:zo.ao -26.4 
C4wic. :zooo.e. 126 23Sl r ..... - ..Woec!Joom <018> u. ... se 
Sti.rh'-J lhe 1a1a< shl:e-dtfined 1'11 V. 

C.O.:Cois, NRMOIIS Janh~ l977 Inner pert o( a shell rrom a midden; same Shell Binn.Jl6X 650010 S6SO 7610•150 7205&215 
Oronuy. shell., Bl.,.326Y (n90.tl20 BP) and c:aJBC 
Af~YII•nd Binn-326Z (7240• 200 BP). 
Bute 

Newbi.e I'IY 165652 Cr<my 2000: An OGle S.lump found in an upriJhl position Wood AA-30:149 6220105910 7185<65 718S.6S I - 31.8 
Couaac!.. Clt'UC y If al. on 1he cdJe or a ri\·crc-hannel. h sat on a tal BC 
Annan. 2001 peal la)'er uposred In the channel scc1ion. 
Oumfrie1 1Lnd The oak trt:e had died in situ, wittl root and 
Oai)Oway bok aJ 1hey a,rew. 

R""'hollle, NM 8S.7 Boouall l999 Pan oft cockle shell from lower deposits Shell OxA-8539 6170 10 5920 7580•45 717S.45 3.0 
Oban. Arsyll 2$88 or a ea Ye. enl BC 
and Bute 

Klnloe~. Rbm. NM 403998 Wtekham- ChattOOl aDd chamd h.azelnut $bells from Chareoal GU-22 11 625010 5700 7140.t l 30 7140< 130 -25.8 
Hlal>lond Jones 1990. a buri«< soil al eda:e of bum in u:Uic:ment. nnd ch.arrt:d caiBC 
(Loc:l1al><r) 133 Recounltd as 7220<100 BP (GU·2211b) huclnut 

i.n 1988. $bell$ 

Glean Mor. NR 239 577 Milhc:n 2000, CbArtotl rraament rrom ln O«upation Char<ool lletA-32238 622010 5720 7100•125 7100<1 25 
Islay, AIJ.YII 203 horizot1 jusc above And wittlin iron pan in c:t.IBC 
and Bute a hca>ily podsoll:ted soil • .Wed by O.Sm 

or~ associated with • cknse mtcrolithic 
wc:mbl.q.c. Same CCINUI as Beta-)22.)7 
(33900<90 BP).IO ...... mably io • 
~CCC110.L 

I 



Sit~ and Callbrattcl Llbontor)' Adjusttcl 
Coundl NGR R~f~r~n«: Dacriptloo Material Code d.ole Ace BP Date BP 6"C 

UlvaCa~ Nl.UJI380 BonsaU ~'•L Humin (nction of a blxt. soil from lhe 5<>1 GU-2705 6220oo S720 7100sl30 7100• 130 - 23.6 
luJyt11Ad 1994 lowcnool< Holocax dq>ooi• ..;oh - cal BC 
Bote lhdb ia hof)ow io ~ sudiCe. lbe 

6"C value ifllplles liale coooaminatlon 
wich carbon from mariae sbtJls.. 

COsdeSU..O. IIH 66S4Sl w--uo Cban:>oolfn>m cliff..- spots;, the"""" Cban:>ool GU-Iln 6110.>S710 111e0.SS 1010.t.120 -25.5 
la--. 1MS.91 horimo ola ridcleft. m.. b<low hipc.r col BC 
HJajlbDd loai....U..IniDS~ (N.b.dlisdolc 
(la ....... ) ciord ;"""""""' 00!'96 ol tbe orip>al .,...._, 
-.. NR 3m93l1 Milhen 2000. lmelnaulle11fn>mCOo!ce.c17olPit2(, a....... AA-21620 60101057110 '/040sSS 1040.t:5S -25.5 

~- 373 • pit u:scd for sleri:ns bazdl'tuts: probably hau1 ... cal BC 
At&Y11ood capped wid) earlier malerial. A ~iduoe of shell 
Bott this sample was Jl(OCC$fCd and poduc:ed 

tbe dale AA-26m (7420•65 BP). 

Home Farm. NN8JOH93S Cattc:r 200 I, OaJc ehueo&l from aample 067 from <brt Clw<oaJ OxA-981S 6000 (0 .S790 7030a4S 70lO.t:.4S -2( 
Cutle 126 pey brown sHty And and ctw.:oal 453 ea! BC 
Mc:nzlcs, Path fHiina; a po5(bole or pit 282 whkb did noc 
aDd Kint<kU form pan of eilher the alignments or lhe ite 

of' postholes on lhi.s site. 

-
Raschoillc:, NM 3547 lloruAI11999 )JM of a coc.kk shell from lower depoiiiS Shell OxA-8S01 S990coS730 7390dS 698Sa55 1.4 
ObM, All)'ll 1888 or • cavt. cal DC 
llnd Out.c 

Stoneyfietd. NH 687456 Simpson OutooaJ from Cisc m: a rough c.ist Charcoral SRRo431 61SO to 5430 6921•150 6920•210 -2S.2 
RaigJ1100>, 1996.82-3 abuuing on outer race of J tonc: cirde. c:ai BC 
fnvemeu. SC16068128 Thb dale is aberrant; arohaeo~ieally it 
Hi&hland lhouJd be: after 3000 BC: h may reprt$CtK 
(In~) mixed (OraJ« and later charoool. 

Raod>oille, NM8S47 80o! ... l1999 ~ ol a c:octle shdl from lower deposiu Shell OxA-8S40 S880to5660 7300a30 689SaSO 2.6 
Oban, "'lJ'll 2888 of a cave. caJBC 
MCI8uce 

Seal Coclqe, IIRJ61 88S Jri .. Jm SbclJ (middle) fn>m a middcn; same shell Shell 8inn-.326Y 6200to5CSO 1290t120 688S•17S 
Oocosay. as Binn-326X (7610.<130 BP) and BinD- caJBC 
At&YlliAd 
Bal< 

326Z (72(0s 200 BP). 



Site and Calibrated IAbonltory Adjwted 
Counr:U NGR Rdtrwa Dcscriptlon )ta1trial Code date Age RP Dale BP i ''C 

Cllapel "•Id. NS 836319S7 AtklntOn 1997 Pine eho=ol from the •we< 611 (087) Cham>al M ·26lli S890 to SS60 6840.SS 6840d5 - 26.1 
c-;.. ol slot 066 withi.ft the ~ay 10 ea! BC 
Stirlioa •INCt,.. H (003). This depooit (087) was 

ponially eut by pooo (0S710S8) llld .. Y 
over the bosaJ fill (08S) of the slot. at the S 
tnd ol the (eMWt. Tbe c:hatcoal may ba'-e 
been """" la Jirw but ;s probably resM!u31. 

Seal Cowae. NRl61W lrioel9'77 Shell (OU&cr) from a middm; same: sbc:ll SbeU Bizm.326Z 6400toSIOO 72AOs200 68Jh:ZSS o-ar. .. 8ifn>.J26Y (7290s 120 BP) llld Bizm. eat BC 
AtJ.)IJ Jnd 326X (7610•1SO BP). 
S.te 

Bolsayl'wm. Nlt lliJS7l6 M1tlxn 2000. Alder from """""t<. q\OO(hl (67 .m. a Cham>al M·216)) S800tol620 6810•$5 6110•S5 -26.2 
bby.NJ:yll 281 ...... y unofisnubed - o( the fcngcr i ea! BC 
and Bute occ:uptlion or accM.cy she. See AA·21631 

and AA·216)2. 

CIIO< NR3l668801 Jat<lioe & M•ddlc JM11. ot shells ot 0.JirtG ~d11lis. Sbell Binn463m 6100toS350 niOsl30 68052: liS - 1.2 
suaeach. Janl1oel98l Paulla spp .• AndM U/t~r~dko and oal BC 
Oronsay. Uttorina spp. Within Storm beach gta\'Cl 
Arsyll and deposit in CS731ll . Ste also Birm-4631 
But< (8220s 170 an 

Dates from c.6000 cal BC to c.SOOO cal BC 
Of these 38 dtl.tes 22 111e from chan:oal and three are from charred hazelnut shells. fnoc are from shell, five from ammnl bone. two from antler, and one from ?decayed wood. Most are from 
oceupat1on or act1vit'y •ites of forager character Including mkldens, but those from Tulloch Wood, Chapel field, La~rg. and Balnuantn or ClavB are rt~idua l ln later fctuures. The antler point from 
Cum.'>toun came from a nver The 5hell duld reflect a manne effect which has been allowed for m the Gdjusted date column by subtracting 405 years from the hlbontory aac. However. recent work 

sugge.'iCI thnt the marine effect m3y have varied over tm~. and these adj usted ages should be used ca.uttously. arter c-heckjng, the latest wO!t on m:anne resel'\'olr com:cdon.s for this period 

Silt and Calibrated lAboratory Adjusted 
Council NCR Reftrtnce Otstription Material Code date Agt BP Date BP 61"C 

RoebMie. N1t 221 638 Ml<hca2000. Chli"'XX&& tTom an occupalion hcriz.on Charc:o=tl Beta·37624 S7<0tol620 6800s<O 6800•<0 
lllay. A'l)'ll 2,. (comext 2 ueneh l ) eomaining a tnic:rolilhie Cll BC 
and Bu1c aucmbl..,e under c.J.Sm ol roiJuvium. 

Context below <hooe of Beta·37625 (3!/ro• 
and lkla·37626 0420• 70BP). 

Monon A. N0467257 Colcs 1971, C'harc:oU pooled from oocvpatM:lo Layers Cham>al NZ.-1192 620010Sl00 6790•1SO 6790t210 
Fife 320 1ft TA7/S51:16.11213. May be a"""""" of ea! BC 

o1dtt and fOWlF' c:batcoal. 



Site aQd Calibrated Laboratory Adjusted 
CouQcil NCR Reruence Oc$criplion Material Code date: Ag~BP Oatt BP b''C 

7\dloch Wood. NJ 089 560 Caner 1993, Ch:ucoal From lhe nu or a ftatu~- under CbWlXIILI GU-3096 574010 5480 6740t70 6740t70 -26.2 
fom::s., Mmy 228-9 Uilll blnk 2.: dales in~tilU.ng of fealutc caJ BC 

(possibly natural). 

Monon A. N04672S7 Coles 1971, a.:u-eoal pool<d from• parr or bearchs. Cborcc.l Q·948 6200to SOOO 6735<180 673S.2SO 
Fife 320 May be a mixture of older and younger calBC 

elw<:oal. 

ChapclficJd, NS 8363 8957 AJlciDSOO 1997 Pine cbill't'~ from lhe bslial fiU {694<1) a,.,.,..l GU-7201 573010 5480 6710±70 67 10±70 -25.7 
Cowie. or pit n (716). - by ftOO< layer 687, c:tiBC 
Stirling which was related eo the u$C of .strucrure 

E. Pitll dua as a single eventMd partially 
ba.cktiUcd reJath·ely rapidly with ti1169·Sd. 
taraim lumrn of chatC:oaJ were present 
lhrough<ruc the fill. 

Chapelf'ield. N$8363 8951 Atkirt$()n 1997 Pine charcoa.l from tt1e uppet f\11 {018) of Chatc~l AA·26226 5720to5480 6705±60 6105~60 -26. 1 
Cowle.. pit S (OOS). Thb fill was a single C\'lml cat BC 
Sti:rtina ovu the c:lily lining (244) of the pit and 

cocuaioed a high .,aae or e:ttboniud 
materiAL ibt eh31C0al within 018 bOO no1 
been burnt in situ. 

M~Arthur NM859304 BoDSllll cl An Ller from • bl$erial barbed point (NMS Antler OxA·l949 5730toS480 6700±80 6700±80 
C.wc, Oban, Sml•h 1989, HLI87) from a m_lddtn in a ~ve. C3I BC 
Argyll and 38 
Bute 

BalnuaJU NH 7S7S 44-IS BradJey 2000, A tinak pjooe of pine chM'COII-1 from the Charcoal AA·21260 5730 to 5410 6670±8S 6670±85 -25.8 
OfCI4va., 115 p~1cfng of the soe.ket reWning one of the cal BC 
HiahliiJid uprigb" of the stone c ircle enclosing the 

cemraJ rina cairn. The c:htttoaJ was 1111 
found lo a compact aroup in tbc midst of 
lbe pack.ioa ltld djd not oocurcl$twbere. 
ll wu presumably resid\l.al. 

Cunucoun. NX6SS3 Bonsall &: An aruJer bi~riaJ bll'tJed point from the Antler OxA-3735 57JOtoS4SO 666h70 6665t10 
Dumfries and Smllh 1992. bed of the River Oee (Acocssioa number cal BC 
Galloway 
(Stcw..uy) 

29 2155: Stcwanry Museum. K.irkcodbrighO. 

SIIJid. 1';0 6841 4934 Hardy 2001. A be\'CI-.eDded boBe anefacc from sample Booe. animal OxA- 10176 5630105470 660S±SO 6605±50 -20.9 
Lochalsh. 125 AIB NE Spit 9 from 1 shell·fruora,an.ic AD 
Highi...S nUdden (02'2) ovc:rlyin& a ~terilc p:ilaeosol 
(Skye IIJid and CO\'Cred by the main shell mldcltn. 
Locb.>lsh) 



Site and Callb.ated Laboratory Adjusted 
Council NCR Rdertnce Description Material C<>de date Age BP Date BP b"C 

iuUoeh NJ 089560 C3.1ter 1993, Chan:oal from the flU of a feature, possibly Charcool GIJ-3092 5620to5360 6530:!:60 6530±60 -26.8 
Wood. Forres. 223-9 narura.l, under a (aim. ea! BC 
Mon>y 

Cnoc Sligcach, NR 3586 8801 Jor<ti"" & Inner part of vai\'C of shells of Amict~ Shell Blnn-4641 58SOto48SO 6910±160 6SOS±230 0.2 
Otonsay, Jardine 1983 islandica within occupalion layer cal BC 
A'i)'lland ill CS73111. See slso Binn-464m 
Buf<: (6840± 160 BP). 

Sand. NG68414934 Honly2001, A bevel-ended bone artefact from sample Bone, animal OxA·IOin 5540 to 5320 6485±55 6485±55 -21.8 
Locbalsb, 12.1 A2B SW Spit 10 fnxn a shell·f"" orgo.ni< ea! BC 
Highland midden (022) overlying a sterile paJaeosol 
(Sicyo and and coveted by the main shell midd<:n. 
l...oc:tabh) 

Raschoille. NM 8547 Bonsal1 1999 MeuuarsaJ o( a rod doer from lower Bone. animal OxA-8538 51SOto49SO 6460:~:: 180 6460±180 -22.1 
Oban, A'i)'ll 2888 deposits in a cavt. cal BC 
and Bute 

L.airg. Acttany NC5803 McCullagh& Charcoal from corHext 2170. compacted Charcoal GIJ-3147 5530 105300 6450±70 6450±70 -26.5 

- Gkn. Allt Tipping 1998. g.ra .. 'd in a pi1 below HOU$e 3. Anefac1s <a! BC 
na Feama. 95 in the gra\•el suggest as.soe-iation wilh 
Highland deS(ruetion of Neolithic ~it~ though at 
(Sotberland) 5S30-S300 cat BC lhis seems remarkably 

eatly for Neolithic activity. 1be date may 
be anomalous Of may be roe derived 
material: it i.s broadJy similar in date: 10 
GU·3 140 from similar compacted gravd 
wilh Neolilhic artefactS. and lO OU·3172 
and OU·3309, for charcoal whkh may 
rc:latc tO cllrly woodland clearance. Sec 
GU·3 149 (3240±100 BP) for a TPQ for 
Howt3. 

Mo"onA, N0467257 Coles 1971, Cbarooal from hew TS3. 1. Chareoal Q-989 5630 to 5 140 6450±80 64SO:t 110 
Fife 320 <>I BC 

Seal Cottage, NR361885 Jariline 1m Same r.hell (middle) rrom a middcn as two Shell Binn-326M 57SOto49SO 6850rl20 6445± 175 
Oroosay, other Billll-326 d4;tes: 6800:t200 BP o.nd cai BC 
A'i)'ll and 7180% ISO BP. 
Bute 

Cnoc Sligeach. NR 35868801 Jardinc &: Middle patt or vai\'C of $bells of Arct,'co Shell Birm-464m 5900 to4700 6840± 190 6435:t270 0.2 
Oronsay, J ardine 1983 1'1laNlica within occupation l:iyer i caiBC 
Argyll and CS73/I I. See also Bhm-4641 (6910± 160 

s·ute BP). 



Site and Calibrated Laboratory Adjusted 

Council NGR Rtfertnce Oesc:ription Material Code date Age BP Date BP 6"C 

AnCorra.n, NG 4910 SaviJie 1998 A bone from 1he basal layer of red clay. Bone, animal AA-27146 5530 to 5210 6420*75 6420:75 -22.8 
Stallin, Skye. 52 The oonlexl above i1 contains a booe tool caJ BC 
Highland dated to 7590:90 BP (OxA-4994) BP. See 

also AA-27745. 

Satnuaran NH 7575 4445 Bradlcy 2000. A $ingle piece of hazel ctlattoal from 1he Charcoal AA-21255 5530 to 51 tO 6410: 80 64 10: 80 -15.7 
Of Clava. liS lower pan of the dwtoal-rich subsoi l ea! BC 
Highland below the massive $lOne blocks forming the 

inner core of lbe monument. The sample 
was designed 10 provide a TPQ. 

La.irg, Achany NC58 03 McCIIIJagh & Alder and birch chartO&I in soil in a Chatc~»l GU-3 168 5510oo5210 6410:70 6410•70 -27.1 
Glen, Allt Tipping 1998, penannular gully worn into ftoor of House caiBC 
n.a Feam.a. 95 4. GU-3166(3260•70 BP) and AA-10500 
Highland (3300:t50 BP) are preferred as TP(Js for 
(Sutherland) the gully. 1bt date may be anomalous or 

may be from derived ma1erial.; h is ~dly 
similu in date toGU-3 147 andGU-3 140 
from deposiu: with Neolithic artefact,, and 
oo GU-3 172 and GU-3309 for clwooal 

- wh ic-h may rclu.cc to early woodland -00 cte.vanoe. 

Morton A. N0467157 Coles 197 1, Cbarc:oa.l from hearth T.53.1 Ch>z<oal NZ-1 193 5700 to 4850 6400±125 6400:175 

Fife 320 cat BC 

Seal c ... .,.. NR 361 885 Judine 1977 Same shell (outer) from a mjdden as two Shell Bmn-3260 5900 to4600 6800:200 6395%28.5 
Oronsay. olher Binn-326 dates= 6&SOx 120 BP and ea! BC 
Argyll and 7180: 150 BP. 
Bute 

Motton B, N0467257 Coles 1971, Charcoal pooled from tower midden TS0.5 Clwooal Q-981 5650 •o4SSO 6382%120 6382:170 
Fife 320 &. TS7.2.. Mixture or older and younger caJBC 

charcoal? 

Morton A, N04672S7 Coles 1971, 'Dee:lyed wood' in srakebole in TA2.. ?D<cayed GaK-2404 6100104200 6300: ISO 6300:450 
Fife 320,331 See Spriggs and Anderson 1993 for ··ood caiBC 

reservations aboutl.he: acxuracy of m1ny 
GaK dates measured in the 1970s and 80s. 

8igaar NT002 388 Johnstoo Oak charooal from one ot 12 sttl;eholes, Char<oa! GU-2987 5550 oo4SSO 6300: 130 6300: 130 - 26.4 
Common, 1997,240-3: perhaps focrning corner of sub-reccangula.r cal 8C 
Solido Sberida.n 1989 sltuCture under soil below earthen loDg 
Lanarkshire borrow. See also GU-2988 (6080±60 BP). 



Site and Callbrolod l.aboralory Adjusted 
Coomcll NCR Rtf't rtn« ~ription Matt.rial Code daee Ag< BP Dalt BP 6"C 

S<atf I. Loeh NX 479901 &lwanls 1996, Hazel c:bartoal rrom a fire-spoc riagc:d by a C1w<ool OxA·IS96 SJ10oo4950 6230~80 6130±80 
Dooo. Soulh Ill S<tU-. o( ""l<d ponioe boulders. calBC 
A~U. 

~o»c:o.- N04910 S.villc 1991 ~bone tool found in tbe maitt Bone. animal AA·29316 5310104990 621h60 6215>60 -20.6 
Suflio.st)<. 61Sl --(.-Jyo(limpctsbelb)ll calBC 
Hl&J>bnd lilerearotlhtrocbbel1er. S..abo 

A·29JIS. 

....... Adlaoy NC$803 McOollapA Bitdtd>lloool ia a poaible- ClmoooJ Gu.Jin SJI0oo4990 6210•60 6210%60 -26.1 
Glm.AI~ 1'ippioc 1991. .......... -· aod Dyt< 1: pollca calBC .. - 9S _,... -.....t>y-woodbad 
llllhJood clearucc .. tis time. 
(Sulhetbad) 

<:ais<eal NR 359179 Mdbtsl917. ChucoiJ at base ot miclden layu 4. trmcf:t Cham>al Q.JOOI SJlO 10 41.10 6190•80 6190ol0 
un(jilkan. 140 c eal BC 
OronU~y, 

AIJyll aod 
0' .., 

But< 

MonooB. N0467:Z.S7 Colcs 1971. C'harcoal from lov.rer midden T.SO. l/3. Chamlal Q-918 S400 to4700 6147.~ 6147~1:Z.S 
Fife 320 <1IBC 

L.a.ira.Achany NCSIOJ M<ColloaJ> & Pine c.har«~r~l rrom context l6.S6. in a ttte• Chan:osl QU.JJ09 $280 to 48$0 6145o5S 614S•55 
Glc:r.,AIII Tlpplna 1991. lhrow hollow near Dyke 2; pollen analysis c-tiDC 
na Fcama. 95 rrom ne:&lby M&ggests woodland ekattnce 
HiaJ!Iand 1.1 this time. 
(Sulhe~and) 

Cai5teal NR J$9879 MeUm 1987. Cha~l at base of mitklen layer 4, trenc-h Chareoal Q-3001 5290 104800 6120•80 6120• 80 
IWlOiUean, 140 c. cal BC 
Oronsay. 
Arayn and 
Buoc 

Monon 8, N0461 :Z.S1 Coles 197 1. Olaroo&l pooled rrom uppes- midden TS<W C1w<ool Q-928 ssoo 104600 61lS2J 10 61l5•1SS 
Fife 320 S9. May be a mixture o( older and younJtt caJBC 

clwcoal. 

ScalCoooqt. NR 361 8&.1 Jwinc1977 lntoer pan o(....., sheU from a - u Shell Birm·J261 60S0oo53SO 7180• 1SO 677S.I7S 
Oronsoy, cwo«her Bim-326 da1tS: 6&501': 120 BP cal BC 
AfiYII and aod 6800~200 BP. 
Blllc 



Slttand Callbrattd Laboratory Adj""td 
COIIlldl NCR Rt(t~nce ll<scripdoa Mat trial Cod• date Aae BP D11tt BP 6°C 

CowN! Roocl. NS 116901 Rldeoul 1991, Hau:lmn .tle.lls from the uppet fill of 'fire- Charml M ·'l041l $620105320 6S30s7S Ml0s7$ 

s..-bom. 41,$1-3 pt' 1'$9. Se< abo M ·20U5 (45l0sl0 - caiBC 
Slmi>J BP) and AA·l0414 (4490s llll0 BP) for a 

po<dlok ot .. _......., 25.S-27.5m wjde 
sbdls 

& >l9m klq c.uin& the fim-piL 

SmiUiiiDI. NX 63'911 M..,_.t HudMt shdl from a fire..spoc i.o tteQCh Charml O>A·IS9S 54'10104990 6260s80 6M0•80 

o...lne$ud llonsall1919, Tl. - eat BC 
Galloway 140 lhdl 
(SI<wonly) 

U.Mtlr, NM 8SlS lloot;all l996 Hudnut shdJ rrom Area F. feann 18. a Charm~ M ·l74$7 Sl60tol000 6240t M 62A0•65 -219 
Obao, A:Jyll 21» kM of bbct toil with humi6cd cwguUc: ......... col BC 
""'a. .. raauer, O.lm btlow lbe swfa.oe. Sueb sbdl 

knses were • consis:lal.t (Qbafe ollhis 
pan of &be site ud arr itutrpruod as lhc 
uuncatcd mnains of dca:)'Cd middea. 

Dates from c.SOOO cal BC to c.4000 cal BC 
Of these 78 dateJ50 come from charcoal. 11 from $hell. five from animal bone, six from amler, and fh·e from charred hazelnutahcll.t. About .SO of the d~tu come from o.nefat1s or OCCUJ»Iion 
or lk'tivhy aild (includin& shell mlcktens) or forager charaoter. Sit datel are anomalous. Seven dates come from Ncolilhic contexts. when: they may pcrh1ps represent Inner ring-wood (as, 
probably. 11 CJea~·en Oy'kc) reaidua.l or Inner ring-wood mllteriaJ (as, probably. aJ Chapelfidd). or ages some djstance fron1lhe. true mean aae of the sAmple (as. possibly. at 8iag1u Common). 
None unoamblguously shows Neolithic occup11don or activity sites in Scotland bcfore-4000 ea) BC. though the Clcu.vcn Dyke and Biasu d:uc.s raise cht t possi~lhy. 'The shell dates n:fleet a 
ma.rlne effect which tw boc.n allowed ror in the adjusted date column hy subtracting 405 yean from tbe. laboratory age. However. n:«nt wol'k sugcll$ that the marine effect may have varied 

over dme, and these adjusted ages &hould be used cautiously, after checking the lotut work on marine reservoir conucions for this period. 

Silo and Callbrattd l.aboralory Adj,..ltd 
Coulldl NCR Rtftren«: Dtsrriptlon MatuiaJ Cod• date A&tBP Oalt BP 61-J.C 

811&0' NT002388 J- Otk charcoal fmm one or 12 Sllkeholes. Ou=al GU·2911 $230104800 61le0s60 61le0• 60 -27.1 

c""""""' 1991. 2A()..3: pcr~up rom~., COI'II« or ....,_OUW>gular cal BC - Slleridan 1989 aCIVCtW"c uDder toil be:~ earthen tone 
~ banow. See alto GU-2917 (6300s lJO BP). N- NP976913 Sl-1976 Ncoofilblc-l lomlddea.~Sc< 8onc. uaimal G•K·IA8 $800104000 60l0s140 60S0s4l0 - (BM vrn. 29) S!>rirP" ~ 1993 for- col BC 
w ....... w.. aboatl.bc a«uncy ot muy Ga.K dales 

- ia ""' 1971lo and 80o. 



Site and CaUbrated Laboratory Acljusted 
Council NGR Reference Oe:scriplion Material Cod• date Age BP Date BP 6"C 

Ca.isteal NR 359 879 MeUars 1987, Ctwcoal in top of midden layer 4, trench Charcoal Q-3009 S2 10co4720 6035%70 603$%70 
nanGiltean, 140 c. cat BC 
Oron .. y. 
Argyll and 
Bute 

Carridcn. NI' 0390 8070 SaviUe2001 Biserial batbtd antler point from lhe Antler Ol<A-1852 5060to4770 60)0oo5S 6030z5S -21.0 
fallirk r .... ._ or 1he Forth Eo<u>l)' caiBC 

Bogbelld, NJ)59 592 Burl 1984, 40. Ola.rooal in or under west eaim. This Cbareoal SRR-690 5300104600 6006%60 6010% 110 -28.8 
Fochabers, ss. 71 sample may include re$idu.al material or caiBC 
Moray may be anomaiOU$. 

JUsga, Argyll NM610600 eon..tll di Red deer ander manock in a shell midden. Antler OxA·202J S2S01o4600 6000%90 6000±90 
and Bute Smilh 1990. cal BC 

)60 

BarsaiJoch. NX)43421 Cormact 1968 Charcoal from a layer or carbonized wood 0\arcoal GaK·l601 580010 3900 6000% I 10 6000•440 
Oumfrie..~ and beneath a stone .setting in square H7. See cal BC 
Galloway Spriggs &- Anderson 1993 for reservations 
(Wig town· about the accuracy of m<~ny OaK dates 
shire) measured in the 1970s and 80s. 

Cooc Sligeach. NR 35868801 Jardine & Middle pan of shells of Porclta $pp. wil.hin Shell Birm-462m ssoo 104300 6390s 160 5985~230 - 1.5 
Otonsay. Jatdine 1983 storm beach gravel dq:>o&it in CS7311 1. caJ BC 
Argyll and Sec also Birm-4621 (SSSOs 140 BP~ 
Bute 

lnveravon, NS 9S I 798 MacKie 1972a Lens or occupation material in a shell Char<:Oill GX-23)4 55001o4300 5955:t 180 5955z250 
Fallciol< mound 3.5Sft above the 8fl\'el. caiBC 

Mtiklc:wood, NS 1295 Bonsalldi Red doer arnler from an antlu·beam Antler 0>1A· IIS9 SOOOto4550 5920%80 5920%80 
Stirling Smilh 1989 mattock (NMS HLA 3). c:al BC 

36 

Cbapclfic.ld. NS 8363 8957 Atkinsoo 1997 Lumps or oak charooal from a dump Charcoal GU-1207 4990104500 5890%90 5890%90 - 25.8 
Cowie, of eharooal-rieb material (SOS) at the caJ BC 
Stirling base of Pit I (008). This had been 

immediatt ly sealed and onJy ooe tree 
species was represented. suggesting a 
unitary deposit. 

Bruhead NS 8693 9370 Ashmore & Scallop shell from an exposure of oyster Shell GU-4835 4460 I() 4 140 5880%60 5475~60 0.9 
Midden. Hal1 1996, I 12 and otbec $helts. which may ha,·e slumped caiBC 
Alloa. from a hia,hct position. The stratigraphy 
Clackmannan s.ugge.~~ lhat there has not been post· 

de-positi<Mlal mixing. 



Silt and CallbNIItd LaboNIIOI')' Acij,.ltd 
Couadl NC R Rtf.....,.. Dts<riptlon MIU,rlal Code date A&eBP Dale BP (>"(; 

Risp. Az))'ll NM610600 Bonull 4 Red dttr aMler bevd~ tool from • Antler OJU\·3737 4910104550 S875~6S 5175<65 
and Bute Smith 1992 sbe.lJ middtD (Huottriao Museum). ea! BC 

Kilpolridc. NR90C266 -1997. Oolt-from lho old grouAd surf>ee Clwa>al GU-1561 4920104540 S870~75 ,SI10:t7S -26.5 
Amn.NMb 46 1610)1318 uackrlho pi_,--· eo! BC 
Aynl>&o ll>ou&)>t to be of Neolitbi< dale. 

Prio<y NRJ46889 Mc0..19S7. Cbal<ool from.--..,... (19) Clwtoal Q-3001 5000004450 S870t 50 S870&110 -· 140 ··itb. trd deer andtt. Set: also <rJO'X) cat BC 
Oroosay. (Silh50 BP). 
Az))'Rand 
a ... 

Spu<Tyflillo<t. N0852161 Alcllllndu OU cban:oel (m Pit619) from siO'w·gJOVo-n Cbaroool Bcta-73552 4910104540 5160t70 5160•70 -25 
Stood>awo. 1997.20 oak aod may be okkr thaD IM contcl!J i:n ea! BC 
Abetdceosb&< " 'hk.b lt was found. See also Bcca-13SS3 
(Kincardine (S 700 2: 70 8 P). Tbe meat~. of these two 
and Ocaidc) clala is 5780t50 BP. 

Shew•ltOn. NS 33 37 Bonsoll4 Anllet from a biseriaJ Ntbed point (NMS AAII« 0•A·I947 4910 1<>4490 5840•80 58401':80 
(River Jrvine). Smllh 1990. IU.A 1). uiBC 
Nonh 359 
Aynhite 

Prio<y Middcn NR 346 889 McJial'l 1987, Charcoal from a shell midden layer ( 19) Cbarc:oal Q-3000 4950104400 5125•50 5825~1 10 
O.....y. 140 wilh • n:d deer antler manodc. See also n JBC 
AtgyU and 
O'utc 

Q·JOOI (S870•50 BP). 

Morton 0, N0467257 Oon~JI ~~ al, Bcvel-cl'l<k:d bone tool from upper middcn Bone, animo.! OJU\-4612 4830104450 5790•80 5790•80 
Fire 1995 T59. (NMS X.BNA 429) Cltl BC 

Lairc. Aohany NCSIOJ McCullal)> 4 Charcoal from contt'.ltt 2126. compacted Cbarooal GU-3140 5000 104300 5770• 150 5770• 150 -26.7 
Gkn, Aih Tippina 1998. gravel in lmcnnediate phase of HOU-1t 6.. ea.IBC 
na Fc.vna, 95 the smaller or two adjaet:nt hou5CS. 
Hisl>lond Attefac•s lrll.hc gravels 5uggest ti$0Ciltion 
(Sutherland) with de.'Otruction of Ncolithie dtposiu. 

ll>ouah 01 ~lOO ut BC. this date 
a«ms to be too early lot NeoJiltdc activiry. 
The date may be anomalous or may be 
dtri\'ed: it is broadly similar lO GU·3147 
fi'OI'D Jlmilar c:ompaoled lf1f\'Cl with 
Nto11thic andacu:. aDd •o GU·3172 and 
00·3309 r .. - whlcb may rdat<: to 
early woodluld ~ 



SUe and 
Coundl NGR Rdtftnce ll<scrlplioo 

Caoc Sliaeach. r<R 3727 1909 MacKic lmt Ani nul bones probsbl y fiom v:uioos byus 
O.....y. ofobesb<Umidcko. 
NpU .... 
Sure 

UlnCa¥C. NM 431314 so ... ll<to/. Red deer ulkt bt.~ WMl!l m the: 

"'»"""' 199-4 1apptr put ola midde:. iD WQ C. 
BW< 

Priory r<R 346119 M<Uan 1987. a..-1 from. sllella>iddealay<r (18). 
Middm. 100 
o.-y, 

N»D ""' 
But< 

KAapof HY 41Jm Rnchoe1983 Aftlmol boot (ro<n pri....,. nriddm 0/119 
Howv.I'Opo in the: wall ccn of House I , period 1 ; &om 
Wewoy, ~;UM toniUI as SRR ..... .$2 (4080.2: 10 BP). 
o.t.cyblands The two dales are ''ft'Y dirterc:ol &od it is 

unoen:ain wbethe:t the tnidden was dearly 
diachronic or whdhcr both are .anomalOI.U:: 
che la.uer~ ~ llk:dy. 

SpurryhiJiod:. NOS$2861 Akundct Oak m....,.,.l (io Pi1619) from slow·&<Owo 
Stooehavtn, 1997.20 oak: and may bt older than the context in 
Aberdccn!ohi.n: which 11 was round. See also beut·13.SS2 
( Kinea.rdine (S860'J: 70 BP). The nlr'M or l.bese IWO 

aod Detlidc) datts is S780:tSO OP. 

UlvtCavc. NM 431 384 Bomau ttt tll. 11tJitllo $1\ell inMf rucdon from the top 
Arayll and 1994 layer or a mid<kn in area C. See: also 
Bulc OU-2603 (5930•70 BP). 

CoooCola. NR 36083S McllilrS 1987, ChlrtCWII rrom bt:low shell middcn. 
Qron,.y. 140 
""yll aod 
s ... 

fotdllouiO N066S8605l l'>ood(OOI Ff'l&meln or hndnut WU from Pit 7. ant 

&mow. Du.o. 1999 o( a series of Ph;ase 1 pits. sealed by a ....... Ptwc l t:ilrf~~ee. whic:h abo conuined 
1 pftc:~ blades and a bifaci~l !tint 
knife. 

CootO>oJ, NR360W Mcllan 1917. a.-~ r,... below shell middm. 
o-.ay. 100 
AfUU .... 
s ... 

c.Jibnaltd 
Matui:al Cod• date 

Bone. animal OX-1904 SJOO ro4COO 
caJ BC 

AJJ1Icr o.A-3138 4710tO .... .S0 
caJBC 

a.-1 Q-3002 4800J04J40 
col BC 

-
~-mal SRR-347 4840104)50 

t al BC 

Clwoool B<la-7)55) 4710to.t360 
cai QC 

Shell OV·U02 47 101o43S0 
eal BC 

Cblllt'031 Q-3006 469010 4360 
ell BC 

Owrcd O.A-8226 4600 10 4360 

batelouc • .. se 
shell 

Cbao<oal Q-:IOOS 4670104)50 
caJBC 

Lllbonlory AcijU5ltd 
Agt BP Dale BP 

S75hl80 5155%250 

S750t70 5750•70 

S717t50 S717: 110 

570h8$ S710tl20 

-
S700t70 S100:70 

6090•70 568h80 

5675>60 5675>60 

S660o40 5660•00 

5650o60 5650·60 

6'-'C 

-13.6 

-22.2 

-25 

0.6 

-24.6 

> 
0 .. 
(; 
r-
~· 

0' ., 

s· 
(I) 
0 
0 c 
~ 
0. 



Sltuncl Collbnt<d Laboratory Acl)ustt<l 
Cowocll NGR Re:rc.rmce llaa-lpdon Material Code date A&< BP Dote BP 6"C 

O>cx Coi" WR~815 Mcllan 1917, Chlit'COel rrom t:r'ellcb B Wli1 8, lower shell Owroal Q-1353 4800 ro41l0 S6<Sd0 56<5% 110 
o-.y, 1<0 -~ilhrocldecs-- cat BC 
"''!'R lmd 
Butc 

c-JR-s. NH 6S2457 My<nll ...... --·._ ......... _()( o-1 GU.I473 <800 ro41l0 S63S.6S S6lS~110 -25.6 
~1airtown. Gootlayl991 ............. <&I BC 
Hlcl>lud 
()a-) 

C:.US1J&<och. Ill\ 3586 8101 ·-· ._, pon o( ..... o( shell o( l'«tiJo Sbell B-1 ·~10~ 6010slj() S60.h215 - 1.3 
o-uy. lri~~el983 M~UU~UU ..,idQ occ...,.:ioo layer iG <&I BC 
Atoll""' C$7311 1. Stt-a;,m-46Sm (S900% ISO 
a ... BP). Auodakd wil.b a barbed poiru. 

~n ..... _ 
NS 9" '198 M1<Kic 19721 Base of a sbtJJ middm, on tbc: paw:l SbeU GX·2331 SIOOtoltOO 6010s l80 S60S%2SS 

Falkirt cal8C 

CleawnOytc. 1'10 159 <01 Barc:lay &. Rotten olk chatrotl in • small pit Cll..-1 GU-3912 470010<000 SSS0s l30 SSSOzl30 - 26.3 
Pcnh""' Muwell1998.. lmtncd'-'d)' ul'l4erlyina a bank baaow. caiBC 
Klnrou 47 S..alaOOU-3911 (SSOO>ollOBP~ 

The Ounion, NT'621 S90 Rldcout 1992 Chucoal (pn>b&bly on anomalous dat<; no Oun:oal GU-2177 4'100 104050 SSSOslOO SSSO.lOO - 26.0 
Jcdbur&h. upl.atWioa). c.aoc 
'1"hc Scoutsh -.. (Roxbur;h) 

CnocCoig. NR 360 88S Mcllars 1987. Cb41'a)al rrom ucncb e unh 6. lower 11hcll Cbareocl Q· l3S4 4800 to 39S0 SS3Ssl40 SS3S. l95 
Otonsa)', 140 middc:n wilh nx1 ~r antler mauock. col ne 
lvaylland 
e·utc 

Balnuann NH 7S7S444S Bndlcy 2000. Birth cb.atroal from one of duu samples Cllo=al AA·2S230 450010 42SO 553SdS SS3SsSS -26.6 
orctava.. liS ($.6-8) rrom a small culling inside the ca18C 
tn\'CmaJ,. kerb of the NE cairn. taken from the 
Highland mt•erial of the core etim. be.low the upper 

rubble. Miaomo•phoJoaie:al analysis 
'*'&&"'* lbe mucrial OOMisu ot 
mk:poliled turf from pre<aim bumi.QJ of 
cbe. .she. 

Talloch NI 089 S60 c.nc<t99), Oweoel rrom • fill of a (ca(IIR. wbicb o-1 OU-30!11 475010<000 SS30t ISO SS30s1SO -25.9 
Wood.Fonu. 22S-9 m~y be: D&t1.lf'IJ. UACStt a bmk. cat BC 
~-y 



Site and Calibrated Laboratory M.iusted 
Council NCR Reference Description Material COOe date Age BP Date BP 6"C 

UlvaCa\·e, NM431 3&4 Bonsa.ll ~~al. Pattlla shell (outer) from lhe top lay« Shell CU-2603 4SSOto4160 593()~ 7() 5525±80 0.4 
Algyll and 1994 or midden in area c. Sec abo GU-2602 c:aJ BC 
Bute (6090%70BP). 

8h11Tp3 NF837604 Crone 1993. Birch chlltc031 rrom spread C in hearth Cbiii<Oal CU-2669 4550 10 4050 5520.90 5520%90 -25.0 
CVWsb.N 370 compk.x 2 O\'Crlies c. J(')()().yea.r later c:aJ BC 
Uisc. Wescern material. The date ls intctpttted as 
Isle$ anomalous rather lhan representing resiwa.J 

charcoal. 

Priory NR346889 Mellus 1987, Cbarooal from a shell middcn layer (9110). Charcoal Q-3003 4600to4000 5510%50 5510:t: IJO 
Midden, 140 cai BC 
Oronsay, 
Algyll and 
Bute 

Oeavc:n Dyke, NO 159404 Barclay & ROtten oak chateoal in 3 8matl pit Cban:oal GU-3911 460010 4000 5500% 120 5500~ 120 -26.6 
Penh and Muwen 1998. immediately underlying a bank barrow. See cai BC 
Kinro.ss 47 also GU-3912 (5550~ JJ() BP). 

Maehrie Moor. NR 912 32A Haggany 1991 MiAed charcoal rrom a pit with plain Charroal GU-2320 4$0010 4140 5500::70 5500:!:70 -25.6 
Arran, North Ncolithic pottery. a flint knife. etc. This cai BC 
Ayrshire date is aberrant, or from old ctwwal. See 

GU-2321 (4820•50 BPHrom a n<Mby pil 
with wry similat pocshen:ls.. 

CnocCoig, NR 360885 Mell-ars 1987. Charcoal from trench E. unh 2. upper shell Ctlm:oaJ Q-1351 4550104000 5495±75 5495%110 
Oronsay. 140 midden with rN deer antler mattock. caJ BC 
Argyll and 
Bute 

Cnoe Slig<oeb. NR35U8$01 Ja.rdine & Valw of W U of Peclin maximus within Shell Birm-46Sm 4800 10 3800 5900: ISO S495:215 -2.2 
Oronsay. Jantine 1983 occupation layer in CS73/1 1. See also caJBC 
Argyll and Binn-4651 (6010% 150 BP). Assoeiaoed 
Bute with a barbed point. 

CaisteaJ NR 3S9879 Mellan: 1987. Charcoal rrom m)dden layer 3. trench C. Charcoal Q-J()JO 4540 to4040 548S.50 5485•1 10 
nan Gillcan. 140 cai BC 
Oronsay. 
Argyll and 
Bute 

Caisteal NR 359 879 Jardine & Par~lla mc:U8 in middcn. Sec abo SRR· Shell SRR-1458h 4500 to40SO 5890:!:70 5485>80 0 .9 
nan Gillean. Jardine 1983 14S8• (4750• 180 BP). eoJ BC 
Oronsay. 
Algyll and 
Bute 



Site and CalibTated LaboraiO<Y Adjusted 
Coundl NGR Rereren« Descriplion Material Code date Age BP DaltBP l)JJC 

Morton 8. N0467257 Bonsall t!t al. Bevel-ended bone tool from lower midden Bone. a.nimal OxA--461 1 4460to4140 5475• 60 541S.60 
Fife 1995 T59. (NMS X.8NA 440) cal BC 

Priooy NR 346889 Mellars 1987. CharcoaJ from a shell mklden layer (7). QIU'COal Q-3004 4SSO to4000 5470•50 S470:t:I IO 
Midden. 140 w BC 
Oronsay. 
Arsyll and 
B•<e 

Sminons. NX634918 Morrison & Charred hazelnut shel l from fire-spot in Ch:ur«< 0xA· I594 446010 4040 5470• 80 5470• 80 
Dumfries and Boruall 1989. trenchT3. hazelnut c;oJ BC 
GaUoway 140 shell 
(Stewaruy) 

-
Ca.is.1eal nan NR359879 Mdlars 1987, Owcoal from lower midden. Cb:ueoal Q-1355 4500104000 5460• 65 S460~ 110 
GiUean 2. 140 calBC 
Oronsay. 
Arsyll and 
Bute 

Caisteal nan NR 359 879 Mell:m 1987, Owto1.1 (t()Cll ba$al midden. ChMCOal Birm-347 4750to 3800 54SO:t: 140 5450•195 
OiUean 2, 140 c:a1 se 
OI'Of\Say, 
Ar&Yll and 
Bute 

Caistul NR 359 879 Mellars 1987, Qwco:ll from mjdden layer 3, t~nch C. Chatroal Q-3011 4500 10 3990 5450•50 S4.SO:r 110 
nan GiUean, 140 c.aiBC 
Oronsay. 
Argyll and 
Btrtt 

Cnoc Slia.e:Kh, NR 35868801 Jardine& SM:Us (middle) of Pa1ello spp .• from storm Shell Binn.-4621 4800 to 3800 5850•140 544S.t::200 - 1.5 
Oron.say. Jardine 1983 beach gravel in CS73111. See also Birm- c:aiBC 
Ar&Yll and 462m (6390• 160 BP). 
8ute 

CaisteaJ nan NR 359879 Mell:ars 1987. Shells (inner) of Pat~lla spp. from ba.s.a.l Shell Birm-348 5400co 3100 5850•310 544Sx435 
GiUean 2, 141 mklden. cal BC 
Oronsay. 
Argyll and 
Oute 

C.OCCOig. NR 360835 Mtll:tr$ 1987, Charcoal from trench E unit 3. upper shell Ch•rooal Q-1352 4700to3800 5430%130 5430• 180 
Oroosoy. 140 mklden whh red deer antler mattock. cal BC 
Arun :u~ 
Buce 



Site and Calibrated Labora1ory Adjusted 
Council NGR Reference Desatptlon Material Code dale Age BP· O.teBP 6''C 

L6n M6t. NM8S35 Bonsa!l 1996 A tar;e r~a.ment or rins·porou.s ehucoal O.areoal AA·I74S2 4370104040 5420:t65 S420:t65 - 24.8 
Oban,ArgyU 2835 of ash type from a thick, charcoal·ricb lens eal BC 
and Bute ru the base or a $10ne.lined deptessjon, 

interpreted as a hearth, 0.4m bcklw the 
$Ur1'ate, within free-draining soil 2-3m 
from a rtttangular stone·pa~ art:a. 

CnO< NR369888 Mellan 1987, Charcoal from shell midden trench B Charooal BM~70 4700 10 3900 5426• 159 5416•220 
suaexh. 140 l:t~r7. ca1BC 
Oronsay, 
Argyll and 
Bute 

Staosnaig, NR3m933 1 Mitben 2()00. Huelnuc shell from context 31 . the Chatred AA-2 1629 4360 104040 S4JS.60 S41S.60 -23.4 
Colonsay. 373 heterogeneous fi ll of an amorphous shaptd hazeLnut cat BC 
Argyll and fearure in Area 8 of the 1994 e!\cavations. sbe,JJ 
Bute 

Mumrilts, NS 921 79S 8()r'W.Il et al. Oy~ter shell (inner) from the bouom of Shc.ll GU-328S 4360 to3990 5790:t70 5385<80 
Falkirk forthcoming a shell midden at 14m OD. See also caiBC 

GU·3234 (5560±70 BP) from the outer 
p;u1 of the same shell. 

SullllUCfSton NS 580 714 Baker 1998 Hazelnut shells from till of a post·pit. I m Charred AA-28390 4330104000 534S.55 5345•55 - 27.3 
l.andfiU Site. diam. x 0.2m dtep. round at the S end of h3ulnut shcll cal BC 
BaJmuidy. a curvilinear ditch which may be part of a 
Glat,ow City seulement. 

Lairg, Acbany NC5803 MeCullagh & Owcoal f-rom context 1024 in compacted Clwcoal GU-3171 4550to 3700 5320~ 190 5320•190 - 26.3 
Glen. Allt Tipping 1998, gravel under primary fearures of HOU$C 7. cal BC 
na Feama, 95 Artefacts in the gravel suu:«"~ auociation 
Hjghland with destruction or Noolithic deposits. 
(Sutherland) !hough al4550-3700 eal BC, lhl• date 

seem.' quite early for Neolithic accivity. 
See also, from same context, 0U·3169 
(2 140*90 BP), which is prefencd as a 
TPQ for HOti$C 7, 

Caisteal nan NR 359379 Mellars 1987, Shells (middle) or Patella ~pp. from lower Shell Birm·348B 4550 to3650 5720.a40 5315±200 
Oillean 2, 141 midden. cal BC 
Oronsoy. 
Argyll and 
Bute 



Siteud Callbrol<d Laborotory Adjusted 
Council NGR Rdcrtnce D<s<riptloa Matuial Cod< dele Ato BP oa .. BP 6'-'C 

IAo M6r. NM8S35 -··996 ITa&mcMotC<>Oife.--from a.arooat AA· I74S4 4320to3970 5290• 65 52110•65 -26.8 
Obu,AIJ:yll :ws Aru P, featllle la. a lens of black soil, <al BC 
Md8u1e rieb i. lwmlficd <arpaUe na&t\CI:, c.o.Jm 

bdow lbc: swf~C~t.. sum k:mes were 
r_. oo Ibis.,.., ot 1he ,;,. ...s ... 
sua as the trvDcltcd remaim of dtt:ayed -

Stoaeyft<ld. Nll687456 Si._ a.arooat r.- Plc 4 <oriaiAallr Pit 136) a.arooat SRR-421 ~101000 5271sMO 5710•1100 - 26.7 
~. 1996, 12-J; with potsbenl.coloiocd ...... oodlliot caJ BC 
1•- (SCM068/2B) - ; ,..alsoSRR· IS'7 (4732•90BP). 
HicNaod SRR·I88 (49Sh 130 BP). SRR424 
(lo-) (SOOClslOO BP). SRR-476 (4890*60 

8P~SRR432 (4MO•I208P).II is DOl 
~Jy onreasonabk tosappose 
SRR.-421 rtfttas a rrvc dale c.~lSOO 
caJ BC. 

Ualith,ow NS99n Undsay 1989 Mainly oak with 51\\ hazel c:han:oal from Ch"""'"' GU· IS'75 423010 3~ 5265s55 5265~55 - 24.8 
Priory, w ... !.be. fill or a ph. put or a series tn whic:b cal BC 
Lochian Olhen IIIC<lq)OQICd o..w sherds and 

lithic artdiCts. 

Bigar NT002 388 Johnston Oak. haul, birth. and wilk>w ctwta.J Chatcoa1 GU·298S 4230103~ 5250t50 S2.S02SO -25.5 
Common. 1997. 240-3; rrotn a bonfi~ benealh an earthen &ong cal BC 
Soulh Shendln 1989 bl'lnow with early Nc:olilhic poctery 
l..anarkshilll and llthlc artcJac:u. See also OU-2986 

(5 150•708P). 

ChapeltieJd, NS 8363 8957 Atklnson A t ingle piece o( haul charooal (sample Charcoal O.A-9150 4540104330 5590sSS SS90sSS -24.5 
Cowie. 2000c. 126 267) (ro•n con~ex1 008 of fill 78S of the caJ BC 
Stirtin& deeply 5tratified Pit I. Soe also 0:cA-923S 

(2l4 :t38 BP) from a chan"ed battey grain 
from the same depos:iL 

Uppe.-l.atJic, NR 8)309955 Ellh 2002. 145 O>kelw<ool r-...,pl< 3117C from 611 a.arooat AA43022 ·~50 10 4250 ~S70z70 ~510•10 - 25 
AIJ:yll and ofpit 310J. <al BC 
Bu1e - N066586056 l'loudJooo A hau.lnul shell sample 3049 from O>arr.a 0xA·I0060 45001o4l 30 556Ss4S SS6S:t4S -23.5 
BlinOW,O...., 2001. 122 ....,..1602 bloctU>a or 1he - ot 1he buclnul col BC 
Mcus cbambc:rtd caim. obeli 

Uppe.-I..IIJie, NRU309955 Ellil 2002. 0U chan:oaJ f.- >ample lii7A from 611 aw...r AA43020 4540104220 SS30t75 5530•15 -16 
AIJ:yllond 14$ ofpil3101. calBC 
s ... 



SUe and Calibrllttd Laborat ory Adjust<d 
CoundJ NGR Rtftrtnce Dtsttiptton Mal trial Code date Age BP· Date BP 6.uc 

Upper Largie. NR8330 EUis 2002. Oak eharcoa1 rrom sample 31 178 from fi ll Charcoal AA-43021 4500 to4240 553S.6S 5535:65 - 26 
Argyll and 9955 45 o(pit 3101. ea! BC 
Bute 

lnvettS:l:., East NT3S001 130 Cook 2002. Oak ctwtoal from a mid-brown s-illy soil. Ch>lwal AA-49321 4460 to42SO 5510:40 5510:40 - 27.2 
Lothian 146 the basal fill or a pi1 (cornut 117 Sample c.l BC 

1 ). n.ext to a marching c.amp. 

Upper Laraie. NR 83309955 Ellis 2002. 14S OU. chuc:oal rrom sample 368A rrom Ctwwal AA-43013 434010 4040 S37s. s5 5375sS5 -25 
Argyll ru~d posthole or cnc:losure/cutSu..s. cal BC 
B•te 

D>er NS 975 078 Ward 2001a. Single pieee or haul ch~l from Site Oweo:al AA-43004 4330104040 5355>45 5355>45 -25.9 
Rc:xrvoir. 127 No. 3 (Mtnple 002) from • dc:po$hfpi' «<DC 
Cr:twford. containing charcoal and lithic attrracu. 
South 
Lanaoo.hire 

lnvef'CSk, ~ NTJSOO 7130 Cook 2002. (b.); charooal from a mid~brown silly soil. Cb!U'C'Oal AA-49322 4330 10 404() 5340%~5 5340s45 - 21 
Lothian 146 the basal fill of a pit (context 117 Sample ea.! BC 

2). neJtt 10 a marching camp. 

lnvc:rtsk, £a.~t NT 3500 7130 Cook2002, 03.k charcoal from a mid·brown silly soil, Clwcoal AA-49323 4250 10 3990 5305:40 5305%40 - 26.6 
Lochian 146 the basal fill or a ph (con~e.Xt 11 1 Sample ea! BC 

3). next to a man:hins camp. 

Upper Urgie. NR 8330 EUis2002. Oak charcoal from sampl~ KQ93·SOS rrom Cbarwal AA-48052 4230103940 5220%SO 5220s50 -25.9 
Ar8YII and 955 145 pit or a\~nue leading to main limber cirde calBC 
Bute Or enclosurtlcu.rsus. 



Dates from c.4000 ea! BC to c.3500 cal BC 
Of lheoe 169 cboeo I 00- from ch>m>Ol ond IS from dlamd h>ulnut shells. witb one from mixed ch>mlll and clwted nuubdls. Fourteen are from human bone ond 11 from animal bone._, 
from shell. Je\'C:n from pin Ot J«CC. four ftom wood. rwo from soil peat. and one each from antler. a plank, a crab appk. heather. and other plant remains. Around 30 or the dates come from sites 
a-cncr:aJiy sinu1ar to lhole found In earlier penods. indi.Klina ea~ deposiu and midcJen$. ~ 106 and 112 come from contexll with potkt)' Of &ltU(Nm a.encnJJy associated with farmers or 
herders IUCh tS c:~ caims or larze tlfl'lbcr trettsnas or are assocaated wilh material such 15 ceresls. Some ol the samples dated from middens &nd C"a\U ha~ a hia;hJy ambicuous affiliation. 
porucvlarly the 12 human-daled fro<n Raochoille Cave ond CMdiRJ Mill Bay. There.,. a few anomalous cbi<S. ond d.lcs such u...,. or!'- from IWJmor<. which probably reftea nuJ«d 
saml)les. The sheD dales r<ll«t 1 mlrine cfr«t which hu b<a1 allowed foe in the adjusted dau colomn by subCJa<tiRJ 40S )'<011 from the llbonlory .,.. 11......-. r<ttOI wort suu<SU tbal the 

ID¥UIO dfcct moy hi~ Ylric:d"""' time. ond Ibex adjus<cd oges sbould be used couOOusly. allet cb<o:l:in& the 1:o<c>o "-.rt on ...,. rucn'Oir COOTCC6orb fO< Ibis period. 

Site and Callbnlled LohoraiO<y Aoijll5ted 
Coandl NCR Rd......ce Dcocripllon M~ltt!al Cock cblo A&< BP Dale BP 6"C 

Clrdiq M•R NMI474 Bonu.ll& Aorlcr bnd<Ddod 1001 r..,.. the ...... ADilc< OxA·3740 42l010 )790 SI9Ch:I.S SI9Ch:&s 
Bly~Obla. 293$ Smith 1992 pan (XV) olo shellmWco. uiBC 
AJuU and Bute 

AnComn. 1<04910 s....ruc 199J A bcve~ bone (red doer mc:tawsus) Bone. onimol AA·2931$ -4220103800 $190%$$ $190•$$ -21.3 
Slaffin. Stye. 68$2 toot rauftd ialhe main shell middeft caiBC 
Highloocl (moo~y olllmpcu) •• the .... or tbo 

roctsbelter. 

Dalladies. NO 627 673 PIRtOII 1972 Charcoal (sc:cmintl)' not oak) from a Owoool 1-6113 43S01o 3100 Sl90::t10S Sl90::t 145 
Aberdeenshire rimberc.lSOmm cliam. u the: SW end of c:1IBC 
(Kincardine lhe Ptwe l mortua.ry ent-losurc under a 
.,., Decslde) kH'l& biiTOW. This measurement conflicts 

withSRR-289 (~•.50 BP) f"""lbe 
same piece ot wood. and SRR-290 
(4$3.h:SS BP), and ma,y be anomaiOU$.. 

Morton B. N0467 2$7 IJonSIII t t ol. 8cV(.l~Mkd bone 1001 from midden T6S. Bone, animal OxA-4610 423010 )790 5 180•70 5 180•70 
Fire 1995 caiBC 

. 
U1>9<r l.a!il<. NR 83309955 U11it 2002. Oak chan:OGII from sample 3058 from Charcoal AA-43411 4220to3790 5115>55 Sl7h5S -25.9 
AfUIIOIId 145 poslhole or cnclosure/cunus. c.IBC 
Bu1< 

Balfq Ridi na N02&sll:ll Oan::lay lt Hv.d, ook, and wilklw chMcoal from ~I OU·260l 42l0to )700 5110•90 5170•90 -2$.4 
School, Fife Ruueii-White C01un1 8019R ofPit8016 wi1h pl:ain ell BC 

199). 160-1 pcl'tery.SccaboOU·1903 (476S.55 BP) 
ond OU-2605 (49.50± 70 BP) from....., 
pit. olld OU· 2030(4720.70 BP) Olld 
UIC-1302 (4330•40 BP). May rqxesent 
rukNaJ macerial er be anomalou$. 

Cais&e&IIWI NRJ$9879 Mdlots 1987. Shtlb (OUI<r) o( l'aldla spp. from looou Shell Bum-343C <14.50 10 3.500 S$70•140 $165>200 
Oillt.., 2. 141 shdJ tl'liddeft. u i BC 
O.....y.Ari.)U 

I aod-



Site and Calibrated Laboratory Adju..~;ted 

Coundl NCR Reference Oe$cription Material Code dale AgtBP Dat< BP 3"C 

lnchcuthll. NO 125 396 Barcby &. Burnt oak fencing timbers of a long Charooal GU-2760 422010 3780 5160:t:70 5160•70 -2S.9 
Penhand M:t.xwtll monuary enclosuce. See :ll$10 GU·2761 c.ISC 
Kinross 1991.35 (S010•SO BP). 

B:albtidje, NO 733 959 Fairwea.lher & 0»: ft<>m the destruction kvc:l or. timber Char<=l GU-10381 43S0to36SO 5160± 100 Sl60:t: 140 
Aberdeenshire Ralscon 1993: halt See also olher oak dates GU·I 036- caJ8C 
(Kinca.n1ine Raluon 1982 1038 and GU·l828-1832 ranging from this 
and Oee$ide) date to 4740:t 135 BP and dates from grain. 

flax, and linen ranging from 5010:t:90 to 
474S:t 160 BP. See especially GU-1038ii at 
S020±90. Qak mean ;,4980±28 SP: the 
prefem:d mean i~ that for grain ccc., which 
is 4910±40 BP. 'The calibrattd mean of the 
oal: dacc:s is bet.,.,-een 3900-3700 eru BC; 
the preferred mean of grain t4c. is bccW«n 
3780-3640 c>l 8C. 

Mumrill$. NS 921 798 Bonsall ~'al. Oyster shell (outer) from the bonom or ta Shell GU-3234 4250 10 3700 5560:t:70 515S.80 
falkirk (onhc:oming shell midden ac 14m OD. See abo OU· eo! BC 

3285 (S790:t: 70 BP) ftOm the inllCf p:ut or 
tile ume shelL 

P>.ksof NS 60389682 EIU~lOOO. Alder wood ($W.ple I) from a well· Peat OxA-9289 4050to3800 5153±40 5153::t:40 -27.5 
G3J'den. 126 h11milicd peat (l13),thc lowest I~ peat cal BC 
Stirling ulldcr the timber platform nllhough it 

O\-erlies an inhi.al fen c.vr type pc411 on the 
e.sruarirte clay. 

8iggar ><"T002 388 J()hnslon Oak. hu..c:l. :and birch from a bonfire below Cbart'031 GU-2936 4220to 3770 5150±70 5150±70 - 25.3 
Common. 1997,240-3: an earthen Jong b&now with urly pouery caiBC 
South Sheridon 1989 and li1hie artc:Jacu.. See ab:o 00·2985 
Lan3.1bhire (52SO±SO BP). 

Caistc-~1 nan NR 359 879 Mellar5 1987. Charcoal from trench 8 . layer 3. upper Cb""""l Birm·346 5300 to2600 5150±380 5150±538 
Gillean 2. 140 ~hell m.idden. coi8C 
Oroasay. 
Ao-gyll and 
Bute 

Cowie Road. NS816901 Rideout 1997, Oak chaf'C(»I from lhe Iowa charcoal till Charcoal AA·20410 4250to 3700 5145:t:80 514.5:t:80 
8a.nnockbum. 37.5:1-3 of Pic P6 of a pit«fined enclosure cal BC 
Stirting (Enctosu~ I)-. 33-36m across whh a 

rounded end. See also AA·20409 
(5130±608P)andAA-20411 (5135±70 
8 P). The n"tc:an or lhese th"" dltes is 
3133:t:40. which caUbnue.s to bctw~n 
•040 and 3800 cal se. 



su .. nd Collb,.t«< Labor11ory Adjust«! 

Coo1lcl1 NCR R<f<nn« D<scriptlon Material Code date AgtBP Date BP 6"C 

Cow~Roed. 115116 901 Rlckout 1997, Oak cbom>Jllrom the low«- fill Cbom>ol AA·20411 41$0 to 3'100 S1lh70 Sl1h:70 
s-tl:bum. 37, Sl--3 of Pit P6 of a pit-ddioed enclosu~ col BC SM.., (Enc-. 1~ lJ-.36m"""" .Otho -cad. Stt ahoAA-20109 

(St30d0 BP) >ad AA·lOUO ($t4S~80 
BP). 'The mean ot these line dalles is 
SllSs40 BP. wiUd>cola..-.10-., 
4010 >ad l800col BC. 

Cowi<Rood. liS 116 901 -1997, Oak-from lbtto. ... cban:ool fill a...a..t AA-20109 40$0 103770 S130z60 S130s60 
Baooookbum. 37.Sl--3 o( Pit 1'6 o(. pit-defiocd- col BC 

Stlrlioa (Eoclo5ure1~ 3J-.36m......,witho 

--Stt-AA·20410 
(.114Sz80 BP) >ad AA-20411 (513h 70 
BP). The mean of lhese l1'lftre dMes is 
SI3Sz40 BP. Wbic:b eali'bnces 10 between 
4040 ond 3800 col BC. 

Home farm. HN 8305493.1 Cuter2001 , Oak c:hatcol.l from sample 024 in the O>atcoo1 OxA-11813 4040to l 790 5130•40 5130±40 -245 
Castle 126 centre dart per brown silly And fill 124 woe 
M<Atles, Puth of a probable posdaole. part of tbe mosc 
and Kinron oonbtrl y or 3 alignments. 

Warden's NY 3035 6899 Banks Oak and unidentified cbarooal from a a...- CU·3SI 1 4250to36SO .1120~100 5 1 20~ 100 -27.0 
Dykes, lonhcom1na po$lhole. possibly burnt In sltv. woe 
Oum!ries and 
Collowoy 
(Annandale 
and Eskdale) . 
Ra.scboillc. NM8S47 Bons:nU 1999 Sin&le h12clnut shell from l<Wt·er deposits Cbam:d OxA-8438 4040 to 3780 SllhSS 5 11S.S5 -26.3 
Ob ... ArJYu 2888 or a cavo. bnzelnut shell c~JBC 

and Bute -
Sheep HJJI. NS43S744 Mac:K.ie 1976 Ch.an:oa.J from the base of an occupation Cbarcox1 CaK-2467 6000to 1300 .1110co 1020 5110s 3060 
Oumbwtoo, b-el ~Jtlder a S«<nd:vy rampart or a cal BC 
Eut ron. s.. Sprius ond AAdcnon 1993 ror 
0\mbwtoruhirc raervadons about Lhe aceuf'ICy of 

many OaX dMu rneuu.m:l i.n W t 970s 
ond80s. 

Monamore. N$017288 -~1964 Cba:rooal from a betwtb in lhe forecourt Clwo:lol ~7s 43.10 10 3.100 .1110•110 S110•15S 
Arna.llonh ondcr the btoc:tina of a ebambem1 c:aim. col BC 
AyniWc 



Site. and Callbraltd Laboratory AdjUSitd 
Coun(il NGR Rde rt:n« Dt:.«Tiption Material Code date Age BP Date BP 6'-'C 

HomeFMm. NN 8305 493 Caner2001. Oak chuoo3.1 from sample 003 in the Cban:oal 0xA·9987 397010 3790 S09h39 S09h39 - 24.9 
Castle 126 c:twcoal-rich black: sandy sill Nse or l.be ea! BC 
Menties. Perth po$C~pipe 037 within Pie 01 1, p;lr1 of an 
and Kinf'O$$ an: of post·pilS possibly part or a circular 

timber structure. 

Upper l..at]pe. NR 83309955 Ellis 2002. Oak cha.rcoa.l from sample 3134 rrom Ciwooal AA-43024 404(ho 3700 S090±75 S090±15 - 25.1 
Atgytl and 145 J)O$lhole or endosureku.-sus. caJ BC 
Bute 

Upp« Largie, NR 83309955 Ellis 2002. Oak c:barcoaJ rrom sample 31 08 r rom Charooal AA-43019 39901o3760 5091hSO S090±SO -24.8 
Atgytl and 145 postbole of enclosureleunus. c:al BC 
Bute 

Macs Howe, HY 318 128 Renfrew 1979~ Peat (Sample SA) rrom a !:&)'er (an Soil SRR-791 42SOro3600 S090±60 5090~ 110 -27.8 
Mainland. Renfrew tt al. old ground surface?) under the bank eal BC 
Orktley blancSs 1976 surrounding Lhe di1ct1 or lhe ch3mbered 

comb. "'ne Ltphonomy of the organic 
material which was daltd is noc clear. Stt 
also SRR-792 (1045<65 BP). 

Chapel field. NS 8363 895 1 Atkinwn A single cham:d hazelnut shell (sample Cha=d OxA·9234 3930 tO 3780 S08S.45 S085±45 - 24.6 
Cowie. 2000c. 126 432) from ba.ul fill694d or Pit 11. See hazelnul shell caiBC 
Stirling also 0aA·9233 (136±38 BP) rrom 

charml grain rrom lhc same deposit 

l'><ks of NS 6038 9682 E.llis 2000, 126 Oak wood (W67) from a l,a,ge timber lying Wood 0xA·9613 3970 10 3780 5080±40 5080±40 - 26. 1 
Garden, directly on the clay in pe::~t {FI49) under cal BC ~· ::s 
Stirling the timber platform. 

Oaish Farm. NN 635 065 Bare-lay 2002, A piece of oak dwcoa.l (pan of Sample Chan:oal AA-49638 3970 10 3780 5080±40 5080±40 -25.2 
Stirting ••~so 74) from a chan:oal-rich kns (fl4 I) in cal BC 

a linear feature (CorUelt FL4) l.lm long. 

Cl) 

g 
c 
g 
0. 

The feature is probably a COMtt\ICCional 
slot within which posts had been set, 
packed against SW edge. The lens 
(fl4 I) is indicative of In situ burning. an 
interprtlalion which is supported by the 
presenoe or concentrations or charcoal in 
the upper fills. 

lnchtuthil, NO 125 396 Barclay& Burnt oU. fencing timben of a long Ciwooal GU-2761 3970103710 5010±SO 5010±50 -25.8 
Peo1hand Maxwel1 199l 100f1UIIJ')' enclosure. See also GU-2760 c:al BC 
Kinrou 35 (51 EO± SO BP). 



Site and Collbrattd 1Abor1tory Adjusted 
Council NCR Rt ftf'fl'te o-riptlon MattrlaJ Code doU A,~ BP Date BP 6"C 

Loehhil~ NX9638 Ma~aus 197) Owcotn from a pbN: from a tnOnUifY Pl&ttk:s 1-6409 4 250 to lSOO Xl'IO. IOS S0?0•14S 
Dumfries""" 6lO'I .cNCture uader a dwnbc:rcd cairn. eo! BC 
Gallowooy 
(Nithidak) 

Clrdiq MJO NM .. 74 Couod ~t lll.. Ow<oal rrom _ .. ,..of <>rty shell o--1 CU-1'196 )9'10 10 )710 S060a Xl S060•Xl - 25.6 
Bay, Obaa. 2935 1992 middc:.A ilt tluurc iD di!r t.:e. col BC 

I "'VU and 
Bate 

8cft La...,._ NN 66193'19$ A,_ Hu.el cbu<ool (Ample4) rr...lll< "1'1""' Cl=<ool o.A-89'13 39'10 10 3710 XlSh4S SQS5%'l - 27.4 
l'a1hood 2000b.l25 fill (17W1)of a small pi• ..,......._an eo! BC 
l(j.,... AOC .,._ ...s r_.. ot akiocd --S<cnj of HU :ZSS517 Whinle~r lll.. B ll('b cte. chartoal rrom House 1 phase l . CtwrooJ CAR-253 399010 )fiX) X~Xld5 X~Xld5 
~r. 1986 "J'bis cble: is etthtt anom.aloas or ~u col BC 
Shcdond dwcoal much oldtt INn lbe tootut in 
lti...U wht(b i1 was (ound. 

-~ Wardend 1<0 751928 Ruucii -Whi~ Hv..el. wiUow, and oak ch:ar(oal ftom CtwrooJ GU-2958 3960"' )710 X~Xl•Xl X~Xl•Xl - 16.0 
otDum. 199> Hmalu of pot.l ~nu U. •ltu. a-.aJ 8 C 
Bancho<y, 
Aberdeensh.iu 
(Ki.ne:&rdlne 
and O..side) 

--
Glcnbllriek NR SI8798 Mercer 1974 Charcoal from a croug.h. O>atCOt.l CX-2564 4500 •• 3000 Xl<SsliS S04S.300 
Wnterhole-, cal BC 
Jurt, At&YII 
aod BLMe 

Rotten Bottom., "" 146 144 Shcridaol996 Yew wood from a Ions bow found in a Wood O•A-3540 4040to3640 5040• 100 5040• 100 -23.6 
Dumfries and .... bOg. col BC 
Galk>w•y 
(Mnand>le 
ond & kdolc) 

H..,.. Farm, NN 8Xl5493 Caner2001. Oak c:harccM1 trom samp)c 073 from mid-- O>atCOOI O>A-9816 39'10 10 3660 Xl3S.70 Xl3h70 - 25.6 
Cudc 116 ~·n sandy sih 466 i.ft me bate and roond col BC __ ,..... 

the cqes or • pie 239. possibly (« a pose. 
ond IGovo<s of an arc: of post•pits pos.sibl)' pan of a 

carcWar timber s&ruc:tW'e 

Cordin& Mill NM 8474 Coonoct nol. Shell rrom upper .. ,.. or corly shell Shell Cll-2899 39'10103660 S440•Xl Xl3S.6S .56 
Bayi. Oblln. 29)5 1992 midrdeo ialis.tu:rt: ia ditr face. col BC 
AIJYII ond s ... 



Site and 
Coo•cil NCR Rtfcrtnce Dos<rlptlo<l - .. N066S8 Pmu<tfnoo The 35 ooter rings ola radiaJJy split oat 

81110*, Dun, 6053 1999 plank u~ eo build a .itNCiute in lhe phase 

"""" 3B-nd. - NS9$1798 Mac:Kle 197lo Sbdl I_, a sbdlmlcldc:n. See olso 

~- OU.I88S (4820•90 BP) and OU 1881 
(SI10 a60 BP). 

Balbricfio. N0733 !m F.t.~,...utha'A Oolc from the- .... -cl ol• 
A- .w-1993: timl>a hall. S.. olso cthet oat-OU· 
(Ki- Rahlc>a 1982 1036-1038 ond OU-182S-1832 ...,P•s 
"""Doesiclc) r- Sl60•100104740: J3S BP &ad 

- from pain.llv.. and linm ...., .. 
from SOJO:t90 to 4745.%:160 BP. Oak 
.,... Is <980•28 BP: the prelamlmean 
is lh2c ror &fti" & ., wtlieb is 4910~40 BP. 
Tbe ( lltbntcd mcu ol lhe oat dates is 
bct._un 3900-3100 et1 BC lbe prcrctrcd 
mean or anin etc. is brt"Wem 37~3640 
eol BC. 

l'loMIOO. NF9?691 3 Somp«>o 1976: Beaker I le\'t"-l midden. S~ Sprius and 
H111rb., (BM VIII. 29) Anckrson 1993 ror rescrnuions about Lhe: 
West~ h.le~ accuracy or nu.ny GaK dates measured in 

the 1970und 80s. 

Bo;hcad, NJ3S9 S92 Bu~ 1934. Finely dividt!d oak ch~reo~l under sand 
Foc.habcrs, 49. 71 ti lling hollow M. one of l S hollows under 
Moray lhcca.lm. 

- -
Temple Wood. NR 826978 Sc04t l989 Oak charcoal (TW98) from Stone Hok. 
Kilm.artin, 8 Of lbe dismantled drcle (O lbe north or 
Argyll and main c1rele, O.Sm below surface~ may be 
B·ute ~artwood rrom a timber oftbe earlier 

timber eirde. 

Port Cbll'lo!te. NR 248 S76 llarrinston & Haulnut shells and dwtoa1 from 
l.tay. Ao'tyll PK-:rpoint occupation l&)'et (PC19M406). with 
md Bute 1980: animal bones and ftinls under chambered 

RCAHMS c:aim. S.. abo HAR·~ (4660•90 BP) 
198•.S0-2 ond HAR-3486 (4940~ 70 BP~ 'I'll=;. no 

sJcn•fi<:ul cbtfcrcnoe betv.uo the 3 cbtes. 

--
Upper LatV<. NR J\30 fJiit 2002, o.k doatt<>al f<om wnple 3046 (tom 
AJull ond 99SS 145 .,....,... oltll<losur'dcuBus. 
Bute 

C.llbrotod 
Mac~rial Code datt 

Chal<oaJ Ox.A~8n2 396010 3710 
cal BC 

Shell OU-1886 397010 3660 
cal BC 

a.......J CU-1828 39l0 oo 3700 
cal BC 

--
Boot, ani:rrual GaK-341 4900102600 

caiBC 

-
Charco.l SRR·685 42S0to 3SOO 

cni BC 

Charcoal GU· l296 4350 to l3SO 
l"tl UC 

Chmod HAR-3487 3980 10 3640 
haul nut 
shells and 

I cal BC 

eh.,..l 

-
Owooool AA-43017 396010 3690 

eoJBC 

l..aborototy 
Ago BP 

S03$a40 

S43S.60 

5030•60 

S030alSO 

---
3031•100 

-
SOlS.l90 

3020•90 
I 

3020•SS 

AdjUflod 
Date BP 

S03Sa40 

S000•10 

S000•60 

S030a430 

5030• 140 

SOlh l90 

S020s 90 

SOlO•SS 

~"C 

-:24.4 

-24.9 

-26.4 

-25 

-26.3 

-26.5 

"' Cl) 
() 

0 

=., 
5. 



Site and CAUbrattd Laboratory Adjusted 
Council NCR Reference Oes<rlpdon Material coo. date Age BP Dale BP auc 

BaJbridie, N0733959 FairweaiM,r & Oak from the destruction level of a timber Ch...-1 GU- 1038ii 4250 to 3SOO S020~90 5020~ 125 -26.5 
Abcrdtenshire Ralston 1993; hall. See also othtrosk dates GU-1036- c.aJBC 
( l(jBCafdine Ralston 1982 1038 and GU-1828-1832 ranging frorn 
and Dtesidc) S020:t:90 to 4740:!: 135 BP and dates 

frOm gnin, ft:u., md linen r3'nging from 
SOIO:t90 to 474S:t: 160 8P. See especially 
OU·I038i (5160:t:100 BP). Oak mean i.<~ 
4980:&:28 BP: lhe preferred D1Wl is that 
for grain etc •• which is 4910:!:40 BP. The 
calibrated mean of tbe oak dAtes is between 
3900-3700 caJ BC; the preferred mean of 
grain etc. i$ becween 3780-3640 ea1 BC. 

Balbridie N0733 959 Fairwealher & Oak from the de$truction ~~or a timber Chatroal GU-1831 425010 35()0 5015< 125 S01S:t: 12S -26A 
Aberde<:Mhire Ralston 1993; hall. See also Olher oak d.ates GU-1036- c:aiBC 
(Kinocardine Ra.Iston 1982 1038 andGU-1828-1832 ranging from 

""'o.e.ide) S020::t90 tO 474-0:t 135 BP and dates 
from grain, flax and linen ranging from 
S010:t:90 to4745:t:I60BP. Theoal: mean 
is 49SO::t28 8~ the prefem:d mean is 
lhat for grain ecc .• which is 4910:t:40 BP. 
'The caJibrated mean of the oak dates is 
between 3900-3700 cal BC: lhe preferred 
calibrated mean of grain etc. is betv.ottn 
3781)..3640 cal ec. 

Balbridic N0733 959 R~olston 1982: Crab apple from the: destruction levc I ol Chatr<d cnb OliA-1769 3970103640 5010±90 5010±90 
Aberdoenshire Fairweather &: a Umber hall. See also oak dates GU· apple c:aiOC 
(Kincudin Ralston 1993 IOJ.6-1038 andGU-1828-1832 ranging 
and Dccsidc) from S 160:!: 100 to 4740:t 13$ BP and 

dates from graiB, flax, ancllioen ranging 
frocn S010::t90 to 474S :t 160 BP. Oak 
mean is 4980:!:28 BP; lhe pre(errcd mean 
islh:u for grnin eu:., whteh i.s 4910::t40 BP. 
1be c.alibr:ucd mean of the oal:. dates 
is belween 3900-3700 eat BC: the 
preferred mean of grain etc. is becwcen 
3780-3640 eal BC. 

C.nidd. NX970821 Sbcridan 199S Charooal rrom .1 pit wilh carinaled bowls. Cbarte>tl 8eta·68480 3960103660 5010•70 5010±70 
Dumfriesshire. caJ BC 
Dumfries and 
Galloway 



Silt: and Callbrole<l Laboratory AciJusle<l 
Coundl NGR Rtft~nee Dtstription Malerial Cod• dale "~· 81' Dol< BP 6"C 

Jlom<Farm, NN3)05 Can« 2001, Ook chom>al from .wnpJe 047 m lhc: dorlt Owoo&l OxA-9&14 3950 co3700 50JO>o40 5010~40 -24.S 
Cauk 4935 126 ll')'·btowo Slftdy silt fill433 of a IJOSI• col BC 
Menzies, Path pipeOYCdain by silt (447) in pit 233. pan 
Uld KlM>OS of u ..c of post•piu poa.ibly para of a 

dn:u.lar timbc:t stnldWt 
·- - --

Cardi"' MID NMI474 
eoo-t ""'· 

SbcU lromloooub)'<"ofearlysbeR Sb<JJ GU-28911 396010 3660 5410d0 501lh70 .9S 
Bay I. Oil& 2935 1992 mictdcn ia l'ls:An in dilf face. col BC 
ArJYIIood 
o ... 

CWsbF..., NN63506S Ban:by 20il2. ... pccc of ..... ,_ (port ofSompie a...co.J M-49645 l9SOJO J660 5000.50 5000•50 - 26.7 
SUrtiea 1(9-50 16) r.-- lhc: posaop~pe of a ._siclcd c:oJBC 

_..._.., r...,., (CoNcx1 FJO) •ilh 

d&bc fills. -. - . 
s.-yr;.w. Nlf 6374~ Si~ Cbaocoallrom PillS (orig;nally<Cdod as Cbarc<>ol SRR-424 41.10 10 )350 5004•95 sooo~us -26.8 
Rai&mote. 1996,8'2-3; I'll 151) """' ,......, .. ol bone. S« also. c-al 6C 
Inverness. (S~B) for •imilao- pias. SRR-187 (4732>90 BP~ 
Uicf!l;~nd SRR-188 (4983:130BP). SRR421 
( l.wtl"fte$5) (5270•650 BP), SRR-426 (4890•60 on 

SRR-432 (4650~ 120 BP). Acconling 
10 Minl.wyoiWorb file INs was 304S•9S 
BP. 

- I- -- 1-
RasohQ;Ik, NM 8547 8on~ll l 999 Single hazelnuc iheU from lowerdcpo&ics Cbarred OxA-8440 39-iO IQ 3660 4995>45 499h4S -21.8 
Oban,Arayll 2U8 of a cave .. hazelnut shell cal BC 
and Uutc 

- - -· --
Pntks of NS 6038 9682 Elllo 1999 1'cn outer rincs of tn oak log. which may Wood OxA-8125 394010 3660 4!195>40 4!195>40 -25.5 
G,Wen, have fal~ nacuraUy. from peat underlying ctl DC 
Stirtina the pJatfonn. 

-
UlvaCt~. NM 431 384 Bonsall ~'al. Ch.arcoaJ from thl! lower infm or a pit Cbarc<>ol GU-2707 3950103650 4990• 60 4990•60 -25.4 
Araylland 1994 concajoing ch.arooal. chmt':d cereal grains. cai RC 
Bu~ and marine shells. 

1-
Biepr NTil30 39S Ward 1996, Haul charooal from • spread. d chan:nal Clw<oal ()U-4219 4())0 10 3500 4990•110 4990~ 1 10 -24.6 
Common loO() (103) ;nAau2....,ooobollowpiasand ca1 BC 
E.uo.Souoh eontainin, brJe quatKitic:s of hau:l k:emtls 
LaaartcJhi.re ond early N«>>;thlc pa<sbenls. """"""' ol 

~ mMerial with kemeb ioclala: 
... ...,. of food l'f"''$siaa. possibly 
~ -Mcb. tire.., cooling.. 



Site and Callbraltd Laboratory Adjusltd 
Coun<il NGR Rtrt.f't'.nce Da<riptiOtl Ma l trial Cnde date A~ BP Dale BP 6"C 

Soooeyfidd, NH 6874S6 s;._ Owooal from Pit 9 (ori&iJWiy coded as Cl>an:ooJ SRR· IU 41$010 ))50 4!m•l30 4!m•l80 
RJO- 1996.12-3: Pil I" witb ~with large stone ea! BC 
In-. (SC26068128) a;Lab • ·itb single cupawt. oa lowu side. 
HiaNOIId 
(1-) - -- -
Cardioa Mill NMI474 c-l<<tol. 01arooo1 r .... 1ow<r o.~oe shell middeo Owcool GU-2797 3Ml10:1650 4910•30 498CbSO - 25.8 
Bay, OI>on, 2933 1992 m fissure • cliff ficc. ea! BC 
AJJyUood 
a ... 

-
Raodooill<. NM 11$47 lloo<all1999 Uumct~~S ola bum~~~ dilld or jaYCDik from -........ o.A-1432 3940 10 :1650 4980• 30 498Ch50 -20.4 
Obon,AJJyll lSA upprr deposits of a C'itYe. ... BC 
and Bu~ 

u,.,..Lor&;.. NR 1330 Ellis 2002. Ool< dwcoal &om ~ 2(174 from Clwc<>ol M-4301~ 3Ml10:1650 497h 30 491S.30 - 24.1 
AJJyllond m~ 14$ poodlole of on<--..., c:al BC 
Bow 

B.albridie. N07339~ Ftlrwathc:r & Oak from the destnll:tiOn Jt\o-el of • C!w<oaJ OU-1130 393010 l640 4910%75 4970:t7S -2~.9 
Abel'dtt-:n5hirc lblseon 1993: timber hall. Soe also otbtr oak dates GU· ... BC 
(Kincardine Ralstonl982 10l6-1038aod GU-1128-1832 ""Jina 
.,.. De .. ide) from S020:t:90 to4740:t 135 BP and dates 

from ara.in. nu. and linen ranaina from 
SOIO:t90 to 4745:&: 160 BP. The oak mean 
is 4980:t28 BP: lhe pn::fc:rred mean is lhat 
for al'lin etc •• which is 49 10:&:40 BP. The 
c.aJibrated mean of the oak dates i.s between 
3900-3700 <>I 8C: 1he P«f•rrtd mean of 
a.rain etc.. i.s betwee-n 3780-l640 cal BC. 

Balbridie, NO 733 9~9 Falrwcalher & Oak from the deslnlclioo level of a limber Clwcoal OU-1832 3940103640 4970•60 4970%60 -~.! 
Abefdoenshlre Jblston 1993; hall. Sec also other oak daccs OU-1036- <I IDC 
(Kincardine Rtllton 1982 1031 ond GU-1828-1832 nnging r .... 
ood Deeaidt) S020~90 eo 4740~ 13$ BP and dates 

from &rain.. nu. and llnen ranging from 
SOI 0~90 to474S~ I60 BP.lbeoak mean 
U 4980t:28 BP; lbc pe(errtd meM~ is lhat 
for pin etc., which is 4910~40 BP. 'Tht 
cahbrated mean ol lbe oak dales is beh .. un 
3900-3700 ... BC: dot poclemd ...... o( 
pn de. is bdwcm 3~3640 ea] BC. 

-Islay, NR 341628 M<Oillqll Atckr. bud. and oak charcoal from Pit Cllatooal GU·I"2 3940ool640 4965t60 496S:t60 -21A 
Afsytta.d ·- F).. • UMit pit wilb poc:..,.. lnel. e:ariaaud .... c 
a ... bowls.. CUI by pouible fmcc: lioes. wbM::h 

.. 'Ut le lll:lm cattier ..... Pit F4 ciMc:d by 
GU-19~1 (4880~60 BP). 



Sit~ and Cillbratrd Laboratory Acljusl<d 
Council NGR Rd'ert:ncr Description MatedaJ Code datt Age BP Dale BP 6''C 

Fon!housc N066S860S Proudfooc Large (I'Uigmcnl$ tiom llA oak limber uKd 0....0.1 OxA--8Z24 3910103650 496S:t:40 496S:t40 -26.4 
Barrow, Dun, 1999 to build a suucrun: in the phase 38 mound. caiUC 
Angus 

1\:allocb of ND 067618 Sharp!« 1936 Animal bone on the floor of the chambered Bone, animal OU-1332 3990 to3S20 4965~60 496S:t fiO -20.4 
As«rt B. Iomb. ea! BC 
Highland 
(Caithness) 

Tulloch Wood, NJ 089560 Caner 1993. OlU003.1 frOm t buried A horiton of soil Cbllt~X»I GU·3083 396010 3030 4960~110 4960%80 -2$.9 
Fom:s. Moray 218-9 under Bank 2. caJ BC 

8rowns~k NT076S 4280 Wonl2001, Sing,lc piece bf hazel ctw<:o.\1 from Trench Cluorroal AA-42172 3940to31M 4960%45 4960:t45 -2$.9 
Farm, Biggar. 126 No. I rrom a pit (Fenture I.) ContaininJ ea! BC 
South carinated pouery and pilchSIOne. 
Lao:uk$hire 

Bogheod. NJ 359 592 Bwl 1984·, 40, Chat'Ct»l rmm blad: lll)'t:t beneath~ Clwtrool SRR-689 4250 to 3350 4959± 110 4960± ISS -28.5 
Foobabefs. ss. 71 mound with pottery. See ~tl$0 SRR-686 <111 BC 
MI>Qy (4900±60 BP). 

Balfarx Rkling N0285031 Barday& Oak chllltO;tl from Contut 80198 ofPil Charcn.<~l GU-2605 3960103530 4950.:t90 4950±90 -2$.2 
School. Fir~ R\I:S.SCli·Whitc 3016 wilh plain poztery bowls. See alro cat QC 

1993. 160-1 GU-1903 (4765%55 BP)ondOU-2604 
(5 170t90 BP) from ttu:t.:une pi1. and 
OU-2030 (4720% 70 BP) and UIC-1302 
(4830s•IO BP). 

Ca:rusLer, ND260443 Mas~en 1980; Om.rco~l Ooc.ks rrom the S boriton under Ch:artoal GU-1707 396010 3030 4950±110 4950•80 -26.0 
Highlllfld M!UICfS 1997. the 1ail of the ch:tmbered Iona caim. Sec cal BC 
(Caithness) 133.157 also OU-1708 (491S±60 BP) and OU-

1709 (4920± 125 BP).,., old ground 
$11tfBCe: contained potreey, iDCI. carinai.Cd 
bowls in G.rimston .style. ftaJct'd stooc.s. 
posthol<>. ond Slal<eholes. 

Upper Largie. NR 83309955 eu;. 2002. 00 eh:trco;ll fR)m sample 3131. Cborroal AA-43023 3940103040 4950:!:55 4950z55 -26.2 
Argyll • ., 145 cal BC 
Bnlt 

a~bh r ... rm. NN635065 IIM:Iay 2002. A chil.m:d hatc.lnut .slxll (paJ1 ol Samp~ Cb•n<d AA-49643 3940to3640 4950:!:.50 4950±50 -24.9 
Srirling 149- 50 107) from a ph (Contex• Fl9) wilh I) htllell'll,ll shell ea! BC 

fiUs. The pit is striking for lbc substantial 
quanlilics nr pcM1ery used. 3ppul:ntly 
dc::liba'atdy, to li.nc it.s sides. The sunplc 
came froLn a tte:.vlly bun11 layer. prtlbilblc: 
represen1ing in siru burning. See also AA· 
49642 (4345:~;;40) rrom lM: ~me C:OnttJit, 



SUe and Calibn~ted Laborotory Adjusled 
Council NGR Rereren« Description M.attrial Code date Age BP Dale. BP auc 

BosJ>ead, NJ 359 592 Burl 1984, SO. Finely dividtd oak eh:u"COal in w td intill Ch:ucoal SRR-683 4400 tO 3000 4950±180 4950±2SO -26.0 
Focluobe ... ss. 71 or Pit I, in the old ground surface under the cal BC 
Motay Nonh C:lim. 

Deer's Den, NJ 784 160 Alexander Single baxelntll shell from one of a Cham:d OxA-8132 380010 3640 4945 :~:40 4945:!:40 -2S.2 
Kin tore: 1999 concentration of pits coruaining bumt bone·, haulnut shell c>IBC 
BypaS$. lithic utefact~. and pouery. 
Aberdeenshire 

Port Charlotte. NR 248 S16 Harrington & Huelnut shells 8lld charcoal from Cham:d HAR-3486 39S010 3630 4940±70 4940±70 - 26.4 
Islay, A'1J'II Pit:rpoi nt 1980: occupation layer (PC79M405). with animal hauJnut cat BC 
and Bute RCAHMS bone$ and ftints under chambered c.:aim , !bells and 

1984,50-2 See aiS<> HAR-2836 (4660±90 BP) and chan::ool 
HAR·34S7 (5020:~:90 BP). There is no 
significant di«erence between the 3 dates. 

Balbridie. N07339S9 Ralston 1982: Flax from destructkln level or. timber hall. Chil.tTed seed OxA-1768 3950to3630 4940±70 4940±70 
Abctd~hire FAirweather & See also oak dates OU-1036-1038 and cal BC 
(Kincardine Rals:ton 1993 GU·1828-1832 ransina from 5160±100 
and Dee.side) to 4740* 13S BP and date~ from grain, 

flax, and linen ranging from 5010±90 to 
474S:!: 160BP. Oak mean l$49802:28 BP: 
the prererred mean is lhat for grain etc., 
which is 4910 z 40 BP. The ~ibrated mean 
or the oak dates is between 3900-3700 
cal BC; the prt'Jem:d mean of grain ecc. is 
bel-n 3780-3640 c.oJBC. 

Deer's Den. Nl784 160 Alexander Single pi«:e of oak roundwood charcoal Charcoal OxA-813 1 3800 to 3640 4940±40 4940•40 -25.5 
Kin tore 1999 from ODC or a concentration of piu, <>I BC 
Bypa.ss. containing Hint.. pitchstone, and pottery. 
A- I 
Upper Largie, NR8330 Ellis 2002, Oak charcoal from sample 2073 from Charcoal AA-43014 391010 3630 4935±50 4935±50 -25.1 
A!iyll and 9955 145 posrhole or enelosure/cursus. ea! BC 
Bu1e 

Oaish Fann.. NN 635 065 Barc:lay 2002., A hazelnut shell (part of Sample 6) from Charred AA-49637 3790to3640 4935:!:40 4935:40 -23.2 
Stirling 149-50 an O\'ll re-cut postbole (ConteXt Pl3) 

related 10 slot F14 that ru.ns across theN 
batelnut shell cal BC 

half or the suucture. There were 12 till$. 

Midtown of NJ 686434 Shepherd Charred ma.terial fOrming a deposit on a ~ar«~al OU-2014 4000to 3500 4935 ±105 4935±105 -26.0 
Pita:lusie.. 1996,22 carinated bowl or eatl)' type in the. main pit cal BC 
Aberdee,nshire ln lt. ar-.~ wrrovncled by th• ring·tnO\Ind. 
(8Mffand 
Buchan) 



Slltud Calibrated Laboratory Adjoastod 
c-.cu NGR Rdcrnce D<s<rtpdon Mattrial Cod• da:k A;< BP O.ttBP l"C 

-· NM&S47 Bcns&ll 1999 r'Ul"'U r o( • humu C'hild from upper -........ OAA-3431 3910103630 4930:t.SO 4930•30 -20.6 
Obu.A.Jull 2S88 ~tJolacavc.. est BC 
end lkloe 

Cl&ish !'ann, NN63506S Barda)' 2002. Birch -(porto(Sampk 19)froma Clw<oaJ M-49640 3790103640 4930±40 4930•40 -26 
Sdrtin& 149-.50 - ·rich dat1< btown-bbek sandy loon caJ BC 

and onn&e ted SUI SIAd (Cocue:u fiSc). 
reprc~tnlin& bumina In Jltu, in a n:'ular 
flvc4 1ded pit with seven fills. The pil was 
OJJO U.Kd for lhe lnstniOQ Of deposiu: lh3t 

conlA.Ined anefactual remains. 5« also 
M-49639 (4895.40 BP) end AA-49641 
(483S ~~BP) from the same c:onleln. 

Btlbridle. N07339:19 RaiSIOft 1982; Oak charooll from lks:U\X'Uon level o( a Clw<oaJ 00· 1037 4000 •• 33.50 4930:!:80 4930•110 -25.7 
Abttdttnshire Fairweatbet &: d-. hall. See oloo ochcr nak elateS GU. col BC 
(Kl!KWinc: Ral~on 1993 IOlC>-IOJiand GIJ.IIll-1132 mt~U.J 
end Oocslde) f,...l020•90to4740•13S BP and elateS 

f'I'OCI't .,.; .. nu. aDd lioeo raq.i,., from 
5010a90 co474.S:t 160 BP. The oU: mcaa 
u: 4910.-.28 BP: !be ptdmal mean is tlw. 
f« P• C'C... wt'lic:h i:s 4910-..40 BP. n.: 
cslibroled ..... o( lbc nak cbtts is bet-. 
3901)..3700 col BC: lbc ,..rcn..s ....., or 
&n~in CCC. IJ bc:twun l7~3640cal BC. 

R~>Cbolllc. NM854 7 u... .. ll1999 Humc:NS olan ldulc human frOm upper Booe. human 0.A·I433 380010 3630 49"1D:t50 4920•.50 - 20.2 
Obon.AfJyll 2888 dtposl111 ot 1 nve. col BC 
~tOO Out.e 

t-
Fordhoo"' NO 66S86053 Proud root n.e o.-uer rlnas or a ntdially split oalc pl:mk Chattoal 0•1\·8223 379010 3640 4920:t4S 4920•45 -24.9 
Barrow. Dun. 1999 used to build a Jtruelure in lhe phase: 38 caiBC 
AI'I&US moul>d. 

Camlk'r, ND260443 Mastm 1980: Chart'!OII ftec:ks rrom lht B horiton under Clw<oaJ 00·1709 400010 33.50 4920•125 4920•125 -25.9 
HIJhllnd Mastm 1997. lhe lall or lhe chambc:red lonJ eaim. col BC 
(C..Ihncss) 133. 157 See abo 00·1708 (4915~60 81') and 

00·1'70'1 (49:10 .. 0 BP). The old 
JrOUnodiW'f.:c C.'OIIUined polk't)'. 
ifttludint eariftMed bowls in GrirDSIOft 
Style, ftattd- pc>5lllotc.. and -

Canield, NX 970821 Sbericlan 1995 Chan:c»J rrom a pil with C#inatcd bowls. Otan:ool Bcu-61481 40001033.50 49202:110 4920~ 110 
DumfricsoiUrc:. cai8C 
Dumrries and 
Galloway 



Sit• and Collbnllrd Labol'lltory Adju.drd 
Council NCR Rtftrmce Description Material Cod• dale A&OBP Date BP 6" C 

Camsl<t, ND260"3 Mucen 1980: au.-1 ftec:ks fnMnlhe B horizon .- Clw-coal GU-1701 3940to3Sl0 491S.60 491S.60 -26.0 
H;Jidond Mucc:rs 1997. die Wl or lhc: chambem:IJoas cairn. Sec c:aJBC 
(Ca;lllness) 1)). 157 olaoGU-1107 (49S0d0 BP) ond GIJ. 

1109(492th 12S BP~ Th< old""""" 
---ponery. iDcloodias c:orinol<d bowls "' GrimSIOo "YYe. ll&1ced 
tcoaes. poWdes_ aadltll t • I 

Claishfomo, I'IN 63.1 065 Bol<loy2002. A haz<loUI II><D (pin ol S>mpk 2A) fnlm a.....s AA-49635 371 ~ 10 364.1 491S.40 491~•40 -28.3 -... 14~ •-pooc~~c~e cc-.• F9J ... bu<-shdl ea! BC 
&he: E wall of the Slr'OCI1I1'e. No~ 
ol rccut. I while qNrU pebble$ at bouom. 
1be dwcoal is proMbly remains ol 
swfatt martrial &lien inco post•pipe 
durinc rottinJ,. 

CbishFarm. NN 63.1065 Ban:lay 2002. A chatrM hazelnut skJI (part or Sampk CbarTed AA-49644 380010»40 4910.a:SO 4910•S0 -2S 
Stitli"J 14~ 83) from • wb<il<vlu W&e poo.- 1\uc:lnul shtll ea! BC 

(ConleAt Pll) with ten 6Us fanning pm of 
l.he curvin& NE wall of Lhe building.. The 
nuuhell came from a he:avily c:h2te0tl· 
ncckc:d layer about half way down the tiU 
which probalbl)' rtprescnu mllerial from 
turtace bwnin.a that bas ranen into the 
posthole. The feature rru~y well have been 
re·c~on and there it evldenc:t (Ot burning: 
or at least one polt ir~ situ and perhaps lhe 
dc:pothion ofbumt material and broken 
pottery. 

Claish FDJm, NN 63$065 Dare lay 2002. A h.tulnut shell (pon or Sample 39) from Charred AA-49636 3790 10 3630 4910•4$ 4910.a:4S -22.5 
Stirllna 149-SO a s.uiH:ircular probable posd!ole (Context haulrwt she.ll ni BC 

F8), whh ten RUs with c:leartvidenc:e for 
rt:plaoemcnt. on theE wall of lhe structure. 

Ra.schoille, NMI$47 Bonsall 1999 Humerus o( an .OU.h humao from uppc:c Bone, human OxA·8441 3780 IO 3630 4900:t4.S 4900'=4-S -21.2 
Oban.AIJYII 2888 deposits of a c:rve. eal BC 
...sa ... 

Bop:od. NJ3~m Burl 1984. 40. CbarcoaJ from blad: layer u.ndcr the Clwooal SRR-&6 4000to3JSO 489&.60 4900•110 -2S.9 -· $$.71 mound ..;111 potl<t)'. See olao SRR-<>89 c:al BC 
Motl!y (4960•110 BP). 

Dou&lumoir. N0617481 Kenclrlclt 00 oban:ool r,... poothole (DMIO BA V) Clw-coal GU-1470 4000tol3SO 4900t6$ '900•110 -2S.2 --... 1995, JJ o( an enclolote. from a depth of0.7Sm in aiBC ...., .. a poo<-9ipc. See olaoGU-1210 <~•~ 
BP) IIDd GU-1469 (4895• 70 B~ 



Site and Calibrated Laboratory Adju.\ted 
Council NGR Reference Deo<ription Material Code dale Age BP Oale SP 6''C 

EUean NB 747 753 Amtit 2000. A single piece of heather (EO 1003-2) Heath<r OxA-9085 37901o3S30 489S:t:50 4895%50 
Domhnuill. 127 from underwater deposits representing the <a! BC 
N Uist, eulicst settlement rraccs kK:ated. O:xa~~ 
Western Ides (4735%45 BP). OxA-9086 (4775%50 BP), 

and OxA-9160(4690%65 BP) from the 
same deposit. 

Deer's Den. Nl784 160 Alexander Single h.u.elnu« shell from one or a Charred OxA-8133 3770 to363Q 4895%•40 4895%40 -24.7 
Kintore Bypass. 1999 concenlnltion of pits, containing burnt hazelnut shc:ll cai BC 
A berdecnshirt bone, lilhic artefacts. and pottery. 

CI:Usb Farm. NN635065 Barclay 2002. A chsrred hazelnut shell (pan of Sample Charred AA-49639 3770 to 3630 4895:t 40 4895%40 -24 
Stirting 149-50 19) from a charroal-ri<:h dark brown- h.au:lnu« shell <>I BC 

b1aek $Mdy loam and orange rod $ill sand 
(Context fiSc), representing burning in 
situ, in a regular fh-e sided pit with SC:\'en 

fills. The pit was also used for the insertion 
or deposits thac contained artefaccual 
remain8. See :llsoAA-49640 (4930:t40 
BP) ondAA-49641 (4885>50 BP)from 
lhc: same context. 

Douglasmuir. N0617481 Kendrick Oak <ha_ I from poolhole (OMSO BOO) (b:u'coal GU-1469 4000103350 489S:t 70 489S:t 110 -24.6 
Frioc-.khei m. 1995.33 of an endosu.re. Depth of postbofe c.O.s-o. eaiOC 
Angus 7m. ~ al$00lJ.. J470(4900:t6S BP) and 

GU-1210(4855>55 BP). 

Ras<boill<. NM8547 Bonsall l999 Humerus of an adult human from upper Bone. human OxA-3442 3780to 3540 4890•45 4890%45 -21.0 
Ob:m, Argyll 2888 depo&.its of a ca'-e. cai BC 
and Bute 

StollCyfiekS, NH 687456 Simpson Charcoal from Pil 4J (originaJJy coded as ClwcoaJ SRR-426 3950to 3350 4888%60 4890:t 110 -26.1 
R:ligmore, 1996.82-3: Pit 174) wi1h GrOO\'ed Ware sberds.lilhic ealBC 
(nvemes$, (SC26C6812B) debitage, fragmtni.S of calcined bone and 
Highland a carbonized hazelnut W ll. Sec similar 
(l""'mess) pits SRR-187 (4732,o90 BP), SRR-188 

(4983> 130 BP), SRR-421 (5270•650 
BP), SRR-424 (5000•100 BP), SRR-432 
(46SO:t 120 BP). This date is curiously 
early~ J.fiOCber sec of similar pies has dates 
well after 3000caJ BC. N.b. the Ministry 
of WOrks fi le gi'o'U this as 4S88:t60 BP Or 
C'.3600-3050 caJ BC. 



Silt and Callbroltd Laborttory Adj .. ltd 
CounC'il NCR ltd'trm« o-riplion Matt:rial Code dltt A.c< BP Dale BP ~"C 

Oai>h Fonn. NN63506S Bwclay 2002. A dwr<d •1>eol IJlll• (pan or Sample Olamdpift AA-49641 3'190 10JSJO 4MS.SO <1885•SO -2$ 
Stirliq 149-50 19) from. durooal-dcb dart.lxooon- col BC 

block wody loom and .,.....m ... und 
(c-..1 OS<).~ bumiDg io 
M. an a ttplar live-sided pit witb stW!l 

60.. The p;. was-- I« 1he Uuatioa 
of cl<poliu lhol.......u..<~ 0r1tloaual 
.........._ Sce-AA-49640(4930±.0) 
...s AA-49639 (ol&9h.Ol r ..... m. ...,. 
_, .... 

--Woy, NR3"1623 M<C• ...... Olk ehan:oal from coc~at 4 ita Pit F4. a Cbam>ol OU· I9SI 3100 10 JS2() ol&l!OsfiO ol&ll0•60 -26.3 
AtJYll and 1989 !of&< pit. .,....wly obc -td I« a single caJBC 
a ... massive poll. cunif~J possible ftnee ti.n.es. 

wbkh were io Uti lucc dlan pit F3 d.Med 
l>yOU-19S2 (4965±6081'). 

R..cbolllo. NM""7 ll<>ru&ll1999 A ctaarrW rwia of hazel or similar $pOcles Clw«>oo 0.\A·I$36 310010 3520 4UO:t60 4811>!:60 -27.2 
OboA. AtJYll :1888 from lower deposils in a cave. c-ol BC 
and Bute 

t -- f------
BiQU NT000390 W1rd 1996. Cnb->pple -1 from a dw<oal Clw«>oo OU-4276 3780oo JSJO 4880•30 4880:tSO -26.2 
Common 1.0 a:ptud ( 10-') in an isotaled spot with <1 caiBC 
Wcs1,South con«ntntion of ea.tl)' NeoJithie potSherds 
L.anftlbhlre mixed with tba.rc:o:tl: pOS.Sible food 

prepan.tion area. 

Cleigh. Algyll NM 878 2$7 Ollmour & Haul charcoal fraa,ment (fror:n Soil Cbao=l Beti\·10767S 3760 oo3S30 4870:&40 4870•40 -27.8 
and Bute Hendcrson Sample 26) recovered frOm a eompac:1 Clli8C 

2002. 144: silt deposit wil.h ch:veoal inclusions 
NM82NB21 (Contextll). Abulled stonework (arming a 

possible caim on cop of oris.inal foundation 
m.&crial. -- i- -

Brownsbank NT076S4280 Word 2001b, Sin&lc ptoce of tw.cl charcoal from Trench Cb""""'l AA-42173 3nOoo 3$20 486S.4S 486Ss4S -26.2 
Farm, 126 No. I frOm a pit (Fwure 2) c:onWnin& ea! BC 
Biwr.Soum carinatocl pottery and pitchstone. 
l.anarbhire 

Oarvakt Bum. m" 101Soi&6S B0110W1NA A pi<ce ol cbamd IM:h (sample CS4) Cbam>ol O<A-10449 3760 ooJSJO 486$~40 ol&fih.O -24.4 
Scoaish 2001, 126 rrom CORWl:140l a $.Uid layer, lhe eharc:o&J ea! BC - almosl certainty comes from a hcanh c. I m ........... 
01a1 alii NR997705 ManJWIIt Clw«>oouod<o..,.....,- or m. m.sio Clwoool 1-S974 .OSOoo 3100 4160& liS ol&fiO& 160 
s .... AtJYll 1)ylor lm. -- <aiBC 
adBu~r- 14 



Site m d C.llbrl ltd Labonlory MJ""ed 
Council NCR Rrrcrtnee DeKripUon Mattrial coo. dllt A•• BP Date BP 6"C 

Cbopcllleld. NS 1363 8957 AtbMOn 1991 Haul ehueoal from lk fi.rW tiU (350) C1w<ool GU-7203 )9j0~ ))jO 4860*100 4860* 100 -25.9 

Cowit., Stitli"l of Pie 7 (441) coocaioin& up eo fi,<e early col BC 
ponery w.ssets Ufld.isturbtd. in the pniod 
alkr dc:p»kion; no evideac:e 10 suggest 
burci• u. $in.. Sec GU.7208 from me 
cwmyU,cbyu. 

CloiJbl'>rm. NN6l506S .,.,., .. y 2002. A durml baulnut shdl (port olSample a..md AA_._ )19010 ))80 45$>70 4MS:t:70 -21.1 
Slirfinl 149-.SO lOA) ,_ die poll-pipe o{ •lilbl- baoelnu1sbdl eo! BC 

cimWt poslhol< (C<lfti<XI F31). wilh rwo 
611<. ia doe N wall The sa.-.ple probably ..-...... - ... d>e-
~ demolitioc or ronii!IJ of the posL -o.u, ........ 110617481 Kcodridt Oak-,...,. posl·pipe (1)M19f a...-1 GU·I210 J9l010))j0 <ISSS.SS 485S.IIO -24.8 

ffioctbnm. 199$.)) Tl 1/ F$14/LOI) ia a""""'"" poslhol< col BC 
"'>>US fonniq put or mo~ See also 

GU· I470 (4900s6l8P)aoc!GU·I4M 
(489S. 70 BP). 

IW<hoille, NM8547 Don~ll 1 999 HumeNJ of an adutr human from upper Bone. human OAA-8404 )190 10 ).180 48j0•70 48SO:t:70 -21.6 
Oban. Argyll 280 depos:its of a cave. caiOC 
and Bu1e 

Clai.sb Farm. N N6l5065 Bmlay 2002. A charred ha1.elnut shell (pan of Sample Ch:med AA .. %42 )7 1010)520 484S.40 4845>40 -25.2 
Slirtina 149 jO 100) from 1 pit (Context F19) wilh 13 hazc:lnul shcJJ cal ne 

fills. The pit is suiting for the: sub5.wltial 
quo.nti tics of pottery used. apparent.ly 
deliberately. to line its sides. The wnp)e 
came from • heavily burnt l.ayer, probable 
rtprcsenling in 1itu burning.. See also 
AA...C964) (49SO:t50 BP) from lbe same 
oon1ex1. 

Upper l.a1Ji<. NR 83.10 99SS Ellls 2002. Oat chattoal from sample 304S from Charcoal M-4.1016 372010 JS IO 4&40~SO 4840•SO -26.) 

Al;yll and 145 pcllUhole of endosnre/c::ur.w:s. ea! BC 
Bult 



Site and CaJjbrated Laboratory Adj usttd 
Council NGR Reference Destriptlon Material Code date AgtBP Oatt BP 6"C 

Balbridie. N0 733959 Fairweathe:r &. Oak chan:oal from desU'Uclion le\-et of a Cha«oal GU-1035 4300 to 2900 4341l%16S 4341l%230 -25.6 
Aberdeenshire Ralston t99l; timber hall. See also Other oak dateS GU~ caJ BC 
(Kincardine Ra.lston 1982: 1036-1038 and GU-1828-1832 ""Pn8 
and Dteside) Ra.IS1on & from5020:t:90 to4740:t: 135 BP and d:ares 

Reynokls 198 1 from grain. fta.x.. and li.neo r;u~ging rrom 
5010:t:90 to4745:t: 160 BP. The oak mean 
is 4SISO:t28 BP: the pr-derrcd mean is 
that for grain etc., which is 4910:40 BP. 
The calibrated mean or the oak dales is 
between 3~3700cal BC: theprc!cmxl 
calibrated mean or gr.Un ece. ls beiween 
3780-3640 caJ BC. 

1\llloch or N0067 618 Sbatpl<s 1986 Cllarcoal from the pre-caim surface Charcoal GU-1339 395010 3350 4840:t:6S 4840:t I LO - 24.7 
ASSC<)' B. benealh lhe dwnbe:red tomb. cai SC 
Hi.chtand 
(Cailhnoss) 

CowieRoM. NS816901 Rideout 1997, Huel charcoal from phase 2 flU of Pit P2.S Chan:oal AA-2()412 3760to 3380 4830:!:60 48:30:60 
Bllloockbum. 37.52-3 of an enclosure. 33-36m across, with a cat BC 
Scirting rounded end. 

Carding M iU NM 848290 Sonsall md Human bone from lower layer or Che Bone, human OxA·7664 371010 3520 4830: 45 4830:45 -20.9 
Bay I, Oban, Smith 1992: earlier shell middtn deposit (Cocucxts XV cat BC 
A'i)'llo.nd Connoek and XIV). which yielded all the: previous 
Bute ~to/. 1992; 1'C dates on ctwcoal. shell, and artefacts; 

Schuhing the new datt: fits in well with this croup. 
2000.. 122 and suggest.s lhac the whole midden 

deposit can be viewed within a 'Ncolithic' 
contexc - one t!w included buri.al a.s v .. ·e.II 
as other aceivilies. 

Eilean NB 747 753 Armit2000, A single grain of barley (EO 681-2) from a Charred scc:d OxA-9079 371010 3520 4830%45 4830%4S -23.6 
Dombnui.U, 127 phase 9 hwth deposit. 5« also OxA~91 S7 uiBC 
N Uist, (4675: 60 BP) from the same depos.it 
Western Isles 

Balf&rJ Ridin& N0285031 Barclay & Carbonized barley from a shetd (in Pi1 Charred gnJn UIC-1302 370010 3S20 4830%40 4&30:40 -24.2 
School, Fife RtlSSCII· White 2212) or globular pottery. See also CU- caiBC 

1993. 16()-1 2030(4720:t70BP)from a ph with 
similar pottery. and GU·J903 (4765:55 
BP). GU-2604 (5170%90 BP) md GU· 
2605 (4950:t70 BP), all from a pit with 
plain pottery. 



Slltand Calibrated Laboratory Adjusted 
Council NGR Reference Descr!pllon Material Code date Age BP Date BP 6"C 

Crarae, Argyll NR 986973 Scoct 1961~ Cockleshell from sample NN 1161 which Shetl OxA-78$() 4230 to 3950 5230:tSS 48'2.5%:55 
and 811tc: Sehuldng: may refer 10 the conslructionlinitial use ca18C 

1000b. 122 phase of the monu.ment. Oxa-7880 part of a 
large g.roop or shells in the buri.a.l chamber, 
interpreted by the exca\'ator as probably a 
foundation deposit 

Raschoille. NM 8547 Bon .. ll l999 Humerus of an adult human from upper Bone, human OxA-8443 3710 10 3380 482S.SS 482.S±SS -20.4 
Oban.A<gytl 2888 deposits of a ca\'e. <>I BC 
and Bute 

Balbridie. N0733 9S9 Fairwtalber & Oat grain from destnlelion le\'el of a timber Cham:do:u OxA-1767 377010 3370 4820±80 4820•80 
Aberdeenshire Ral.ston 1993: hall. See also oak datC$ OU-10.36-1038 c.IBC 
(Kincardine Ralston 198'2 and GU-18'28-1832 ranging from 
and Oeeside) 5160:t: 100 to 4740:t 135 BP and daLes 

from a:rain. Rax, and linen ranging from 
SOIO:t 90 to 4745± 160 BP. Oak mean is 
4980:t28 SP; the: preferred ~an i!> thnl tor 
grain etc .. which is 4910:40 BP and the 
ealibr"ated mean of the oak dat.es is between 
3900-3700 cal BC; the preferred mean of -~ g.rain etc. is between 378~3640cal BC. 

1-
A1ca.ry..1. Nl..642 977 Branigan & Birch ch.arc~ in a la)·er below a poutty Olarcoal GU-3922 3710 eo 3370 4820:&:60 4820•60 -2S.8 
Bama. W~cm F~er 1995 clamp and abo\'e a circuhu/apsidal timber caJ BC 
Isles building at lhe btie of the sequence. See 

also GU-392:3 (4470:!:60 BP) for the top of 
the sequence. 

Machrie Moor, NR 912 324 l-laggarty 1991 Mixed charcotl from pits wh.b bits of sb: Chareoa1 GU-2321 371010 3380 4820• 50 4820•50 -2SS 
Amn .. North plain pots incl. carinated bowls. See also cal BC 
Ay!lhire GU-2320 (5500:!: 70 BP). with \'ery similar 

pocshctds. 

llogl>ead. NJ 359 S92 8•" 1984. 43. l..:u'&e fragmenu; of oak from layer Xlll. Charco:ll SRR-684 395010 3350 4823>60 4820• 11 0 -24.7 
f«habe ... so. ss. 71 debris on the old ground surface under eaiBC 
Moray NocthCaim. 

Duntreath, NS 5328 8072 MadGe Chan:o.l from the cop of Layer 3. in one ChareoaJ GX-2781 4SOO to2SOO 4810±270 4810•380 
St.irling 1972b. 38-9: of 5e\'Crtl while ashy sp~3ds containing caiBC 

RCAHMS flecks of charcoaL The sooke1 (or the one 
1979. 16 remaining upright stone was cut throug.h 

Uyer 3. but L:ayer 2 appeared to have 
accumulated against iL 



Slteand Callbnltd lAboratory Adjusltd 
Council NGR Rtrt reoce O..Criptloo Malerial Code dltt Agr BP OtJtBP 6"C 

Pitnac:ru,. NN 928S)) Cob.t <lwcoal. lboupc by the exeavaiOtS eo a..- GaX~I 4300102800 481 0•90 .SIOsl'lO 
Sonclluy. Penll S"-196S represcot bumina ol • cg~t.UOO before eo! BC 
and )(jnt'QU 40 c:onstNetioo of a CDOm.JatY eoebure. 

UDder &be 10il11o"Cf'C. two massive .-.1.. 

~remains~ all bdow • __ ..., 1011-uoder 

or formiac pan ol tble CODSD oc:tioo of a 
......,_ s..spo~usa-
1993 f« ~ .. cbc: aa:ctiCJ' 

o(-Gal(--.. !he 19l'Oo 
aod so.. 

-·· NYJOJ56H' 8Mb Oal:.alcb.bazd.UidoWdeoci6od Clur<o&l ou.:lj()9 )720103310 4800•80 .aoo.so -2S.9 
Dyt<o, ,....._.... 

- from. pn>l>objy btct posthole caiBC 
Dumfries and lolhe-abo- by GIJ.3S08 
Oolloony (4610s60 BP). 
(..........,. 

aodEI-) 

Cllapdfic:ld, NS 83638<JS7 Alk.lmon 1997 Haul dwcoal from ch:\tcoal-ric:h b3sa1 fi[ Chat<OOI GU-7208 3720103310 48002:10 48002:80 -26.0 
Cowic. ( 440) o( 1'11 7 ( 441 ), under a <'eCiepc)oilod cal BC 
Stirtin1 flU conta.init'l& up eo five early vessels 

(See 0 U-'1203 ~ There ..., no mdcnce ol 
bumlna in situ. 

Card.ina Mlll NM848290 Connock Human pbiJanx from the upper layer Bone. human OxA·7663 370(ho 3380 4SOOsSO 480(bS() -21.5 
Say IOban, «to/. 1992: C XIV; I of the evil« sheiJ midden Clll DC 
"'SYII and Sc:huhina deposit. ovetlyi~a c xv. The datt i.s 
Bu1c 2000•. 122 indlslinaui1hablc from OxA· 7664 (and 

could conceivably belons 10 Lbe same 
individual). 

Knapof HY 4SJO Rli<hle 2000. A sheep foe1ua metatarsal rrorn Treoeh m . Bone. aninuJ OxA·97S9 3660 1o3380 4800:t4S 4SOO:t:4S -18.9 
How1r1. Papa 5 180 I:!A.5 la~r l. scoonduy midden c.20m south of c:aiOC 
Westtay. House l. 
Oltney Island 

1\diod>ol N0068618 $....,...1986 Diunialbled b~o~maa. bone On cbe SW .Booe. buman GU·ll38 39SOI03J00 4800d0 4800.t: 110 -20.7 
Aw.yA, b<oob o(lhe N dwnbero(lhedwnbcred cai OC 
lllel>land -(c.ilhneu) 



Site and Calibrated Laboralory Adjusled 
Council NGR Refel"tl\te l>t$erfptlon Material Code date Age BP OaleBP 6UC 

8albridie. N07339l9 Fairv.•uther & Oak from destruction IC\'CI or a dmber Cha.reo.al GU-1819 3950to3100 478S.ISO 4785~ 150 -25.2 
Abetdeenshi're Ralston 1993: hall. Sc:c also olher oak daces GU· caiBC 
(Kincardine Ralston 1982 1036-1038 and GU-1828-1832 ranging 

""' llee$;de) from S020:t:90 to4740z 13S BP and dattl 
from grain, ftax, and linen ranging from 
l010±90 to474l±160 BP. Theoal<mean 
is 4980~28 BP: !M preferred mean is lhlll 
(or grain etc .• which is 4910~408P. The 
calibrtued mean or !he oak dates is between 
3900-3700 cal BC: the preferred mean of 
grain ete. is between 3780-3640 eai8C. 

Camster. ND 260443 Masaers 1980: OWcoal from a bumt 3te3 in the SW Charooal GU-1706 4000 10 3050 4780~ 170 4780:t 170 -25.1 
Highland Masters 1997. fortCOtJrt or the chambered Iona cairn. cal8C 
(C.ilhncu) 133, IS7 The date is younger than. OOt statistically 

indisling,l iJ~hable from. ahree ocher d:ues 
from the old ground surface under lhe 
c>.im GU· I707 (49l0±80 BP). GU-1708 
(4915±60 BP), and GU-1709 (492(1± 125 
BP). 

laifl. Achany NC 580024 M<:Cull>gh Alder ctwc:oaJ distributed throughOOJt Cha«oal AA-17461 366010 3370 4775±60 471S:t60 -25.4 
Clcn. Achaidh 1996, a shallow. weU·slntifH:d At~dy loam calBC 
M6r. Highland M<:Cullagh& COI\taining a small A$SC!!mblage of potttf)'. 
(Sutherland) Tipping 1998. lnterpreced as an early sediment that 

95.156 accumulated prior to lhe first pbasr of a 
muldi>hasc cairn. See alsoAA·17460a:60 
BP. 

Eileu NB 747 753 Armic 2000. An unch:~md haul twig (EO I 008-2) Wood OJ<A-9086 3660to 3370 4175±50 4775±50 
Oomhnuill, 127 from underwater de~u representing caiBC 
N Uist. the earliest seukment traces located. See I 
Western ls&es also OxA-9084 (473h451lP) OxA-9085 

(4895±50 BP) and OxA-9160 (4690>65 
BP) rrom the same deposit 

Maehrie Moor. NR912 324 Hagg;u1y Oak charcoal in a pit cutting an early ditch Cha:~oal GU-231l 371010 3350 4n0• 90 4nOz90 -26.4 
Arran. North 1991.58 tenninal: another such pit c:ontained plain cal BC 
Ayrshire pottery. 

Knapor HY 483 578 Ritchie 1983 Animal bone from the primary ntiddc:.n of Bone, animal Binn-816 4300 to2800 4770:t 180 4170%250 - 19.4 
Howar. Pllpa Period I in Trench V. caiBC 
Westray. 
O<lmey Islands 



Site and Callbl'llled l.oborolol')' Adjwled 
Coundl NCR Reference Da<rlplloo Malerial Code dtlt Age BP Dale BP 6"C 

KoapofHowor. HY4&H7S RhdU.19tl Animal boDe from E'IIUl, sc:cot'lduy Bone., .animal SRR<W8 :W001o3100 476S.10 4710* 110 -21.9 
Papa-.y. middt11 of Period U iA 1'racll U outside S caJBC 
Orlcn<y 4luds .....lof-.e.S..aboMl/11 SRR-344 

(44.l0* 10 BP). 

Balr-a~u.t"'& N02U 031 Balday& ~.-. ..... -- ~ GU-1903 3700 to :1.160 476S~&S 416S:t85 -2A.8 
Sd>ool, Mte R-n.Wbuo c-... soJ9B or Pit ao16 wi<h plain caJ BC 

1993. 160-1 pottay bowls. See-GU.lti04 (SI10* 
90 BP) ond GU.~ (49.l0* 10 BP) l'rom 
lilt...,. p;. ood Gl).2030 (4720* 10 BP) 
and UIC-1302 (48311%40 BP). 

r-
Cardioa Moll NM8474 Boosall& 8ooe bo¥d<Ddodl0oll'romlho upper put Booe,ooimal OxA-3739 366010 3310 476$:1.6$ 476S*6S 
Bay I, a..., 29lS Smollll992 (XIV) of a WJI middeA. tal BC 
AIJyll and 
Bote 

Koapo{ IIY 4830 Rhcb~lOOO. A piJ humen~s disW fragment from Booe.uimal OxA-9760 36SOoo 3370 4750s50 4750s50 -20.1 
llowt< .... pe SilO 124-.l Trench tu, Layu 4, prinwy f'llidden somt- oai BC 
Weway. 20 m souUa or Hou$e 1. 
Orkney lslancb 

Cai~eal HR lS9 8?9 JMCSIM& Ch...:oal in midden. Soo also SRR-14S8b Clw<04I SRR· IoUBa 4300 101800 4730* 180 47.l0* 2SO - 26 
nanOiUc:an. JIU"<tinc 1983 (S890* 10 BP), caJOC 
Oroo.uy, AI&Yil 
and RlM.e -· (;; 

Balb<idit, N0733 9S9 l~rwcJttlc:r & A bulk """Pie BB?9 WSI4,17,36,38.8S or Charred grain GU-1421 4000 to2900 474S.I60 474S.22S - 2S.J 
Abcrdcen~hire R>l5100 1993: c:nuner frotn demuelion level or a timber c::tiOC 
(K inc,.rdl l~ Ral~«on 1981 ~11. Sec also oak dates OU· I036-1038and 
and Dceside) GU-1828- 1832 ,...ins rrom 3020•90 

w 4740s 13S BP and dates from grain. 
flu. and linen 1'1n&inJ rrom 5010~90 tO 

this d.ak.. Oak mean i.s 4980±28 BP; tbe 
ptt.ferred meM~ is that for grain etc •• whieb 
is4910±40 BP. 'Jbecalibntcd meanoftbe 
oalc dai<SIJ be.-a 3900-3700 caJ BC: 
the prdtn«J mean of grain et(. is belwoea 
3780-3640 oal BC. 

Anlnldam, NS 163 791 Rtonie 1984. OaarcoaJ from the lowesC beKth of a smalJ OW'coal GU-IS49 3710to3340 4740*90 47-40±90 
COWal, AIJYII 17- 11 ~.,. .. tar W\lc:tw-e. No s. middJe tO caJ BC 
aNI BOle IMc: in the: soquc:ncc: of a smalJ settkment, 

whb pouay c:beb)'. 



Sile and Calibrated Laboratory Adjusled 
Council NGR Rererence Dtscription Mate:rial Code date Age BP Date 8P 6uc 

Shunon Hill. HU44141)3 Whiuington Charcoal beneah a sub-peat dyke; also Ch:lt"COal UB·2122 3640 10 3370 4740>l0 4740>l0 
Lerwick .. 1978 quored as 4750, and as 4800 by Ralscoo cal BC 
SbeOand 1986. 
lslands 

Bolsay Fann, NR 22$3$736 Milben '2000, WiUow from context 4, quadral (67,57), Charcoal AA·21631 364() 10 3370 4740•SO 4740>l0 -27.9 
Port Clwlotte. 281 a targcly undistutWd horizon of the <>I BC 
Islay. Argyll Mesolilhic occupation or activity site. Soe 
and Bute AA·2 1632 andAA·21633. 

Balbridic, N07339$9 Fairwealher Oak charcoal from destruction le\'el of • Ch.rcoal GU·1036 400010 2900 4740.135 4740>190 - 2$.2 
Aberdeenshire & Ra.lscon timber hall. Soe also other oak dates OU· cal BC 
(Kineard:ine 1993: R.alscon 1036-1038 and GU-1828-1832 rang;ng 
and Oeeside) 198'2; Ralston from 5020:90 to thi!i: date and dates 

& Rt)'nokJs from grain. Rat. and linen ranging from 
1981 5010:90 to474S:t. l60 BP. The oak mean 

is 4980:t28 BP; the preferred mc-.an is 
tha1 for grain etc .• whieh is 4910:t40 BP. 
The calibraled mean of the onl: dates is 
between 3900-3700 eal BC: lbe preferred 
calibrated mean of grain etc. is bet\1/'i:en 
3780-3640 cal BC. 

Eilcan NB 747 753 Annit 2000. A single h.u.c:lnut (EO 1003·1 ) from Charred OxA·9084 3640to 3370 4735:t45 4735:t45 
Oomhnuill, 127 underw:uer deposj1s repre&enlina the hutlnut shell c:ai BC 
NUig1, ea.rli~ settlement traces located. See aJso 
Western Isles 0xA·9085 (4895>50 BP). 0xA·9086 

(4775±l08P)and OxA-9160(4690>65 
BP) from tbe same deposit. 

Crarae. A!iyll NR 986973 Seou 1961: Hui'I\M phalan-' from NN 1186.2.. part of Bone, human OxA·7662 364() 10 3370 4735<40 4735:t40 -21.5 
and Bute Schulting a small group or human bones and teeth 11 caJBC 

2000b. 122 the east end of the middle segment of the 
burial eluimber. The d!te eonfinns ttle 4"' 
millennium attribution or lhe hum:m bones. 

Stone)'field, NH 6874S6 Simpsoa 1996. Charcoal in Pit6 (orijin.ally Pit 11 with Charooal SRR· I87 3800 lO 3100 4732•90 4732> 12$ 
Raigmore. 82-3 c·re.mation) with potsherd. See al~ caiBC 
ln'ltmess. SRR- 188 (4983> 130 BP). SRR-421 
Highland (5270>650 BP). SRR-424 (lOOO>l lO 
(Inverness) BP) SRR-426 (4890t60 BP). SRR-432 

(4650:t: 120 BP). Th.i.s dale i.s curiously 
early. Another set of similar pits has dates 
after 3000 eal BC. 

C.dgen Bnoe. NS9297 7944 Sloan 1985 Shell from a shell midden. Shell GU·I884 3640to3360 5130•60 472.5:t 70 
Gran~uth. eal BC 
Falkirk 



Slleand Callbl"lll<d Laboi"IIIOI')' Acljusl<d 
Cound l NCR Rd'tnnce Dacripllon Malerlal Code dale Ate BP Dale BP 6"C 

Ol.ml0$k.i.rt NS 1667U Rennie 1986 o-J r.,.,. 11>e heonh on period ' ftooc Cban»&l GU·2063 39~103000 4n5s.ISO 472.h I ~ -27.1 
Wood. Cowal. of either a 9..Sm round house. or possibly e&IBC 
A<JY!IIftd an oval Ntf house. on a platform (Pbdonn 
Bw 9). S..aboGIJ.2064 (4S70~1~ BP) 

from~&me~L -
Ki!Uotb.Rura. NM403991 W'o<l:hln>- Owcoal from a fill ola boUow in an Ow.:oaJ GIJ.20U 38(10 10 3000 .,lhl<O 4?2S:t:l40 -27.3 
HiJI>bnd -1990, ---S..oboGU·2148 cal BC 
(Lod~Dr) 134 (4010~60~ 

Mddoo BridJ< IIT2Q5404 $p<ot .t Ouom>aJ ...... small pil (LY77 N45 87);, Clum>al GU-1057 38(10 10 3050 472.S.90 472.hi2S -2S.S - B.._l999 • ..... ~- ............ e&IBC 
Soonim 103 -~) 
Kinaoch Pann, N0279 IU B-.1982. Fkcts of c:harcoU from Che: iooer dileh of Clum>al GU·I375 38(10 10 31 00 472.5~70 4n5s.IIO - 2S.4 
ColleMie. Fife: 532 a doubae.ditebed enelosu.re: ft feanata cal BC 

ina:Kie c:otttail'led ponery. 

Balfltl Rkll01 N02U031 Batt:lay &: Hazel chaccoal from Pit 2050 with J lobulaJ Charcoal GU·2606 3640 '" 3360 47'10s70 47201 70 - 27.4 
School. Fife Russeii~White pcMIU)' bowls: set a.l.so UtC·I302 with cai BC 

1993.16()...1 tlmilar po<l<ry IUld OU-1903 (476S.55 
BP). GU·2604 (5170~90 BP), ond OU· 
260S (49SO:t: 70 BP). all from a pit with 
plain pottery bowls. -· eh 

Raschoillc , NM 8547 Don .. ll1999 Femur of a human child from upper Bone, human OxA-8434 364010 3370 •no.~ 4720~50 - 21.1 
Oban, AIJyll 2888 dcposils or a cave. c:al ne 
and Bute 

Kn•p of Howar HY 48305 ISil Ritchic: 2000, A &beep bone from layer 9/ 14, primary Bone, animal OxA·97S4 364010 3370 4720•~ 4120•~ -20.5 
Papa We5tray, 124-5 mldckn ~posiled within d1e wall-core <al BC 
Orkney h lands House 1. 
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Chapter 8 

Conference Discussion Session: Sunday Morning, 7 September 1999 
Scotland in the Early Holocene 

CHAIR: KEVIN EDW ARDS 

rrhe speakers in this session were Colin Ballantyne, Richard Tipping, Kevin Edwards. 
and Patrick Ashmore] 

Roa YouNG 

PA TRICK AsHMORE 

KEVIN EDWAllDS 

RJCHARD TIPPING 

CO~IN BAt.LANTYNE 

It's a question all the speakers might want to comment on. If Richard's rripping] work 
suggests there's a lot more to the climatic side of vegetation change than the human side; 
and you've [Kevin Edwards) shown with your work that obviously there are cases where 
you've got evidence that suggesiS quite intensive human activity. how do you tease the 
two things out in terms of the way forward? What's the method of progression given the 
kind of thing Patrick [Ashmore] said about the problems of radiocarbon dates? Because 
I'd have thought that one way round it might be if you've got some really, really fine
resolution pollen work, then it's fine-resolution chronology that you need to go with it. 
and what I've just heard kind of undennines that as a way forward as well. 

Well, I suppose you can in some circumstances wiggle-match. In other words, if you 
have got very even peat deposition- which personally I don't believe in. but I know a lot 
of people do - then you can date successive layers and try and match them up with the 
calibration curve. So in some circumstances you may be able to get that very much higher 
precision chronology. Increasingly also we' re finding trees in Mesolithic and Neolithic 
contexts. For instance, there's a recent Mesolithic date from an oak in the north coast of 
the Solway, which Mike Cressey's obtained. So I think there are various avenues which 
will help, bur your basic point is right and radiocarbon is a very blunt tool. 

I would hope that when we get more tephra layers identified that that will help us a great 
deal, even if we can only dare them with radiocarbon. That in a sense doesn't matter, as 
long as we know that that horizon represents what is a few hours' deposition then we 
could be getting somewhere. Bur the big problem with a rephra is that it's likely robe 
spatially incredibly specific because of the way that the rephra plume came from Iceland 
and blanketed or. blanketed is the wrong word, dusted parts of Scotland -so it's rather 
hit and miss. And I think all we can do ro tease those things apart is ro just continually 
operate a multiple working hypothesis approach but hopefully we'll get sites where we 
have got multiple proxies. not just pollen. 

Yes, I had written down as my answer that what probably should be· done now is to 
identify those sites where we can get multi proxy. We know that pollen and charcoal 
are effectively responding 10 something and we don't actually know what it is. If you're 
going ro rake away the climatic part of that signal, then you need sires from which you 
can ger climate data, proxy climate data, at the same time and a.tthe same resolutions as 
you're geuing your pollen and charcoal signatures. You' re basically just trying 10 take 
one away from the other. and that has to be the approach, I think. 

I've very liule to add to that except perhaps to emphasize what we actually mean by 
climate in terms of vegetation, ecological landscape change, and possibly the impact 
of changing ecosystems on human communities. And that is that we tend to look at 
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climnte in terms of average climate, and there is a great deal of literature for later in 
the Holocene about the influence of, for example. the SutrAtlantic thermal decline and 
how this might have innuenced vegetation or how this might have inHuenced human 
communities. What's really important about climate are not the means but the extremes. 
An extreme climatic event is the one that does the damage. it's the one that fells the 
forests. it's the one thal upsets the ecosystem, and unfo.rtunately these are much more 
difficult to predict in terms of a lot of the climatic proxies that we presently have. And I 
think that also, if I may comment, and this is something 1 think that our pollen analysts 
perhaps might like to take on board a little bit more, is the fact that ecologisls have been 
showing with regard to more recent times that ecosystems themselves are self~regulnting 
with particular fluctuations going on. ! think there is a certain caveat to be introduced here 
and that is that vegetation itself is likely to change, or vegetation assemblages are likely 
to change, irrespective of any external pertutbation. And I wonder to what extem some 
of the Ouctuations we have seen in pollen diagrams and so on today actually reflect such 
internal regulation, particularly where we've got very fine resolution sampling? 

Richard, you are the biodiversity expert, what do you think? 

Am 11 Thank you. The idea of internal regulation I think was in part alluded to in what I 
said. I'm not entirely sure that these systems are regulated entirely internally. Distutbance 
factors are through things like trees falling over or hillsides being knocked over by trees. 
So they do have an external factor. The regulatory effect from some of the newest ecology 
is producing paradigms which suggest that the inherent instability can in fact take you in 
a whole series of different pathways, in that il's not necessarily the case that things will 
actually come back to position one, if you like. You move from position one to position 
two, and from that poinr you can actually move to position three, position four, [or even) 
further away from your starting point, so the regulatory factors I think are less significant 
now than they were perhaps ten years ago. 

And J think although you get - for example in birch populations - you get senescence 
and they decline, they come back, and in some cases that may be what we're seeing with 
fine-resolution pollen analysis. But in many cases the pollen rnin is going to average 
what you have gol and you are going to miss these things. It comes down to the whole 
patch dynamics of the vegetational cover and the danger is that if we think we can try 
and pick some of these things up by finer and finer resolution. Although 1 greatly admire 
the Simmons and lnnes work, I do have doubts about millimetre-level pollen analysis 
because of the whole smoolhing nature of peat deposits, and when you come to lakes 
that's anolher matter altogether, so, well ... 

Well, obviously these argumen!S about the incidence of fire and clearance and how 
they w:e explained are going tO run and run. It's now been running for what, the best 
part of 30 years and a lot of the argumen!S are much the same now as they were when 
Dimbleby and others started [to raise] these problems. I fully accept all the problems. My 
own perspective on this has been very much coloured by the fact that if you look at the 
ethnographic evidence, ftre control of vegetation was used by nearly all hunter-gatherers 
in a very, very wide range of environments. So the ethnographic evidence cross-culturally 
suggesting that hunter-gatherers do tend to use fire control is very impressive. And it 
really follows from that that you would almost have to be suggesting !hat the European 
Mesolithic populations were verging on the mentally retarded not tO use it, granted that 
in certain contexts the advantages of using it are so obvious. But what it all leads to is 
that we desperately need a strategy for how we differentiate between humanly controlled 
burning and natural burning, and l lhink that's the '$64,000question' and it's what we are 
having a lot of difficulty getting to grips with. And I wonder if one of the things is not so 
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much what staned the fire but how the fire was comrolled. because most hunter-gatherers 
when they light fires do try to control them spatially. So if we could get more of a handle 
on the spatial extent of burning and if we find that this was very localized, that might be 
an argument for thinking that it's humanly controlled as compared to natural fires, which 
presumably would not be spatially contrOlled. Or otherwise I can see us having lhese 
arguments in another 30 years' time. 

Can I ask Colin Ballantyne a question? You showed two slides which gave completely 
different limits for the last ice sheet, !.he last glaciation. What is your opinion on the 
prospects of ice-free areas in Scotland? 

In the present land area of Scotland, virtually nil. Let me go through the evidence stage 
by stage. As far as !.he west of Scotland goes, to take the shelf areas to the west, I think 
there' s general consensus now that the seismo-smnigraphic evidence from the shelf 
shows that the last ice sheet went quite a distance to the west of the Outer Isles. perhaps 
to roughly about the longitude of St Kilda, although St Kilda itself appears to have 
escaped glaciation by the last ice sheet. That would have left, of course. an unglaciated 
enclave but it's one that is now under the sea. In the nonh it does appear that Shelland 
supponed its own ice cap and on balance the evidence favours that !.he last ice sheet 
from the mainland encroached on Orkney. This is not conclusive. The Orkney question 
still remains up for grabs, but I think the balance of evidence favours it being overrun by 
mainland ice. As for !.he supposed areas of Caithness and Buchan being left unglaciated 
by the last ice sheet I think that's now extremely unlikely. Partly because of !.he evidence 
from radiocarbon dates. panly because of the morPhological evidence of offshore 
moraine sequences in the Nonh Sea basin. They tend to suggest that the last ice sheet 
was perhaps about 50-80km at least out from the present east shore of Scotland. If you 
wanted to go to an ice free pan of Scotland you would probably have had to go up onto 
some of the higher mountains. perhaps in !.he Hebrides and the nonh-west Highlands or 
perhaps out to St Kilda. So as regards major enclaves of unglaciated terrain. at balance 
the evidence says no. 

Could you tell us what date that was? When did ice cease to be a major factor in Shetland 
would you say? 

I was rather hoping that nobody would ask that question! One big problem is this. 
There's a convention grown up that the last British ice sheet, I'll call it that, reached its 
maximum round about 18.000 radiocarbon years ago. This is actually first of all rather 
poorly dated and secondly it assumes that the ice sheet everywhere expanded to its limits 
at the same time which is absolute nonsense. It was a very large ice sheet and it was 
almost ce.nainly still advancing to the south when it was retreating up in the north. So this 
makes it very. very difficult for us to establish an age for the ice maximum. and besides 
the ice maximum was different in different places. The best bet is that in Scotland, and 
panicularly in nonhem Scotland, the ice expanded more rapidly and earlier in the nonh 
than it did in England. And that effectively. if we are looking at a ball-park estimate 
for when we had maximal glaciation, in say the Scottish Highlands and funher north in 
the Nonhem Isles, [it] would be something like about 22-20,000 radiocarbon years ago 
- perhaps add about 3000 to get that into calendar years. 

It's really two related observations about island colonization. The first one is that I must 
admit I always feel a liule bit uneasy when people are looking at pollen diagrams and 
inferring that there is either human interference or else animal interference or else human 
interference to benefit the animals, and yet we are not even absolutely sure if the animals, 
the large browsing mammals, were actually there io !.he first place. Which means that 
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we really have gone out on a limb and that one of the major problems is trying to find 
the mammalian fauna. And as I said, as appears to be coming out of [the evidence from 
Ireland). you can' t necessarily guarantee that these large mammals would be on these 
islands. The issue about colonizing the Nonhem Isles, Orkney and Shetland, if I could 
agree and fundamentally disagree at the same time with what Patrick [Ashmore] was 
saying, [in terms of] the quality of radiocarbon dating in n0!1h Norway, there are cenain 
individual dates I would have very, very serious doubts about. But we are faced with the 
fact - and if any of you have seen Bemard Gramsch's recent Festschrift ['ve a paper just 
about this very topic in that - faced with the fact that there is a robust pattern of dates 
earlier than 9000 BP uncalibrared and that, unfonunately. because [in] that volume [I] was 
talking about the earliest colonization or settlement of Scandinavia it was also perhaps not 
emphasized enough that those are the earliest of a whole series of dates that are running 
over the next millennium and a half and !hat they by-and-large can be mirrored by 
inferred datings from sea-level change at places li.ke Monensnes where there are but sites, 
and actually with a typological and technological sequence !hat we are beginning now to 
be able now to tie back in with the Fosna in southern Norway, so the idea of phase one 
being early, before 9000 BP, I think is tenable. The individual dates are open to question; 
[that from] Slettnes is probably a bit better, but !he point is- and I know that that was a 
throwaway remark to justify talking about something else -I think the imponant thing is 
that Hein Bjerck and his work has emphasized that one of the fundamental issues is when 
was an effective marine technology available? There may be a subtle difference between 
very rapidly moving up along the Norwegian coastline . .. They did not come from the 
east. I've actually looked at that evidence. f've worked on the Kola [Peninsula] material, 
they cenainly came up along the coas~ they didn't come the other way. But the issue 
really for Shetland 1 think is when was that marine technology there that would allow 
them to exploit both Shetland and Orkney as a marine resource? And Hein [Bjerck) is 
saying !hat that was probably in Norway happening round about 9000 BP, therefore !here 
is no reason why in Scotland we couldn't have the same situation. 

Can I respond to the first point which was your argument. your point, about going out on a 
lintb in inferring mammalian faunas on islands like the Shetlands, which Kevin [Edwards) 
talked about [with reference to) Keith Bennett's work up on Shetland. Kevin has 
explained !he chain of reasoning [about] the suppression of tall herbs. which necessitates. 
seemingly, for Keilh, the intrOduction of red deer, probably by human beings, to an island 
which did not have red deer. in order to suppress the tall herb vegetation. I would agree 
absolutely with what Kevin said and with what you are indicating as well, that this is a 
chain of reasoning which is very tonuous and very extended and somewhere along the 
line we have to introduce Occam's razor or the law of parsimony and simply say: what 
is required to suppres.~ the production of tall herbs. or the pollen productivity, or the 
recognition of tall herb vegetation? And the simplest way of doing that is simply to put 
trees over them. So what I think Kcilh is looking at, and [is the case at) other sites where 
this happens, is simply increasing density of woodland cover, which is suppressing tall 
herb vegetation- it is simple! 

This business about red deer being brought in, in fact this may sound really way out 
on a Umb, but 1 actually find it easier to believe in Mesolithic communities bringing in 
domesticated cattle to these islands than 1 do bringing in red deer. Because we're back 
- Paul [Mellars] was talking about tbings that have run for decades- one of the issues 
is this old issue: is it possible to domesticate red deer? What are you doing? Aie you 
bringing these animals over, landing them off a boat. and then say well run off and we' ll 
come back in two or three generations' time and there will be a viable resource there? 
I think it's very different from what's happening in Oronsay. where it may well be for 
very panicular reasons that red deer are either being brought in or else !here is a dwarf 
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population or something like that, but on these other islands the idea of bringing red deer 
in is raislng all sons of other questions. 

Could I just show one overhead? l appreciate what you [Richard Tipping] are saying and 
I think it may be a question of taphonomy. where if you have got trees ... I remember 
arguing this one with Keith £Ben nett] at the time just before he wrote it about crying to 
look at alternative ways of looking at it. But I think the important thing to note in aU 
these instances from Orkney - and here's one from Orkney. Keith's Peat Bank [on Hoy) 
- from three Shetland sites now, and from a site in the Outer Isles, is that in aU the cases 
where the ferns go down. trees go down. So 1 understand what you are saying but !think 
the evidence actually doesn't show it. The evidence shows a woodland reduction, not an 
increase. Now when we look at the influx it may say something different, but I don't think 
so. 

It's not a question, just a point, referring to the early date that Patrick [Ashmore] alluded 
to from Daer Reservoir [South Lanarkshire], which was calibrated (to] 8.080 BC. That 
date came from a series of contexts which gave us mixed woodland charcoal up there and 
we do actually intend to carry out further dating on that site. Just as a matter of interest, 
I know other speakers today will allude to that site. there was a very, very unusual 
lithic assemblage from the site. which may also have repercussions for early people in 
Scotland. 

Just taking up a point of Patrick's [Ashmore] - actually he rather kindly referred to 
some of my earlier effort~ in this demographic business. What I was doing then was not 
mapping or recording numbers of sites. the point I'm making - I think this makes an 
imponant difference - is that I was recording radiocarbon records of a human presence 
within I Okm squares. That gets away from quite a lot of the problems I think that he may 
refer to in his printed text, to do with logging numbers of sites and that kind of thing. 
The way I was trying to approach the problem was to look more at a human presence 
in particular areas. Now we could argue about whether it should be I Okm' or I OOkm' or 
5km2 or whatever, but it's very different to mapping individual site occurrences. I just 
wanted to make the point because I was specifically in that paper trying to get away from 
using sites, it was intended to be a non-site approach to this problem. 

I was just taking a lOOOkm' site! Yes,! quite take your point. The method I'm using is not 
idenueal to yours, not only in that way, but in other ways too, in the way I've averaged the 
dates. I'm totaUy lost in terms of understanding bow people interacted with each other in 
(Mesolithic] Scotland.! don't know whether they had big territories or whether they had 
lots of long distance connections or whether they had smal lish territories. [or] how much 
it varied over time. so I've taken a very crude, consciously crude and simplistic, approach 
and I'm just basically counting the number of sites which seem to occur in each century. 
In effect in an area from ID\-eroess to SW Scotland, because we don't have good dates 
from north of there and until we have a lot more and a lot better evidence we cenainly 
can't start to try to do it on a smaller scale, that's my belief anyway, so it's a very crude 
first approximation to something slightly different from what you were doing. 

Can 1 stick on that topic and ask Patrickjust to clarify a point? I couldn't quite make out 
the figures on your graphs, or the captions on the graphs anyway. so I wonder if you can 
clarify how you worked it out? 1 was reading it, I hope incorrectly. that your first rise in 
numbers of sites was a rise from one site per century to two, and your second peak was a 
rise from two to three. Have you standardized that or anything, or is that real? 
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PA TRICK AsHMORE Yes, about half a site a century to about two. When you say you want me to clarify the 
methodology, do you want me ... 

PAUL I'ETnTT I just wondered if I was reading it correctly. 

P A TRICK ASHMORE You were reading it roughly correctly, except it's on average about half a site. WeU, it 
depends on where you start, of course, it stans with zero if you go far enough off to the 
left! 
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Mesolithic Scotland, Coastal Occupation, and the Role of the 
Oronsay Middens 

PAUL MELLARS 

The pa~r prtunrs a broad ri!Vi~ of some of the key 
issues in currtnt studies of the Sco11ish Mesolithic: 
rhe I!Vidence for the initial Postglacial colonization of 
Scotland; the significance oftht coastal factor in Mesa
lithic economies; the particular role of shellfish in these 
coastal economies; and the special problems posed 
by the interpmation of the Oronsay shell middens. A 
review of new I!Vidence from Oronsay and elsewhere 
paints to the conclusion that tlte Oronsay middens wert 
probably the product of seml-pemtanelll occupation of 
the island by a single social group. rather than a result 
of many intennillent visits to the sites by a range of 
differtm social groups. On Oronsay and el.wvhcre. the 
concentration of shell middens during the later stages of 
the Mesolitllic may indicme Increasing economic stress, 
resulting from either Increasing population density. or 
heavy over-use of rtSOIIrr:ts by the human group.r tlttm· 
selves. 

Introduction 

The Mesolithic period in Scotland presents a fasci
nating challenge to those studying the eatly Postglacial 
settlement of nonhem Europe on several different 
fronts. To attempt a review of these issues within the 
space of a single paper poses a significant challenge 
in itself. so to provide a focus for the present discus
sion I intend to examine four separate. and it seems to 
me panicularly interesting. aspects of the topic. all of 
which have gene111ted some lively debate in the recent 
literature: 

I . the initial Post glacial colonization of Scotland: 

2. the genentl significance of the coastal element in 
the Sconish Mesolithic: 

3. the panicular role of molluscs and shell middens in 
these coastal economies: and. 

4. the special problems posed by the interpretation of 
the Oronsay middcns. 
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Climatic change and the earliest Post glacial 
colonization or Scoland 

One of the most striking features to emerge from recent 
research is the scale and speed of the climatic changes 
which marked the end of the last Ice Age in nonhem 
Europe. The most detailed evidence at present comes 
from studies of the oxygen isotope and deuterium records 
in the Greenland ice cores combined, for the British 
Isles, wil.b detailed studies of the highly temperature
dependent records of beetle faunas recovered from 
well-preserved organic deposits over the Lateglacial ond 
Early Holocene periods (Atkinson et al. 1987: Oansgaard 
er al. 1993; Lowe er al. 1994: 1995). As shown in Fig. 
9.1, these converge on a closely similar pattern, in which 
an initial temperature rise of perhaps 15'C mnrked the 
stan of the major 'uueglacial lnterstadial' at c. J3,000 
BP (in raw radiocarbon renns - closer to c. l4,500 BP 
in 'absolute tenns': Seeker 1993: Lowe et al. 1994). 
followed by a progressive c.limalic decline into the period 
of the so-called 'Younger Dryas' episode, which reached 
its biuerlycold peak at c. 10,500 BP. his gene1111ly agreed 
that the retreating Scottish glaciers experienced a sudden 
re-expansion during the cold conditions of the Younger 
Dryas. marking the phase of the so-called 'Loch Lomond 
Stadia!'. in which ice apparently covered much of the 
nonhem and western mountains of Scotland (Jones & 
Keen 1993: see Ballantyne this volume). 

Equally dramatic was the sudden sharp increase in 
temperatures which defined the stan of the full Postgla
cial or 'Holoceoe' period at c.JO,OOO ''C BP. Both the ice 
cores and beetle records suggest that at this point ave111ge 
summer and winter temperatures rose by as much as 
I0-12'C in nonhem Europe. probably within the space 
of a century or less. Even if the speed of colonization of 
nonhem Europe by forests Jagged a few centuries behind 
the climatic changes themselves, there is good evidence 
that predominantly birch and pine forests had replaced 
the pre-existing open vegetation over most of the British 
isles by c.9300 BP. with the possible exception of some 
of the more exposed, windswept nreas of nonhem and 
we~tem Scotland (Edwards 1996). 
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FIGURE9.1 

Climatic changes over the L:ueglacial and early Postglacial periods as reconstructed from (upper) Greenland ice cores and (lower) 
beeUe faunas from British sites (after Atkinson., al. I 987: Lowe tt al. I 994). 

The pattern of human recolonization of nonhern 
Europe in the wake of lhese dramatic climatic and 
ecological changes is now reasonably well documented. 
Typical 'Crcswellian' communities, hunting mainly horse 
and (more sporadically) reindeer, were clearly estab
lished over most parts of soulhern and central England 
by c. I 2,500 BP, and may have extended norlhwards at 
least to !he Lake District before !he onset of !he ensuing 
Younger Dryas cold phase (Banon 1997; Housley er al. 
1997; Jacobi 1991). 

The critical issue in respect of Scotland, of course, is 
whelher this episode of colonization during the Lategla
cial imcrstadial extended beyond the bounds of northern 
England. On ecological grounds there seems no reason 
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to doubt !hat bolh climatic conditions and !he availability 
of essential food supplies would have been adequate to 
permit !he human coloni7,ation of many areas of Scotland, 
especially perhaps along !he Atlantic coastline, where 
a combination of relatively mild winters (due to the 
adjacent Gulf Stream) and the rich coastal resources 
would arguably have provided optimal conditions for 
colonization by Lateglacial hunter/fisher/gatherer groups. 

At present, direct archaeological evidence for this 
hypothetical phase of Lateglacial occupation in Scotland 
remains at best sparse and at worst highly ambiguous 
(Ballin & Saville 2003; Milhen 2000a; Morrison & 
Bonsall 1989). Potentially the most significant finds are 
a series of discoveries of what appear to be distinctively 
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tanged point forms, distributed at various points from 
StrOnsay and Mainland Orkney to Tiree and Jura in 
the Inner Hebrides. Typologically the most convincing 
of these finds are the pieces from Balevullin on Tirce 
{Fig. 9.2), and Shieldaig in Wester Ross (Saville this 
volume}, which bear a strong resemblance to the classic 
Ahrensburgian ranged points from northern Germany, 
Holland, and southern Scandinavia (Ballin & Saville 
2003; Bang-Andersen I 996; Larsson I 999), and to some 
of the equally dispersed discoveries of similar tanged 
points from a number of southern British sites, such as 
Hengistbury Head, Avington VI, and Cranwich (Banon 
1992; 1997). But even if the typology of these west 
Scottish tanged points seems convincing, their chro
nology remains enigmatic. 

In other pans of northern Europe tanged points 
of essentially the same form seem to span the period 
from the later pan of the Lateglacial lnterstadial (in lhe 
Danish Bromme sites) to the first few centuries of the 
Holocene (in some of the Ahrensburgian sites) and we 
must presumably accept a similar latitude in the dating 
of the Scottish specimens. Only at Lussa Wood on Jura 
is there a possible association of these forms with a high
level raised beach formation of apparen~y Lateglacial 
age (Mercer 1980), but this assoc.iation again remains 
uncertain (Morrison & Bonsall 1989). 

Nevertheless, even if the exact age of these finds 
remains ambiguous, one could make out a reasonable 
argument on purely technological grounds for regarding 
them as evidence for the earliest phase of human coloni
zation of Scotland in the wake of the retreating ice sheets. 
Evidence recently documented from along the western. 
Atlantic coastline of Norway should make us especially 
open to this suggestion (Fig. 9.3). At sites extending to 
at least 70'N there are now records of typically Ahrens
burgian-like tanged points, dated in some cases back to 
at least 9600 BP, and apparen~y reflecting an extremely 
rapid and strongly coastaUy oriented colonization of the 
northern Atlantic coastline-almost certainly with the use 
of boatS - at a surprisingly early stage in the Postglac.ial 
(Bang-Andersen 1996; Larsson 1999; Rowley-Conwy 
1999). A similar pattern of colonization of the Atlantic 
coastline of England and Scotland should hardly come 
as any surprise. 

Following this initial, enigmatic tanged-point phase, 
the second apparently well-documented phase of 
Scottish Postglacial settlement is marked by a scatter 
of very different indu.~tries which have generally been 
compared to the classic, Early Mesolithic 'broad blade' 
microlithic assemblages of the kind best documented at 
Star Carr and a range of related sites in northern England 
(Jacobi 1978; Mellars & Dark 1998; Reynier 1998). The 
highly distinctive type fossils of these industries consist 
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of simple obliquely blunted microlithic points, combined 
with a range of larger, isosceles triangular forms and 
others of distinctively trapezoidal shape (Fig. 9.2). 
Industries combining this range of forms have now been 
recorded from a wide spread of Scotland, ranging from 
Morton, Elginhaugh, and Craigsfordmains in the east, 
to Shewalton Moor and Auchrocher Moss in the west, 
and to the Inner Hebrides coastal sites of Lussa Bay and 
Glenbatrick on Jura and An Corran on Skye (Coles 1971; 
Mercer 1970; 1974; 1979; 1980; Morrison & Bonsall 
1989; Saville this volume: Wickham-Jones 1994). None 
of these sites is at present securely dated by radiocarbon, 
since in all of the reported cases (such as Morton in Fife 
and Lussa Wood on Jura, with dates in the seventh and 
nimb millennia BP respectively) the association of the 
dated samples with the archaeological material is at be.~t 
controversial (Morrison & Bonsall 1989). 

There are also uncertainties as to whether some of 
these predominantly 'broad blade' microli~c indus
tries are associated with some smaller 'narrow blade' 
or 'geometric' forms (as for example at Morton and 
Lussa Wood) or whether these apparent associations are 
s imply a result of reoccupation and accidental mixtures 
of material on the same locations at different periods 
during the Mesolithic. At least at the site of Glenbatrick 
(area Gl ) on Jura the assemblage of typically broad
blade forms seems to be largely detached from any 
component of apparently later, narrow-blade forms 
(Me.rcer 1974). 

Setting all these caveats aside, it would hardly be 
surprising to find a major episode of colonization of 
large areas of Scotland at a period broadly equivalent 
to the time of the Star Carr occupation in northern 
England - that is during the initial Postglacial period of 
rapidly expanding birch woodland. and probably dating 
to substantially prior to 9000 BP in radiocarbon terms 
(Mellars & Dark 1998; Reynier 1998). Again, ooe cao 
point to the rapid spread of early Postglacial human colo
nization along the whole length of the Norwegian coast 
{Fig. 9.3) under conditions probably not very different 
from those in western Scotland (Bang-Andersen 1996; 
Larsson 1999). And of course large areas of the present 
North Sea would have been dry land at this time owing 
to the low sea levels at the Start of the Holocene (the 
so-called 'Doggerland' province: Coles 1998), allowing 
easy penetration of Britain from a large pan of northern 
Europe. 

Any speculation as to the actual patterns of subsist
ence at this time is unfortunately undermined by the total 
absence of organic remains from the Scottish sites. One 
can only presume that at inland locations the prime food 
resources are likely to have come from hunting species 
such as aurochs, elk, wild boar, and (above all) red 
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'Broad blade' micro lithic assemblage from Morton (Fife) showing a range of fonns closely similar to those from Star Carr and other 

Early Mesolithic sites in England (afterColes 197l ).lnset: tanged point from Balevullin, Tiree (after Morrison & Boosall1989). 
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Radiocarbon dales (in uncalibrated years BP) for sites showing rapid human colonization along the Norwegian 

coast in the early Postglacial period (after Bang-Andersen 1996; Rowley-Conwy 1999). 

deer - as at Star Carr - while along !he coastlines it is 
reasonable to assume that the economies were dependent 
equally (and perhaps alternating between the seasons) on 
!he exploitation of bolh terrestrial and a wide range of 
marine resources. Cenainly !he rich lithic assemblages 
recovered from sites such as Lussa Wood on Jura (many 
times richer lhan the assemblage from Star Carr itself) 
would suggest that some of these coastal locations 
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were repeatedly and intensively occupied over periods 
amounting perhaps to several centuries. 

Tbe coastal factor 

It is hand to look at any distribution map of Mesolithic 
sites in Scotland without being impressed by the number 
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of sites which are located either on, or in relatively 
close proximity to. the coast. To anyone familiar with 
the general literature on hunter-gatherer societies this 
should come as no surprise. The conventional explana
tion for this concentration of coastal occupation is an 
essentially ecological one. The coastal habitats in many 
areas provide a range of economic resources which are 
not only highly productive and concentrated in spatial 
terms (such as shellfish beds, red deer over-wintering 
'yards', seal-breeding colonies, migrating fish, etc.) but 
which are also exceptionally diverse in both ecological 
and economic terms (e.g. Renouf 1984; Rowley-Conwy 
1999; Yesner 1980). Essentially. coastal locations can 
provide the best of three different economic worlds: the 
resources of the sea itself; the varied resources of the 
adjacent land; and the special 'ecotone' resources of the 
intertidal and immediate coastal zone - such as molluscs. 
crustaceans, seaweed, and certain spec.ificaUy maritime 
plants, such as sarnphire. 

The sheer wealth and concentration of many coastal 
resources could be expected to provide exceptionally 
rich and concentrated food supplies to coastal-living 
groups, supporting commensurately high human popula
tion densities. But if one adds to this the broad diversity 
of these combined sea and land resources, then the addi
tional, critically important element of more long-term 
economic security is added to the equation. The point 
here is essentially the ecological 'law of the minimum', 
which dictates that the maximum level of any population 
which can be supported in any habitat depends not on 
the overall abundance and productivity of food resources 
in the environment as a whole, but on the quantity and 
security of these resources available during periodic 
episodes of resource decline o r failure (e.g. Boughey 
1973. 26-8). 

In terms of hunter-gatherer subsistence, these episodes 
of resource scarcity can occur either on a more or less 
regular annual cycle (such as the general scarcity of plant 
foods during the winter and spring months, or seasonal 
migration patterns of deer or fish} or at more irregular 
periods caused, for example, by especially severe winters 
or drought, or even by heavy over-exploitation of the 
resources by the human groups themselves. In this situ
ation the point quite simply is that in locations which 
have access to the widest possible range of different food 
resources, the probability of all these resources failing 
simultaneously is drastically reduced. The wide range 
and diversity of food resources available in many coastal 
locations therefore provides the best long-term insur
ance strategy against recurrent episodes of food failure 
for hunter-gatherer groups. Other significant advantages 
of coastal locations lie in the relative ease and speed of 
communications (by boat), and the consequent ability to 
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maintain both economic and social contacts with other 
human groups over large areas of the coastal zone (Hardy 
& Wickharn-Jones 2002). 

A second set of generalizations which llas often been 
made for coastal-living hunter-gatherer groups is that the 
rela.tively high densities of human populations which can 
often be supponed in these habitats, and the occurrence of 
many of the essential resources in spa.tially concentrated 
forms (such as shellfish beds, winter deer yards, seal
breeding colonies. etc.) can often lead to significant social 
consequences among coastal hunter-gatherers (Renouf 
1984; Rowley-Conwy 1999; Yesner 1980; and papers 
in Price & Brown I 985). Using ethnographic analogies 
drawn from areas such as the NW coast of North America 
(the Tliogit, Salish, etc.), northern Japan (the Ainu), SE 
Australia (the coastal aborigines). and with some South 
American groups. it is often clear that hunter-gatherers 
in these locations can form relatively large social units 
(almost amounting to villages in some locations), which 
can frequently remain largely sedentary in tbe same 
location over a large part of the year. It is often argued 
in turn that these large, semi-sedentary communities are 
likely to develop not only more 'complex' forms of social 
organization (including, for example, certain kinds of 
economic or social role specialization, assigned leader
ship. or even explicit social ranking within the individual 
groups} but also more elaborate forms of technology, and 
perhaps domestic architecture. Other embellishments. 
such as increased ceremonial, ritual, or artistic expres
sion, may be tagged on to the cultural repertoire of these 
coastal groups (Keeley 1988; Rowley-Conwy 1999). 

How does this rather impressive hypothetical scenario 
measure up to the available archaeological evidence 
for the character of coastal occupation in Mesolithic 
Scotland? As noted earlier, Mesolithic sites appear to 
be densely distributed around most parts of the coastline 
of Scotland which have been systematically explored, 
and over periods ranging from the Early Mesolithic (as 
represented for example by the broad-blade sites on 
Jura} to the latest stages. as exemplified by tbe 'Obanian' 
shell middens of Argyll and the narrow-blade micro lithic 
industries from around the islands of Jura, Islay. and 
Colonsay, and along many parts of the coastline of SW 
Scotland (Mithen 2000a; Wickharn-Jones 1994). These 
concentrations of sites could be taken to support the 
hypothesis of an unusually high density of human popu
lation in these coastal habitats throughout much if not aU 
of the Mesolith.ic. 

It is alS<:> clear that many of these coastal sites are 
exceptionally rich in archaeological terms, with quanti
ties of microliths (for example on several of the Jura 
sites or at Bolsay Farm on Islay), which are hard to 
parallel at most inland locations, either in Scotland 
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or in Britain as a whole (Mithen 2000a). This could 
certainly be taken 10 indicate a highly incensive pauern 
of occupation on the sites, almost certainly extending in 
many cases over several centuries, and possibly hinting 
at relatively prolonged individual episodes of occupa
tion on the same sites. One might add that the artefact 
inventories recorded from many of these locations seem 
to include a wide range of functionally different forms 
(microliths, scrapers. burins, awls, saws, 'limpet scoops'. 
pitted pebbles. etc.) together with large quantities of 
cores and other flaking debris, which could be taken to 
suggest functionally generaliud 'base-camp' type loca
tions, rather than more ephemerally occupied and more 
functionally (or socially) focused 'special activity' sites. 
All of these pauerns could no doubt be seen as consistent 
with tbe idea that certain coastal locations served as 
relatively sedentary (or at least relatively long-term) 
seulements over at least a substantial part of the annual 
cycle. The presence of well-defined structural features at 
several of the sites (as discussed below) could be seen as 
a further indication of the relatively intensive pauems of 
occupation and associated economic activities at many 
of the sites. 

How far the available evidence can support some of 
the other proposed generalizations about the nature of 
coaslal societies remains much less clear. Any specu
lations as to the overall size of the social groups who 
occupied the sites are inevitably undermined by the 
effects of frequently repeated occupation on the sites 
and the resultant occupational palimpsests. In the 
virtual absence of organic remains from all except a 
small handful of (mostly) shell midden sites, it is hard 
to speculate on either the precise range and nature of the 
economic activities practised on the sites, or the character 
or duration of any seasonal patterns of occupation. 

Arguably the most significant features reported from 
Scottish Mesolithic sites are the well-defined traces 
of various structural features (Wiclcham-Jones this 
volume). Substantial pits which most probably repre
sent storage facilities have been reported from sites on 
Rum, Jura, Islay, Colonsay, and elsewhere, while traces 
of either stakeholes or the scooped foundations of living 
structures have been documented from at least a dozen 
coastal sites. The most impressive structural feature so 
far published from Scotland is the large circular depres
sion, almost five metres in diameter, recently excavated 
at Staosnaig on Colonsay {Mithen 2000a). At least in 
terms of size and shape this feature seems to be strongly 
reminiscent of the substantial hut structure excavated at 
Mount Sandel in Northern Ireland (Woodman 1985). As 
noted above, these features at least could be taken as an 
indication of relatively prolonged and stable periods of 
perhaps senti-sedentary residence on these sites, most 
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probably (to judge by the abundance of hazelnut shells in 
the Staosnaig feature) spanning the autumn and perhaps 
winccr months. 

As to the possibility of increased ceremonial or artistic 
activity associated with coastal settlementS, there is effec
tively nothing to repon from the Scottish sites (again 
bearing in mind the general absence of organic remains) 
apart from the concentrations of perforated cowrie-shell 
beads recovered from the five Late Mesolithic shell 
middens on Oronsay (Mellars 1987; Simpson 1996). It 
is of course tempting to think that funher explorations 
will bring 10 light large-scale Mesolithic cemeteries of 
the kind documented from Vedbaek in Denmark and 
Skateholm in south Sweden (Larsson 1999), but for the 
present (and in view of the poor conditions for the pres
ervation of bone on most Scottish sites) this may remain 
a forlorn hope. In short. even if one can make out a case 
for at least some of the speculative features of social and 
cultural 'complexity' for the Mesolithic coastal exploita
tion of Scotland, it is bard to claim that this case is over· 
whelming, from the evidence at present to band. 

Shell mid den.~ and molluscs in Mesolithic Scotland 

The significance of the large-scale exploitation of 
marine molluscs has stimulated some lively debate in 
the archaeological literature. Most of the debate has 
cent:red on the fact that on both economic cost/benefi t 
grounds and recent ethnographic and historical paral
lels, the harvesting of molluscs generally appears to 
be a relatively inefficient economic strategy, which in 
recent contexts seems to have been resoned to mainly as 
a 'stress' or 'crisis' activity, when other food resources 
either fail or are in seriously shon supply (e.g. Bailey 
1982; Cohen 197?: Mannio & Thomas 2000; Waselkov 
1987). Clearly, the st:rength of these arguments varies 
with different species of molluscs and their general 
abundance in specific locations, but for most species the 
generalizations seem to apply. 

Essentially, molluscs tend to be labour-intensive and 
rime-consuming to collect, to provide relatively low 
calorific returns for the time and labour invested, to 
require large amounts of processing time to extract the 
small quantitie.~ of food involved, are generally heavy 
to transpon (unless the shells are removed at the point 
of collection), and in some cases (most notoriously 
limpets) are relatively tough and tasteless to eat. The 
argument generally runs that under these conditions. 
shell fish would nonnally be collected in large quantities 
only under circumstances of economic stress or scarcity, 
either at particular times of the year when other food 
resources in general were in short supply, or during more 
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occasional periods of economic hardship when other. 
more 'staple' food supplies were either dwindling. or 
perhaps eJthausted by intensive local over-exploitation 
of the resources by the human populatioos themselves 
(Bailey 1982; Cohen 1977; Mannio & Thomas 2000; 
Waselkov 1987). One might add that the harvesting of 
molluscs generally involves irregular paueros of labour 
investment (i.e. heavily concentrated at periods of low 
tide) and ethnographically has usually been the main 
preserve of women and children in the l.ocal groups 
(Meeban 1982). 

Clearly. these generalizations should not be over
played. In most coastal situations molluscs represent 
an obvious and immediately available source of food. 
and it would be surprising if any coastal living group 
did not incorporate some component of shellfish into its 
regular diet. if only to add an element of variety to the 
staple diet, much in the way that we enjoy most species 
of shellfish at the present day. In these terros we would 
expect to find some component of shellfish in almost all 
coastal sites. and it comes as no surprise that the archae
ological record of at least sporadic mollusc exploitation 
can be traced well back into the Middle and even Lower 
Palaeotithic periods (Kiein 1999; Parkington 1999). The 
real interest in cultural and economic terms cenrrcs on 
the contexts in which shellfish seem to have become a 
major and central element in dietary systems leading. 
archaeologically, to the appearance of major shell 
middcn accumulations. 

Any study of the archaeological records of shellfish 
exploitation must of course take account of the various 
sources of potential distortion in the surviving archaeo
logical evidence. Since most of the archaeologically 
documented shell middens seem tO be located very close 
to the contemporaneous beaches (as for example those on 
Oronsay, or in the Firth of Forth) we can only realistically 
expect to find traces of these middens where the related 
shorelines themselves are preserved. In the Scottish 
context this generally means that only sites dating from 
the later stages of the Mesolithic-and in particular those 
associated with the period of the maximum Postglacial 
marine transgression, from c.7000 BP onwards - are 
likely to retain any substantial traces of midden deposits. 
But there are other. potentially equally serious, sources 
of bias in the archaeologieal record. Evidence from 
Oronsay and elsewhere leaves no doubt that in recent 
historical times shell middens were often exploited as 
a convenient source of lime-rich fertilizer in areas of 
naturally acidic soils (Mellars 1987, 202). h is virtually 
impossible to estimate the potential impact of this factor 
on the survival of shell middens in areas subjected to 
systematic farming over the past 5000 years, but in many 
areas the impact could have been dramatic. 
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Seen in these tenns it should hardly come as a surprise 
that the main contexts in which Mesol.ithic shell middens 
have survived more or less intact down to the present 
day derive mainly from either cave and rockshelter sites 
(where systematic mining of the deposits for fertilizer 
would presumably have been difficult) or from areas 
of naturally highly alkaline soils. such as the extensive 
'machair' deposits of the islands and west Scottish 
coast~. where the superficial wind-blown deposits them
se! ves are composed largely of shell sand (as for example 
over large areas of Oronsay and most of the other 
Hebridean islands). In areas of naturally highly acidic 
soils. the effects of natural leaching over the past 
5000 years may have been s ufficient to eliminate all 
trace.< of at least the thinner and more shon-term shell 
middens. Any attempt to calculate the potential impact 
of these combined factors on the extent of survival of 
shell middens can hardly amount to more than a wild 
guess, but it might not be unrealistic to suggest that the 
surviving sample of Mesolithic shell middens may repre
sent no more than one or two per cent of those originally 
present on the a<sociated coasts. 

So, with all these caveats, what can we say about 
the documented chronological distribution of shell 
middens in Mesotithic Scotland? The archaeological 
record effectively starts with the apparently typical, 
limpet-dominated midden discovered in the 1890s in 
the Druimvargie rockshelter at Oban (Lacaille 1954), 
which has been dated on the basis of the associated 
artefacts (including two uniscrially barbed bone points 
and typical 'limpet-scoops') to between 8300 and 7800 
BP (Boosalll996). Broadly similar dateS have now been 
reported for an apparently similar midden, with associ
ated microlithic technology, at Sand on the Applecross 
peninsula (Hardy & Wickham-Jones 2002). There are 
slightly later dates for the midden deposits excavated in 
the Ulva cave adjacent to Mull (Bonsall 1996) and (rather 
less well documented in stratigraph.ic terms) for those in 
the An Corran rockshelter on Skye (Saville & Miket 
1994). The bulk of the classic 'Obanian • shell middens 
of the west coast are generally associated with the period 
of the maximum of the Postglacial marine transgression, 
and have dates ranging from c.6700 BP (MacArthur 
Cave. Oban) down to c.5400 BP (Cnoc Coig, Caisteal 
nan Gillean I & U. Cnoc Stigeach, and Priory Midden 
on Oronsay) (Boosall 1996; Mellars 1987). Broadly 
the same period seems to be represented by the cockle
dominated midden at Monon in Fife (Coles 1971 ), and 
by at least the earlier stages of fonnation of some of the 
massive oyster middens around the shores of the Firth of 
Forth, as at lnveravon and Nether Kinneil, near Falkirk 
(Sloan 1984). The concentration of these sites during the 
later Mesotitbic phases- especially from c.6500 BP - is 
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therefore striking, but arguably hardly surprising in view 
of the history of relative land/sea-level changes during 
the course of the Postglacial period. 

If the conspicuous clustering of shell middens during 
the later stages of the Mesolithic is a real feature of 
the archaeological record, and not simply a product 
of the various distorting factors discussed above, the.n 
of course it could have significant implications for the 
whole pauem of socio-economic change over the period 
of the Mesolithic/Neolithic transition. and perhaps even 
provide a major explanatory factor for at least some of 
these changes. In other areas of Europe it has often been 
noted that there seems to be a curious outbreak of shell 
midden formation shonJy before the first appearance of 
fully Neolithic communities in the different areas. and 
this has been seen by some workers as a potential reftec
tion of a general pattern of economic crisis which would 
at least have accelerated. if not initiated, the adoption of 
new agricultural practices (Bailey 1982; Cohen 1977). 
The large-scale use of labour-intensive shellfish collec
tion strategies could, in other words. be seen as pan of 
a general pattern of economic ' intensification· during 
the final Mesolithic stages. which could have provided 
a major stimulus for the adoption of the new Neolithic 
regime (Harris 1996; Zvelebil er al. 1998), as discussed 
funher below. 

The 'Obanlan ' phenomenon and the interpretation 
of tbe Oronsay ntiddens 

The whole topic of the 'Obanian • phenomenon in 
Mesolithic Scotland has generated a long and (recently) 
fairly lively debate in the literature (e.g. Bonsall 1996; 
Mithen 2000a; Mithen & Finlayson 1991; Richards & 
Mellars 1998), which at least in pan reduces to some 
issues of terminology. If by 'Obanian' we imply almost 
any midden deposits heavily dominated by limpets. then 
one could no doubt identify Obanian sites at almost 
any period from the ninth millennium BP onwards 
down to the end of the Mesolithic period. and no doubt 
far beyond (Bonsall 1996). To have any meaning in a 
cultural or even technological sense. we must clearly 
identify the Obanian by at least some distinctive artefact 
forms. The usual candidates cited in this context are the 
much-discussed ' limpet-scoop' forms (i.e. artificially 
bevelled. more or less finger-shaped pieces of bone, 
antler. or e.longated stone pebbles) together with other 
forms such as pitted beach-pebbles (probably used as 
anviJstones for working flint) , larger and more heavily 
wom 'limpet hammers '. bone awls, perforated cowrie
shell beads, and the more sporadic occurrence of single
or double-barbed 'harpoons' of bone or antler and 
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occasional perforated red-deer antler mattocks (Bonsall 
1996; Lacaille 1954; Mellars 1987). It could be argued 
that none of these forms is especially distinctive in either 
typological or technological terms, at least when taken 
in isolation. Indeed, in cenain cases. most notably the 
bevel-ended bone and stone forms. and the engaging 
cowrie-shell beads, they are now known to be distributed 
around large pans of the western and nonhern coastline 
of Britain during the later stages of the Mesolithic. 
extending as far south as Wales and Devon (Barton 
1997). From the east coast we have apparently typical 
bone 'limpet-scoop' forms from the midden at Monon in 
Fife (Coles 1971 ), and a typical. double-barbed harpoon 
head washed up on tile beach at Whitburn. Tyne and 
Wear (Mellars 1970). 

As noted above, at least some of these ' typical' features 
of the Obanian can now be identified in west-Scottish 
shell midden deposits back to the ninth millennium BP 
(notably in the Oruimvargie rocksheller at Oban) and 
could be seen as a normal component of the technology 
employed in these explicitly coastal. shellfish harvesting 
sites throughout at least the second half of the Mesolithic 
period as a whole. Leaving aside all the issues of the 
potentially highly specialized economic function of these 
sites. as discussed very clearly by Bonsall (1996). it is 
clear that any notion of the 'Obanian' as a distinctive, 
sharply defined cultural or social entity, specific to the 
final stages of the Mesolithic in western Scotland. must 
be set to one side. 

Over the past decade, most of the focus of the debate 
over the general 'Obanian' problem seems to have shifted 
to the specific interpretations of the remarkable concen
tration of shell middens on the small island of Oronsay 
(immediately to the south of Colonsay) in the Inner 
Hebrides (Bonsall 1996; Mellars 1987: Mithen 2000a; 
2000b; Mithen & Finlayson 1991; Richards & Me liars 
1998). As the person responsible for the main campaign 
of fieldwork on these sites, I can hardly conclude the 
present paper without some discussion of these recent, 
highly stimulating debates. 

The basic pattern of the evidence from Oronsay is 
perhaps too well known to need detailed description 
here (Mellars 1978; 1987; Mellars & Wilkinson 1980). 
Tbe island itself has a present land area of only six km2 

and at the time of the Mesolithic occupation this would 
have been reduced to around four km2 by the effects of 
the main Postglacial marine transgression, which seems 
to have reached its maxjmum in this particular region 
around 6500 BP. Five major shell middens have now been 
documented and excavated on the island, with a range 
of radiocarbon dates spanning the period c.6200-5400 
BP (Fig. 9.4). The middens are all of a broadly similar 
size (mostly c.25-30m in diameter) and at all the sites 
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there is clear strati graphic evidence for a relatively long 
and complex succession of closely repeated occupation 
and shellfish collection (with many associated hearths), 
spanning periods of atlcast200-300 years. 

All the midden deposits are heavily dominated by 
limpets, with much smaller proportions of periwinkles 
(Uuorina /iuorea) and dogwhelks (Nucella lapi/lus), 
and very sporadic traces of a wide range of other species 
(oysters. cockles, topshells, razor-shells. mussels, dog 
cockle, etc.). Fine-sieving and analysis of the deposits 
has shown that fishing - especially for young saitbe 
(Pollaclzius virens) - must have contributed almost as 
much to the diet of the midden occupants as the shellfish. 
The collection of at least two species of crabs was clearly 
a significant component of the diet at all the sites, with 
more sporadic traces of grey seal. otter, a range of sea 
birds (especially the Great Auk), and relatively abundant 
traces of burnt and broken haz.elnut shells. Remains of 
land mammals are extremely rare on all the sites, and 
con si si mainly of segments of red deer antler, which were 
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probably imported into the sites largely if not entirely for 
the manufacture of anefacts such as 'limpet scoops' and, 
much more rarely, barbed antler points and perforated 
mattock heads (Grigson & Mellars I 987). Other ane
facts include the normal repertoire of 'Obanian' forms, 
including abundant bevel-ended stone 'limpet scoops', 
bone or antler awls, pitted pebble-hammers or anvil
stones, and abundant examples of small, double perfo
rated cowrie-shell beads or pendants . Significantly, the 
relatively abundant ftintwork recovered from all the 
rniddens seems to have been produced almost entirely on 
small, local beach pebbles, and is conspicuously Jacking 
in either typical rnicrolithic or micro-blade technology, or 
virtually any clearly recognizable retouched tool forms. 

One of the most significant and intriguing patterns 
revealed by the recent work on Oronsay is the evidence 
for a sharply seasonal pattern of fishing for saithe at the 
different sites, based on detailed comparative studies of 
the size distribution of the distinctive otoliths (Mellars 
1978: 1987; Mellars & Wilkinson 1980). This revealed 
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clearly that at least the main season of fishing for this 
species had varied sharply and systematically between 
the different sites. spanning the period from early to 
mid-summer (at Cnoc Sligeach and Caisteal nan Gillean 
11), through autumn (Cnoc Coig) to at least the early or 
mid-winter months (Priory Midden) (Fig. 9.4). The only 
periods of fishing not clearly represented in the middens 
are late winter and spring, when it is known that the 
saithe retreat into deeper, offshore waters, and are effec. 
lively impossible to catch (Note 1). 

Stated briefly, there are two basic and sharply 
conflicting hypotheses which have been debated in the 
recent literature on the Oronsay middens, which in many 
ways encapsulate the more general issues of the imerpre· 
tat ion of the 'Obanian' phenomenon as a whole (BonsaU 
1996; Mithen 2000a; 20001>; Mithen & Finlayson 1991; 
Richards & Mellars 1998). Reduced to the essentials. 
these can be summarized as follows: 

I. That the occupation and use of the different shell 
middens on Oronsay was essentially the product of 
a single social group. which remained on the island 
throughout most if not all of each year, but moving 
seasonally between the different sites (Richards & 
MeUars 1998). 

2. That the occupations documentc:d in the different 
middens represent much more sporadic and intermit
tent visits to the sites by a range of different social 
groups, who spent the remainder of each year on some 
of the larger adjacent islands, such as Jura. Islay, or 
Colonsay, or possibly the Sconish mainland, most 
probably practising economies in these other loca
tions dependent Iargely on the hunting of red deer or 
other land mammals (Mithen 2000a, 623; Mithen & 
Finlayson 199I) {see Fig. 95). 

A full analysis of these two bypothese.~ would occupy 
much more space than is available here. and in earlier 
publications I have tried to take a fairly open-ended view 
of the different alternatives (Mellars I978; 1987; Mellars 
& Wilkinson 1980). There is now no doubt. however, 
that the gradual accumulation of evidence from different 
sources poses a much more serious obstacle to the second 
of the above hypotheses than it does to the first. Very 
brieHy, the main considerations can be summarized as 
follows. 

Clearly, the seasonal evidence refeiTed to above 
demonstrates the use of the different Oronsay middens 
spanning vinually all seasons of the year, with the occu· 
pation of each individual site being apparently specific 
to one season (mid-summer at Cnoc Sligeach. autumn 
at Cnoc Coig, winter at Priory midden, etc.) (Mellars 
& Wilkinson 1980) (Note 1). To explain this pattern 
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in terms of the 'sporadic visits' hypothesis one would 
presumably need to assume two things: first that there 
was some form of convention among the different groups 
who visited the island as to exactly which sites should 
be occupied at which seasons of the year; and second 
(assuming relatively brief visits) that some groups were 
deliberately making the crossing to Oronsay tO exploit 
the rich coastal resources there at times of the year when 
other groups were leaving the island to exploit resources 
elsewhere. On the face of it neither of these seems a 
very plausible scenario. Clearly, Oronsay provided rich 
and probably economically reliable food resources at 
all seasons of the year. In this s ituation it is difficult to 
visualize why a range of hypothetically different social 
groups should have found it necessary to come and go 
between the islands in such a highly patterned way, but 
one which varied in seasonal terms between the different 
groups involved. 

There is no reason to doubt that the rich, concentrated, 
and highly varied food resources available on Oronsay 
would have been adequate to support a single human 
group throughout most if not all seasons of the year. In 
addition tO the wealth of coastal resources {fish, shell
fish, crabs, seals, sea-birds, etc.) clearly documented 
in the middens, it is possible that certain land-based 
resource$ ($uch as hazelnuts or o!.her plant foods) would 
have provided a much larger component of the diet than 
the archaeologica.l evidence suggests (Mithen 2000a). 
Moreover, the resources of the adjacent pans of southern 
Colonsay would have been potentially available within at 
most two or three kilometres of movement {by boat) from 
tbe Oronsay sites. In purely subsistence terms there seems 
no reason to doubt the viabitity of essentially year-round 
occupation on the Oronsay sites, by a relatively small 
social unit. For groups adept at the harvesting of coastal 
resources. it would have been difficult to go short of food 
on Oronsay at any season of the year. 

As already noted, the character of the flaked stone 
industries recovered from the Oronsay middens provides 
no hint whatever that the sites were occupied by groups 
who at other times of the year, or in other locations, 
manufactured typical microlithic industries of the kind 
represented at many sites on the adjacent islands of 
Jura, Islay, and indeed Colonsay (Fig. 9.5; Mercer 1979; 
Mithen 2000a; Mithen & Lake 1996). The Hint assem· 
blages from all of the Oronsay sites have proved to be 
conspicuously lacking not only in any trace of micro
lithic or typical micro-blade technology, but of almost 
any clearly retouched tool forms. Even if one were to 
postulate a highly specialized economic function for the 
Oronsay sites. it would seem odd that no trace whatever 
of these microlithic or micro-blade technologies should 
ever have been imported, or produced, in the Oronsay 
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FJGURE9.5 

Location of the Oronsay middens In relolion eo uuer Mesolithic microlith·yiclding sites on the adjacent islands of 
Colonsoy, Islay, end Jura (after Mithen 2000b). 
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sites, by groups coming from the hypothetically comple
mentary sites elsewhere. Nor, so far as we can tell, do 
the lithic assemblages include any component of clearly 
imported flint. 

Similar observations can be applied to the general 
scarcity of red deer bones and antler at the Oronsay 
sites. At 'Obanian' sites on the Scottish mainland (such 
as Risga. on Loch Sunan, or the MacArthur Cave at 
Oban) either red deer bone or antler seems to have been 
the strongly preferred material for the manufacture of 
'limpet scoops', with tools made on these materials 
heavily outnumbering those made on stone (Lacaille 
1954). On the Oronsay sites, by contrast, all traces of 
red deer bones are conspicuously scarce (Grigson & 
Mellars 1987) and the 'limpet scoops' are manufactured 
far more commonly from beach pebbles than from frag
ments of either bone or antler. Once again it is hard to 
imagine how or why this situation should arise, among 
groups who were hypothetically spending the greater 
pan of each year on some other adjacent islands, largely 
dependent on the hunting of red deer, and therefore 
presumably with almost unlimited access to bone and 
antler as raw materials. 

How far the Oronsay sites can in fact be interpreted 
as higltly specialized functional or activity locations is 
itself equally open to question (cf. Bonsall 1996). Quite 
apart from tbe wide range of food resources now reported 
from all of the sites there is clear evidence for an equal 
diversity in the range of technologies and functional tool 
forms employed on the different sites ('limpet scoops'. 
'limpet hammers', hammer/anvilstones. worked flints, 
bone chisels, bone awls, antler harpoons, mattock heads, 
cowrie-shell beads, etc.), together with evidence for the 
on-site manufacture of many of these forms. There is 
also explicit evidence from at least one of the sites (Cnoc 
Coig), not only for large and repeatedly reused hearths. 
but also for at least two clearly defined hut structures 
(Fig. 9.6; Mellars 1987). ln short. at least the Cnoc Coig 
midden could be seen as reflecting much more substan
tial occupation than a mere 'shellfish processing site' 
(Bonsall 1996; Meehan 1982). Perhaps more to the point, 
one should keep in mind that other major 'residential' or 
'base·camp' locations could well exist in some of the 
interior parts of Oronsay. in areas at present covered by 
deep deposits of wind-blown sand (Note 2). 

Lastly, and most significantly, we now have recent 
carbon and nitrogen isotope analyses carried out on 
a number of human bones from two of the Oronsay 
middens (Cnoc Coig and Caisteal nan Gillean TI). 
which in five out of the six analysed cases point to a diet 
consisting almost entirely of marine resources, and with 
no apparent evidence of a significant terrestrial element 
in the diet (Richards & Mellars 1998) . Clearly, whichever 
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way this evidence is viewed it is not consistent with the 
view that the individuals in question spent a large pan of 
each year in some other locations. subsisting primarily on 
land-based resources. such as red deer or terrestrial plant 
foods. The evidence is more consistent with the hypoth
esis of essentially residential occupation on Oronsay- or 
in some other purely coastally oriented location -at all 
seasons of the year. 

Recently, Mithen (2000a; 2000b) has reviewed the 
new aspects of the evidence from Oronsay and else
where and has adopted a rather different stance from 
that adopted in his earlier article on ·Red deer hunters 
on Colonsay· (Mithen & Finlayson 1991). ln particular, 
he has presented a detailed analysis of the available 
radiocarbon dates for both the Oronsay sites and the 
various microlithic/micro-blade dominated sites on the 
adjacent islands of Colonsay, Islay, and Jura (Fig. 9.5). 
In brief, Mithen concludes that there appears to be a 
curious gap in the overall distribution of radiocarbon 
dates for these microlithic sites between c.6500 and 
5400 BP. which coincides almost exactly with the main 
date distribution of the Oronsay sites. As he points out, 
unless this reflects some kind of strange, accidental bias 
in the available radiocarbon measurements, or a simple 
accident in the sites chosen for excavation and dating. 
this would pose an obvious problem for viewing both 
the microlithic sites and the Oronsay shell middens as 
directly inter-dependent parts of the same economic and 
social systems, leaving aside all the other technological, 
economic, and seasonal objections to this particular 
hypothesis outlined above. 

So we appear to be left with the model of a perma
nent, or at least semi-perrnanent, human population on 
Oronsay as the most likely hypothesis for the archaeo
logical evidence as a whole. But this still leaves scope for 
a number of other. related options. There can be no doubt 
whatever that the Oronsay communities must have main
tained some kind of regular contact with human groups 
on other adjacent islands, or just possibly the Scottish 
mainland. This would have been essential on purely 
demographic grounds to maintain the mating patterns 
and genetic viability of the Oronsay groups. And we 
already have strong evidence that the Oronsay commu
nities must have been importing at least some of the 
red deer antler supplies employed for tool manufacture 
from one or more of the adjacent islands, or the Scottish 
mainland (Grigson & Mellars 1987). The mixed marine 
and terrestrial diet implied by the isotopic analysis of 
one of the human bones from the Caisteal nan Gillean 
D midden (Richards & Mellars 1998) would point in the 
same direction, possibly reflecting an individual who was 
eo-opted by marriage into the Oronsay community from 
elsewhere. 
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Plan of the Cnoc Coig midden (Oronsay) showing location of hearths and associated hut structures (after Mellars 1987). 

A further and in some ways particularly intrigui!lg 
possibility is that the overall 70().-gOO year span of the 
occupation now clearly documented by radiocarbon 
dating of the different Oronsay sites was not in fact 
strictly continuous in chronological tenns, but reflects 
a more 'punctuated' panem, consisting of a series of 
separate, shorter interludes of intensive occupation, 
separated by other periods of non-occupation. One 
possibility. for example, is that the separate episodes 
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of intensive occupation on the Oronsay sites oould have 
been precipitllted by certain kinds of resource crisis or 
failure in other adjacent locations. such as the immedi
ately adjacent island of Colonsay. If one were to pursue 
this hypothetical scenario.. one might envisage, for 
example, that the Late Mesolithic gJ"OUps who practised 
a predominantly bunting economy (for red deer) on the 
adjacent island of Colonsay (cf. Mithen & Finlayson 
1991) would on occasions have over-exploited the local 
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red deer populations either to the point of extinction, or 
to near extinction, especially in view of the small size of 
Colonsay, and especially if the hunting practices involved 
systematic vegetation-burning strategies designed to 
auract and control the movements of the animal herds 
(Mellars 1976). Arguably. if this were to happen, then 
an obvious and perhaps inevitable response would have 
been to shift the economy onto an intensive exploitation 
of predominantly coastal resources, until the local land· 
based resources bad time to recover (Note 3). 

lt is precisely in situations of this kind that the 
rich, concentrated, and seasonally dependable coastal 
resources available on Oronsay might have provided the 
essential safety-net to maintain the local human groups 
over these periods of local resource crisis. If cycles of this 
kind were to happen at, say, 50- or lOO-year intervals, 
then one could potentially have several separate episodes 
of occupation on the Oronsay sites, distributed at various 
points over the combined 800-year span of occupation 
on the sites. Unforrunately, the available radiocarbon 
dates for the Oronsay sites are hardly adequate to test 
this particular hypothesis with any rigour or precision. 
But this is cenainly one potential model for the Oronsay 
sites which can hardly be dismissed from the evidence at 
present to hand. 

One final a.<:pect of the model discussed above is that 
it would reinforce tl1e potential interest of the apparent 
epidemic of Late Mesolithic shell middens in Europe, as a 
symptom of a progressive and repeated process of resource 
over-exploitation which eventually precipitated - and 
perhaps necessitated - the widespread adoption of new 
agricultural economies (Bailey 1982; Cohen 1977; Harris 
1996). The process could be seen as one of either progres
sive depletion and over-use of the available resource.,, 
or more simply (in Cohen 's terms) as a shifting balance 
between human population numbers and the available 
'natural' resources needed to suppon these populations. 
In either case one could see the curious concentration of 
Late Mesolithic shell middens on Oronsay - as well as 
those in other pans of Scotland, and perhaps Europe more 
broadly - as a specific argument in favour of a general 
'economic stress' model for the diffusion and widespread 
adoption of fully agricultural economies throughout 
Europe (Harris 1996; Zvelebil et al. 1998). 

There is, of course, another dimension to the Oronsay 
middens. The dense scauers of limpets and other shells 
spread over the surface of the middens, bleached by the 
sun, would inevitably have formed a conspicuous feature 
in the local landscape, which would almost cenainly 
have been visible from the adjacent pans of both Islay 
and Jura, as well as from boats passing between the 
islands. Viewed from this perspective, the shell midden 
sites could well have served as significant social or terri-
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torial markers in the Later Mesolithic environment of the 
Inner Hebrides, potentially analogous to the chambered 
tombs and round barrows of the ensuing Neolithic and 
Bronze Age~. This might also help to explain wby the 
middens tend to be located on some of the higher pans 
of the eastern Oronsay coastline. and why the successive 
episodes of occupation on the different sites were so 
closely tied 10 the same locations. To push the speculative 
boat out further, one might even go on to recall that the 
overall form of middens such as Caisteal nan Gillean l 
and Cnoc Sligeach are in many ways strikingly similar to 
the shapes of limpet shells {sec Mcllars 1987, figs. ll.l9 
& 13.2), and that the same shapes are equally reminiscent 
of the outlines of the Jura Mountains (the so-called Paps 
of Jura), which form the dominating feature ofthe skyline 
immediately to the east of Oronsay (ibid., fig. 2.4)! But 
again, these interpretations should not be stretched too 
far. There are, or course, other reasons why naturally 
elevated locations could have been deliberately selected 
as major activity locations, either 10 improve visibility 
from the sites over the adjacent coastline, or to reduce the 
impact of attacks from midges and other insects, which 
form a perennial feature of the Hebridean environment 
- as anyone who has conducted fieldwork in these areas 
will be acutely aware. As in most other areas of prehis
tory, a full understand.ing of the behaviour of the Mesa
lithic communities on Oronsay will only be achieved by 
taking a balanced view of the prosaically functional, as 
well as more exciting social and ideological, dimensions 
of the human societies involved. 

Notes 

I. As discussed elsewhere (Mellars 1987), a major 
question which remains to be resolved is whether the 
collection of molluscs on Oronsay was carried out at 
precisely the same seasons as the fishing activities 
at the different sites, or whether the harvesting of 
shellfish was concentrated primarily during the late 
winter and spring months, when fishing for saithe was 
effectively impossible. Drying and storage of fish for 
use over the winter is of course another possibility - a 
practice in use until recently on Colonsay. 

2. A funher (more extreme) possibility is that the prin· 
cipal base-camp locations of the Oronsay groups 
could have been located on the adjacent parts of 
southern Colonsay, from which smaller groups 
(perhaps mainly women and children) would have 
made daily visits to the Oronsay sites by boat along 
the eastern coast - though this model would of 
course encounter many of the interpretative problems 
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discussed in the preceding paragraphs. If the groups 
were dependent almost entirely on coastal resources 
for their annual food supplies. as the isotope evidence 
suggests (Richards & Mellars 1998), it is hard to 
see why base-camps on Colonsay would have any 
advantages over those on Oronsay itself - and they 
would certainly have involved a greater investment 
in commuting time! The cast coast of Oronsay still 
has the reputation as the most productive and reliable 
fishing grounds for saithe of the two islands, and has 
a much greater length of coastline accessible within 
a short radius of movement than any location on 
Colonsay. It also supports a large seal colony. 

3. This would of course assume that Colonsay once 
supported a red deer population -either as a result of 
natural ntigration to the island early in the Postglacial 
or (perhaps more likely) by the deliberate introduction 
of red deer by the Mesolithic groups themselves (see 
Grigson & MeUars 1987). 
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Chapter 10 

The Material Culture of Mesolit.hic Scotland 

ALAN SAVILLE 

Tire fundamemal elemems of material culture - es.<efl· 
tially stone, bot~e and amler tools - surviving from 
the Mesolithic period in Scotland are described and 
discw>sed in temrs of significance and chronology. 

Introduction 

My object in this chapter is to give an overview of tlle 
type and nature of material culture .rurvMng from the 
Mesolithic period in Scotland. before turning to some of 
the continuing problems of its interpretation in terms of 
chronology. 

There has to be an emphasis on the word surviviflg, 
since the archaeological record for the Scottish MesoHthic 
period is an impoverished one. There are no wooden 
bows and arrows. oo basketry holdalls or fishtraps, no 
birehbark containers. no bone fishhooks with attached 
twine, and so on, as survive from Mesolithic times in 
other parts of Europe. More surprisingly perhaps . in view 
of the number of coastal, riverine, and island sites. there 
are no logboats or skinboats; and. rather more depress
ingly, there are no an objects. All these things must once 
have been present, but what remains, as in most of the 
UK. is largely the real 'hardcore' of prehistory- the stone 
tools- plus some objects made of bone, antler, and shell. 
It is from this foundation that much of our understanding 
of the character and extent of human settlement in the 
Scottish Mesolithic must perforce be built, and it is 
incumbent upon prehistorians to make the most of the 
evidence available. 

Stone tools 

Mesolithic ftaked stone tools are found throughout 
most of the more obviously habitable, lower-lying parts 
of Scotland, excep~ at least to date, in Shetland. the 
Western Isles, or St Kilda. The raw material exploited 
was predominantly flint where available, chen in those 
areas where it was a common resource. and a whole 
plethora of other silicious rocks in areas where neither 
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Hint nor chen were so readily to hand (Finlayson L990a; 
SaviUe 1994a). Given the relative scarcity of flint in 
Scotland. it is remarkable how few Mesolith.ic flaked 
stone assemblages from anywhere in the country seem 
without any flint at all (Note 1) , and it is the resourceful
ness with which flint and other appropriate rocks were 
sought out and exploited, which is one of the triumphs of 
human endeavour at this period (Saville 2003a). 

One aspect of this exploitation. which contrasts with 
the subsequent Neolithic period, is that it was, irrespec
tive of the raw material involved. on a local or at best 
regional scale. there being no obvious inter-regional 
dispersal of raw materials (Saville 2003b). Pitchstone, 
despite previous claims for quite far-flung Mesolithic 
occurrences (Williams Thorpc & Thorpe 1984). must be 
included here until it can be convincingly demonstrated 
that Mesolithic items made from pitchstone regularly 
occur in assemblages of this period well away from their 
origin in Arran and the immediate hinterland of dispersal 
in the SW. 

Raw material diversity in the Scottish Mcsolithic was 
made especially apparent by tlle study of the finds from 
excavations at Monon. Fife, where it was concluded 
that 'the variety of materials used .. . seems among the 
greatest from anywhere in Britain' (Coles 1971. 298). 
Suffice it to say that quartz, quartzite. rock crystal, chal
cedony, bloodstone, jasper, pitchstone, baked mudstone, 
agate. silicified limestone, and opal were among the 
rocks uti lized by Mesolilhic roolmakers in those parts of 
the C·Ountry where they could be found locally. 

As far as stone tool typology is concerned. pride of 
place must be given to that most distinctive yet recurrent 
of Mesolithic implements, the microlith (Figs 10.2; 
10.16-20). in its many geometric and non-geometric 
manifestations, and its equally diagnostic eo-respondent, 
the microburio (Lacaille 1 935; 1942). Microliths, 
normally fashioned on a bladelct or segment thereof, 
are defined by their small size (in Scotland less, usually 
much less, than 50mm long and less, usually much 
less, than Smrn thick) and their tendency to distinctive 
shapes in plan (oblique points, triangles, crescents, rods, 
etc.), but also - and most crucially - by the definitive 
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Map or Scolland showing some of the places and findspots featured in the text. (Drawn by Marion O'Neil) 
Key: I An Corra.n. Staffin. Skye, Highland; 2 Sand. Lochalsh. Highland; 3 Shieldaig, Wester Ross, Highland; 4 Risga. 
loch Sunart, Argyll & Bute; 5 Ulva Cave. Ulva. Argyll & Bute; 6 Oban (Carding Mill Bay; Druimvargie Rocksheller; L6n 
M6r; MacAnhur Cave: Raschoille Cave), Argyll & Bute; 7 Kilmelfort Cave. Argyll & Bute: 8 Oronsay, Argyll & Bute: 
9 Shewalton (River lrvine), North Ayrshire: 10 Mount Sandel. County Londonderry. Northern Ireland; 11 Wig Sands, 
Kirkcolm, Dumfries & Galloway; 12 Cumstoun (River Dee), Dumfries & Galloway; 13 Daer Reservoir, South Lanarkshire; 
14 Cambwell, Scottish Borders; 15 Dryburgh Mains (River1\veed). Sc.ouish Borders; 16 East Barns, Ounbar, East Lothian: 17 Crarnond, 
Edinburgh: 18 <:aniden. Falkirk; 19 Inveravon, Falkirk: 20 Meiklewood, Stirling: 21 Fife Ness, Fife; 22 Morton, Fife; 23 Frianon (River 

Tay), Perth, Perth & IGnross: 24 Banchory (River Oee), Aberdeenshire: 25 Nethennills (River Dee), Aberdeenshire. 
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blunting retouch on one or more edges, without which 
no microlith can be c lassified as such. The microburin is 
a waste product resulting from the most nonnal method 
of mic.rolith manufacture, by which the bulbar, or less 
frequently the distal. end of the bladelet blank is detached 
by notching and snapping (Fig. I 0.2, nos. 28-29). 

There is room for disagreement about the precise 
method of hafting and function of microliths in general 
(Clarke 1976; Finlay 2000), and of the various shape· 
types in particular. since it is still the case that no 
hafted examples have been found in Britain or Ireland 
and since some microwear analyses of microliths are 
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FiCURE 10.2 
Artefacts from Shieldaig. Wester Ross. 1-26 microliths; 27 mtcltt defo,..t; 28-9 microburins; 
30tangedpoint: 31 piercer. 32 platform core; 33-Sscrapers (quartz: l-3.6, 12-15. 17, 19-20. 
22. 25, 36--7; Hint/chalcedony; 5. 7-11. 16. 18. 21.23-4.26--8. 30-1, 32, 34-5: bloodstone: 

29. 33: fiin!/b1oodstone: 4). (Drown by Marion O'Neil) 
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entirely negative or suggest a variety of modes of 
utilization (Dumont 1988; Finlayson 1990b; Finlayson 
& Mitben 1997; 2000; Grace 1992). Nevertheless, what 
evidence there is for the use of microliths elsewhere in 
Mesolithic Europe - o r indeed world-wide since they 
are a remarkably widespread tool-form - is that a major 
function was as the armatures of arrowheads. They were 
hafted with the blunted edge inserted into a lateral slot or 
slots in the shaft (though, with the use of resin or other 
adhesive, slots arc not essential: David (1998)), leaving 
the naturally sharp edge protruding, as is made clear by 
finds of the actual arrowheads (Clark 1975; Nuzhnyj 
1989). Use in this fashion seems confirmed by the wear 
and fracture patterns on some microliths (Fischer er al. 
1984), by the injuries to game animals indicated by bone 
damage (Noe-Nygaard 1974), and by microliths in asso
ciation with human remains (Nuzhnyj 1989) and animal 
carcasses (Fischer 1989, 36). 

Scottish microliths have been studied in depth mainly 
on a site by site or island basis, rather than regionally 
or nationally, and there is often difficulty in making any 
wider cross-comparisons because of idiosyncratic classi
fication and nomenclatu.re (cf. Woodman 1989, 12-14). 
Recently some detailed attribute analyses have been 
applied to microlith assemblages excavated on Colonsay 

fiGUIU! 10.3 
Flint burin, Banchoey, Dceside. Scale in ems. 

(Photo: Trustee.• of the National Museums of Scotland) 
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and Islay (Finlay et al. 2000; Finlayson et al. 2000), but 
even these have raised questions of tenninology which 
might binder further inter-assemblage comparisons 
(Saville 2002). One point which has emerged clearly 
from these detailed analyses, however, is the very small 
average size of microliths in these scalene triangle domi
nated assemblages. The means of the lengths of large 
samples of Later Mesolithic microliths from Gleann 
Mor and Bolsay Farm, Islay, and S taosnaig, Colonsay, 
arc 12.8mm, 14.1mm, and 14.3mm respectively (Mithen 
2000). Analysis of a sample of 141 complete microliths 
from Kinloch, Rum, also dominated by scalene trian
gles, gives an entirely similar figure for mean length 
of 14.lmm, despite the differences in raw materials 
(unpublished analysis of sample in the NMS collections 
by A. Saville; cf. Wickham-Jones & McCartan 1990, ill. 
61). Only slightly larger mean values were obtained from 
samples of Later Mesolithic microliths from the Pennines 
and North Yorkshire Moors (Eerkcns 1997, table 2) and 
it will be interesting to see, when comparable Later 
Mesolithic assemblages are analysed from elsewhere in 
Scotland, if any significant metrical differences emerge. 

It is, of course, microliths which provide the most 
obvious typological difference between Early and Later 
Mesolithic industries (see below and Saville this volume) 
and size is a significant attribute in this context, though 
difficult to demonstrate statistically because of the 
small total size of available assemblages. Just to hint 
at the contrast, however, the 14 complete rnicroliths (9 
isosceles triangles and 5 obliquely blunted points) from 
the SW corner of Site A at Morton, Fife (NMS coUec
tion), have a mean length of 22.lmm (Fig. 10.16). Any 
microlith found in Scotland which is longer than c.30mm 
(e.g. Fig. 10.18, no. I) immediately raises the possibility 
of an Early Mesolithic presence, but such examples are 
often surface finds from potentially chronologically 
mixed scatters. 

The most common of the more extensively modified, 
struck lithic tools is the scraper (Fig. I 0.2, nos. 33-38). 
This tool-type continues on through the Neolithic and 
Bronze Age periods and only sometimes is it possible to 
distinguish Mesolithic scrapers typologically, usually by 
a combination of traits such as: small size; asymmetry 
or amorphousness of outline; extensive, non-invasive 
scraper retouch; and snapped or retouched bases. Much 
less frequent are forms such as piercers of various forms 
(Fig. 10.2), rarely sufficiently diagnostic to be catego
rized as Mesolithic as single finds or within an otherwise 
undated assemblage, the exception being the rare meche 
de foret-rype of bilaterally blunted awl (Fig. 10.2, no. 
27), which is a Mesolithic type-fossil (Clarlc 1975, 108; 
Jacobi 1980, 154). Burins seem far less common in 
Scotland than some of the older literature would suggest, 
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Fllnt core-tool. Wig Sands. Dumfries and Galloway. (Drawn by Marion O'Neil) 

indeed it is a moot point how much of a real buri n tradi
tion existed in Mesolitbic Scotland. Other than the excep
tional burin spaJJs from Kilmelfon Cave (Coles 1983a; 
Saville & Baltin forthcoming). one of the rare entirely 
convincing burins is from Banchory on Deeside (Fig. 
10.3; Paterson & Lacaille 1936. fig. 4.1). Various kinds 
of edge-trimmed Hakes and blades, including serrated (or 
microdenticulate) types occur, as do truncated blades, of 
which those with obliquely blunted truncations are the 
most distinctively Mesolithic (Paterson & Lacaille 1936, 
fig. 2, 16-17). 

Extremely rare. almost non-existent, are heavy-duty 
ftaked core-tools of axehead, adze, or pick type. Only 
three possibilities are known from Scotland, all of ftint 
and all isolated surface finds from widely separate 
localities: Fair Isle, between Orkney and Shetland 
(Cumming 1946; Saville 1994b; 2000); Monon, Fife 
(Coles 1971. 314; Saville 1994b; 2003c); and Wig Sands, 
Wigtownshlre (Saville 2003b; 2003c). The Fair Isle find, 
which typologically seems undoubtedly Mesolithic, is 
very hard to explain as a genuinely local 6nd and must 
remain problematic. The Monon artefact is a subse
quent chance find from the vicinity of the well-known 
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excavated MesoHthic s ite, and though it could be 
Mesolithic, it is insufficiently distinctive typologicaJJy to 
regard it as definitely Mesolithic, rather than Neolitbic, 
in type and date. The Wig Sands core-tool (Fig. 10.4). 
arguably much more likely to be a Mesolithic artefact, is 
probably best regarded as an import from Ireland. 

The debitage or waste material from the knapping of 
Hint and similar raw mat"-rials, at least when present at a 
location in any quantity (Fig. I 0.5), can also be distinc
tively Mesolithic in character by virtue of the dominance 
within an assemblage of blades and bladelets produced 
from platform cores (Fig. I 0.2. no. 32). Many of the cores 
themselves are often distinctively Mesolithic, particu
larly the pyramidal single-platform mlcroblade cores or 
opposed-platform bladelet cores with parallel flake scars, 
though it is unwise to over-emphasize these distinctive 
types. much favoured by antiquarian collectors. The 
reality in most large assemblages is that less distinctive 
types of core predominate. There has been some past 
uncertainty over the degree to which bipolar, anvil-struck 
knapping was a regular part of Mesolithic technology. 
This reduction method is present in association with shell 
middens on Oronsay and in the caves and rockshelters at 
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Unrctouehed ftint blades and ftakes. Lussa Bay, Jura. Scale in ems. (Photo: Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland) 

Oban, and also in the Mesolithic assemblage at Kinloch, 
on Rum (Zetterlund 1990), but how universal it may have 
been and its relationship to specific raw material types is 
difficult to detennine. Titis is because, as it is important 
to remember whenever discussing such issues, there 
are very few stratified or otherwise closed assemblages 
of any size from Mesolithic Scotland. Most Mesolithic 
Haked stone tools derive from surface occurrences in 
locations where it is the nonn to find some degree of 
undoubted or potential contamination by admixture from 
later prehistoric activity. However, it is interesting that re
examination of the Mesolithic assemblage from Kilellan, 
Islay, indicates that both platfonn and anvil reduction 
strategies coexisted in a situation where the raw material 
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used - beach pebble Oint - is entirely unifonn for both 
strategies (Saville in Ritchie forthcoming). 

Apart from the Haked lithic tools, there are various 
types of artefact, generally grouped in Scottish arcbaco
Iogical studies under the rubric of 'coarse stone tools' 
(Ciarkc 1990), which exploit natural pebbles and cobbles 
for a variety of purposes, such as hantmers, pounders, 
grinders, anvils, and weights. Mercer (1979, 353) 
regarded the double-notched quartzite hantmer-anvil as a 
type fossil of his Late Mesolithic (phase 3) sites on Jura, 
and probably correctly connected them with bipolar-core 
technology. Unique so far is the small hollowed stone 
from Fife Ness, to which no specific function has been 
assigned (Wickham-Jones & Dalland 1998. illus. 9). Few 
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Bevel-ended Slone 1ools, Cnoc Sligeach, Oronsay. Scale in ems. (Photo: Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland) 

coarse stone tools are reliably diagnostic, however, since 
they are a continuing facet of tool-use in Scotland well 
into the first millennium AD (Saville 2003a}, thus unless 
there is a close association with other, more culturally 
specific or dated material, it is often difficult to be sure if 
such implements are of Mesolithic age. 

Until recently, the exception to this rule would have 
been the bevel-ended stone tools (Fig. 10.6), which are 
present in very large numbers at the Oronsay middens 
and to a lesser extent at the Oban caves and other sites 
(Anderson 1898, figs 24-8; Bishop 19 14, fig. 36; Clarke 
1990, ill us. 8 1; Finlayson 1995, fig. I; Mellars 1987. fig. 
8.7). They are natural elongated pebbles of schistose 
(or similar) rock, collected from the beach, modified at 
one end or occasionally at both ends by abrasion. and 
sometimes perfunctorily shaped. This is the artefact 
known in the earlier literature as a limpet hammer 
(Grieve 1885, 57) or limpet scoop/gouge (Bishop 1914, 
95), though Anderson ( 1898, 312) thought only the larger 
tools could have served as limpet hammers and that the 
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more common small variety was more likely to be for 
dressing and working skins (Anderson 1895, 222). BreuiJ 
(1922, 267- 71) took the view that these implements were 
ftaking tools for flint-working; Jacobi (1980, 189) associ
ated them with the cleaning of seal-skins; and Finlayson 
( 1995, 263) has supported the hide-working hypothesis. 
Despite the considerable interest shown in this tool 
category (Mellars 1987, 129; Reynolds 1983), their 
precise function has proved elusive. Recent experimental 
work has shown that such tools could indeed be used for 
ftintknapping, hide-softening, ha.ulnut-cracking, and 
limpet harvesting, with the latter considered the activity 
producing abrasion, breakage, and fracture-patterns 
most similar to the archaeological specimens (Barlow 
& Mithen 2000). It is certainly the case that bevelled 
pebbles are most numerous at the 'Obanian' middens 
(there are hundreds of examples from the Oronsay sites), 
but they do occur in smaller numbers at non-midden sites 
somewhat away from the coast in Mesolithic times. such 
as Kinloch, R~m (Ciarke 1990, 122) and East Barns, 
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Dunbar (J. Gooder pers. comm.). The size range is quite 
wide, and it is unclear whether this reflects deliberate 
choice or the dominant size of available pebbles, and 
in turn whether the variation in size has any meaning in 
terms of variation in function, need for hafting, and so 
on. The reason for expressing some doubt as to whether 
all bevel-ended stone tools are Mesolithic relates to their 
presumed equivalence to bevel-ended tools of bone and 
antler, which have been shown by direct radiocarbon 
dating to continue into Bronze Age times (see below). 

Countersunk (Fig. 10.7) and hourglass-perforated 
quanzitic pebbles from various locations have often 
been considered as definitely or potentially Mesolithic 
(Candow 1989, fig. 16; Lacaille 1954, fig. 61; Mulholland 
1970, 93), but these are not finds with any other close 
association to assist in dating. Elsewhere in Britain, 
though well-contexted cases are virtually non-existent, 
there is a presumption that some hourglass-perforated 
pebbles are Mesolithic (Mellars & Reiohardt 1976, 
274-80; Jacobi in discussion, this volume). These 
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perforated implements do not usually exhibit any 
external wear, so the suggested functions as weights 
for digging-sticks, hand-drills, nets, and roof-ties seem 
more plausible than as percussion tools. Similar artefacts 
occur elsewhere in Europe in ostensibly early (Gramsch 
& Kloss 1989, fig. 6.2; Matiskainen 1989, fig. 12) and 
late Mesolithic contexts (Price 1987, 254), and may in 
some instances be decorated, encouraging a description 
in such cases as 'mace-heads' (Matiskainen 1989). 

Also oonsidered as weights are the so-called 'waisted 
pebbles' (Fig. 10.7). These are flat, ovoid, water-worn peb· 
bles, usually modified (notched) by simple removals from 
opposite medial sections of the two longer sides to create 
bilateral indentations or a 'waist' , presumably for the 
attachment of a string or rope (Note 2). These are known 
principal]y from surface finds along the north banks of 
the River Tweed, most particularly from the location of 
Dryburgh Mains, Berwickshire, and immediate surround
ings, which have produced a whole series of these arte
facts of various sizes (Corrie 1914; 1916; Lacaille 1954, 
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FIGURE 10.8 
Sandstone pebble axehead. Cambwell. Scotlish Borders. 

(Dmwn by Marion O'Neil) 

166: Warren 200 I. I 54-61 ). The conventional interpre
tation, recognizing !heir river-side location (the Tweed 
is still an important salmon river), is as net-weights or 
line-sinkers. !hat is as fishing gear. though other uses, 
for example as weights for bird-nets (Mann, quoted in 
Warren 200 I. 152}, have also been mooted. The func
tional association wilh fishing seems reasonable, given 
the world-wide occurrence of very similar simple pet>
ble-tools with this role (cf. Moore 2000. 174-6), but 
again there must be caution as to whether they are in this 
instance necessarily Mesolithic in date. 

Naturally formed pumice frngments or pebbles, 
presumably collected as drift pumice from beaches 
(Binns 1972}, were used as abraders, perhaps especially 
for shaping. smoothing, and resharpening bone needles 
and piercers (Bishop 1914. fig. 40: Clarke & Dugmore 
1990}. 

Stone axeheads have yet to be recorded from any 
Scottish Mesolithic sites. Only one possible candidate has 
been suggested, a pebble axehead from Cambwell. near 
Biggar (Fig. 10.8; Saville 1994b). This is a completely 
unassociated find. suggested as Mesolitbic purely on the 
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basis of its typological contrast with Scottish Neolithic 
axeheads, panicularly its parsimonious use of a suitably 
shaped pebble. Mesolithic stone axeheads are common 
in Ireland (Woodman 1978) and occur in coastal Wales 
(David 1989: 1991: David & Walker this volume}, but 
not in England where flint axeheads and picks may be 
the equivalent. Given the absence of sufficiently large 
flints for axehead manufacture in Scoliand, yet the 
availability of abundant supplies of suitable stone, it is 
hard to unde.rstand why stone axeheads were not part of 
the Mesolithic tool-kit here. since there must have bee.n 
a requirement for implements to undenake heavy-duty 
tasks. unless antler tools were used instead (see below 
and Saville 2003c}. 

Bone and anUer tools 

The most common bone implement (also. but less 
commonly, made from antler) from Mesolithic Scotland 
is the bevel-ended tool (Fig. 10.9). known almost exclu
sively from coastal rnidden sites (Anderson 1895, figs 
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FIGURE 10.9 
Bone roots from Mo~on site B. Fife (1-2): Druimvargie rockshelter, Oban, Argyll (3-4): 
and An Comrn. Skye, Highland (>-7). l-4, & 7: bevel-ended tools: 5: combined point and 
bevel-ended tool: 6: point. Some of these tools have been directly AMS dated: I - 5790±80 
BP (OxA-4612}: 2 - 5475±60 BP (OxA-4611); 3-8340±80 BP (OxA-4608);4-7890±80 

BP (O.xA-4609): 7- 7590:!:90 BP (OxA-4994). (Drawn by Marioo O'Neil) 

5-8; Anderson 1898, figs 10-15, 19-23; Bishop 1914, 
fig. 37; Cotes 1971, fig. 15). This tool can so closely 
resemble its stone counterpart (above) that there must 
at least be a functional overlap if not a complete inter
changeability in the purpose these tools served, though 
the bone and antler varieties are equally stubborn about 
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revealing their precise function. Like the stone versions, 
they occur in large numbers, for example over 150 were 
recovered from MacArthur Cave. 

The bone versions are most often fabricated on split 
fragments from deliberate shattering of Jongbones, 
principally the metapodials of red deer in those cases 
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F tOURE 10.10 
Barbed points from MacArthurCave, Oban, Argyll (two on the left. both an~er); Shewalton, North Ayrshire (centre, antler); Druimvargie 
rockshelter. Oban, Argyll (two on the right, both bone). Of these, only the Shewalton point (OxA-1947) and the Druimvargie point on 

the far right (OxA-1948) have been directly AMS dated (see Table 10.2). (Photo: Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland) 

where it is possible to identify the species (Foxon 1991, 
108; Y. Hallen pers. comm.). The antler versions are 
formed on split fragments of beam, presumably detached 
by groove-and-splinter technique (Griffi tts & Bonsall 
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2001; Bonsall in discussion, this volume). Double-ended 
forms do occur, but much less frequently than the 
single-ended, which will normally have an unmodified 
butt formed by the original split end. Combinations of 
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the bevel-ended tool and piercers sometimes occur (Fig. 
10.9 , no. 5). Both bone and an~er versions of the bevelled 
tools are normally small, less than 7(}...80 mm in length, 
but a small number of larger bone examples are known 
from two of the Oban sites (Andersoo 1895, figs 9-10; 
Anderson 1898, figs 7-8) and from An Corran, Skye 
(Fig. I 0.9. no. 7) , sometimes retaining an articular end of 
the bone as the butt. 

Examination of these tools in large numbers shows 
!hat some bear clear signs of being the reused pieces of 
broken larger tools of completely different type, such 
as barbed points (Anderson 1895, fig. 13; at least lhree 
bevelled tools at MacArthur Cave are made on fragments 
of barbed points), piercers, mattocks, or other unidenti
fied tools (Breuil 1922. fig. 5.2). This factor helps to rein
force the impression, gained from the frequency of their 
discard in apparently still usable form, that these imple
ments are at the bottom end of !he bone tool hierarchy. 

They are easy to make, obviously highly serviceable, 
but of no particular value and thus ttighly expendable. It 
seems very likely that the small examples were hafted for 
use, even though such a haft has never been found; unlike 
the expendable bevelled tools, the hafts would have been 
reuseable and were presumably curated. 

Despite the detailed studies by Reynolds {1983) and 
Foxon (1991), many aspects of the bevel-ended tools 
remain unresolved (cf. Finlayson 1998. 25). Even the 
fundamental issue of the bevelling itSelf is confused, 
with Reynolds (1983, 53) and Foxon (1991, 110) 
maintaining that the blanks are deliberately ground to 
produce the bevel before use, whereas other authorities 
see the bevelling as purely a product of use (Clark 
1956, 92). Reynolds ( 1983, 58) retains the label 'limpet 
scoop', but suggests the function is rubbing, smoothing, 
and possibly scraping. Foxon (1991. 115) felt that most 
were used for hide-working and this interpretation is 

i f 
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FIGURE 10.11 
Barbed anUer point from Omiden, Falkirk, directly AMS dated to 6030:t SS BP 

(OxA-7852). (Drawn by Marion O'Neil) 
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followed by Finlayson (1995), whereas Bonsall ( 1996. 
194) revertS to the collection and processing of limpets 
as the explanation, with funher suppon for this adduced 
from recent experimemal and use-wear analysis (Griffins 
& Bonsall2001). 

Some 26 bevelled tools have now been direclly 
"C-dated, producing an astonishing age-range from 
c.8470 to 3010 BP (Table 10.2), which makes !his an 
exuaordinarily long-lived tool-type. 11 continued in use 
vinually unchanged for five millennia, and can no longer 
be regarded as a purely Mesolilhic type-fossil (Saville 
1998b). 

Simple bone piercers (Anderson 1898. figs 2- 3; 
Mellars I 987, fig. 8.4), of various shapes and sizes. 
although ofte.n similarly made on split longbone frag
mems, seem to have been less expendable than !he 
bevelled tools, since they sometimes exhibit a high degree 
of use polish, which suggests curation (Fig. 10.9, no. 6). 
These tools could obviously have been used in fish- and 
shell-fish processing (Bonsall I 996, 194), though when 
discussing !he Risga material Foxon ( 1991, I 0 I) draws 
a distinction between points and points/pins, with !he 
fonner being piercing tools and the lauer suggested to be 
for fastening clothing or bags. 

Boars' rusks were used for small, sharply chisel-edged 
tools, though only single examples have been found at 
MacAnhur Cave and Druimvargie rocksheher, Oban. 
These have been described as scraping-tools (Cl ark I 956, 
93) but were perhaps blades to be sleeved and hafted, in 
!he manner of examples from Zealand (Clark 1975, plate 
11). As yet unexplained are !he finely worked frngments 
of antler with 'chisel' -like tenninations which occur in 
'Obanian' assemblages (e.g. Breuil 1922, fig. 5:1-2, the 
Jailer reused as a bevelled tool after breakage) (Note 3). 

General evidence for antler-working has been found 
at many of the midden sites (Clack 1956, figs 4-6; 
Grigson & MeUars 1987, figs 15.2 & 15.4), and Clack's 
study (1956, 93) showed how the technique involved 
'nibbling', cutting, splitting, and perforating using Hint 
tools. Antler and wooden wedges were probably also 
used for splitting antler, though none has been noted from 
the 'Obanian' sites. Clack (1956) thought there was no 
evidence for the use of groove-and-splinter technique in 
Scotland, but this is now disputed (Griffius & BonsaU 
2001; Bonsall in discussion, this volume). 

Cetacean bone, which has especially auractivc prop
erties of size, density, and resiljence, was undoubtedly 
exploited when available, though the block from Priory 
Midden, Oronsay, used as an anvil or for chopping, is 
one of the few specific Mesolithic instances recorded 
(Grigson & Mellars 1987, fig. 15.15). A fragment of 
whale rib wilh trnces of human use was found in the carse 
clay at Causewayhead in the Fonb Valley (Morris 1898, 
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60) and Piggon and Henderson ( 1958. 27) mentioned a 
whale-bone vertebra used as a chopping-block from the 
Carse of Stirling. 

Much more elabornte as tools are !he mauocks (Clack 
1956, figs 1- 3; Mellars 1987, fig. 8.8) and the barbed 
points (Anderson 1895, figs 11-12; Anderson 1898, figs 
1-2 & H~-!8; Bishop 1914, fig. 38), which have from an 
early stage been recognized as imponant and distinctive 
elements of !he Scouish Mesolithic. Both categories have 
recently been the subject of renewed study, largely as pan 
of the spin-off from direct AMS "C dating (Bonsall & 
Smith 1990; Smith & Bonsall 1991). 

Barbed points 
The barbed points (Figs 10.10-11) are of two basic varie
ties, the uniserial and the biserial (Bonsall & Smith 1990; 
Smith & Bonsall 1991). Most of the Scottish examples 
are biserial, the exceptions being !he two broken bone 
points from Druimvargie rockshelter (Anderson 1898, 
figs 1-2) and a single bone example from 'Gienavon· 
(Morrison & Bonsall 1989, fig. 4). The lauer has gener
ally been regarded. since Lacaille's (1954, 184) original 
publication, as of 'Maglemosian' type, identified with 
Clack's ( 1936, 116) type 9, with large recurved barbs and 
therefore 'early' (Note 4). The Druimvargie examples are 
both much flauer with pronounced oblique cut-marks 
fonning the sharp-angled barbs. It is interesting !hat the 
two Druimvargie points are very similar in dimensions 
and style, and that, placed flat surface downwards, one 
has the barbs on its right side, the other on !he left (Fig. 
10.1 0). Thus they complement each other and could 
conceivably, and perhaps probably, have been a leister 
pair (cf. Saville 2001, 78). 

There are some differences in the detailed morphology 
of !he biserial points (Lacaille 1939, 49; Saville 2001), 
many of which are made on antler rnther than bone, 
but the range of variation in terms of blank. bull, and 
barb shape is relatively limited in Scotland (Morrison 
1980. fig. 7.10), in contrast to the variety of types found 
on the European mainland (Kozlowski & Kozlowski 
1977; Verhan 1990, fig. 1). Barbs are nonnally alternate 
or slightly staggered rather lhan arranged in exactly 
opposite positions (Jardine & Jardine 1978, 354). 

Only two of the Scottish barbed points , one from 
MacAnhur Cave, Oban (Anderson 1895, fig. 11), !he 
other from Risga, Loch Sunan (Foxon 1991, fig. 5.4:29), 
have a basal perforation entitling them technically to be 
classified as harpoon beads, though Foxon (1991. 103) 
doubts the rather odd Risga implement could have func
tioned as a harpoon point. lt is also true, however, that 
all the examples except two from MacAnhur Cave and 
that from Carriden, Falkirk (Saville 200 I), are broken 
at the base, making exact classification impossible. lt is 
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also true that the many fragmentary examples of barbed 
points from the 'Obanian' sites. including the three lost 
examples from Caisteal nan Gillean, Oronsay (Anderson 
1898. figs 16--18: Lacaille 1954, fig. 86: Mellars 1987. 
fig. 8.3), lack !heir bases. 

There are no further details, other than of its former 
existence, about the bone barbed point from the north end 
of Loch Asgog. Cowal (RCAHMS 1988. 3: G. Ritchie 
pers. comm.). but it should be noted that ihe findspots of 
alllhe other barbed points are from 'Obanian' middens 
or from riverine or estuarine contexts (Carridcn, Forth 
estuary; Cumstoun, River Dee; Shewalton, River Irvine). 

Foxoo (1991, 102) has suggested biserial barbed 
points were the armatures for thrusting spears rather than 
javelins, but in reality lhe function of both uniscrial and 
biserial types is, strictly speaking, unknown (Smith & 
Bonsall 1991, 209). The coastal or riverine provenance 
of most of them could be a bias of the occurrence of 
suitable contexts for preservation rather than indicating 
a function to do with fishing o r other boat-borne or 
shore-side hunting. The only clear-cut functional asso
ciation of barbed points from Britain, however, is with 
the terrestrial hunting of elk in the Lateglacial (Hallam 
et al. 1973). 

The Shewalton. Ayrshire. antler point (Fig. I 0. 1 0). 
with five barbs per side, is the largest of the barbed points 
from Scotland. lt is damaged at the base so the precise 
basal form is unknown. which is also the case with the 
shorter example (155mm), again with five pairs of barbs. 
from CumstOun, Kirkcudbrightshire (Lacaille 1954, 
157: Munro 1908). Next largest is the Carriden antler 
point, with six barbs per side and an intact, unperforated, 
spatulate base (Fig. 10.11). Both the MacArthur Cave 
barbed points have four barbs per side, the larger having 
a perforated spatulate base. the smaller an unperforated 
one (Fig. 10.10). All four have a piano-convex section. 
the flatter face corresponding to the interior of the antler. 
The barbs are sharp. angular, and steeply down-turned. 

Apart from the fact that one has a basal perforation, the 
size and weight difference of these four examples is so 
marked !hat a different function may have been the case 
(Table I 0.1 ) . 

The direct dating of one of the flat, uniserial, barbed 
points from Druimvargie Rocksbelter to c.7810 BP. 
in contrast to the earliest and latest dates for biserial 
points of c.6700 BP nt MacAnhur Cave and c.5840 
BP at Shewalton, raises the possibi lily of a typological 
shift from uniserial to biseri al during the Mesolithic 
(Bonsall & Smith 1990, 364), but this may not be corn· 
paring like with like if the Druimvargie points are from 
a leister (see above). The assemblage from Risga 
includes one uniserial point as well as severnl biserial 
fragments, but none of these is yet directly dated and 
the uniserial point is atypical, not only in having a per· 
foration but in being made on a jawbone (Foxon 1991. 
103). One of the points from Cnoe Sligeach, Oronsay, is 
possibly made from a seal rit:>-bone (Jardine & Jardine 
1978). 

Antler mattocks 

British red-deer antler mattocks have been studied by 
Smith ( 1989), who defined four types (A-D) according 
to the part of the antler used and the positioning of the 
perforation. The only MesoUthic type recognized in 
Scotland is type C, the T-shapcd antler-beam mattock, 
made from a segment of beam around the stump of the 
removed trez-tine (Note 5). The perforation is through 
the trez-tine stump in the same plane as the blade, which 
has a cutting edge formed by an oblique truncation, 
presumably fashioned with a flint o r similar tool. 

The best known of the Scottish mattocks is that from 
Meiklewood, Stirlingshire (Fig. 10.12; Bonsall & Smith 
1990, fig. 2), a fairly hefty example (weighing 508g), 
which gives a reminder of the sheer Si7.e of deer antler 
available for use during the !Mesolithic. Other type C 
manocks are the fragmentary examples from Risga 

TAbLE 10.1 
Dimensions and weights or the four mosc complete barbed points from Scotland. 

Length Width Thickness Weight 
Location in mm In mm in mm in grams Ret.,..nc:e 

Shewalton 192 19 11 29 J..oeaille 1939 

Carriden t68 25 8 18 Saville 2001 

MacArthur Cave 165 18 9 15 Anderson 1895 

MacArthur Cave 107 16 5 6 Anderson 1895 
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FIGURE 10.12 

Antler beam mattock from Meiklewood, Stirling. directly AMS dated to 5920:t80 BP (OxA-1159). 
(Photo: Trustee.< of the National Museums of Scotland) 

(Cl ark 1956, fig. I) and Priory Midden, Oronsay (Mellars 
1987, fig. 8.8). The latter is ofpanicular interest in that it 
originally had a cutting edge at both ends. Fragments of 
perforated antler tools, almost certainly pans of mattocks, 
occur at most of the 'Obanian' middens and suggest they 
were quite common tools. 

When first discovered, both the Meiklewood mattock 
and another probable example from the carse clay, which 
is now lost, had the remains of wooden hafts in their 
perforations (Turner 1889). The use of wooden handles 
for such tools is confirmed by discoverie.s elsewhere 
where pans of the haft do survive, a.< with one of the elk 
antler mattocks at Star Carr (Ciark 1954, 158), which 
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retained a carbonized stub in the perforation. More 
revealingly, in Denmark complete handles survive with 
some antler mattocks, as at Dyrholmen (Childe 1950, 
fig. 17) and Ringkloster (Andersen 1974, fig. 59), in the 
latter case identified as unworked three-year-old hazel 
branches. 

Opinion on the function of antler mattocks has oscil
lated between wood-working, digging, and flenching 
(Smith 1989, 282), or even hunting (Childe I 950, 33). 
The suggested use as flenching axes or blubber mattocks 
in dismembering whale carcasse.s derive.s inspiration 
and support from the discovery of one definite, another 
probable, and possibly one or two other examples from 
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the carse clays of the Forth Valley, adjacent to the 
remains of stranded whales (Clark 1947, 91). It seems 
possible that mattocks could be used as flenching tools, 
though as Smith (1989, 282) suggested, the chance 
nature of such strandings is perhaps unlikely to have 
warranted such a specific tool type, and we cannot be 
sure that the coastal provenance of the extant examples 
is not simply an artefact of the available contexts for 
preservation. On the other hand, Woodman (1989, 19) 
proposed that the normal function for the mattocks 
was the butchery of seals, which were presumably 
regularly hunted, with occasional use on whales when 
opportunity arose. 

Smith (1989) himself favoured an identification as 
digging tools (cf. Zvelebil 1994, 55), mainly because 
of preliminary observations of use-wear on a type A 
antler-base mattock from England, now known to be of 
Bronze Age date (Bonsall & Smith 1990, 361). The T
shaped mattocks would seem to be unnecessarily hefty 
and elaborate for general digging purposes, for which a 

FlGORI! 10.13 
Patrick Cave-Browne chopping a bilth log with a modem 

replica antler lllJlttock. (Photo: Alan Saville) 
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simple digging stick would suffice, and ill-suited because 
of the angled blade. The blade edge is clearly crucial to 
the function; Childe (1942, 263) suggested some could 
be used as wedges in woodworking, the handle serving 
as a lever. Recent experiments (Jensen 1991; 1996; 
P. Cave-Browne pers. comm.) have shown that such 
an edge is extremely robust and can be used quite 
satisfactorily to chop wood (Fig. 10.13). Once blunt, 
the edge can easily be resharpcned by grinding against 
an abrasive stone, such as sandstone. In view of the 
absence of any other obvious woodworking tools of 
stone or flint in the Scottish Mesolithic (see above), the 
possibility that antler mattocks were in fact the other
wise missing axeheads seems very attractive (Saville 
2003c). It would perhaps not explain the occurrence 
of identical mattocks in large numbers at both coastal 
and inland Ertebl)lle sites in Denmark (e.g. 23 T-shaped 
mattocks at Ringkloster; Andersen 1974, 1 00) along
side numerous flint axeheads, which were themselves 
presumably woodworking tools, except that Mesolithic 
people in Denmark had equal access to flint and antler. 
In Scotland, where suitable flint was non-existent, but 
the red deer plentif ul, antler was the obvious choice 
(Saville 2003c). 

Both the Meiklewood mattock and a supposed mattock 
fragment from Risga have been directly dated, to c.5920 
BP and c.6000 BP respectively (Table 10.2). Associated 
dates for the example from Priory Midden, and for frag
ments from other Oronsay middens and from Risga, are 
all in the range c.6200 to 5400 BP, but the dating could 
be extended much earlier if the supposed fragment from 
Druimv•ugie is aocepted as from a mauock (Bonsall & 
Smith 1990, 365). 

lnaplements and ornaments of other materials 

The use of shell for artefacts in the Scottish Mesolithic was 
apparently restricted to the cowrie (Trivia monacha) and 
scallop (Pecten ma.ximus) (Note 6). Cowrie shells were 
single- or double-perforated to fonn beads (Fig. 10.14), 
which were presumably used as ornaments, though 
whether in necklace or bracelet fonn, or on clothing, or 
in the hair, rcmaios unknown (Simpson 1996). Perforated 
cowries have now been found on the mainland at Carding 
Mill Bay I, Oban (Connock et al. 1992, fig. 4) and Sand, 
Wester Ross (Hardy & Wickharn-Jones 2003, fig. 49.11), 
complementing those previously known from the islands 
of Oronsay (Bishop 1914, fig. 42; Mellars 1987, fig. 
8.9) and Ulva (Bonsall et al. 1992). Cowrie-shell beads 
are a widespread British type and not always coastal in 
occurrence, as the cache of eleven beads from Madawg 
rockshelter in the Wye Valley demonstrates (Barton 1994, 
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TABLE 10.2 
Direct AMS radiocarbon detennina~ions on bone and an~ler ar1efacts, listed chronologically by uncalibratcd 1'C age BP 

"C BP Lab. no. Artefact type Find location Reference 

8470:t90 OxA-10152 bevelled tool, bone Sand, Highland Hardy 2001 

8340:t80 OxA-4608 bevelled tool. bone Druimvargie rocksheller. Ashmore 1997; 
Oban. Argyll Bonsall et al. 1995 

7890±80 OxA-4609 bevelled tool, bone Druimvargie rocksheller. Ashmore 1997; 
Oban. A~gyll Bonsall er al. 1995 

7855:1:60 OxA-10384 bevelled tool. bone Sand, Highland Hardy 2001 

7825:t55 OxA-10175 bevelled tool. bone Sand, Highland Hardy 2001 

7810:t90 OxA-1948 uniserial barbed point. Druimvarg.ie rocksheher, Ashmore 1997; 
bone Oban. Argyll Bonsall & Smilh 1990 

7715±55 OxA-9281 bevelled tool. bone Sand, Highland Cressey et al. 2000a 

7590±90 OxA-4994 bevelled tool. bone An Corran rock.<helter, Skye, Saville 1998a 
Highland 

7545%50 OxA-9282 bevelled tool. bone Sand. Highland Cressey er al. 2000a 

7480:t75 OxA-8398 bevelled tool. bone Raschoille Cave, Oban, A~gyll Bonsall 1999 

7265±80 OxA-8535 bevelled tool. bone Raschoille Cave. Oba.n. Argyll Bonsall 1999 

7245±55 OxA-9255 bevelled tool, bone l..och A Squir. Raasay, Highland Cressey et al. 2000b 

6700±80 OxA-1949 biserial barbed poin~ Mru:Anhur Cave. Oban, Argyll Ashmore 1997; 
antler Bonsall & Smith 1990 

6665±70 OxA-3735 biserial barbed poin~ Cumstoun. Dumfries & Bonsall & Smitll 1992 
antler Galloway 

6605:t50 OxA-10176 bevelled tool. bone Sand. Highland Hardy2001 

6485±55 OxA-10177 bevelled tool. bone I Sand, Highland Hardy 2001 

6215±60 AA-29316 bevelled tool. bone An Corrnn rock$heher. Skye, Saville 1998a 
Highland 

6030:t55 OxA-7852 biserial barbed point, Carriden. For1h Valley. Falkirk Saville 2001 
antler 

6000±90 OxA-2023 "!mauock. antler Risga. Loch Sunart. Argyll Asbmore 1997: 
Bonsall & Smith 1990 

S920:t80 OxA-1159 manock, ander Meiklewood. FOrlh Valley. Bonsall & Smith 1990 
Stirling 

S875:t65 OxA-3737 bevelled tool, antler Risga. l..och Sunart. Argyll Ashmore 1997; 
. Bonsall & Smilh 1992 
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"C BP Lab. no. Artefact type 

5840±80 OxA-1947 biscrial barl>ed point, 
antler 

5790"' 80 OxA-4612 bevelled tool. bone 

5750:!:70 OxA-3738 bevelled tool. antler 

5475:t60 OxA-4611 bevelled tool. bone 

5190:t55 AA-29315 bevelled tool, bone 

5190:t85 OxA-3740 beve.lled tool, antler 

5180:t70 OxA-4610 bevelled tool. bone 

4765%65 OxA-3739 bevelled tool. bone 

4175±60 AA-2931 I bevelled tool. bone 

3975±50 AA-29314 bevelled tool. bone 

3660±65 AA-29313 bevelled tool. bone 

3010±50 OxA-7887 bevelled tool. bone 

fig. 7). Cowrie-shell beads are also very widespread in 
Mesolithic NW Europe (Newell et al. 1990), so their 
presence in Scotland is entirely unsurprising. By contraSt, 
small stone beads, of the kind known at Star Carr, Yorkshire 
(Clark 1954, 165), and The Nab Head, Pembrokeshire 
(Jacobi I 980, 158; David & Walker this volume). have not 
yet been noted from any Mesolitbic sites in Scotland. 

Large, fan-like scallop shells (Bishop 1914: fig. 41; 
Hardy & Wickham-Jones 2003, fig. 49. I I; Mellars 1987: 
fig. 8.10) were occasionally llimmed around the edges, 
edge-worn though use. perhaps as scoops or containers. 
or worked for other unknown purposes. 

Otherwise, the Mesolithic material culture repenoire 
from Scotland, as it comes down to us through the 
archaeological record. is patently a pale shadow of 
its real extent. Outstandingly, we lack items of wood 
altogether, though any relevant ethnographic parallel, 
or any archaeological parallel from cultural contexts 
blessed with waterlogged preservation (Andersen 1987). 

Find location Reference 

Shewalton. North Ayrshire Bonsall & Smith 1990 

Mon.on 8 , Tentsmuir. fife Bonsall er al. 1 995 

Ulva Cave. Ulva. Argyll Ashmore 1997: 
Bonsall & Smith 1992 

Monon B, lentsmuir, Fife Bonsallet al. 1995 

An Corran rockshelter. Skye. Saville 1998a 
Highland 

Carding Mill Bay I, Oban, Ashmore 1997: 
Argyll Bonsall & Smith 1992 

Monon 8, Tentsmuir, Fife Bonsall tt al. 1995 

Carding Mill Bay 1. Oban. Ashmore 1997: 
Argyll Bonsall & Smith 1992 

An Corrao rockshelter. Skye. Saville 1998a 
Highland 

An Corran rockshelter. Skye, Saville 1998a 
Highland 

An Comm rockshelter, Skye, Saville 1998a 
Highland 

Balephuil Bay. Tiree. Argyll Saville I 998b 

serve to emphasize the key role that woodworking is 
likely to have played (Coles 1983b, 11 ). This must 
also be true of the related area of bark-working. and 
similarly of basketry, netting, rope-making, hide· and 
skin-working; in fact whole categories of material 
culture activity involving organics susceptible to rapid 
decomposition are lost. There are clearly so many 
everyday activities and aspects of life for which we have 
no anefactual or precious liule other surviving evidence 
- for example, fire-making, food-preparation, cooking 
and eating, clothing, burial, carrying, and transpon 
- that study of the Mesolithic in Scotland can become in 
this respect frustrating. 
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The temptation to draw over-simplistic parallels and 
to make unwarranted extrapolations must be resisted, 
but it is equally useful to keep an open mind about those 
possibilities which other forager cultures provide (Orme 
1979). To take a single ethnographic example. Grigson 
and Mellars (1987, 272) speculated that one very appr~ 
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priate potential use for seal-skin during the Mesolithic on 
Oronsay would be for making boots in 'Eskimo' fashion, 
and one might also reflect on the 'Eskimo' use of seal
skin for boat-building (see below). 

Missing elements in the material culture record must be 
kept firmly in mind, otherwise there is a danger of falling 
into the trap of thinking of the Mesolithic as culturally 
impoverished. It is fortunately increasingly unnecessary 
to have to refer to the ethnographic record for comparative 
data, since the spectacular organic finds of Mesolithic 
date being made in many parts of Europe help visualize 
the type of equipment which would have been available in 
Scotland, including ropes and textiles, wooden bows and 
leister prongs, basketry fish-traps. birch-bark containers, 
and even bone fishhooks with twine attached by a clove
hitch (Andersen 1985; Burov 1989; 1998; Gramsch 1992; 
Gramsch & Kloss 1989; Gron & Skaarup 1991; Mordant 
& Mordant 1992; Oshibkina 1989; Skaarup 1993; Zhilin 
& Matiskainen 2003). 

Decorated bone and antler obj ects (Andersen 1980), 
figurines and pendants of amber, and other artwork 
are common in the Mesolithic, particularly the later 
Mesolithic, of Scandinavia (Larsson 1990, 286). In 
Britain Mesolithic art is rare (Jacobi 1980, 160), the best 
known instance being the pebbles with incised decora
tion from Rhuddlan, North Wales (Berridge & Roberts 
1994; David & Walker this volume), and as yet there are 
no examples of artwork from Scotland. 

Water transport 

One of the most perplexing of all the missing elements 
of material culture, since it is inevitable from the 
distribution of Mesolithic sites and materials in the Inner 
Hebrides that sea travel was practised, is the absence of 
any evidence for boats. The distribution of Mesolithic 
sites inland suggests that river and loch navigation 
would also have been undertaken. Smith (1992, 13~3) 
has recently reviewed the evidence from the British 
Mesolithic, concluding that skinboats were much more 
likely to have been used in coastal waters and the open 
sea (cf. Clark 1952, 283) especially off the Scottish 
coast (Johnstone 1980, 27), while logboats could have 
served for loch and river transport. No instances of 
actual skinboats are known from this early in Europe, 
but the survival of evidence for such flimsy vessels, if 
coracle-type or similar construction is envisaged, would 
of course be exceptional. On the other hand, no logboats 
of Mesolithic date are known from Britain, where the 
only extant Mesolithic artefact possibly related to water 
transport is the birch-wood 'paddle' from Star Carr, 
Yorksltire (Clark 1954, fig. 77). 
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FJGUR£ 10.14 

Perforated cowrie-shell bea~ Oronsay. 
(Photo: Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland) 

In Denmark, however, there is now a substantial 
body of information on Mesolithic logboats, with "C 
dates going back to the end of the 7th millennium BP 
(Andersen 1986; Cltristensen 1990; Skaarup 1995). 
The Danish evidence clearly indicates that 1ogboats 
were being used in coastal waters, and experimental 
work suggests that sea passage in logboats is feasible 
(Cltristensen 1990). Burial in or under logboats is also 
a significant feature of Meso1ithic culture in Denmark 
(Grl!ln & Skaarup 199 1; Skaarup 1995). Older still is 
the Jogboat from Noyen-sur-Seine, France, which has a 
"C date of c. 7960 BP (Mordant & Mordant 1992, 61 ). 
This logboat, and another early example from Pesse, 
Holland, are made of pine, while all those identified 
from Denmark are from lime (Christensen 1990). 

Numerous instances of the finding of logboats or 
possible logboats have been reported in Scotland. The 
(?)pine-wood ' logboat' found c.l &79 in the River Tay 
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alluvium at the f'rianon Brickworks, Perth (Geikie 1880). 
bas until recently been accepted as Mesolithic because 
of its apparent stratig,raphic position below carse clay 
in the Firth of Tay (e.g. Coles 1971, 361; Jacobi 1982. 
14; Mountain 1979, 69), which Mowat (1996. 35) has 
estimated would make it approximately of later Boreal 
age. However, not only are the suatigraphy and dating 
very open to question, it is not altogether cenain that this 
object. now lost, was a logboat at all (Smith 1992, 142). 

Tantalizing though aU the old accounts of logboat 
finds are - especially the example of the Oban logboat 
with its sheets of birch bark and copious hazelnut shells 
(Mapleton 1879) - without proper records and "C dating 
their ages are impossible to guess (Note 7). This applies 
particularly to the many supposed dugouts found in 
the 18th and 19th centuries (Munro 1899, 66-72). but 
also to more recent finds. Thus the speculation that the 
Lochar Water, Dumfries, logboat found in 1973 might be 
Mesolithic was halted when the Early Bronze Age "C 
date of c.3754 BP was obtained (Jardine & Masters 1977; 
Jardine & Morrison 1976, 190). Sintilarly, "C dating of 
what was previously thought to be an early prehistoric 
dugout from Loch Doon showed it to belong to the mid· 
1st millennium AD (MacK.ie 1984). The recent reporting 
of a Mesolithic logboat from the Shannon estuary in 
Ireland, which was subsequently reassessed as a natural 
'plank' of poplar wood. is a further salutatory case in 
point (O'Sullivao 2001, 71-2). 

Mowat ( 1996) has now collated all the available 
information on logboats in Scotland and has shown 
how, with the possible exception of Friarton. much more 
recent contexts than the Mesolilhic are likely to be the 
norm. Perhaps the most convincing argument against the 
possibility of logboats being manufactured in Scotland 
during the Mesolithic has been the absence of heavy. 
duty wood-working tools for their construction. Detailed 
examinatio.n of the Mesolitbic log boats from Tybrind Vig 
and elsewhere in Denmark has shown that all identifiable 
instances are made from substantial lime-tree trunks, 
worked using the ftint·bladed adzes commonly found on 
Enebs!lle sites (Andersen 1986. 97; Christensen 1990). 
ll is simply impracticable to believe that logboats could 
have been manufactured in Scotland during the Mesolithic 
without comparable tools, despite suggestions deriving 
from Geikie's (1880, 2) comments on the Friarton find 
that some logboats may have been worked by charring 
and scraping rather than chopping (Andersen & Hay in 
discussion, this volume; Jacobi 1982, l4; Morrison 1980. 
168). Indeed, the Danish evidence indicates that fire was 
never used in the manufacture of dugouts, only axeheads/ 
ad~es and probably wooden wedges and mallets, with 
charring where it occurs relating to secondary use or 
abandonment (Christensen 1990; Gr~n & Skaarup 1991, 
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50). On the other hand, preliminary repons of the logboat 
from Noycn-sur-Seine suggest that this pine trunk had 
been hollowed out using fire (Mordant & Mordant 1992, 
61), and anyway. as we have seen, in Scotland there were 
heavy-duty antler tools potentially capable of use for 
working wood. 

Material culture and chronology 

In terms of chronology, the very big advantage of organic 
artefacts is that they can be directly "C dated, and their 
disadvantage is that over most of Scotland such artefacts 
have a low survival rate and when they do survive they 
are often completely isolated finds. While these direct 
dates do, in a very tangible way, demonstrate Mesolithic 
presence in Scotland from c.8470 to c.S840 BP (Table 
10.2), they have little capacity for correlation with the 
lithic artefact evidence outwith the 'Obartian' context 
aod are from too small a sample to contribute towards 
phasing within this period. They also. as in the case of 
the bevel-ended tools. bave the potential to be misleading 
chronologically if one prejudges the 'Mesolithic-oess' 
of the implement type being dated. While there are 15 
bevelled tools dated between c.8470 and c.S875 BP (i.e. 
prior to the latest date for a truly Mesolithic type-fossil. 
the Shewalton barbed point. at c.S840 BP), there are a 
funher 11 which postdate this. There is debate as to 
when the conventional end of the Meso)ithiclbeginning 
of the Neolithic should be placed in nonhem Britain. 
with suggestions ranging from c.5500 to c.5000 BP. 
Even if the latest end of litis range is taken, however, 
only six of the later I 1 bevelled tools are from the 6th 
millennium BP, leaving two from the 5th millennium 
and three from the 4th millennium. The An Corran dates 
seem unequivocally to indicate the continuation of this 
type weU into the Bronre Age (the Late Bronre Age 
example from Balephuil Bay, Tiree, could be argued to 
be slightly outwith the typological norm: Fig. 10.1 5). 
Apart from the fact that this means the bevelled tools 
can oo longer be seen as Mesolithic indicators. it also 
removes the possibility of extrapolating fTom their dates 
any indication of the ac-tual duration of the Meso1ithic in 
Scotland (Note 8). 

By contrast. the ubiquitous stone tools cannot be 
directly dated, but comparative typological analysis 
should enable the injection of some chronological 
structure into the picture of the Scottish Mesolithic. In 
this regard it is the microliths - and we can be cenain 
that the microlith is an implement type which has 
no post-Mesolithic currency - which are potentially 
the most useful, since the long history of research on 
these in the UK should permit some chronological and 
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perhaps regional subdivision to take place. At the very 
least. it should be possible to have some insight into 
the comparative presence and distribution of so-called 
'Earlier'/' Early' and 'Later' Mesolithic activity (Jacobi 
1973; Mellars 1974), with regard to the 'broad' and 
' narrow' blade subdivision and associated contrasts 
in size and shape of microliths, and the blanks on 
which they are made, as established in England (Pius 
& Jacobi 1979). As outlined previously (Saville this 
volume). these subdivisions equate at base to the fonner 
Maglemosian and Sauvcterrian designations on the basis 
of Continental comparanda. The conventional boundary 
between Early and Later Mesolithic lies at c.8700/8650 
BP, though recent research is beginning to show a rather 
more complex picture (cf. Barton & Roberts this volume; 
David & Walker this volume), and Reynier (2002) has 
suggested the Early/Later nomenclature may now have 
outlived its usefulness. 

Until very recently the situation in Scotland could be 
summarized as indicating an early (but not unacceptably 
early on the English model) introduction/adoption of Later 
Mesolithic microlith fonns from c.8500 BP, as at Kin loch. 
R~m (Wickham-Jones 1990). and Fife Ness (Wickham· 
Jones & Dalland 1998). Other Later Mesolithic types 
of microliths and their associated assemblages found 
anywhere in Scotland were either seen to postdate c.8500 
BP on the basis of associated "C dates. or assumed to do 
so by analogy. In fact, the majority of reliable dates for 
these Later Mesolithic lithic assemblages fa ll within the 
bracket c.SOOo-6000 BP (Ashmore this volume) and. as 
Mithen (2000. 601) has discussed, there are currently no 
strong grounds for typological subdivision of this appar
ently homogeneous Later Mesoli lhic cullural phase. 
Wood man's ( 1989) suggestion of an early, pre-8000 BP 
phase of the Later Mesolithic, characterized by dominant 
scalene triangle microliths, followed after c.8000 BP by 
assemblages with increased proportions of crescent and 
double-backed needle m.icroliths, has been undermined 
by the evidence for the early crescent-dominated collec
tion from Fife Ness (Wickham-Jones & Dalland 1998), 
confinning the sense of Later Mesolithic homogeneity 
from the beginning. As in some other partS of the UK, 
it is difficult to find microlilhic assemblages attributable 
tO the 6th millennium BP. leaving in lithic terms only 
the non-microlithic anvil-struck flake industries of the 
cla~sic 'Obanian' sites (Lacaille 1954. 199-245). There 
is no indication thus far of any specifically 'Late' or 
'Terminal' Mesolithic element. in the form of rod
dominated microlithic assemblages - which would 
be datable by analogy to the later 6th millennium BP 
(Spik.ins 2002, 29) - among the Scottish finds. 

Equally the recent consensus was that, though undated 
by "C. there were indicators of Early Mesolithic presence 
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F JGUR£ 10.15 
Bevel-ended bone tool, Balephuil Bay, Tiree, directly AMS d<!tcd 

to 3010±50 BP (OxA-7887). (Drawn by Marion O'Neil) 

in Scotland, most clearly reflected by the 'broad blade' 
microliths in assemblages at Morton site A. Fife (Coles 
1971). and Lussa Bay and Glenbatrick Waterhole site 
01, Jura (Mercer 1970; 1974). Some of the debate these 
assemblages have engendered (cf. Wood man 1989; Saville 
this volume) seems with hindsight unnecessary, specially 
in the case of Morton A, where the microlith assemblage 
can now be seen to be entirely Early Mesolithic in char
acter and to come from spatially specific locations (Note 
9). The combination of relatively large isosceles triangles 
and obliquely blunted points (Fig. 10.16), all made from 
fl int, concentrated in the SW corner of Site A at Morton, 
is of classic Star Carr-type, and is therefore best dated 
by analogy with the most specific dates from Star Carr 
and elsewhere 10 c.9350-9200 BP (Roberts er al. 1998). 
or perhaps more broadly 10 somewhere in the range 
c.9700-9000 BP (Dark 2000; Reyn ier 1997; 2000). 

The microliths at LussaBay (Fig. 10.17) and Glenbatrick 
Watemole Gl also fit this picture, though at the former in 
particular there appears to be contamination by Later 
Mesolithic material, as indeed is the case with those 
surface finds, which include arguably Early Mesolithic 
types, from Shewalton Moor, Ayrshire (Lacaille 1930; 
1954, 286). with which Mercer (1970, 2 1) correctly made 
comparison. The microlithic element of the assemblage 
from An Corran, Skye, with its obliquely blunted points 
and large triangles (Fig. 10.18). also appears distinctly 
Early Mesolithic. The earliest date for this site of c.7590 
BP from a bevelled bone tool (Table 10.2) suggests a 
possible separation between an Early Mesolithic lithic 
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Aint microtiths from Morton site A, Fife. 1- 16 broad triangles; 17-22 obliquely blunted points; 23 
edgebluntedpoint(trench 44:9, 10, 12, 18. 20-22; uench47: 3. 5,6-8. 11, 17; uench 53:2, 14, 
16,23: ueoch 55156: I, 4, 15. 19: test·piiS, uenches48/49/52: 13). (Drawn by Marion O'Neil) 

assemblage and a Later Mesolithic midden and bone 
and antler assemblage, with the earlier phase and its 
microliths undated except by terminus ante quem. From 
elsewhere in Scotland there are individual microliths. 
either found completely separately or in mixed surface or 
excavated assemblages, which would, on the basis of their 
size and/or shape, also fit more appropriately in an Early 
rather than Later context (e.g. Mulholland 1970, fig. 12), 
though it would in these cases be unwise to place too much 
weight on subjective typological chrono-indieators. 

Otherwise there has been no recognized indication 
that other strands of the Early Mesolithic or transitional 
Early/Later Mesolithic found in England - the Deepcar
type, Horsham-type, and Honey Hill-type assemblages 
(Reynier 1997; 1998; 2000)- were present in Scotland. 
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A possible hint of conflict with the picture painted by 
the above summary came with the single (and perhaps 
misleading - there is a later date from the same site), 
"C date of c.9075 BP from Daer Reservoir site I, South 
Lanarkshire (Ward 1998), in apparent association with 
a typologically Later Mesolithic assemblage (Fig. 10.19) 
at what is an inland upland site at c.340m above current 
sea-level in the Lowther Hills. This possible conflict has 
now become a reality with the series of six "C dates 
obtained on carbonized hazelnut shells from Cramond, 
Edinburgh. These dates, between c.9250 and c.9105 BP 
(Lawsoo 2001; Ashmore this volume), are the earliest 
so far available for Mesolithic activity in Scotland, and 
are associated with wha.t would also, conventionally, be 
regarded as a Later Mesolithic microlithic assemblage 
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FiGUR£ 10. 17 
Hint microliths from Lussa Bay, Jura. ScaJe in ems. (Photo: Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland) 

with crescents and scalene triangles (Fig. 10.20). ll 
would he wrong to anemptto draw too many conclusions 
about either the Cramond or Daer Reservoir assemblages 
in advance of their full publication, but the implication 
is that a fully 'Later Mesolithic' microlithic repertoire 
with crescents and scalene triangles was established in 
southern Scotland before, perhaps well before, c.9000 
BP. If it is assumed that typologically Early Mesolithic 
microlith assemblages must he earlier than typologically 
Later Mesolithic ones, then the indications from Morton 
and some of the Jura sites must, as already mentioned, 
indicate Early Mesolithic habitation in Scotland at some 
point rather earlier in the lOth millennium BP, on both 
the east and we.<t coasts. 

That. strictly speaking, is as far as the evidence tor 
chronology and chrono-lypological subdivision currently 
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allows for Scotland. The Sconish position does. of course, 
have interesting implications for the rest of the UK, since 
at the moment the Later Mesolithic appears earlier here 
than in England. This may be seen as further support 
for Reynier's (2002) proposition of a time-transgressive 
initial Later Mesolithic occurring first in the north, or it 
might he simply a mauer of current chance availability of 
dates, and that earlier Later Mesolithic dates will emerge 
from England and Wales in due course. 

Scotland before the Early Mesolithic? 

The question inevitably arises as to whether there is any 
surviving material culture of pre-Neolilhic type which 
might point to occupation of Scotland even earlier than 
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the Early Mesolithic, in particular in the Lateglacial or in 
very earliest Postglacial times? 

Various claims for Upper Palaeotithic human 
presence made on the basis of excavations which took 
place at Bone Cave and Reindeer Cave, lnchnadarnph, 
Sutherland, in 1889 and 1926-27 respectively, can be 
discounted following re-evaluation of the accumulated 
reindeer antlers as natural (Murray et al. 1993), the 
human skeletal remains as Neolithic (Bonsall & Kitchener 
1998), and the surviving bone and ivory artefacts as Early 
Historic (Saville 1993 & in preparation). 

No stone tools were ever found at [ncbnadamph, 
but what lithic or other anefactual evidence might 

0 
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be expected to result from any pre-Barly Mesolithic 
inhabitation? [n England, the immediate predecessors 
in the terminal Pleistocenelearliest Holocene are the 
lo11j:-blade technology (LBT) industries with their kzmes 
mfJchurees (bruised blades), dated very approximately to 
the period c.l0,300--9700 BP (Banon 1989; 1997; 1998; 
1999; and this volume; Dumont 1997). These in turn 
have wider, Nonh European Plain connections with the 
Ahrensburgian techno-complex (Ball in & Saville 2003). 
Chronologically linked bone and antler anefacts would 
be the so-called 'Lyngby axes' or reindeer antler clubs 
(Cook & Jacobi 1994) and various types of uniserial 
barbed antler and bone points (Smith & Bonsall 1991 ). 
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14-15 broad triangles; 16 ?rod; 17-21 microburins (baked muds10ne: 1- 2. 6, 12, 14, 16, 
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FIGURE 10.19 
Flint/chaJcedony micro1iths from Daer Reservoir site 1, Soulh Lanarkshire. Scale in ems. 

(Photo: Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland) 

There are no ' Lyngby axes' from Scotland, and the only 
example of an 'early' ('Maglemose') form of uniserial 
barbed point is the 'Gienavon' one (see above), which, 
apart from its uncertain provenance (Note 4), cannot 
be directly dated because of conservation contaminants 
(Morrison & Bonsall 1989). 

LBT-type industries have always been thought 
unlikely in Scotland, if for no other reason than the 
absence of suitably sized nint tor the cores from which 
long blades could be struck. Discoveries at An Corran, 
Skye, bave somewhat undermined this reasoning, since 
one of the raw materials exploited at that site, baked 
mud~tone, was clearly capable of producing substantial 
blades up to at least 90mro in length (Fig. 10.21) 
and potentially much longer. There is no suggestion, 
however, that the An Corran blades (which together 
with most of the microlith forms attbat site (Fig. 10.18) 
suggest activity by Early Mesolithic people with a Star 
Carr-type lithic indusll)') represent a LBT presence in 
date or typology, and indeed the only possible indicators 
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of human activity in Scotland in the period following 
the Loch Lomond Stadia! cold phase and before the 
Early Mesolithic (i.e. c. l0,2@-9,800 BP) would be 
the few finds of Ahrensburgian-type flint points. These 
finds have recently been reviewed, with the conclusion 
that only two, those from Shieldaig, Wester Ross (Fig. 
I 0.2, no. 30), and from Balevullin, 'l"!ree, are acceptable 
candidates (Ballin & Saville 2003; Morrison & Bonsall 
1989). Isolated finds of this kind are probably too flimsy 
a basis on which to satisfactorily populate Scotland at 
this period, but a human presence can at least be seen 
as feasible (Ballin & Saville 2003), and such finds do 
reinforce the need to keep an open mind about pre-Early 
Mesolithic occupation. 

Perhaps an equally open mind should be kept about 
the possibility of Late and Final Upper Palaeolithic 
human presence in Scotland prior to the height of the 
Loch Lomond Stadia!, especial'ly given the favourable 
climate and habitats of Windermere Interstadialtimes. In 
terms of material culture this would require the finding of 
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Chen and ft inllchalcedony microlilhs from Cramond, Edinburgh. Scale in ems. 
(PhOio: Trustees of the National Museums of Scotland) 

stone tools of Creswellian and related technocomplexes 
from the 13th millennium BP (Barton 1999; Jacobi 1991; 
I 997) and of Federmesser and related traditions from the 
12th millennium into the IIth millennium BP (Barton 
1997; 1999). The most northerly findspots for any 
accepted Lateglacial artefacts in Britain are from caves 
in the Morecombe Bay area of south Cumbria (Campbell 
1977; Salisbury 1988; 1992) and there have hitherto been 
no significant claims for any Scottish evidence, though 
there have been optimistic predictions (Jacobi 1991. 
129). 

While there are no known diagnostic parallels from 
Scotland for the distinctive sharply angle-backed blades 
of the Creswellian (Barton et al. 2003), there are distinct 
hints of curved- and angle-backed points of Federmesser
related type in the intriguing, rather odd assemblage from 
Kilmelfort ea,·e,Argyll (Fig. 10.22; Coles 1983a; Saville 
2003b). With its mixture of large (in Scottish terms) 
microlithic and non-microlithic backed-blade forms, but 
no independent dating, the position of this assemblage 
remains problematic, though there are grounds for 
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suggesting better parallels (in terms of the form, size, 
thickness, and number of bulbar backed pieces; the 
absence of microburins; and the presence of burins) with 
Final Upper Palaeolithic rather than Early Mesolithic 
industries (Saville & Ballin forthcoming) (Note 10). This 
would by analogy situate the Kilmelfort Cave assemblage 
somewhere within the time bracket c.ll,750-1 0,700 BP 
(Banon 1999), prior to the more extreme downturn of 
temperature at the height of the Loch Lomond Stadia!. 

There are also occasional isolated finds of very 
distinctive individual implements, such as the surface 
find of a flint angle-backed point (length 52mm) from 
Faimington, near Kelso in the 1\veed Valley (Fig. 10.23; 
NMS collection X.ABA 164), which offer the hope of 
eventually finding Lateglacial open-air siteS in Scotland. 

Conclusion 

As this chapter has shown, the range of surviving 
material culture is limited, and in the case of bone and 
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FtGUAS 10.21 
Unretouched or slightly edge-uimmed blades of baked mudstone from An 

Corran, Staffin, Skye. (Drnwn by Marion O' Neil) 

antler tools, of very restricted distribution, related to the 
limited availability in Sco!land of conditions conducive 
to their preservation. Nevertheless, the increasingly 
widely recognized distribution and density of Mesolithic 
stone tools throughout most parts of Scotland is pointing 
to a more detenruned and sustained seulement during 
this period than previously envisaged. Thus the massive 
increase in various kinds of Mesolithic sites known in 
rwo small areas of western Scotland as a result of the 
Southern Hebrides and Inner Sound Projects (Saville this 
volume). must indicate significant levels of population, at 
least during the Later Mesolithic. 

Tolan-Smith (2003) recent.ly proposed that Early 
Mesolithic colonization of Scotland may in fact have 
been delayed because a phase of 'landscape learning' 
was necessary for foragers to accommodate to the terrain 
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and habitatS of northern Britain. The combination of 
new " C dates and renewed typological inquisition of !he 
available material culture has, bowever, substantiated a 
scenario of Mesolithic activity in the lOth millennium 
BP. if not earlier activity in the Lateglacial. It seems 
more priority should rather be given to the ecological and 
sociobiological arguments - given the inextricable link in 
terms of habitat, food. and materials dependency between 
humans and their prey and other resources - in favour of 
rapid colonization of any readily accessible areas where 
the preconditions for seulement existed. The explanation 
for why ser~ement of the Wes.tem Isles and Shetland 
may not have happened during the Mesolitbic could 
lie in the more restricted food and material resources 
those habitats offered, together with the difficult open 
sea crossings needed to access Lhem. There is no reason 
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FIGURe 10.22 
Ainl microlilhs and backed bla<kltiS from KJimelfort Cave, Argyll. (Drawn by Marion O'NeiJ) 

to suppose Mesolithic people had eremitic or similar 
tendencies 10 propel them beyond locations where their 
resource requirements could not easily be fulfi lled and, 
unlike their Neolithic successors. they had no tradition of 
taking their resources with them. 

To conclude, Scotland does have a Mesolithic material 
culture which, though impoverished in terms of what 
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survives, is distinctive in several respects, such as iJS use 
of a very wide range of lithic raw malerials and iJS rela
lively prolific, in UK terms, bone and an!ler tools. There 
is now a reasonably large dataset of material culture from 
many parts of Scotland, but there is still uncertainty as to 
how to subdivide or phase this chronologically, and this 
is one of the last regions in Europe where this is the case. 
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FlOUR£ 10.23 
Large microlith or backed point from Faimillgton, near Kelso, 

Scouish Borders. (Drown by Milrion O' Neil) 

The 'Holy Grail' ofMesolitbic research in Scotland is to 
find sites with the stratification and organic preservation 
to resolve this question and finally link the archaeology 
and economy, but progress in our understanding of the 
period will nevenheless continue to be made by the 
detailed analysis of both new and eJlisting collections 
of material culture, even where only stone tools are 
involved. In this regard, it can be predicted that a more 
targered investigation of the nature and source of the 
lithic raw materials exploited will contribute significantly 
towards unravelling the story of Mesolitbic Scotland. 
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Notes 

I. There has to be some caution here, since it is not 
always easy to discriminate in hand specimen 
between Hint and volcanic silicas. such as chal
cedony, especially when dealing only with small 
size artefacts (e.g. microliths) and there is therefore 
always some potential for ntisidentification. 

2. The author noted similar waisted stones (using 
angular slabs rather than rounded cobbles, but 
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modified in exactly the same way) in use as we.ights 
tied to the bases of lobster pots at Scahouses harbour, 
Northumberland, in 2003. 

3. The antler spatula from the Distillery Cave, Oban 
(Laeaille 1954, fig. 83), is another instance of a tool 
previously accepted as 'Obanian' because of the 
location of its findspot. whereas radiocarbon dating 
has shown it to be, as its typology would otherwise 
suggest, an example of a Beaker/Early Bronze Age 
implement (Sberidao 1995). 

4. A record in the National Museums of Scotland indi· 
cates that this barbed point arrived at the Hunterian 
Museum labelled only as 'from a peat-moss at 
Glenavon' , and that it was registered as from the 
Glenavon (or Glcnaven) in Banffshire simply as 
a guess. With hindsight it seems just as probable 
that the findspor could have: been one of the several 
Glenavons in the Central Be:h but, in fact, unless any 
new evidence in substantiation of its provenance 
comes to light, it is impossible to attach much 
significance to this regrettably pedigree-less object. 

5. The type D mattock previously recorded as from 
Cnoc Sligeach. Oronsay (Ciark 1956, fig. 3; 
Morrison 1980, plate 11; Smith 1989. 274) has now 
been re-identified as be.ing the implement found 
in a Bronze Age cist at Crantit Farm. Kirkwall, 
Orkney. in 1909. and a Bronze Age "C date has been 
obtained (MacKie 1995). lt has also been shown to 
have been made on an antler tine rather than a beam. 
lt seems very unlikely that the mooted fragmentary 
type C mattock from St Col11mba's Cave, Argyll, was 
actually a Mesotithic artefact of this type (Tolan
Smith 20(ll . 66). 

6. The putatively perforated Pelican's Foot shell from 
the Morton B site, Fife (Coles 1971, 347; Saville 
2003b, 341) has recently been acquired by the 
National Museums of Scotland. Re-examination 
suggests the hole is fonuitous and that this shell has 
not obviously been used, either as a bead or in any 
other way. 

7. In fact the ' logboat' from Dalrigh, Oban, which 
was made from an oak trunk, was convincingly 
re-assessed by Abercromby ( 1905, 182) as being a 
log-coffin rather than a boa! of any kind (cf. Mowat 
1996, I 02). One of the associated pieces of birch 
bark has recently been ''C dated to 3555 ± 60 BP 
(OxA-6813), which suggests an Early Bronze Age 
date for the Jog-coffin (Sheridnn et al. 2002. 55). 

8. it is instructive to rcftect that the new late dating of 
bevelled tools potentially reopens aspects of the old 
debate about the chronological position and socio
economic character of the 'Obanian' (see Saville 
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this volume). There is linle doubt that Lacaille and 
Movius would have regarded the late date.~ from An 
Corran simply as a confirmation of the anticipated 
continuation of 'Obanian culture' on the west coast 
of Scotland into what would elsewhere be fully 
Bron7.e Age culture. 

9. In fact the surface finds, including large obliquely 
blunted and isoscele.~ triangle microliths, from the 
Tentsrnuir Sands (the area around the site at Morton), 
had already given a clear indication that there was 
an Early Mesolithic presence here. Lacaille (1954, 
278-81) recognized this, and drew anention to the 
'broad-blade' aspect of the Tentsmuir material. but 
the logic of the model by which he was conslfained 
dictated he regard this nevertheless as an Early 
Bronze Age 'Mesolithic survival' industry. 

I 0. Well before the Kilmelfort Cave excavation report 
was published (Cotes 1983a),ln which the excavator 
only cautiously expressed the view that the flint 
industry was 'early' in the senlement of Scotland, 
Atkinson (1962, 5} had already suggested the 
affinities for the assemblage were with 'the later 
Stages or the Creswellian'. The very fact that the 
Kilmelfon finds come from a cave does provi• ! 
additional circumstantial support for the possibility 
or a Lateglacial context for them in view of the 
prominence of this site type in the known database 
for the period (Jacobi 1991). 
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Chapter 11 

The Use of Stone Tools in Mesolithic Scotland: 
Function, Value, Decision-Making, and Landscapes 

BILL FINLA YSON 

The derailed analysis of srone roof assemblages remains 
imporranr ar tire scale of landscape analysis ro ensure 
rhar such an approach does nor produce a11 over· 
generalited descriprio11 of humer-gatherer behaviour. 
Especially in Scotland, where orirer dara are often 
Jacking, stone roofs remain rire key ro undersra11dilzg 
whar people were doing at specific points in the 
landscape. By examining how tools functioned, what 
raw materials were used in their manufacture, and 
how differellf materials migirr be selected for specific 
tool types, which could be curated differelllly ar various 
places, we can begin to approach an understanding of 
Mesolithic landscapes. 

Introduction 

Research into the Mesolithic period has been dominated 
for many years by a focus on environmental and 
economic data. In the 1980s signi ficant new in sights were 
made through the work of Rowley-Conwy (1983; 1985), 
which concentrated on the economic use of landscapes 
in southern Scandinavia, largely based on organic data, 
and pointing out the limjtations of stone-tool studies 
(Rowley-Conwy 1987). However, the recognition of 
these ljmitations made it very clear that because of the 
predominance of stone tools as a form of evidence. it was 
necessary to develop the approaches to their study. The 
truth of this becomes far more vital if we consider how 
partial tbe organic data tend to be, especially in Scotland. 
Here, apart from rare oecasjons such as at Staosnaig on 
Colon say (Mitheo 2000), the bulk of organic information 
comes from shell middens, which clearly only represent 
one specialist facet of Mesolithic life. How partial that is 
can be seen in debates about the nature of the 'Obanian' 
material (Bonsall 1996; Finlayson 1995; Pollard 1996; 
Woodman 1989). where for a long time archaeologists 
assumed that this represented a separate culture, as these 
middens preserved such a distinctive array of material. 
Equally. suggestions that the Mesolithic inhabitants 
of Oronsay spent their lives moving around this small 
island are the result not only of interpreting the available 
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seasonal data (Mellars & Wilkinson 1980), but also 
because of the apparent archaeological invisibility of 
these people away from their middens. 

A second problem lies with the organic reconstruction 
of landscape use, largely based on site· catchment analysis. 
At its worst this approach produces a terribly static view 
of the Mesolithic period (cf. Armit & Finlayson 1992; 
1996). The landscape is divided into zones in terms of 
what subsistence resources can be obtained. Sites are 
identified that may relate to these resources, and debate 
concerns whether people were living at a base-camp and 
sending out task groups to collect seasonal resources, or 
were moving as a community. It is the stuff of classic 
hunter-gatherer archaeology, and, when supported by 
good data regarding economic activities on specific 
sites, has helped to make important advances in how we 
understand people to have behaved, especially perhaps 
with the development of the idea of the complex hunter
gatherer. Unfortunately, very often the data behind such 
models are not so good, and interpretation is based more 
upon the generalized application of the model onto a 
universal landscape, where people hunt in the hills and 
catch fish in the sea. What is even more of a problem is 
that this is all they do. Studies of the Mesolithic period 
tend to be concerned with episodes of colonization and 
the transition to Neolithic culture, with perhaps a third 
area of interest regarding the change to complex hunter
gatherer societies. Unless the particular area of study 
is rich in burial sites, the Mesolithic period tends to be 
seen as essentially timeless within the boundaries of 
beginning and end. The maps of economic exploitation 
of the landscape serve to reinforce this approach. 

Stone tools in context 

'The function of stone tools is of course how their makers 
used them; and this is the important link to how we 
as archaeologists make use of stone tools. We cannot 
simply study them as dead items for classification; the 
whole point is that as day-to-day artefacts they can serve 
to bring us insights into how people were behaving. It 
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is because stone tools had functions given to them by 
people; because people will have given their tools value; 
and because the whole process of how to obtain the raw 
materials, work the stone, make the tool, use i~ and 
discard it are bound up with human decision-making, 
that they are worthy of study. For this study we need to 
escape the bounds of our own archaeological heuristic 
devices: typological systems designed to seriate tools to 
allow chronological or regional divisions have little, if 
any, explicative powers regarding how society worked. 
Research on the Southern Hebrides Mesolithic Project 
(SHMP} suggestS that there is no chronological change 
in typology or technology between c.9000 and 6500 BP 
(Mithen 2000}. 

Above all else, we should not want to commence 
from a general.ized anthropological model of how 
modern hunter-gatherers behave and impose this onto a 
standardized landscape. We need ro wrestle much more 
closely with our principal source data and look at what is 
happening on each site, within irs own landscape context, 
and in relationship to other sites. Given the quality of our 
dating evidence, and the problems we have in determining 
length of occupation of sites. this last becomes very 
difficult. However, we should nor simply retreat to the 
fall-back position of assuming that all Mesolithie sites 
are roughly contemporary, or perhaps that we can tre8l 

them as contemporary, as if nothing ever happened in 
the Mesolithic period. In fact. r.he period is one of major 
climate change, sea- level change, and consequently of 
changes in resources, of changes to the base map. of 
inevitable movement of people. Life did not stand still till 
the first peasants rolled up with tbeir packets of seeds. 

One reason why most research on the Mesolitllic 
period in Scotland has focused on the west coast is that 
the existing database from eastern Scotland, apart from 
the well-known exceptions ofMorton (Cotes 1971; 1983) 
and Fife Ness (Wickham-Jones & Dalland 1998). both 
in Fife, is dominated by stone tools. often with little, or 
no. organic, structural, or contextual information. This 
makes it appear relatively impoverished. The consequent 
emphasis on the west coast bas led to an assumption that 
the economy was based on marine resources, and indeed 
that Scotland may have been initially colonized along this 
coast. At the end of the Mesolithic, early Neolithic dates 
associated with large buildings and other sites (Barclay 
et al. 2002) have suggested that a truly Neolithic way of 
life may have commenced rather earlier in the east than 
the west. 

Unfortunately, today's distribution of lithic artefacts 
bears neither a straightforward nor simple relation
ship to human activity in the past. Their distribution 
is the result of a combination of geomorpbological and 
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human processes. which have affected the east coast 
more than the west. 1t appears from both site location 
and tbe historically documented numbers of salmon 
in the major rivers of the east that these would have 
provided very significant resources. At the same Lime 
these rivers could have provided important access routes 
inland whe re dense forest may otherwise have obstructed 
travel. This is an important difference for the way the 
east of Scotland may have been occupied, compared 
to the west, where it is not only the coastal form that 
is different, but that the large river systems of the east 
offer very different possibilities. However, we should not 
continue to build universal landscape-derived sett.lement 
models. Mesolithic societies will not all have used their 
landscapes in the same manner, especially not over the 
entire time range of the period. 

lt is very easy to say more must be done with the stone 
tool evidence, but harder to bring this into effect. Ten 
years ago one of the key problems was that stone-tool 
studies had been focusing very hard on methodological 
issues, specialisms had become more and more na.rrow. 
and their value to understanding human behaviour 
had apparently become less and less (cf. Torrence 
1989). Since then there has been more of an interest in 
addressing the theoretical issues surrounding the use of 
stone-tool data. and the information from stone-tool 
studies has begun to be made to work. Function is the 
key to this. Function that is, not in the prosaic sense of 
the microwear analyst, but in the holistic sense advocated 
by Edmonds (1987). Above and beyond everything else, 
chipped slone tools have a function. be it utilitarian, 
ceremonial, ritual, an expression of self a.nd status, or a 
combination of all of these. To connect stone tools with 
people we have to appreciate their purpose. Functional 
analysis is a primary, direct means for inferring this. 

Typology remains an important aspect of this study. 1t 
can indicate style and it can indicate functional potential. 
The interplay between these two aspects is crucial; 
high morphological sophistication combined with low 
functional potential, for example in the 'over-crafted' 
Neolithic projectile point, clearly means something 
entirely dif ferent from the tow morphological sophistica
tion but high functional potential of the quartz scraper. 
However, formal typologies may serve to do little other 
than pigeon-hole artefacts. 

Technology is the means to achieve the morphological 
target withiD the constraints of the planned function 
and the base raw material. Our study of technology 
only makes sense when viewed in this way. The great 
advantage of the situation in Scotland is that the wide 
range of raw materials utilized provides scope to study 
the way in which technology is used to produce the 
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desired end product, and how much morphological 
homogeneity is lost on the way. 

The raw stone material provides a base line for tool 
manufacture and use. However, the raw material differ
ences and potentials do not determine all that follows. 
The solutions found to operating with the different 
materials are specific to culture and involve cost-benefit 
considerations of using non-local material, political 
access to non-local material, and the importance of 
cultural norms including style and technology. Within 
these constraints, variables such as access, quantity, 
and required quality become more important than 
simple presence/absence of a material. It appears that 
raw material procurement patterns in Later Mesolithic 
Scotland are generally locally based (Wickham-Jones 
1986). But our understanding of the organization of 
stone procurement in the Mesolithic period is still 
dominated by Binford's (1980) models of expedient and 
embedded collection. Scotland offers some promise for 
such analyses because the range of materials chipped 
and Baked in prehistory facilitates recognition of diverse 
attitudes to stones. 

Mesolithic sites often appear to be palimpsests of 
repeated occupation, which present major problems for 
stone-tool analysis. However, if these sites represent the 
rule, or at least one important aspect of Mesolithic settle
ment patterns, it is imperative that we try to study them. 
The resolution of the difficulties will not be found by 
searching for and dating single occupation sites such as 
Fife Ness. What is more, the midden sites are as affected 
by this problem as the simple artefact scatters. 

The application of detailed analyses of stone-tool data 
tO Scottish Mesolithic sites is clearly important, and has 
been conducted in an incremental fashion over the last 
decade. The relative lack of fieldwork in Scotland has 
often been used for special pleading (Woodman 1989) 
but there is now a substantial quantity of data. This 
principally consists of material from Rum (Wickham
Jones 1990), from Arran and upland SW Scotland 
(A fleck 1986; Afleck er al. 1988), and, in between, from 
the southern Hebrides (Mithen 2000). Supporting this, 
although not quite as accessible, are Mercer's collec
tions from Jura (Mercer 1970; 1971; 1972; 1974). These 
collections between them comprise several hundred 
thousand artefacts, made principally of flint, bloods tone, 
pitchstone, chert, and quartz. The approximate sources 
of all these materials are known, and a generally 
similar, Late Mesolithic date established. In broad 
terms, with the exception of the quartz component, the 
assemblages are typologically very similar, comprising 
mostly narrow-blade microliths, few micro-burins, and 
generally low frequ~ncies of serapers. Technologically 
there are differences, with flint and pitchstone having the 
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highest frequencies of microliths and blades, followed 
by bloodstone and chert producing higher frequencies of 
flakes, then chunks, with finally quartz, not producing 
conventional blades at all. Core techniques run from high 
frequencies of conical blade cores, through amorphous 
flake cores, to bipolar cores. 

These sites vary from inland upland sites to sites 
either on or near the coast, yet the variation in retouched 
tool proportions seems to be more easily explained as 
raw material variation and/or related to specialized site 
functions than by a simple economic/functional divide as 
once postulated by Mcllars (1976). 

Regardless of local material availability, supplemen
tary materials are always used, normally in small quanti
ties. Even on Islay, where flint appears to be relatively 
abundant on the beaches, low frequencies of quartz 
tools are found (Fin lay er al. 2000a). In the centre of the 
Dumfries and Galloway region, where chert is plentiful, 
flint is found (Finlayson 1990). On Rum, despite the 
ready availability of bloodstone and other volcanic 
chalcedonies, flint actually dominates the assemblages 
during the Mesolithic, despite no known flint from 
Rum's beaches (Wickham-Jones 1990). 

Technology is matched perfectly to raw material, and 
the end product is not identical. This raises questions as 
to how we interpret the traces left by mobile people, who 
might fail to leave an identical signature as they move 
between different raw material zones. In a quartz-only 
assemblage, several of which are known, how can we 
identify the Late Mesolithic artefacts? The midden sites 
are dominated by bipolar technique in both flint and 
quartz, and there is therefore a tendency to lump all local 
bipolar industries into the post-6500 BP period. Further
more, Woodman has observed that in Ireland the bipolar 
technique is more representative of the Neolithic than the 
Mesolithic (Woodman 1978). This is certainly the case 
in Orkney, where the Neolithic assemblages are often 
dominated by bipolar technique. 

How can functional analysis help here? First of all, it 
cannot, generally, help to sort out subsistence economics 
by simple one-by-one descriptions of tool functions. 
It can, however, begin to cast some insights into the 
intriguing tangle of assemblage variability present. This 
is a two-edged sword. Functional analysis cannot do any 
more than examine individual tool histories unless there 
is a good understanding of assemblage variability, based 
on typology, technology, and material. 

Firstly, through the study of use-wear. actual use
rates (or the proportion of tools used) can be considered. 
This has to be analysed by assemblage, by blank type, by 
tool type, and by material type. 

Secondly, types of use can be examined. Not in terms 
of individual function, but in degrees. Do wear traces, 
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macro and micro, suggest intensive or light use? Are 
tools expedient or curated? Does this va'Jy between 
different components or the assemblage? 

Thirdly, homogeneity can be assessed. Are classes or 
tool used in uniform ways? Arc the wear traces in similar 
locations on the tools? Do pauerns of use-rate and rype 
of use vary between or within tool types? 

Fourthly. inter-site variability can be considered. Foe 
example. does use-rate and intensity of use go up away 
from a raw material source, or is distance not significant? 
This is one important way to link tools to landscape. 

1\cficroliths 

One main area or concern in Mesolithic studies is 
the homogeneity of microliths as functional items. 
especially given their historical interpretation as projec
tile points, and the models built upon this assumption. 
Microlith samples from a number of sites, including 
Starr and Smiuons in the Southern Uplands (Finlayson 
1990), and a larger sample of over 200 microliths from 
Gleann Mor (Finlayson & Mithen 1997) and Bolsay 
Farm on Islay have been examined (Finlayson & Mithen 
2000). It appears quite clear that micro! iths were used for 
a variety of tasks. including. bul not restricted to, projec
tile use. What is more, the morphological variability 
between microliths does not appear to coincide with the 
functional va.riation. Finally. variation does not appear to 
relate to site location or size. 

Perhaps this should not be entirely surprising. In the 
typological system established for the SHMP an auempt 
was made to avoid the pigeon-holing of microliths 
in recognition of the continuous variability in form 
(Finlayson ~r al. 1996). A detailed examination rapidly 
reveals that a very large proportion is 1101 clearly classifi· 
able into types. While it is possible to quickly describe 
pieces as 'points", 'triangles', and 'backed bladelets', 
furlhe.r meaningful sub-division becomes increasingly 
difficult. Even on the simplest level, the distinction 
between 'cresceniS' and 'triangles' in particula.r is fuuy. 
and all the major classes grade into each other. The 
pu.rpose of the SHMP system was to get away from a 
classificatory mentality founded on diagnostic tool types 
as representative of discrete 'objects', be they te.rritorial 
groups, chronological phases, or functionally defined 
tool-kits. 

The majority of identified wear-traces do not relate to 
projectile use. 11 is possible that projectile use is under· 
represented, perhaps due to pieces lost off site and to 
pieces not showing we3'1. However, even if these factors 
are taken into account. the large number of pieces with 
positive evidence for non-projectile use provides irrcfu-
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table evidence t.hat microliths are not a single-function 
tool form and they do not equate entirely with the act of 
hunting. 

Interesting variations occur between Bolsay F3'11ll and 
Gleann Mor, sep3'18ted by only a few kilometres. To stan 
with, the microliths at Glcann Mor arc much smaller 
than at Bolsay. Significantly fewer (35 per cent) have 
wear traces than at Bolsay (SO per cent). At Gleann Mor 
scalene triangles are used more frequently than other 
forms; at Bolsay there is a greater variation in used tool 
form. Even among the scalene triangles there are differ
ences, the most marked being that motion or tool use at 
Gleann Mor is mostly longitudinal, while at Bolsay it is 
predominantly transverse. 

Not surprisingly the overall use-rates vary from site 
to site. Within that, they vary from material to material. 
A number of preferences appear, for example in the 
choice of flint against chert in the Southcm Uplands. 
using Hint for tools with predominantly longitudinal 
motions. where a finer tool is more suited to a task. What 
do these indicate with regard to bow the lithic economy 
is working? The differences between Starr and Smittons 
(Finlayson 1990) can perhaps be explained by perceived 
material value. Although more flint is present at Starr 
than at Smittons, the flint is more intensely utilized, 
suggesting a greater value placed on it. This may indicate 
that flint was a material for which a specific procurement 
effort had to be made. At Smittons there is a lower 
proportion of ftint, treated in a more casual manner. 
The implication is that the flint is embedded into the 
Smiuons economy as a local material somewhere on a 
mobile round. A steady fall-off in a mobile round would 
account for the low proportion of flint. Again, the high 
proportion combined with the .intensity of use at Starr 
argues for deliberate curation of flint. The resuiiS can be 
summarized as follows: 

I. There is a gene.ral continuity of form between 
microlith types. There is no sharp distinction 
between crescents and triangles for example. just 
a gradual increase in angularity from cresceniS to 
triangles. 

2. Microlilhs arc oot always used as projectiles; 
their function varies. h can even be suggested 
oo the basis of use wear that projectile use may 
be a relatively minor function. hO\\.'CYeT this may 
be exaggerated by loss of used projectiles and the 
tower visibility of projectile use traces. 

3. This variation occurs within, not between, micro· 
lilh types. 1t is not the case that scalene trian,gles 
are used for one function. while, say, rods 3'/C 

used for another. Scalene triangles are used for a 
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range of different functions, indeed there is little 
relationship between overall microlith form and 
specific function. The shape of the microlith does 
not appear to determine its use. 

4. Ovetall, there is a preference to use microliths with 
sharply defined angles. The morphological criteria 
that are important are micro-morphological, 
concerning attributes rather than the overall tool 
form. 

These results may reinforce notions that the microlith 
represents a standardized 'plug-in' type of replace
able component in composite tools. whe.ther they are 
projectiles or non-hunting alternatives. lt appears that 
conventional typology may be looking at the wrong 
attributes, although, of course, we remain a long way 
from understanding how Mesolithic people perceived the 
different forms. Work on the SHMP suggests that overall 
microlith form is most likely to relate to social learning, 
and that the variations in style are passive rather than 
emblematic (Finlay et al. 2000b). 

The point of this is not to deny that some Mesolithic 
sites may have been hunting camps. However, we must 
be wary of functional reductionism in understanding 
all sites in tums of subsistence activities. Sites such 
as Gleann Mor, Islay, may well have been located to 
observe game movements, but even if this were a prime 
reason for site locat.ion, it does not determine what activi
ties were carried out on site. While the site may relate to 
hunting, the artefacts abandoned on site may not relate to 
maiotaining hunting tool- kits. We cannot attribute site 
function on the basis of a single artefact type. Indeed, 
one of the clearest lessons is that the analysis of stone 
tools has to both be in depth and to encompass many 
strands for it to serve any purpose. 

Future Directions 

A new research project has commenced on the west coast 
(Finlayson et aL 1999). The Scotland's First Settlers 
Project is a regional study of the area of the loner 
Sound, from the ea~tern coast of Skye to the western 
shore of the mainland. The main chronological focus 
of the project is on both the Mesolithic and the earliest 
evidence for the Neolithic in the area. A principal reason 
for commencing a new west-coast project is to develop 
an innovative approach. Regional approaches have 
already been developed, most notably in the SHMP. The 
Scotland's First Settlers Project is trying to develop this 
by accepting the importance of the sea in this time and 
place, and by considering the seascape defined by Skye 
and the mainland. This provides a contained space for 
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the study a.nd will allow the relationship between people 
a.nd the sea to be examined. lnhial results suggest that 
although a greater density of sites. both middens and 
lithic scatters, is being identified than was predicted. 
these consist of many small sites, similar to those 
previously identified. 

What has come out of al l of the projects conducted 
recently is that, although there is plenty of evidence for 
intensive exploitation of marine resources, there is no 
evidence for complexity as argued for southern Scandi
navia (Rowley-Conwy 1983). This is interesting on a 
number of counts. First of all, it is important to make 
the general point that the parallels often made with the 
culture and economy of the native peoples of the North 
American NW coast and that of the Mesolithic west of 
Scotland could ecologically be applicable throughout 
Scotland. The west coast may have an abundance of 
middens and a very rich resource base, but the east coast 
has some considerable resources of its own, not least 
the presence of what would have been phenomenally 
rich salmon rivers. It can be argued that even in the 
heartland of the complex Mesolithic. in southern Scandi
navia, there is still no evidence for anything as striking 
as the American NW coast societies, but the evidence 
throughout Scotland does not s uggest a situation that 
really even parallels southern Scandinavia. Th.is is an 
important point in considering lhe value of the eastern 
and the western lands and seas. The middens have 
created a mental image of a marine-based Mesolithic 
lifestyle, often referring to the Scandinavian evidence 
for examples of what may be missing from the Scottish 
archaeological record. 

Recent discussion of 'Doggerland' has reinforced this 
perspective, arguing that devdoped coastal Mesolithlc 
societies would have retreated back with the coast. 
superseding more scattered inland communities, and 
providing a real alternative to farming, so that when the 
two economic systems met, they were both expansionist 
and resistant to one another (Coles 1998; 1999). Yet 
the point has to be made that the length of coastline 
would have been increasing and that therefore the lands 
ava.ilable for such a marine-based complex Mesolithic 
would have been increasing. Would such an abundance 
of resources have meant that the complex system would 
not have been needed? 

Much of the focus of research on the Mesolithic 
period in recent years has been for complexity, or for 
traits that would make Mesolithic cultures more or less 
willing to adopt Neolithic practices. Rowley-Conwy 
(1983) has argued that complexity is a package, and that 
multiple elements have to be adopted together. Working 
in this general framework, there has been a tendency 
to look for base-camps, wherever possible. Mithen 
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(2000) has observed that in fact all the lithic scatter 
sites excavated by the SHMP appear to be either small 
specialiud sites, or are actually probably palimpscsts 
of such sites. There does not appear to be the structural 
complexity. nor the generalized assemblages, that would 
be expected of substantial base-camps. The largest lithic 
scatter so far excavated, at Bolsay Farm, Islay, appears to 
have had an important role in microlith manufacture, but 
with no evidence that this was oonducted as a base-camp 
activity, rather than a specialized repeated task. 

This would suggest that we are dealing with a society 
of foragers, rather than collectors, to use Binford's 
(1980) terms. The main potential missing element is that 
contemporary base-camps may have been coastal and 
may have been lost after marine transgression. The chief 
obstacle to this is that for the period when coastal sites 
arc best preserved, in the form of the midden sites, we 
still have no evidence for substantial base-camps. The 
middens never attain the size-~ of the Ertebolle middens, 
and many are tiny. In fact, they appear very much as 
another set of specialized sites, typical of the foraging 
economy. 

One of the key questions regarding the landscape is 
over what si1.e of area did people move? The assumption 
has generally been that areas were large, from a starting 
point that Scotland may have been tbe territory of one 
family (Atkinson 1962), down to somewhat smaller, but 
still substantial, regions. The lithic evidence is beginning 
to point away from this. The distinctive raw materials 
really do not seem to move very far until the Neolitbic 
period (cf. Finlayson 1997). There is a very, very rapid 
fall in the quantities of lithic artefacts present on sites 
even only short distances from sources, seen for example 
in the relative scarcity of bloodstone in the Inner Sound 
(and its absence in the southern Hebrides), or in the 
abundance of quartz usage on Jura. The ftinr-rich sites 
on the Rhinos of Islay almost appear to be confined to 
that peninsula where the raw material is sou reed. Indeed, 
even within that settlement zone there is a surprising 
pattern of decline in material, from Coulererach, where 
the use of cores appears wasteful, with pieces discarded 
well before exhaustion; to Bolsay. where use of cores 
appears more parsimonious; to Gleann Mor. where 
pebbles appear to have been smaU, the microliths are 
small, and a much wider range of knapping techniques 
appears to have been used to deal with the small size of 
raw material (Finlay et al. 2000a; 2000b). 

In the Southern Uplands there appears to have been 
a similar prolific use of local chert (in the Upper 1\veed 
only 10 per cent of Mesolithic assemblages are flint), 
but different approaches to the imported ftint, where the 
patterns of raw material usage. as seen in the microwcar 
analysis of the Starr and Sminons assemblages, suggest 
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marked territorial behaviour either side of the local 
watershed (Finlayson 1990). 

Furthermore, while we may talk of a single. narrow
blade microlithic tradition, increasingly there appears to 
be variation in microlith form from area to area. Gracme 
Warren (pers. comm.) is now beginning to sec each of 
the main river systems of the East Coast as containing 
a distinctive suite of microlith forms. As functional data 
suggest that these microlith forms are not a reflection of 
specific tool needs, they must reftect some sort of local 
tradition. 

What I bave attempted to do in this paper is provide an 
indication that stone tools can provide us with important 
and useful information regarding society in the Meso· 
lithic, covering aspects such as decision-making. how 
the landscape was occupied. and how the different sites 
connect to each other. This allows the economic data to 
be used to examine more than the patterns of subsist
ence. It should be clear that the apparently dramatic 
qualities of economic data should not be prioritized to 
the exclusion of the srone tool data. Equally, the stone 
tool data will repay detailed analyses, as long as that 
analysis takes place in a holistic context, considering 
the function of the tools, the raw material procurement 
strategies, the effects of raw material on technology and 
form. as well as the environmental location of the site, 
and any organic economic data present. 
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Chapter 12 

Structural Evidence in the Scottish Mesolithic 

C. R. WICKHAM-JONES 

The paper considers the evidence for upstanding 
structures in the Scouish Mesolithic. In contrast to a 
generally supposed paucity. there are some 20 sites 
with evidence. for a variety of structures varying 
from the large and robust to smaller, less substantial 
constructions (Fig. 12.1). Several sites have evidence 
for more than one Strucwre and there are in all over 
23 buildings or shelters, together with four paved 
areas, and various stone serrings. Despite the richness 
of the evidence it is still difficult to draw generalil.t!d 
pauerns, bm this is typical of our understanding of 
the Mesolithic period in Scotland, where increasing 
research continues to reveal further variety in the 
cultural remains. Nevertheless. it is clear that there 
wa.< a rich architectural tradition on which people 
drew ro provide themselves with appropriate shelter for 
a variety of tasks and situations. 

The Evidence 

The Mesolithic in Scotland contrasrs with more recent 
periods in the paucity of upstanding structures. fl has 
long been considered that the majority of the evidence 
for the Sconish Mesolirhic comes in the form of lithic 
artefact sca!lers. Few of these have ever been excavated 
so information has to be derived from the surface 
collection of ancfacts that may be of more or less purely 
Mesolithic type. On excavated sites poor preservation 
conditions have also lead to an emphasis on lithic infor
mation. There is. however, plemy of otber evidence 
relating to Mesolithic activity. and this paper considers 
that pertaining to strucrures. What does the evidence 
comprise (Note 1). and how may it be imerprcted? 

One of the best known sites with detailed structural 
evidence is Morton in Fife. In the late 1960s. excava
tions by Coles (1971), on the sire discovered by the late 
Reg Candow, yielded evidence - in the form of arcs of 
stakeholes and discoloured occupation deposits (not 
necessarily coinciding) - that has been interpreted as 
representing a variety of structures. including wind
breaks. In all, the pauems of srakeholes indicated that a 
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minimum of five separate structures could be discerned 
scanered across site A at Morton. 

Monon is interesting for the range of evidence that it 
presents, from apparently substantial stake-built struc
tures, to large structures with no evidence for stakes, 
and also small. shallow shelters composed of four or five 
stakes (Fig. 12.2). One structure is composed of a wide 
stake-built windbreak up against a natural volcanic bank 
(Fig. 12.2.E). With the exception of the small shelters, 
evidence for hearths in association with the structural 
evidence was abundant. On site B at Monon, however. 
where the shell midd.on was preserved, the evidence was 
less cl.oar. There were stakeholes, but they formed less of 
a pauem. though some are recorded as having had stone 
packing. An arc of stones, only one course high. enclosed 
pan of a circular shape c.2.5m in diameter. and elsewhere 
localized concentrations of ftat boulders and roclcs were 
thought to represent deliberate levelling of the midden. 
Overall the picture in the midden area was much less 
clear and the excavator felt that successive activities in 
this zone had destroyed much of the preceding evidence. 
This is a problem that recurs on other midden sires. 

Prior to the work at Morton the likelihood of 
surviving structural evidence from the Mesolithic was 
thought remote. So much so that Lacaille's (1954) 
great work on The Stone Age in Scotland is largely 
an anefact-based study. Structural indications in the 
form of postholes were recorded on the Oronsay shell 
middens, but these were felt to post-dare the Mesolitbic 
period. Work on these middens by Mellars in the 
1970s. however. showed that structural remains could 
be preserved within and below tbe middens (Mellars 
1987). Evidence within the mid:dens mainly comprised 
hearth structures. sometimes associated with apparent 
depressions or levelled areas. Below the middens 
more complex evidence was recovered. comprising at 
Caisteal nan Gillean 11 a postbole. found in section, in 
association with an appa.rently artificial depression in 
the pre-midden land surface. At Cnoc Coig (originally 
known as Druim Arsrail (or Hars tell): Mellars 1987, 127; 
Wickham-Jones et al. 1982. 18). the excavator records 
unequivocal evidence for two roughly circular stakehole 
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Location of sites mentioned in the texl: I. Nethermills. Aberdeenshire: 2. Ben Lawers. Penhshire: 3. Morton, Fife; 4. Fife Ness, Fife: 
5. Kinloeh, R~m: 6. Staosnaig, Colonsay; 7. Cnoe Coig and Caisteal nan Gillean, Oronsay: 8. Lussa Wood, Jura: 9. Kilellan, Islay: 
10. Newton, Islay: 11. Ulva Cave, Ulva: 12. Ellary Boulder Cave. Argyll; 13. The Poppies, Peeblesshire; 14. Daer Reservoir, South 
Lanarkshire; IS. Littlehill Bridge, Ayrshire; 16. Starr 1, Ayrshire; 17. Low Clone. Wigtownshire; 18. Barsalloch, Wigtownshire; 19. 

Redkirk Point, Durnfries.shire; 20. L6n M6r. Argyll. 
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structures, c.3-3.5m in diameter, with hearths at the 
centre (Fig. l2.3.A). Both had small pit-like features 
around the hearth, interpreted as deposits of cooking 
stones, and both seem to have been composed of inclined 
stakes c.40-60mm thick. Elsewhere at Cnoc Coig a pre
midden hearth was associated with occupation debris 
and a stone 'arrangement'. 

In the mid-1980s excavations took place at Kinloch on 
the island of R~m. and these, though not associated with 
shell midden deposits, also revealed structural evidence 
(Wickbam-Jones 1990). This evidence is derived from a 
palimpsest of stakeholes and is hard to interpret. There 
was no clear evidence for hearths at Kioloch, but five 
separate alignments could be discerned comprising both 
stakeholes and slots (Fig. 12.3.E). Four are curved, one is 
rectangular. None represents a complete circle, or square, 
and so it is impossible to derive much information on size 
or form, but it is interesting to note that each surviving 
stretch of stakes runs for just over 2m. As for form, 3$ 
the excavation report tried to show. the stakehole 'dots' 
may be joined together in several different ways in order 
to provide flimsy shelters or structures that are more 
substantial. 

At Newton. on Islay, excavations in the 1980s revealed 
a sub -rectangular depression, c.0.35m deep and just over 
4m wide, cut into gravels (Fig. 12.3.C; McCullagh 1989). 
There was a central pit, and at one edge a gully linked 
three angled pits. It was not possible to excavate the 
whole site, but the remains found have been interpreted 
as those of a square or rectangular structure. with a 
pitched roof. There was clear evidence for numerous 
hearths inside, together with a substantial lithic 3$Sem
blage. Intriguingly, this site had originally shown up 
as an 'ambiguous' cropmark, and there were others on 
the same terrace (now destroyed). Tb.is may be a rare 
recorded instance of a Mesolithic cropmark and it should 
surely act as a timely reminder for those studying this 
period to be aware of such traces. 

Most of the sites covered so far have yielded evidence 
for several structures, and this raises the problem of their 
contemporaneity, or otherwise, of use. At Fife Ness this 
is not a problem because only one possible structure was 
revealed (Wickham-Jones & Dalland 1998a; 1998b). 
The evidence at Fife Ness comprises an arc of pits with 
a central hearth and a single outlying pit (Fig. 12.2.0). 
These features more-or-less coincide with a clear discol
ouration or 'occupation' layer in the soil and the overall 
diameter is just over I m. The problems at Fife Ness ar ise 
in interpreting tbe remains. Do they represent a built 
structure, in which case the excavators argue that it is 
best interpreted as a Aimsy windbreak? Alternatively, 
other explanations such as an open activity area can be 
put forward. Whatever the interpretation of the site at 
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Fife Ness, prospection during the course of excavation 
suggested that it stood alone. 

At Lussa Wood, on the Isle of Jura, excavation in the 
1970s yielded evidence for a stone structure that remains 
unparalleled in Scottish archaeology (Mercer 1980). This 
structure comprises a line of three interconnecting stone 
rings each with an internal diameter of just over I m and 
an external diameter of 2m (Fig. 12.5.A). The rings are 
''Cry similar and each shares the central stones with its 
neighbour; the excavator WS$ convinced that they were 
all contemporary. They appear to have been fi lled with 
gravels which contained lithic artefacts, charcoal, burnt 
hazelnut shells, and tiny fragments of bone. Above them 
and slightly to one side lay a patch of angular slabs (Fig. 
12.5.8). The excavations at Lussa Wood did not extend 
far beyond the edges of the structure, so it is difficult to 
interpret, but the excavator saw it as some sort of hearth 
or cooking arrangement and drew parallels with sto.ne 
rings at Teviec in the Morbihan (Pequart et al. 1937). 

Low Clone, on the Solway Firth, lies on a low cliff just 
above the raised beach and excavation there in the 1960s 
by Cormack and Coles (1968) yielded evidence inter
preted as at least one light shelter or windbreak. A series 
of stakeholes and linear stone settings was associated 
with a long, scooped hollow, outside of which lay a 
substantial hearth (Fig. 12.4.A). The hollow measured 
c.20m in length and it was c.0.5m deep with a flat bottom. 
It may have been occupied repeatedly for there were 
various arrangements of features within it, including 
a stone selling fairly high up, and the excavators noted 
the possibility that two inter-cutting hollows had blurred 
into one another. A second scooped hollow lay c.25m to 
the west, but was not examined in detail. 

1Wo miles to the SE of Low Clone lies the site of 
Barsalloch, which was excavated in the late 1960s 
(Cormack 1970; Cormack & Cotes 1968). The evidence 
here was less clear than that from Low Clone. A natural 
sandy hollow on the raised beach had been made use of, 
and was associated with various indistinct stone settings 
and hearths, some in pits, as well as a widespread lithk 
scatter (Fig. 12.4.8). The evidence perhaps shares more 
similarities with the stone settings from Kilellan on 
Islay (see below) and it is difficult to interpret, though 
the excavator felt that the stone settings indicated the 
erection of temporary shelters. 

In the southern Hebrides an extensive programme 
of fieldwork has lead to the discovery of many new 
Mesolithic sites on the islands of Colonsay a.nd Islay. 
and much detail about the Mesolithic landscape and its 
population (Mithen 2000). Excavations were carried out 
at a number of sites, but, interestingly, few yielded struc
tural information. One of the most positive signs came 
from Staosnaig, on Colonsay. where a large circular 
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feature (4.5m diameter) was clearly arti Acially cut and 
has been interpreted as the base of a hut (Fig. 12.3.F). 
lt has been compared with the structure at Newton on 
Islay (McCullagh 1989). and with the site at Cass ny 
Hawin on the lsle of Man (Woodman 1987). There was 
no clear evidence for hearths within the hut, which seems 
to have been filled with later midden material, but there 
was a series of small hearth features away from the main 
structure, and other features may have served as ovens. 
The only other site with numerous features was Bolsay 
Farm, on Islay (Mithen 2000), but the excavators felt that 
the stakeholes here could 
not be convincingly inter
preted as a single structure. 

In Dumfriesshire, a site 
at Redkirk Point, on the 
Solway Finh, was observed 
to be eroding on the 
foreshore in 1976 and much 

0 1m 
~--

University Archaeological Research Division (GUARD) 
uncovered an occupation horizon within a scooped 
hollow (G. MacGregor pers. comm.). There seemed to 
be three phases of activity here, the first involving the 
creation of a scoop c.4m x 2.5m and up to 0.25m deep. 
The excavations here were very limited and no evidence 
for post- or stakeholes was recovered, but phase three of 
the activity involved the digging of a pit, together with 
a series of dumps of material. Phase two comprised the 
formation of deposits inside the scoop. and this included 
much flint-working debris. The material associated with 
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this site includes charcoal 
deposits as well as lithic 
artefacts. One radiocarbon 
determination has been 
obtained. 7350:t60 BP 
(Beta-108701), and the 
artefacts include narrow
blade microliths as well as 
cores and waste material. 
Littlehill Bridge lies wel l 

FIGURE 12.5 

had already washed away; 
the rest was excavated by 
Masters (1981) before the 
next tide came in. He found 
a 'pear-shaped' hollow 
measuring I.03m x 0.65m 
and 0.25m deep (Fig. 
12.6.A). The sand within 

A: Lussa Wood. stone circles: B: Lussa Wood. stone setting. 

within the local traditions 
for the early settlement of 
Scotland. 

Sec Fig. 12.5 for key to conventions. 
(Redrawn from Mercer 1980) 

Dictated by the distri 
bution of Mesolithic sites 

the hollow was clearly burnt, and it included numerous 
fragments of charcoal, but no artefacts. Towards the 
bottom of the hollow lay a semicircular setting of 
burnt sandstone pebbles that measured 0.5mx0.7m and 
was interpreted as a hearth. 1\vo radiocarbon dates of 
8000:t65 BP (UB-2445) and 7935:t 110 BP (UB-2470) 
were obtained on charcoal from the hearth. The lack 
of artefacts from Redkirk Point makes interpretation 
difficult, but the excavators were in no doubt that the 
features were artificial. Could this be the remains of 
a structure? lt c-ertainly bears a strong resemblance to 
features on many of the other sites discussed here, such 
as Low Clone. Starr 1, and Morton. Palaeo-environ
mental work in the area suggests that the site pre-dates 
the maximum Postglacial marine transgression which. 
due to extensive coastal marsh conditions at the head 
of the Solway Firth, may have consisted on ly of infre
quent inundation during flood tides (Jardine 1975; 1980). 
Sadly, within a week of its discovery the site was buried 
under boulders as part of a coastal protection scheme. 
so that wider examination for Mesolithic features is not 
currently possible. 

SW Scotland seems to be associated with Mesolithic 
coastal structures in sandy hollows and further evidence 
for this comes from the site at Littlehi ll Bridge, near 
Girvan, Ayrshire, where excavations by Glasgow 
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in Scotland (and by most 
of the Mesolithic research projects). much of the above 
detail comes from coastal sites. A rare inland structure 
comes from the site at Starr I, Loch Doon, Ayrshire, 
excavated by Tom Affleck (Edwards 1996). Here a series 
of stakeboles associated with other evidence suggested 
some type of shelter, but unfortunately the trench was 
inundated by a rise in the level of the loch after bad 
weather, so that a detailed record could not be made. 
Less clear structural evidence from the site was revealed 
in 1984 and comprised discoloured 'occupation' deposits 
together with small artificial depressions and a stone 
setting 0.4m in diameter (Fig. 12.6.C; AfHeck 1985). 

Other inland structures have recently been revealed 
by a team from GUARD, together with the National 
Trust for Scotland, on Ben Lawers, Perthshire. where 
various turf and stone structures have been excavated 
along a natural, moraine bank (Alkinson et al. 1997; 
1999). There is evidence for both medieval and prehis
toric activity here, and it is very difficult to separate 
the two, but it is suggest.ed that there were Mesolithic 
structures, and that activity may have continued into 
the Neolithic period. Only one structure (structure B) 
seems clearly associated with Mesolithic material and 
thus may be dated to that period; the other structures are 
of indeterminate age. Structure B comprised a roughly 
circu lar hollow c.3m in diameter. It seems to have 
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included external banks. but there was no evidence for 
post- or stakebolcs (Fig. 12.4.C). 

In general the Ben Lawers site was associated with 
knapped nint and quartz including microliths and 
snapped blades, and the structures comprised depres
sions. of various shapes. with stakeholes. post holes. and 
hearths as weU as external banks. The site has been inter
preted as a possible hunting camp and the excavators 
note that it would be unlikely to have been occupied 
excepc for brief periods in the summer. The presence of 
SC\'eral structures here raises the possibility that activity 
was extensive. though the site may well have been used 
repeatedly over a number of years. It would seem that the 
Mesolithic structures were subsequently reused as the 
basis for shieling huts in the medieval period, though, 
of course. the reverse possibility can not he discounted 
- that the shieling huts incorporated turves from the 
area of a pre-existing Mesolithic site. The location of 
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this site is particularly interesting because or its consid
erable height above sea level. Like Fife Ness it rounds 
out our picture of the different types of site that occur in 
the Mesolithic, whether or not the stntctures themselves 
are early. A date of7300-6700 cnl BC has recently been 
obtained from charcoal within a pit below one of the Ben 
Lawers structures (see Ash more this volume). Full publi
cation of this site is awaited with interest. 

Another possible inland. upland structure has been 
excavated at Oaer Reservoir. South Lanarkshire. by 
a team from Biggar Museums (Ward 1995; T. Ward 
pers. comm.). A number of sites have been investigated 
here, including Daer I. which lies on the NE side of the 
reservoir. on the north bank of a former minor sueam 
channel. Considerable numbetS of lirhic artefacts have 
been recovered together with charcoal fragments and a 
few features, interprered as rhe base of postholes. The 
full interpretation of the site awaits post-excavation 
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analysis, but the evidence seems to suggest a small 
post-built hut c.l.5mx2m (Fig. 12.3.0). This site has 
produced the very early date of 9075:t80 BP (AA· 
30354) from a single sample of pomoidea charcoal from 
one of the sU'Uctural pits. 

ln Aberdeenshire, excavations by Kenworthy (1981) 
at Nethermills, beside the River Dee, in the late 1970s 
yielded considerable evidence for stakeboles. together 
with discoloured occupation deposits containing both 
lithic artefacts and charcoal fragments. Tbe stakeholes 
are recorded as randomly scattered across the site so that 
it was difficult to reconstruct any coherent pattern, bUI 
they were accompanied by more substantial postholes 
which the excavator has interpreted as the remains of 
a circular structure c.4.5m in diameter (Fig. 12.3.B). 
Detailed information about this site has yet to be 
published, but preliminary inspection of the microliths 
suggests an associated narrow-blade assemblage. 

Of relevance to this paper, if not comprising precisely 
structural deposits, are those sites in caves, where use of 
a natural structure could be said to diminish the need for 
an artificial construction. Scotland is rich in cave sites, 
many of which are well known, especially those at Oban, 
Argyll (Lacaille 1954). Many of the discoveries at Oban 
were made before modern techniques of archaeological 
recovery, SQ lh~re is little c;letllil of m~ deposits eitl!er 
within or outside the caves. There are tantalizing hints, 
such as the recovery of hearth deposits at Druimvargie 
rockshelter, but interpretation in terms of human activity 
is difficult. Pollard (1990), among others, has discussed 
the inadequacies of tbe archaeological record from Oban. 
Even where cave sites have been discovered recently the 
circumstances of their finding all too often mean that 
much of the archaeological material has been removed 
prior to investigation, as at Rascboi lle Cave (Connock 
1985) and Carding Mill Bay (Connoek 1990; Connoek 
et al. 1992). 

In this light the recent projects at Ulva Cave and the 
Mid Argyll Cave and Roekshelter Survey are particu
larly important. At Ulva, the recent excavations have 
uncovered considerable evidence for Mesolithic activity 
in the form of middcn deposits within the cave. There 
were no obvious signs of internal structures of Mesolithic 
age, but research at this site is on-going (Bonsall et 
al. 1994). In Mid Argyll there were remains of early 
occupation from several of the sites, but only Ellary 
Boulder Cave bad associated structural evidence (Tolan
Smilb 2001, 86). This took the form of an arc of three 
substantial postholes arranged across the west entrance to 
the cave. The excavator has interpreted this as a screen to 
protect the interior, though he notes that it is impossible to 
reconstruct its height. Knapping debris at the foot of the 
screen suggests that namral light could sti ll penetrate. 
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Further information relating to cave and rockshelter 
occupation to the north in Scotland is now coming 
from a new project, started in 1998. around the Inner 
Sound between S~-ye and the Scottish mai nland. This 
has already resulted in the discovery of numerous new 
rockshelter sites with shell middens, of which one, at 
Sand. has 'been confirmed as Mesolithic, whi le two 
others are apparently early (Hardy & Wickham-Jones 
2002). Hopdully. excavation of botb rockshelters and 
lithic scaner sites in the area will lead to the recovery of 
new detail over the next few years. 

Finally, before turn ing to the discussion, there is 
one further type of evidence to be considered, and 
that is the evidence for cobbled areas and other stone 
settings. Tlile sma 11 stone settings from Lussa Wood 
and Low Clone have already been mentioned, but they 
are not a lone. Perhaps the best examples of cobbled 
seuings come from Kilellan Farm, Islay, excavated in 
the 1970s (Burgess 1976; Ritchie forthcoming). The 
variety of stone features here included an irregular 
setting of s mall flat stones c.l.4m across. a small arc 
of stones, a nd two patches of cobbles, one just over 
2m long and the other lm in diameter (Fig. 12.6.B). 
These were associated with the basal sand horizon, 
rich in Mesolithic Rint artefacts, and the smaller 
patch of cob!.>!es !3y t>etw~eq two artefact scatters 
and to the SW of a small, shallow scoop c.0.75m long 
(A. Ritchie pers. comm.). To the west of these cobbles 
lay ao enigmatic feature (recorded by the excavators as 
a 'ginger strip'), which was not excavated. There was 
not enough organic material to al low "C dctermina
tions, but the associated lithic artefactS did include 
na rrow-blade microliths. 

A rather enigmatic example of a stone setting was 
recorded by Warren (1998) at the Poppies, Peebles. This 
comprises three large sub-angular boulders observed 
in a small trial pit (lmx0.5m). They formed a rough 
surface and there were associated lithic artefactS and 
charcoal fragments. The site is located on a low rocky 
outcrop immediately above a well-known salmon 
river, the Tweed. These excavations comprised only 
trial trenches, and the evidence recovered is hard to 
interpret. 

Evidence of more substantial stone paving came 
from a site at L6n M6r, Oban, which was excavated in 
the 1990s as part of the Oban Archaeological Project 
(BonsaU 1996; Bonsall et al. 1993 & in press; Macklin 
et al. 2000). Here, an area of stone paving c.2m across 
was uncovered to the NW of a lithic artefact scatter 
with Mesolithic age dates ranging between 7385 ± 60 
BP (AA-8793) and 5290± 65 BP (AA-17454). The 
paving was associated with a stone-Lined hearth dated to 
5420±65 BP (AA-17452). 
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Discussion 

Having reviewed the evidence it is necessary to ask 
what does it all mean? Can any insights be gained 
into the behaviour of Mesolithic people with regard to 
shelter from the information available? Three avenues of 
enquiry present themselves: the first relates to typeS of 
architecture: the second to function; and the third to site 
organization. 

With regard to Mesolithic architecture we run into 
the problems of deducing structure from relatively 
scanty and disparate evidence (Table 12.1). The recon
structionist's bible in this field must be Faegre's (1979) 
work on nomadic tents. Faegre's information is drawn 
from around the world and he illustrates structures 
that are devised to cope with a wide variety of climatic 
conditions and terrain. All have one thing in common, 
however, in that all relate to nomadic settlement. It is 
clear from the Scottish evidence that, albeit relating to 
one general geographical and climatic zone, there is little 
continuity of form, or even size. Certain principles are 
clear, however: many structures are based on inclined 
stakes; a circular plan seems to predominate (though 
there are a few rectangular structures): some structures 
have a complete circumferences of timber, while others 
have only an arc or isolated posts, and many incorporate 
settings of stones; a few sites have evidence of other work 
with stones, for example areas of paving or cobbling are 
not uncommon; and scooped hollows, both naiural and 
artificial, are a common feature of many structures, 
especially in the SW of Scotland. 

Some general architectural principles emerge. With 
regard to size, there is cleady a tradition of large struc
tures and these may be round or rectangular. Structures 
at Staosnaig, Nethennills, and Newton, all measure 
c.4.5m in diameter and can be regarded as robust. The 
two structures at Cnoc Coig are in a similar league 
at 3.5m diameter, as apparently is that at Ben Lawers 
(though interestingly this structure was considered 
small by its excavators). Structures of medium size, 
2-2.5m diarnetu, predominated at M orlon, and the Daer 
Reservoir site falls into this group, as may the shelters 
at Kinloch, though it is difficult to estimate their overall 
size. Each of these could also be regarded as fairly well 
built. Then there are the small, less substantial shelters 
of I m diamete.r or less: there were two at Morton: Starr 
I seems to fall into this group; and Fife Ness would also 
be included. 

The eagle-eyed will no doubt note that this division 
into large, medium, and small masks an apparently 
continuous spectrum of architectural detail from dimen
sions of 4.5m and over to c.0.5m. It should come as no 
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surprise that some buildings were big and others small; 
different buildings no doubt served different needs and 
perhaps the most important feature for us is the variety. 
Should we be looking for pauerns at all? We have. after 
all, only a handful of structures in comparison to the 
great length oftime over which the Mesolithicoccupalion 
of Scotland took place. From the well-built round and 
rectangular structures at Kinloch and the fragile shelter 
of Fife Ness some 8500 "C years ago. to the large, robust 
structures at Cnoc Coig some 5600 "C years ago, there is 
remarkably liule change in the overall picture, but we are 
dealing with very few sites (if more than were previously 
thought). Morton is particularly important here because 
it has such a variety of structures that we are reminded of 
the normality of variety, even on a single site. 

House plans are all very well, but what about the real 
three-dimensiona.l article? What did these structures 
look like? There have been several auemptS at recon
struction, both as drawings and for real at interpretation 
centres. The path is fraught with problems. As Faegre 
(1979) shows, even apparently flimsy remains can be 
reconstructed into something quite robust. and this is 
something particularly reported by those who have set 
out to build Mesolithic-style shelters. You do not need 
deep foundations to support a stable 'bender', nor do you 
need many posts. This is especially true where settlement 
takes place in a woodland environment. Complex founda
tions are not needed when the wind whistles over the top 
of the trees. It is interesting to note that many Plains 
Indians in North America only regarded it as necessary 
to set poles into the ground in areas troubled by high 
winds. or for permanent senlement, and even then some 
dug boles only for the poles of the main supporting 
tripod (Laubin & Laubin 1977). Stones and smaller 
pegs may all give added support. Furthermore, there 
are many ways in which any one stake setting may have 
been built up and Scotland offered a variety of potential 
coverings from hides, to bark, or brushwood. A quick 
glance at the reconstruction drawings for structures at 
Rum (Wickham-Jones 1990: Wickham-Jones & Pollock 
1995; 1996) shows how our ideas changed over time, and 
all are quite possible. In this way we can see that three
dimensional reconstructions may also vary. 

Here I should perhaps say that 'chance would be 
a fine thing', as Scotland lacks the 'reconstruction 
museums' of other countries, but it is possible to see 
some variation even in the views represented by recon
structions in the open air at Archaeolink Prehistory Park, 
Oyne, Aberdeenshire, and inside a museum gallery at 
Dundee, made some five and 15 years ago respectively. It 
is interesting, however, that there is a tendency for recon
structing buildings of 'bender'-type. Recent cultural 
heritage clearly has great influence over us, though here 
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we can note another problem wilb reconstruction. Our 
picture is too clouded with images of Plains Indians. 
New Age folk. or local tinkers of the very recent pa~t. We 
need to try to avoid that and think more adventurously. 

Mesolithic architecture did not have modern rules to 
follow. and it would be nice to see some reconstruction of 
the small fragi le. wobbly. shelters as well. Of course they 
would have to be firmed up enough to last an interpreta· 

TABLE 12.1 

Summary or s~ructuralevidcnce from Mesolilhic sites in Scotland (as at April 2003). 
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tional lifetime and not the two or three nights for which 
they may have originally been designed, but anything 
that gives an impression of the richness and variety of 
Mesolithlc life would be useful. 

Thming to function, the page remains disappointingly 
blank. Many of the structures had related hearths and 
all (bar one: Redkirk Point) are associated with lithic, 
and sometimes other, materiaL Elsewhere, deta.iled 
studies have been made of internal organization and 
function, based on microlith distribution pauerns, the 
location of hearths, and so forth (e.g. Gr~n 1990), but it 
was not possible· tO carry out analysis at this level within 
the confines of the present study. Nevertheless, there is 
a clear suggestion in the various excavation reports of 
functional difference and perhaps others will now take 
up the challenge of looking at the releva.nt artefactual 
evidence. 

lt is important to remember that structures may not 
always have served as dwelling, or sleeping, places. On 
occasion, this has been highlighted by the excavators 
themselves. as at Fife Ness where the structure was 
ascribed a working, rather than a dwelling, function 
(Wickham-Jones & DaUand 1998a: 1998b). Generally. 
however, shelter for sleeping is regarded as being of 
particular importance to Mesolithic people, as at Monon 
(Coles 1971) and at Staosnaig, where sleeping, or possibly 
storage, are suggested (Mithen 2000). Given the Scouish 
climate, a host of other possible purposes presents itself, 
from shelters within which to work skins or to work on 
stone tool~. tO shelters for cooking and drying shelters. 
Storage is unlikely to need an a$-~OCiated hearth, unless 
some more complex process is involved, but a fire would 
obviously be important for many reasons including heat 
and light as well as a practical part of many tasks. One 
feature which arises out of the reconstruction at Archaeo
link is the great amount of light there can be inside a 
medium-sized structure of thi~ type, and. also from other 
reconstructions there, just how quickly one does adjust 
to working within reduced light conditions. Thus at the 
Ulster History Park. while there is nor much light inside 
the Mount Sandel Mesolitbic house reconstruction, this 
might not have been a problem. 

Thrning back to the associated artefacts, there is the 
standard problem of ascertaining whether these relate 
to aclivit.ies that went on inside an extant structure, 
or whether they relate to the dumping of waste into 
a derelict building. This problem has been addressed 
at some sites, for example Staosnaig (Mithen 2000) 
and Fife Ness (Wickham-Jones & Dalland 1998a; 
1998b), but elsewhere the picture is often disappoint
ingly simplistic. Issues such as the relationship of 
settlement to midden need to be further explored, and 
just what does all the lithic waste mean? Mesolithic site 
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reports often refer frequently to 'knapping floors', but 
is that really the case? Even the briefest episode of flint 
knapping leads to a huge amount of waste, and we rarely 
6nd deposits of that size. Waste may have been disposed 
of in many different ways, so that the actual knapping 
floors remain elusive. Furthermore, many other activ
ities in which stone tools were implicated would also 
leave l.ithic debris. 

Included within function I would add the factor of 
ti me: thus function reJate~ to two separate issues - the 
purpose of an activity and its duration. In this way sites 
may be divided into three gross categories of occupation: 
long, medium, and short (cynics may discern the 
continuous spectrum once again) - and within each of 
these a variety of purposes may be postulated. 

At Kinloch I interpreted the site as the remains of 
a long-term base-camp type of occupation. Fife Ness. 
however, was interpreted as a short-lived specialist 
processing site. Ben Lawers is interpreted as a short-lived 
hunting camp. while Morton and the Oronsay middens 
stand out as very different examples of medium-term 
marine exploitation sites. Most sites have the added 
complication that repeated activity on the same site 
has added to the evidence while blurring the individual 
picture. Despite the evidence for several structures on a 
few sites, no individual site can yet show clear evidence 
for the contemporaneous use of more than one structure. 
At Kinloch this was not resolved, but at Morton discon· 
tinuous use was postulated (Coles 1971). 

The issue of repeated return also clouds the interpre
tation of site organization. The relationship of different 
structures, one to another, and to other features on site, 
is clearly important in our attempt to asse.~s their overall 
function. But it is a hard nut to crack. For various reasons 
many excavations bave concentrated on relatively small 
areas around obvious structures, so that the picture is 
incomplete. The structure at Fife Ness seemed to stand 
alone, but what of the hut at Nethermills, or that at 
Newron? Even where area excavation has been under
taken. interpretation is difficult. At Staosnaig there were 
few cut features, and Little evidence for other structures. 
At Kinloch, however, a palimpsest of features was 
revealed, probably extending over a much larger area 
than that explored. Direct dating did not elucidate the 
relationships of the structures one to another and detailed 
interpretation of the ways in which the site had operated 
were impossible. The trenches at Morton revealed very 
different pictures for different parts of the site, while on 
Oronsay there was the added complication of elucidating 
the relationships between the different sheU middens on 
the same small island. Gross pictures may be drawn, but 
the minutiae of intra·site life continue, for the moment, 
to elude us. 
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Conclusions 

I have to admit that when I set out to write this paper I had 
no idea of the wealth of structural evidence that existed 
from Scouish Mesolithic sites, nor of the richness and 
variety that would be revealed. You will notice, however. 
that I still tend to be a pessimist in the maner of overa ll 
interpretation. I am not a great believer in grand-scale 
pauerns, they still smack too much of pigeon-holing 
for me. We have to refine our individual site interpre
tations before we can start looking at the big picture. 
Nevenheless. that picture is increasingly interesting. We 
have long postulated that the Me.wlitbic npproach to the 
landscape was particula!ly sophisticated and involved a 
range of specific types of site. We can now begin to cite 
the evidence to support that theory. 

Note 

L Since this paper was written work on the Mesolithic 
of Scotland has continued apace. In 1999 fieldwork 
at the Sands of Forvie focused on a scooped feature 
some 6m in diameter in the surface of a glacial 
deposit Though there were no clear structural 
elements it was a..~soeiated with a microlithic Hint 
industry and the excavator has suggested that it may 
ha,·e parallels with tbe site at Staosnaig (G. Warren 
pers. comm.). In the montbs preceding publication 
of this volume two new sites of great relevance have 
come to light At East Barns in East Lothian work 
by AOC (Scotland) has uncovered a large oval (dm 
internal diameter) structure with postholes set around 
a natural hollow, with an associated narrow-blade 
microlithic industry (J. Gooder pers. comm.). Just 
over the border in Norlhumberland a similar structure 
has been found ut Howick where a setting of po~tholes 
lay round the edge of a roughly circular hollow to 
define an occupation area that had internal hearths 
(Waddington et al. in press). The Howick lithic 
artefacts also included narrow-blade microliths. Both 
Howick and East Barns lie near the ooa..~t. though 
neither site had preserved midden deposits .. 
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Chapter 13 

The 'Mesolithic Experience' in Scotland 

STEVEN MITHEN 

The author seeks to engage more closely with the life 
actually lived by Mesolithic people in Scotland. Aspects 
of the experietrce of weather, landscape. wildlife, and 
archaeological experimem gained during ten years' 
work with the Sowhern Hebrides Project offer scope for 
useful insights imo tire world of the Mesolitlric lrwrter· 
gatherer. 

Archaeologists who study the prehistoric hunter
gatherers of the Mesolithic period in Scotland take 
upon themselves an immense challenge. Our goal is to 
reconstruct the prehistoric way of life of these hunter
gatherers in as much detail as possible, ideally exposing 
every facet of technology, economy, society, and ideology. 
Often we have to work with poorly preserved data which 
are open to numerous competing interpretations. But 
just as serious as this, is that our interpretations of the 
data are inevitably constrained by our own experience 
of the world. For the vast majority of prehistorians that 
experience will be one of living in permanent homes in 
an industrialized state society, a life with limited engage
ment with the natural world. As such it could hardly be 
more distant and detached from that of the Mesolithic 
experience. 

This vast gulf between our own experience and that 
of the Mesolithic inhibits our abmties as archaeologists 
to reconstruct the past. But it could be seen as a blessing 
in disguise. For if even for a moment we thought that 
there was an iota of contact between our own experience 
and that of Mesolithic people. we would be tempted to 
believe that there was another iota, and then anot.her. and 
then another. Eventually we would be doing no more 
than writing our own experience of the world into the 
past and so be fooling ourselves about our understanding 
of prehistory. 

So perhaps it is not only honest but of maximum utility 
to accept and be grateful for the disjunction between the 
Mesolithic and the modern experience. Once we have 
accepted that, we can get on with our archaeology 
without the risk of slipping into the dangerous grasp of 
subjectivity. And hence we can collect and catalogue the 
microliths and other stone artefacts, plan the features. 
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undertake the soil chemistry. and - if lucky - study 
the plant remains and animal bones. By so doing we 
can reconstruct some aspects of Mesolithic life: the 
technology. the subsistence. the mobility patterns, the 
manner in which people manipulated their environ
ments. the time of their demise, and the rise of Neolitbic 
communities. 

This is indeed what we should be doing - questing 
towards an objective understanding of the past - and 
the last decade has seen substantial developments tO 
that end. Indeed. our understanding of the Scouish 
Mesolitbic has been transformed beyond all recogni
tion by new fieldwork, new analyses, and the applica
tion of new techniques from a rchaeological science. 
Peter Woodman's (1989) 'plea for normality' in Scottish 
Mesolithic studies was well-heeded. In that review of 
Scottish Mesolithic studies he asked whether there was 
the will within present-day Scottish archaeology tO 
tackle the challenges posed by the Mesolithic record. 
Challenges not only in terms of that record's less than 
perfect preservation and the often difficult working 
conditions posed by the Scottish environment, but the 
challenge of escaping from a parochialism that had 
divorced Scottish Mesolithic studies from those of 
Europe, and indeed from hunter-gatherer studies in 
general. 

The last decade or so of research on the Mesolithic 
period in Scotland, represented by papers in this volume 
and elsewhere, demonstrated that the will was there. 
Scouish Mesolithic studies are certainly now part of the 
mainstream, and 'normality' has been attained. Hence 
we now have models for settlement systems and foraging 
patterns, where once we just ha.d lists of artefacts and 
cultures (cf. Bonsall 1996). We n.ow view stone artefacts 
as products of a series of kn:apping decisions; part 
func.tional instruments for engaging with the natural 
world, part tools for social discourse (e.g. Finlay 1997; 
Finlayson 1990). We are sensitive to gender-biased 
interpretations of the record and seek tO talk as much 
about the role of women as that of men in our interpre
tations of the evidence, and also about the young and 
the old (Finlay 1997; Wickham-Jones 1994). And we 
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The Southern Hebrides, Scolland, showing places referred to in the text. 
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seek to apply the latest scientific techniques to our 
studies, ranging from programmes of AMS "C dating, 
to soil micromorphology and computer simulation (e.g. 
Ashmore 1997; Bonsall et al. 1995; Lake et al. 1998; 
Mithen 2000, 426- 31). But perhaps the most signifi
cant achievement has been the willingness to collect 
new data, to engage in new field projects, such as those 
by Clive Bonsall around Oban and at Ulva Cave (e.g. 
Bonsall et al. 1994), and what may be the most produc
tive of all, the new work on and around Skye being 
undertaken by Caroline Wickham-Jones, Bill Finlayson, 
and Karen Hardy in the First Settlers' Project (Hardy & 
Wickham-Jones 2002). 

With this new work a more extensive and profound 
understanding of Mesolithic lifestyles has developed 
than seemed possible a decade ago. Of course our 
understanding is still appallingly limited; the Scottish 
Mesolithic continues to be the poor relation to that 
of much of Europe due to the scarcity of sites, their 
limited range, and the immense rarity of organic 
preservation. 

The impoverished record of Mesolithic Scotland may 
one day be transformed by the discovery of waterlogged 

sites; even one of these would undoubtedly further our 
understanding of Mesolithic lifes.tyles very substantially. 
But even with such sites, our understanding will remain 
deficient as we will still lack knowledge of the Meso
lithic experience. By finding more artefacts, we will 
not necessarily move towards understanding the experi
ence of making or using those artefacts; by finding well 
preserved fauna! assemblages, we will not necessarily 
move further towards the Mesolithic hunter-gatherer's 
experience of watching, hunting, and eating animals. 
Hence one might argue that the Mesolithic lifestyle will 
always remain alien, and our understanding will always 
be quite superficial. 

I hope that this will not be the case. Indeed I think 
it will not be the case for we can connect with the 
Mesolithic experience. Although our daily lives may 
be quite different from those of Mesolithic people, our 
bodies and our brains are made of quite the same stuff. 
We are members of the same species, we share the same 
perceptional and cognitive apparatus, and the same 
physiological needs. Indeed I thi.nk that there is not just 
an iota but a vast wealth of common experience that we 
can share with that of Mesolithic. people. 

FtOURE 13.2 

Excavating in the rain at Gleann Mor,lslay, August 1989. 
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The crux of my argument concerns the nature of the 
human mind and how it has evolved. Strong arguments 
can be made that our mentality has been substantially 
conditioned by a hunter-gatherer way of life, since it 
was when our ancestors were living that lifestyle that 
the human body and brain evolved from those of an ape 
like predecessor five million years ago to that of modern 
humans, who first appeared c.l30,000 years ago (Barkow 
er al. 1992). Some psychologists argue that many aspects 
of modern human behaviour, such as our patterns of food 
consumption and the structure of our social relations, 
remain fundamentally structured by a hunter-gatherer 
mentality that we still possess (e.g. Cosmides 1989; 
Pinker 1997). They argue that the switch to a farming 
lifestyle, the adoption of sedentism, the developments of 
towns and cities, and of a diverse and complex material 
culture, have just been too recent to have had any 
profound impact on the way we think. Moreover, some 
psychologists argue that many of the ills of our society 
- literally in terms of the patterns of, say, heart disease, 
and metaphorically in terms of social disintegration 
within urban ghettos- derive from the conflict between 
the hunter-gatherer way of life to which our bodies and 
minds are adapted and the cultural environments within 
which we find ourselves today. 

I have contributed to such arguments myself due to 
my strong belief that an understanding of the pa.~t. and 
especially of past minds, is central to understanding 
the human condition today (Mithen 1996). But I do not 
want to dwell on these theoretical arguments but focus 
myself back onto Mesolithic Scotland. For I feel that 
the Scottish landscapes provide us with one of the best 
opportunities for finding those connections between 
our own and that of the Mesolithic experience. The 
reason is quite si mple; when working in Scotland, and 
especially in the Highland region, one is forced into 
a direct and intensive engagement with the natural 
world, an engagement that may remain a pale shadow 
of that experienced by Mesolithic hunter-gatherers 
but is nevertheless in some sense in continuity with 
that experience. This is why Mesolithic archaeology 
in wild landscapes, such as the Highlands and Islands 
of Scotland, is always more rewarding, for me at lea.~t. 
than that in the tamed landscapes of, say, southern 
England, where conurbations and intensive farming 
have removed any chance of a significant engagement 
with the natural world. In Scotland, with its wilder 
landscapes, there is a chance of our modern experi
ence engaging with and informing us about that of 
Mesolithic people. For all we need to do is to give our 
evolved, a.nd perhaps repressed, hunter-gatherer mind 
a chance, give it the right environment and the right 
stimuli, and we can indeed catch a glimpse, however 
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FlOUR£ 13.3 
Flooded u-enches at Staosnaig, Colonsay, July 1992. 

small and Heeting and superficial that may be, of the 
Mesolithic experience. 

I appreciate that such views verge on the subjective, 
empathetic approaches to the past that are readily open 
to criticism, if not r idicule. But I do feel compelled 
to address such matters as they have been absent, 
intentionally absent, from my previous writings on the 
Mesolithic, and indeed they are largely absent from my 
publication of the Southern Hebrides Mesolithic Project 
(Mithen 2000). That project involved working on the 
islands of Islay and Colonsay (Fig. 13.1), excavating 
Mesolithic sites, and, along with colleagues, notably 
Bill Finlayson and Nyree Finlay, attempting to squeeze 
as much information as possible from the data we 
acquired. Within the final publication we tried to make 
an objective ana.lysis of Mesolithic settlement patterns 
within the southern Hebrides. It includes a major review 
of Mesolithic studies in Scotland, sections on palaeo
environmental reconstruction with specific reference 
to vegetation history and sea levels, chapters about 
raw material distributions, a report on fieldwalking 
surveys on Islay and Colonsay, extensive and detailed 
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FIGURE 13.4 

Heatwave at Staosnaig, Colonsay, September 1991. 

FtGURE 13.5 

Bolsay Farm, I•lay, looking towards Beinn Tan a' Mhill. 
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FJCURE 13.6 
Trench ll, Bolsay Farm, Islay, August 1992. 

FIGURE 13.7 

Eastwards view from summit ofBeinn Tan a'Mhill looking towards the Paps of Jura. 
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FIGURE 13.8 
Tesr-pilting a1 Coulererach, Islay, September 1993. 

site reports from excavations at ten Mesolithic sites 
on these islands (many of which include numerous 
specialist reports), chapters about using GIS to predict 
site location and computer simulation of coloniza
tion and island exploitation, chapters on experimental 
archaeology, lithic studies, inter-site comparisons, and 
then a synthesis of these lines of evidence to reconstruct 
the history of colonization, the nature of Mesolithic 
settlement patterns, and the transition to farming in the 
southern Hebrides. This is a publication replete with 
tables and graphs, plans and sections, and all the other 
elements of a scientifically based fieldwork report. But 
I list all of these not to stress what is present, but what 
is absent. For there is little within the volume about 
the Mesolithic experience, and that may be a serious 
omission (Note 1). Certainly it is one that provides an 
inaccurate reflection of my own experience during the 
project. 

Throughout the course of working on Colonsay and 
Islay I did indeed believe I was gaining some aspects of 
the Me.~olithic experience, such as the way the Mesolithic 
inhabitants had seen and felt about their landscapes and 
their artefacts. Perhaps this derived from no more than 
a false sense of empathy with those distant prehistoric 
people. Or perhaps it does indeed reflect the fact that 
all members of Homo sapiens share a common set of 
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perceptional and cognitive mechanisms that remain 
impervious to any cultural influences; hence Mesolithic 
hunter-gatherers and twenty-first-century university 
academics can and do share a fundamentally similar 
experience of the world. 

Let me now provide some examples of this 
'Mesolithic experience' - some possible points of 
contact between the experience of a Mesolithic archae
ologist and that of the Mesolithic hunter-gatherer. 
I readily acknowledge that these may well be all in 
my imagination, reflecting a forlorn optimism that as 
archaeologists we can go beyond the reconstruction of 
settlement and subsistence into the minds of those who 
lived and died long ago in prehistory. And if there is 
indeed no legitimate academic basis to the following 
'Mesolithic experience', at least the following may 
convey a little more of the Mesolithic archaeologist's 
experience than is normally found in site publications 
and works of synthesis. 

The first point of contact must. of course, be with the 
weather. We know that the climate of the early Postglacial 
is likely to have been different to that of today, perhaps 
rather warmer and rather drier. But I am thinking here 
not about climate but about weather - something of 
constant interest to both prehistoric hunter-gatherers and 
Mesolithic archaeologists working in Scotland. Even the 
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FlCUR£ 13.9 
Trial-trenehing at Coulererach, Islay, September 1993. 

most ardent lover of Scotland will admit that the Scottish 
weather is not always ideal. All those who have excavated 
in Scotland will have been frustrated by the wind, rain, 
and cold that either prevents fieldwork altogether or 
inhibits the quality of that work. 

Scottish archaeologists, however, tend to be a hardy 
breed and often find themselves working in appalling 
weather conditions. This may be unavoidable when field 
seasons are short and funds limited- one can simply not 
afford to sit indoors waiting for the rain to stop. This 
was certainly the case during the Southern Hebrides 
Mesolithic Project (Figs 13.2-3). One benefit of this 
is that working through such weather is a remarkably 
good reminder of how it must have been to have always 
lived close to nature. For I suspect that the Mesolithic 
people also disliked the rain and the cold, and - just 
like frustrated archaeologists - that they too looked 
out across the landscape waiting for the storms to pass, 
cursing the rain that was ruining their fishing and plant 
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gathering. And, just like us, I imagine that they enjoyed 
the experience of returning to their warm huts, of drying 
out, of eating hot food and having a drink. And when the 
sun was hot, really unusually hot, I have no doubt that 
they enjoyed that experience as much as we do tndtty; 
as much as we did when excavating at Staosnaig in the 
heatwave of September 1991 (Fig. 13.4). 

My argument is simply that the weather of Scotland 
is conducive to engaging with the Mesolithic experience. 
And I contrast this very favourably with the constant sun 
and heat of Wadi Faynan, Jordan, where Bill Finlayson 
and I were recently working. After I have been in the 
Jordanian desert for a couple of weeks I am almost 
pleading for some rain and some mist; the very sight of a 
cloud is thrilling, even though one knows that it will very 
soon be burnt off by the sun. In such landscapes, which 
today have a very different climate and landscape to that 
of the Early Holocene, it is far more difficult to engage 
with the lives of the prehistoric hunter-gatherers whom 
we study. 

I now wish to consider some specific localities in the 
landscapes of Islay and Colonsay where I believe we can 
engage with further aspects of the Mesolith.ic experi
ence. 

The first locality is that of Bolsay Farm, Islay, the 
site of a major Mesolithic settlement (Mithen 2000, 
259-328) . This location provides an almost insurmount
able hurdle to cross from the modem to the Mesolithic 
experience. For tndtty this is a patch of startling green 
pasture amid an open landscape with hardly a tree in 
sight, and those which can be found are small, scrubby 
affairs (Fig. 13.5). All that remains of the existence of a 
prehistoric settlement are chipped stone artefacts, coarse 
stone tools, charred plant materials, chemical traces in 
the sediments, and a few ephemeral features within the 
soil (Fig. 13.6). But we know from our studies, and from 
the palynological studies conducted by Kevin Edwards 
in the nearby Loch a'Bbogaidh, that when Bols.~y Farm 
was occupied this was a heavily wooded landscape, a rich 
and vibrant landscape (Edwards & Berridge 1994). The 
vast quantity of chipped stone at Bolsay Farm, and the 
extensive time range over which the radiocarbon dates 
are spread, suggests that there was something special 
about this specific place in the landscape, causing people 
to keep returning here throughout both the Mesolithic 
and Neolithic periods. 

A study of the sediments at the site has suggested that 
there was once a natural spring at Bolsay Farm and people 
came for that reason, chucking much of their waste into 
the wet and boggy ground. But trying to imagine what 
that experience may have been like. to have sat by the 
spring while knapping stone, cooking plants, and I guess 
drinking 'tea', surrounded by oak and hazel, and all sorts 
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FtOURE 13.10 

Searching for flint pebbles on a west coast beach of Islay. 

FIGURE 13.11 

Flint pebbles from Islay. Scale in ems. 
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FIGUJI£ 13.12 

Gilbert Mushall flint knapping with Islay pebbles. 

of herbs, flowers, and grasses. is all but impossible in the 
bland green pasture of Bolsay Farm to<b y. 

So what to do to gain a little inkling of the Mesolithic 
experience? My suggestion - and one thot I have 
followed through many times- is simply to climb Beinn 
Tart a'Mhill, the hill rising behind the site and which 
is almost constantly on the Islay horizon (Fig. 13.6). 
I suspect that this hill was wrapped up in all SOrtS of 
stories and m} ths of the local Mesolithic people; it may 
even h3\'e had specific religious significance. But -..-e do 
not need to speculate about these to appreciate the hill 
- we can simpl) climb it and then be a"'ed by the view 
from the summit (Fig. 13.7). When the weather is fine 
one can sec Ireland and Kintyre to the south, Tiree and 
Ben Nevts to the north. The view is spectacular. Back 
in Mcsolithic times the key elements of this view would 
have been identical. The summit of Beinn Tart a' M hill 
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would ha'-e been well above the Mesolitbic tree-line and, 
just like toda}, Mesolithic people could ba' c sun-eyed 
their island world I suspect they did, and that they too 
found the view spectacular, and sat to regain their breath 
from the climb and named the landmasses they could 
see. Here. on the summit of Beinn l'nrt a'Mhill a modem 
person like me, one who lives in the suburbia of southern 
England, can indeed share a little of the Mesolithic 
experience. 

This is true not just on Beinn Tart a'Mhill, but at 
other special places on these islands. Consider that of 
Coulererach on the west coast of Islay. As with Bolsay 
Farm, this does not initially appear very promising for 
gaining access 10 the Mesolithic experience. We know 
little about this site as our only evidence was that gained 
from test-pitting and trial-tnenching (Figs 13.8-9), there 
ba\ing been no possibility of making an open-area 
exca,·ation. The fieldwork produced a chipped srooe 
assemblage indicating that this had been a locality where 
considerable primary world ng of llint nodules had been 
undertaken - the initial testing and decortication of 
pebbles- before partially worked cores were transported 
away from the site (Mitben 2000, 553- 69). As at Bolsay 
Farm, the project was able to make a detailed study of the 
chipped stone artefacts, pursuing detailed comparisons 
with those from elsewhere. lt became evident that both 
highly skilled and novice knoppers bad worl'ed stone at 
Coulererach (Finlay 1997; Mithen 2000, 217-29), but 
beyond that we have hardly any further knowledge of the 
site and its past activities. So what can we know about the 
Mesolitbic experience at this locality? 

Once again it is profitable to take a short walk from the 
site, this time to the beaches ofthe west coast (F~S- 13.10). 
The first thing to do on those beaches is to search for flint 
pebbles. These are found randomly scattered on the 
beach. The Southern Hebrides Mesolithic Project made 
a detailed survey of their distribution, both here and on 
the beaches around the whole of the southern Hebridean 
islands, and indeed further afield (Mithen 2000, 75-90). 
It was found that the beaches close to Coulercrach are 
today the richest in terms of pebble abundance and 
quality, and th.1t is most likely to hn\-e been the same 
during the Mesolithic (Fig. 13.11). So the searching for 
and coUecting of pebbles replicates that during Mesolithic 
times, for how else rud people then acquire their pebbles 
other than by strolling along the shoreline? And I suspect 
th:u the delight in finding a decent nodule today is much 
the same delight as that found in prehiSlory. One can 
then. of course, knlp the pebbles and seek to replicate the 
artefacts and debitage prodUCts found at Coulererach and 
other Mesolithic sites. 

Experimental flint knapping (Fig. 13.12)- and indeed 
experimenta.l archaeology in general - must surely edge 
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FIGUR£13.13 

Spenn whale close 10 Coulerernch, Islay, Scprember 1993. 

FIGURe 13. 14 

Excavation ar Aoradh, lslay. Augusr 1995. 
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FIGURE 13.15 
View across Gruinart Estuary from location close to Aoradh. 
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F!GlJRE 13.16 
Staosnaig, Co1onsay, September 1994. 
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FlOUR£ 13.17 
Feature Fl7, Staosnaig, Colonsay. September 1994. 

us a linle closer to the Mesolithic experience than would 
otherwise be possible. In my own case, the results of my 
lc:napping fit most closely wit.h !.hose clumsy, wasteful 
eftorts !.hat wc found at Coulererac.h and w.hich are most 
probably the work of young children. But again I suspect 
that the delight an experienced modern !mapper gains 
from tile removal of fine blades is one shared with that 
of the equally experienced Mesolithic knapper who once 
sat at Coulererach. 

In 1993 a whale was washed ashore close to this site 
(Fig. 13.13). It was an llm-long sperm whale that had 
died at sea and then gradually rotted on the beach over 
the following years. One of the Project team watched 
the careass wash ashore. We all marvelled at the size 
of the beast in 1993, and then in succeeding years wc 
were all revolted at tile smell of tile decaying flesh. Such 
whales are not infrequently washed ashore on !.slay and 
indeed t.hroughout Scotland. Though !.here are no dtrect 
traces, I t.hink it cannot be doubted !.hat such animals 
were also washed up on the beaches of Islay dunng the 
Mesolitbic period. Such events may have been occastons 
for feasting or possibly no more t.han wonderment- just 
as wc had felt in the summer of 1993. For although wc 
frequently assume !.hat Mesolit.hic people had much 
greater knowledge of animals and plants than we have 
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toda), as wit.h us !.hey would have had very tew occasions 
to see wbales in the full splendour of thelf whole body. 
Not for !.hem wildlife documentaries, museums to visit, 
films to watch; sea mammals would, lthtnk, have been 
ammals of very considerable tnterest and amazement 
to Mesolit.hic people. And hence when we marvelled at 
the Coulererac.h whale in 1993, I suspect that !.hat was 
not only a modern but also a Mesolithic experience- as 
indeed was tile stink of the rotting flesh in the years !.hat 
followed. 

With this whale we are engaging with the Mesolithic 
experience of seeing animals, and if those Mesolithic 
foragers were anything like the hunter-gatherers docu· 
mented in tile ethnographic record, they would have 
spent a great deal of time watching tile animals of their 
world. Not simply the animals that they wished to hunt, 
but all types of animals, for hunter-gatherers are natural
ists par excellence, having interests in wtldlife that seem 
to far exceed utilitarian need. 

Wit.h this in mind it is useful to constder anot.her of 
the excavated lsl3)' sites, that of Aoradh (Muhen 2000, 
231-9), located on the eastern edge of Loch Gruinan, 
this being another location where there is a chance to 
engage wit.h the Mesolithic experience (Fig. 13.14). 
Aoradh is simply known as a scatter of artefacts , one 
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similar in certain respects to Coulererach, and where 
extensive area excavation could have been undertaken 
had it been worthwhile. But this site is substantially 
damaged by farming and erosion, and it is difficult to say 
anything about it beyond the fact that Mesolithic people 
had once sat at this spot. Perhaps this is, however, all we 
need to know. The view from Aoradh looks across Loch 
Gruinart (Fig. 13.15), which is one of the prime locations 
in the Hebrides, indeed in Scotland - perhaps the whole 
of Britain - for bird-watching. A vast array of wildfowl 
exploit the rich estuarine sediments and it is at Gruinart 
that the annual October arrival and March departure of 
the vast flocks of geese that winter on Islay are seen at 
their most dramatic. 

lt is not only wildfowl that are seen at Gruinart. One 
memorable evening in the summer of 1996 I went with 
my family to watch the peregrine falcons that swoop 
across the estuary and sit on the sands. And after 
having seen those we were able to watch seals, then 
spotted an otter, and when heading back across the 
island red deer were silhouetted against the setting 
sun. I recount this because it was an intense and for me 
unique experience of seeing such wildli fe within one 
evening, though one perhaps rather more familiar to 
our Mesolithic forebears. But I think that it is not mere 
coincidence that within lOOm of our Mesolithic site at 
Aoradh is a large nature reserve of the Royal Society for 
the Protection of Birds, which is a magnet for ornitholo· 
gists today. For l have no doubt that the Mesolithic 
people who camped at Aoradh were also keen bird· 
watchers and they had sat there just as we sit today, 
waiting and watching for the birds. Watching wildlife 
is indeed one way to engage with the Mesolithic experi· 
ence, and there are few better places to do this than on 
the island of Islay. 

Bolsay Farm, Coulererach, and Aoradh are on 
Islay, but possibly the most interesting and important 
Mesol ithic site excavated by the Southern Hebrides 
Mesolithic Project was that of Staosnaig on Colonsay 
(Fig. 13.16; Mithen 2000, 359-441). The key feature at 
this site is the large, circular, shallow pit, most likely 
to have once been the base of a hut and then used as a 
rubbish pit for lithic debris and charred plant remains 
(Fig. 13.17). Once again the initial possibility of engaging 
with the Mesolithic experience at a site such as Staosnaig 
appears quite remote. The principal reconstructed activity 
at this site is an intense exploitation of hazelnuts, together 
with a substantial use of apples and lesser celandine 
(Ranunculus [rcaria L.). Hazelnuts seem tO have been 
roasted in small ovens and much of the debris, of shells 
and the accidentally charred nuts, was discarded across 
the site, filling the hollow left from an abandoned hut. 
I think that the site is most likely to have been a scene 
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of rather short- term but quite frenzied activity as very 
large quantities of plants were processed before people 
departed, returning to the larger islands of Jura and Islay. 

But today frenzied is the last word that comes to mind 
when one visits Staosnaig, or indeed Colonsay in general. 
On a warm sunny day it is the essence of tranquillity as 
one explores the rock pools and picnics upon the beach. 
There are no surface traces of the archaeology and it 
requires an enormous leap ofthe imagination to conceive 
of this as a hive of Mesolithic activity. So there is little 
chance of engaging with the Mesolithic experience. 

Again to help one with this task, one might resort 
to experimental archaeology, such as attempting to 
replicate the roasting of hazelnuts (Fig. 13.18; Mithen 
2000, 507-12). However accurate our hazelnut roasting 
ovens may or may not have been, the experience of 
trying to replicate Mesolithic plant processing was 
immensely rewarding and provided substantial help 
when interpreting the archaeological remains. The 

FIGURE 13.18 
D.-i d Score roasting hazelnuts. July 1995. 
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FIGURE 13.19 

The au1hor hammering !impels. Colonsay. Scplemher 1994. 

smell of woodsmoke, the taste of a roasted kernel, the 
sticky ooze seeping from those nuts which became 
charred; these were some of our modern experiences 
which we surely shared with those of our Mesolithic 
forebears at Staosnaig. Other types of experimental 
archaeology were also inspired by finds from S1aosnaig. 
For instance we tried using elongated pebble tools 
similar to those from the site to remove limpets from 
rocks (Fig. 13.19; Mithen 2000, 513-21), to see if the 
tools we found really could have been limpet hammers. 
And by so doing we learnt more in a few hours about 
limpet gathering than had been acquired from no end 
of books and articles. We cuffed our knuckles against 
the rocks, broke hammers by mis-hits, and discovered 
bountiful patches of limpets. I have little doubt that our 
sensations when doing so were not too far divorced 
from those who used limpet hammers on the coast of 
Colonsay 8000 years ago. 

The most profound Mesolithic experience that can be 
gained from the site of Staosnaig, however, is by leaving 
this site, in the sense of departing from il on foot to 
explore the island of Colonsay. For Staosnaig was surely 
a key landing place for the island, and once Mesolithic 
foragers had arrived and dragged their boats ashore, they 
too would have left to search the island. They would 
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have partly searched for resources - were there flints on 
the beaches, deer to hunt, plants to gather? - and partly 
searched for no reason other than that of searching itself: 
walking, looking, and learning about their world. For that 
is the essence of being a hunter-gatherer. That too was 
frequently my experience at Staosnaig. leaving my field
team digging at the site and departing for walks around 
the remarkable island of Colon say (Fig. 13.20). I too was 
searching, searching for Mesolithic artefactS eroding 
out of peat bogs and sand dunes, but also searching for 
searching's sake: walking, looking, and learning about 
the island. It is in doing this, doing no more than just 
walking, I believe. that one can engage most closely 
with the Mesolithic experience. Even now on Colonsay 
one may well gain sensations which had been shared by 
those of the Mesolithic people. The woods of the east 
coas1 provide a glimpse, perhaps, of the woodland within 
which they had walked, and the awesome sight of Kiloran 
Bay must surely have been just as awesome to Mesolithic 
eyes, seeing it for the first time more tha.n 8000 years ago 
(Fig. 13.21). The sunsets, the starry skies, the sunrises 
of Colonsay are not new events, unique to the modern 
world; Mesolithic eyes also watched those events. While 
Mesolithic people may have imbued the sun, the moon, 
and stars with symbolic meanings forever unknown to 
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FIGURE 13.20 
Looking lowards Kilorllll Bay from Beinn """ Gudairean, Colonsay. 

I'IGURE 13.21 

Kiloran Bay, CGionsay. 
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The 'Mesolilhic Experience' 

us, I suspect that many basic sensations would have been 
quite sim ilar to our own. 

I am not suggesting that one should sit still and 
attempt to commune with the Mesolithic mindset. 
Quite the reverse, since if we are to gain insight into 
the Mesolithic experience the key is not to be sti ll but to 
be mobile. The key is to leave the sites, to get walking, 
to feel the sun. the rain, and the sea spray upon one's 
face, to watch the birds and the animals. to climb the 
crags and cross the rivers, to walk within the bills, on 
the beaches, and across the moors. Do that and one can 
begin to engage with the Mesolithic experience, engage 
with it in a more profound manner than one can by 
studying any number of lithic artefact reports, pollen 
diagrams, and site plans. 

I spent much time during the Project doing just that: 
being out in the rain, the wind, and the sun; climbing to 
the tops of bjlls; scouring the beaches for ftint pebbles; 
watching animals and birds; and walking across the 
landscape - very often from site to site along the 
pathways I imagined that Mcsolithic feet may have 
trodden. I like to think. that the intense experience of the 
Scouish landscape gained in this manner was similar to 
the experience gained by Mesolithic hunter-gatherers. I 
have strong theoretical reasons why that shou Id be the 
case. as our minds. emotions. perceptions, indeed our 
bodies themselves have been moulded to the way they 
are by millions of years of evolution while our human 
ancestors Jived a hunter-gatherer lifestyle. We are no 
longer hunter-gatherers, but all 've need to do is to give 
our bodies and our minds a chance and they will respond 
accordingly to provide us with a glimpse, perhaps no 
more than a t iny, ephemeral, uansient glimpse, but a 
glimpse nevertheless of a hunter-gatherer experience, 
one of the Mesolithic era. 

Or perhaps not; was that really a Mesolithic experi
ence I gained when I abandoned my field-team and 
went walking and bird-watching in the Hebrides? Or 
was it simply the experience of a Mesolithic archae
ologist who enjoys to walk and to embed himself into 
the natural world. an experience of one who deludes 
himself that we can ente.r the minds of people long 
dead? l'm not sure. 

But what I do know is that the Mesolithic experience 
in Scotland is a remarkable experience. The last decade 
has seen a transformation in Scouish Mesolithic studies 
so that they are now part of the European mainstream. 
lt is a period in which much remains to be discov
ered - large areas of Scotland need to be surveyed 
for Mesolithic sites - and the time is ripe for further 
tie.ld projects, innovative analyses of both new and old 
artefact collections. and for the application of further 
techniques from archaeological science. A momentum 
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has developed in Scottish Mesolithic studies during the 
last decade and it is essential that that is maintained into 
the new milnennium. And we wi ll then be able to make 
far more detailed, objective reconstructions of life in 
the Scottish Mesolithic. So the future experience of the 
Mesolitbic a.rchaeologist in Scotland is. I am sure, going 
to be highly rewarding. And by virtue of the landscapes 
within whiclil we work in Scotland, and with the evolved 
mind that we all possess, and with a willingness to take 
time out fram digging itself, there is a chance. perhaps 
just a slim, marginal chance, that what we experience 
might also include a tiny glimpse of the Mesolithic 
experience itself. 
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Note 

I. As a result of giving the presentation which Forms the 
basis for 1his paper at the Edinburgh conference at the 
end of 1999, I decided at a late stage to add a version 
of it as a tai lpiece to my publication of the work oflhe 
Southern Hebrides Mesolithic Project (Mithen 2000, 
627- 33). 
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Two points. one of which is a joint point between Alan's [Saville) and Tony's [Pollard) 
papers. Regarding implements for woodworking - experiments conducted in Denmark 
with replicas ofT-shaped antler axes, together with the very limited experiments that 
were done [in Edinburgh] with Palrick Cave-Browne using replica T-shaped antler axes. 
show that these things are actually very effective for woodworking. panicularly on fresh 
wood. And in fact some archaeological specimens from Denmark actually have wood 
embedded in the blade. So I think there is very liule doubt that T-shaped antler axes 
were used in the Late Mesolithic for working wood. And coming to your point. Alan. 
about the lack of the groove-and-splinter technique in the Scottish Mesolithic, there is 
absolutely no doubt that the groove-and-splinter technique was used. Careful study of 
bevel-ended tools shows the traces and the _grooving on the edges of these things and, in 
fact, experiments show that you simply cannot obtain splinters from red deer antler if you 
don't groove it, you just cannot get the splinters out. You can do it with bone, on a deer 
cannon-bone you have a natural groove running down the length of it, you can drive a 
wedge in there, but you' ll find that when you aciually start working bone it's a loi easier 
if you groove it first. 

Clive. we.re you suggesting they were using groove-and-splinter on Oronsay? 

You have to. to work the antler. 

How did we miss it? I saw absolutely n.o trace of any kind of groove-and-splinter 
[working). Grahame Clark wrote an article on this in, r think. 1956 - 'Notes on the 
Obanian wilb special reference to bone- amd ant.ler-working' - and the main point of 
that, having just dug and published Star Carr. was to argue that in the Obanian there's no 
groove-and-splinter work. so unless he got !!hat very wrong ... certainly we never saw any 
evidence for it. But l always assumed- we haven' t done experimental work on this and 
perhaps Clive [Bonsall] has- but I wondered whether they were using these linle pitces 
ticaillees, these scaled pieces, as a kind of chisel that could be driven in to split the antler 
down the side. Now I haven't tried to do ic and ifCiive says he has tried to do it and it 
doesn't work I'd be interested. 

I can assu.re you if you take a careful look ac the margins, the lateral margins, of the better 
preserved bevel-ended tools from the middens. you will see the lrllces of the longitudinal 
slriations of grooving. And it is actually very difficult to work antler without grooving 
iL 

l' m completely in agreement with Clive Bonsall about the absence or presence of groove
and-splinter technique. I also think it's impossible to make harpoons of your type without 
an advanced groove-and-splinter teehniqllle. That [can be) Stated, I would just say, 
[whether] you find them or you don't - yo11 are arguing on negative evidence here- so I 
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think it' s a question of [do] you have the right sites? lf you look at the whole record we 
have lots of sites with very few single stray finds, single harpoons. without any trace of 
groove-and-splinter technique. Then (at] another site. you [may] have many, many pieces 
reRecting the presence of groove-and-splinter technique. That depends on the type of site. 
That's one point. Another point that's more a comment - 1 want here and now to stress a 
point to erase a widespread misunderstanding (about) the production of dugout canoes. 
They are never. never, never made by fire! Never! They are always made by chopping 
and splitling the wood, by use of adzes and axes and by wedges. and by using wedges 
(that) are just as usefully made of hardwood as they are made of stone and antler or bone. 
We have never, never so far seen any trace of fire used for Danish Mesolithic, Neolithic, 
Bronze Age, Iron Age, and Viking boats in Denmark. or southern Scandinavia for that 
mauer. Just forget that! 

I will bow to your knowledge there. This was an idea that just came to me without 
following it through. but how would evidence of fire manifest itself on a vessel that the 
fire has simply been used to remove the hcan [-wood of the trunk] and it has then been 
totally finished with an axe? That would remove any traces of any burning whatsoever. 

That has something to do with . . . when you are making a boat, you are using a very. very 
fresh tree. You can't get it to bum, that's one thing, if you really are so lucky to get it to 
bum you can't contrOl the burning- it will bum very. very irregularly into the trunk. And 
you know, if you have found a nice tree. let us say the best tree within the territory, why 
the devil should you destrOy it by letting some fire bum completely out of control into it? 
No. that's impossible! 

Just to say. I quite take what the Professor is saying, but we have in the audience someone 
who has actually burnt out a logboat this summer at Archaeolink [Prehistory Park at 
Oyne, Aberdeenshire] using only fire and an antler pick. Perhaps Linda Hay would like 
to say something more, but it's perfectly possible and you control the fire by quenching. 
You don't just sit back and let it rip, it' s a perfectly possible technique. 

I have to say you can bum a boat, I mean we used quite old wood. but it's a long job I 
have to say and if I had the option of using a couple of 'Stone Age men • with some stone 
axes or some antler axes that would be a much better way. They have done experiments 
in Denmark using . .. a couple of guys who know what they are doing, using the proper 
son of tools and they have made excellent boats in a matter of days, whereas I've been 
labouring over my 'Stone Age' boaL It's taken me weeks. about six weeks I'd say 
altogether at leasL lt can be done but it won't be as good as using the stone tools or antler 
tools. Don't do it! [Editor's note: see Wheeler er al. (2003) for the use of fire-hollowed 
logs for prehistoric dugout canoes in Aorida.] 

This is a question directed I think to Alan (Saville]. ll's actually about an anefact which 
wasn't Hint, but half of a perforated macehead-type tool. Is it accepted that it could 
be Mesolithic? lt was a surface find. after the excavation [at Monon. Fife]. but I was 
always led to believe that the perforated macehcads with the hour-glass perforation 
were a Mesolithic type of tool and of course they could be going (on] into the Neolithic, 
a prototype for Neolithic types of club-heads, etc. But is that panicular type of tool 
accepted as being Mesolithic and would you find them perhaps in a Palaeolithic industry 
or is it just staning off in the Mesolitbic? It was just actually a question out of curiosity. 
Do these types of implements appear in an earlier period? 

Well, cenainly the hour-glass perforated pebbles are a very general type. which can 
occur in a variety of chronological contexts, although, to be honest, the majority of them 
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occur out of any archaeological context whatsoever. But there are examples of hour-glass 
perforated pebbles of 1his kind which have been found elsewhere in Europe from good 
Mesolilhic contexts, and indeed !here are decorated examples from eastero Europe. The 
problem comes when you try and find really concrete examples of these in Mesolitbic 
contexts from the UK . . . and I know that Roger Jacobi has done some work on this, l 
don't know whether he wants to comment on that? 

These perforated pebbles are a real problem chronologically. Certainly over 1he last few 
weeks I've encountered three from Mesoli thic contexts in England; one is Oakhanger, 
the site just near Oakbanger site 7 in Hampshire, which is probably Early Mesolithic, one 
from a site in Kent called Addington, which is both Early and Late Mesolithic probably, 
and the third excavated from the site at Lower Halstow [Kent] in the 1920s by J.P.T. 
Burchell. l believe, and I don't know whether Paul [MeUm'S) has ever traced this one. l've 
seen a reference by Jeffrey Radley to a perforated pebble as a surface find from one of the 
Flixton (Yorkshire] sites ... a paper in the L950s. 

No. 

Caroline [Wickham-Jones]. you are a bit equivocal about the quality of the structural 
evidence, because you began by saying that you were surprised as to how much you 
had found in the literature and then you finished by saying that there is just not enough 
to do any generalizations and we have got to look at it on a site-to-site basis. So I was 
wondering whether you thought it was sensible at all to bring together structural evidence 
from not just Scotland but also England, Wales, and Ireland, and whether once you 
put that all together there might be sufficient to stan generalizing about the nature of 
Mesolithic structures we have in the record? 

l have to say thal l tend to see Scotland as having quite a diversity of Mesolithic 
population and J tend to shy away from saying, so they are building a round structure in 
SW Scotland and they are building a round structure in East Anglia - that's not really 
earlh-shauering because they must have been living in some sort of shelter! I would go 
for looking for more structural evidence and looking at the structural evidence that we 
have in more detail, perhaps trying to extend away from it as you did at Staosnaig (on 
Colonsay]. So I would try to- although !think we have got more than I thought we had 
- l would stiU try to improve the quality of our record and l think there is quite a lot to be 
done there. But other people can look at the rest of it; thm would be good fun! 

Is it possible to infer strucmre using the ring-and-sector method or something like this or 
is that just too fanciful for you? 

What's the ring-and-sector method? Is this something that the English know about and we 
don't? 

I think we can talk about it over tea! 
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Thank you very much indeed Steve for that wonderfully evocative and poetic account 
As someone who worked for about ten years on Colonsay a.nd Oronsay myself, so much 
of what Steve said really rang true with me, and in fact it occurred tO me thatlhe people 
who were collecting shellfish - a large part of their experience is waiting for the tide to go 
out! 

A comment for Clive BonsaU. He addressed a lot of questions about the Mesolithic/ 
Neolithic transition, but he seemed to miss the most important one, which is what the 
trnnsition was. There's a lot of assumptions about it being the adoption of farming, and 
you went on at the end to talk about the importance of cereal and the environment But it 
seems in the Neolithic in Scotland, which rm studying, that cereal doesn't really become 
important until the middle Neolithic and that's being picked up in the son of o"C evidence 
where it's more about the meat and the animals, and picks up on what Peter Woodman 
was saying yesterday about eattle. So I was wondering if you could comment? 

Well, cereal cultivation was certainly going on shortly after 5000 BP, if not before. I 
would be a little bit more- rm not naturally cautious as you realize! -but I would be 
a little bit circumspect about the stable isotope evidence. J' think we need more of it and 
1 think if you're going to talk about whether you can tell from stable isotopes whether 
people are ingesting plant foods or meat, or the proportions in which they were ingesting 
these things [then] I'd like to see that backed up by otherthings. I'd like to see some trace 
element work and so forth before I commit myself on that. So far as I can see, !just look at 
the broad picture and what I see in the evidence so far is that before 5000 BP, admittedly 
on a very poor data set, a very limited data set, people have a predominantly marine diet 
-and that's Mesolithic to me. Then you get this shift when people have a predominantly 
terrestrial diet. and I don't know what proportion of plant versus animal produce went 
into lhat diet. but I'm pretty cerutin that it was mainly agricultural produce. 

A question for Clive [BonsaU] or a series of comments perhaps and questions. I was 
somewhat disturbed by your paper, but I don't in a sense blame you, I blame us as 
palynologists, I think. Are we not actually getting across what we have been saying for 
several decades? Let's look at the elm decline and its predecessors. You seem tO be very 
surprised about finding these declines at an earlier stage, but we wouldn't be surprised in 
the slightest You can find them in Britain. you don't need to go to France or to Holland, 
and if lhe declines or some of t11e declines are due to, primarily down to Scolytus and 
Dutch elm·type disease. then that's to be expected. I mean the Scolytus didn't suddenly 
evolve at the elm decline- it's been around for presumably hundreds of thousands of 
years - but those early reductions in elm may be due to an elm-type disease; or they may 
not be; they may be climatic or whatever. 1 didn't actually say that the elm decline was 
disease, what 1 said was that there was a decline and that Dutch elm disease is spread by 
Scolytus. That's not the same as saying that the elm decline was caused by Scolyrus, but 
in the palynological literature you'll find that most palynologists. if you like. hedge their 
bets, and they will talk about lhe fact that you've got a combination of fearures here. 
and that indeed that it is at times when you have climate stress, times when you have 
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management stress on trees. that's particularly when ScolytrL~ gets into trees; they're 
under stress, so that's when it can happen. But of course it's: not necessarily a sharp 
divide either; it's not a sudden happening, it's got a standard deviation on that if you like. 
and of course it is right across that part of NW Europe. it's nor just Britain as you have 
suggested. That's one thing. Another thing I would say is about your cereal-type pollen. 
As I indicated we've got them in the Lateglacial - P/amogo /anceolara, of course- we 
have known that's been around since forever, it' s just a question of when it really starts 
to expand. A problem with the sites that you showed is that you're in a rising sea-level 
situation, it could be G/yceria in particular but you don't show any stratigraphies. We 
don't know the taphonomy of your sites in terms of what you have presented or in the 
written paper (Macklin et al. 2000; a pre-publication copy was given to all conference 
speakers, courtesy of Clive Bonsall]. so we can't actually judge the veracity of what you 
are saying. The inferences may be ftawed, certainly in terms of what you presented, not 
necessarily in terms of the data, but it's the data that's not presented so we can't judge it. 
I think I bener stop there. 

I could say that I have the same problem with your publications actually! So I think we'll 
call it quits on !his one I 

Shall we move on? 

Just a point to Clive (Bonsall). l was kind of disturbed, because I thought there was a real 
sort of lapse back into serious environmental determinism in what you said and there's 
a contradiction I think, if I heard it right. You said at the start that the transition was to 
do with animals and the control of animals - you thought that was fairly central - and 
then at the end you said it was to do with a climatic change. You don't need to invoke 
the mechanisms you invoke really if animals become important for that transition. And 
one thing you have undermined, I think, and you haven't really addressed, is the k.ind of 
issues !hat Bill's [Finlaysonj interested in, which is decision-making within !he landscape 
and why people actually choose to make these decisions. It's something you didn' t really 
touch on, so ... 

No, I don't think I can be accused of environmental determinism ... 

I just did it! 

You did, yes! But I don'tlhink you're justified to do !hat! What( said was !hat climate 
was a permissive factor aod climate is a very critical factor !hat affects most if not all 
agricultural systems. And what I also said with regard to the animals is that you've gm to 
keep them and what do you feed !hem on? 

Grass! 

Exactly! Well, you have got to grow it. It's got to be grown and you have to feed [!he 
animals] over the winter. So. I think you've got to take into account the technology of 
the lime. If it's hunter-gatherers adopting new materials and :agricultural practices .. . 
they're not seasoned farmers, they've got to get this system going, it' s an alien system 
which they've got to get going, in a very difficult environment. I mean you can't compare 
!his with modem agriculture or even medieval agriculture. Sure, cereals were grown in 
Scotland in medieval times, it was an extensive lazy-bed system, [but] I'm quite sure that 
wasn't going on initially. So alii' m saying is ... 
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What makes them do it though, it's the issue of choice, you're not addressing that issue 
of what makes them do it, the why of it? 

Well, I did address that. Something comes along that they want- the animals. Something 
comes along that's extremely desirable, extremely attractive to hunter-gatherers and 
that's the animals. Something they can own and control ... 

A new opponunity? 

A new opponuniry, which they seize, but there are limits. They want. as I see it, they 
want the animals, they want the wealth and the power that goes with this, but climate 
is one of the controlling factors that they have to take account of. They may try to get 
the system going in nonhem Europe, something comes along- the area's marginal 
- something comes along to make that area available for a major expansion of agriculture 
and that possibly is climate change. I said it was very tentative because I think we don't 
understand enough about climate change in the Holocene, there's a lot going on in the 
Holoeene in terms of climatic change but it's not going on in the same scale as at the 
Lateglaciai/Holocene transition. It's going on on a smaller scale but there's a lot going on 
there and I think a lot more research needs to be done into what exactly is going on. how 
it varied geographically across nonhem Europe. 

I'd like to move on to any questions for the other speakers. Clearly Clive has raised one 
of the great critical issues in the whole of prehistory - the origins of agriculture- so it is 
enormously imponant. Is there anything else urgently on that or do people have points for 
the other speakers? 

A question really for Steve [Mithen], and I guess Bill [Finlayson] as well, but in relation 
to that rather fantastic feature at Staosnaig [on Colonsay]. I'm not quite sure that l 
understood how you interpreted [it), but are you saying that it most probably was a hut 
structure or house structure of some form? Are you saying that they were living on a 
midden or that it was actually material dumped back in afterwards as a result of the 
roasting of the hazelnuts and the seeds and so fonh? 

Yes. We think it was originally the base of a house, a hut, but the current fill within it that 
we excavated was a secondary use of the feature. So after it had been abandoned as a hut 
and ihe site had been abandoned, midden debris spread across the site and fi lled surviving 
hollows there. Then later truncation of the surface leaves it within those hollows, so I 
don't think it's an occupation fi ll of that hut but, as I say, I was surprised when I was at 
Ohalo D [Israel) in September to see the huts there with an almost identical density of 
plant debris and chipped stone. looking extremely similar to the Staosnaig feature. And 
there they can actually demonstrate that that was an occupation fill because around the 
edge of those they have surviving charcoal, carbonized wood -1 suppose small branches 
- still sticking venicnlly, showing that this was a brushwood wall around it. So our 
feelings are that the fill is a secondary fill of this feature that had once been used as a 
huL 

A subsidiary question. Did you find any postholes underneath all of this at the base? 

No. We don't have any very clear postholes around it, there's a gully that might be 
related structurally. One doesn't know whether they would survive because it's been 
built on top of a sand deposit and pebble beach deposit so one doesn't know whether 
postholes would survive, but we cenainly don't have strong features to suppon some son 
of superstructure. 
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Did you ever make any estimate of the number of hazelnuts possibly represented in the 
feature? Are we talking about thousands or hundreds of thousands? 

We made loads of estimates and nobody could possibly agree with each other. !think the 
final estimate that is going to appear in an anicle in the Joumal of ArciJaeological Scie11ce 
next year some time is something like half a million hazelnuts. It's a vast quantity. 

This is really just to say first of all how much I enjoyed Steven's [Mithen] paper. I really 
thought it was great bearing that aspect of interpretation brought out. h 's brilliant to hear 
someone giving it that son of due influence at the end of the conference. This is a slightly 
facetious comment. perhaps for Steven or Bill [Finlayson], that you missed out one very 
imponant aspect of the Mesolithicexperiencc that I know Bill has experienced, [and have 
all) those of us who work in the west of Scotland ... which is the role of the midget And 
1 just wondered if this is an environmental factor or what you think about it? 

Not really one I'd like to talk about or dwell on! We don't really know what the role ofthe 
midge would be at that time. 1 think that's one of the big questions. Johnson and Boswell 
don't really mention the midge either. so there is always the question as to whether the 
midges, to the extent that they are there now, are a recent thing. We didn' t really have the 
same problems when we were on Islay- you saw (from the slides) that the weather that 
we had was usually pretty blustery- so we didn't have the same problems that we had 
this year on Skye. when it was pretty ghastly ... and I'm now leaving the country! 

I'd just make two observations about that from years on Oronsay when we did have 
terrible problems with midges and if you get a really bad attack of midges it absolutely 
drives people mad - people who break out i.n red spots and are almost screaming. There 
are only two things you could do about i~ one was to light a fire of damp bracken 
somewhere near the site and let the smoke drift across and that would clear it - and one 
might well ask whether that had anything to do with some of the burning that we see in 
the Sconish Mesolithic! But of course the other thing is the higher you are the more air 
movement there is. The worst place you could possibly be is in a trench where the air is 
still and damp. And I wonder whether one of the reasons why shell middens are where 
they are and why they were allowed to build up so high. like Caisteal nan Gillean, is 
precisely because sitting, this is a serious comment, precisely because sitting ... 

Unfonunately all the cave sites arc the exact opposite, they're fairly nasty to be in. But 
it is a cultural thing. it's one of the things [where] we perhaps don't share the experience 
because cenainly most of the people I know on Lewis will try and assure you that midges 
are a state of mind and that they' re not really a problem. 

I'd like to address a question to Or Mithen. h seems to me that one of the problems we 
have in perceiving how past peoples might have viewed their world is that we can't 
escape from what we know. And I wondered how you might imagine, just as an example, 
bow the Mesolithic people might have viewed the aurora borealis for example, where for 
us because we understand it from our perspective, we can no longer escape that . .. 

Well, yes. an interesting question. I think in one sense of course you are right, we can' t 
escape from our own experience. we can' t look at the world with past eyes, but I do 
think there is a profound sense that we can't take relativism too far and that we do share 
similar perceptual apparatus. When we look at such things as the aurora borealis or any 
natural phenomenon that we understand through mechanisms of science these days. what 
is noticeable is that science doesn't take away the mystery of it. We may well know how 
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these lhlogs work and why it's like that and aspects about the universe, but we can still 
look at it and feel awed by it and inspired by it So I feel that our minds arc not dominated 
by our scientific world, but we do still have those sensations. 

PAUL HUMPHREYS You were using words like awe, but I was thinking of responses perhaps like fear, and 
that's really what I was getting at. 

STEVBN MlTHEN WeU we're back to the midges really aren't we! Yes indeed. all these sons of sensations 
-I'm sure we share them in a very fundamental way. 
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Chapter 15 

The Mesolithic in the Isle of Man: an Island Perspective 

SINEAD B. McCARTAN 

The Isle of Man lies in the middle of the Irish Sea and 
the archaeological evidence from the isl~nd indicates 
influences from both lrelond and Britain alongside 
insular develnpments. The island was settled extensively 
during the Mesolithic period and this evidence is 
examined and discussed in relation to the island 
conrexr. 

lntroductlon 

The interaction of British and Irish influences and the 
occasional insular development are the chief features of 
the prehistory of the island (Ciark 1935, 70). The Isle of 
Man lies in the middle of tbe Irish Sea and is just over 
53km long and 21km wide, with a total area of 588km1. 

It is approximately 60km from the coasts of both Ireland 
and NW England. some 70km from Anglesey in Wales, 
and just 20km from the Mull of Galloway in SW Scotland 
(Fig. 15.1). The island's position in the middle of the Irish 
Sea, far from being isolating, was pivotal in permitting 
contact between the island communities and those from 
neighbouring Ireland and Britain. Evidence of this contact 
exists from earliest times alongside that for more insular 
developments and it is the study of the interplay between 
these two elements that provides an understanding of the 
role of the Isle of Man in prehistoric times. 

The purpose of this paper is to outline, within an 
environmental context. tbe history and current state of 
Mesolithic research on the island. Following a discus
sion of lhe characteristics of islands and of the issues 
raised by island archaeology, the influences of the island 
environment upon the Mesolithic settlement of the island 
will be addressed. 

Environmental background 

The central valley running between Douglas and Peel 
separates the northern and southern uplands which 
dominate the Isle of Man (Dackombe & McCarroll 
1990, 10; Dackombe & Thomas 1985, I) (Fig. 15.2). The 
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coastal plateaux lie to the east and, to a lesser extent, to 
the west of the uplands. The ea~t coast plateau merges 
into the plain of Malew and, in the extreme south of 
the island, the Mull Hi ll and the Calf of Man overlook 
this low-lying plain. At the opposite end of the island 
the northern uplands end abruptly to give way to the 
northern plain which is composed entirely of glacial 
drift, and is broken at the extreme northern end by the 
Bride Hi lis. 

A radiocarbon date of 15,150 ± 350 BP (Birm-754) 
from a kettle hole on the Jurby Ridge on the west of the 
island indicates that the island, or at least that area, was 
free of ice by c.IS,OOO years ago (McCarroll et al. 1990, 
55). The Lateglacial sea-level is a point of some contro
versy and opinion radically differs over the existence 
of landbridges (Boulton 1990; Eyles & McCabe 1989; 
Lambeck 1991; Wingfield 1995). Wingfield's proposed 
models for land bridges indicate that one probably existed 
between the Isle of Man and NW England/north Wales 
c.\0,000 years ago and another from the island to Ireland 
by c.9700 BP. By 9500 years .ago the land-link with 
Ireland was broken and it is not !Until c.9000 BP that the 
link with Britain was finally severed (Wingfield 1995, 
233). This severance date confirms previous speculations 
by Alien (1978. 13; 1984, 10). 

Very little information is available on the range and 
dating of the Holocene vertebrate fauna on the island. 
Both the Isle of Man and Ireland have a very restricted 
range of Postglacial fauna owing primarily to early 
isolation and island status. Recent research (Woodman 
et al. 1997) in Ireland, however, has provided a broad 
chronology for its Pleistocene and Holocene fauna! 
record and this information can perhaps provide some 
insight into theManx record. The largest land mammals 
available for exploitation by British Mesolithic hunter
gatherers include aurochs (8os primigenius), brown 
bear (Ursus arctos), red deer (Cervus elaphus), wild pig 
(Sus scrnfa), elk (Aices alces), and roe deer (Capreolus 
capreolus). At present none of these animals have 
been found to be contempOrary with Manx Mesolithic 
assemblages. Aurochs, elk, and roe deer are unk.nown 
in Ireland and it is uncertain as to whether they ever 
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FIGURE 15.1 
Location map of the Isle of Man in the British Isles. 

reached the Isle of Man. The discovery of a possible 
elk antler from near Ballaugh in the north-west of the 
island has been dismissed and the only archaeological 
record for roe deer is from Chapel Hill. Balladoole 
(McCarroll et al. 1990, 76). Brown bear was present in 
Ireland during the Mesolithic, but has not been found in 
association with cultural material (McCormick 1999, 
359; Woodman et al. 1997. 138). and it may also have 
colonized the Isle of Man. 

lt has long been assumed that red deer was the main 
large mammal exploited during the Mesolitbic period in 
Britain and Ireland. This proposition. however, has now 
been seriously questioned in the Irish context (Woodman 
et al. 1997. 152) where red deer is not known to occur 
between c.l2,000 and 4000 BP. McCormick (1999, 360) 
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argues that red deer was deliberately reintroduced into 
Ireland during the Neolithic, and van Wijogaarden
Bakker (1989. 132) suggests that the Irish Mesolitnic 
hunter-gatherers may have exploited seals in place of red 
deer, as their skins are similar in size and texture. This 
might also have been the situation in the Isle of Man, 
although if a land bridge to NW England and north Wales 
existed until c.9000 BP it is possible that red deer were 
able to coloni?..e the island. Jawbones have been dredged 
from the Lhen Trench at the Guilcaugh, Isle of Man 
(McCarroll et al. J 990, 76), but their context is uncertain 
and the material has not been dated. 

In contrast to the situation in Britain, wild pig appears 
to have been the primary mammal exploited in Ireland 
during the Mesolithic and it accounts for 98 per cent 
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of fauna! remains from the sites of Mount Sandel, 
Co. Londonderry, and Lough Boora, Co. Offaly (van 
Wijngaarden-Bakker 1989, 127). By analogy it might be 
assumed that wild boar was an important element in the 
Manx hunter-gatherer's subsistence strategies and indeed 
the tusk of a wild boar is known from the shell midden 
at Pon St Mary, Isle of Man (Wood man 1987, 20). Wild 
eat (Felis silvesrris) has been found at Lough Boora, Co. 
Offaly (van Wijngaarden-Bakker 1989, 127) and its bones 
have also been found at Port St Mary. Oarrad (1978, 68) 
claims that the latter were from the Mesolithic midden, 
although this is not emirely apparent from the original 
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excavation report (Swinnerton 1889), and the midden 
appears to have been more dislurbed than previously 
realized. Finally. migratory fish undoubtedly colonized 
the Isle of Man's river systems during the Postglacial 
period. In lhe absence, therefore, of dated evidence the 
range of Holoeene fauna in the Isle of Man is uncertain, 
but it may be assumed tha! it was no less 1han thal of 
Ireland. and indeed possibly more extensive. 

The study of the vegetational history for the early 
Pos1glacial period depends on a limited number of 
pollen cores, the most detai led and da1ed information 
coming from those taken at Lough Cranstal in the north 
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of the island. A date of 7825± 120 BP (Hv-5226) from 
Lough Craostal marks the approximate beginning of 
the marine transgression which ended at c.7370± 110 
BP (Hv-5225) when it is clear from the pollen evidence 
that a well-developed mixed oak woodland comprising 
alder (Ainus), elm (Uimus), oak (Quercus), and hazel 
(Corylus) was present (McCarroll et al. l990. 67; Tooley 
1978, 22). Lime (Ti/ia) is absent from the record, with 
the exception of a couple of grains before and after the 
elm decline, and this sparse evidence can be paralleled 
in Ireland. 

Past and present research 

Swionerton's (1889; 1892) papers on the investigations 
at the sites of Port St. Mary and Glen Wyllin marked the 
initial work on the Manx Mesolithic period. although 
at the time the chronological position of the sites was 
not fully appreciated. Clack's (1935) seminal paper 
- 'The Prehistory of the Isle of Man' -represented the 
fi rst collation and interpretation of the evidence for the 
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Mesolithic seulement of the island. Clark (1935, 71- 5) 
identified two Mesolithic stone tOOl traditions. The first 
he called 'Tardenoisian', which he believed marked 
the earliest human activity on the island, with eleven 
microlith findspots distributed in the eJ<treme south, the 
west. and north-west (Figs 15.3 & 15.4). 

Clark's (1935, 74) second Mesolithic stone tool tradi
tion he called the 'Bann River Culture', which featured 
butt-trimmed and tanged forms, and was widespread 
across the island with some 21 findspots occurring in the 
cast and further north in Ayre, sometimes overlapping 
in the areas where the 'Tardenoisian' was also found 
(Figs 15.5 & 15.6). Clark was the first to d.raw attention 
to the similarity of this group of material to that found 
in Northern Ireland, particularly along the River Bann. 
This Manx mater ial was sometimes also associated with 
artefacts of the Neolithic period, such as leaf-shaped 
arrowheads, and this prompted Clark (1935, 75) to claim 
that ' ... the Bann culture, though Mesolithic in origin, 
seems to have Hourished at a later date'. 

Woodman reappraised the evidence for the Manx 
Mesolithic period in 1978 and suggested that two 
distinct microlith industries could be identified. The 
first, and probably the earliest, was best represented at 
Port St Mary and was characterized by 'a large number 
of elongated scalene triangles and rather broad hollow
based points' (Woodman 1978a, 126); the second, and 
somewhat later, industry was most clearly defined by 
the assemblages from Glen Wyllin/Ballacregga, which 
have 'numerous different types of geometric microliths 
including small scalene triangles, isosceles triangles and 
crescents and small needle points' (Woodman 1978a, 
126). Woodman (1978a. 127) viewed the hollow-based 
point as an insular deve.lopment. perhaps indicative of 
population continuity on the island during the Mesolith.ic 
period and he concluded that its resemblance to the 
British Horsham point was simply fortuitous, particu
larly since other elements of the so-called Horsham 
cu.hure were absent. 

Woodma.n (1978a, 127-34) renamed Clark's 'Bann 
River Culture' the 'Heavy-Biaded Industry', noting a 
superficial similarity between the Manx and Irish bun
trimmed and tanged forms, and be suggested that the 
similarity with the Irish material was primarily in the 
knapping technique, in particular the use of the so-called 
'Lamian core'. However, major differences between the 
Irish and Manx assemblages were also noted (Woodman 
1978a. 133-4). For example. tanged forms are more 
common on the Isle of Man than Ireland and two types 
occur: a very narrow form and a rather more splayed form 
(probably an insular development). Another difference 
noted by Woodman is that among the Irish assemblages 
there is a range of other artefacts including bar-forms, 
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poiniS, and polished axebeads, which do not seem 10 

occur in the Manx assemblages. Wood man (1978a, 133) 
concluded that, despite these differences, the origins for 
the Manx Mesolithic culture must lie within the later 
phases of the Mesol ithic occupation of Ireland. 

Excavations by Woodman (1987) in 1982-3 at Cass 
ny Hawin, Malew, provided the firs t dates for a Manx 
Mesolithic presence, with a series ranging between 
7695 ±95 BP (UB-2660) and 7350±95 BP (UB-2593) 
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for a microlithic industry. Woodman (1987, 20) viewed 
Cass ny Rawin as bridging the gap between the earlier 
and later microlithic industries. In 1982 an Early 
Mesolithic pit was discovered during excavations at 
the Half Moon Bauery, Peel Castle, although unfortu
nately no radiocarbon date was obtained. This material 
was ascribed by Smart (1986, 6) to the 'Glen Wyllin/ 
Ballacregga complex' since it comprised primarily 
geometric forms. An excavation at the site of Rhendhoo 
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in the Lhen Trench in 1989 produced lhree dates in 
association with 'Heavy-Biaded' material including 
two bun-trimmed Hakes (McCartan 1994). These dates 
indicate sporadic activity at the site between 6100± 50 BP 
(BM-2694) and 5170±50 BP (BM-2695). Similar butt
trimmed flake~ from Zone 3 at Newferry, Co. Antrim, 
are associated with dates of 5705±90 BP (UB-630) and 
5415±90 BP (UB-489) (Woodman 1977, 177- 8). 

The Rhendhoo site indicates the contemporaneous 
use of such tools in both Ireland and the Isle of Man, but 
also that they were used at a later date on the island. Tbe 
radiocarbon dates from Cass ny Hawin confirm that the 
microlithic industries date to the Early Mesolithic aod 
those from Rhendhoo confirm the later chronological 
position of the 'Hcavy-Bladed' or 'macrolithic' industry. 
This change ffOm an Early Mesolithlc microlithic to Late 
Mesolithic macrolithic industry is paralleled in Ireland 
(Woodman 1978b). ln the late 1980s rwo AMS dates 
on sheUs from the Port St Mary site were obtained. The 
first on shells from within one of the cists produced a 
date of2870 ±80 BP (OxA-2480) and a second on shells 
from the red earth below the cists produced a date of 
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4970± 80 BP (OxA-2481) (Chiverrell et al. 1999). This 
latter date was disappointing since it had been hoped 
to date the microlithic industry from the site. but as 
mentioned previously the middcn appears to have been 
more contaminated than formerly thought and the date 
seems to confirm this view. 

By the late 1980s a vast collection of unidentified 
archaeological material was accumulating in the 
Manx Museum stores through the work of a number of 
active field-walkers on the Island. The three excavated 
assemblages togelher with the field collections provided 
a new database of material for analysis and since no 
detailed survey bad been undertaken since 1978, it 
seemed opportune to embark on a reassessment of the 
evidence for the Manx Mesolitbic period (McCartan 
1990; 1994; 1999; 2003). 

Prior to the reassessment, Manx lithic industries 
were known only in a very broad and general manner. 
While 'type fossils' such as microlitbs and 'Bann flakes' 
were easily identifiable, the associated lithic material 
was poorly understood, particularly for the Neolithic 
and Bronze Age industries. The lack of independently 
dated lithic material from excavations compounded the 
problem and inadvertently made the surface-collected 
material the primary quantitative source of informa
tion. A high percentage of material can be located to an 
individual field. Each field, sometimes referred to as a 
'plot', within a Manx parish has a number and the vast 
majority of the recent surface collections can be securely 
linked to a field/plot number. As a marter of convenience 
the field is taken as a defined unit or site. it is recognized. 
of course, that where material is recovered from two or 
more adjoining fields, this may in fact be a single site. 
The following paragraphs present some of the conclu
sions of this reassessment. 

The reassessment has revealed a total of 81 findspots 
for Early Mesolithic material - roughly one site 
per 6km1• Of these 81 sites, 61 (75 per cent) can be 
provenanced to a field or ploL ln general, the distribu
tion map has not changed dramatically from that noted 
by Clark (1935), with the most obvious exceptions 
being the new sites around the Lhen Trench, the Sulby 
River, and those on the east coast at Ballavarkish, 
c.4km north of Ramsey, Cronlc y Cbule near Laxey, and 
Finch Hill in Douglas. The concentration of findspots 
along the Lhen valley undoubtedly reftectS the home 
base of one of the field-walkers and Lhe intensity with 
which be has examined the ploughed fields. In the 
broadest sense the Early Mesolithic material can be 
divided into two groups: findspots where microliths 
are present and those where they are absent. Some 50 
finds pots, of which 37 are provenanced, have microliths 
(sometimes a single microlith). Another 31, 24 of which 
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can be provenanced, are represented solely by knapping 
debris (Fig. I 5.7). This difference could be interpreted 
as reflecting distinct functions. as knapping debris by 
itself is often viewed simply as evidence of stone- tool 
manufacture, while the presence of finished tools can be 
interpreted in a number of ways including evidence of 
domestic activity or task-specific sites. The two groups 
of sites overlap in their distribution and it is possible 
that in some instances both types may represent an 
extension to the one site. 
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In terms of the economic basis nod the subsistence 
strategies, and particularly given tbe size of the Isle of 
Man. the distributional evidence would seem to suggest 
that there may have been no need for groups to move 
around the Island. The coastal lowlands may have 
supported base camps for most of the year with small 
groups moving to other areas, on a temporary basis, to 
exploit specific resources. This might have maximized 
the utilization of available food resources and, with the 
use of storage, there would have been a reduced risk of 
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food shortages over the winter months. There is meagre 
evidence for the use of the uplands and although the 
opportunities for making discoveries in such areas are 
much more limited compared to lowland areas, this is not 
to say that such areas were not exploited or settled. 

Variation in microlith types does occur between 
localities. It is beyond the scope of this paper, however, to 
discuss in detail the extent of variation and itS interpreta· 
tion, but it has been dealt with provisionaUy in another 
paper (McCartan 1999). 

There are now approximately 325 findspo!S show-ing 
evidence of !he Late Mesolithic 'Heavy-Biaded' material. 
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Of these, 168 are represented solely by knapping debris 
and these assemblages contain enough diagnostic Late 
Mesolithic elements to distinguish them from the Neolithic 
and Bronze Age traditions. Some 157 of tbe 325 sites are 
represented by either tanged points, butt-trimmed flakes, 
or both types of artefacts. Again this difference between 
findspots with and without the finished tool forms may 
reftect function, but similar to the earlier material, the 
distribution of both types of sites overlaps. 

Of the 157 sites, 86 (55 per cent) are provenanced. 
Seventy-five sites have tanged points only, 49 sites 
have butt-trimmed forms only, and 33 sites have both 
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types (Fig. 15.8). This vanauon may reflect either 
function or chronology. The dtstribuuon diffeB from 
Clark's 'Bann River Culture· with a greater density 
of finds now along the NW coast and in particular the 
Lhen Trench. 

Activity still seems to be restricted to the coastal 
lowlands. The east coast, particularly the Malew Plain, 
is generally lacking sites and this seems unusual, but it 
may simply reflect a lack of fieldwork in the area. The 
uplands also still show sparse activity, but a date from a 
pollen core from Bienn-y-Phon in the northern uplands 
possibly indicates forest clearance at6240:t60 BP (Beta-
81358) (Tomlinson 1997). 
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The island context 

Within the last forty years, research using islands as 
the unit of study has steadily increased. MacArthu.r 
and Wilson (1967, 3) observed that ' ... the island is 
the first unit that the mind can pick out and begin to 
comprehend'. An island has clearly defined boundaries, 
unlike a regional mainland landscape, and can holve 
unique properties and characteristics. Fosberg (1963a, 
5) suggested that: 

Some of the more significant charactenstics of the island 
ecosystem are relative isolation; limitation in size (space 
resource); limitauon in, or even absence of certain other 
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resources: limitation in organic diversity; reduced inter~ 
species competition; protection from outside competi· 
tion and consequent preservation of archaic. bizarre, or 
possibly ill-adapted forms; tendency towards climali.c 
cquabiHty; extreme vulnerability. or tendency toward 
great instability when isolation is broken down; and 
tendency toward rapid increase in entropy when change 
ha!\ set in. 

While MacArthur and Wilson (1%7), as bio
geographers, were principally concerned wilh planes 
and animals, olhers have focused on 'man's place in !he 
island ecosystem' (Fosberg 1963b). Evans (1973; 1977) 
suggested that islands could be viewed as 'laboratories 
for !he study of culture process' and his work assessed !he 
levels of interaction between some of the Mediterranean 
islands, and between !he islands and !he mainland. rather 
lhan studying their development in isolation. Research has 
probably been most prolific in the Pacific region (Kirch 
1986; Terrell .1986), while within the European context 
it has been pursued in particular by Cherry (1981) and by 
Renfrew and Wagstatf (1986) in tbe Mediterranean. and 
by Pauon {1995) in the Channel .Islands. 

The Isle of Man offers an opportunity to consider 
some of the issues pertinent to island archaeology and 
to assess the influe.nce that !he island environment 
may have had on the archaeology and, in !his case, !he 
impact on !he Mesolithic settlement of !he Isle of Man. 
Before considering some of the general island charac· 
teristics suggested by Fosberg (1963a. 5), in a Manx 
context there are certain fundamental i.ssues that must 
be addressed such as when, how, and from where the 
first settlers arrived. The earliest dates for the Manx 
Mesolithic period centre on 7600 BP, and these dates are 
associated with an assemblage which includes unique 
' in&ular' forms. lt may be inferred, therefore, !hat initial 
colonization took place earlier, perhaps around 8000 
BP. This date is still 1000 years later than the severance 
date suggested by Wiogfield (1995), which implies that 
colonization took pJace by boar. Evidence for Mesolithic 
watercraft technology from Ireland and Britain is 
limited. The wooden paddle from StarCarr (Ciark 1954, 
23) is often quoted. but in 1995 a fragmentary boat of 
oak exhibiting axe marks was found on the western shore 
of Lough Neagb in Brookend town land, Co.'JYrone (Fry 
2000. 116), and has been dated to 6449±5116465±50 
BP (UB-4066). lt has been suggested that logboats or 
dugout canoes were used along the r iver systems and for 
navigating the coastline, and !hat skin boats performed 
more effectively and safely in open sea conditions (Fry 
1995, 14), although the sea-worthiness of some logboaiS 
has now been proposed (Robinson et al. 1999). 

The question of !he or igins of !he Manx Mesolilhic is 
still unclear. Clark (1935, 75) was confident !hat it was 
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possible to 'distinguish influences from !he east and from 
the west'. There is little doubt that the origins of Manx 
Late Mesolithic culture are to be found in Ireland, but 
!he earliest settlers might have arrived from north Wales, 
NW England, SW Scotland. or from even further field. 
Whether by accident or design, cudosity may have been 
a major motivating factor in the colonization of the island 
as avaiJability of limited island-based food resources 
alone was unlikely to have been the main purpose. 
Woodman (1981. 96) has suggested that absolute 
distance may have been less important lhan perceived 
distance, and this is panicularly relevant since the Isle of 
Man can be clearly seen from parts oflreland and Wales, 
and especiaUy from NW England and SW Scotland. 

Only when the settlers had been ensconced for some 
time would the full impact of living on a small island 
have been fully reali?,cd. One of the basic distinctive 
characteristics of islands suggested by Fosberg (l963a. 
5) is 'relative isolation. Given that watercraft technology 
was available to !he initial colonizers it may be assumed 
!hat it remained an important element in !he Mesolilhic 
lifestyle. The degree of isolation was therefore dependent 
on !he needs and requiremencs of !he island population. 
and possibly also of that of the groups in neighbouring 
mainland area~. The term 'insular developmencs' 
has been used in relation to !he Manx hollow-based 
microliths and some of the later tanged points. Insularity 
can be a factor of isolation, and therefore if isolation was 
not complete these 'insular developments' might instead 
be viewed as either a local adaptation of !he tool-kit 
to island resources, evidence of contact wilh groups 
elsewhere, or even as a signature of social identity in 
a region which may have been more susceptible than 
most to outside inftuences. Of particular interest is !he 
difference between the Manx and lrish Late Mesolithic 
assemblages. Vayda and Rappaport (1 %3, 134-5) 
studying !he evidence from some of the Pacific islands 
suggest that if a small group of people migrate to an 
isolated place !hey may he unable 'to reproduce in full 
the culture of the population from which they derived, 
then the culture in !he new place will be immediately 
different from !he culture in the homeland'. This might 
possibly explain why the Manx Later MesoHthic is only 
partly similar to the Irish Later Mesolithic. 

1Wo characteristics of islands - scarcity of resources 
and limitation in organic diversiry- are probably a factor 
of both size limitation and isolation (Murdock 1963, 
146). As mentioned previously, the Isle of Man probably 
had a more restricted range of Holoeene fauna compared 
to Britain and it also has fewer ecological habitats (Alien 
1978, 9: Garrad 1972, 24). On the other hand the island, 
by its very nature, offers both the resources of t.errcstrial 
and marine environments for exploitation. A maritime 
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economy might have provided the main food resources 
for tile hunter-gatherers. which were supplemented by 
terrestrial products, particularly during leaner, colder 
periods of tile year. The greatest danger in such an island 
economy was the over-exploitation of resources, as n 
hunter-gatherer economy ca.n have just as devastating 
an impact on limited resources as an agricultural one. 
The over-hunting of land and sea mammals, over-fishing 
of the river systems. and even the intensive collection of 
birds' eggs could have had devastating consequences. 
The permanence of hunter-gatherers on the island would 
have been dependent not only on the availability of food 
resources. but also on their ability to manage, rather than 
over-exploit, these resources. Another factor which may 
also have required management was population level and 
there is evidence among more recent island populations 
that levels can be controlled when requi red (Hayden 
1972; Vayda & Rappaport 1963. 137-9). 

Long-term sustainability and viability of the popula
tion may also have been dependent on access to mating 
networks {Woodman 1981, 100-1). If colonization of 
the island was the result of successive waves of small 
groups, then a feasible breeding population may bave 
been in place. Without such renewals. links on a social 
level with hunter-gatherer groups elsewhere would have 
been necessary to sustain a healthy on-islam! popula
tion. The maintenance of a permanent population on the 
island may have been dictated by social and economic 
issues. Patton (1995, 6) suggests that unlike Neolithic 
communities on the continental mainland, those living 
on the Channel Islands had direct access to the sea which 
may have been an important mechanism in maintaining 
an island population. 

Two other characteristics of islands are the preserva
tion of traits and the tendency towards vulnerability and 
instability when isolation is broken down. If the Isle of 
Man was isolated from outside inRuences it may have 
been possible for a Mesolithic way of life to continue 
unhindered after its abandonment elsewhere. lndeed, 
tile latest dates from Rhendhoo (McCartan 1994. 115) 
overlap with some of the earliest known for Neolithic 
food production in Ireland and Britain {Williams 1989). 
However, the Isle of Man may never have functioned 
within a totally closed system. There may well have been 
periods when there was less contact, which was only re
established when dictated by necessity. Although, once 
isolation was broken down the impact of changes was 
probably quite profound and new ideas and equipment 
may have been adopted and spread quite quickly 
{Fosberg 1963a, 5). It is possible therefore that once the 
Late Mesolithic 'macrolithic' technology was introduced 
(either by new settlers or through the diffusion of ideas) 
that it spread and became established fairly rapidly and 
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certainly the evidence indicates a greater number of Late 
Mesolithic s ites. which are distributed extensively across 
tile island. 

The absence of a definitive early Neolithic might also 
be explained by a period of less contact. Once contact 
was re-established. however, and for whatever reasons, 
then changes occurred quite rapidly with the replace
ment of a hunting-gathering lifestyle with an agricul
tural one. B·urrow {1997, 11 ) has stated that the middle 
Neolithic period amply compensates for the paucity of 
early Neolithic evidence and that 'from tile start of the 
4th mi llennium BC onwards ... it appears that the Isle 
of Man was weiJ integrated into a network of Neolithic 
cultural interaction within the Irish Sea province'. 

Conclus ions 

There is evidence for the extensive settlement of the 
Isle of Man during the Mesolithic period, with initial 
colonization sometime before 7600 BP and the continua
tion of a Mesolithic way of life to c.5000 BP. The island 
probably sustained a permanent hunter-gatherer popu la
tion, which was primarily dependent on a maritime 
economy, supplemented by terrestrial resources. In order 
to avoid the over-exploitation of food supplies some form 
of regulation, and possibly management, would have 
been required. Assuming accessibility to watercraft 
technology, isolation from Ireland and Britain may not 
have been complete, and economic and social needs may 
have dictated contact with these adjacent lands. Patton 
{1995) used a socio-geographic approach rather than a 
bio-geographic one in order to understand the develop
ment of Neolithic communities in the Channel Islands. 
The evidence led him to suggest that control of access to 
boats and the knowledge of how to sail them. as well as 
comrol of access by other Channel Island communities 
to regional imeraction networks, may have contributed to 
the development of greater social differentiation in island 
communitie-s when compared to mainland societies. The 
evidence also suggests that the Isle of Man did not 
function within a closed system and understanding the 
nature of the contacts and influences between island and 
mainland hunter-gatherer groups may help elucidate the 
role of the is land within the trish Sea province. 

Note 

Further aspects of the Manx Mesolithic. especially its 
environmental background, are discussed in McCartan 
(2003). 
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Chapter 16 

Some Problems and Perspectives: 
Reviewing Aspects of the Mesolithic Period in Ireland 

PETER WOODMAN 

In some ways Mesolithic research in Ireland and 
Scotland has developed significamly in the last few 
decades, but it is apparent that some of the fundamemal 
questions remain unchanged and to a great extent the 
similarities of these problems are due to the similar 
contexts in which research takes place. In both countries 
we still have a lot to learn from each other in terms of 
research objectives. 

Introduction 

Mesolithic studies in Ireland and Scotland have been 
linked in many ways for a large part of the twentieth 
century. Authors such as Lawlor (1928) saw the 
origins of Irish Mesolithic habitation as a product of 
communities making t.he short sea crossing from SW 
Scotland to NE Ireland and, in return, Lacai lle's Stone 
Age of Scotland (1954) was very hMvi ly influenced 
by Movius's Irish Stone Age (1942) in suggesting 
Mesolithic immigration from Ireland to Scotland. 
While many of the ideas associated with this connection 
across the 'Sea of Moyle' have been set aside. there is 
no doubt that Mesolithic studies in Ireland and Scotland 
continue to share many similar problems. Therefore this 
paper will look at bow both regions have faced the same 
challenges of roughly the last quarter of the twentieth 
century. The fact that the World Holocene session of 
lNQUA included a joint paper on Scotland and Ireland 
shows that this traditional link still existS (Wickham
Jones & Woodman 1998). 

The period 1970 to 1975 has been chosen as the starting 
point as it was during these few years that new perspec
tives were brought to bear on Mesolithic studies in both 
areas. In Ireland, excavations at Newferry (Woodman 
l977a) and the commencement of excavations at Mount 
Sandel (Woodman 1985) had allowed Irish Mesolithic 
studies to escape from all the baggage associated with 
the 'Laroian· (Lacaille 1954; Movius 1942), while in 
ScOtland the publication of excavations at Morton (Coles 
1971), the beginning of re-excavations of the Oronsay 
middens (Mellars 1987), and the publication of various 
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sites on Jura (Mercer 1968; 1970; 1974; 1980) laid the 
foundation for a new view of the Mesolithic period in 
Scotland. ln both regions a new and yet remarkably 
similar perspective was emerging. 

In each region the earliest known Mesolithic material 
was a product of a technology which used a range of 
microliths readily identifiable elsewhere in Western 
Europe, and there was growing evidence that this tech
nology bad been brought to Ireland and Scotland at an 
earlier date than had hitherto been suspected. Perhaps 
equally importantly tbe idea of Ireland and Scotland 
being occupied by 'Palaeolithic refugees' (see Mitchell 
1955, for an assumption that material from Toome, Co. 
Londonderry, had an Aurignacian affinity) had begun to 
vanish from an explicit position in conceptions of the 
Mesolithic period in the region. 

It was also appreciated that more localized technolo
gies may have emerged, especially in the case of 
the macrolithic Later Mesolithic in Ireland, while in 
Scotland the role of the so-called 'Obanian' (Lacaille 
1954) and the shift from a platform- to a scalar-core 
technology also suggested regional differentiation. 

In the publication of his doctoral thesis. the author 
noted several questions wh.ich needed to be tackled 
(Woodman 1978. 211). These included the following. 

To wha[ ~tent was the island of .Ireland occupied during 
the Mesolithic period? (Identified as the query which 
perhaps prcsen1cd the most manageable task to answer.) 

What is the nature of the chronological gap in lhe lrish 
Mesolithic? 

How and why was there a change in the technology used 
during the Irish Mesolithic period? 

What were the roles of base camps and was there any 
evidence of extensive activity associated with major 
base camps? 

Although not listed specifically as a question, the absence 
of any early assemblages predating Mount Sandel was 
also noted (Woodman 1978, 208). This absence, and 
the extent of occupation, are questions which could 
equally have been posed in a Scottish context and are 
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still relevant in both regions today. T he question of 
changing technology has some relevance to Scotland 
as many underlying attitudes towards lithic techno
logical change tend tO be coloured by a series of often 
unchallenged assumptions about the impact of different 
raw materials on stone tool manufacturing (Woodman 
1987). Lack of progress on the question of base camps 
can be understood in that. like many regions in Europe, 
both Ireland and Scotland lack sufficient sites of the kind 
which would allow this type of discourse to take place. 
The location of those Irish sites mentioned in the text is 
shown in Fig. 16.1. 

Chronology and typology 

At this stage it is useful to review the current state of 
knowledge of the chronology and typology of the Irish 
Mesolithic. As in Scotland, this phase of prehistory 
represents the first unequivocal evidence for human 
settlement, but unlike the situation on the British 
mainland, in Ireland there are strong indicators that the 
Mesolithic period can be divided into two very diffe.rent 
phases with, still today, a gap in evidence in the middle. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 16.2. 

Irish Early Mesolithic occupation was thought tO be 
associated with a controlled percussion blade technology 
and the production of a series of microlithic forms. of 
which elongated triangles. backed rods, and a range of 
needle points are the more distinctive forms. However. 
recent analysis of an Early Mesolithic assemblage (Costa 
et al. 2001) has shown that the reduction sequence 
includes the use of hard hammer percussion in the early 
stages of production while the blades themselves were 
usually produced with a soft hammer-stone rather than 
a punch. Few scrapers and no burins exist. Axeheads 
occur in this phase of the Mesolithic and can consist 
of core axeheads, chopping tools, nake axe/adzes, and, 
on certain sites, a range of ground stone axebeads. It is 
difficult to find evidence that this technology continued 
to any great extent after c.?OOO ea! BC. By at the latest 
c.6SOO ea! BC a new technology had replaced that 
associated with the Early Mesolithic period (see discus
sion below). 

The later phase of the lri<h Mesolithic in its 
classic form is clearly associated with a hard- hammer 
technology used to produce a series of large, compara
tively robust blades and blade-like Hakes, which in turn 
were used as the blanks for the production of a series of 
tools such as the butt-trimmed and bar-forms. Polished 
stone axeheads appear to have been more prevalent in 
this phase and are also associated with a series of large 
picks and borers. Recent excavations at Ferriter's Cove 
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(Woodman et al. 1999) suggest that a number of o ther 
forms of stone tool may be associated with the Later 
Mesolithic period. 

Ireland's Early Holocene ecology may have more in 
common with some of the larger Scottish islands rather 
than with the Scottish mainland (cf. Yalden 1999), in 
that many of the larger mammals usually associated 
with this phase of the Holocene are not present in Ireland 
(i.e. aurochs, elk, and even perhaps - which would be 
more notable- red and roe deer: Wood man et al. 1997). 
Perhaps for this reason Irish Mesolithic artefacL~ have 
a tendency to occur in riverine, lacustrine, and coastal 
locations. as if fishing and the exploitation of marine 
resources were the key elements in the economy. The 
distribution of Lrish Mesolithic artefacts, therefore, is 
very different from that found in Scotland and England. 
Several authors (e.g. MacLean 1993) have pointed to 
the possibility that the role of plant food should not be 
underestimated. but a.~ yet there is little evidence in 
the form of site location or equipment to suggest that 
this was a major form of sustenance during the Irish 
Mesolithic period. 

Dealing with the chronological gap 

Both Ireland and Scotland have had their own particular 
Mesolithic chronological problems, but it is obvious that 
these are rather different. While Britain as a whole has 
a problem with Mesolithic specialists being unable to 
provide a convincing set of explanations for the typolog
ical sequence of lithic industries in the period after 7000 
ea! BC. Ireland still suffers, as it did in 1978, from a lack 
of understanding of the process of change from the Early 
to Later Mesolithic periods. There are still no significant 
assemblages from a substantial portion of the seventh 
millennium ea! BC. The obvious al.ternative explana 
tions to a continuous human presence throughout the 
Mesolithic period in I re! and do not appear to have any 
validity. 

There is, as noted by Woodman (1981). enough 
evidence of human activity throughout the gap to show 
continuity of settlement and the fact that Early Mesolithic 
assemblages can be found throughout the island negates 
Mitchell's explanation that his 'Sandelians' died oui 
(Mitchell 1976). Similarly there appears to be no func
tional differentiation. There are inland Early Mesolithic 
microlithic assemblages such as at Lough Boora (Ryan 
1980) and Kilcummer (Woodman 1984), while Later 
Mesolithic macrolithic assemblages have been found 
inland at Lough Kinale and Ballyhoe Lough (Woodman 
1998). On the coast in Larne. a site on Lough Glynn 
(Woodman 1977b) has produced a substantial Early 
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Mesolithic assemblage, yet the 'Larnian' rype site and 
another Later Mesolithic site at Ballydown (Moore 
1998), on Island Magee, He within a few kilometres, and 
Later Mesolithic sites are also present on Larne Lough. 

What is apparent - other than the chronological gap 
- is how much Irish Mesolithic research, as in Scotland, 
has been dominated by a few major research excavations. 
In Ireland, io particular, if it were not for the work at 
Newferry, Mesolithic studies would lack a chronological 
backbone. There are approximately lOO "C dates associ· 
ated with the Irish Mesolithic period, but roughly half 
(45) come from three sites - Mount Sandel, Ferriter's 
Cove, and Newferry - while it is Newferry which has 
produced the longest sequence. In fact, without Newferry 
there would only be a small group of sites before 7000 
cal BC and a significant group arter 5000 cal BC. with 
very few satisfactory assemblages or sites in between 
(Fig. 16.3). In reality, many of the dates from this middle 
period relate to poor, small. or not particularly instruc· 
Live assemblages such as Toome, Cushendum, and so on 
(Woodman 1978). 

Woodman (1981) has suggested that the context 
for technological change may have been social - that 
is the developmem of a socially self-sufficient island 
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population - but this does not really explain the actual 
change in lithic technology. The suggestion that the 
creation of the macrolithic Later Mesolithic is due to the 
abundance of raw materials cannot withstand scrutiny. 
lt is the old argument based on !lint availability once 
again (Woodman 1987). High-quality blade tools were 
also made in rhyolite and chen and the rare early phase 
assemblages of the Later Mesolithic, such as Zone 7 at 
Newferry. probably produced some of the fi nest long 
blades to be reco\'crcd in Ireland. Therefore it would 
be incorrect to view the change as some form of lithic 
1island pauperiz.ation•. 

Perhaps, as suggested by Woodman and Anderson 
(1990), the greater emphasis on the creation of fixed 
facilities, such as fish traps, could have led to techno· 
logical change and may explai"n the concentration of 
Later Mesolithic artefacts at key locations, for example 
at fords on rivers or within lakes. In fact much of the 
Later Mesolithic material comes from specialist food 
procurement locations such as at Newferry and perhaps 
Dunpower. Co. Cork (Woodman 1989). These would 
appear to be located where certain specific activities 
look place rather than locations which Mesolithic groups 
used primarily as campsites. In fact, actual campsites, 

I I 
5000 4000BC 

FIGURE 16.3 
Chart showing the number of archaeological sites in Ireland which have produced "C dates in each 

millennium between 8000 and 4000 cal BC. 
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particularly from the Later Mesolithic, are still quite 
rare. Sutton, Co. Dublin (Mitchell 1956), and Ballydown. 
Co. Antrim (Moore 1998). are two of the few sites. 
This distinctive nature of many Later Mesolithic sites 
representing, in some cases. the accumulation of caches 
and/or discarded artefacts, and in many others having 
little more than one tool, is very different from what is 
found in most other pans of Europe and presents its own 
challenges in trying to understand the distribution of 
Later Mesolitbic artefacts. 

Tbe commencement of human settlement 

The chronological frontier for Mesolithic settlement 
in both Scotland and Ireland has remained remarkably 
stable for over two decades, and until very recently has 
shown little change in Scotland since the excavations on 
Rum (Wickham-Jones 1990). Yet unlike in the 1970s, 
when mutual marginality was a sufficient explana
tion for lateness (the ulrima Thule explanation}, we 
have for some time been aware of the fact that an even 
earlier Mesolithic is possible but so far 'no unequivocal 
evidence has emerged' (Wood man 1996). To some extent 
there is still the tendency tO explain these absences by 
the vicissitudes of nature. such as the 'Caledonian forest' 
in the case of Scotland (discussion at the 1978 Scottish 
Archaeological Forum conference in Glasgow), or in the 
case of Ireland the 'formidable' barrier of the Irish Sea. 
(Have things changed since Tacitus wrote about these 
islands in the first century AD?) 

We should set to one side the· nevertheless real 
possibility of Palaeolithic settlement. which could 
predate the last Glacial maximum (Woodman er al. 
1997; cf. Ash more this volume). We are concerned about 

extending back in time the continuity of Mesolithic 
settlement rather than recording occasional visits at a 
much earlier date. 

It is, of course, tempting to look for the equivalent 
of the English Early Mesolitbic industries, that is non· 
geometric/obliquely blunted points and/or isosceles 
triangles, and tO assume that their occurrence indicates 
occupation before c.8000 cat BC (Reynier 1997). 
However. some Irish assemblages containing these 
forms may be later in date. One pit at Mount Sandel 
(FI00/5: Woodman 1985), which was cut through 
the main occupation. produced six simple obliquely 
blunted points, while at the as yet unpublished site of 
Killuragh Cave, Co. Limerick. two "C dates close to 
7000 ea! BC, on samples taken from human remains, 
may have been associated with another group of small 
obliquely blunted points. Therefore, in Ireland, as at 
Lussa Bay (Mercer 1970) and Glenbatrick (Mercer 
1974) on Jura, where assemblages which resemble 
aspects of the English Early Mesolithic have been 
found, there is no guarantee that they indicate an earlier 
phase of settlement. 

In the case of the Mount Sandel "C dates there 
may be another element which is ra.rety recogni7.ed 
- inter-laboratory variations. Most of the "C dates were 
obtained from the methane gas counter in Belfast. but 
two dates were also obtained from Groningen and, as 
a precaution, these samples were taken from the same 
features as samples which had been dated in Belfast. In 
FI00/2 the Groningen sample was taken from a higher 
level than the Belfast sample. The differences between 
laboratories should be noted (Table 16.1). 

The large standard deviation for sample UB-951 
suppo.rLS a possibility that the two dates from F5611 
may not be significantly different, but combined with 

TABLE 16.1 
Mount Sandel, Co. Londonderry (Woodman 1985): variant radiocarbon dates from features F10012 and F5611. 

Feature Layer Lab Number Date 

F t00/2 4 UB-912 8725± 115 BP 

F10012 2 GRN-10470 8380±50BP 

F56/1 3 UB-951 8790±185 BP 

F 56/1 3 GRN-t0471 8430±60BP 
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the difference between the dates from Fl00/2 there is a 
strong suggestion of inter- laboratory or in this case inter
machine differences in dates. ll is not a question of which 
is correct but it should be noted that until the mid 1980s. 
and in particular during the period in which many key 
Mesolithic sites were excavated, virtually all "C dates 
for the Irish Mesolithic were obtained from the original 
Belfast methane gas counter. Therefore. as these four 
dates come from late in the occupation at Mount Sandel. 
it is possible that the initial phase of settlement began at 
or just after 8000 cal BC rather than slightly earlier. 

The weakness of other early dates is that one date of 
c.9000 BP from Lough Boora, Co. Offaly, has a large 
standard deviation (8980±360 BP), while the date of 
9440± 100 BP from Woodpark. Co. Sligo, was from a 
very disturbed context (a beach deposit which was likely 
to be 4000 years younger). 

On the positive side. an assumption that the classic 
assemblages found in the Mount Sandel area are not to be 
associated with a date of c.9000 BP, but could be closer 
to c.8600 BP, allows a possible explanation for the local 
or insular character of the Mount Sandel assemblage. 
that is for an as yet undiscovered phase in which local 
forms, such as the needle points and flake axeheads. 
developed. The question again must be whether this 
developed from a geometric assemblage. In the 1980s, 
nonhern England seemed the best possible source of the 
origin for the Irish Early Mesolithic culture, but even 
then it was not a satisfactory source, as the Irish dates 
were so much earlier (Wood man 1981 ; and in particular 
1985. 17l). David's (1990) work in Wales, in particular 
at Prestatyn, where "C dates of c.8700 BP are associated 
with an assemblage containing a number oflarge scalene 
triangles, negates the impression based on the evidence 
from sites like Trywn Ddu, that geometric assemblages 
only occurred in Wales later, after c.8600 BP. In fact, 
the Prestatyn assemblage, when combined with the older 
'non-geometric' Nab Head and Caldey assemblages 
(David 1989), suggests a much more gradual change in 
technology and it is possible that this would have e<iSted 
throughout England as well as Wales. This type of 
cha.nge is more in keeping with what has been suggested 
for the Maglemose of Denmark (Brinch Petersen 1966; 
Fischer 1978). 

In summary, it could be argued that the Irish Early 
Mesolithic did not begin at an impossibly early date and 
that, based on the evidence from Wales, an origin can 
be suggested from within a gradually changing British 
Mesolithic. However, the absence of any assemblage 
from either Scotland or Ireland which is unequivocally 
much earlier than c.9000 BP still leaves the question as to 
whether the occupation of both regions was the product 
of a specific event (Note 1). 

29 1 

This of course brings up again the question of the 
absence of discoveries in Ireland of anything earlier 
than the Mount Sandel assemblages. Un like the period 
of research prior to 1970, when there was an assump· 
tion that everything in Ireland and Scotland would be 
later than in England. there has been for fifteen. if not 
twenty, years a recognition that there could be an earlier 
phase of settlement in both regions. Surely at this point 
we must begin to ask whether there was a genuine 
delay in the Early Holocene sett lement of Ireland and 
Scotland, or whether we are simply not looking in the 
right places? 

Scandinavia was occupied at an early date. probably 
along the Norwegian coast where, in spite of the 
weakness of some of the data, the overall combination of 
the "C dates tits with the geological evidence and with 
a typological sequence. Then~ is good reason to believe 
that human settlement was established in Arctic Norway 
well before 9000 BP (Woodman 1999). and many parts 
of Sweden and Finland were occupied shortly after the 
retreat of the ice of the Fenno-Scandinavian lee Sheet 
(cf. anicles in Larsson 1996). In the absence of archaeo
logical sites from the first millennium of the Holocene, 
it is not surprising that there is difficulty in obtaining an 
overall impression of the land-based fauna in both regions 
(most dates for fauna! remains come from archaeological 
excavations: see Bonsall et al. '1999; Woodman et al. 
1997). However, even if the lack of information on early 
faunas genuinely reflects a restricted range of mammals 
before c.9000 BP, the Scandinavian evidence surely 
points to extremely rich coastal and marine resources 
but, unlike the Scandinavian coastline, it is probable that 
much of the Early Holocene coast around the British Isles 
has been drowned due to rising relative sea levels, or in 
the case of Ireland obliterated under the Mid-Holocene 
transgression. This lack of key parts of the Holocene 
coastal record is reflected in th.e impact of the Tapes 
Transgression on the Norwegian coast (Bjerck 1986) 

Therefore the challenge remains. Is the absence of 
early settlemem genuine, particularly if the earliest 
settlement of Ireland is roughly contemporaneous with 
that known in Scotland? 

The extent of occupation 

As suggested in 1978 (Woodma11 1978. 211), extending 
the area of known occupation was the easiest aspect 
of Mesolithic study in which to make progress. In 
fact, though the excavation of a Late Mesolithic site 
at Ferritcr's Cove (Woodman er al. 1999). in the 
previously 'Mesolithic-free' e<treme SW of Ireland, 
wou ld be like the discovery in Scotland of a Mesolithic 
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site on Shetland. llle author would actually put 
greater emphasis on his discovery of the Mesolilllic 
assemblage on a cliff overlooking Kilcummer, Co. Cork 
(Woodman 1984). Although subsequent excavations 
at lllis site did not reveal any in siru deposits which 
could be 14C dated (Anderson 1993), the absence of any 
microlithic assemblages in Ireland which significantly 
postdate 8000 BP clearly indicates that llle Kilcummer 
assemblage should be considered part of the Irish Early 
Mesolithic. 

Therefore. once Mesolilhic settlemeOt had begun 
in Ireland, human populations spread quite rapidly 
through the island and now Early Mesolilllicfmicrolithic 
assemblages are being found in the SW in Cork and 
Limerick and in llle NW in Donegal (Fig. 16.4). Thus 
there is no evidence of a slow migration from one end of 
the island to the other through imagined hostile environ
ments. There are still certain areas where there is a lack 
of known Mesolilllic settlement, but today it would 
be assumed that we simply have not found traces of 
Mesolithic settlement rather than considering lllese areas 
as empty landscapes (see Fig. 16.5 for changes in the 
known distribution of Mesolithic settlement in Ireland}. 

Ln retrospect, the only limitation was ou.r expecta
tions. The assumption that a large part of the island was 
not colonized was doe mostly to the mindset created by 
Lawlor (1928) and the belief that, outside NE Ireland 
there was no flint avallable from which early senlers 
could have made stone tools. Our self-limiting expecta
tion is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that 6 Riordain 
( 1948} found a fine example of a scalene triangle microlith 
during the excavation of a ring barrow at Rathjordan. 
overlooking the Carnoge River, Co. Limerick. As there 
was an expectation that llle Mesolithic occupation of 
Ireland was a northern phenomenon, the implications of 
this discovery were never followed through. 

ln Ireland, pe~haps the most difficult problem is 
establishing a 'parity of esteem' between a century-old 
tradition of Mesolithic research based in NE Ireland and 
research in the rest of the island. There is. perhaps. a 
tendency to assume that sites found outside the historic 
core research area of NE Ireland are only of very 
local significance and marginal to llle real discourse 
established elsewhere. Ferriter's Cove at the western 
end of the Dingle Peninsula can be regarded as an 
interesting local phenomenon with only the question 
of the early dates for cattle being of significance, 
whereas its evidence for spatial patterning. range of 
organic remains. and new implement forms should 
allow realization of the exceptional value of this site 
to research in the Irish Later Mesolilhic. The criteria 
by which Irish Mesolilhic researc.h has been carried 
out have been inadvertently prejudiced by the mindset 
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created by Lawlor and others (including the author). 
What is being found elsewhere may be different but 
no less significanL In fact, it may become apparent that 
the paradigms of research in the flint- rich areas will be 
shown to be hidebound and not fully relevant to research 
elsewhere. 

Similarly, it is of interest that both Ireland and 
Scotland have had difficulties divesting themselves of 
the assumption that availability of flint limited the extent 
of occupation. In fact it is only in the last decade or so 
that we have moved beyond a grudging acceptance that 
other materials might be used as a substitute to realizing 
that each island had a diverse range of raw materials, and 
lllat each material has advantages and disadvantages in 
usability and accessibility. Thus rhyolites, cherts, and 
other raw materials were used in Ireland (Woodman 
et al. 1999). while in Scotland Wickham-Jones (1986) 
and Saville (1994} have documented the diversity of .raw 
materials exploited. 

Besides our own intellec-tual restrictions. our con
tempora.ry demography and landscapeflanduse have 
limited discoveries that extend known Mesolithic 
sel!lement. In SW Ireland, over the last fifteen years, 
there have been four major discoveries of locations 
of Mesolilhic assemblages. (1} Ferriter's Cove, found 
by Or Vemon (1976) (a geologist interested in archae
ology with a summer home in the area); (2) Killuragh 
Cave (Woodman 1997) explored by Benny O'Neill (a 
landowner interested in geology and archaeology); (3) 
Kilcummer on the Cork Blackwater; and (4) the east 
Cork Later Mesolithic sites (both found by the author 
as part of a landscape project funded by tbe Royallrish 
Academy and the Wenner-Gren Foundation). While 
the latter two might seem to indicate the role of the 
professional, it should be noted that each of lllese areas 
is within easy access of Cork. Wood man (1978) noted 
that throughout the last 150 years most lithic scatters 
were found by collectors within an hour's travel of 
their homes. While many were prepared to travel long 
distances to the known archaeologically rich sand dunes, 
most major discoveries were made by people who knew 
their local landscape, such as Buick and Grainger (late 
nineteenth-century collectors in mid-Antrim), Kirk in 
the Strangford Lough area (1930s}; Jimmy Brennan in 
Tyrone (1950-60s); and, more recently, PeterCarr in the 
Comber area (1980s} and today Briao MacNaught and 
Tom my Gallagher in Derry and Donegal. 

From personal experience, those of us who live in 
areas where artefact density in lithic scatters is quite low 
will always have to act as amateurs in our landscapes, 
taking advantage of the accumulation of chance half
days- when fields are just right and the weather has been 
suitable- in order to discover new sites. For these reasons 
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a stretch of the Blackwater River and the east Cork coast 
have provided easy access to substanlial areas of ploughed 
land, which is beginning to allow us to understand how 
landscapes were used through time (Woodman 1989). 
Similarly, projects in SE Ireland, where there was no 
amateur tradition of fieldwalking, required very large 
inputs of time and resources as in the Ballylough survey 
(Zvelebil et al. 1987) or to a lesser extent along the Barrow 
River (Zvelebil et al. 1996). 

One of the biggest challenges in areas such as northern 
Scotland or the we.<t of lreland is to get past that first 
discovery, as at Ferriter's Cove (Woodman et al. 1999) 
or Rum (Wickham-Jones 1990), and 10 realize that while 
many regions will have been utilized during Mesolithic 
times, not all regions will be suitable for present-day 
research. We should recognize the fact that large parts 
of both research areas are sparsely occupied today 
and that these are often regions where very extensive 
accumulations of Quaternary deposits have covered 
earlier landscapes, reducing the chances of discovering 
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settlement. However. where tbe circumstances are right, 
as with the changing water levels at Loch Doon, Ayrshire, 
where sites were discovered by Tom Affleck (Edwards 
1996), or with the Scotland's First Settlers Project on 
Skye and the adjacent mainland (Hardy & Wickham
Jones 2002), then surely we should concentrate our 
research effort in expanding our information about these 
specific landscapes? This will mean that, barring chance 
finds, there may be areas where research cannot take 
place, but it does not mean that we should assume that 
these areas lack a Mesolithic presence. 

In other words, we do not have to find Mesollthic 
material everywhere, but targeted research projects in 
specific localities where there is a chance of being 'an 
amateur in the landscape' must follow the excitement of 
first discoveries; it is time spent in the landscape which 
is most likely to produce results. 

Contacts between Ireland and Scotland during the 
Mesolithic period 

Aside from the questions of initial colonization of 
Ireland and the role of Scotland in that process, there has 
been very little discussion on contact between the two 
regions. In part this is because there is so little evidence 
of contact during this period. 

However, this lack of evidence for contact must be 
a mane.r of comment There are numerous caches of 
Irish Late.r Mesolithic artefacts in I.reland (Woodman 
1978), but none have been found across the Irish Sea in 
adjacent parts of Scotland. This can be contrasted with 
the known 'exchange' of Neolithic artefacts. ln western 
Scotland, there are the spectacular caches of Irish 
Neolithic flint from Campbeltown and Stranraer, with 
final stage .roughout flint axeheads in the cache from 
Campbeltown (Saville 1999). lt should be remembered 
that while similar caches, such as the Ballynease 
MacPeake cache are known from Ireland, no caches of 
similar size to the Sc.ottish examples have been found 
(Woodman l992). Many axeheads of Irish porcel
lanite have been found in Scot land. while there is a 
growing corpus of Scottish Arran pitcbstone from Irish 
Neolithic sites (Simpson & Meighan 1999), as well as a 
small group of what would appear to be Group VI axes 
(Cooney & Mandal 1998) imported from Langdale, 
Cumbria (see Fig. 16.6). 

This contrast between evidence of Mesolithic and 
Nenlithic exchange in lithic artefacts between the two 
regions is even more paradoxical when the degree of 
inter-visibility between parts of Antrim, the southem 
Hebrides, the Mull of Kintyre, and Galloway is con
sidered (Fig. 16.6). 
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While it is tempting to see Ireland as totally isolated, 
there is the obvious fact that similar technology to that of 
the Irish Later Mesolithic industries is found in the Isle 
of Man (McCartan this volume), which is less conven· 
ient of access from/to Ireland than are many parts of 
Scotland. Despite the similarity in technology, however, 
there is no evidence that a.nefacts nor flint raw material 
were imported from Ireland to Man. The recent dis· 
coveries of what may be domesticated cattle bones which 
significantly predate 4000 cal BC, if not 4500 cal BC, at 
Ferriter's Cove, Co. Kerry, in what would appear to be 
Later Mesolithic contexts, also highlight the possibility 
that contacts between regions may not always be reflected 
in the lithic artefacts as opposed to other aspects of the 
economy (Woodman er al. 1999). 

In this case research on contacts within the Irish Sea 
basin might represent a fruitful area for analysis. 

Note 

I. The so-called tranverse arrowhead, published by 
Burenhult (1984, fig. 45). was a natural artefact 
and was in any case not associated with the early 
radiocarbon date as it was found some considerable 
distance from the location of the sample. 
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Wales During the Mesolithic Period 

ANDREW DAVID and ELIZABETH A. WALKER 

Any understanding of the Mesolithic period in Wales 
remains heavily dependem on description and analysis 
of lithic collections from a small number of excavated 
open sites. caves. and foreshore locations. backed 
up by a limited "C record. This databa.re is reviewed 
here and irrdicates the first appearance of a teclrno· 
logically characteristic Early Mesolithic at c.8170 ea/ 
BC, rather later than the earliest of equivalent teehrrolo· 
gies in England. Although intriguitrg items such as .thole 
beads and carved stones are shown to be a part of this 
material t•ullllre, there is very liule evidence presently 
llvailable to allow the reconstruction of subsistence 
strategies or lifestyle. Change is signalled from as early 
as c.7900 ea/ BC when narrow-blade lithic assemblages 
are introduced in north Wales, though most dated lithic 
mo.terial of this type occurs between 6000- 5000 ea I BC. 
Despite recem investigations at intertidal sites, where 
significant remnants of contemporary landscapes are 
preserved, interpretation remai11.s highly constrained. 
Although upland exploitation is indicated, this appears 
to be contrasted with a very marked preference for 
coastal site location, a phenomenon which persists imo 
the early Neolithic. 

Introduction 

In this paper we review current evideoce for human 
activities in Wales during the first few mille•mia of 
the Holocene (c.9600- 3750 cal BC) (Note 1}. This 
so-called 'Middle Stone Age', sandwiched between 
the Palaeolithic and the Neolithic, was recognized as a 
feature of Welsh prehistory even before the publication 
of Mortimer Wheeler's Prehistoric and Roman Wales 
(1925), in which that author was then obliged to confess 
that ' ... at present the opening phases of the New Stone 
Age in Wales are lost in uncertainty' (Wheeler 1925, 
46). Despite the later recognition of a 'Mesolithic' to fi ll 
this gap in Wales (Clark 1932). the evidence for this was 
not extensively reviewed until much later (Wainwright 
1963). A subsequent synthesis (Jacobi 1980) showed that 
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the database had changed little and, in particular, that 
no reliable "C chronology existed which could place 
the many finds of lithic material within the apparent 
sequence of Earlier and Later phases of the Mesolithic 
seen to be emerging elsewhere in Britain and parts of 
Europe. Within the last twenty years additional fieldwork 
and ''C dating have improved the picture somewhat 
(Barton et al. 1995; Bell et al. 2000; David 1989; 1990), 
while more recent research is expanding the database 
and itS interpretation further still (Aldhouse-Green 
2000; Burrow 2003: Walker 2000 & forthcoming). 

Background 

The o rigins of Mesol ithic inhabitation are as obscure 
in Wales as they seem to be elsewhere in Britain. The 
presence or absence of humans here during the Younger 
Dryas stadial, when climate deteriorJted at c.l3,700 cal 
BC and remained severe for 1200- 1300 years (Alley 
2000), remains equivocal. The prevai li ng tundra con
ditions, encouraging the re-growth of cirque glaciers 
in the Cambrian Mountains, seem not to have been so 
extreme as to deter reindeer, wild horse, and man, among 
Other animals, from entuing partS of tbe British Isles. 
The worst of the cold may have been moderated along the 
westem maritime fringe but this zone, and any evidence 
it contained, is now submerged. However. a clue that man 
may indeed have been present in Wales during this cold 
hiatus is provided by cutmarks recently observed on a 
camivore bone (A. Currant & R. Jacobi pers. comm.), 
with an age of I 1.010-10,380 cal BC (OxA-6500), found 
among Neolithic ritual deposits at Pare le Breos Cwm on 
Gower(Whinle& Wysocki 1998). Theonlyothercertain 
evidence for an approximately contemporary human 
presence is provided by the well-known decorated horse 
jaw from Kendrick's Upper Cave, Llandudno (Sieveking 
1971), upon which there is an AMS determination of 
10,620-8860 cal BC (OxA- 111; Gillespie et al. 1985). A 
decorated bovid molar from the cave has since produced 
a determination of 11,000-10,160 cal BC (OxA-4573; 
Aldhouse-Green 2000). There are no certain examples 
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of the Ahrensburgian or long-blade ftint technologies 
that have been linked with a Final Palaeolithic exploita
tion of eastern and southern Britain at about this time 
(Barton 1991; Jacobi 1982). 

According to "C determinations obtained from 
pollen profiles (e.g. Walker & Harkness 1990) the onset 
of Hola<:eoe climatic conditions occurs in Wales, as 
elsewhere, at c.9600 cal BC. Other evidence. from ice core 
data (Daosgaard et al. 1993), suggests the likelihood that 
this transition was very abrupt, perhaps occurring over 
as I ill le as 50 years at c.l1,500 cal BC (Alley 2000; Alley 
et al. 1993). Such swift climatic amelioration. outpacing 
the spread of tree migration. may well account for the 
persistence of horse and rei ndccr in places. Thereafter, 
forest animals moved from refugia further south. 

The sequence of Holocene vegetation change in 
Wales follows the same pattero as elsewhere in Britain. 
Following an initial llorescence of herb and heathland 
species the appearance of juniper is usually short-lived, 
succumbing quickly to the invasion of extensive birch 
woodlands, with hazel and local pine, willow, and alder 
stands (Hihbert & Switsur 1976; Moore 1972; Taylor 
1973). Indeed, in some areas of Wales the juniper 
phase is barely detectable at all in the pollen record. 
Birch arrived relatively late. at or after c.8700 eaJ BC 
(Oonald 1987). The following hazel expansion appears 
early in the Tregaron Bog pollen profile atc.9200 eaJ BC 
(Hibbert & Switsur 1976), while at Mynydd Bach, west 
of Tregaron, hazel starts to rise before the juniper peak. 
Hazel becomes more widespread at c.8900 cal BC (Birks 
1989) and the boundary between the decline of birch and 
the expansion of hazel has been dated to 9120-8280 cal 
BC (CAR-690) at the inland site of Waun Fignen Felen 
in the Brecon Beacons (Barton et al. 1995) confirming 
Caseldine's (l990, 33) observation that hazel expanded 
away from the coastal lowlands later. 

As hazel reached its maximum throughout Wales, 
birch declined in favour of oak, elm, and pine in the 
lowlands, with pine and birch predominating on higher 
ground. This gradually gave way to the arrival of alder 
and lime. particularly near the coast (Taylor 1980, fig. 
3.4). ln SW Wales, mixed alder-oak-elm forest became 
established in sheltered valley locations although elm 
may not have been able to compete in the more exposed 
areas (Donald 1987). ThroughouttbJs period the vegeta
tion over the Welsh landscape is likely to have been 
very variable at local and regional scales owing also to 
changes in elevation, soil type, and aspect. Such abrupt 
changes in environment remain a distinctive feature of 
Wales today. 

Postglacial sea levels were rising at a rate approxi
mately in step with climatic improvement (Fairbanks 
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1989; Fairbridge 1961) - rapidly throughout the early 
part of the Holoeene - only decelerating at about the 
climatic optimum of c.4850 ea! BC (West 1977). Several 
curves for eustatic sea-level rise have been plotted, 
although they are not all in exact agreement A general 
curve developed for Britain suggests a level of about 
-37m at c.9600 ea! BC (Godwin tt al. 1958), whicb is 
in rough agreement with a depth of -34m at c.8900 cal 
BC (Ters 1973). Suggestions Utat by 8250 ea! BC the sea 
level was about25-30m below the present level, based on 
evidence from sites along Cardigan Bay, also fit into this 
pauem (Lambeck 1996). Despite this rapid rise, substan· 
tial areas of the Bristol Channel lowlands and Cardigan 
Bay would have remained dry at the rime of the first 
Mesolithic human activity there (Fig. 17.1). 

The effect of an advancing sea would be to raise the 
local water-table, creating a margin of swamp and carr 
in areas of formerly well-drained woodland. In many 
circumstances peat might then develop until overtaken 
by increasing salinity and finally inundation. Marine 
transgression is likely to have been somewhat uneven 
and marked by sudden incursions as natural barriers 
were breached during storms and tidal surges (Kidson 
& Heyworth 1973). Today, submerged clays and pears 
in the intertidal zone include deposits dating from the 
Later Mesolithic and have for long been an important 
resource for research (e.g. Salaam et al. 1987; Bell et 
al. 2000). 

Occasional finds from such intertidal sediments and 
from within caves provide what very few fauna! data are 
available for Wales. By comparison with the rather more 
abundant fin<ls from other British sites it seems likely 
that the iofiux of woodland brought with it a distinct 
mammalian fauna which included red and roe deer, wild 
cattle, wild pig, and elk. 

An Early Mesolilbic occupation 

Within the changing environmental scenario oullined 
above, Wales inherits a fully rec.ognizable technical and 
economic Early Mesolithic tradition already familiar on 
sites elsewhere in Britain (although not necessarily in 
Scotland) and from the European mainland. 

Wales is no more fonunate than many other areas 
of Britain which, with few exceptions. lack sites with 
good dating evidence for the Early Mesolithic period. 
Necessarily therefore, most efforts to understand the 
human presence in Wales at this time depend upon the 
location and study of lithic assemblages, which can be 
linked in only a few cases with reliable ~c determina
tions. From the very limited dating evidence available 
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FIGURE 17.2 
The chronological range of radiocarbon deternlinations (or 1he Welsh Early Mesolilhic period. 

Key: H =human bone: N =nutshelL 

(Fig. 17.2), it would appear that an Early Mesolithic 
presence is detectable in Wales only after it has become 
established further to the north and east. 

Prior to the 1990s, the chronology for the Welsh 
Early Mesolithic was dependanc on a small series of 
"C detcrminations from three sites in the north of the 
country: Trwyn Du on Anglesey (White 1978); and 
Rhuddlan sites E! and M, in Denbighshire (Berridge 
1994). These dates are all significantly later than might 
be predicted from dating evidence obtained elsewhere in 
Britain and Europe (Jacobi 1980, 146). In each case, too, 
there are grounds for believing them to be in error or, 
at least, to be unrepresentative of the earliest Mcsolithic 
settlement of Wales. 
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The determinations from Trwyn Du, a sire which lies 
below a Bronze Age cairn, were all on bulked hazelnut 
shell samples. The date of 7330- 6480 cat BC (HAR· 
1193) relates to the contents of a pit but the 1' C determi
nation was considered unreliable by the dating laboratory 
on account of the sample's low carbon content (White 
1978). The other determinations (Q -1385 & HAR- 1194) 
were obtained from the fill of a hollow that overlies the 
pit from which sample HAR- 1193 was obtained. The 
strati graphic relationship of this pit and the Bronze Age 
cuts is unclear owing to earthworm sorting of the two 
main layers into one (White 1978); consequently some 
doubt must exist about the integrity of the comext from 
which the samples came. In addition, determinarions on 
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aggregates of carbonized nUishells from locations wilh 
significant evidence for post-Mesolithic usage should 
clearly be treated with caution (Jacobi 1987). 

The ''C determinations from samples taken from 
Rhuddlan come from two different sites, E and M. in 
separate parts of !he medieval town. Both sites have 
produced large lithic assemblages, mostly from derived 
comexts. Two "C determinations came from large pit 
features containing Mesolithic material. The result of 
7680-7380 C3l BC (BM-822) from Site M has been 
discounted as it arises from a sample gathered from 
the till of a large pit or hollow that was tru ncated by a 
later prehistoric gully (Berridge 1994). However, the 
result from a pit 31 Site E of 82!0-7580 cal BC (BM-
691) is believed to be reliable, possibly 'one of the most 
secure Mesolithic dates obtained for Wales' (Berridge 
1994, 127). The pit concerned has a stratified sequence 
of mixed yellow and grey sand in which there was a 
black sand lens containing hazelnut shells. However, 
the pit was cut by a later soil and also by a medieval 
ditch and possible contamination cannot lherefore be 
ruled out, given that comparable sites in England are 
significantly earlier (David 1989). A single determina
tion of 9150- 8600 cal BC (Beta-098452: Mein 1996) 
taken on the fill of a stakehole at Trostrey Castle, 
Monmouths!\ir~. is also considere(! 10 be unrel i~b!e 
in the light of oiher dating evidence at the site and an 
absence of any associated Early Mesolithic artefacts 
(Walker forthcoming). 

Excavation at two sites in Pembrokeshire, The Nab 
Head and Daylight Rock, was intended in part to obtain 
further evidence for dating Early Mesolithic settlement 
in Wales (David 1990, 104). A..'vlS determinations on 
charred hazelnut shell fragments associated with a 
distinctive Early Mesolithic Hint and stone industry at 
T he Nab Head Site I provided an age range of 8690-
8200 cal BC (David 1990, 115). At Daylight Rock. on 
Caldey Island, AMS detcrminations on charred hazelnut 
shells associated with a discrete lithic assemblage closely 
similar to that at The Nab Head Site I, provided a slightly 
later age range of 8450- 7650 ea! BC. 

Together, !he Pembrokeshire determinations draw the 
earliest evidence so far obUlined for a Welsh Mesolithic 
technology slightly nearer to its inception in England. 
T he central dating of c.8170 cal BC. when compared 
with those for equivalent lithic collections in England, 
falls towards the later end of an Early Mesolithic 
continuum. On the basis of tool typology we might have 
expected an earlier dating by up to 500 years. in line 
with that for Star Carr (Yorks) or Thatcham (Berks). 
lt would seem, for instance, that the earliest occupation 
at SUlr Carr preceded that at The Nab Head by 31 least 
300 years or so (Day & Mellars 1994; Mellars & Dark 
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1998. 120). Instead, the Pembrokeshire dates fall in line 
with !hose from olher sites in England. such as the series 
from Oakhanger VII (Hants), centred at c.8250 cal BC 
(but this latter dating depends on bulked samples and 
is associated with lithic material typologically distinct 
from !hat in Wales: Jacobi 1978). 

Although these few "C determinations provide an 
initial conception of timescale it is clear that many more 
are required before a chronological pane m is established 
lhat can be relied upon. Untilt.hen we continue to depend 
upon characterization of lithic assemblages for further 
information on the Early Mesolithic in Wales. 

The artefacts 
Perhaps most distinctive among lithic assemblages 
attributed to this period are large and 'broad' (>8mm) 
microliths (for a definition of the term 'broad blade' 
see Radley & Mellars 1964). The dominant form is !he 
obliquely backed point, found with varying proportions 
of large isosceles and sca.lene triangles. and bi-truncatcd 
trapezoidal pieces. These microliths are usually 
accompanied by end scrapers and burins and sometimes 
by axeheads or adzes. Serrated or microdenticulated 
blades and narrow, steeply trimmed drill-bits (meches 
de foret: Cl ark 1975, 108), as well as utilized flakes and 
blades can also occur. So far absent from Wales are any 
of !he distinctive organic artefacts such as uniserially 
barbed points of bone and antler which have also been 
noted to be a pan of this ' techno-complex' (Verhart 
L988). 

Groups of microliths from Welsh sites display some 
significant variation. Those from The Nab Head Site I 
and Daylight Rock have a higher proportion of large 
triangular forms to obliquely backed points (Figs 17.3-
4): while at Trwyn Du. Rhuddlan, and Burry Holms 
(Figs 17.5-6), obliquely backed points predominate over 
far fewer large triangles. One could speculate that this 
variation in Wales is shared with that observed more 
widely (Jacobi 1984. 46) and which has been vested 
with possible chronological significance (Reynier 1998) 
- lhe assemblages with proportionally more triangular 
microliths ('Star Carr' type) occurring earlier !ban those 
in which obliquely backed points predominate. However, 
the dating evidence, as summarized above, is still too 
meagre to develop this proposal for Wales. 

Despite the surface find of a hollow-based point at 
Menhyr Mawr Warren, Bridgend (Jacobi pers. comm.), 
there is no other evidence from Wales for this microlith 
type. In SE England. broad-blade isosceles triangles 
and obliquely backed points are combined with hollow
based, or 'Horsham'. points. On the limited evidence 
so far available, the chronological position of these 
"Horsham' assemblages seems to l ie between the local 
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The Nab Head Si« I Early Mesoli1hic finds: 1-14 microliohs; 15-19 end scrapers; 2()-21 burins. 
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FIGURE 17.4 
Daylight Rock Early Mesolithic finds: 1- 13 microliths: 14-16 meches de foret: 17-20 end scrapers: 21 burin. 
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FIGURE 17.5 
Trwyn Du Early Mesolithic finds: 1-3 microliths; 4-5 end scrapers: 6-10 microdcnticulates: 11 core axehead/adze. 
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Burry Holms Early Mesoli<hic finds: 1-6 obliquely blunled pOinrs: 7 large isosceles rriangle: 8-10 microdenlicula•es: 

11- 16 scrapers. 
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earliest and latest lithic assemblages, perhaps innovated 
from Continental sources from c.7950- 8250 cal BC 
(Jacobi pers. comm.). 

Microdenticulated blades (rnicrodenticulates) are 
a component only oJ those assemblages dominated 
by obliquely backed points. occurring for instance 
at Burry Holms. Trwyn Du. Rhuddlan, Oakhanger 
VU (Hants). Marsh Benham (Berks), and Middlezoy 
(Somerset). where they form a significant component of 
lite a~semblages. The microdenticulate is missing from 
those sites dominated by large triangles such as Star Carr 
and Flixtoo (Yorks), Broxbourne 104 (Herts). The Nab 
Head, and Daylight Rock. 

The mtche de fore/ or drill bit is an unusual but 
distinctive artefact type in some Early Mesolitllic 
assemblages both in Britain and Scandinavia (Ciark 
1975. 108). Its presence is particularly prominent at 
The Nab Head Site I, where 44 example.~ comprise 
seven per cent of the tool inventory. These specimens 
are usually blades or bladelets na.rrowed by abrupt 
bilateral modification to create a rod-like, or awl-shaped, 
outli ne with a near cylindrical section at the distal 
ends (Fig. !7.7). Their tips are frequemly somewhat 
rounded, as if by abrasion, and a rotational mO\•emem 
during use is indicated both by this and the presence of 
invasive micro-scaling damage to the ventral surface. 
M~ches de fore/ are also important constituents of the 
tool-kit at Daylight Rock {10%) and, notably, at StarCarr 
(12%). However, lltose from Star Ca.rr (Clark 1954, 106) 
und nearby Flixton (Moore 1950) tend to be r.tber larger 
lltan those from The Nab Head. 

No less distinct among Early Mesotilbic assemblages. 
including those in Wales, are core axeheads/adzcs, 
although these are often recorded as isolated finds (e.g. 
'Castell Pocha', Pencaer; Benton; & Porllt-y-Rhaw, Solva 
(Grimes 1951, 14); St Davids (Jacobi 1980. 146): & Brunt 
Farm, Dale (Wainwright 1963, Jl2). all in Pembroke
shire). Excavated examples include a specimen from The 
Nab Head Site 1 (David 1990, 156), malcing a total of 
four from that site. and two examples from Trwyn Du. 
Very few of these latter specimens are made of Hint. a 
r.w material which seems rarely to have been avai lable 
in large enough pieces for llteir manufacture. Here we 
iUustrate a further specimen. a residual find from among 
medieval features excavated at Newport. Pembrokeshire 
(Fig. 17.8). 

Other lithic tool forms include scrapers, which in lite 
main Welsh collections conform to the very neat end or 
double-ended types typical of most Early Mesolithic 
assemblages. Burins are less ubiquitous but are 
significant. if modest, components of the assemblages 
from The Nab Head and Daylight Rock. 
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Raw materials 
With a very varied solid geology and having also been 
traversed by sever.! ice fronts, Wales has a wide range 
of erratic material accumulated in its drift deposits. 
There seems little doubt that it was from these. and from 
beach shingle in particular, that Hints and other rock 
type.~ must have been gat.hered for tool manufacture 
at sites both inland, such as Waun Fignen Felen. in the 
Brecon Beacons, and nearer the coast, as at The Nab 
Head. However, research has proceeded little beyond 
such generalizations and all too often raw materials 
are ascribed to such sources without much considera
tion of local alternatives such as river gravels and rock 
outcrops. C"rrent research at Burry Holms, Gower, has 
so far identified artefacts of two distinct types of flint as 
well as a black si licitied mudstone. a very fine quartzite. 
and a silicified limestone. These are all believed to have 
been available locally, and indeed can be collected today 
eroding out of the local glacial drift deposits (T. Young 
pers. comm.). 

The raw materials used at Waun Fignen Felen include 
Cretaceous fljnt, a Cretaceous Oreensand chert. and a 
Carbonifcrolls chert. The flint is assumed to have been 
collected from the seashore, while lite Greensand chert 
can be found on the lOOft terrace at Abbots Leigh near 
Bristol (Barton et al. 1995), lite nearest primary source 
being Westbury, Wiltshire (S. Howe pcrs. comm.). 
Though such areas must have been welt within Lbe 
purview of the occupants of tbe site, and specimens of 
Greensand chert may indeed have been imported from 
soullt of the Severn Estuary (Barton er al. 1995), it is 
also likely tlhatthe majority was collected, with lite Hint, 
from Welsh beaches where it is also known to occur. The 
Carbonife'"'us chert is available locally (Banon et al. 
1995). 

Of t.he raw materia.ls used at TheN ab Head Site I some 
99 per cent of the lithic assemblage is of pebble Dint 
presumed to have been introduced onto the contempo 
rary beaches by the erosion of terrestrial glacial deposits, 
or through the on-shore accumulation of Pleistocene 
sedimenls from the Bristol Channel or Celtic and Irish 
Seas. As may be expected from such a catchment, severa.l 
colours and textures of flint are represented, as they are 
on the beaches today. Shades of opaque grey and pale 
Hint with mottling tend to predominate, with rarer 
translucent black. grey. and yellow pieces. The degree 
of subseque;nt patination is also extremely variable. A 
noticeable Feature of the flint assemblage. however. is 
that patination is more pronowtced among those artefacts 
interpreted as later in the occupation sequence. Such a 
reversal of the usual correlation of increasing patina
lion with age may perhaps eventually be explained in 
terms of a change in raw material sources or of evolving 
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soil conditions on the he<~dland. A consideration here is 
the possible influence of shellfish middens later in the 
Mesolithic, which, if they once existed on the site, might 
have provided the calcareous conditions responsible for 
the observed differential patination. 

Apart from flint. there are several types of fine
textured extrusive igneous rock types - tuffs and 
rhyolites particularly - which fracture conchoidally and 
may be flaked in much the same way as flin t. Most of the 
488 non-Hint artefacts from Site I are of such material, 
the primary sources of which are the outcrops of 
Ordovician volcanic 
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probably collected from local beaches and eroding out 
of the glacial drift deposits. The worked rhyolite is of 
Snowdonian origin (Berridge 1994). 

Trwyn Du is another site where raw material sources 
were probably local. Of the 5320 lithic artefacts from 
the site, only 127 have been ascribed to cben in a recent 
re-examination of the collection. There is a local chcrt 
source and later sites, including Trefignarh. Anglesey, 
have also produced chcrt artefacts (Smith & Lynch 1987). 
Also at Trwyn Du are the two core axeheadsfadzes made 
of chert and crystal tuff which are also likely to be of 

local origin (Ciough & 
Cummins 1988. 246). 
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rock now exposed in 
north Pembrokeshire 
and, nearer by, on 
Skomer Island and the 
Wooltack peninsula. 
ln view of the variety 
of the Pembrokeshire 
volcanic rocks and the 
confusion arising from 
drift-derived secondary 
sources, specific petro· 
logical identification of 
this flaked material is 
unlikely to have any 
significant archaeo
logical bearing (R. 
Sanderson pers. comm.). 
Such raw material can 
he expected to have been 
collected from beaches 
along with flint cobbles, 
the main attraction 
being its larger size and 
suitability for manufac
turing tools such as core 

Ftcua£ 17.8 

We note that primary 
sources of chert are 
rather more widespre.~d 
in Wales than seems to 
have been appreciated 
by previous archaeo
logical commentators. 
Chert occurs within the 
Carboniferous lime
stone throughout Wales. 
A frequently quoted 
source in north Wales 
is that of Gronant. in 
the Prestatyn area, 
but perhaps without 
sufficient considera
tion of other, often 
more local, sources. 
Chert can be found out
cropping as far west 
as Anglesey and as 
far east as Halkyn, 
near Wrexham. lt also 

Early Mesolithic core axehead/adze from Newport. Pembrokeshire. 

axeheadsfadzes, for which the flint pebbles were rarely 
bu lky enough. 

Finally, among the flaked tools and debris found on 
Site I are small quantities of Cretaceous Greensand chert. 
This is another component of loca.l beach shingle and. as 
with the other stone and flint types, its presence on the 
site reflects nothing more than opportunistic gathering of 
workable raw material. 

At Rhuddlan there are local sources of Carboniferous 
chert which have been exploited and on which 84 per cent 
of the lithic assemblage is made. This chert originates 
from the Carboniferous limestone of the Vale of Clwyd. 
Berridge (1994) suggests that it was probably collected 
from scree slopes beneath the limestone c.Jiffs. The other 
raw materials are Hint and rhyolite. Flint comprises 15 
per cent of the assemblage and originates as pebbles, 
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occurs in the Namurian 
of NE Wales especially in the Cefn-y-Fcdw Sandstone 
(Wedd & King 1924). Cherts occur in the Carboniferous 
li mestone of south Wales too. While there thus seems 
to he a definite preference towards use of fl int from 
beach or drift deposits at most sites, the sources of oth.er 
raw materials needs further research. Certainly, local 
non-flint materials contribute a more or less significant 
element to most lithic collections in Wales. 

Economy 
Very few data are available from Wales with which 
to speculate how its Early Mesolithic inhabitants may 
have conformed with models of subsistence activity 
proposed for elsewhere in Britain and Europe. No sites 
with adequate organic preservation have been investi· 
gated and a detailed knowledge of the available biota 
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is missing. There has also been substantial land-loss 
over the period concerned. The apparent concentration 
of lindspots near to the present coast must in part be an 
artificial phenomenon, although some of these sites were 
close enougb for the fonner coast to be incorporated 
within a day's walk. 

The frequent use of beach pebble flint as a raw 
material for tools is certainly a recurring indicator of 
coastal influence. At The Nab Head, for instance, such 
flint, as well as chert, flakeable volcanic stone, and also 
the shale used to make beads (see below). can be expected 
to have been collected during visits to the coast for other 
purposes (Binford 1979). The small valley on the side of 
which the site lies would have provided convenient access 
to a proto-St Brides Bay only a short distance (c.6km) to 
the NE. The occupants of the site could thus easily have 
taken advantage of the full range of potential resources 
from both terrestrial and marine environments. That 
Early Mesolithie mobility was extensive can be judged by 
the dispersed findspots of apparently contemporary lithic 
remains at sites such as Burry Holms, Rhuddlan, Waun 
Fignen f'elen, and Aberystwyth. Certain materials such 
as shale and Greensand chert were evidently moved from 
further afield, supporting the assumption of the mobility 
of human groups at this time (Barton et al. 1995). 

While mobiHty may be assumed, its temporal and 
spatial characteristics remain unknown. No seasonal 
indicators are yet available, nor any clear evidence of the 
targets or means of subsistence. The locations, size, and 
content of the lithic scatters only provide clues. Welsh 
evidence does not contradict the basic model (Mellars 
1976) in which larger aggregations of lithic material at 
lowland, coastal, and riverine sites are contrasted with 
smaller less diverse scatters that are found inland and on 
higher ground. Although complicated by the superposi
tion of later occupations at the favoured lowland sites, it is 
possible that the Jailer represent longer-term exploitation 
than in land sites. which may have been more episodic in 
nature and of a smaller scale. The larger lowland sites 
may be those with the greatest combined advantages 
coincident for the greatest part of the year and might 
imply longer-term residence with a broader and perhap~ 
less specialized range of activities. 

Characterization of the range of activities implied 
above is dependent upon inferences from the lithic tool
kits. At The Nab Head, for instance, the large number of 
scrapers, and the burins, are indicative of the processing 
of organic materials such as hides, bone, and antler, 
and carry the implication that such activities were of a 
domestic, 'base-camp', nature. The procurement of game 
is suggested by the presence of microliths (although the 
function of these solely as bunting armatures Is not 
proven: Finlayson & Mithen 1997). A relatively long 
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duration of the occupation at the site is perhaps most 
strongly hinted at by the evidence for manufacture of core 
axeheads/adzes. and beads. 11 has been argued that core 
axeheads/adzes were made here for use elsewhere, and it 
could be suggested that the accumulation of several types 
of lithic raw materials might also be seen as an index 
of duration of use of the site. The manufacture of beads 
is a rare and specialized activity for which the site can 
be singled out. The speculation that these held value as 
tokens of status, perhaps even passing into an exchange 
system. suggests that The Nab Head might even have 
been prominent within a regional site hierarchy. Occupa
tion of other sites in Pembrokeshire with similar tool
kits, namely Palmerston Fann, Penpant, and Daylight 
Rock, might possibly have been of shorter duration. 

While sharing a comparable topographic and near
coastal location to these lowland sites, the lithic 
assemblage from Burry Holms, also dominated by 
microliths and scrapers, is distinguished by the inclusion 
of microdenticulates. Beads and meches de forti are also 
absent here. ln the north, the sites at Rhuddlan, where the 
preferred location was sandy and riverine, are suggestive 
of the exploitation of a wide range of fish, plants, and 
mammals (Manley 1981). In general. the auraction of 
riverine locations includes fishing, transport. and access 
to lithic and other raw materials. 

The best documented upland site is at Waun Fignen 
Felen where it has been observed that no processing tools 
are pre.~ent (Barton et al. 1995). The locations around a 
lake edge would have been ideal for hunting waterfowl 
and other game. The sites here, with their small amounts 
of debitage, seem to be consistent with single knapping 
events associated mainly with the production of microliths 
and other tools for immediate use (Barton et al. 1995). 

Traces of any upland activity elsewhere in Wales are 
very slight and evidence for anthropogenic effects on 
upland vegetation at this rime is equivocal (Barton et al. 
1995: Smith & C loutman 1988). Occupation is indicated 
by broad-blade microliths from Gop Cave, Denbigh
shire. and al Brenig, on the Denbigh Moors, where four 
large obliquely backed points and the fragment of a large 
triangle have been dismissed as statistically insignificant 
among an assemblage dominated by Later Mesolithic 
activity (Healey 1993). However, an Early Mesolithie 
presence here is perhaps lent greater credibiliry now that 
similar microlith types have also been recognized among 
the lithic collection from the neighbouring site of Llyn 
Aled lsaf. 

If Wales is therefore particularly deficient in evidence 
for the subsistence strategies of its Early Mesolithic 
inhabitants, there remains one striking component of 
the artefact collections which deserves more prolonged 
comment - the apparently non -util itarian items. 
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Beads, figurines, and engraved pebbles 
The Stone beads are worthy of particular note. These are 
abundant at The Nab Head Site I, where almost 700 are 
recorded, all (with one exception of Old Red Sandstone) 
made of small discs of a water-smoothed blue-grey 
shale, still found today on the local beaches. The beads 
are usually oval in shape, occasionally with rounded sub· 
angular perimeters, and are typically c.2-3mm thick. 
With few exceptions, they are perforated by a central 
hole, U-shaped in section. and drilled from only one 
face. The presence of partially drilled beads and bead 
'blanks' - or unworked discs of shale - clearly suggests 
that the site was a production centre. This impression 
is confirmed by the many flint meches de forets whose 
rounded tips fit neatly within the bead perforations (Fig. 
17.7). 

Experimentation using replica mechts de foret has 
demonstrated that two people can make approximately 
100 beads in an hour using a bow- or pump-drill, 
although without such mechanical assistance the process 
is much slower and more laborious. Given the ease with 
which they can be made and the quantities of meches 
de foret discarded at the site (at least 75), it would not 
be surprising if the extant beads from The Nab Head 
represent only a small fraction of a potentially prodigious 
quantity of such items. many of which may have been 
lost to erosion and careless excavation. The surface 
condition of the Hint drill-bits found at The Nab Head 
has so far precluded microwear study. In his examination 
of examples of such tools from both Star Can and Mount 
Sandel, Dumont has suggested that they were used on 
bone, wood, hide, and unidentified materials. Potential 
ttafting traces were found on two of the Mount Sandel 
tools, and for most instances of use-wear. a boring and 
rotary motion was indicated (Dumont 1983; 1985). 

There are many potential uses for beads, but here it is 
possible only to speculate. They are unlikely to have had 
any practical role and were possibly of aesthetic, 'psychic' 
(sensu Clack 1975). or status value. In all probability 
they may have been worn about the person as adornment 
for both the living and the dead, although there is no 
supporting evidence for burials at the site. They may be 
strung in several ways, not least edge-to-edge, forming 
elaborate designs incorporated into garments, hair, or 
extraneous decoration on personal items. tools, weapons, 
or cult objects. The presence of so many mec!Jes de foret 
at the site hint that shale may not have been the only 
material so treated. Soil conditions have not favoured the 
preservation of shell, bone, antler. fossil or walrus ivory. 
teeth, leather, or wood, all of which could be decorated 
or pierced using the same basic instrument. Jt is signifi
cant that no stone beads were found at Daylight Rock 
{van NCdcrvelde pers. comm.) where meches deforet are 
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an important element of the tool-kit {10% of all tools and 
fragments). 

The very substantial number of beads recorded from 
The Nab Head sets the site apart from its apparent con · 
temporaries both in Britain and further afield. However, 
a number of other sites in Britain have produced similar 
beads. Excavations at Waun Fignen Pelen, Site 6, 
uncovered one complete example and two fragments 
made of spotted mudstone associated with Early 
Mesolithic artefacts {Barton et al. 1995; Berridge 
1981). At Freshwater East, Pembrokeshire, a shale 
bead like those from The Nab Head was found eroding 
from a coastal section with lithic artefacts of Early 
Mesolithic appearance (Leach 1933; Jacobi 1980, fig. 
4.5). Surface finds have been made from Linney Burrows 
and Palmerston Farm, Pembrokeshire (Fig. 17.7). in 
both cases associated with lithic collections containing 
Mesolitbic artefacts. In England beads have also been 
found at sites including Star Carr (Ciark 1954, 167) 
where 27 beads of Lias shale were recovered, while at 
Rushy Brow (Lanes) four shale bead fragments were 
found within sediment samples coUected from a site 
with broad-blade microliths (Howard-Davis 1996) which 
are indistinguishable in terms of size and outline from 
those at Star Carr. Single beads have also been found 
with Mesolithic artefacts at three additional sites: Staple 
Crag (Co. Durham), has produced a sub-oval ?shale 
bead, centrally pierced from one face (Coggins et al. 
1989, fig. 3, no. 35); at Manton Warren Area 5 (South 
Humberside) a bead of grey-brown shale was a surface 
find with both Early Mesolithic large triangles and Later 
Mesolithic tools (Jacobi pers. comm.); and at Thatcham 
Site V I (Berks). where a fragment of a small perforated 
oval pebble of siliceous limestone was found with Early 
Mesolithic artefacts (Jacobi pers. comm.). In sum. this 
listing is strongly suggestive of the association of such 
stone beads with presumed Early Mesolithic ftintwork. 
The recent find of a bead from Chapel Cave, near Malharn 
(Yorks), has unspecific Mesolithic associations (Donahue 
& Lovis 2000) and therefore there are no instances where 
such beads can be demonstrated to be associated only 
with Later Mesolithic narrow-blade material. 

As the meches de foret from Star Carr are mostly too 
large to have drilled the beads from that site, The Nab 
Head is at present the only site where actual manufacture 
of beads may be suggested. The presence of individual 
beads on the four remaining Welsh sites may imply 
that these objects, in addition to a possible ornamental 
role, also played a part in a system of exchange; indeed 
it has been determined that the beads at Waun Fignen 
Felen may have a Pembrokeshire origin (Barton et al. 
1995). The mobility of human groups at this time was 
surely great enough to account for one or more such 
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groups leaving similar material traces at differem and 
sometimes widely separated locations. 

Reference to the beads at The Nab Head would not 
be complete without a mention of the now well-known 
'figurine', 'phallus', or 'amulet' (Fig. 17.9) found by the 
Revd J. P. Gordon-Williams in about 1925, associated 
with at least nine beads (Gordon-Williams 1925: 1926). 
The carving appears to be made out of shale similar to 
that of the beads. It is now a very dark grey in colour with 
a texture and appearance not unlike graphite, presum
ably owi ng to persistent handling, not least since its 
discovery. The finder 's reference tO an original coating 
of 'soapy substance' is particularly curious and both 
the longevity of the site and itS soil conditions belie his 
suggestion that the object retained an original deposit of 
fat or clay in which it had been stored in a bag alongside 
the 'necklace'. 

Microscopic exami nation shows some slight modem 
damage and extensive but faint signs of the original 
sculpting. Narrow incised grooves define the Y-shaped 
central area, while the ' testes' appear to have been 
modelled by abrasion, leaving a faceted surface with 
very faint directional striations overlain in places by more 
random scratches. The 'shaft' has striations parallel to 
its axis, but this, like most of the dorsal surface, is much 
muted and smoothed by soft attrition or polishing. The 
ventral surface is Hat and seems to be largely unmodified. 
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What is at first glance clearly a phallic representa
tion could, with a little conceptual licence, become 
a symbol of the two sexes very subtly blended into a 
single bisexual object. Such stylit.ation and economy 
of expression. but limited tO one sex or the other and 
particularly associated with the ·venuses·. is common 
in Upper Palaeolithic figurines from throughout Europe 
(Leroi-Gourhan 1968). Examples of intentional bisexual 
representations, however. are unusual in the European 
Palaeolithic. Breuil (1955) compared T he Nab Head 
piece with a figure from Trasimeno, Italy, and another 
from Weinberg. Mauem, Germany, but neither parallel is 
very satisfactory (Delporte 1979. figs 64 & 79). 

In support of the feminine aspect of the Welsh piece 
is its profile, which is reminiscent of the stylized engrav
ings of women found at several late Magdalenian sites 
such as Lalinde, France, or Gonnersdorf, Germany. 
Although stylized anthropomorphic figures engraved 
or drilled on bone or antler occur within the Early 
Holocene (Ciark 1975, 155), figurines 'in the round' do 
not reappear until the early Neolithic cultures of parts 
of tbe eastern Mediterranean. The Nab Head specimen 
would consequently seem to be entirely isolated from 
any meaningful comparative studies. 

Cms 

It may be stated here, for r.he record. that it was 
the opinion of Professor W. F. Grimes (pers. comm.) 
that Gordon-Williarns's scruples may not have allayed 
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FIGURE 17.9 
Early Mesolithic artwork: The Nab Head figurine. 
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a temptation to invent such an important discovery. 
Grimes knew the clergyman well, but this suggestion 
is based only on a personal assessment of his character, 
rather than on any specific indications or intimations of 
forgery. A motive might be found in the intense rivalry 
between local amateur co.llectors at this lime. 

ln conclusion. therefore, it is perhaps more realistic to 
view The Nab Head object as simply a phallus, perhaps 
an amulet, without any convenient parallel. If genuine, 
its association seems most likely to be with the beads, 
also of shale, found with it and which have been attrib· 
uted, with much of the ftintwork, to the Ea.rly Mesolithic 
use of the site. 

Jacobi (1980) has speculated that a further item 
from The Nab Head collection may be important. It is a 
rounded sliver of shale with a groove apparently incised 
into its broader end, parallel to the long axis (Gordon
Williams 1926, 93). Oriented vertically with the groove 
at the bottom, this piece might be interpreted as a 
stylized Venus figurine (Jacobi 1980, 159). Its surface is 
unfortunately too weathered even to be sure if it has in 
fact been artificially modified. 

Other non-utilitarian lithic artefacts from Wales 
include the six engraved pebbles found during excavations 
at Rhuddlan (Fig. 17.10; Berridge 1994). Although five 
of these were from residual contexts, one was excavated 
from the shallow hollow on Site M which contained 
an Early Mesolithic assemblage and from which the 
insecure "C determination of 7680-7380 cal BC (BM· 
822) was obtained (see above). Technical similarities 
among all six engraved pebbles suggest that they may 
all be Mesolithic. The striations were compared with 
experimentally produced marks on pebbles and results 
showed a match between the original striations and 
those made using replica flint or chert artefacts (Roberts 
1994). More recently. comparable engraved pebbles have 
been discovered at Trevose Head, Cornwall, and while 
these are surface finds among a collection with both an 
Early Mesolithic and a later prehistoric component, the 
similarities with the Rbuddlan specimens are striking 
(P. Berridge pers. comm.). 

These very singular finds are the only tangible 
evidence for a 'psychic' or social dimension to the Early 
Mesolithic in Wales. Unfortunately. there is minimal 
surviving evidence for human burial at this time, 
although this cenainly seems to have taken place in 
caves, as evidenced by burials from Gough's Cave and 
Aveline's Hole, both near Cheddar. The latter cave, for 
which tantalizingly few records remain (Davies 1921; 
1922), seems to have been the site of a collective buria.l 
of as many as 70 individuals (Schulting & Wysocki 
2002), from some of which "C determinations overlap 
with those from the earliest Welsh sites. The single but 
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largely complete individual from Gough's Cave could 
also have been a contemporary of the inhabitants of 
Daylight Rock and The Nab Head, with a "C determi· 
nation of 8550-7970 cal BC (OxA-814: Gowlett er al. 
1986). No human material of this antiquity has yet been 
identified from Wales, the ear]jest determination being 
that for a human ulna of 8240-7600 cal BC (OxA-4024: 
Hedges et al. 1996) from The Worms Head Cave, Gower, 
just three miles south of Burry Holms. The series of 
determinations from Caldey Island (Schulting 1998, 178; 
Schulting & Richards 2002, 1014) all fall later than the 
earliest secure dates for the Later Mesolithic. 

Later Mesolithic Wales 

The definition of a Late or Later Mesolithic in Britain 
has its origin in the recognition of distinct lithic 
assemblages which date no earlier than c.7950 cal BC. In 
particular, after this time there is a marked change in the 
composition of the microlithic component, the limited 
rnnge of relatively broad and large early microlith shapes 
being succeeded by a suite of more various and smaller 
narrow-blade or 'geometric' types. Especially common 
among the latter are narrow elongated scalene triangles. 
straight· and convex-backed bladelets, lanceolates, and 
less commonly, four-sided, and 'micro-petit rrancher' 
forms, among others. The non-microlithic tool-kit that 
accompanies such items includes less refined scrnpers 
than previously, and various retouched flakes and blades; 
burins and microdenticulates are also known to occur 
and can be difficult to distinguish from those in earlier 
assemblages. Core axeheads/adzes seem to disappear in 
some areas, such as northern England, but continue to 
be found in later contexts in pans of southern England. 
Meches de foret appear to be absent from micro- triangle 
assemblages. Alongside such changes in the too.l 
inventory, some parts of the country also saw a change 
in the types of raw material exploited (PillS & Jacobi 
1979). 

In Wales, among the 296 recorded Mesolithic find
spots (Jacobi 1980; Wymer 1977), there are many more 
sites with the later narrow-blade types than there are 
with a solely earlier broad-blade assemblage. Collections 
from the former sites are mainly characterized by the 
presence of scalene micro- triangles, 'rods', and various 
points of lanceolate outline. These are often associated 
with burins, denticulates, notched, nosed, and truncated 
pieces. and choppers. A recurring feature in the lithic 
inventory of coastally located sites are pebble tools. 
usually elongated beach pebbles with bevelled ends. 

The distribution of the narrow-blade findspots 
in Wales (Fig. 17.11) is biased by the constraints of 
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surface cover and concentrated local collecting. with 
the consequent clustering of sites on the coasts of south 
and west Wales (David 1990) and in the Glamorgan 
uplands (Stanton 1984). Within these areas work at The 
Nab Head Site n and more recently at Ogmore-by-Sea, 
Bridgend, and Goldcliff, Newport. has added to our 
knowledge of the period. Outside these areas only three 
sites - Prestatyn (Clark 1938: 1939), Brenig (Lynch 
1993). and The Hendre. Rhuddlan (Manley & Healey 
1982). all in Denbighshirc - have received any detailed 
treatment: systematic exploration or documentation of 
other sites has been minimal. 

Chronology 
The " C record for this period in Wales continues to 
be patchy, as for the Early Mesolithic. but there are n 
growing number of findspotS for which determinat ions 
c.an be applied directly to the material culture they are 
supposedly dating (Fig. 17.12). 

The first of these, chronologically, is at Prestatyn. A 
section, excavated here during construction work in the 
town. was recorded by Mr F. Gilbert Smitb in 1926 (ms. 
at the British Museum). Smith recorded the stratigraphy 
in detai l and identified a distinct archaeological horizon 
within it. The lithic assemblage comprises narrow 
scalene triangles, small obliquely l;lacke(l aqg straight
backed bladelets. and an isosceles micro- triangle. As 
well as microliths there are retouched flakes and convex 
scrapers (Ciark 1938; 1939: Smith 1926). Two hazelnut 
shells were submitted for dating with results of 8200-
7540 cal BC (OxA-2268) and 8200-7580 cal BC (OxA-
2269). These dates appear to push the narrow-blade lithic 
assemblage very early in the chronological sequence 
for both Britain and the Continent. At Duvensee, in 
Germany, for instance, the latest date obtained for an 
Early Mesolithic microlith assemblage (living-site 6) is 
8270-7600 ea! BC (KL-1112), while an assemblage of 
narrow scalene tr iangles and obliquely backed bladelets, 
very similar to those from Prestaty n, is recorded from 
living-site 13 and dated to c.7700 cal BC (Bokelmann 
1985; Willkomm 1985). For England. the only relevant 
determination to precede those from Prestatyn is that for 
Filpoke Beacon (Co. Durham) of 8270-7540 cal BC (Q· 
1474; Jacobi 1976). 

It is apparent that the Prestatyn narrow-blade 
material would seem to pre-date the broad-blade type 
at Trwyn Du and Rhuddlan Site M. while being nearly 
identical in age to that from Rhuddlan Site E. The doubts 
already expressed concerning the reliability of these 
other dates from north Wales would thus seem to be 
emphasized by the Prestatyn resultS. With these reserva 
tions in mind, it is nevertheless of interest to note that 
simple obliquely backed points are common to all these 
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collections, although at Prestatyn they are subsidiary 
to narrow scalene triangles. The size of obliquely 
backed points has been shown to diminish with time 
(Pitrs & Jacobi 1979). and one could speculate that an 
evolution in scalene triangles might also be detectable. 
The 'narrow' triangles from Prestatyn are, in these 
terms, both simpler and larger than other narrow-blade 
microlith assemblages of later date which contain both 
smaller and more various microlith shapes (Fig. 17.13). 
With their significant representation of obliquely backed 
points , the Prestntyn microliths might thus be argued 
to conform to some kind of technological development 
sequential with earlier forms. Such theoretical links are 
less obvious among the non-microlithic component of 
the tool-kits, although it could be significant that end 
scrapers are common to both the Prestatyn and Early 
Mesolithic artefact assemblages. 

Such attempts to see typological links spanning the 
Early to Later Mesolithic technologies may well be 
unfounded. however, and do not, as yet. take into account 
important additional factors such as the influence of 
changing raw materials. nor the needs of different 
hunting strategies (Myers 1989). More significant. too. 
may be the differences between the two groupings, rather 
than the similarities. Core axeheads/adzes and meches 
de fore/ are apparently absent from later assemblages, 
although at Prestatyn it is important to remember that 
only a very small area was investigated and the resulting 
collection is probably unrepresentative of the whole. 
Clearly, more sites, larger artefact assemblages, and 
closer dating are required before we can begin to explain 
this transition properly. 

Following its apparent inception in the north, the 
dating of the Welsh Later Mesolithic is provided by ' 'C 
determinations mostly obtained from findspots in the 
south and west. Eleven determinations are now available 
for human skeletal material from caves. These determi
nations are joined by others on organic artefacts and food 
remains from Uskmouth, Splash Point at Rhyl. Goldcliff. 
and Lydstep. 

At The Nab Head Site U four determinarions ranging 
from 7320-3540 cal BC have been obtained. Each is on 
an individual piece of charcoal, and therefore should 
not present the problems involved with ·average' dates 
on bulked samples. At The Nab Head, however. soil 
profiles are relatively thin, and allowance must be 
made for the possibility of the mobility of individual 
charcoal fragmentS of different ages through the profile. 
accumulating at the same horizon as the lithic industry. 
Indeed, the introduction of charcoal from different 
sources at or near the site must explain the very wide 
chronological spread of dates obtained. Post-Mesolithic 
activity on the site also cannot be discounted (Oavid 
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1990, 237). Despite this possibility the lithic assemblage 
appears at first sight to be homogenous and to belong, if 
not to a single event, then to repeated occupations over 
a relatively brief timespan, perhaps a few generations. 
However, the AMS determinations indicate activity 
over at least 3000 years, and such an impre-~sion needs 
careful reconsidera1ion. The range of dating obtained 
cannot be rela1ed 10 any particular episode of activity 
on 1he headland and it is now clear tha1 the area was 
visiled at differenl times during !he Later Mesolithic. Of 
lhe other dales for Wales, only those for Prestmyn fall 
outside the range represented at The Nab Head. The Nab 
Head appears to be typical of coas1.al sites where occupa
tion has recurred repetitively, crealing a palimpsest of 
artefact scatters. As evident here. attempls to disentangle 
the characleristics and dating of the component parts 
of such aggregations presem major methodological 
problems, especial ly in dry shallow soils. 

From non-coastal si1cs "C de1ermina1ions are few and 
far between. AI Brenig 53, the stratigrapbically la1es1 of 
a group of intercutting bowl-shaped pits contained a 
microlith, six pieces of debitage, and charcoal (Alien 
1993). Radiocarbon determinations from this complex 
have provided results of 6400-5920 cat BC (HAR-1135) 
and 6240-5840 cat BC (HAR-1667: Lynch 1993, 30). 
Over 30 stakeholes were found in rows near the pits 
but unfortunately cannot certainly be attribuled 10 the 
Mesolithic phase. At Rough Close in the Walton area 
of Radnorshire, charcoal from a pit. without artefacls. 
has provided a re~ult of 4910-4540 ea! BC (SWAN-114: 
Gibson 1999. 11), and a1 Gwernvale, Monmouthshire. 
a determination of 5980- 5630 cal BC (CAR-118) was 
obtained from a pit in the landsurface beneath 1he 
Neolithic long cairn (Brimell & Savory 1984. 50). 

Tbis summary of the dating evidence points 10 the 
likelihood thal Wales was exploited by 'narrow-blade 
communi lies' from c.S000-3750 cal BC. It seems highly 
probable that this exploitation was continuous, bul it is 
at present a curiosity of the record that all the calibrated 
dates on human bone fall within 1he earlier half of this 
span, that part of it wbich is nearly bereft of ac!Ual 
cullural remains: apar1 from the delerminations from 
Prestatyn and two from The Nab Head. all the calibra1ed 
dates for 1he Welsh Later Mesolithic fall later than 6000 
cat BC. 

The e11vironmem 
The developing woodland succession of 1he Early 
Holocene reached its peak of dense mixed deciduous 
woodland during the Allantic phase. The rapid rise in sea 
level from as low as - l5.2m OD in the Early Mesolitltic 
to about -4.64m OD at c.5900 cal BC (Tooley 1978) led 
to a climate of increasing oceanicity. Wcuer and windier 
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conditions, in combination with wanner summers and 
milder winters. induced exceptional grow1h of mixed 
alder-oak woodlands with elm. and occasional lime and 
ash, replacing the birch and pine of the preceding Boreal. 
As with previous periods. !here was considerable local 
diversity in the response of vegetation to 1he varying 
constraints of topography and geography. The wcs1ern 
'maritime fringe· experienced exceplionally mild 
winters. although temperature lapse ra1es with altitude 
ensured a significant con1rast with adjacent uplands. 
The wooded landscape of oak-alder-hazel forest was 
nevertheless very extensive here, ahhough on the most 
exposed areas only hazel scrub may have survived. 
leaving oak and alder confined to sheltered valley 
locations (Donald 1987). Wood peats exposed a1 inler· 
tidal localions around sou1h and wes1 Wales indicate 
the prevalence of a uniform aldcr-carr vegetation in less 
exposed coastal and esiUarine areas (Lewis 1992). 

Much of the Bris1ol Channel and Cardigan Bay 
areas was probably flooded by c.7950 cal BC when sea 
level was al aboUI -22m. and sea level eon1inued to rise 
1hroughout the Later Mesolithic period, reaching about 
-2m a1 c. 4850 cal BC (Hey worth & Kidson 1982, fig. 2). 
In many lowland coastal areas a rising wa1er-table kept 
pace with sea level, encouraging the upward develop
ment of peats supporting woodland carr. Inundation 
of lhese woodlands appears 10 have been spasmodic, 
dependant on the breaching of offshore barriers during 
storm surges and/or excep1ional tides (Heyworth & 
Kidson 1982; Lewis 1992). 

lnland, in upland areas, an imbalance in water loss led 
10 !he initiation of ombrogenous peals as early as c.6450 
cat BC in the uplands of south Wales, though it has been 
argued by Smilh (Smith 1984; Smith & Cloutman 1988) 
!hat after an inilial climatic change at the end of the 
Boreal period. both the spread of alder and the initiation 
of upland peats may have been encouraged by environ
mental damage by man. 

The main components of the terrestrial fauna inhabit
ing the largely forested conditions of the LaterMesolithic 
had already become well established in the earlier 
Boreal and Preboreal. Prey species include red and roe 
deer, wild pig. and wi Id cattle. Ouer and brown bear 
b.ave been identified in Atlantic-age contexts (Grigson 
1981). and it may also be assumed that wolf. beaver, pine 
marten, badger, hedgehog, mole, common shrew, and 
the wa1cr vole were common lhroughout the Postgla
cial (Grigson 1981). Marine mammals recorded from 
Scottish midden sites, and which may have frequen1ed 
01her parts of 1he British coas1, include common and 
grey seal, rorqual, and dolphin. Fish species including 
saithe, cod, haddock. 1Urbo1, salmonid, and sturgeon 
have been idenlified in Scottish midden sites (Cotes 
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Prestatyn Later Mesolithic finds: 1- 33 microliths: 34-36 microburins: 37-43 scrapers. 
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1971). At Morton (Fife) some 40 species of shellfish 
were recognized, including crab. Freshwater fish such 
as pike and perch may have been confined to the river 
systems draining into the southern Norrh Sea (Wheeler 
1977), while salmonids and eels were probably present 
throughout the country. Birds are also well represented 
on nor thern sites and coastal species are frequently 
found; wildfowl and woodland birds will have been 
abundant nearly everywhere. 

With such fauna! diversity, it is a disappointment that 
evidence for it, and its exploitation by man, is so limited 
in Wales. Although it may be a safe probability to assume 
the presence of many elements within the fauna! range 
pieced together from diverse locations elsewhere in 
Britain, such instances from Wales are all but missing. 
Those that there are come from either submerged peat 
deposits or from a small number of stratified cave sites. 
At Poner's Cave on Caldey. a fauna including wild cattle. 
pig, fox, deer (unspecified), and dog has been identified 
(Lacaille & Grimes 1955, 126). While these animals 
were apparently associated with unretouched blades and 
cores ofMesolithic character (Jacobi 1980, 183) it cannot 
be certain to which part of this period they belong. Much 
the same comment could be made for the occurrences of 
fauna! and artefact remains at Nanna's Cave and Ogof
yr-Ychen, also on Caldey, and at C.atholc, Gowcr, where 
Campbell (1977, 120) records fauna! remains associated 
with a Later Mesolithic assemblage. Ogof Carreg Hir, 
Pembrokcshire (Davies 1978: 1989) produced a Later 
Mesolithic microlith from 'midden' deposits. possibly of 
mixed ages, which also included remains of red and roe 
deer, fox, wolf. bear, and bird bones. At Foel Fawr Cave, 
Llandovery, "C determinations on wild cattle bones 
centre at c.6100 cal BC (BM-1809, BM-1810, BM- t903: 
Burleigh et al. 1982). but these finds are without archaeo
logical association. 

Finds from coastal deposits are often tantalizingly 
without chronological information. For example, several 
undiagnostic flint Bakes and broken bladelets were 
recovered with fragmentary remains of red deer, smal l 
mammal bones, insects. charcoal, and wood at a height 
of c.2m above OD at Horton Beach, Gower (M. Davies 
pers. comm.). Finds of groups of Oints are also reported 
from Amroth, Frainslake, Abermawr, and Newpor~ 
all in Pembrokeshire (David 1990, 198; Lewis 1992). 
At Frainslake there were two /tint scatters as well as 
evidence for 'a windscreen of gorse, birch, hazel and 
alder ... set in peat ... [with) ... on the north side of this 
shelter which ran in a gentle curve for 4.5 yards ... an 
area bearing much charcoal. /lint chips .. . a large rabattu 
point ... etc.' (Gordon-Williams t926. 108; cf. Leach 
1918). The associated lithic material which survives is 
undated, although the presence of bladelet cores and 
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bevelled pebbles implies a Mesolithic attribution (Jacobi 
1980, 175). At other sites, finds such as those of wild 
cattle bones at Whitesands Bay, Pembro.keshirt, and 
at Rumney on the Severn Levels have proved to be of 
Neolithic and Bronze Age derivation. 

Perhaps the most convincing evidence for the associa
tion of man and fauna from Wales is the complete pig 
skeleton discovered on the foreshore at Lydstep Haven, 
Pembrokeshire, during a temporary exposure of the 
'forest bed' in 19 16 (Leach 1918). In the woody peat, 
directly abo\-e the neck vertebrae. were two small 
backed bladelets. Although no lesions are detectable on 
the surviving skeletal material (S. Payne pers. comm.). 
it nevertheless seems justifiable to regard the group as 
representing a hunting loss (Jacobi t980, 175). The "C 
determination of 4350-3940 cal BC (OxA-1412; Hedges 
et al. 1989) is surprisingly late. However, more recently, 
excavations of a Later Mesolithic cultural horizon at 
Goldcliff. in the Severn Levels, have identified the 
certain exploitation of red deer, roe deer, wild pig, 
and otter. as well as species of estuarine fish and some 
birds; wolf was also present (Bell et al. 2000, 48). Tens 
of thousands of animal prints have been n01ed in this 
intertidal area of the Levels, where extensive tracts of 
Meso!ithic landscape can be exposed (Bell et al. 2001). 

Artefacts and row materials 
The suite of lithic artefacts which characterize the Welsh 
Later Mesolithic has been referred to above. As with our 
discussion of the Early Mesolithic we remain dependant 
upon the lithic artefacts. in the absence of much else, for 
the attempted definition of the incidence and lifestyle of 
the Later Mesolithic population of Wales. 

The prevalent raw material is beach pebble ftin~ 
supplemented in SW Wales at nearly every findspot by 
low percentages (< 4%) of other stone such as Cretaceous 
chert or local conchoidally fracturing igneous rock. In 
nonh Wales a higher proportion of the assemblages are 
made of locally available Carboniferous chert, but with 
beach pebble flint still present at all sites. Small-sized 
beach pebble Hint is, however, an intractable material 
to work and the abundance of waste almost certainly 
results from expediency rather than simple wanton
ness. Use was made of the entire range of raw material 
available at the time, in contrast to the apparently 
deliberate selection of the largest pebbles during the 
preceding Early Mesolithic. It remains to be seen 
whether or not a rising sea level limited the availability 
of the laner and, by necessitating the use of smaller raw 
material, motivated the introduction of a narrow-blade 
technology - or whether this was a consequence of 
changing hunting technologies (Myers 1989). There is 
no geological or geomorphological reasoning to suppon 
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a significant differential distribution of grades of Hint 
pebble. lt seems unlikely, therefore, that the constraints 
of raw material were, on their own. responsible for the 
observed innovations in lithic tools. 

A highly distinctive accompaniment to narrow-blade 
microliths are denticulates (Fig. 17.14). These are made 
on large primary or secondary Rakes, often D-shaped in 
cross-section. and can be identified by steep and coarse 
retouch around 3 part of their perimeter. lending them 3 

notched or denticulated outline. An alternative term for 
these might be 'denticulated scrapers', although their 
function is not yet understood and their form is often 
intermediate between scraper and blade let core. 

Less conspicuous, but locally significant. are burins. 
and a variety of 'end-tools' often taking the form of 
asymmetrically retouched points ('bees') on Hakes or 
bladelets. Apart from occasional coarsely Oaked pebbles 
('choppers') there are no diagnostic core tools in these 
assemblages. Core axeheads/adzes and picks seem to 
be absent (with the possible exception of two unstrati
fied examples from Goldctiff. not associated with the 
excavated Later Mesolithic site there: Bell et al. 2000. 
46). 

This absence of core tools is amply made up. on 
coastal sites at least, by the presence of large numbers 
of pebble tools. Predominantly these are the so-called 
bevelled pebbles, the use of which remains tediously 
unresolved. We illustrate them here with examples from 
The Nab Head Site D where 55 complete examples and 
fragments of many more were excavated (Fig. 17.15). In 
each case the tool is made from an elongate and usually 
fla ttish water-wom pebble probably originating, like the 
ft inl, from nearby beaches. ln well-pre-~erved examples 
there is usually a pronounced bevel led edge on ei.ther side 
of one or sometimes both ends. Very often, it is clear that 
the end of the tool has also been flaked by percussion and 
then abraded or bevelled. Sometimes there is evidence 
for pecking or percussion on the flanks of the stone and 
in one case the end and part of the lateral margin has a 
distinct polish through use. 

Bevelled pebbles - the 'limpet scoops' or ' limpet 
hammers' of former literature - have been the subject 
of much discussion ever since their recognition in the 
'Obanian' caves and middens of western Scotland 
(Anderson 1895; 1898; Bishop 1914, 95; Breuil 1922; 
Cantrill 1915; Clark 1955; Gordoo-Williams 1926; 
Grieve 1883; Jacobi 1980; Lacaille 1954; Mellars 1987; 
Movius 1942; Reynolds 1983; Roberts 1987). It is not 
intended 10 re-state the debate in detail here si nee 
auempts to resolve the function of these enigmatic tools 
are no further advanced than they were at the outset, 
almost LOO years ago. Experimentation has. however, 
thrown doubt on their association with limpets or other 
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shell fish and instead a possible role in hide-working is 
favoured by Jacobi (1980. 189). Others have proposed 
a function associated with percussion (Breuil 1922; 
Roberts 1987; Wickham-Jones & Sharples 1984). There 
is one factor in particular, however, which links the many 
findspots upon which bevelled pebbles have been found. 
They are, without exception. coastal or near-coastal 
and, more particularly, widely spread along the Atlantic 
seaboard only on rocky coastlines. Sites on 'soft' 
shorelines with sandy coasts - such as Ogmore-by-Sea 
- have not produced such tools. Jacobi (1980. fig. 4.30) 
has mapped their occurrences on the coasts of Wales 
and the SW peninsula, and bevelled pebbles arc also 
recorded from Ireland (Movius 1942; Woodman 1978a. 
115) and the Isle of Man (Wood man 1978b). 

Despite their wide geographical spread along the 
Atlantic margin. and the common factor of bevelling. there 
is very considerable variation in the morphology of these 
tools. Both the width and shape of the bevelled end(s) 
vary, as do tlte pebbles on which they are worked. Most of 
those from west Wales are somewhat less 'shapely' than 
those on 'Obanian' and some Cornish sites where they can 
be small . neat, and symmetrical (Lacaille 1954, figs 88 
& 94; Smith 1982, fig. 15, no. 77). The slimness of some 
of the lauer is reminiscent of Early Bronze Age ' finger
stones', but the impression is belied by the misshapen 
and casual nature of many others. Raw material is also 
variable, with bone and red deer antler bevelled artefacts 
precisely analogous to their stone counterparts reco.rded 
from the calcareous 'Obanian' deposits. 

The relationship between size and raw material of 
bevelled tools from a range of British sites is shown (Fig. 
17.16). From this it is clear that tools of all three raw 
materials (stone. bone, and antler) from the 'Obanian' 
middens are distinguished by their overall smallness and 
relatively narrow bevelled ends (Reynolds 1983). Within 
this group. the stone bevelled pebbles are predominanlly 
larger than their bone and antler counterparts, yet none 
approach the dimensions of the bevelled pebbles from 
Cornish and Welsh sites and Alderney (Channel Islands). 
Such variation may in part be explained by the selection 
imposed by geology upon the availability of suitable 
pebble-blanks. However. as small stone pebbles could 
be argued to have been more or less equally available to 
'Obanian' and Welsh Mesol ithic groups, but unused by 
the Jailer, some genuine functional or cultural difference 
would appear 10 have existed in the use of these tools 
bel\veen the two areas. 

As some 33 per cent of the bevelled implements from 
midden sites on Oronsay are of bone or antler (Reynolds 
1983), it must remain speculative whether tools of these 
materials were also used on the more southerly findspots, 
where soil conditions are acidic, or even on sites located 
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inland. In SW Wales an example of a bevelled tool made 
of bone is recorded from Nanna's Cave, Caldey (Lacaille 
& Grime.~ 1955, fig. 17), and a possible bone implement 
from Frainslake {David 1990. fig. 5.2. no. 2) may also 
belong in this same general category. Interestingly, the 
dimensions of the Nanna's Cave specimen place it within 
the Scottish group. 

While quantities of bevelled pebbles have for long 
been a familiar feature of coastal findspots, The Nab 
Head Site U is distinguished by the additional presence 
of altogether more finished and elaborately modified 
ground stone tools. These are pecked and ground stone 
axeheads or adzes, of which three have been recovered, 
and a single perforated and ground stone disc (Fig. 
17.17). No precise analogues for such axeheads have 
yet been recovered from any excavated British prehis
toric context. Most striking about their appearance is 
their similarity, one to another. All three have a clearly 
defined symmetrical working-edge ground from both 
faces. The blade is gently curved, flaring to give a very 
slight but distinctive 'ftange' at either side. The 'trunk' 
is approximately cylindrical in outline, tapering to a 
rounded bun. In section it is oval with the faces of the 
tool locally ground or polished flat. The flanks and 
much of the overall surface of both axeheads J and 3 are 
pecked. and it may be assumed that axehead 2 also owes 
its finished shape to a deliberate and thorough modifica
tion of its entire surface. 

Thin-sections of axeheads 2 and 3 identify their raw 
material as deriving from medium-grained basic igneous 
rock belonging to outcrops in west Wales {C. Houlder 
pers. comm.). erratics from which will have become 
incorporated in the local drift geology. and subsequently 
into beach shingle. Axehead I. the most recent find, 
appears to be of a similar rock-type. The most plausible 
explanation for the manufacture of these objects is that 
they were judiciously selected from beach shingle as 
suitably shaped, dense. and workable pebble blanks, 
which were then pecked and ground into their predeter· 
mined shape. An unfinished specimen, a surface find from 
Scalby Moor, Pembrokeshire. now in Tenby Museum, 
supports this suggestion. The selection of appropriately 
shaped blanks followed by a minimal surface modifica
tion seems also to have been the procedure followed in 
the manufacture of some macebeads and. later in pre
history, stone axe-hammers (Fenton 1984). This method 
of selection and manufacture can again be seen as an 
economical and effective response to the Jack of suitable 
flint raw material in the area. Pecked and ground stone 
axeheads may also have had some functional superiority 
over any ftaked counterparts. 

The other lithic associations from the site would 
seem tO place these axeheads securely within the Later 
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FIGURE 17.16 
Plots of the a~~<:ragc values (with standard deviations) of 
thickness and bevel width for samples of bevelled tools of 
differing raw materials from selec.ted sites in Britain. Key: 
1-3 Cnoc Coig. Oronsay; 4-6 Caistcal nan Gillean I. Oronsay; 
7-9 Caistcal nan Gillean 11. Oronsay: 10- 12 Cnoc Sligeach. 
Oronsay; 13 Priory Midden, Oronsay; 14-15 Risga. Loch 
Sunart: 16 The Nab Head Site 11. Pembrokeshin:; 17 Cwm 
Bach 1. Pembrokeshire; IS Llanunwas. Pembrokeshin:; 19 
Gwithian, Cornwall; 20 Carn Greeb. Cornwall; 21 Short Point 

Gulley, Pembrokesbire: 22 Ramaskell, Pembrokeshire. 

Mesolithic. Their technological characteristics differ 
both from those of the bevelled pebbles and the 'finer' 
Neolithic axeheads to which they bear only some 
resemblance. Indeed, a preliminary search through 
records for all finds of Welsh axeheads indicates that a 
few have significant similarities to those from The Nab 
Head Site U and could perhaps be their contemporaries. 
Examples inc.lude an axebead in Tenby Museum found 
'from a spot near The Nab Head' {Leach 1933) and 
that from Scalby Moor. The latter is a partially pecked 
large axehead-shaped sandstone pebble. clearly the 
beginnings of an axehead-lik.e implement which remains 
unfinished. From Caron-uwch-clawdd, near Strata 
Florida, Ceredigion, is a pecked, ground, and polished 
axebead of quartz-dolerite, perhaps originating from 
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northern Pembrokeshire (Wheeler 1925. fig. 22; Shouon 
1972, 90). This dark green axehead has all the features 
of The Nab Head axes but it is larger and has a 'slicker' 
polished finish. Its shape and section correspond well 
with the Mesolithic examples as do the splayed blade and 
the clear evidence for shaping by peck ing. At Stackpole 
Warren, Pembrokeshire. a fragment of an axehead was 
excavated from a buried soil in an area (Site A) of intense 
later prehistoric activity (Benson et al. 1990, fig. 40.11). 
At Brunt Farm, near Dale, Pembrokeshire, two axeheads 
have been found: one is a naturally-shaped spatulate 
pebble the broader end of which is axehead-like in 
profi le. although there are no clear traces or manufacture; 
the second more nearly represents the shape of Neolithic 
examples and has a smoothed working edge. Most of 
these examples are isolated and unstratified, all lacking 
a secure Mesolithic attribution. A rather less speculative 
example, owing to its apparent association with a Later 
Mesolithic Rint assemblage rather than its morphology, 
which is atypical. is that which has recently come to light 
during excavations in 1999 at Ogmore-by-Sea, Bridgend 
(Aidhouse-Green 2000, fig. !.lOg). 

Outside mainland Britain, an immediate compar
ison with The Nab Head axeheads is prompted by the 
'literally thousands' or stone axeheads attributed to the 
Later Mesolithic of NE l.reland. None of these Irish 
axeheads is exactly like those from Site 11 at The Nab 
Head (P. Woodman pers. comm.). Although they are 
mostly made from pebbles. as are those from Wales, 
they do not exhibit the same controlled overall surface 
modification. The lrish examples are for the most part 
sharpened pebbles which retain much of their natural 
surface and, despite a very wide morphological range, do 
not show any preference for the splayed edges, which are 
such a deliberate and distinctive feature of The Nab Head 
pieces. Mainland Britain is perhaps rather exceptional in 
not having clear evidence for the use of stone axeheads 
in r-be Mesolithic. One ground stone axebead recorded 
from Cambwell, Scotland, while resembling those from 
The Nab Head, is an isolated find without a secure 
Mesolithic context (Saville 1994). The Danish 'stump
butted' pecked and ground stone axeheads of the Later 
Mesolithic Kongemose phase (Clark I 975, fig. 46) are 
like those from Wales but without the ' flanges' , as are 
the stone axeheads of the succeeding mid-l.ate Ertebelle 
phases. Pecked stone axeheads feature earlier than this 
and were already in use in late Boreal times at Agerfild 
I in southern Sweden (Aithin 1954) and also feature 
consistently in the Me.~olithic of central Sweden and 
coastal BohusiHn (Welinder 1977). Pecked and ground 
'core adzes', many of which are closely reminiscent 
of The Nab Head implements, are present on coastal 
Norwegian sites from the beginning of the middle 
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Mesolith.ic at c.8250 ea! BC (Gjessing 1920; Nygaard 
1987: Bruen Olsen & Alsaker 1984). 

There are at least two observations to make on the 
apparent absence. or at least rarity. of stone axeheads 
from most of the British Mcsolithic. Over much of 
lowland England the more suitable Rint raw material was 
abundant, therefore removing the necessity for a use of 
less tractable stone. Secondly, within the Later Mesolithic 
the evidence for axehead manufacture would in any case 
appear to be confined to southern England and then only 
to a limited number of sites - Later Mesolithic axeheads 
were in use at Broomhill (O'Malley & Jacobi 1978); 
Hermitage Rocks (Jacobi & Tebbutt 1981); Wawcott IV 
(Froom 1972); and Culverwell (Palmer 1977, 184). The 
recently reported finds from Goldcliff (Bell et al. 2000. 
48. figs 4.7 & 4.9) unfortunately lack any stratigraphic 
context, although the excavators suggested that debitage 
of tuff from the Mesolithic site might be indicative of 
contemporary core axeheadladze manufacture. 

The other find from the excavation at The Nab Head 
Site 11 which sets it apart from other British Later 
Mesolithic assemblages is that of a perforated and 
ground stone disc (Fig. 17.17). lt is made of extremely 
fine -grained altered igneous rock (C. Houlder pers. 
comm.) which has weathered to a light green-brown 
colour. As witb the axeheads and other non- fl int raw 
material at the site, this rock type would have been 
available on local beaches. The stone has a centrally 
pecked hour-glass puforation (diameter 22mm), and 
its entjre and nearly circular perimeter (diameter 118 x 
109mm) has been ground to an edge. from both faces, 
presenting an angled 'blade' of between 70° and 90°. 
Both faces are smooth and probably consist of a nataral 
pebble surface. while the edges clearly preserve the 
traces of concentric grinding. The implement is scarcely 
damaged and has no obvious signs of functionally 
related wear. 

Organic artefacts from the Later Mesolilhic have been 
recovered from various fi ndspots on the coast. Most 
definitive are the two antler mattocks from Splash Point, 
Rhyl, and Uskmouth, which have respectively provided 
"C determinations of 5640-5360 cal BC (OxA-1009; 
Hedges et al. 1988) and 5320- 4850 cal BC (OxA-4574; 
Aldhouse-Green & Housley 1993). The specimen from 
Splash Point (Fig. 17.18) is made of red deer antler 
perforated above the trez tine and has been truncated to 
form a blade parallel to the shaft-hole. The blade is badly 
damaged but smoothing by apparent use is visible. The 
specimen from Uskmouth - attributed in a publication 
error to reindeer (Aldhouse-Green et al. 1992, 46) -is 
now identified as pan of the beam of a red deer antler 
(A. Currant pers. comm.). A perforation at right angles to 
a tine- of which insufficient survives to enable its closer 
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Antler mattocks from Splash Point, Rhyl (top) and Uskmouth (bottom). Scale in 10 and 50mm divisions. 
Photograph: National Museum of Wales. 

placement on the original antler-contains what appears 
to be traces of a hafting adhesive. The mattock does not 
sit easily into any of the four groups identified by Smith 
(1989) for the perforation is, unusually, in the same plane 
as the bevelled, working edge of the tool. The original 
form of the tool is, however, unclear owing to heavy 
damage at both ends. 

Shaft-hole antler implements are widespread in parts 
of northern Europe, and in Britain the earliest recorded 
are those of elk antler, from Star Carr (Ciark 1954, 157). 
Red deer antler examples appear in Later Mesolithic 
contexts, but have now been dated from all periods up 
to and including the Iron Age (Hedges et al. 1988). 
T he Rhyl specimen - a TypeD unbalanced or laterally 
perforated antler-beam mattock (Smith 1989) has 
technological similarities to the large group, of mixed 
chronology, known from the Thames area (Lacaille 
1961), but is noticeably di fferent to those from Scottish 
Obanian and Danish late Erteb"Ue contexts. This last 
group, in which the perforation is made through the 
stump of the trez tine, would appear to date to the very 
end of the Mesolithic. 

There is a marked paucity of artefactual evidence for 
any social or other dimension to the Later Mesolithic in 
Wales. So far there is insufficient material available to 
attempt the sort of stylistic analysis of microlith forms 
which has lead to the speculative identification of 'social 
territories' elsewhere (Jacobi 1979). On present evidence, 
ntw materials are too locally derived and non-specific 
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to be used for the reconstruction of territorial extent, or 
contacts, although the precocious use of ground stone tools 
(with attendant implications of, for instance, prestige) may 
anticipate developments in the Neolithic. 

Non-utilitarian items are rarer still and there is at 
present little scope for the exploration of any implica
tions of the occurrence and distribution of decorative 
items such as beads. A single perforated cowrie shell 
bead (Fig. 17.19) has been identified with material 
from Nanna's Cave, Caldey, among the collections of 
the National Museums & Galleries of Wales. This has 
two perforations and is identified as Trivia cf. arctica 
(I. Killeen pers. comm.). That such beads may be Later 
Mesolithic is suggested by equivalent specimens found 
in such a context during recent excavations at King 
Arthur's Cave and Madawg Rocksheltcr in the Wye 
Valley (Barton er al. 1997). 

Also noted from among the Caldey Island material 
is a pertbrated netted dog whelk shell (Hinia reticulara) 
and a perforated winkle (Littorina obtusata ; identifica
tions by I. Killeen), both of uncertain provenance, but 
probably from Nanna's Cave, the latter again having their 
equivalents at Madawg Rockshelter (Barton 1993) and 
King Arthur's Cave (Barton et al. 1997) where, at both 
sites, they were found in association with the perforated 
cowrie shells. However, their association with human 
remains of Early Mesolithic date at Aveline's Hole and 
of Upper Palaeolithic date at Gough's Cave makes such 
attributions to the Later Mesolithic ambiguous. 
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Although burials clearly occur in caves no formal 
gr~\'CS or gr:1ve goods have yet been encountered, it 1s 
unfortuna!C that, awa> from areas of limestone geology 
and intertidal scdiments,the soil conditions over much of 
Wales do not favour organic preservation. Finds of ochre 
at Prestatyn (Ciark 1939) are suggestive of the use of 
applied colour. tbr symbolic or aesthetic purposes. 

lifestyle 
Any reconstruction of the economy and social organi· 
union of the Later Mesolithic inhabitants of Wales is 
heavily dependent upon examination of the character of 
lithic artefacts and the distribution of such finds, supple
mented occasionally by organic remains and ev1dence of 
environmental setting. 

With us upland core and lowland coastal margin, past 
discussion has emphasized the dicholomy between these 
two zones and the potential they offered for separate 
but complementary exploitation at differing seasons 
Special emphasis has often been placed on the high 
ecological productivity of the coastal zone, inclusive 
of abundant marine, linoral, and terrestrial animal and 
plant resourees, as well as lithic raw materials. Certainly, 
the large number and high incidence of flint seaucrs on 
or near to the contemporary coast is extremely compel· 
ling evidence for a concentrated exploitation of this zone 
(Fig. 17. I 1). ll!deed, a more or less intensive exploitation, 
enhanced no doubt by an advanced technical ability with 
boats, seems to characlerize much of the NW Atlantic 
seaboard. In contrast, upland sites are pictured as less 
hospitable. particularly io winter, but offering freshwater 
resources and ample hunting opportunit.ies, in particular 
of deer, during the summer months. Flint scaners are 
locally very abundant on some high-level watersheds, 
for instance in SE Wales (Stanton 1984), but they tend to 
be smaller in scale than their lowland counterparts, and 
can be dominated by artefacts such as microliths, which 
in such cases arc often assumed to indicate hunting 
activities (e.g. Barton er al. 1995). A social dimension 
to the model is added by the notion that summer upland 
exploitation allowed for the beneficial dispersal from 
the larger groups of people that aggregated at coastal 
locations during other seasons, thereby relieving tenSIOns 
and encouraging much more extended social connect1ons 
to develop. 1t ts noted that beach pebble Hint was utilized 
at many upland sites, and may thus be an indicator of the 
movement of people between the two zones (Jacobi 1980, 
195), but otherwise there is little evidence with wh1ch to 
bolster such enticing models as described. 

The coastal sites, so predominant and w1th such 
suggestive seuings, justify further comment, singling 
out examples from south and west Wales in particular. 
For instance, fieldwork has identified some 40 of 
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Nanna's Cave. Caldey Island: perforated cow ne shell bead. 

these on the north Pembrokeshire coast (David 1990, 
241-61), in addition to those already documented for 
the south of the county (e.g. Canltlll 1915; Wainwright 
1963). Among the former are some vast aggregations of 
lith1c material, in some cases covering several hectares 
and giving the impression of repeated revisiting of 
favoured locations. The scauers are mostly of debitage 
from the working of beach pebble ftint. dominated 
by bladelet cores and Rakes. but characterized by the 
suite of tool types described earlier. Despite an overall 
homogeneity among the lithic collections, there are 
nonetheless some apparent di ffe rences in the spectrum 
of tool types present which imply a degree of variation 
in the activities taking place at different sites. An 
exception to the norm of microliths. denticulates, and 
bevelled pebbles is provided (for instance) by the site 
at Cwm Bach I, Pembrokesbire, where there are also 
Significant numbers of burins (12"" of the retouched 
component). truncated pieces, and 'bus', as well as 
unusual pebble tools such as 'counter-sunk pebbles'. 
Although such variations between tool-k1ts can be 
observed. and may be assumed to relate to varying 
subsistence activities, the archaeological record is 
otherwise far too impoverished 10 determine what such 
activities may have been. Much speculation has, for 
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example, been expended on inconclusiv~ attempts to 
explain the rep~ated occurrence of bevelled pebbles. 
Ingeniously contrived links betwe~n these tools and the 
exploitation of seals (Jacobi 1980, 189: Movius 1942) 
remain unconfirmed. 

It seems likely. with such an abundance of resources 
near the coast, that exploitation strategies w;u also have 
been combined at panicular locations. leading to complex 
lithic signatures which in many cases have become mixed 
as the same locations were revisited over extended periods 
of time, perhaps with changing subsistence targets. Certain 
categories of site, such as shell middens or seal kills on 
the contemporary foreshore, may since have disappeared 
through erosion, inundation, or sedimentation. That 
many sites were revisited over periods of thousands of 
years is apparent from palimpsests of chronologically 
quite distinct tool types, which in some cases extend from 
the earliest Mesolithic to the Neolithic, as exemplified by 
the span of ~c determinations at The Nab Head. While it 
is always tempting to seek economically and geographi· 
cally deterministic explanations for the particular appeal 
of such coastal sites, their evident use for such extended 
timescales invokes other considerations. These include 
the possible importance of embedded tradition and folk 
memory, which may lead to certain landmarks and types 
of site acquiring panicular appeal above and beyond the 
undertaking of any shoner term subsistence objectives 
(David 1990, 289). Such explanations, and the concept 
of 'place' in a hypothesized Mesolithic cosmology 
(Tilley 1994), provoking though they are. are even more 
elusive of verification than the subsistence strategies that 
undoubtedly did play a role. 

Here we can turn again to those fleeting glimpses of 
better-preserved Later Mesolithic remains on the present 
foreshore, rather than the clifftops. As indicated above, 
these are usually without useful contextual and chrono
logical supporting evidence, but a recent exception has 
been provided by the excavation of part of a newly 
discovered site at Goldcliff, on tbe Severn Levels. 

Goldcliff is a projection into the Severn Estuary 
c.4km east of Newport, which in the Later Mesolithic 
was once a small wooded island su.rrounded by marsh, 
c.3.5m above contemporary sea level (Bell et al. 2000). 
There is widespread evidence for Mesolithic activity 
on the island, but excavations have been concentrated 
near the present-day high-water mark where fauna! 
remains, charcoal, and cultural material were observed 
in a clearly defined clay layer sealed beneath estuarine 
clay and peat. A modest excavated lithic collection of 
633 pieces included 15 retouched items, among which 
the only certainly diagnostic Later Mesolithic pieces 
are three narrow-blade microliths. The debitage. mostly 
of beach pebble ftint. but with some tuff and chcrt, is 
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predominantly composed of flakes but includes bladelet 
and bipolar scalar cores. Bevelled pebbles, significantly, 
are absent. The fauna] remains found associated with 
this material were identified as red and roe deer, pig, 
otter. wolf. bird (mallard and coot), a.nd five species of 
small fish (eel, smelt, goby. stickleback. and flatfish). A 
significant proportion of this and the lithic material are 
burnt and two per cent of the mammal bones are marked 
by cuts. with additional evidence for deliberate bone 
breakage. Radiocarbon determinations (Bell et al. 2000. 
59) on a cut deer bone give a result of 5800-5520 ea] BC 
(OxA-6683). and results on three samples of charcoal 
centre on 5410 cal BC, while a funher determination, 
on hazelnut shell, of 4440-4040 cal BC (OxA-6682). 
is substantially later and is broadly equivalent to that on 
the Lydstep pig. 

At the time of the main occupation at Goldcliff 
(estimat~d to have occurred between C-5600- 5200 
cal BC) sea level was retreating, and the surrounding 
vegetation was oak woodland with hazel scrub, the 
growth of the latter perhaps being encouraged by the 
human activity. The hunting and fishing potential of 
such surroundings and of the adjacent estuary is clear 
(Bell et aL 2000, 61). The anatomical representation, and 
the burning of bones, suggests that deer may have been 
processed at the site and cooked there. although some 
bits may have been taken away. By contrast, pigs were 
butchered but not burnt, with the choicer joints perhaps 
being removed elsewhere. Although no definitive 
evidence for structures, pits, or hearths was found (with 
the exception of a stakehole), the distributions of burnt 
bone and lithic materials suggest strongly that different 
activities were ta king place in discrete areas. Seasonal 
indicators (pig and fish bones) are taken to imply short
term occupation in winter (or early spring). 

An unusual addition to the range of evidence emerging 
from Goldcliff has been the discovery of approximately 
contemporary human footprints preserved in laminated 
estua.rine sills exposed at low tide at Uskmoutb and Magor 
Plll (Aldhouse-Green et al. 1992) and at Goldcliff (Bell 
et al. 2001). The first were found in 1986 at Uskmouth, 
where three trails of prints were subsequently recorded 
within an estuarine clay overlain by peat, close to the find 
of the Uskmouth mattock (see above). A "C de.termina
tion on the peal provides a terminus allle quem of 5460-
4960 cal BC (OxA-2627). Environmental interpretation 
of the area suggests saltmarsh in the vicinity at the time 
the footprints were made, with a dry-land environment 
dominated by mixed deciduous woodland with pine, 
lime, elm. and hazel. The estuary landscape would have 
been one of an open environment of intenidal mudftats 
and salt-marshes gradually being colonized seawards, 
first by reedswamp and later by carr woodland. The 
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footprints are significant in govmg us some tangible 
evidence of Later Mesolithic people and it is worth 
noting that the determination for the Uskmout.h antler 
mattock at 5320- 4850 cal BC (OxA-4574: Aldhouse
Green & Housley 1993) is remarkably similar to that for 
the footprints. 

At Magor Pill, a liule further east from Uskmouth, 
a further trail of prints was identified crossed by other 
prints, the extent of which was limited owing to poor 
preservation. These prints have a termifws ante quem of 
4780-4360 cal BC (OxA-2626; Aldhouse-Green et al. 
1992). Fur ther human footprints have also been identi· 
fied at Goldcliff (Bell et al. 2001). 

Surprisingly little evidence has yet been forthcoming 
from Welsh coastal sites for the particular exploitation 
of any one resource. Given the emphasis upon shellfish 
at Mesolithic sites further afield (e.g. Bailey 1978; 
Mellars 1987}, and the likely abundance of these along 
Welsh coasts, it is surprising that middens are not more 
visible in the archaeological record. Apart from a 
possible instance from Nanna's Cave, Caldey, (Lacaille 
& Grimes 1955, 10 1), the only other relevant evidence 
may be that from Nant Hall Road, Prestatyn. where 
a shell midden was found in 1991 during develop· 
men! work (Brimell & Flook 1991). Subsequent work 
has identified ftint and chert artefacts from four shell 
middens. 1\vo middens of cockle shells appear to be 
Neolithic in age (Thomas 1992), while " C determina
tions from two mussel-shell middens have given results 
of 4330- 3950 cat BC (CAR-1423) and 4530- 4170 cal 
BC (CAR- 1420), suggesting a very Late Mesolithic 
or early Neolitbic origin (Thomas 1993). The site and 
its lith ic assemblage are unpublished beyond the brief 
reports quoted above. 

Turning inland and towards the higher ground of the 
Cambrian Mountains and its valley systems one is faced 
with a relative vacuum. Much of the area is not suitable 
for the observation and collection of worked lithic 
material and it is likely that the current distribution is 
both very uneven and incomplete. Exceptional concen · 
trations of finds such as those recorded in the Craig· 
y-Llyn area of tbe Glamorgan uplands (Savory 1961; 
1962: Stanton 1984) must, to some extent, reflect the 
inftuence that local collectors can exert on distribution 
maps. The Glamorgan findspots, located on the upland 
interfluves drained by the south Wales valleys, mostly 
at heights exceeding 500m, though predominantly 
Me<olithic, include both Early and Later components, 
and lack chronological resolution. A similar cluster of 
findspots has also been identified in the Black Mountains 
of Monmouthshire {Oiding 2000; Walker forthcoming). 
while more substantial lithic scatters are recorded on 
valley side and in valley-bottom locations, for example, 
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Usk. Llanmelin Wood, and Troy Meadows, all in 
Monmouthshire (Walker forthcoming}. 

Further west, on the Brecon Beacons at the head of 
the Tawe valley. is Waun Fignen Felen where a number 
of small scaners of Later Mesolithic material, including 
microliths, have been studied (Barton et al. 1995). 
These are interpreted as evidence of short- term hunting 
expeditions to take advantage of the animals and birds 
also attracted to this shallow upland lake marsh, the 
surroundings of which may have been deliberately fired 
to promote grazing. 

Other inland sites include Brenig. Llyn Aled lsaf, and 
Tandderwen in north Wales, all of which have produced 
substantial lithic assemblages. Brenig 53 has already 
been referred to above. The collection from Llyn Aled 
lsaf, only some 7km from Brenig, still awaits publication 
but is known to include a substantial Later Mesoli thic 
component made on fl int and local cherts. There is 
also the possibility of structural evidence at this site 
(Jenkins 1990). At Tandderwen, near Denbigh, a site 
excavated for its early Christian and Bronze Age burials 
was also found to have a Later Mesolithic assemblage. 
There are no ''C determinat.ions for this assemblage but 
the presence of narrow-blade microliths and knapping 
debitage would suggest a late date (Brassil et al. 1991. 
70). Recent excavation and earlier fieldwalking in the 
Walton Basin of Radnorsbire has also located quantities 
of lithic material but only a small proportion seems to be 
Later Mesolithic (Gibson 1999, 51). 

The end of the Mesolithic period 
From the evidence partially outlined above it would seem 
that Wales supported a more or less flourishing Later 
Mesolithic population exploiting all of the available 
territory. but with a marked concentration of activity 
near the contemporary coastline which offered a mild 
climate. very abundant and various resources. as well as 
a coastwise ease of communication. Such an optimiza. 
tion has prompted suggestions that hunter-gatherers 
may have been able to subsist at coastal sites throughout 
the year and may thus have developed sedentary habits. 
Whether such stable and economically well-sustained 
societies were then predisposed towards an early uptake 
of agricultural practices and Neolithic ideas, or actually 
had no need of them until much later. is unresolved. 
The dating evidence from Wales certainly indicates the 
likelihood of an overlap, even if the social and economic 
dynamics of the ' transition' remain completely obscure-

The age of the pig from Lydstep Haven, with its 
incontrovertibly associated microliths, is centred on 
c.4150 cal BC. apparently later than the first documented 
appearance of distinct NeoUthic activity in Wales, 
at Coygan Camp, Carmarthenshire. If this dating is 
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correct (and caution is necessary on account of the use of 
preservatives on the specimen; Jacobi pers. comm.), the 
unfortunate creature may have expired at just the time 
when indigenous hunters were confronting or adopting the 
new (or simply different) subsistence methods. One can 
even conjecture (Lewis 1992) that the pig was a domesti
cate, in which case it might have been a Neolithie escapee 
fallen prey to, or poached by, an indigenous hunter. 

Further suggestive intermingling of traits so often 
perceived to be exclusive either to bunting or agricul· 
tural communities is provided by the ground stone tools 
from Mesolitbic contexts at The Nab Head. Here stone 
axebeads with micro- triangle microliths may date from 
as early as c.3750 cal BC, if not substantially earlier. 
Finds from The Nab Head Site 11 include a crude leaf· 
shaped arrowhead, found with bevelled pebbles and 
micro-triangle microliths. While these objects cannot 
be guaranteed to be coeval, there is a temptation to muse 
on the circumstances that might have made them so 
- perhaps a farmer's ineffective shot at an animal later 
brought down by hunters? That such speculation might 
be taken at all seriously is perhaps an indication of the 
severe shortage of data upon which to construct any more 
convincing scenarios. Such scenarios should also include 
consideration of the role played by social pressures and 
the influence of ideologies on the transition, perhaps 
even in p.roviding the main impetus for change. The 
shared coastal locations of Neolithic burial chambers 
and Mesolithic flint scatters in west Wales seem more 
than mere coincidence, and, although both types of site 
remain very poorly dated, it seems probable that there 
is a degree of chronological overlap (David 1990, 298). 
It has been suggested (Tilley 1994, 86) that the special 
significance invested in certain places by indigenous 
Mesolithic peoples may have extended to the later 
symboUc placement of ritual megalithic Structures. 

Conclusion 

If the above account has repeatedly stressed the lack 
of sufficient data to describe the Welsh Mesolithic 
adequately, then in conclusion we should offer some 
suggestions for redressing this imbalance. Perhaps the 
single most pressing need is for new fieldwork, aimed 
both towards the location of new sites in understudied 
areas such as the inland core, and also towards the 
thorough excavation of examples where good organic 
preservation is assured. Only through the latter process 
will the chronological, economic, and environmental 
contextS become adequately defined. Invaluable though 
Iithics have been in building up our existing database, it 
is now crucial that this information is fleshed out with a 
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fuller knowledge of the missing organic component and 
linked authoritatively to an absolute timescale. From this 
will develop a better comprehension of social dynamics, 
which could be enhanced by closer study of raw material 
moveme.nts and the future investigation of human 
remains and buria.l sites. 

As has recently been demonstrated at sites in the 
Severn Levels, it is just such intertidal and lowland zones 
that seem most suited to such future research effort. 
The recognition of the high level of preservation and the 
great spatial extent of relevant deposits, as well as the 
vulnerability of these delicate remains to further erosion. 
lend a special urgency to this objective. Caves, too, will 
continue to offer promising targets for future excavation, 
both in lowland and highland areas. 

Note 

I. Radiocarbon determinations have been calibrated 
with data from Stuiver et al. (1998), using OxCal 
(v2.18) (Brook Ramsey 1995). The date ranges have 
been calculated according to the maximum intercept 
method (Stuiver and Reimer 1986) and are cited in 
the text at two sigma (95 per cent confidence). They 
are quoted in the form recommended by Mook (1986), 
with the end points rounded outwards to 10 years. 
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Chapter 18 

The Mesolithic Period in England: 
Current Perspectives and New Research 

NICK BARTON and ALISON ROBERTS 

This chapter provides a review of recently published 
research on the Mesolithic period in England. lt 
re-examines the "C record for the Early and Later 
MesoUthic, and uses new isotopic studies on human 
bones to compare dietary behavioural palterns in 
the two phases. Applying information on lithic raw 
material use, the paper argues that in the Early 
Mesolithic people practiced high logistical mobility, 
possibly accompanied by low residential mobility. 
This con be contrasted with the Later Mesolitilic when 
people may have made more frequent residential moves 
and had high logistical mobility but occupied smaller 
lrome territories. 

lntroduction 

The purpose of this paper is to review some of the latest 
developments in the Mesolithic period in England based 
on the results of published research up to 2001. In broad 
chronological terms the Mesolitbic period extends from 
c.IO,OOO to 5500 BP. Its beginn.ing corresponded to a 
s udden and intense climatic warming, an event identi
fied globally with the onset of the presem Holocene 
Interglacial. The timing of the earliest Mesolithic 
presence in England, therefore, continues to raise 
specific issues about the nature of the environment 
during this period, bow people adapted to it, and about 
aspects of continuity with the preceding Upper Palaeo
lithic period. Such matters have a direct bearing on the 
question of the fi rst peopling of Scotland. since it is 
generally believed that the earliest colonizers arrived 
from the south (Fin layson 1998). As in other regions 
of Europe the English Mesolithic archaeological record 
can be divided into distinctive Early and Later phases. 
Although discussion of these is dealt with with in a 'time 
period' framework, we also address more thematic 
topics concerning changes in mobility panerns and 
subsistence behaviour in Posrglacial hunter-gatherer 
societies. 
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C hronological and environmental considerations 

Any discussion of the Early Me:solithic must be set in 
the wider context of climatic and environmental changes 
at the Pleistocene-Holocene bou·ndary. In 1'C years the 
beginning of the Holocene is s·ituated at c.JO.OOO BP 
but this date is not in accord with absolute calendrical 
records that set the limit closer to 11,600 years ago (Alley 
et al. 1993). One of the main so·urces of discrepancy is 
the known periodic variation in atmospheric ••eo, that 
distorts the "C record by prodLEcing near constant "C 
ages or ' plateaux' over sbon periods of time (Kromer 
& Becker 1993; Kromer et al. 1996; Ashmore this 
volume). Several of these compressions have been 
identi Aed in the period covering the MesoHthic and one 
effect is that samples of greatly varying age produce 
overlapping results, giving the impression of a close 
chronological relationship where none exists. Although 
there is now an accurate c-alibration curve exlcnding 
back to 11,800 calendar years ago (Gulliksen et al. 1998; 
Stuiver & van der Plicht 1998), it is still not referred to 
very widely. In consequence, extra caution is necessary 
when interpreting the radiocarbon record of this period. 
For the sake of clarity all 14C dares quoted below are in 
uncorrected rad.iocarbon years BP. 

As a result of recent work a much clearer picture is 
beginning to emerge concerning the scale and rapidity 
of climatic changes at the Pleistocene-Holocene t.ransi
tion. The information comes from a variety of proxy 
indicators including evidence from ice-core records, 
fossi l beetles, chironomids (non-biting midge larvae). 
aod stable isotopes (Lowe et al. 1999). Immediately 
prior to the Postglacial warming, they reveal a widely 
documented phase of intense cold (the Younger Dryas 
Stadia!), probably lasting for some 500 14C years (Alley 
et al. 1993; Bjllrk et al. 1998). During this period polar 
ice wou ld have extended as far south as the SW coast of 
Ireland (Ruddiman et al. 1977) and ground temperatures 
in England were depressed to an estimated -5•c. with 
average winter temperatures of -J7•c (Atkinson et al. 
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1987). From this low point of extreme cold, the transi· 
lion to milder conditions seems to have taken place very 
abruptly. Proxy indicators reveal an extremely sharp rise 
in mean annual temperatures of about 7•c producing 
average summer temperatures of 15.8°C (Atkinson er al. 
1987). Current estimates suggest this change occurred 
within the space of 20-50 years (Alley er al. 1993: 
Severinghaus et al. 1998). 

The delay in the botanical response to the initial 
Holocene climatic warming is well documenred in 
Britain (Bennett & Preece 1998). In a recent reappraisal 
of the evidence by Mellars and Dark (1998), it has been 
suggested that the arrival of fully developed birch 
woodland may have been delayed by up to 300-400 
years after the first phase of warming. Except for pans 
of Yorkshire (Mellars & Dark 1998) and East Anglia 
(Bennett 1983) where tree birch was present, evidence 
from other areas of the country suggests that the early 
Postglacial landscape for a long time remained fairly 
open. In SE England this is indica.ted by the occurrence 
of juniper scrub and rich herbaceous communities from 
10.100 BP and lasting umil c.9800 BP (Ben nett & Preece 
1998), with a broadly similar pattern inferred for NW 
England (Godwio et al. 1957). Pollen profiles from the 
upland moors of SW England record the presence of 
juniper and crowberry communities well into the early 
Holoeene, with birch woodland generally not becoming 
fully established in the region until c.9600-9500 BP, and 
even later at higher altitudes (Brown 19n: Caseldine 
& Hatton 1996: Caseldine & Maguire 1986). Some 
areas of the English Midlands also remained largely 
treeless until after c.9600 BP (Bartley & Morgan 1990). 
T he absence of woodland here may not just have been 
controlled by climatic factors. For example, there is no 
evidence for sustained tree growth on the chalk of the 
Yorkshire Wolds (Bush 1993: Bush & Flenley 1987) and 
the same may have been true for areas of similar geology 
in southern England (A. Parker pers. comm.). Thus. 
the overall picture emerging is of an Early Holocene 
landscape characterized by open vegetation, consisting 
mostly of low shrub and herbaceous plant communities 
with limited or no tree cover. 

Despite the rapidity of climatic improvement, 
fauna! records from England show that cold-adapted 
mammalian species continued to be present well into 
the Early Holocene. The clearest evidence of this 
persistence comes from reindeer (Rangifer rarandus). 
According to available AMS " C determinations on 
individual specimens this species was present in many 
parts of the country until about 9700 BP (Fig. 18.1), 
and possibly even later in Scotland if the isolated date 
of 8300:t90 BP (SRR-2105) from Creag nan Uamh, 
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Sutherland (Lawson 1984). is accepted at face value. 
The extinction of reindeer between 9800..9700 BP in 
Denmark (Aaris·Sfi!rensen 1999). suggests a broadly 
synchronous event across northern Europe. In England, 
its survival is probably largely attributable to a continu· 
ation of open vegetation conditions in the Preboreal, but 
other potential contributory factors including thermal 
tolerance and local presence of upland refug.ia have also 
been identified (Coard & Chamberlain 1999). Wild horse 
(Equus ferus), another member of the native Lateglacial 
fauna, is also known from Early Holocene records, but 
becomes ;ncreasingly ra.re through time. Its numbers 
seem to h.ave been affected by the closing of environ· 
meots and the commensurate reduction of grazing 
opportunit·ies. Isolated late occurrences of horse have 
been noted at Flixton 11 in Yorl<shlre dating to c.9160 BP 
(P. Rowley-Conwy pers. comm.) and in the Wye Valley, 
Herefordshire, where a recently excavated specimen 
from Cavall's Cave has a reported age of 7440 :t 70 BP 
(OxA-8168). 

Tbe time tag in vegetationa.l succession may explain 
the relatively late arrival of mammalian species more 
typically indicative of Postglacial conditions (Coard & 
Chamberlain 1999). In England, a gradual change in the 
fauna is signalled after9700 BP (Fig. 18.1) by the appear· 
ance of species common to open birch woodland, such 
as European elk (Alces alces), at Star Carr. Yorkshire, 
and Thateham ill. Berk.shire. Other typical woodland 
indicators like wild cattle (Bos primigenius). roe deer 
(Capreolrts capreol11s). and beaver (Casror fiber) also 
begin to appear after this time, and the development of 
more closed woodland environments is signified after 
c.9000 BP by the occurrence of northern lynx (Lynx 
lynx), which has been AMS dated to 8930:90 BP 
(OxA-7143) at Killey Shelter Cave. Devon (Coard & 
Chamberlain 1999). 

Technology and typology in the Mesolithic 

The chronological ordering of the Mesolithic into 
di~tinctive 'Early' and 'Later' facies is still the most 
widely aocepted method of classification in use today 
(Jacobi 1973: Mellars 1974). The division is based on 
well-established typological and technological criteria 
of lithic anefacts and is also supported by dating 
evidence which places the Early Mesolithic between 
c.I0,000- 8500 BP and the Later Mesolithic between 
c.8500- 5500 BP (Mithen 1999: Wymer 1991). Despite 
the continuing usefulness of these categories in a broad 
sense, in r,eality the boundaries are imprecise and there 
appears to be far more complexity than the bi-partite 
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F IGURE 18.1 
AMS ''C dates for reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) and tempera1e woodland fauna in the Late PleiSiocene-Early Holocene. 

The dates are calibrated according to OxCal 3.4. 

division would imply. There is now an increasing need to 
review some of the terminology for assemblages within 
each of the categories (Barton 1989). For example, many 
authorities would now recognize two, if not more, phases 
of the Early Mesolithic. 

Long-blade technology 
Evidence for what might be termed an Epipalaeolithic 
(sensu Clark I 980, 39) or Initial Mesolithic technology 
comes from a number of locations mainly concenlrated 
in southern England and often near good quality ftint 
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sources (Barton 1989; 1998; Cook & Jacobi 1994; 
Wymer 1976). Lithic assemblages of this kind are 
characterized by large, well-made blades (> 120mm) 
and opposed-platform blade cores more than IOOmm in 
length. Among artefacts commonly associated with these 
assemblages are heavily edge-damaged blades, known 
as 'bruised blades' or lames machurees. The damage 
on them has been interpreted as a form of use-wear 
resuhing from chopping hard materials such as bone or 
antler (Barton 1986), or alternalively from the shaping 
and maintenance of sandstone knapping tools (Fagnart 
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& Plisson 1997). The assemblages 3!C overwhelmingly 
dominated by blade debitage products but among the few 
retouched tools are end scrapers and burins, sometimes 
on the ends of large Rakes or blades, as well as microliths 
nm unlike those found in the Early Mesolithic. 

From the point of view of the clraine operatoire the 
long-blade assemblages are regarded as more ' Upper 
Palaeolithic-like' than Mesolithic (Barton 1986; 1998; 
Dumont 1997). This is particularly seen in the various 
stages of core preparation and reduction, for example 
in the special use of faceting preparation of striking 
platforms. It is likely that features such as these have 
some degree of chronological significance and support 
the contention that the long-blade technology is allied to 
the Final Palaeolithic. 

The long-blade technology is believed to cover a 
relatively restricted time-span covering the end of the 
Youngest Oryas and the initial Holocene. Among the 
''C dates published are those from Three Ways Wharf, 
Uxbridge. Greater London, and Sproughton, Ipswich, 
Suffolk, while new dating based on OSL (optically 
stimulated luminescence) has been obtained from 
Avington VI, Berkshire. The AMS dating at Three Ways 
Wharf of 10,270:1: 100 BP (OxA-1788) and 10,010:1: 120 
BP (OxA-1902). is on two well-associated horse teeth 
within a scatter of long and bruised blades (Lewis 
1991). The earlier of the two dates falls just prior to 
the known plateau at 10,000 BP and compares favour
ably with directly dated reindeer specimens from the 
Ahrensburgian layer at Stellmoor in Germany (Fiseher 
& Tauber 1986). The lithic technologies at both locali
ties are regarded as broadly comparable (Barton 1989) 
and it is relevant that the small-stemmed points found 
at Stellmoor are also present at several British sites, 
including Avington VI (Barton 1997a; Barton & Froom 
1986). Further confidence in this chronological interpre
tation is provided by a sequence of three OSL dates from 
the site of Avington VI that gave a minimum value of 
c.l0,300 years ago for sediments enclosing the long
blade assemblage (Barton et al. 1998). 

While some of the long-blade dating evidence appears 
to fall wilhin the final part of the Younger Oryas, indica
tions from the site of Sproughton suggest that the same 
technology may also have persisted into the initial 
Holoccne. The Sproughton industry was recovered 
from above an infilled channel of the River Gipping. A 
comprehensive series of "C dates on wood exists for the 
channel with an age of9888± 120 BP (HAR-259) attrib
uted to the uppermost sample (Rose 1976; Wymer 1976). 
just beneat.h the deposits containing the long blades and 
thus providing a maximum age for the industry. 

Some further evidence for chronological ordering 
within the long-blade technology may be detectable 
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based on nuances in the styles of microliths in these 
assemblages. or particular note, in this respect, are the 
simple oblique points with a markedly eoncave trunca
tion and showing additional retouch at the base present 
at Uxbridge (Lewis 1991, fig. 23.10) and recognized at 
the newly discovered site of Launde in Leicestershire 
(L. Cooper pers. comm.). Here, striking parallels can be 
seen among microlitbs from the Epi-Ahrensburgian sites 
of Oudehaske and Gramsbergen I in The Netherlands 
(Johansen & Stapert 1998, fig. 69), and may imply the 
existence of geographically extensive social networks 
stretching from eastern Britain into the northern Nether
lands. possibly over a relatively brief period of the latest 
Glacial. 

The Preboreal Early Mesolithic phase (10,000-9000 
BP) 
Flint assemblages combining simple microlith forms 
(oblique points and broad triangles) with a range of other 
equipment including end serapers, microdenticulates, 
burins, awls (meches de foret), and bifacially flaked 
axeheads o r adzes can be defined unequivocally as Early 
Mesolithic. T he appearance of axcheads and adze-~ in 
these tool kitS does not seem to be fortuitous and provides 
further anecdotal evidence for human adaptation to an 
increasingly wooded environment (cf. Childe 1931). 

Within the English Early Mesolilhic two typologi
cally discrete groupings have been identified (Jacobi 
1976; Radley & Mellars 1964). They are represented 
on the one hand by 'Star Carr type' assemblages in 
which the microliths are dominated by broad oblique 
points, isosceles triangle-~. and trapezoids, and, on the 
other hand, by 'Deepear type' assemblages in which the 
mic.roliths are typified by more slender oblique points 
with a rarity of isosceles triangle-~ and trapezoids (Fig. 
18.2: cf. Reynier 1997). T here is no clear agreement 
concerning the significance of the two groupings. 

A recent reassessment of the evidence proposed that 
the Star Carr type assemblages were generally o lder than 
those of the Dcepear group, though with some degree 
of chronological overlap (Reynicr 1998). Reynicr also 
suggested differing distribution patterns for the two 
assemblage groups. with Star Carr assemblages being 
concentrated in northern and western Britain in both 
upland and lowland river valley locations, whereas 
Deepcar assemblages are found throughout the country 
but predominantly in lowland river-valley locations 
(Fig. 18.3). If the artefactS are representative of separate 
social groupings then this may indicate different settle
ment strategies (Reynier 1998, 178) or perhaps contem
porary use of the landscape by human groups occupying 
very similar geographic ranges (Mellars & Dark 1998, 
240). Alternatively. they may simply indicate functional 
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FIGURE 18.2 
Selected Early Mesolilhic microlith forms from English sites. SC: 'Star Carr type' from Broxboume 104, Hertfordshire (top row); DC: 
'Deepcar type' from Marsh Benharn, Berkshire (top middle row); HS: · Horsham type' from Longmoor I, Hampshire (lower middle row, 
with Horsharn points founh to eighth from left): and HH: 'Honey Hill type' from Two Mile Bouom. Suffolk (bol!om row. all inverse 

basally retouched points). (After Reynier 1997, figs 2-5; seale approx. actual size) 
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F IGURE 18.3 
Distribution of main 'StarCarr!ypc' (opcncircles) and 'Oeepcar 
type' (closed cin:les) assemblages in England and Wales (after 

Reynier 1997, fig. l, with additions). 

variation within one major grouping. Unfonunately 
there is no way of resolving the question at present given 
the paucity of dates available for the Early Mesolithic 
assemblages and the difficulties presenled by the plateau 
around 9500-9600 BP. Nevenbeless, it may be no coinci
dence that the broad oblique microlith fonns in Star Carr 
type assemblages are prefigured in the inilial Holocene 
long-blade assemblages, and this may argue in favour of 
a slightly earlier chronological development. 

As has already been stated, one of the major 
challenges currently facing archaeologists studying 
the Mesolithic period is to begin to establish a reliable 
chronology for the Early Mesolithic (Jacobi 1994). So 
far the oldest acknowledged dates for this period are 
those from Star Carr. Recently published infonnalion 
suggests that Mesoli.tbic human activity in the area 
around the site probably began a little after 9700 BP 
(Dark 1998; 2000). Slightly later dates, including one on 
a birch resin 'cake' of9350±90 BP (OxA-2343; Roberis 
et al. 1998), suggest that the occupation horizon revealed 
during the 1950s excavations may have occurred 
between 9400-9100 BP (Mellars & Dark 1998, 211). At 
Thatcham III potentially much older occupation traces 
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have been uncovered (Churchill 1962; Wymer 1962). 
though the dating evidence is unfortunately ambiguous 
(Barlon 1991). The site is nonetheless wonhy of interest 
because it includes rare examples of hearth structures 
(Wymer 1962). Two hearths have yielded "C dates of 
10.365:1: 170 BP (Q-659) and 10,030:170 BP (Q-658) 
respectively on bulked charcoal and, if taken at face 
value, may suggest that human activity began at the site 
in the Lateglacial. While there is no way or determining 
which, if any, of the lithic artefacts might belong to this 
phase, it can be noted thal a new AMS date of 9200±90 
BP (OxA-2848) has also been obtained from site Ill 
(Roberts et al. 1998). The date is from resin adhering to 
a struck ftake found within the main occupation horizon 
in Layer 4 and thus provides an incontrovenible link 
with the Early Mcsolithic assemblage from the same 
layer. 

The Boreal Early Mesolithic phase (9000-8500 BP) 
Occupying a slightly later chronological position than the 
Star Carr and Deepcar assemblages, and arguably part of 
an innovation process that began c.9000 BP, is another 
set of Early Mesolithic assemblages dislributed mainly 
in southern England. They include the 'Horsbam' (Ciark 
1934) and 'Honey Hill' (Saville 1981a; 1981b) assemblage 
types, each defined by the presence or distinctive basally 
retouched microlith fonns (Fig. 18.2). The groupings 
have recently been re-examined by Reynier (1997). The 
type fossi l for the Horshann group is the hollow-based 
point, but oblique ronns still continue to be margin · 
ally lhe more common microlith fonn in assemblages 
of this kind. The oblique forms have been shown to be 
significantly shorter than those in the Prcboreal (Reynier 
1994). ln the Honey Hill group the most character
istic microlith is the inverse basally retouched backed 
point, though here again small oblique points usually 
predominate, Tbe two groupings appear to occupy 
non-overlapping geographical distributions (Fig. 18.4). 
Whereas the Horsharn group is mainly confined to SE 
England, the Honey Hill group appears most frequently 
in the Midlands a.nd East Anglia (Reynier 1997). It may 
be possible to identify a long-blade facies in the latter 
group, if the microlith components present at the King's 
Site. Suffolk, do indeed fonn pan of a homogeneous 
assemblage as has been suggested recently (R. Jacobi 
pers. comm.). 

So far there is only very limited dating evidence for 
the Boreal assemblages. Two dates from Longmoor 
lnclosure I, Hampshire, of 8930± 100 BP (OxA-376) 
and 8760± 110 BP (OxA-377; Gillespie et al. 1985), 
currently offer the most reliable estimates for the age of 
the Horsbam group. Other evidence in support of a later 
'Horsham' phase in the Early Mesolithic is provided 
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in Rankine's observation that a few of the Horsham 
points at Oakhanger were recovered in a stratigraphi
cally higher position than the main Early Mesolithic 
assemblage (Rankine er al. 1960). There are presently 
no dates available for the Honey Hill group, nor any 
evidence that the group overlapped chronologically 
with the Horsham assemblages. Some indication of the 
late persistence of the Honey Hill group is given by two 
dates of just over 8000 "C years old from Ballacregga, 
Glen Wyllin. Isle of Man, for an assemblage containing 
inversely basally retouched backed points (S. McCartan 
pers. comm. and this volume). 

It is clear from this brief summary that the Boreal 
phase of the Early Mesolithic is in need of further 
detailed assessment and study. Apart from new excava
tion. one potentially useful line of enquiry would be 
a re-examination of the geographical spread of the 
microlith types making up the Horsham and Honey Hill 
assemblages, and to identify further stylistic or regional 
groupings. The currently available evidence indicates 
the occurrence of a range of basally retouched microlith 
types outside the main Horsham and Honey Hi ll areas. 
For example, inverse basally rer.ouched microl ithic 
points are known from the Isle of Man (Ciark 1935) 
and from findspots in north Devon and Cornwall as 
far SW as Trevose Head. Variants of hollow-based 
forms occur in north and east Devon (Berridge 1985; 
Rosenfeld 1969), the Isle of Man (Woodman 1987), and 
south Wales (Wainwright 1963). Such a distribution. 
if signifying mutually overlapping annual ranges or 
hunting territories. may hint at a growth in population 
and with it the possibility of increased competition for 
resources. 

On the other hand it may be no coincidence that the 
appearance of these microlith types after c.9000 BP 
corresponded with the major phase of deciduous forest 
expansion across most of the country (Bell & Walker 
1992). If the developing woodland led to a greater 
fragmentation and isolation of communities then it is 
in just such a period that we might expect to see the 
emergence of more pronounced regional diversity 
in microlith styles. lt is also worth keeping in mind 
Reynier's (1997) suggestion that the emergence of basally 
modified points at this time might indicate that changes 
were being made to traditional hafting arrangements. 

The Later Mesolithic phase (8500-5500 BP) 
The occurrenc,e of lithic assemblages dominated by 
small geometric microlith forms is a defining charac
teristic of the Later Mesolithic. In England such 
assemblages begin to appear after c.8500 BP but it is 
difficult to see whether this was a further consequence 
of changes initiated in the Boreal Early Mesolithic or 
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FlOURE 18.4 
Distribution of findspotS with hollow-based pointS ('Horsham 
type' and related variants; closed triangles) and basally inverse 
retouched pointS ('Honey Hill type' and related variantS; open 
triangles) in England and Wales (after Reynier 1997, fig. I. with 

additions). 

indicative of a sharp break with extsttng traditions. 
Although Jacobi (1976) has made the point that the 
divergence of the English Later Mesolithic from the 
European technologies was linked to the opening of 
the English Channel, newer evidence suggests that 
Britain did not become a true island until c.7000 "C 
BP (Funnell 1995). It therefore seems un likely that the 
development of the Later Mesolithic in England was in 
complete isolation from the rest of Europe. 

Despite the wealth of findspots that can be attributed 
on typological grounds to the Later Mesolithic, the 
number of well-dated assemblages in England remains 
disappointingly sparse. To complicate matters many of 
the published "C dates (e.g. Smith 1992) have uncertain 
associations or are on bulked charcoal samples and 
should be treated with caution or discarded. Among the 
smaller sample of acceptable dates are AMS determina
tions on humanly modified items and on wood charcoal 
from sealed contexts, such as pits, which may contain 
lithic artefacts. A good example of the former is the AMS 
dating programme on bone and antler artefacts (Tolan-
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Smith & Bonsall 1998), but few of the specimens are 
from contexts tirmly associated with lithic artefacts. As 
with other parts of the Mesolithie chronology, difficulties 
in interpretation are compounded during this period by 
the existence of further compressions in the radiocarbon 
record, including those at 8750 BP and 8250 BP (Kromer 
& Seeker 1993). 

Among the oldest reliably dated English sites 
with geometric microliths is Site BIOI Tolpitts Lane, 
Hertfordshire, which contained straight-backed pieces 
and small scalene triangles. Here, charcoal fragments 
collected from a shallow depression with lithic artefacts 
yielded an age determination of 8260:!: 120 BP (Q-1147; 
Switsur & Jacobi 1979). Potentially of similar or slightly 
earlier age is the assemblage from a pit infill at Broom 
Hill, Hampshire. This deposit contained 33 microlitbs 
of Later Mesolithic types including small oblique points, 
curved backed pieces, straight-backed bladelets, and 
narrow scalene triangles. In this case the assemblage 
was sandwiched by a charcoal date of 7830:!: 120 BP 
(Q-1460) from the ' top' of the pit infill, and a series 
of three dates from the base of the pit: 8540± 150 BP 
(Q-1192); 8315± 150 BP (Q-1383); and 85 15± 150 BP 
(Q -1528) (O'Malley & Jacobi 1978). 

Another well-contexted early date for a Later Mesa
lithic assemblage comes from a presumed composite 
arrowhead from Seamer Carr. Yorkshire. The age 
determination of 82lO:t 150 BP (HAR-6498) on a 
fragment of crushed poplar or willow wood, probably the 
shaft, provides a secure date on a group of 16 mieroliths, 
made up of 15 straight backed forms and one broken 
'point' (David 1998). 

Within the broad definition of geometric microliths 
are a range of tiny forms described as microscalene 
triangles, microtrancbets. microrhomboids, and micro
Junatcs. Assemblages that contain these microlith forms 
are a lso usually associated with 'rods' (narrow straight 
pieces with backing along both edges, cf. Jacobi 1984). 
Dating evidence for these assemblages is still extremely 
poor, but they do not seem to occur much before 7000 
BP. At Three Holes Cave, Devon, recent excavations near 
the entrance of the cave have produced a well-stratified 
Later Mesolithic assemblage consisting of microscalenc 
tri.angles and rods. AMS dates on associated smashed 
red deer bones show that the site was occupied during 
the early Atlantic chronozone (6330± 75 BP, OxA-4491; 
6120±75 BP, OxA-4492; Roberts 1996). Palaeoenvi
ronmental analyses from the site indicate that during 
this period the local environment was one of dense 
woodland and temperatures were warmer than those 
of today. 

Broadly comparable dates for the occurrence of micro 
scalene tdangles have been obtained from Misbourne, 
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Wiltshire, on associated bovid remains (6190±90 BP, 
OxA-601: 6100:!: 120 BP, OxA-619; 5970± 100 BP, 
OxA-618; Gowlett et al. 1986; R. Jacobi pers. comm.) 
and from the site of Madawg Rockshelter, Hereford
shire, where the younger of two age determinations 
on burnt hazelnut charcoal (6655:!:65 BP, OxA-6082) 
provide.~ an age for a hearth deposit containing a burnt 
mieroscalene triangle (Barton 1997b). Similar dates are 
also available for assemblages containing microscalenc 
forms in Wales, most notably from the site of Goldcliff 
in the Severn Estuary where the main Mesolithic context 
(1202) is well -dated to6760:80 BP (OxA-6683 on a cut 
red deer bone). 6430±80 (GU-2759 on charcoal), and 
6420±80 (SWAN-28 on charcoal: Barton & Bell 2000; 
for other examples see David & Walker this volume). 
Potentially the earliest dated occurrence of this microlith 
form is from the site of Broxbourne 105, Henfordshire, 
excavated in 1972 (Switsur & Jacobi 1979). This site 
produced refitting dehitage products and 42 microliths, 
including a discrete group of 14 microscalene triangles 
and a single rod that may be the remains of a composite 
arrowhead. The date of 7230:!: 150BP (OxA-593) on an 
associated aurochs's tooth is reliably supported by the 
results of palaeoenvironmental \YOrk on the peat profile 
at the site (Jacobi 1994). 

The relatively sudden appearance of these minute 
geometric forms close to 7000 BP seems to have been 
a widespread event and marks a significant innovation 
in the Later Mesolithic toolkiL No single cause has yet 
been put forward to explain the introduction of these 
forms though it might be significant that the changes 
took place against a background of rapid global climatic 
cooling c.7300 BP (c.8200 ice core years ago), which 
saw a decline in annual average temperatures of 6°:!: 2"C 
and may have lasted for 200 tO 300 calendar years (Alley 
et al. 1997). The pattern of the event in the Greenland 
ice core is described as being the same as that of the 
Younger Dryas (i.e. cold, dry, windy, dusty, and low in 
methane), although at only about half of the amplitude. 
Wbat effect this cooli ng and aridity might have had on 
the environment in Britain is as yet uncertain. but it is 
worth noting from the ice-core records that elsewhere 
forest-fire frequency increased 90 per cent during this 
event (A lley et aL 1997) 

Much uncertainty still surrounds the chronology 
of the very final pa.rt of Later Mesolithic activity in 
England and by implication its relationship with that 
of the earliest Neolithic. Currently the youngest dated 
Mesolithic assemblage comes from the site of Stratford's 
Yard in Buckinghamshire, where a well-stratified lithic 
collection with a microtranchet component has an age 
of 5890± 100 BP (BM-2404) (Stainton 1989). Another 
possible example comes from a natural shaft in the chalk 
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at Sixpenny Handley. Dorset, where a long sequence 
of AMS "C dates provides a well-bracketed age for a 
small group of rod-like microliths (probably the remains 
of a hafted arrow) at between 5355±45 (0xA-80JJ) 
and 5275±50 BP (OxA-7987). whlch underlie a level 
containing Neolithic artefacts (Alien & Green 1998). The 
paucity of reliably dated sites for this period belies the 
fact that where a contextual relationship can be shown 10 
exist between Later Mesolithic and early Neolithic flint 
assemblages. as for example in buried soils or underlying 
Neolithic earthworks, the Mesolithic finds often include 
minute geometric forms (e.g. Saville 1989). 

Human skeletal evidence and diet 

uaving aside questions of chronology. consider· 
able research e.fforrs are presently being devoted to 
studying non-material aspects of human lifestyles in 
the Mesolithic. An example of this kind is provided by 
the application of stable isotope analysis to the study 
of human diet. The method has been used routinely for 
many years in tbe Scandinaviao Mesolithic (Larsson 
1997; Price 1989; Schoeninger er al. 1983; Tauber 1981) 
but has only recently been extended to include human 
remains in Britain. The new work is an important 
by-product of the AMS dating programme at Oxford 
(Schulting & Richards 2000). During preparation of the 
human bone for dating the collagen can also be sampled 
for its o"C and o"N values (Richards & Hedges t999a; 

Richards & Mellars 1998; Richards & Schulting 2000). 
The basis of the method is fairly simple- by calculating 
the o "C values (the ra.tio of " C and "C) of the bone 
collagen it is possible 10 determine the main source of 
protein in the diet overthe last 5- 15 years of an individu
al's lifetime (Richards & Hedges 1999b). Using this 
technique the relative proportion of marine or terrestrial 
foods in the diet can often be estimated. For example, a 
human bone collagen o " C content of - 11 or-12%owould 
indicate an over-whelmingly(> 95 per cent) seafood diet, 
while at the other extreme. an almost totally land-based 
diet (> 95 per cent) would be shown by values of -20 
to -21%o. Useful supplementary information on food 
intake is provided by the o •IN values. which can be used 
to determine the relative contributions of plant versus 
animal protein in the diet (Richards & Mellars 1998). 

Isotopic analysis of Mesolithic human material from 
England (Table 18.1) so far includes samples from the 
sites of Thatcham lU in Berkshire, Aveline's Hole and 
Totiy Pot in Somerset. Breakwater Quarry in Devon. 
and Staythorpe in Nottinghamshire (Richards 2001 ; 
Richards & Schulting 2000; Schulting & Richards 2000; 
M. Richards pers. comm.). Except for Thatcham Ill and 
Staythorpe, all the sites are cave locations (Fig. 18.5) 
and the assumpt ion is that at least some of the remains 
represent deliberate human interments. The other 
striking feature is that apart from Breakwater Quarry 
they are all from inland locations. the most extreme 
case being Thatcham Ill that lies at least 80km from the 
nearest coastline. 

T•BLE 18. 1 
Mesolilhic human and dog $!able isotope values From England (after Richurds & Schulting 2000 and Richards 200 1). 

Site Lab no. "CBP Sample b"C%. 6"N%o 

Aveline's Hole OxA-799 9100:t 100 Homo -19.3 7.5 

Avclinc's Hole OxA·800 8860:t 100 Homo - 19.5 8.0 

Avcline's Hole OxA- 1070 8740.,100 Homo - 18.7 8.7 

Totty Pot BM-2973 8 180o>70 Homo -20.6 7.0 

Thatcham 3 - - Homo -21.9 8.4 

Thatcham 4 - - Canis -19.5 1.5 

Breakwater Quarry Cave OxA-47n I 861h75 Homo -20.2 -
S1aythorpe Beta-144!)16 6790:t40 Homo - 20.4 9.3 
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I'!GUR£ 18.5 
Distribution ofMesolithic ~uman remains in England and Wales. 
Open cir<:le (open air site): I - 'l'batcham ID. Open triangles 
(caves and rocks~elters): 2-5-Gough's Cave, Tatty Pot. Badger 
Hole,Aveline's Hole; 6- Kent's Cavern; 7-Breakwater Quarry 
Cave. Oreslon: 8-Fox Hole; 9-Worm's Head: 10-12- Ogof·yr· 
ye hen, Daylight Rock, Pouer's Cave: 13- Pontnewydd Cave. 

Although it has not been possible to date all the 
human material, it is clear from stratigraphic informa· 
tion that the specimen from Thatcham Ill derives from 
an Early Mesolithic context (Wymer 1962). Of the dated 
specimens all are of Preboreal or Boreal Mesolithic age. 
except for Staythorpe and Totty Pot. The results from the 
Early Mesolithic are remarkably consistent in showing 
a high terrestrial protein component to the diet. The 
humerus recovered from Thatcham Ill, possibly of an 
adult female (Newell et al. 1979), shows the strongest 
terrestrial dietary signal of all the samples (-21.9%.). 
Given the inland position of the site this is not especially 
surprising, although if anadromous fish, such as salmon, 
had been eaten this should have been detectable in the 
isotopic analysis (Richards & Hedges 1999a). This 
information finds confirmation in the low presence of 
fish remains recovered at site despite good conditions 
of preservation (Wymer 1962). Of potential relevance 
here too is that a bone of dog from the nearby location 
of Thatcham IV reveals very similar isotopic values to 
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that of the human bone, no doubt reflecting the closely 
interactive relationship between the two species during 
this period. 

It is also worth remarking that these results are in 
agreement with b "C values obtained on Early Mesa
lithic human material from elsewhere in NW Europe, 
including that of -24.1%. fiom a cranial specimen 
recovered in 1994 from near the North Hinder Bank 
in what is now the southern basin of the North Sea 
(9640:t400BP, UtC- 10063; Erdbrink & Tacoma 1997). 

These results are in contrast to earlier work which 
suggested a marine influence in the Early Mesolithic diet 
based on a study of a juvenile dog vertebra from Seamer 
Carr (Ciutton-Brock & Noe-Nyggard 1990). The strong 
marine signal in the bone implied that humans and 
their domesticated dogs were frequent visitors to the 
coast. This interpretation was subsequently undermined 
following the publication of results that attributed the 
low li "C isotopic values to ingestion by the dog of 
locally derived foods from the calcareous waters of 
Lake Pickering (Day 1996). A separate analysis of the 
dog bone failed to reveal any preserved collagen at all 
in the original sample (Richards & Schulting 2000). 
More recently, a o "C value of -l9.0%c obtained on a dog 
from the nearby site of Star Carr (Ramsey pers. comm.) 
would seem to confirm a largely terrestrial protein diet 
and further weakens the case for intensive exploitation of 
the marine littoral by humans during the Preboreal. One 
adjunct of this study that also requires investigation is the 
relevance of the very early "C date on an isolated bone 
of domestic dog from Seamer Carr of 9940± 100 BP 
(OxA-1030; Hedges et al. 1987). Although apparently 
earlier than any of the Mesolithic dates in the area, it 
would be of interest to establish whether or not the age 
could have been amplified, for example by fractionation 
linked to a high marine dietary intake. lf this were so, it 
could theoretically reduc-e the "Cage of the sample by as 
much as 400 years (Stuiver & Braziunas 1993). thereby 
bringing it much closer into line with the occupation 
dates for Star Carr. 

Very similar dietary signals have been obtained from 
the other late Preboreal and Boreal Mesolithic human 
samples. lf Aveline's Hole is representative. it shows 
that most of the dietary protein of the inhabitants of 
the Mendips was obtained from land-based animal 
sources. The b "N values indicate that meat consump· 
tion was relatively high in Mesolithic humans, sharing 
a similar trophic level to carnivores such as northern 
lynx (Lynx lynx) (Ricbards & Schulting 2000). One 
unexpected result. however. is the high dietary intake 
of terrestrial animal protein shown by the Breakwater 
Quarry individual. Despite the position of the site, which 
would have been within a few ki lometres of the Boreal 
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shoreline, the o"C value on the dated bone implies a 
non-marine food diet. If not simply representing the 
food preferences of one individual or a change in diet in 
the latter stages ofHfe, it implies that even in near coastal 
situations greater emphasis was placed on hunting and 
consuming land mammals rather than marine foods. 

Out of the existing sample, isotopic information on 
the human diet in the Later Mesolithic is restricted to 
just two examples in England - from Touy Pot. in the 
Mendips. and Staythorpe, Nottinghamshire (Richards 
2001) - both inland locations. The isolated femur of 
an adult female from Staythorpe comes from a palaeo
channel in the Trent Valley, whereas the find from Totty 
Pot seems to be part of a deliberate burial. Both finds, 
however, do confirm the underlying pattern already 
estabHshed for the Early Mesolithic of the major part 
played in the diet by land-based mammals. Paradoxi
cally, they also provide an interesting contrast with 
Later Mesolithic human remains from coastal locations 
outside England, which for the first time reflect a strong 
marine influence in the diet. Such sites, along the 
Atlantic western seaboard, include examples from the 
Inner Hebrides of Scotland (Richards & Mellars 1998), 
west Wales (Richards & Schulring 2000; R. Schulting 
pers. comm.), and from western Ireland (Woodman er 
al. 1999). 

Some of the clearest marine signatures (>80%) are 
found in human remains from Caldey Island, Wales 
(Richards & Schulting 2000), which are broadly 
contemporary with the Totty Pot individual. Schulting 
has suggested that the most likely marine source of 
protein for this population came from sea mammals, 
such as seals (ibid.; Schulting pers. comm.). The 
Caldey evidence is particularly significant because 
it could imply a year-round focus of activities at the 
coast. Apart from specialized seal hunting and trapping 
during the late winter and early spring - when species 
such as grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) are found in 
large colonies and are at their most abundant (Grigson 
1989)- the high proportion could also indicate storage 
of meat and blubber for consumption during the other 
months. 

A further intriguing aspect of the dietary data in 
the Later Mesolithic is the degree of variability that it 
displays where evidence is preserved within the coastal 
zone. A case in point is the southern coastline of Wales 
where results from Caldey Island reveal markedly 
different dietary signatures from tho'e of the nearby 
Gower Coast (David & Walker this volume). Unlike the 
Caldey individuals, the human remains from Worm's 
Head and Fox Hole indicate a significant intake of 
protein derived from terrestrial sources. Whether or 
not this can be attributed to the economic practices 
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of separate social groupings and/or the proxtmny 
and nature of the contemporary coastline is of course 
difficult to interpret on present evidence. Some indica· 
tion that contemporary Later Mesolithic groups were 
following distinctive inland and coastal exploitation 
panerns is, however, suggested by isotopic evidence from 
western Ireland (Woodman er al. 1999). Here, isotopic 
differences have been noted between individuals from 
the inland location of Killuragh Cave (terrestrial signal) 
and from the coastal site of Fe triter's Cove in the Dingle 
Peninsula (marine signal). Some of the implications of 
these observations will be explored in the section on raw 
materials and human mobility patte.rns below. 

Raw materials, mobility, and sGCial territories 

Studies of lithic raw materials .are highly informative 
in reconstructing past mobility patterns, and this is 
especially true of the Mesolithic of northern and western 
England where a range of distinctive lithic types was 
used and can be accurately provenanced. Local sources 
may be defined as those occurring within the immediate 
vicinity of the site, non-local or exotic sources are by 
inference located outside this area but the distances 
involved may vary considerably. So far a number of 
studies have highl ighted the long-distance importation 
of lithic materials into areas where the local sources 
were either scarce or of unpredictable quality (Jacobi 
1978; MeUars & Dark 1998; Spikins 1996). In the Early 
Mesolithic this was no doubt partly in response to the 
continued emphasis on high-quality blade production 
that necessitated the selective procurement of suitable 
fine-grained rocks. The pattern of raw material extrac
tion may indicate the range over which people moved 
during the annual cycle. 

Some of the most detailed information on the use 
of raw materials in the Early Mesolithic comes from 
northern England where attention has been focused on 
Star Carr and lithic assemblages of related type. Clark 
(1972), in his seminal work Star Carr: a Case Study 
;,. Bioorchaeo/ogy, introduced tfle idea that Mesolithic 
hunter-gatherers operated within distinct winter and 
summer ranges as part of an extensive annual hunting 
territory. The potential scale of this territory could be 
measured against raw material distances, on the one hand 
between a site in the Pennines and. a source near Star Carr, 
and on the other by the oa:urrence of artefacts in a distinc
tive white flint at various Pennine sites, which could only 
have originated from the north Lincolnshire Wolds, 80km 
away. Indeed, in some cases, the white flint artefactS occur 
in the same frequencies (80-99%) as on the sites immedi· 
ately adjacent to the flint sources. Long-distance links 
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between individual findspots have also been described by 
Jacobi {1978), who noted precise parallels between the 
microlith forms found at Star Carr and those from the 
upland sites of Pointed Stone 2 and 3, situated 40km to 
the NW on the North York Moors. This theme has also 
recently been addressed by MeUars and Conneler (1998) 
who have shown that some of the high quality translucent 
Hints at Star Carr must have been transported up to 40km 
from sources in the NE part of the Vale of Pickering. 
Evidence for long-distance movement of raw materials 
does not appear to be confined to this area alone. For 
example, in NE England flints have been documented 
in the Wear Valley, which have travelled from at least 
as far south as Yorkshire (Young 1987), while work in 
south Wales indicates that flint, chert, and mudstone were 
moved across distances of over 80km (Barton et al. 1995). 
When viewed in totality these examples would appear to 
lend weight to the idea of widespread human movements 
in the landscape during this period. 

Additional scope for ana.lysing human mobility 
patterns is offered through the scudy of bone stable 
isotopes. So far the results of preliminary work on Early 
Mesolithic diets indicate a tendency for the consump· 
tion of terrestrial foods wich linle apparent input from 
migratory fish species or marine sources. This might 
be caken eo mean chat although people were travelling 
extensively in the landscape they were noc spending 
long periods at the coast. Alternatively, the data sample 
is small and possibly unrepresentative of the popula
tion as a whole. Despite these uncertainties. none of 
the evidence is inconsistent wich the idea that Early 
Mesolithic foragers occupied fairly extensive annual 
territories, whether solely inland (cf. Donahue & Lovis 
2000) or including the coastline as argued by others 
(Ciunon-Brock & Noe-Nygaard 1990). 

In the case of Star Carr, the presence of pieces of 
amber and heads of Liassic Shale could be used tO 
infer links with the nearby Preboreal coastline {Ciark 
1954). Other studies have noted the apparent geographic 
relationship between Early Mesolithic sites and major 
river catchments (Barton et al. 1995; Reynier 1998). The 
location of sices along large drainage networks may lend 
addiciona.l support to the coastal-inland mobility model, 
at least for cercain areas of Britain {Barton et al. 1995). 
lt is also clear that rivers provided an easier means of 
access and communication in a landscape increasingly 
covered by woodland {Reynier 1998; Robercs 1996; 
1999). This seems to be in marked contrast to pauems 
observed in the earlier Mesolitbic of west Sweden where 
studies have suggested only limited levels of human 
mobility in this period (Nordquist 1995). 

Further perspectives on Mcsolithic territorial 
behaviour and mobility patterns have been presented 
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using the ethnographic record of Boreal forest hunter
gatherers {Barton er al. 1995; Smith 1992). Modern 
Boreal environments typically contain a large number 
of potential food resources. but the biomass is relatively 
reduced (Goudie 1984) and animal game such as large 
ungulates are at low density and are either soUtary 
or live in small groups (Winterhalder 1981). Boreal 
woodlands are also characterized by a marked cyclical 
variation in the abundance of certain plant and animal 
species leading to periodic collapses in their numbers 
(Larsen 1980). Huma.n density is generally at the lower 
end of the scale {O.Ql- 0.02 persons per km') and many 
hunter-gatherer groups in these environments invest 
a great deal of effort in mobility (Kelly 1995). The 
adoption of risk-reducing strategies can be seen, for 
example, in the Koyukon people of Alaska, who moved 
frequently and exploited a very wide variety of plant and 
animal foods to offset the ftuctuations in food resource 
availability (Nelson 1982}. Conversely, much lower 
levels of mobility are sometimes possible, especially 
where supported by trapping and fishing, and where 
food surpluses are regularly stored (Holliday 1998). 
However, there appear to he few para.llels for this latter 
behaviour in Mesolithic England. For example, applica
tion of the same simple criteria reveals no evidence for 
systematic trapping of small animals or the catching 
of anadromous fish. Equally. despite the record.s of 
pits containing charred hazelnut shells there is lillle to 
demonstrate the existence of large-scale storage facili· 
ties. Thus there is nothing immediately apparent in the 
archaeological record to suggest low levels of mobility 
in the seulement system. 

Nevertheless, the organization of movement in the 
Mesolithic still requires greater clarification. lt might, 
for example, repay looking at Binford's (1980) categories 
of logistical mobility (task-specific groups or individuals 
moving to and from the residentia.l unit) and residential 
mobility (entire group movements from camp to camp), 
to see if there are any Mesolithic parallels. So far, there 
is some slight indication that the collection of raw 
materials was logistically organized, but it might also be 
the case that both cypes existed in para.llel. Ethnographic 
evidence cautions us that the two systems are not 
necessarily mutually incompatible. This is illustrated 
in certain examples of Boreal forest hunter-gatherers 
who practice both high logistical and high residentia.l 
mobilicy (Kelly 1995). 

Conventionally, the transition between the Early 
and Later Mesolithic is signified not only by changes 
in material equipment but also by a transformation in 
economic behaviour. A major faccor in this process has 
been identified as the eustatic rise in global sea levels, 
which saw a reduction of available landmass and led 
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humans to concentrate more heavily on coastal resources 
(Rowlcy-Conwy 1983; Zvelebil & Rowley-Conwy 1986). 
This is exemplified in many areas on the Atlantic 
coastline as far south as Portugal (Zvclebil & Rowley
Conwy 1986), and in Scandinavia by the occurrence 
of massive shell middcns marldng major residential 
'base-camps' (Andersen 1987 and this volume: Larsson 
1990). The intensification of activities in the coastal 
zone has also been linked to increased sedemism in Late 
Mesolithic societies, an observation further strength
ened by the contemporary appearance of large planned 
cemeteries (Zvelebil & Rowley-Conwy 1986). During the 
same period inland areas may have become marginalized 
or even largely depopulated (Larsson 1983), prompting 
speculation that Mesolithic groups had ceased to move 
residentially. Despite the attractive simplicity of this 
model. its applicat.ion as an article of faith has recently 
been challenged (Woodman eT al. 1999). For example, 
based on isotopic evidence on dog bones. Larsson (1997) 
has suggested a greater degree of diversity in economic 
practices, with some groups located semi-permanently 
at the coast while others operated further inland. One of 
the implications of this new interpretation is that the two 
zones were exploited independently by different human 
groups (Larsson 1997). The sedentary hunter-gatherer 
model has also been heavily criticized by Woodman in 
relation to southern Ireland, where ecological conditions 
were not the same as in Scandinavia (Woodman eT al. 
1999). 

In England. there is as yet no convincing evidence 
for sedentary behaviour in the Late Mesolithic period. 
Shell middens mark a number of coastal occupations in 
the SW of the country (Jacobi 1979). but none so far is 
on the same size or scale as the Scandinavian examples. 
Where major accumulations with lithic artefacts do 
exist. as in the case of Culverwell, Portland, Dorset 
(Palmer 1999), the middens are fairly thin and scattered 
over a wide area and could indicate seasonal or short
term use rather than the presence of more permanent 
base-camp settlements. The range of available dates for 
Cu lverwell is consistent with the view that the site was 
occupied intermittently for a period of up to a mi llen
nium (Palmer 1999, 91-3). 

There is currently no suggestion of any open-air 
burials or large cemeteries in Mesolithic England. 1t has 
to be accepted, however, that this could be due to the 
vagaries of the archaeological record. lt is conceivable, 
for example. that some features formerly discounted 
as tree-throw hollows or storage pits (though probably 
not those with charred hazelnut shells) could be the 
only remains of former burials. The recent discovery 
of Mesolithic pit-graves in parts of NW Europe not 
previously known for burials should at least alert us to 
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the possibility. For example, single inhumations in pits 
sometimes resting or propped against large blocks of 
sand~tone are now known from the Late Mesolithic of 
the Eure-et-Loir region of northern France (Verjux & 
Dubois 1997). while multiple human remains of Boreal 
age have been excavated fiom a large pit at Chaussee
Tirancourt in the Somme Valley (Ducrocq 1997). The 
submergence of the Mesolithic coastline is another factor 
that would h<IVC reduced the archaeological visibility of 
such sites. 

Notwithstanding the tack of open-air burials. there 
is some evidence to suggest that human remains were 
deliberately interred in caves. These include most 
notably the inhumation at Gough's Cave of 'Cheddar 
Man', a complete adult mate individual (Stringer 1985) 
buried in a side fissure and probably originally one of 
several burials in this part of the cave (Jacobi pers. 
comm.). A more important cemetery must have existed 
at the nearby site of Avcline's Hole. on the north side 
of Mendip, where ·so perfect skeletons' were discov
ered lying parallel to one another in 1805 (Jacobi 1987: 
Tratman 1977). Unfortunately these and virtually all the 
remains of a further 20 indjviduals, including two found 
in 1924 with red ochre and beads made of pig and red 
deer incisors (Mithen 1999). were destroyed during the 
Second World War. Of the other dated Mesolithic human 
remains from caves in England, only those at Tatty Pot 
are likely to represent a deliberate buriaL In all of these 
cases. the human remains are significantly earlier than 
the major cemetery evidence in NW Europe. which 
generally dates to after 6500 BP (Mithen !999). Table 
18.2lists the dates currently available for human remains 
of Mesolithie age in England. 

An overall reduction in the size and quality of 
raw materials has been widely signalled in the Later 
Mcsolithic record (Pitts & Jacobi 1979). This change has 
been auributed to a number of possible causative factors 
that need not have been mutually exclusive. Reasons put 
forward have included the exhaustion of good-quality 
raw materials, decreasing visibility of sources in the 
landscape, higher population levels, and/or significant 
changes in mobility patterns (Mithen 1999). Although it 
is difficult at present to eliminate any of these explana· 
tions. it seems clear that smaller-size material became 
more commonly used and was collected from a variety 
of both local and non -local sources. Evidence for formal 
contacts between the coast and the interior are well 
documented during this period. The presence of lithic 
artefacts made of materials of demonsirably coastal 
origin at inland locations in northern and SW England 
illustrates this point particularly well. 

Moreover. in western England a distinctive pattern 
has emerged of Late Mesolithic sites situated along the 
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TABLE 18.2 
LiSt or dated human remains from the English Mesolithic. Key to references: l- Gowlen er al. 1986; 2- Barker et al. 1971: 

3- Hedges et al. 1989:4-Tratman 1977: 5 - Hedges et al. 1987: 6-Richards & Schulling 2000; 7 - Richards 2001. 

Site County Lab no. "C date Human bone Referen<e 

Gough's Cave Somerset OxA-814 9100%110 talus I 

Gough 's Cave Somerset BM-525 9080:1:150 tibia 2 

Badger Hole Somerset OxA-1459 9360:1:100 mandible 3 

Badger Hole Somerset OxA-679 9060:t 130 mandible (jov.) I 

AveJine's Hole Somerset BM-471 9144:t 110 femur 2 

Aveline's Hole Somerset Q-1458 9090:1:110 post-crania 4 

Aveline's Hole Somerset OxA-799 9100:1:100 humerus I 

Aveline's Hole Somerset OxA-800 8860:t 100 humerus I 

Aveline's Hole Somerset OxA-1070 8740±100 humerus 5 

Breakwater Quarry 
Cave Devon OxA-4777 8615:1:75 unspecified 6 

Kenl's Cavern Devon OxA-1786 8070:t90 maxilla 3 

Touy Pot Somerset BM-2973 8180±70 humerus 

Staythorpe Nottinghamshire Beta-144016 6790±40 femur 7 

major river networks and on headlands overlooking 
estuaries (Berridge & Roberts 1986; Roberts 1987). In 
the Torbryan Valley, Devon, for example, a number of 
cave sites have been investigated which lie within lhe 
midd le catchment of the River Dart. about 20km inland 
from the coast. One of these sites, at Three Holes Cave, 
contains a smal l coiJectio.n of artefacts with microsca
lene lriangles with associated dates on red-deer bones 
of 6330:t75 BP (OxA- 4491) and 6120± 75 BP (OxA-
4492; Roberts 1996). Apart from the flints !hat are 
made on beach cobbles, other coastal imports include 
a sandstone 'abrader', with an adhering marine worm 
cast, and numerous perforated shell beads of European 
cowrie (Trivia monarcha) and periwinkle (Liuorina sp.). 
a.s well as a modified example of dentalium (Dentaliwn 
sp.). The perforations would have allowed the stringing 
together or sewing of these objects onto ilems of clolhing 
or other materials. 

The existence of longer-distance contacts are also 
indicated by striking similarities in microlith types 
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found at Three Holes Cave and at s.ites in the upper 
reaches of the Dart system on 1he eastern slopes of 
Dartmoor (Roberts 1996 and in preparation). The 
assemblages contain beach-derived ftinl and chert, 
whose closest direcl sources lie over 35-40km away 
on the south coasl of Devon. A very similar paltem can 
be recogni7.ed in north Devon. Here. the dislribution of 
greensand chert and specific microlith types appears 
to be developed along lhe river catchments draining 
northwards off Dartmoor, and may demonstrate lhe 
existence of independent social networks focusing on the 
north coast of Devon. 

The importance of rivers as means of communica
tion and for transporting raw materials may also explain 
the preo;ence of coastally imported items at several Late 
Mesolithic cave and rockshelter sites in the Wye VaiJey. 
on the English-Welsh border in Herefordshire. The sites 
lie about 251cm upstream from the confluence of the 
River Wye and lhe Severn estuary (Barton et al. 1997). 
Finds of imported flint and perforated oowrie shells have 
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been recorded at Madawg Shelter where the younger of 
two dates from associated hearth deposits gave an age of 
6655±65 BP (OxA-6082). Perforated shells of identical 
type as well as imported periwinkle beads have been 
recorded at the nearby site of King Arthur's Cave (Barton 
1997b). On the basis of the small size of !he occupations 
at Madawg shelter and outside the entrance of King 
Arthur's Cave we would expect that larger residential 
units, if they existed at all. would have been situated 
further downstream and closer to the estuary. There 
is some circumstantial evidence that the use of inland 
locations at this time may have been of an ephemeral and 
possibly seasonal nature. Such a view is consistent with 
the recorded presence of a charred sloe/black thorn stone 
(Pru11us spinosa) and burnt hazelnut shells in the hearth 
at Madawg shelter (Bartoo 1997b), indicating perhaps a 
late summer or autumn occupation of this site. 

Conclusions 

In !he light of the foregoing discussion, we would 
suggest that while there are detec.table differences in 
the patterns of human mobility in the Early and Later 
Mesolithic phases the contrasts between !hem should 
not be unduly exaggerated. The results of new isotopic 
studies on huma.o bone plus the lithic raw material data 
do not contradict the widely accepted model of high 
logistical mobility in early Postglacial hunter-gatherer 
groups. Whether this was accompanied by low residen
tial mobility, as might be predicted by Binford's (1980) 
collector paradigm, however, remains unclear. The 
extensive territories of the Early Mesolithic no doubt 
included both inland and coastal zones. But there is 
so far little evidence for major exploitation of marine 
resources or a reliance on migrating fish species, at least 
on the isotopic evidence. On the other band, given the 
loss of the original coastli ne. the Jack of any positive 
proof in this respect need not be surprising. In the Later 
Mesolithic !he evidence for systematic coastal-inland 
contacts increases and access to the interior was clearly 
facilitated by movements along rivers. h is possible that 
the lower reaches of river basins were the main focus 
of residential activity, as this enabled maximum access 
to richly varied estuarine wetland and coastal habitats. 
Besides offering a diversity of plant foods (Zvelebil 
1994). one added advantage may have been the slightly 
earlier growth of ungulate browse in these environments 
(Coles 1998). 

Nevertlteless, the results of recent work in coastal 
south Wales (Barton & Bell 2000; Bell et al. 2000) 
and SW Ireland (Woodman et al. 1999) warn us that we 
may not expect to find major residential units in such 
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places, especially if the population density remained 
relatively low. Instead a case could logically be made 
for frequent residential moves, albeit localized within 
a particular selling (e.g. estuarine). and in combination 
with longer-distance forays by individuals along the 
main river networks (i.e. high logistical mobility). As 
in the Scandinavian Late Mcsolithic. the latter could 
be taken to imply the existe.nce of mutually exclusive 
resource systems but in this case with overlapping 
geographic ranges. This might also help explain differ
ences between apparently contemporary Mesolithic 
groups in south Wales; the Caldey Island humans with 
a preferentially marine diet and the nearby Gower 
group who exploited foods from predominantly inland 
environments. 
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Chapter 19 

Conference Discussion Session: Saturday Afternoon, 6 September 1999 
The Mesolithic Period in NW Europe and Britain: Regional Aspects: Session 2 

CHAIR: STEVEN MITHEN 

(The speakers in this session were Peter Woodman, Elizabeth Walker, Sinead McCanan 
and Nick Banon] 

ZoflA SULGOSTOWSKA 

PETER WOODMAN 

FRANC.ES H£AL y 

NICK BARTON 

NICK BARTON 

Cuvs BoNSALL 

1t is only a remark. We have more and mo re evidence !hat during the Mesolilhic stone 
polishing was evident: from Ireland. from Finland, and from Olenii Ostrov [Russia] in 
Mesolithic graves. And I see [a confus ion]. as Professor Woodman s uggested in the 
morning, [in the terminology). [If polishing is no longer a determinant of] the Younger 
Stone Age [we need beuer characterizatiorn of what] stone technology is typical of the 
Neolilhic. 

Well, if we expand that, I mean that was one of the reasons why l drew auenlion to the 
Norwegian evidence, which would suggest., cenainly from 8000 BP, that at Bl)mlo and 
perhaps Flora on lhe west coast there is very extensive axe production and polishing 
laking place. lf you look a1 middle Sweden there are very. very significant numbers of 
Mesolilhic ground stone axes as well. If you go further afield, if you look at Australia 
20.000 years ago, lhey have ground stone axes. So that really the bonom line is that 
ground stone anefacts are not a type fossia of the sbift from an Older S1one Age to a 
Younger Stone Age. We even have some up in nonh Norway, so unlike ponery it is not a 
type fossil for a change. 

On a different topic, Nick Barton was abso lutely right to say that we should be looking 
for stratified sequences when trying to tussle with what happened in lhe fifth and fourth 
millennia, but these arc extremely hard to find and l wonder if one of the reasons isn't 
lurking in lhe distinclly Late Mesolilhic dates which Elizabelh [Walker] quoted from the 
intenidal zone at Newport. Are we looking at a period where a great deal of settlement 
was coastal and is now largely inaccessible? 

I can just say, hear hear! I think too perhaps we haven't necessarily been looking hard 
enough in the right son of places and that really what one needs 10 do is to try and find 
locations ... admiuedly somelhing like a doline in lhe middle of a field [on] Martin 
Green's farm [in Dorset] is not going turn up all the time [and] is not necessarily going 
to answer our questions, but I lhink one rnas to keep an open mind and perhaps look 
in areas where we haven't looked in any great detail before, so I could just ecbo your 
sentiments. 

J wonder if! could just ask for a point of clarification from Nick (Banon)? The doli ne site 
-you mentioned a date of 5250 for lhe Neolithic level, what was lhe date on? 

So far as I .know it was a date on charcoal within a heanh. 

Do we .know what the charcoal was? 
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1 would have to go and have a look at the original repon, but if need be I' ll send you a 
copy or give you a reference. 

But it was a charcoal date? 

Am l right Paul [Pettitt]? Do you recall? Clive's question - I don't know if you remember 
in detail any of the samples from the Fir Tree Field shaft in Dorset? [No] OK, I tbink it is 
best cleared up later then, sorry. (Editor's note: see Alien & Green (1998)] 

We have all been talking quite a lot about coastality so I was particularly interested in the 
very imponant point, which Nick l Banon) made, about the fact that proximity to a coast 
doesn't imply, necessarily, reliance on marine resources. and I wondered what views the 
other panel members had on this? 

In terms of the Isle of Man. I think. given its size and locality and the distribution so far 
. .. l think marine resources were obviously very imponant, but an awful lot of sites are 
in juxtaposition with other resources such as the rivers. Or where you are finding sites in 
the valleys. they are quite close to large wet! and areas as well, where there was potential 
for wild fowling and so forth. !think my situation, the Manx situation, is slightly different 
than Wales and Ireland, so I'll pass to Ireland! 

OK, well, like many regions of course we have lost our Early Mesolithic coastal zone. 
This has been an issue that I can remember people like Lars [Larsson 1 addressing many 
years ago, as to what role did the coast have in the period before say 7000 BP, when you 
have [subsequently]lost that coastline. My feeling was that by and large we still don't 
seem to have that many good indications of settlement out on the coast suggesting any 
very intensive use of marine resources in the Early Mesolithic. Again the trouble with 
Mount Sandel, which is the only site that we can really infer from. where there's any 
organic preservation on the coast (and it' s not great even at that), is that primarily they' re 
using the migratory fish species that are moving in and out of the River Bann system, 
namely salmon and eels, and that the open-sea fish are extremely rare, by I think it's a 
factor of, maybe, a LOOI.h in comparison to the others. Namely we have bass and we have 
flounders and that's all. So that, even though they were within a few kilometres of where 
the sea was- and actually Rick Battarbee has shown it's quite possible that there was a 
saline wedge coming up the Bann estuary at that stage - they seem to have been using 
hardly any pure marine resources. In fact the sea bass- it's something like one or two 
venebrae- and yet they were obviously [available) a few ntiles away. 

One of the themes that Peter [Woodman] mentioned was about regional variation and 
Sinead [McCanan] spoke about isolationism and the developments in the Isle of Man. I'm 
always struck that when we look at any ethnographically documented hunter-gatherers, 
and those we can find living in Boreal environments or reliant on coastal exploitation, 
these people are typically covering vast areas. And I've tried imposing either fairly 
complex, like [North American) NW Coast, or very simple like Tierra del Fuego, hunter
gatherers on Scotland. They are cove.ring aneas from tlte tip of the Western Isles right 
down to the Isle of Mao and I wondered whether if we're still in our Mesolithic studies 
making a fundamental error on this scale of movement and we're thinking about the Isle 
of Man as if it can be a distinct area but really it's just part of a vast area that's being 
covered, and we're making a big error in bow we conceive of the scale of exploitation. 

No, I think you are right .. I think the whole question of insular development as a factor of 
isolation is just one scenario really. I think it's quite nal've to think that there wasn't quite 
a lot of movement along ... or contact with other groups. and my preference ... 
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I didn't mea.o necessarily with other groups. I mean individual groups moving [within] 
really extensive areas. as we have regularly documented ethnograpbically. and whether 
the sequence we're seeing in the Isle of Man and Ireland and Wales. [whether! we are 
really dealing with pans of individual groups exploiting these vast areas. 

Possibly! 

Although again with the Manx material you do have this factor of these local distinctive 
characteristics in the typology, and I k.now it sounds awfully subjective but a lot of these 
tanged points that occur in the broad-blade assemblage, or whatever you want to call it 
in the Isle of Man, they just wouldn't be found on an Irish sire. They are very different. 
But I think thnt there are two levels. One of them, J was actually quite surprised to 
see for example this extremely high density of 6''C of -13.8 for the samples from the 
Dingle Peninsula, suggesting that they are using primari ly that peninsula and adjacent 
coastal areas, set against slighUy further inland a 6" C of -21 or - 22 at more or less the 
same dare. And it actually pulled me up short and I thought, yes, I was always inclined, 
like you, to go along with the model that they covered very big areas - the movement 
of those materials in the north-east of Ireland right from the centre right through to the 
coast, where you are talking about c.enainly a hundred miles across not particularly 
easy territory, they didn't even necessarily always have the advantage of good river 
communications to go in those directions- that was the model. I was living with. And 
yet here at the other end of lre.Jand it seemed to be very different. But I wonder; one area 
that I have always tried to draw analogies from are the Saami communities of the Arctic 
-that's not the reason why 1 went to work there by the way! - but the Russians have 
some very interesting maps of the Kola Peninsula and the territories aren' t always very 
large. The Kola Peninsula is roughly about the same size as Ireland, though it doesn't 
look like it when you see it on the maps, and you would have maybe, I would say from 
traditional ethnographic sources, 20 to 30 territories on that. But then the interesting 
thing is that of course, you can get the exotics that can be moved over huge distances as 
pan of exchange, of necessary mating networks, and all the rest of it and that's actually 
where you begin to get things like highly exotic, in the Stone Age up there, you get 
highly exotic slate being moved over very large distances. You' ll even find southern 
Scandinavian square-sided axes in the far north, and actually that's where I would see 
some of this new evidence of very early domesticates perhaps fining in at that level. 
h's a very tiny percentage that you are seeing, which is only really the exotics, but the 
territories are maybe not that large. 

So you can pick your analogy and ... 

Yes. whichever one you want! 

Just coming back to the discussion of mobility and bow far people are wandering in the 
English Mesolithic; obviously Nick [Banon) has talked about Wales and the Wye Valley. 
Just thinking of Yorkshire and Lincolnshire sites, there's obviously a source of llint in 
the Humber Estuary and the Doncaster area and that is used. as Paul Mellars obviou.~ly 

k.nows probably better than any of us. up on the southern Pennines. h's also turning up 
on the Clevelands and just recently, going through the collection from Lackford Heath 
in west Suffolk there's the exactly same white Uinttuming up :as microliths. which are 
being introduced to the site. And then again looking at north Lincolnshire, everyone has 
probably heard of Horsham points, which are mainly found in Hampshire, Surrey, and 
Sussex, well they're turning up in north Lincolnshire. And Midlands-type inverse basally 
retouched points are turning up in North Yorkshire, just as isolated examples, and Nick 
[Barton] was telling me over lunch of Midlands-type inverse basally retouched points 
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turning up in nonh Cornwall. So !here really is a lot of disparate evidence to suggest 
!hat in the English Mesolithic, people. perhaps occasionally, are moving over enormous 
distances. 

Actually we have chcn moving over significant distances from the inland of Ireland to the 
exterior, but again, rather like Roger [Jacobi] says, it's !he one piece that you say, Good 
Lord!, look at that! 

(Question to Nick Banon] In relation to those dates for !hat cluster of rod-like microliths, 
either you or Roger [Jacobi] might be best to answer. is it now generally true that most 
of the late dates for micro lithic industries in Britain are of rod-like microliths, rather than 
triangular? Could one make a case for saying that !he final stage of the Mesolithic in 
England is a rod-dominated stage or, ... you would know the dates better than I would. 
What does Roger think? 

Roger (Jacobi] probably has a better idea than I do. but .. . 

I know there are a lot of dates. like [that from] Rocher Moss [Pennines], of similar very 
late date and there are quite a few others that J vaguely recall, but I thought you might 
have !hem at your fingenips. 

I'm really very unhappy about the Pennine dates Paul (Mellars). Firstly the Rocher Moss 
South sample really was a very disparate scatter of charcoal fragments at the top of a 
mineral soil sealed by much later peat so [there] really wasn't a good control. There is 
- I've got letters from Roy Switsur talking about this- a problem with Duoford Bridge 
[Pennines]. about which Dun ford site the samples actually came from ... 

No. that was one of Jeff Radley's sites. I don' t think there is any doubt about wnicb site 
it came from, I didn 't think so . .. 

I' ll copy the letter to you. There is a problem. Again you have the same problem anyway 
[of samples] in a very mineral soil. I am struck with one group of really well-contexted 
rod material from northern England made of this eastern British speckled grey fiint. It's 
the group from Seamer Carr [Nonh Yorkshire]. it's an arrowhead group - Andrew David 
has published it - that has got dates of 8000 years ago .. . 

That's very significant .. . 

I must admit that I prefer that dating 10 [!he dates from) either Dunford Bridge B or 
Rocher Moss South. I must admit I have begun to think of a lot of the rod material as 
being earlier in the Late Mesolithic rather than later. 

That's what triggered off my thinking but just finally, conversely, do we have good 
evidence that typical scalene microlith triangle industries continue as late as that? Does 
anybody know what !he latest good dates are for scalene triangles? 

I think the problem is that we haven' t got very well contexted sites. but cenaioly even 
micro-scalene triangles continue quite a long way on and in the Wye Valley I think we 
have got dates about 6000 BP. 

There are dates expected from March Hill . . . I haven't seen any publications of Penny 
Spikins's results. 

Penny Spikins has got a very late date for a rod site (March Hill Top] of 5200 BP, and a 
scalene triangle site (March Hill Carr] of 5800 BP. 
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Just on this topic of scalene triangles, the evidence such as it is from the Cumbrian coast 
and from western Scotland would suggest that they do go on in those areas after 6000 BP 
and in west of Scotland down to at least 5300 BP. 

Do we have some questions other than about microliths? 

Is it fair to return to mobility? 

Yes that's fine, that's good! 

I'm worried really about how reliable we think our proxy indicators of mobility are 
and I could suggest, for example, that an elaborately decorated spear tipped with a 
Horsham poim and imbued with social values is exactly the son of thing you want to 
swap for coastal resources or whatever, and we know that shells are exactly the son 
of thing that fly around in a landscape! I wonder what the speakers or Steve [Mithen], 
or anybody, think of an alternative scenario in which we have relatively low levels of 
sedentism, such as we may have on the Isle of Man, as we saw on Oronsay, supported 
by an elaborate exchange system which ultimately would provide the mechanism by 
which Neolitbic items, even Peter's [Woodman] cows could begin circulating around 
the landscape! 

One of the strange things about the Manx assemblage is that you are nOt getting material 
brought in from elsewhere so that there doesn't appear to be an apparem exchange of 
say raw materials [nor] l think. vice versa, anything going ou~ And this is one of the 
questions, was the island actually isolated? Were groups on t.he island isolated at all or 
did they maintain contacts elsewhere? I don't know .. . 

Yes. I would agree with Sin6ad about the Isle of Man and again we're back with the Irish 
situation, where in terms of [items] going out there is this extraordinary lack. given all 
the high-quality material in Antrim, of good-quality flint going out in the Mesolithic. But 
actually in the Neolithic, the three biggest hordes of Irish flint in the Neolitbic period 
come from Scotland, not from Ireland. But I was wondering, are we inclined, just to 
take Paul's [Peuiu] point of over-imbuing, [of] giving far too great an imponance to 
the lithics? In other words, the~ wasn 't any value in sending a few Bann flakes across 
the Irish Sea to the Mull of Kintyre, where quite frankly they had a perfectly adequate 
technology with what they had and they maybe regarded theirs as superior. Whereas if 
you look at communities that were highly mobile - I was actually thinking of the best 
analogy I could come up with [which] was the Australian one, where John Mulvaney 
has shown in many instances items coming from the Indian Ocean travelling right into 
the cent~ of Australia and other items coming from the Pacific coast travelling into 
the centre of Australia as well. He has one very famous diagram that shows [items] 
travelling with these mobile communities over very, very considerable distances of an 
order of magnitude we haven't even been talking about. so it can happen. 

I wonder if E.lizabeth [Walker] might want tO comment about the shale beads from Nab 
Head? Do you see them being produced for exchange and [over] what son of distance are 
we finding them? 

Well, all the sites from which the shale beads have actually been found have been fairly 
local to Pembrokeshire. The beads at Waun Fignen Felen I believe are of a local material, 
they·~ from mudstone rather than shale. So, I don't feel there's really sufficient evidence 
to say that there was movement to any broader scale than within the immediate vicinity 
there. 
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The olher lhing I think maybe you need to factor into lhis is the general idea of 
population levels, if we can speculate on thal. I just get lhe impression, cenainly in the 
Early Mesolithic, we are looking at relatively low population density and I don't know 
[whether] it would have been high enough for these son of rather crowded territories with 
exchange of materials in say SW Britain at 6000 or 7000 years ago? I just don't see it 
myself. I think the more parsimonious explanation is that we know they had canoes, at 
least not [on lhe basis of actual finds] in England but certainly in other pans of Europe, 
and I can see lhem simply moving up and down river valleys. And this is the simplest 
explanation for the materials finding tl1eir way up river valleys. I'm quite happy to see 
a major base camp on Danmoor and in fact they're just going to the seaside for their 
holidays! But basing evidence of trade on this sort of evidence is a little bit dodgy I agree, 
so your [Paul Peniu's) point is well taken. 

Just to pick up on a point lhat Sin6ad [McCartan] made there. I thought, when I was 
looking at the slides she was showing this afternoon of the raw material that was being 
used for the Late Mesolithic material on Man, that it did look very distinctively Antrim. 
in opposition to the Early Mesolithic material. which didn't. 

There's a very good source of Antrim-like ftint on the NW coast of the Isle of Man, 
presumably originally from the same [geological) source, so what you are getting is 
maybe on a slightly smaller scale than the Irish material, but you are just getting that 
technology almost, not fully replicated, but in a slightly smaller fashion. The size of 
nodules [is] quite substantial on the Isle of Man and, in terms of mobility, the mobility 
might be down the river valleys, up and down river valleys, but again you' ve got an island 
situation where there's no Mesolithic site really greater than two kilometres from tbe sea 
and that's about as far as you get it. 

Could I just rerum to this connection between north Antrim and Scotland? We have heard 
about the Hint from nonh Antrim finding its way right down to the middle of Ireland, and 
yet if you are in north Antrim and look across to the Mull of Kintyre, it is so close it's just 
across the road and yet the influence does not seem to have extended to Scotland. Now I 
presume that Scotland was populated at this time and I presume that there were means for 
transpon, boats to cross the sea, and yet it seems to me that there's almost no influence 
which has come eilher way between Scotland and that nonh-eastem part of Ireland. Is 
there any good reason for this? Now apart from the fact we are depending on this thing 
of flint, the lithics, you would have thought that something, [that] there would have been 
some son of exchange in some way which could have been identified? 

Well, what I suggested, I think actually way back in I 981 or 1982. was that we have 
to look for social explanations - that the most intriguing thing about the Irish Later 
Mesolithic is the fact that it did develop in an entirely different direction from what was 
happening on the adjacent island. namely Britain, which incidentally was also doing itS 
own thing, which often tends to be forgouen here, in comparison to mainland Europe. So 
we had two groupings with their own priorities as to how their technology should develop 
and there were probably more social reasons rather than any other reasons why there was 
no apparent uptake by adjacent communities when ideas were . . . I mean contact was 
obviously there, but they were just sociologically distinct and they just didn't see any 
reason to pick up those technologies. And I think actually if I could pass that back to 
Sinead, [what] intrigues me is that the Isle of Man is not as close as Scotland is and yet 
we obviously have a different scenario. 

Well, as you probably know Billy [Williarn Dunlop], we now have Later Mesolithic 
stuff on Rathlin Island, which is very close to Islay and particularly close to the Mull of 
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Kintyre. And it is one of the things that has struck me, and I don't know bow you explain 
it, that at the same lime that you have the Larnian material, the Late Mesolithic material, 
on Rathlin, on Islay they're using a microlithic tradition and although there are [possible] 
social reasons, I' m not quite sure how you would explain that. 

I knew an old boy during the 1930s, he was knocking ninety [years of age] at the time, 
and he told me that when he was young they used to row across from tl•e Ards peninsula, 
from Ballywater over to Wigtownshirc. to chase the girls in Scotland. Did this not happen 
then? 

I'm sure it did! There's also historical records of people leaving Ballycaslle early in the 
morning, going to the fairs in Campbeltown and back again [to] Ballycastle for tea time, 
so I'm sure ... 

There's gol to be two issues here, whether there is contacl of people moving between 
these areas ... 

.. . and identifying that contact ... 

.. . and secondly whether they're actually adopting and sharing malerial culture. They 
could be doing one wilhout 1hc other. 

If you acmally look a1 whal is happening in the Neolilhic - and we shouldn't forget about 
it! -the inleresting lhing is that the porccllanite axes arc moving in10 pans of Argyll bul 
!hey are not moving into Galloway. So we are seeing [differenl] forms of territoriality 
!here in the Mesolithic and in the Neolithic. 

And also with Professor Simpson's work on lhe pitchstone- we are seeing stuff coming 
in, cenainly the pitchstone coming in from Scotland, onto some of the major Neolithic 
sites. 

I wonder whether any of our Scandinavian colleagues could comment, because is it not 
right that we see these strong social boundaries in material culture in !he Later Mesolithic 
in Scandinavia over very shon distances? Lars [Larssoo), I was wondering really 
whether you think the Bri1ish situation looks peculiar from the point of view of southern 
Scandinavia or whether il ... 

Well, I can give you one example. lt's a siiUation [at] about 8000 years BP and the.re are 
two dalings. One from the Strait of the 6resund, the strait between Sweden and Denmark, 
and it was a skull that had been found on the bonom of I he sea and it gave good evidence 
of marine resources. !From] the same [periodltbere have been 1wo graves found about 
40km inland, or maybe 30km. but it's not that far away. and they indicale ... terrestrial 
resources. So [within] just 40km you find one population, maybe a population that was 
related to the coas1al area, and then one for the inland, so this is the siiUalion just based on 
two datings. 

You have very strong boundaries between these? 

Yes, it seems to be. And there are other dates, for example of dogs, during 1he Late 
Mesolithic !think. that indicate something that's similar. 

If you look at the situation in southern Norway and for example compare the material 
culture of western Norway with that of the south coast then you have a very strict border. 
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a wee bit south of Stavanger, where you see some raw materials on one side almost not 
crossing [to the other side]. Once in a while you might find Lhc odd exotic bit, like an 
arrowhead for example in rhyolite, but there's a quite distinct border, where [distributions 
stop} and il looks as if there wasn't any contac1, but then you have the exotica .... 

So there is some son of contact? 

Yes, but even here, you don't even have, for example, an Irish Sea in between, it's the 
same landmass but a very distinct border and we have axe types that stop quite distinctly 
there, like the NS~Stvet axes of the Late Mesolithic that don't go any funher than to that 
border. 

Actually that's one of the intriguing things of the B~mla and Aora axe quarries. They're 
not that far apart on the ground, but one of them exchanges nonhwards and the other 
exchanges southwards along the west coast. [This] has been used occasionally by people 
to infer two very different territories on the west coast. 

If I can just pick up on the question of territoriality. I don't know if people are familiar 
here with the work of Oliver Kayser in southern Briuany where he seems to have 
different microlith groups, typologically distinct groupings that appear all to be more or 
less contemporary but occupy different river-valley catchments. parallel to one another 
on the south Briuany coastline. So it is possible, if you want then to play that particular 
game of looking at style and microliths and linking tbat with territories, that there seems 
to be a very good example, at least in southern Brittany. And of course there's Peter 
Gendel's work- in Belgium wasn't it?- where be saw stylistic differences between the 
spatial distribution of anefacts, of microlith shapes, and argued for distinct territories 
accordingly. So there are examples. 

If I can ask Steve [Mithen], is that the kind of lhing you're doing, in the Southern 
Hebrides Project, are you looking at micro-stylistic differences? 

Yes, we have done, but in those assemblages we are really looking at varying frequencies 
of microlith types, and I don't think we have got as dramatic contrasts there around which 
to build distinct social entities and social groups. I think it's a continuous pattern of 
variation and the scale there is still pretty small; we are not dealing with areas of more 
than perhaps 20km or something like that. 

But if you zoomed in on something very specific, like the precise morphology of say the 
scalene triangles - the size or the way the different edges are retouched? I mean there 
might just be some information in that. 

Yes. we can break our collec,tion of sites up into two very interesting groups in terms of 
frequencies of microlithic types where there are some very high frequencies of scalene 
triangles and some with very high frequencies of backed blades such as you find in all 
sons of parts of the world, and we speculate as to how they might be interpreted. I happen 
to think we are dealing with individual families with particular traditions, which are being 
passed through particular lines. It seems to me that the dilemma we have in Mesolithic 
studies is that we can see so much of a material culture [which] is suggesting we have 
these social boundaries, social paucms. but we don't have any independent sort of data 
to investigate those. We always end up in rather circular arguments. I don't know if you 
think that's the case? 

I think it's cenainly the case with the Manx stuff- you are always going to debate 
whether the variation is due to chronology, function, or whatever, social or whatever, but 
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I'm hoping in lhe next couple of years !hat problem will be re-addressed and certainly 
[we will be) tightening up the chronological framework and until we can do !hat, and the 
same is really [true) for Wales as well. without !hat strict chronological framework we arc 
having somelhing of a circular argument. 

Just a short remark or comment tO !his talk on territories. If we turn back to lhe very 
well investigated soulh Scandinavian area, we can see !here is a very clear trend lhrough 
time from territories defined by armatures covering up to I(Xl.OOOkm' down to the Late 
Mesolithic where similar territories [are) just between 500 and 1000km2• That's a clear 
trend through time so when you are talking about all !his you must also cope wilh the 
chronology - you can' t just fting up a lot of balls in lhe air and say this is this and this 
is that - you must (link) it exactly to chronology and as soon a.~ you don't have any 
chronology [then) llhink !his is just some fantasy talk. 

Following on from that, it is one thing talking about distinctions in te-nns of stylistic 
variations between microliths when you are looking at what is essentially lhe same 
technology, it's rather different when you are looking at two apparently completely 
different technologies in the divide between Ireland and Scotland, where you seem to 
have a microlithic technology going on in Islay or elsewhere and a non-microlithic one 
in Ireland. And- at the risk of annoying Peter [Woodman) again, as I know l usually do 
at conferences by saying this! -part of the problem may lie in the fact that we have so 
few dates for microlithic sites from the north of Ireland. I mean how many dated sites are 
there? 

There are four sites with dates between 9000 and 8000 BP which have microliths and then 
we have about 8 or 10 sites at a later date after 7500 BP throughout Ireland which don't 
have any mic.roliths on them. Not only do [they) not have any microliths, but instead 
of having a soft-h.amrner, controlled percussion technology, [they) have a hard-hammer 
uncontrolled technology. and those sites are found in flint rich areas, they are found in 
the interior of Ireland. they are found in areas where they are using other raw materials
that's deliberately why I showed [in my talk) that site from Mayo where they were using 
quartz - they're using rhyolites in the SE. they're using other materials in the SW. So that 
in reality, the idea that somehow we have managed to inconveniently miss microliths is 
I think totally untenable from the period after 8000 BP. And actually of course we have 
now this new site in the south in Killuragh Cave, which again has microliths associated 
with dates of around about8000 BP. The bottom Line is, don't transfer your paradigm into 
our world! 

ll was going back to the idea that there were territories or broad regions and that lhe 
reasons for these might be panly social. What I thought was an interesting implication of 
that is that these things have some chronological duration; these are resolved over quite 
long time spans, which I lhought had interesting implications again for the processes of 
social reproduction. And I wondered if anyone would like tO comment about that? 

ll' s difficult to say. For example. [in the case oflthe cowrie shells. it would be very nice 
to see that they all could be fitted into a period which overlaps neatly with the Obanian 
and you could see some scheme whereby people were moving right up and down the west 
coast. But I think, in a way echoing what S~ren [Andersen] says, we really do need some 
decent chronological controls and I hate to always have to use that as a defence, but I 
don't think we necessarily have the chronological controls. 

The business about stylistic variation. I must say that in Ireland we have never really been 
able to pick up territoriality on the basis of stylistic differences and the one thing that 
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really shook me was within the Mount Sandel assemblage- and it's buried there in the 
excavation repon and I'm not trying to sell that because as far as I know that book has 
sold out! - but within that we had a number of pitS at Mount Sandel with burnt microliths 
and burnt hazelnutS in them and the interesting thing was that they were very finite 
groups. And what I found fascinating was that we had very different-looking scalene 
triangles in different pits, all within roughly the same comparatively shon chronological 
horizon. And my suspicion is that if we had had those in a different context we would 
either have arranged them chronologically, or if they had been found in different sites we 
would have been talking about stylistic variation and territoriality. lt seemed to me that 
this was actually at the individual level rather than anything else. 
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Chapter 20 

The Mesolithic Period in Southern Scandinavia: 
with Special Reference to Burials and Cemeteries 

LARS LARSSON 

Burials and cemeteries have become a very important 
eleme/11 in tile study of tile Mesolitllic period in southern 
Scandinavia. Through these, mortuary practices as well 
as other aspects of the world view and social relations 
may be examined in a way that was nor previously 
possible. During recent years a number of Late 
Me.<olithic cemeteries have been found in SW Scandi. 
navia. Cemeteries seem to be a recurrenr phenomenon 
at Late Mesolithic sites. 

This contribmion is based on the information about 
the cemeteries found at Skateholm in Scania, sowhem· 
most Sweden. Although excavated several years ago 
they can be used as a basis for tile presentation anti 
interpretation of burials and mortuary practice in the 
Mesolithic period. At Skateholm a combination of sell/e . 
ment and interrelated cemetery has been excavated at 
IIVO sites and the traces of at least one additional site 
with seulement remaiiJs and graves were documented 
within the confines of an anciem bay. The study of the 
Skateholm material has produced indications which 
point to a complicated burial riwal. This concems not 
only the interred individuals, but also a whole range 
of activities from the moment it was realized that the 
individual was dying up to the act of refilling the grave. 
Some comparisons are made with cemeren'es in western 
as well as eastern Europe. 

Introduction 

Already in connection with the investigation of the 
eponymous site of Ertebjjlle (Fig. 20.1) in northern 
Jutland during the 1890s, clear evidence of burials 
was found (Madsen et al. 1900. 77-80). At the Late 
Mcsolithic settlement site of Blocksbjerg in eastern 
Denmark. the stratigraphic circumstances convinced 
the excavator that the graves really had been dug before 
the deposition of the occupation layer and thus belonged 
to the first phase of settlement (Westerby 1927, 28- 9). 
Further graves were documented in both Denmark and 
Sweden, but these were isolated burials, which were 
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classified mo~ or less as Mesolithic curiosities of no 
real significance for deepening our knowledge of the 
conceptual world and the traces this left in mortuary 
practices. Uncertainty about the age of certain categories 
of finds, as in the case of a grave discovered at Barum in 
NE Scania in 1940, also meant that such discoveries led 
to heated debates about their age, whether Mesolithic or 
Neolithic (Ahhin 1951; Liden 1942; Rydbeck 1945). 

Mesolithic cemeteries- a focus of attention 

The study of the Mesolithic period in southern Scandi· 
navia has mainly been based on the results of settlement 
investigations, primarily of sites adjacent to the sea or 
a lake (Larsson 1990b). Excavations concenirated on 
the settlement areas close to the ancient shorelines and 
on their refuse layers, where the possibiljty of finding 
artefacts not only of mineral materials, but also of 
organic materials. was greatest. Only minor areas were 
thus investigated. 

Research during recent years has been geared to 
obtaining an overall picture of the infrastrucrure of the 
settlements, in an attempt to identify different areas of 
activity. One approach has involved the excavation of 
sectors of sites which were previously considered not to 
be worth the effort. This applies in the majority of cases 
- where the sites are situated on slopes - to the upslope 
areas with few finds. 

Interest in the upper slopes of the settlement arCllS 
derived from the results of the excavation conducted a1 

the Henriksholm/B!11gebakken site at Vcdbrek, on the 
Danish coast of the Oresund strait (Figs 20.1 & 20.4). 
The settlement at Henriksholm had been investigated 
in stages ever since the 1920s. It was located on the 
lower part of a south-facing slope (Aib~thsen & Brinch 
Petersen 1977). Shortly after the final planned excavation 
in 1975, construction work was carried out on the upper 
~aches of the slope - at Bi~~gebak:ken - where graves of 
Mesolithic age were found. Altogether 18 graves were 
investigated (Figs 20.2 & 20.3). There were strong 
indications that the cemetery bad originally been more 
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extensive as sections adjacent to the research area had 
previously been disturbed by road building. 

It was by pure chance that the cemetery at B!!!gebakken 
was found. The question was then whether the 
Henrilcsholm/BI!Igebakken phenomenon was anything 
other than unique. It would be possible, by the simple 
expedient of broadening the scope of the excavated area, 
to establish whether constructions ex.isted not only in 
the form of graves, but also in the form of a range of 
other features which might equally contribute to our 
knowledge of the infrastructure of a Mesolithic society. 

The investigation of the cemetery at B!!!gebakken 
attracted considerable auention, yet this discovery 
should not really have provoked the surprise it did. 
Although not in the immediate vicinity, in other parts 
of NE and western Europe there is clear evidence of 
Mesolithic burials in true cemeteries. In the latter area, 
cemeteries had already been found in and below shell 
middens at Teviee and Hoedic on the southern shore 
of Brittany during the 1930s (Pequart & Pequart 1954; 
Pequart er al. 1937; Schulting 1996). Graves with antlers 
and cenotaphs are evident as well as the use of tire in the 
mortuary practice. Further to the south a cemetery with 
more than 30 graves was found below a shell midden at 
Moita do Sebastiao, central Portugal, during excavations 

0:.,_--==,;!UO m 

in the 1950s (Roche 1960). The large cemetery with 141 
distinct graves at Olenii Ostrov in Karelia was excavated 
in the 1930s (Gurina 1956); however, it was not until 
much later that its Mesolithic affinity was finally 
accepted (Price & Jacobs 1990). 

The Skateholm project- the research area 

it is now more than 20 years since the sites at Skateholm, 
southernmost Sweden, were discovered. Several new 
sites with graves and cemeteries have been found but 
Skateholm is still the area which gives the best and most 
varied ex.amples of how grave customs and mortuary 
practice are related to Late Mesolithic society (Larsson 
1984; 1988b; 1989a; 1989c). 

The object of the Skateholm project was to study the 
Late Mesolithic settlement around an ancient lagoon on 
the southern coast of Scania, which is the southernmost 
county in Sweden (Fig. 20.1) . The lagoon was formed 
as a result of transgressions during the Late Atlantic 
and early Sub-Boreal (Gaillard et al. 1988; Lemdahl 
& Goransson 1988). The area which was the object of 
archaeological investigation and research comprises 
flat, low-lying terrain and was subject to changes in 
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FIGUR£20. 1 

Southern Scandinavia showing the location of sites with Late Mesolithic graves or cemeteries. 
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B0gebakken, eastern Denmark. Grave 19: triple grave with two adults and a child (after Albrethsen & Brinch Pe1ersen 1977}. 
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FJOURE 20.4 
The relationship of land and sea during stages of the Late Meso1ithic period. with the location of seulemenl sites. graves. and cemeteries 
willlin the lagoon at Vedba:k. eastern Denmark (top) and Skateholm. soulllem Sweden (bouom). Key: I: Henriksholrn- B0gebakken: 
2: Vedbil!k Boldbaner. 3: G0ngehusvej: 4: MaglemosegAtd: 5: Va:nget Nord; A: Skateholm 1: 8: Skateholm 11: C: Skateholm ITI: 
0 : Skatcholm lX~ a: settlement with ccmet·ery; b: settlemenl with grave: c: settlement: d: present sea level; e: 3m above sea level; 

f: 5m above sea level. 

the relationship between land and water during lhe Late 
Mesolithic and Neolithic oceanic transgression,s and 
regressions. At its greatest extent during the latest part 
of the Mesolilhic and lhe early Neolithic periods. the 
lagoon was almost 4km long and c. I km wide, more or 
less parallel to the present coastline (Fig. 20.4}. 

The excavations covered lhe upper part of the seule· 
ment areas in order to look for graves and other features. 
A combination of occupation layer and interrelated 
cemetery was identified on two sites, Skateholm 1 and 
Skateholm Jl. 

The oldest of the main sites. known a.~ Skateholm ll, is 
situated on lhe westernmost pan of the southern slope of 
a raised area. During an early pan of lhe Late Mesolithic 
period, this raised area was a long and narrow island 
in the shallow lagoon (Pig. 20.4). Twenty-two graves 
were found. As its highest point was situated at only 
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c.3m above the present-day sea level, the site became 
completely submerged during a later phase of the Late 
Mesolithic. The site was abandoned at c.6000 BP. 

Considerable quantities of seulement remains in lhe 
form of Hint artefacts and bones were found at Skateholm 
I, which was situated on the southern most side of a slope 
(Fig. 20.4). When lhe water level was +3m Skatcholm 1 
was situated on a small spur of a roughly rectangular· 
shaped island. Altogether 65 graves have been excavated 
at Skateholm I, which is dated to a more recent part of 
the Late Mesolilhic than Skateholm J1 (c.6000- 5500 
BP). Skateholm l was also affecied by lhe rising sea, as 
anested by the absence of refuse layers, which have been 
completely washed away. 

Several other Mesolithic sites were found around the 
perimeter of the ancient shoreline, and one - Skareholm 
Jll ... was discovered only 300m west of Skateholm I (Fig. 
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20.4). At Skateholm Ill skeletons are known to have 
been found in the course of gravel extraction during the 
1930s. Several graves were recognized but just one was 
excavated. A "C date of 5850 ± 90 BP (Lu-2156) for the 
skeleton indicates that the cemetery at Skateholm m was 
somewhat younger than Skateholm l 

The research at Skateholm was c,oncentrated mainly 
on the Skatebolm I and Skateholm 11 sites. Studies of 
the changes in sea level indicate that these sites were 
on small islands at the time of their settlement, and that 
the inhabitants were forced to leave them and move to 
higher ground after a few cemuries. The Skateholm JJJ 
site was located on the easternmost part of a long and 
narrow headland of sand. AU three sites feature settle
ment remains as well as interrelated cemeteries. The 
sites were found within the compass of an area no greater 
than 500m across. 

Yet another site- Skateholm IX, situated in the eastern 
pan of the lagoon - is of interest in this perspective (Fig. 
20.4). The site is large and of about the same age as 
Skateholm I. However. due to restrictions by the landowner, 
the extent of the excavated area bad to be limited. Parts of 
a pit with human bones have been excavated, indicating 
the existence of a grave and presumably a cemetery. 

T he results of the investigations at Skatebolm served 
as confirmation that the cemetery which had been 
investigated at B"gebakken in eastern Zea land was not 
a unique find. 

Southern Scandinavian cemeteries 

Since the excavation of the Skateholm sites and 
cemeteries, several other combinations of seu.lements 
and graves have been excavated. For most of these sites 
the topograpllical setting in a loca.l as weU as in a regional 
perspective is similar. Instead of just excavating the area 
in relation tO the sea shore, parts of the site situated 
further away from the previous shore have become the 
main target of investigation. The discovery of graves can 
be attributed to the fact that the archaeologists had been 
made aware that graves might be found there as weU as 
other features of importance for the study of Mesolithic 
societies, such as pits, hearths. and houses. 

Cemeteries and graves in their local tllld regional 
seuings 
The .location of the Skateholm sites at the shore or on 
islands in former lagoons is a characteristic of sites with 
graves. 

The cemetery at Bf<)gebakken was .located in a former 
lagoon. now the Maglemose bog, close to Vedb~ek on 
the eastern shore of Zealand. At other locations close 
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to the shores of the prehistoric lagoon graves have 
been discovered, such as the Vedbrek Boldbaner site 
with a couple of graves, which was found in the 1940s 
(Mathiassen 1946). On other sites, such as Vrenget Nor 
(Brinch Petersen 1989b; Juel Jensen & Brinch Petersen 
1985) and MaglemosegArd (Brinch Petersen 1979), only 
single graves were found within occupation sites which 
were totally excavated (Fig. 20.4). At Skateholm, spurs 
and banks of sand protected the entrance to the lagoon. 
A concentration of modem country cottages along 
the shoreline have hampered surveys for other sites at 
Skateholm. Sites with graves were found, however, on the 
sand banks or spurs which protected the lagoon at Vedbrek 
from direct exposure to the sea. One example is the site 
of Gengehusvej 7 (Fig. 20.4), with a cemetery including 
several graves (Brinch Petersen 1990; Brinch Petersen et 
al. 1993). 

Within one and the same lagoon several sites with 
one or several graves may be found. In some cases clear 
chronological differences occur; however, the chrono
logical differences between sites may be so small that 
more than one cemetery could have existed contem· 
poraneously within a lagoon. 

The reason why concentrations of sites with graves 
are still limited to Skateholm and Vedbrek has more to 
do with the intensity of survey and excavation in those 
locations rather than with any prehistoric conditions. 
That places of similar potential exist along the coastS 
of southern Scandinavia is evident from the situation 
along the coasts of the Oresund Sttait on which Vedbrek 
is situated (Pig. 20.5). 

The hog at Niv~ is anothe.r prehistoric lagoon to the 
north ofVedbrek on the same side of the Oresund, with a 
further example at Klampenborg, a little to the south of 
Vedbrek. At Niv!gArd, the south-easternmost site with 
a shell midden, a grave has been excavated (Jensen & 
Hansen 1999; Kannegaa.rd Nielsen & Brinch Petersen 
1993); at Klampenborg, at least one grave was found 
on the Blocksbjcrg site (Westerby 1927); and at Strl'!by 
Egede further south along the Zealand shoreline, parts 
of a cemetery were implied by two graves, one of them 
containing eight individuals (Brincb Petersen 1988a). 

In 1998 a rescue excavation of a site at T!gerup, 
situated in a lagoon on the Swedish shore of the 
Oresund opposite Vedbrek, revealed at least five graves 
(Karsten & Knarrstr!lm 2003). Circumstances did not 
allow the excavation team to search for the total extent 
of the cemetery, which means that the cemetery cou.ld 
have been larger. This site was actually one of a small 
number, including Skateholm, which was picked out in 
the late 1970s as being of special interest for a research 
project about the Late Mesolithic of southernmost 
Sweden. 
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FIGURE 20.5 
The strait of Oresund at 5m above sea level. with settlement 
sites and cemeceries. Key: A: main settlement site; B: senlement 

wlth cemetery. 

About 20km east of Skateholm on the southern coast 
of southernmost Sweden there is another prehistoric 
lagoon, the Oja- Hagestads Mosse bog. Mesolithic sites 
have been found on islands as well as on the sand banks 
protecting the lagoon. Just two of the sites have been 
extensively excavated (Larsson 1986). In one of these 
- Bredasten (Fig. 20.1) - a small pit with a dog skeleton 
was found within an area delimited by a shallow trench. 
This might be interpreted as a dog grave. 

Due to the tilting of southern Denmark since the 
Lateglacial, sites have been submerged. Graves now 
in a submerged position but formerly situated around 
lagoons have been found at two locations, Tybrind Vig 
(Andersen 1985) and MS!Jllegabet 11 (Gr!ln & Skaarup 
1991), south of Funen (Fig. 20.6). Graves from Korsl!r 
Nor on !he western shore of Zealand (Fig. 20.1) were 
found somewhat below the present sea level (Norling
Christensen & Broste 1945). 
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In conjunction with the shell middens in eastern 
Jutland (Fig. 20.1), not only single graves have been 
identified, but also cemeteries such as Nederst and Koed 
(Brinch Petersen 1988b; 1989a; Hougaard Rasmussen 
1989). If one adds the graves from Melby in northern 
Zealand (l und Hansen et al. 1972) and Dragsholm 
(Brinch Petersen 1974) on the northern shore of the same 
island (Fig. 20.7), the finds in Denmark are considerable. 
Most of them have been found close to lagoons or places 
with a high biomass production. 

This is also true for the location of sites in Sweden 
with single graves, such as Barum in NE Scania (Gejvall 
1970) and Uleberg (Wigforss 1968) on the west coast 
(Fig. 20.1). On the island of Gotland in the Baltic Sea, 
graves have been found at two sites, Kams and Stora 
Bjfirs (Arwidsson 1949; 1979; Larsson 1982a). 

Graves and cemeteries 
Graves or cemeteries seem be a recurrent phenomenon 
at Late Mesolithic sites (a cemetery is defined as a site 
with more than two persons interred). Double graves do 
occur as well as graves with a larger number of interred. 
At Gl!lngehusvej 7 a pit held the cremated bones of five 
individuals, young as well as old (Brinch Petersen & 
Meik.lejohn 2003). At Str!lby Egede, eastern Denmark, 
a grave was excavated with eight persons, newborn as 
well as old (Brinch Petersen 1988a). Four interred, all 
probably male, were placed in one direction, while four 
of female sex were placed in the other direction in the 
pit. 

A question is whether there might be a distinction 
between settlement sites with cemeteries and others 
with single graves. Single graves from large sites where 
there has only been limited excavation might very well 
indicate cemeteries, but finds of single graves within 
extensively excavated sites such as Maglemoseglird 
show that one or just a couple of interments could be 
made within a site. 

In the case of Mesolithic sites in Portugal, no relation
ship between the size of the occupation area and the 
number of graves seems to exist. large sites include 
a small number of graves and vice versa (Gonzales 
Morales & Morais Arnaud 1990; larsson 1996; Morais 
Arnaud 1989). In southern Scandinavia, however, only 
large sites seem to include numerous graves. 

There are indications that members of the same 
society were buried in different cemeteries, depending 
on their age or sex. One such indication is the distri
bution of ages - predominantly among the males - at 
Skateholm I and Skateholm 11 (Persson & Persson 1988). 
At Skateholm I there are few in the adultus group and 
many in the maturus group, and vice versa at Skateholm 
11. The female distribution is less clear between the two 
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FIGURE 20.6 
Grave from lhe submerged site M~llegabet U south of Funen. The deceased was placed in the Stem of a canoe which was wrapped in 

barl< and placed below sea level (after G!'lln & Sk.1arup 1991}. 

cemeteries. However, there is a greal deal to contradict 
the possible e)(iStence of a synchronous relationship 
between the cemeteries. 

On sites such as Skateholm 1-11 and Bl!lgebakken, 
the distribution of graves supports the hypothesis that 
they were arranged in areas well known - for perhaps 
centuries - to hold interments. The positioning of the 
graves within the cemetery almost certainly has a 
special mea.ning. Different groupings can be discerned 
by simply eumining the distribution of the graves 
within Skateholm L 1t must be said, however, that the 
picture is not complete; several graves have suffered 
severe damage as a result of modern cultivation. Some 
graves may have been totally destroyed in that process. 
Age, sex, and the quantity of grave goods vary within the 
same group. Both odontological and osteological investi· 
gations suggest, however, the existence of a close genetic 
connection between certain individuals in the same 
grouping (A lexandersen 1988; Persson & Persson 1988). 
The same family or related members may thus have their 
special place within the same area of the cemetery. 

Examples of graves overlapping older ones are few in 
number. Therefore, graves could have been visible above 
the surface. A stone or a post may have marked the grave, 
or in some cases a stone seuing. The latter is known from 
Mesolithic graves in northern Sweden, where ploughing 
has not disturbed the surface as it has in the fully tilled 
landscape of southern Scandinavia (Liedgren 1993). 
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The relation of graves and shell middens in southern 
Scandinavia is so far unclear. Grave-s of Mesolithic age 
have certainly been found at middens and at one site, 
Neders in eastern Jutland, seven graves in total were 
excavated (Jobansen 1993). Most of the graves were 
found between heaps of shells. At large shell middens, 
such as ErtebSillle (Andersen & Johansen 1986) and 
Bjl!rnsholm (Andersen 1991), skeletons have been found, 
but it is not possible to determine whether they represent 
single graves or parts of cemeteries, as the new excava· 
Lions have been rather limited in scope. 

The imerred 
Hardly any other period of prehistory can provide such 
a variety of mortuary practices as the Late Mesolithic. 
At Skateholm significant variation in the placing of the 
interred has been found. Three main categories of body 
positions can be identified: supine. seated, and crouching 
(Figs 20.8-10). Many variations of these categories 
occur. The crouching position, for example, ranges from 
a position in which the extremities are only slightly 
angled, to an extremely contorted position, which must 
denote that the deceased person was tightly trussed and 
bound hand and foot. ln most graves of southemmost 
Scandinavia the interred are placed in a supi.ne position, 
less frequently in a crouching posture. 

The Skateholm cemeteries provided several ex-pres
sions of contemporary mortuary practice. Some of these 
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have not been found anywhere else, but subsequent 
finds have produced indications which confirm compli
cated burial rituals. These involve not only the interred 
individuals. but also the whole range of activities from 
the moment it was realized that the individual was dying 
up to the act of refilling the grave. Although this insight 
is in itself nothing new, few investigations have provided 
so many examples of so many diverse activities, which 
clearly point to such complex mortuary practices. The 
dying individual appears to have eaten a 'last supper' with 
a particular content, evidence of which is provided by 
the fish bones found in the area of the stomach (Jonsson 
1986a; 1986b). The positioning of the deceased in the 
grave and the composition of the grave goods followed 
a particular pattern. The rituals included the deposition 
not only of objects such as tools and ornaments but also 
skeletal parts of animals, such as jawbones of marten, 
metatarsals of red deer, and a hoof from a roe deer. Food 
for the 'journey', including fish, was also placed in the 
grave. 

For most graves no traces of any covering of the body 
are visible. In same cases, however, organic remains 
or traces of containers have been recognized. The 
deceased were wrapped in a skin or in bark. At the site of 
Gii!ngehusvej 7, children were buried on a large wooden 
plate (Fig. 20.11; Brinch Petersen 1990). 

Judging from the dark colouration caused by some 
kind of wooden cover, the stern of a dugout canoe 
was used as a coffin in a grave at Skateholm 11. At the 
submerged site of M"llegabet 11, on western Fun en (Fig. 
20.6), the deceased person was placed in the stern of 
a canoe which was itself wrapped in bark and placed 
below sea level close to the settlement (Grii!n & Skaarup 
1991; Skaarup 1995). Wrapping the dead in bark seems 
to have been rather common. 

Cremation of the body does occur. At Skateholm I 
both of the two cremation graves were combinations with 
wooden constructions. In one case the bones were placed 
in small pits inside the construction and in postholes 
belonging to it. Cremation graves have been to und at 
sites related to the bog at Vedbrek, eastern Zealand 
(Kannegaard Nielsen & Brinch Petersen 1993). 

Grave goods 
Various activities took place in connection with the 
infilling of the grave. Food was eaten, and the leftovers 
were thrown into the fill. Even objects such as tools 
and ornaments were placed in the grave-pit, apparently 
casually, although these are often objects of the same 
type that appear as grave goods directly related to the 
interred individual. Traces of wooden structures raised 
over the grave-pit were found at Skateholm. These had 
been burnt down prior to the infilling of the grave. No 
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FtGUR£ 20.7 
Oragsholm, eastern Denmark. A double grave with two women 
(after Brinch Petersen 1974). Areas with cross-hatching mark 

the distribution of red ochre. 

similar constructions have been found at any other 
Mesolithic site so far. However, wooden constructions 
above graves in the long barrows of the early Neolithic 
period might reflect a continuation of this practice 
(Rudebeck 2002). especially as they were sometimes set 
on fire, just like those at Skateholm. 

The contents of the filling of the grave-pits differ 
considerably between graves, but also in relation to 
different parrs of one and the same filling. This might 
mean that the infilling operation was deliberately divided 
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fiGURE 20.8 
Skateholm 11. southern Sweden. Grave X with two adult males, one in a sitting, the olher in a supine, position. A dog was fou.nd in the 

grave infill just above lhe human skeletons. 

into several stages with different types of soils being 
used. 

It is possible to learn a good deal from what remains 
and, indeed, from what does not For example, a hand 
or a foot or, in one case, a lower arm a.nd a thigh bone 
may be missing from an otherwise well-preserved 
skeleton (Nilsson Stutz 2003). This may mean that these 
parts were deliberately removed, and that the deceased 
individual also had a concrete symbolic function, even if 
only in partial form, in the land of the living. 

The composition of the grave goods follows a more 
distinctive pattern than the body positions. Tools such 
as knives and axes are typically found with men, while 
women have ornaments such as belt decorations made 
of animal teeth. In addition, various combinations of 
animal bones were sewn on to clothing. Antler bases 
are also found buried in a small number of graves. Red 
ochre is common in most graves; more often than not 
this covers only limited parts of the deceased, such as 
the head and the hip area. It may be noted that certain 
elements of these Late Mesolithic burial customs recur 
more generally. One of them is the widely distributed 
custom of depositing the antlers of red deer in the grave 
(Fig. 20.9; Albrethsen & Brinch Petersen 1977; Pequart 
& Pequart 1954; Pequart et al. 1937). 
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Clear indications exist, with regard to the number 
and distribution of the grave goods, that the question 
is primarily one of contemporary world view, which 
appears to have been considerably more complex than 
a simple expression of the status of the deceased person 
in a society which is subdivided by class. Several facts 
provide evidence of this situation, such as that a number 
of children were accorded grave goods which are not 
compatible with their ages. A two-year-old child received 
two knife blades at Skateholm IT and at Nederst a five
year-old child was buried with several different objects. 
These were tools which the children could hardly apply 
to any practical use in daily life. 

Several sources of error may of course exist in an 
evaluation of the grave goods in terms of both quality and 
quantity. Objects occur in the fill immediately above the 
deceased and it is not always certain whether an object 
was intended as a grave good. In all probability there is 
a hidden gradation in respect of the relationship of the 
objects to the dead. Certain objects may already have 
been acquired at birth in the form of a family or clan 
attribute, such as a totem exemplified by a skeletal part of 
a particular animal. Other objects were probably acquired 
at various times during the person's lifetime. The sum of 
the personal possessions of the interred individual may 
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thus reasonably be expressed in terms of the number and 
quality of the grave goods bestowed on the deceased 
person. Graves without grave goods are common, as are 
graves with a small number of artefacts, while just a small 
number of graves contain many objects. 

There are similarities but marked differences as well 
between the mortuary practice of Skateholm and the 
Danish cemeteries (Larsson 1989b). The variations in 
body posture exemplified at Skateholm cannot be seen 
on either side of the 6resund strait, less than 80km 
away, or in other Mesolithic cemeteries in present-day 
Denmark (Fig. 20.1). That the interred in Mesolithic 
graves on the Swedish east and west coast, but not in 
Denmark. are placed in a sitting position is of special 
interest. This could indicate that the societies in the 
western and eastern parts of southern Scandinavia had 
di fferent mortuary practices based on different network 
structures. 

Dog graves 
An interesting aspect is the variation in the treatment of 
dogs in the burial ritual (Larsson 1989b; 1990a; 1995b). 
At Skateholm the first substantial evidence for dog graves 
was tound (Fig. 20.12). If these graves are to be ranked 
in any way, then at the top of the scale is an individually 
interred dog at Skatebolm 11, upon which a number of 
grave goods were bestowed. A red deer antler was laid 
along its spine, and three flint blades were placed in the 
hip region. in the same fashion as such objects appear 
in male graves. A decorated antler hammer was placed 
on the chest of the dog. Here we have two categories of 
grave goods, antlers and blades, which are reminiscent of 
human graves, with the latter especially associated with 
male graves. On the other hand, the antler hammer is 
without parallel in terms of grave goods. 

Another factor which is similar to those encountered 
in human graves is the strewing of red ochre over the 
dog's corpse. All of this reflects a symbolism which 
appears to apply to humans and dogs alike, in spite of the 
fact that not one of the eight canine graves at Skateholm 
I can be related spatially to a human grave. They in fact 
appear to have been regarded as 'different' in that six 
of the canine graves lie within a delimited area. There 
may have been a boundary between the two species, in 
the sense that one was seen to be something apart from 
the other. 

Before the excavation of the dog graves at Skateholm, 
graves for dogs were potentially indicated at two other 
Scanian sites. At Segebro it was speculated that the 
well -preserved canine bones could be interpreted as the 
remains of dog graves (Lepiksaar 1982). At another 
site in central Scania, a part of a skeleton was tound 
back in the 1930s (Dahr 1937). At Bredasten, like the 
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FIGURE 20.9 
Skate holm Il, southern Sweden. Grave XI with a young male in 
a supine position. Deer antJe.rs were placed across rhe feet end 

of the grave. 

Skateholm sites located within the context of an ancient 
lagoon and just 25km from Skateholm. a construction 
measuring 3.5m x 4.5m was encountered, delimited by a 
ditch (Larsson 1986). The skeleton of a puppy was found 
within this enclosure, buried in a shallow pit (Jonsson 
1986a). This construction may constitute some kind of 
grave. 

In the analyses of the bones from Mesolithic sites 
of southern Scandinavia, references are made to finds 
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FIGURE 20.10 

Skateholm I, southern Sweden. Grave 47 wi!b a young man and an infant on !be man's right side (arrow). Three stone axeheads ond a 
stone were placed between !be thighs of !be young man. 

of tubular bones and crania of dogs in the Danish 
Late Mesolithic sites, such as Dyrholmen and Vedbrek 
Boldbaner, supporting the assumption that the ritual 
interment of dogs was a commonly pract.ised element 
in Late Mesolithic burial custom (Aaris S!!rensen J9n, 
172; Degerbjiil 1933, 539). Finds from other sites in 
northern Europe dated to the Early Mesolithic, such as 
Star Carr, may indicate the same habit (Ciutton-Brock & 
Noe-Nygaard 1990, 643-6). 

Within the context of the Early Mesolithic site of 
Almetl at Hornborgarsjl:>n lake, central Sweden (Fig. 
20.1), there is also evidence pertaining to the presence 
of canine graves (Arnesson-Westerdahl 1983; 1985). 
Here, at least three finds of dog can be classified as 
ritual interments . A fourth may also be interpreted as a 
grave. One of the finds comprised the skeletal remains 
of a dog, some parts being burnt, others completely free 
from damage by fire. Thus, the corpse appears to have 
been subjected to certain rites involving fire, without 
this ritual earning the title of actual cremation. Three 
ftints were found in one concentration of canine bones; 
another dog was almost certainly strewn with red ochre. 

In a cemetery at Nederst on east Jutland, six dogs in 
total were found within the context of an area containing 
human graves (Johansen 1993). On one of them a hearth 
was placed on top of the grave, similar to the circum
stances of a dog grave at Slcateholm I. 

A cemetery with five graves on a sand ridge at Vedb;ek 
was combined with an intact skeleton of a dog, most lil<ely 
the evidence of a grave (Brinch Petersen 1990, 28). 

Structures of special importance for mortuary practice 
A rectangular structure measuring 4m x 4m, which 
differed in shape and composition from all other features, 
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was encountered inside the ceme.tery at Skateholm II 
(Larsson 1988a). Its outer limits were demarcated by a 
belt of sand-mixed red ochre on all sides. enclosing an 
area of soot-admixed sand. A thin layer of red ochre lay 
beneath the latter in one half of this strucrure, where 
posthole stains were also recognized. The unique aspect 
in the context of Slcateholm is the exaggerated applica
tion of red ochre in such large amounts over so great an 
area of the structure. Occurrences of this substance are 
otherwise only known within the graves. The distribu
tion of flints and human bones in the concentrations 
found inside the area of red ochre suggests deliberate 
depositions. Some of the bones were also found to be 
conjoined, indicating that musculature and sinews were 
intact at the time of deposition. The structure had a 
special ritual function associated in one way or another 
with mortuary practice. 

Another structure inside the cemetery at Skateholm 
II was found close to a gm -e. It was a pit, oval in shape 
and of normal grave size (Fig. 20.13). No traces of human 
remains were found, however, although the pit contained 
three red deer antlers. The finds in this feature can be 
compared to those found in certain graves in the same 
cemetery. Either it is the remains of a grave, from which 
the traces of the interred individual have been removed 
for some reason or another, or it is an example of the 
cenotaph phenomenon refe.rred to in other reporc~ of 
Mesolithic cemeteries (Aibrethscn & Brinch Petersen 
1977; Pequart & Pequart 1954; Pequart et al. 1937). 

One grave at Skateholm I consisted of a pit, c.2m in 
diameter and more than I m deep. A small amount of 
cremated human bone was found at the outer edge of 
the pit. The shape of the feature corresponds to a huge 
posthole. One cannot avoid drawing parallels with the 
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monuary poles of the Norlb American Pacific coast 
(Malin 1986). These poles bad a cavity in which the 
cremated bones of chiefs were placed. A similar monuary 
practice is known from nonbem Australia. That huge 
poles might h:ll'e been of ritual significance is suggested 
by the large postboles found close to Stonehenge and 
dated to between 9200 and 8100 BP (Alien 1995). 

B11rial Cll.rtoms from different perspectives 
The Skate holm gmves provide the opportunity to observe 
an imponant temporal perspective, since the dynamics 
in the relationship between tradition and innovation 
in burial customs can be examined. The crouching 
position, for example, is vinually unknown in the older 
cemetery at Skatebolm Il, whereas almost two-fifths 
of the individuals interred at Skateholm I, the younger 
cemetery. were placed in this position. Tbe number 
placed in the supine position was halved at Skatebolm I. 
Tbe custom of depositing red deer antlers in the gra'-e is. 
on the contrary, quite unknown at Skateholm 1, whereas 
it is a common feature at Skatebolm ll. 

The number and quality of the grave goods gradually 
diminishes between the two chronological phases 
represented by the two cemeteries. However, the many 
variations in the position of the interred individuals 
become more accentuated in the younge.r c-emetery. This 
iUustrates how the monuary practice goes through a 
process of change during this period of prehistory. 

It cannot be cle.1rly established whether the large sites 
such as Skateholm I and ll are to be regarded as havmg 
been permanently inhabited or seasonally occupied 
(Rowley-Conwy 1998). ln the time range indicated 
by the radiometric datings, the number of gta\'CS is far 
too small even to include a family group. Since it must 
probably be assumed that the dead were also dealt wuh 
in other ways, which ha\ 'e not left any traces in the 
locations investigated, the number of inhabitants may 
have been very much larger than a family group. Such an 
interpretntion is supported by the large amount of waste 
material at these sites. 

In a study of mortuary practices among hunter
gatherers it has been claimed that true cemeteries do 
not exist (Knutsson 1995). The Skatebolm cemeteries 
are regarded by Knutsson as adjuncts to repeated settle
ments which were desened when a member died and was 
buried. Tbe small number of overlapping graves and the 
structure of the gra' -es are two of several indications of 
the unlikelihood of this hypothesis. Tbe ethnograpbte 
records concerning hunter-gatherers stem from regions 
which are peripheral, not only to present settlement, but 
most likely to the settlement of hunter-gatherers with a 
complex social structure. The records of such societies 
date to an early colonization stage by individuals from 
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F'tGUIUi 20.11 
Reconstructed gJliVC from ()slngehusvej 7. eastern Denmark, with 
achi1d placed on a wooden plate (after Brinch Petersen 1990) 

European communities when notes were few and there 
was limited interest in, and special knowledge of, the 
existing inhabitants. 

Another observation in contra.~t to the hypothesis of 
several settlement intervals is the experiment in which 
the reaction of wild boars to buried meat has been 
observed (Rausing 1991). All meat buried in pits with 
a depth of 0.6-J.Om was dug up and consumed by wild 
boars less than three weeks after being deposited. Wild 
boar was a frequent animal, especially in areas close to 
the flooded beaches which would have occurred close 
to previously settled areas (Jonsson 1988). If graves 
were left unattended there should be many examples of 
graves more or less destroyed by wild boars - but there 
are not! 
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FIGURE 20.12 
Skateholm I, southern Sweden. Gmve 23. one of the total of eight dog gmves documented at this site. 

Graves du.-ing the Mesolithlc 

The Mesolithic of southern Scandinavia is divided 
into three cultural stages: the Maglemose culture, the 
Kongemose culture, and the Ertebf<)lle culture. The 
relevant chronology is shown in Fig. 20.14. Almost 
nothing is known about the mortuary practice of the 
Maglemose culture. Just as in the later part of the 
Mesolithic period, human bones are found in occupation 
layers. These might in some cases originate from shallow 
graves destroyed during later activities. However, the fact 
that a majority are fragments from skulls and extremities 
indicates an intentional choice of skeleton parts (Larsson 
et al. 1981). These bones probably had a meaning 
in activities of ritual importance, but the question is 
whether they were incorporated in funeral practice as 
such. It is more plausible that they were linked to rituals 
involving past generations. TWo human skeletons were 
found close to the Holmegard V site and dated to the late 
Maglemose culture but information about these possible 
graves remains incomplete. 

As a matter of fact, the earliest Mesolithic graves are 
the dog graves from Almeo in western Sweden. These 
are dmed to the Preboreal. 
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At Kams, on the Baltic island of Gotland, two burials 
in a crouched, sitting position and the remains of a third 
skeleton have been found {Arwidsson 1949). One of 
the crouched inhumations was dated to 8050±75 BP 
(Lu-1983; Larsson 1982a). Anolher grave with a male 
in a crouched position has been dated to 7970± 80 
BP (Ua-10426; Lindqvist & Possnert 1999). The cave 
of Stora Forvar on a small island off Gotland was 
exc.wated in the 19th century (Lindqvist & Possnert 
1999). Analyses of bones from a part of the excavation 
there have recovered several bones from a small child as 
well as bones from nine other individuals. Accelerator 
datings indicate a time range from 8555± 135 (Ua-3132) 
to 8220±95 BP (Ua-3788). 

Except for the graves at Tagerup, in the southern 
most part of Sweden, graves are lacking from the 
early part of the Kongemose culture c.8000-7000 
BP. Graves, mainly containing cremation burials, are 
known from slightly later (7000- 6500 BP), while 
most graves have been dated to either a very late 
part of the Kongemose culture or the early ErtebS!Ile 
culture (6500-6000 BP). Graves do exist from the late 
part of the Ertebf<)lle culture but the number is much 
smaller than from the early part of the culture (Price 
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fiGURE 20.13 
Structure 8, Skateholm ll, southern Sweden. A pit containing three red deer antlers: 

an example of the cene»aph phenomenon? 

1999). During the same period the transgressions were 
at their highest, which might have caused intensive 
destruction of sites and graves. Whether the decrease 
in the number of graves and cemeteries known is due 
to these natural causes or the effect of social changes 
remains an open question. 

The coast and the inland 

All Mesolithic cemeteries are found close to the sea 
and so there is a question as to whether cemeteries ever 
existed inland within southern Scandinavia. The only 
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known graves from the interior are those for dogs at 
the site of Almeo, close to the Hornborgarsjon lake in 
western Sweden. dating to the Preboreal. In that case 
one must bear in mind that the site is located as much as 
lOOk m from the former sea. 

The absence of Early Mesolithic graves might indi
cate that the cemeteries were located close to the sea, 
since the Early Mesolithic coast was submerged already 
during the late Boreal and early Atlantic periods. We 
know of some submerged sites located in the same 
setting as those from the Late Mesolithic, but excavations 
have so far been of very limited extent (Larsson 1999). 
Elsewhere in Europe inland graves and cemeteries are 
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well known from the Early Mesolithic phase (Newcll 
et al. 1979). Such cemeteries are also known from the 
Baltic area (Zagorski 1987). 

The division into inland and coastal :zones has been 
discussed in connection with the relation of seasonal 
moves and exchange systems (Andersen 1995; Larsson 
1980). In such cases the coastal :zone has been con
sidered to have extended between 10 and 15km from 
the seashore. A zone L5-30km from the shore has been 
regarded as an area which was exploited by the coastal 
settlers, while areas further from the shore might have 
been used by a separate population. Some researchers 
have argued for an interior population using sites as close 
as 15km to the shore (Noe-Nygaard 1988; 1995, 261-3). 

Cemeteries could very weU exist in the interior, for 
instance, some 30km from the coasL That graves have 
not been found may be due to several factors. The area 
classifiable as the interior within southern Scandinavia 
is of limited extent; only areas in cen1ml Jutland and 
the central part of southern Sweden could be consid· 
ered. Another factor is that very few large Mesolithic 
seulements, which do exist in the interior, have been 
intensively excavated. That the interior is mainly 
covered by soils which do not preserve organic material 
is yet another complication. However, Mesolithic graves 
should be identifiable even in such soils by traces of the 
grave-pits and especially by the presence of red ochre. 
Among the graves at Skatebolm l, for instance, 65 per 
cent included red ochre. In just one case so far, however, 
Segebro on the Scanian coast of the Oresund strait, have 
burials been indicated by red ochre and artefacts in pits 
within the highest sector of the site (Larsson 1982b, 31). 

Mesolitbic cemeteries in a wider geographic 
perspective 

In western Europe cemeteries are found in and below 
shell middens, as at Teviec and Hoedk on the southern 
shore of Brinany (Pequart & Pequart 1954; P6quart 
et al. 1937; Schulting 1996). Graves with antlers and 
also cenotaphs are evident, as well as the use of fire in 
mortuary practice. Further to the south several, if not 
most. shell middens have cemeteries of varying sizes 
(Larsson 1995a; 1996). Within some areas, such as the 
settlement along the River Sado in southern Portugal. 
most shell middens. small as well as large, include 
a cemetery. However. there does not seem to be any 
relationship between the number of graves and the size 
of the shell middens. 

New studies and radiometric datiogs of previously 
investigated cemeteries provide valuable perspectives 
on the Mesolithic cemeteries along the east coast of the 
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Baltic and neighbouring areas. According to radiocarbon 
dates, the large cemetery with 141 graves at Oleni i Ostrov 
in Karelia (O'Shea & Zvelebill984) was used during the 
period 7700-7300 BP (Price & Jacobs 1990). A grave 
within a cemetery at Spiginas in northern Lithuania has 
been dated to 7470:t60 BP (GlN-5571; Butrimas 1989). 

The cemetery at Zvejnieki is situated close to the shore 
of Lake Burtniek.i in northern Latvia. The cemetery 
was excavated in the period 1964--71 by Zagorski 
(1974). Two main concentrations of graves were found. 
Zvejniek.i is the largest cemetery in northern Europe, 
consisting of 315 graves, and according t.o the artefacts 
the site was used as a burial ground as well as a senle
ment from the Late Mesolithic until the Late Neolithic 
period (Zagorski 1987). lmportaot skeletal material was 
also gathered (Deoisova 1975). The earliest date for a 
burial at Zvejnieki is 8240:t70 BP (Ua-3634; Zagorska 
1997; Zagorska & Larssoo 1994). However, most of the 
Mesolithic graves are dated to the period c.6800-5200 
BP. 

This would suggest that the cemeteries at Olenii 
Ostrov and Spiginas are partly contemporary with the 
burials in Zvejnieki. The "C results show that we have a 
considerable quantiry of grave material dating from the 
sixth and fifth millennia throughout northern Europe. 
This provides us with an excellent basis for a future 
comparative study of the burial practices of northern 
European hunter-gatherer societies. 

The great variety of positions of the interred at 
Skateholn1 in comparison with other cemeteries where 
there are al most no differences in the burial position 
might be due to its location in the SE part of the 
Scandinavian peninsula. Influences from eastern 
Europe, with for instance a variety of burial positions 
in the Olenii Ostrov cemetery in Karelia. as well as 
examples of the sitting position, such as at Jan islawice 
in Poland. might have had a greater impact in this 
part of southern Scandinavia (Tomas7.ewski & Willis 
1993). 

Why cemeteries? 

Another crucial question is why cemeteries were founded 
at all. In a way I think that the basic reasons coincide 
with why monuments were built during the Neolith ic 
period. To use the terminology of nuclear physics. we get 
the impression that a 'critical mass' is necessary if a need 
to build monuments is to arjse. Unlike nuclear physics, 
however. it is not a question of the accumulation of one 
component, but rather of a mixture of several different 
components. One of the ingredients is the geographical 
conditions. This is obvious from the fact that Mesolithic 
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cemeteries as well as megalithic tombs are completely 
absent in cerutin regions. Mostly they are concentrated 
in areas with an ecologically varied zonation. Another 
ingredient is population density, which should not be 
confused with population growth, although there is often 
a certain association. A third ingredient is the scope of 
contact with other social groups. Further ingredients are 
the shaping of uaditions as regards the social suucture 
and henoe the structure of the conceptual world and the 
composition of the economic base. 

This does not mean that exactly the same mixture 
was necessary on every occasion for the 'critical mass' 
to arise. Nor should this be taken as evidence that the 
custom of establishing cemeteries arose independently 
in several different areas. 1t is most likely that they had 
a common origin. On the ot.her hand, we must reckon 
with different combinations and varying significance of 
the above variables for the custom to have been adopted. 
Some general ideas may have existed, but we should not 
therefore ignore the conditions and conceptions that were 
specific to each region. 

If a comparison is made between the south of Scandi
navia and the north of Continental Europe concerning 
mortuary practice during the late Atlantic phase. a 
number of interesting factors will emerge; these should 
not be ignored. One such factor concerns the relation
ship between a significant variation in burial practices 
in southern Scandinavia and the comparatively homoge
neous burial practice of contemporaneous societies in 
adjacent parts of Europe (Veit 1993). These societies, 
which are often perceived as complex, usually have a 
comparatively limited number of forms of expression 
in their burial practices. The forms of expression seem 
to differ according to whether the manifestation of 
complexiry is social or ritual. 

It is also necessary to point out that we are concerned 
here with a contrast between an inland agricultural 
society and a coastal fishing society. One factor which is 
perhaps of critical significance within the social organi
zation that manifests itself in the burial practice is the 
changed relationship between la.nd and water. 

A rise in sea level in the order of +20m occurred 
during the late Boreal and early Atlantic phases. ln 
parts of southern Scaodinavian about two-thirds of the 
landscape disappeared beneath the water. This must not 
necessarily be regarded as ecologically critical for the 
hunter-gatherer societies. New, abundant fishing environ
ments are formed just as quickly as old ones disappear. 
The social aspect should be far more interesting to study. 
These changes were so drastic that their effects must 
have been clearly identifiable in the landscape. Being 
forced to change one's physical map from one genera
tion to the next probably also had consequences for the 
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mental map. Fishing above a shallow bank on which 
previous generations were known to have lived must 
have produced a significant effect on peoples' concep
tual world. The stresses were thus of both a physical and 
a mental nature. 

Is it possible in the case of Skateholm ll, for example. 
that no one living there knew that the cemetery would 
become submerged within one or two generations? The 
need to have the deceased close by the place inhabited 
by the living was greater than the need to preserve the 
graves from physical changes for the foreseeable future. 

Perhaps we are dealing with a form of territorial 
marking here, which might be aimed less obviously 
against other societies and more against the change
ability of nature, which threatens the social and mental 
situation of mankind. Could it be that the establishment 
of cemeteries quite simply represents an attempt to halt 
changi.ng nature; an attempt to bring about a status 
quo? This idea may well be seen as a totally subjective 
observation, but! believe that greater consideration must 
be given in future analyses to the mental relationship 
between people and the landscape, in order to fully 
appreciate Late Mesolithic societies. 

No graves in Scotland? 

Graves and cemeteries are present along the entire west 
European coast from Denmark to Portugal. But so far the 
record of Mesolithic graves in the British Isles is scarce. 
Some human remains appear in contexts which seem to 
belong to des1r0yed graves (Smith 1992, 137). In o ther 
cases the find circumstances of disarticulated bones hints 
at a certain role in ritual practices involving remains of 
ancestors equivalent to the behaviour at sites in southern 
Scandinavia (Meiklejohn & Denston 1987, 297-9). The 
absence of Mesolithic graves could be a reality due to the 
circumstance that the mortuary practice accepted by the 
local society manifests itself in the deposition of parts of 
skeletons within special sites. Other funerary rites could 
have involved deposition of the body outside the site in 
a way that did not leave any !faces. But the informa
tion from Aveline's Hole in Somerset, where two of the 
skeletons were tinged with red ochre, is an important 
marker of a mortuary practice similar to that pract:ised 
on continental Europe. 

If such mortuary rituals were practised elsewhere in 
Britain, why have burials not been found in Scotland? 
The reason might be the same as that which for a long 
time made burials an unusual feature in south Scandi
navian archaeology - the excavation trenches were not 
positioned within sectors of the sites where a buriaJ 
grouod was likely to appear. Excavation has to be 
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extended to areas outside the centre of a site and to areas 
where preservation is pOOr not only for organic refuse 
but for occupation layers as well. The finding of burials 
in south Scandinavian shell middens seems to be much 
more accidental due to the limited extent of excavation. 
The largest cemeteries are not found in this type of 
refuse depOsit anyway. The most favourable landscape to 
investigate would be a lagoon or deep bay for a long time 
favoured as a protected water basin, preferably with a 
mixture of fresh, brackish, and salt water and an irregular 
shoreline which provides the potential for headlands and 
islands to form as a consequence of changing sea level. 
This might also mean that burials and cemeteries have 
been submerged as well as covered by layers caused by 
transgression. lt is not an easy task, but wonh trying, as 
this article has tried to show. 
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Chapter 21 

Danish Shell Middens Reviewed 

S0REN H. ANDERSEN 

Shell middens in Denmark have been a focus of ill/er
disciplinary study for almost /50 years. This research 
has made a major comribution to our understanding of 
Late Mesolitltic society and economy. Much informa
tion has been gained about pre-midden horizons, about 
associated settlemems, about the formation process of 
the middens, and abom continuity of shell-midden use 
from the Mesolithic into the Neolithic period. These 
aspects are reviewed here in detail, but SOIIU! questions 
remain unanswered and ensure that slte/1-midde>t 
research will con.tinue. 

Introduction 

Today, just over one hundred years after the publica
tion of the results of the major investigation of the shell 
midden at Ertebjllle in NW Jutland (Madsen et al. 1900). 
there is good reason to pause and review the situation. 
This is a suitable time to raise questions of re.lcvance to 
this research, to seek to identify ways of answering those 
questions, and to try to set out guidelines for the next 
few years of research into the Danish prehistoric refuse 
heaps. 

Shell middens (Danish Kpkkenmpddinger - strictly 
' kitchen middens') have been the object of intensive 
research for almost 150 years (Andersen 2000). This 
is in part because they are very 'visible' and therefore 
attracted attention from even the early days of archae
ology. and also because they gave rise to many finds of 
well-preserved fauna! remains; this led to the establish
ment of a tradition of fruitful cross-disciplinary research 
cooperation between archaeology and the natural 
sciences, a tradition which is still alive and which is a 
distinguishing feature of Danish Mesolithic research. In 
relation to most other types of early prehistoric settle
ments, the shell middens offer a number or evident 
advantages associated with the remains of fauna, the 
types or deposits, and the rapid tempo of deposit; together 
these factors result in unusually good opportunities for 
the study of 'snap-shot' evidence and of the organization 
of the settlement in plan, over and above what can be 
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deduced from vertical stratigraphic analysis. In addition 
there is a particular g10up of middcns. known as 'strati
fied shell heaps', which is still the best source for studies 
of the transition from the Mesolithic to the Neolitbic 
periods and thus also for evidence about the very earliest 
Neolithie living conditions. 

Since the nineteenth century, research into the Danish 
shell middens has gone through a number of stages. From 
excavations aiming at collecting artefacts to chrono
logical and typological investigations, thtOugh excava
tions of parts of refuse heaps and then investigations of 
entire large ones, to today's regional p.rojectsdealing with 
settlement systems - as most recently seen implemented 
at Norsminde fJord in eastern Jutland {Andersen 1976; 
1989) and the former Bj!lrnsholm Fjord at L.imfjon!en 
(Andersen 1991, 61). 

Excavation techniques bave also undergone changes 
over the last 100-150 years, but the most decisive differ
ence is the change from excavating sections and small 
areas of large refuse heaps - particularly in order to study 
their stratigraphy and chronology- to total excavation of 
small- and medium-size heaps, for example at Norsminde 
{Andersen 1989) and Brovst (Andersen 1969), in addition 
to Egsminde and Siggard in the former Bj0rnsholm Fjord 
(Note 1). In these cases it was not only complete refuse 
heaps, but also the areas below and around the shell layers 
that were inve.~tigated. For instance, some 900m1 of the 
Visborg shell midden, on Mariager Fjord, have been 
investigated in this way (Andersen 1999) {Note 2). 

The new research strategy is combined with questions 
which are linked to the nature of the settlement, and to 
the arrangement and use of the site. It is the settlement 
plan and dwelling-structure, and the function of the 
refuse heap in the contemporary settlement system as a 
whole. which have been the main focus of attention in the 
last 10-20 years. 

Together with the altered excavation methods there 
are also new dat ing techniques- chiefly ''C-which have 
produced many new and important results. for instane~ 
the age of the earliest shell heaps and the chronology of 
the occurrence of the shell middens, in addition to a clear 
insight into the pace of the accumulation of deposits 
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within the suuctures and ilieir period of use (Andersen 
1995). Today we know iliat some of the largest shell 
midde.ns. such as ErteWlle and Bjl)rnsholm, were in 
use for up to 1000 years, and this is evidence of a very 
stable senlement system and a corresponding constancy 
in ilie natural surroundings, primarily the resources of 
the maritime environment (Andersen 1995, 62). The new 
dates have also shown iliat oilier major shell rniddens, for 
example Meilgflrd, were created in ilie course of a much 
shorter time-span - in that case about 400-500 years 
(Note 3). 

Apart from the culture-history aspects of these dates, 
they also provide a reason for the scale of productivity of 
the 'Atlantic oyster banks'. In 1922 the marine biologist 
C.G.J. Petersen (1922) reached the conclusion that 
Meilgard had been used during about 1200 years on the 
basis of modern oyster production in the Limfjord, but 
the above-mentioned dating results show iliat the shell 
midden was accumulated in about half that time. We 
thus have new information which supports our theory 
that ilie Atlantic Ocean must actually have had a far 
higher degree of biological productivity than the sea 
has today. The investigations of recent years have also 
shown that ilie 'kitchen-midden concept' of earlier times 
does not cover a uniform find-group, but includes shell· 
heaps of different size, age, and function (see below). 
In addition iliere are regional differences between the 
Jutland, western Danish. and Zealand, eastern Danish. 
shell middens (Fig. 21.1) (Note 4). 

Finally, there is also a growing recognition of the 
possibility of using ethnographic information (descrip· 
tions and pictures) with major significance for the 
interpretation of ilie Danish shell middens. 

A question which has been ilie subject of analysis 
has of course been: are the shell middens settlements? 
Are they in fact the settlements? In the case of the 
overwhelming majority the answer has to be 'yes'. The 
shell middens all contain a mixture of remains of meals. 
ordinary refuse, and workshop-areas, with artefacts 
and structures which are associated wiili a settlement: 
fireplaces of two m.Un types, fire-pits, extensive layers of 
ash. fishbone-remains, 'butchery areas', working areas 
for the manufacture of flint tools and weapons, postholes 
and pits, in addition to a few graves. Also iliere is refuse 
such as broken pieces of tools and weapons. 

The only element which is still absent are well
defined remains of dwellings in association with the 
shell middens, but it seems that iliese are also gradually 
beginning to appear in excavations of the areas under 
ilie shell-layers, as at Lollikbuse (S~rensen 1993), Ale 
(Note 5), and Va:nge S~ in eastern Jutland (Fig. 21.2). In 
addition there are many finds of postholes and stake boles 
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in ilie shell layers. though so far it has not proved possible 
to establish from these occurrences any meaningful 
pattern on the surface of a settlement site. 

However, in spite of finds of more structures in recent 
years which are interpreted as remains of dwellings, we 
are still in the situation where we cannot yet present a 
generally accepted 'model' for ilie house type of the 
Ertebllllle culture, nor for where the settlement would be 
located in relation to the shell heap. 

In the most recent analysis of the Ertebl;ille shell 
midden, the conclusion was tbat shell middens were a 
type of coastal settlement where the population carried 
on a large number of everyday activities on the surface 
of the shell heap, but ilie dwelling spaces were situated 
outside the shell heap. either behind it or in some oilier 
situation where the traces gradually came to be covered 
by later shell layers (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 59). 
Thus ilie questions remained: where did the people live, 
and was ilie shell midden the whole settlement area, or 
only a part of it? 

Many of the investigations of recent years have there
fore been directed towards resolving these issues, and an 
account of the provisional results is given in iliis article. 
The excavations have primarily been directed at ilie area 
under and around the shell heaps, rather than concen
ltating on the shell heaps themselves. 

'Pre-midden layers' 

lt has become apparent from ilie shell midden excavations 
that in many cases iliere are 'pre-midden layers' with 
plentiful finds underneath the shell middens. The layers 
which rest directly on the old ground surfacecont.Un large 
quantities of charcoal and ash and are rich in worked flint, 
shell patches, cooking stones, and animal bones. In ilie 
layers there are also settlement-related structures such as 
stOne-built fireplaces, areas for making ftint tools, areas 
with red ochre, and in some cases uaces of dwellings, as 
at Lollikhuse on Roskilde Fjord (SI!rensen 1993) and Ale 
in the former BjSirnSholm Fjord (Note 5). At Norsminde 
a grave with a skeleton was also found in a layer of this 
type under the shell midden (Andersen 1989, 27-8), and 
several of the graves from Nederst be.long to ilie pre
midden layer at that site (Kanneg!rd 1990). ll should be 
noted iliat stone-built fi replaces are a particularly typical 
form of structure in these layers. At Ertebl;ille, in ilie 'old' 
excavation, two such fi.replaces 'vere found (Madsen et al. 
1900. 25- 6), and in ilie new reappraisal excavation one 
more appeared (Fig. 21.3). 

In some situations it can be difficult to distinguish 
between the 'pre-midden lay-er' and ilie 'old' humus 
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surface, and this is particularly true in situations where 
the layer only contains a little charcoal and few artefacts. 
The difficulties are further compounded by the fact that 
these 'pre-midden layers' do not occur under all shell 
middens, and rarely under the whole of a shell midden. 
and because they are not equally plentiful in objects 
and structures across their whole surface; there was, for 
example, a layer of this type under part of the Meilg!rd 
refuse-heap (Andersen 1960, 28 - where a fireplace is 
mentioned), but only under a small part of it. and at 
Visborg the 'p.re-midden layer' was only substantial and 
rich in finds along the prehistoric shore-line. Provisional 
observations suggest that these culture layers in general 
are both smaller and more limited in extent than the 
covering sheU-layers. 

At Enebillle the ·pre-midden layer' was up to O. lm 
in depth and held an abundance of artefacts . In addition 
to worked Hint and animal bones. there were also many 
·cooking Stones' in the deposit (Fig. 21.3). The depth 
of the layer and its contents of artefacts and structures 
show that it either represents one long-term period of 
occupation of the site or several short-term ones. Layers 
of this type with settlement structures and artefacts arc 
the earliest in situ evidence of dwelling on the site, and 
thus represent seulement activ.ity before the shell heaps 
were deposited and brought about a ·sealing off' of these 
culture layers. 

The 'pre-midden layers' have been scientifically dated 
in only a few cases. At Erteb!)lle the layer was dated to 
4690--4620 cal BC (K-4366; Andersen & Johansen 
1986, 49); at Norsminde the dating was 4780-4750 cal 
BC (K-5199; Andersen 1989, 26-8); and at Bj0rnsbolm 
lhe daring covered c.4700-4600 cal BC (K-5070 & 
507 l). ln most cases the layers are dated by their artefact 
content (by typology), or there are ame quem datings of 
the shell heaps above them. The " C dates support the 
archaeological/straligraphic datings, however, and all 
indicate the early Ertebf<)lle period, 5400-4600 cal BC, 
which also accords well wilh the fac1 that there are only 
rare occurrences of pottery in layers of this type. In no 
case is the 'pre-midden layer' dated to the late or very 
late Ertebillle culture (4300-4000 cal BC). 

The lack of maritime mollusc-shells in the layers 
shows that the 'pre-midden layers' represent a different 
type of settlement from the shell middens, and thalt.hey 
correspond to the 'ordinary Erteb!llle coastal settle
ments' (without shell middens) (Andersen 1995, 48-9). 

lt should be stressed that so far it has been impossible 
to determine whether in some cases there may have been 
small local shell heaps associated with the 'pre-midden 
layers'. lt could for instance be considered feasible that 
the layers were the expression of a type of settlement in 
which the huts/houses were all the time situated beside 
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a shell heap, but were later covered by the shell layer as 
a result of the gradual horizontal growth of the settle
ment along the coast (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 59). 
Chronological invest.igations of the 'pre-midden layers' 
indicate, however, that they were relatively rapidly 
covered over, and that there does not seem to be any 
internal horizomallchronological difference between the 
different areas of the layer. 

Taken as a whole. our current observations suggest 
that c.4800-4600 cal BC a change took place in the 
form of settlement and pattern of subsistence, including 
a change in the scale and significance of collecting 
maritime molluscs. and this resulted in the beginnings 
and fast accumulation of shell middens at some of 
the coastal settlements. The number of shell middens 
increased in the following centuries, and this culminated 
in the period c.4600- 4000 cal BC (Fig. 21.4; Andersen 
1992, 74, fig. 4a). 

During the same period an increase in ·natural shell 
banks' can also be seen (Andersen 1992, 74: 1995, 
fig. 9a), and these centuries arc also characterized by 
a constant rise in the sea level of the Atlantic Ocean 
(Christenscn 1998. 15 & fig. 5), which must h3\•e caused 
an erosion of the coastal areas and thus also a consider
able rise in mineralle,•els in the sea. Even though there 
is still doubt abour this, it is tempting to see a connec
tion between these observations. The explanation for 
the incipient and steadily more extensive depositing 
of maritime shells at some coastal settlements and the 
increasing number of shell middens from this time may 
owe their origins to the maritime biorope and the shell 
banks from this time becoming so productive that more 
comprehensive collection of molluscs was possible. This 
would mean that the increase in frequency of the shell 
middens at the end of the Atlantic period was a direct 
function of increased marine productivity in the sea 
during those centuries (Fig. 21.4). 

Settlements behind the shell middens? 

Another aspect that has featured in the debates of recent 
years on shell middens is the question of exactly where 
the senlements were situated. 

In connection with the revised investigation at 
Ertebillle, discussion took place as to whether the 
dwellings could either have been placed behind the shell 
heap or at the side of it (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 
59). Could there possibly be traces of sertlement behind 
the shell middens? Has there been an actual settlement 
situated there. and does the shell midden in that case 
simply represent refuse heaped up on the shore in front 
of the dwellings themselves? In order to throw more 
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light on this question further large surface investigations 
of rhe areas behind and below the shell layer have been 
carried out at Ene~lle and a number of o rber places. 

Before the analysis of the above questions is taken 
further. attention must be drawn to the fact that a 
number of shell middens have been co,•ered by the 
sea, which may well have washed away small or large 
parrs of the upper culture layers, and in other situations 
culture layers may have been ploughed away. This is of 
course true not only of the shell layer itself, but also of 
the more unprotec!ed layers around and behind the shell 
middens. 

In all cases of small- or medium-sized shell middens 
only sparse finds bave been encountered in the area 
behind the shell middens. As a rule there is a congruent 
distribution of shell layers and flint refuse. tools, animal 
bones. and so on. ln cases such as Norsminde, where 
the shell midden has been well-protected by larer earth 
layers, this must indicate that there was no large-scale 
nor long-term settlement activity behind that shell 
middeo {Nore 6). 

The circumstances are different, however. in the cases 
of the large shell middens, where the settlement activity 
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has lasted over a period of c.IOOO years. as at Erteb~~Sile 
and Bj!lrnsholm (Andersen 1991; Andersen & Johansen 
1986). or about 500 years, as at Meilgard {Liversage 
1992, ~g. 83). At each of these sites a large area behind 
the shell heap has been uncovered. either in the form 
of extensive horizontal stripping, as at Erte~lle and 
Bj!lrnsholm, or by means of trenches and trial-holes as at 
MeilgArd (Andersen 1960, 29: Andersen 1991, 64 & fig. 
3; Andersen & Johansen 1986, 35-9 & figs 4- 5). 

At Meilgdrd. where in all 64m2 were investigated. a 
stone-set fireplace was observed, as well as numerous 
deposition horizons, flint waste, flinl rools of late 
Erteb!llle type. and small patches {<I m in diamerer) 
of thin. localized shell layers in an area c.40mx 
50m behind the shell midden itself; the artefacts found 
formed a 'culture layer', which could be splil into 
several smaller circular concentr.ations, measuring c.3-
4mx3-4m (Andersen 1960, 29}. These observations 
provide evidence that the area behind lhe shel l heap 
was used for seulement activities. Behind the Erte~llc 
heap three large fields with u combined total area of 
c.JOOOm' were excavated (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 
fig. 4}. and at Bj0rnsholm an area of c.800m' immedi· 
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ately behind the thickest part of the shell midden (which 
is protected) was investigated (Andersen 1991. fig. 3). 

At all three sites artefacts from the Ertebjjlle culture 
were found behind the shell heaps (on the landward 
side), but distributed over areas of very varied extent 
and with variable density. Since the shell middens are 
often situated on sand. normally only ftint is preserved, 
but in rare cases, as at Meilgdrd and Bj!<lrnsholm, finds of 
pottery and bone-remains have also been made in those 
layers. At Norsminde worked flint was found, with a 
stone-built fireplace behind the shell heap, and similarly 
a fireplace was found behind the Ate shell midden in the 
former Bj!lrnsholm Fjord (Andersen 1991, fig. 3) (Note 
5). Behind the shell heap at Holmeg!rd on Djursland 
there were also several stone-built fireplaces (Note 7). 

At both Erteb!llle and Bj!ilmsholm there were ill situ 
layers with frequent occurrences of worked flint and ftint 
implements of mid and late Erteb!'llle types; at Erteblllle 
the densest find concentration covered an areac.l5m x6m. 
but worked flint and a few pot-shaped pits were also 
found in an area measuring c.30mx50m. Within this the 
largest flint concentration inc.luded a suspected workshop 
area with a 'sitting-stone' surrounded by an oblong fan
shaped distribution (c.8m x 5m) of flint spalls, waste, and 
unfinished or rejected implements. In the centre of this 
area was a roughly circular fireplace (1.2m diameter). 
and around the periphery of the concentration there was 
a 'ring' of fiat-bottomed oval or irregular pits measuring 
c.2mx4m (Andersen & Johansen 1986, fig. 5). The 
overall impression received from this area is that there 
has been an organized settlement structure (Fig. 21.5). 

AI Bj!lrnsholm artefacts were also found behind 
the shell heap, and the largest concentration measured 
c.IOm x 20m and was c.0.2m thick. This represents 
several settlement phases, which is also confirmed by 
the fact that within this area several small and slightly 
diffuse sub-concentrations of worked flint C·ould he 
distinguished together with 'patches' of mussel shells, 
cooking stones. a few animal bones and potsherds, 
postholes. and small pits. The small artefact-concentra
tions measured c.3-4mx3-4m (Andersen 1991, 65). 

Both at Erteb!llle and Bj11rnsholm the areas behind 
the shell heaps are today cultivated fields. and even if 
the artefacts theoretically might have been moved by 
agricultural activity, the in situ layers at these sites as 
well as the results of the distribution analysis of the 
partially ploughed up settlement of Bro in NW Funen 
(Andersen 1972, 14-18). show that the occurrence of flint 
at Erteb!llle and Bjllrnsholm must closely correspond to 
the extent of the area where there were settlement activi
ties behind the shell middens in the Erteb!llle period. 
The artefacts in the culture layers drue those layers as 
contemporary with the main settlements in the actual 
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shell midden, which in most cases means that they 
belong to the mid or late Ertebl'llle culture (4600- 4000 
caJ BC). 

At the moment we have to conclude that behind the 
large shell middens (on the landward side) there are areas 
with worked Hint and tools, fireplaces, pits, and possible 
postholes over a distance of up to c.40m from the shell 
heap. The finds show that these areas can be divided up 
into smaller ·patches' measuring c.3- 4m x 3- 4m. Both 
'working areas' and fireplaces have been identified, 
but no indisputable traces of dwe.llings or graves have 
been found in those areas so far. An observation such as 
this may reflect real conditions - that there never were 
dwellings or graves in the area behind the shell heaps. 
which seems to be supported by the sites where the area 
was rapidly covered after the Erteb11lle period - but the 
absence of such structures may also he the result of some 
of these areas having been removed by ploughing and 
erosion (e.g. signs of marine erosion of the area behind 
the Erteb!<llle heap; Andersen & Johansen 1986, 42). 

It looks as if the horizontal extent and the thickness 
of these layers, as well as the intensity of finds, are to 
some extent a function of the length of use of the shell 
middens. However, the culture layers behind the shell 
heaps are of a lesser extent and contain fewer finds 
than the shell middens themselves. and at the same 
time the number of structural settlement features - in 
particular fireplaces, but also pits, and so on - is consid
erably smaller than in the heaps. With the exception of 
Erteb!llle there are no traces of an 'organization' of finds 
and structures, and no indications either, in particular in 
relation to fireplaces. that these are situated in special 
areas or create stratigraphic contexts, such as is tile case 
in the actual shell middens (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 
fig. 12). Thus culture layers from the Erteb0lle period 
have been identified in all the cases where recent excava
tions have been undertaken over large areas bebi.od the 
shell heaps (and these culture layers are of a larger extent 
than previously supposed), but we can still not at present 
establish whether the dwellings were situated behind the 
shell heaps. 

The conclusion is that there were activities taking 
place behind the shell middens, but that they were of a 
(slightly} different kind and took up a smaller physical 
area than those in or on the shell heaps. it is interesting to 
note that the small •flint patches' which have been found, 
for instance behind the Bj0rnsholm and Meilg!rd heaps. 
have the same size as the smallest shell mound which has 
been distinguished within the shell middens themselves 
(see below). 

How do the 'pre-midden' layers relate, then, to the 
finds behind the shell heaps? Are they the same layer, 
which originally covered both the area under the shell 
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middeo and that behind it, o r are these two independent 
phenomena? Where it has been possible to investigate 
this question it looks as if there are actually two separate 
phenomena. At Enebillle there was no stratigraphic 
connection between the culture layer below the shell 
midden (the pre-midden layer) and the finds behind the 
heap, and the same is true of Bjl!msholm and MeilgArd. 
where the pre-midden layer was also clearly earlier than 
the finds behind the heap itself. 

Settlement in £root of the shell middeos? 

In a few cases archaeological excavations have also been 
carried out in the area in front of r.he shell middens (i.e. 
on the side towards the sea). In certain of these cases 
blackish-grey sand layers with charcoal content and a 
large proportion of fire-damaged cooking stones were 
noted. as at Plynderhage and Norslund (Andersen & 
Malmros 1965. 37). But in most cases the area in front 
of the middens is highly vulnerable to the proximity 
of the sea, with erosion and disturbance of layers as 
a consequence. This is certainly true at Eneb(611e and 
Bjllmsholm (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 42). In the 
cases where the deposition environment has been 
undisturbed, it is often possible to find 'refuse layers' 
rich in artefacts and with particularly good preservation 
conditions for organic remains at r.he foot of the shell 
midden and in front of it, for example at Flynderhage in 
Norsminde Fjord. 

At MeilgArd scattered ftint artefacts were found at 
the base of the shell midden, but it was not possible to 
discern an actual culture layer or other traces of settle
ment (Andersen 1960, 28-9). At Visborg, where the 
observation conditions were ideal, the distribution of 
artefacts and settlement structures could clearly be seen 
to be concentrated in the direction towards the prehis
toric coastline, which in this case must evidently have 
functioned as the most important area of the settlement 
surface. 

In conclusion we have to state, however, that there still 
have not been enough systematic excavations to enable 
us 10 draw firm conclusions concerning the possible 
existence of dwelling-structures in the areas in front of 
the shell middcns. 

The shell middens were 'organized' 

If one tries tO imagine that the whole surface of the large 
shell middens was in use at the same time, this seems 
improbable. On the contrary. it looks as if the activities 
have changed focus from time to time, and the surface 
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has mostly been uneven. In spite of this the new investi
gations show with great clarity that the shell middens 
had an internal 'organization' which was maintained 
throughout long periods of time; for example there 
are in r.he heaps discernible areas in which shells were 
deposited and others where there were fireplaces and 
workshop areas (Andersen & Johansen 1986. 45- 8). 

The fireplaces merit special auention on account of 
the fact that ethnographic literature and i llustrations 
show that fireplaces in hunter-gatherer seulements are 
either very close to the dwellings or actually wir.hin 
them; they thus auract our interest because of our need to 
find the missing house srructures. 

At the same time the new investigations show that 
around the fireplaces in the shell heaps extensive ash 
layers can be found, with scattered 'cooking stones' and 
destroyed implementS and tools, in addition 10 potsherds 
and charred animal bones- in particular fish bones from 
food-preparation. Also there are layers of flint waste and 
special 'anvil-stones' which show that primary working 
of flint (as well as the repair of weapons and tools) was 
a frequent activity in addition to food-preparation (Fig. 
21.6). The distribution of bones and bone-splinters 
around the fireplaces corresponds closely to r.he observa
tions Binford (1983. 153) has made in connection with 
modern hunter-gatherer groups, concerning the 'drop 
and toss zones'. All these observations show that the 
fireplaces were really centres for a whole range of settle
ment activities. 

The shell middens are not homogeneous entities. 
lt is well-known that the Mesolithic shell middens in 
Denmark consist of a mixture of oysters, cockles, mussels, 
and periwinkles, normally with oysters as the completely 
dominant species. Since these types of shellfish do not 
require the same environmental conditions- for instance 
cockles live at some depth down in the seabed and have 
to be dug up, while oysters are found attached to the 
seabed and in banks - it is evident that when r.he types 
are regularly found in the shell middens in defined small 
mounds or as layers consisting of one particular type (r.he 
so-called 'meal-heaps'), this is con.fi.rmatioo that the 
collection, preparation. and waste depositing, at least in 
a number of situations, if not always, was specific to the 
type of shellfish. The fact that the different types did not 
necessarily require the same preparation may also have 
resulted in type-specific collection and preparation. 
The heaps and layers which consist of one type are as a 
rule also wholly or almost entirely lacking other culture 
remajns. 

Since it is clearly a fact. however, that mixed shellfish 
remains are found in large areas of the shell-midden 
layers, this may mean that the food-collecting covered 
several species. or. more probably. that r.he meal-refuse 
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indicate where the ftint·knappers sat (dashed outline). ln amongst the fl int. was a red deer antler tine (black) used for fl int percussion. 

(Drawn by E. Rasmussen) 

(the shells) was thrown out each time at the same place 
and thus became mixed, or that a repeated clearing-up of 
the midden's surface was carried out, resulting in a mixing 
of the contents of the refuse mounds . It is also possible 
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that the m ixing is the result of a 'levelling out' because 
the surface had lain open for a long time. 'Clearing out' 
can also be observed both in the form of shell-depositing 
in defined areas (as at Erte~lle) and in the mix.ing of 
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Plan of 1he fully excavaled Egsminde shell midden wilh 1wo parallel series of fireplaces along the prehistoric beach. 

(Dmwn by E. Rasmussen) 

artefaclS and shells on Lhe seulemenl surface itself. An 
indication counter to consequential clearing up, however, 
is the fact Lhatthe areas around the fireplaces very often 
clearly rcHect 'functional and workshop areas' with traces 
of food-preparation and tool production. 

Another new and interesting result of the horizontal 
excavations of shell middens in recent years is the identi
fication of an internal structure which seems to follow 
the prehistoric coastline. At several sites, for example 
Norsminde, SiggArd, and Egsminde, the fireplaces were 
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regulady distributed along the shore. At Bgsminde they 
were situated in two parallel rows along the prehistoric 
shoreline with a distance of c.2-3m between the rows 
and c.5-6m between the fireplaces (Fig. 21.7). Under 
the SiggArd midden there were four fi replaces - with a 
distance between them of c.6-8m-which made up a row 
along the shore (Fig. 21.8). 

Fixed StTUctures such as these have so far only been 
found in these three places, but I his may be because these 
are relatively small shell heaps and they are among the 
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Plan of the Sigglrd midden with fireplaces, pits, etc. (Drawn by E. Rasmussen) 

few that have been totally excavated. The regularity in 
the internal structure of these shell middens probably 
indicates that the fi replaces were in use at the same time. 
and that they therefore more probably represent one 
camp than a series of camps along the shore throughout a 
certain period. In that case there must have been several 
fireplaces in use at the same time, and we thus have 
traces at these sites of social units consisting of about 
four to five ' households'. The above evidence shows that 
the shell middens were not exclusively random refuse
mounds, but should rather be perceived as a kind of 
'construction' in the landscape. 
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Are the she[J middens distinguishable from the other 
contemporary coastal settlements by any feature 
other than the collection of shellfish? 

A distinct difference between the shell middens and the 
'ordinary' coastal settlements is that mussels and other 
shellfish were not only eaten down at the shore (which 
may have happened everywhere), but in some situations 
they were brought from the shell banks to certain 
coastal settlements (the shell middens). Shellfish were a 
year- round or a seasonal source of food which brought 
to cenain locations (the shell middens) an extra and 
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stable resource which was not available at other coastal 
sites. Furthennore, because of the size and visibility of 
the shell middens, it is possible to think that they may 
have functioned as territorial landmarks. as particularly 
significant sites in the settlement territory. 

Our investigations show that the collection of shellfish 
was regular and of significance for the population, but 
that this activity took place on a larger scale in some 
periods than in others. The "C dating of the Erte~lle 
heap, for instance, shows that in spite of its very long 
period or use tbe collection of shellfish was particularly 
marked in the centuries 4600-4400 ea! BC. 

The smallest unit In the shell middens 

While it has been clear for a long time that the large shell 
middens were composed of a number of smaller heaps. 
there has been great uncertainty about the size of 'the 
smallest unit' (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 45). The 
small units have now been defined not just by analysis 
of the large shell middens, as for example at Ene~lle 
(Andersen & Johansen 1986. fig. 11), but also by means 
of the excavation of a number of small shell heaps. In 
recent years auention has to a large degree been directed 
towards 'separating out' small units within the shell 
middens; these small units can be recognized in that 
- in contrnst to the surrounding shell material - they 
either consist of one single type. or are distinguished by a 
particular structure or colour which make-~ them distinct 
from the surrounding layers. They cannot have lain 
exposed to the surface for a long time, because in that 
case they would have ' flattened out' and become mixed 
with the surrounding shell material. Units such as this 
are c.0.05-0.5m thick and have a very limited horizontal 
extent. At Oyngby the smallest unit measured c.6mx 6m; 
at Brovst (layer 4) from c.4mx4m to 7mx7m; (layer 
8) c.7mx7m; and (layer 11) c.4mx4m and 5mx5m; at 
Sigg~rd the unit measured c.5mx8m. These dimensions 
correspond to the observations at Norsminde, where it 
was possible to discern individual shell heaps which 
measured 3-4m x 3-4m. Similarly, the 'splitting up' 
into stratig:raphic units in the Erteb!ollle heap shows that 
it consists of shell heaps which measure no more than 
c.2-7mx2-7m (Andersen & Johansen 1986, fig. 11). 

During the investigation of the settlement at Lystrup 
just north of Arbus (Andersen 1994, 7-36), several small 
shell heaps were also observed outSide the ·coherent' 
sbell-midden layer. which is "C-dated to c.5300-4900 
cat BC and thus is one of the earliest shell heaps 
(Andersen 1994, 16). Here four small distinct oval
shaped 'shell patches' were found; two of them were 
beside large embedded stones which presumably had 
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functioned as 'tables' or seats (Fig. 21.9). The shell 
heaps consisted of an upper thin layer of oyster shells 
resting on sheH-fragments of cockles, mussels, and 
periwinkles. The oyster layer measured c.2m x3.5m and 
3mx6m (N-S/E-W), while the thickness of the layer 
was c.30-100mm. Around the big stones the shells lay 
in a border c.0.4-l. lm wide and c.30-100mrn thick. 
These shell patches contained a very varied number of 
fish bones (in three cases a large quantity). but only a 
few large animal bones; the quantity of flint refuse was 
small in all shell patches. At the largest shell patch most 
of the flint refuse was found outside the shell layer, and 
just north of the shell heap there was a concentration of 
'cooking stones'. These examples are illustrative of the 
smallest type of 'kitchen midden'. lt is interest:ing to 
note that these small heaps have the same dimensions 
as the previously mentioned 'flint patches' behind the 
Bj~Jrnsholm and Meilgard shell middens, and that they 
similarly correspond in extelll to the two flint concen
trations at the settlement of R!!nbjerg Strandvolde 
('ordinary coast.al settlement'), which respectively 
measured 6m in diameter and c.6m x 8-tOm (Skousen 
1998. fig. 14). The diameter of these small shell heaps 
(c.6m) also corresponds very closely to the shell-covered 
area around the fireplaces at Norsminde (Andersen 1989, 
fig. 8b), Siggard. and Egsminde. 

ltlooks, therefore, as if the shell middcns were created 
out of small units of an average size of c.6m across. 
This size is closely related to the extent of distribution 
of worked flint at the smallest locations without shell 
layers. 

A special type of shell heap is the 'small shell midden· 
placed around a central fireplace. This is known from 
Brovst (layers 4 and 11), and also from Dyngby. The 
structure suggestS that these are the traces of small 
'organized' units (short occupation). 

There are, however. even smaller ad hoc occurrences 
which must almost be considered as remains of single 
meals. These are known from several excavations in 
recent years, for instance from the small shell midden 
at Dyngby in eastern Jutland (Note 8). The midden 
there was situated on a layer of natural chalk deposited 
by running water at the foot of a slope (then the shore). 
Mixed up with the chalk- and thus earlier than the shell 
heap itself - were a few shells of oysters and cockles 
in addition to some pieces of flint waste. The finds did 
not form a layer and must be interpreted as traces of 
repeated but very shon-tenn occupation during which 
meals were eaten and the remains (collected mussel 
shells) and worked flint were thrown away. This type of 
find, which has also been observed at other sites in this 
area, probably shows the simplest form of shell midden 
and can be called a 'meal patch' (i.e- shore occupation of 
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FIGUR£ 21.7 
Plan of the fully CJ<cavatcd Egsminde shell midden wilh 1wo parallel series of fireplaces along the prehistoric beach. 

such a brief or intermiuent duration that no actual shell 
midden was formed). Furthermore, these small patches 
can be differentiated from the large shell middens by the 
fact that they do not include settlement structures. 

In conclusion the small shell middens must represent 
'episodes'; traces of single activities which sometimes, 
but not always, consisted of the collection and consump
tion of food, and the depositing of the remains of one type 
of shellfish, but which were also regularly characterized 
by the deposition of all kinds of different refuse lying 
around a fireplace. Whether the small heaps therefore 
also (always) reflect a single occupation is much more 
difficult to determine (Andersen & Johansen 1986, 45: 
cf. Binford 1982, 16). 

The overall total of small shell heaps such as this in 
medium and large shell middens cannot be calculated 
accurately, since so far in almost all cases figures are 
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only based on estimates from profile sections. In smaller 
shell middens, where it has been possible to individually 
differentiate small patches in plan, no similar calcula
tions have yet been made. 

'Stratified shell middens' 

In addition to what has already been mentioned there are 
a number of particular questions associated with what 
are known as 'stratified shell heaps', such as Norsminde 
(Andersen 1989) and Bjf!rnsholm (Andersen 1991). 

This group of shell middens is the most important 
source of information about the process of change 
from the Mesolithic to the Neolithic period in southern 
Scandinavia. In addition it is one of the most important 
sources available for the study of the earliest Neolithic 
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living conditions and possibly seasonal settlement The 
most important seulement element associated with these 
locations is that they demonstrate continuity of location 
from late Mesolithic to early Neolithic times. 

There was previously a view that these locations 
constituted a special, and not particularly common, 
group of shell middens and that this was mainly a feature 
of large shell middens. The intensive and long-term 
regional investigations carried out in recent years, as 
at the former Bjjilrnsholm Fjord, in addition to a review 
of all excavations of Danish shell middens, shows with 
complete unanimity that the stratified shell middens are 
the rule and not the exception. In the Bjj!rnsbolm area, at 
least 50 per cent of the shell heaps are stratified, and at 
Norsminde fjord the figure is about 80 per cent. Similar 
conditions apparently apply in the rest of the country, 
where known shell middens such as Kolind. Sebber, 
Havn~, Am!6lle, GjessinggArd, and Nederst (Mathiassen 
et al. 1942, 37-46 & 56-60), Meilg!rd (Andersen 
1960), Langll (Broholm 1928), and numerous others 
are all stratified. In addition, it has become evident that 
it is not only the large structures that are stratified; this 
find-group also includes many small shell middens such 
as Egsminde and Lundg!rd in the Bj!lrnsholm Fjord. 
(Note 9). The picture is so uniform that the absence 
of early Neolithic layers from some shell middens is 
more likely to be the result of secondary erosion and/or 
plough damage than an actual absence of early Neolltbic 
occupation of the site. 

The conclusion is therefore that we must change 
our previous view, and that there apparently has been 
continuity of location in general along the Danish coasts; 
not just at the transition berween the Mesolithic and 
Neolithic periods, but also during the initial 200-300 
years of the Neolithic period itself. 

From this it also follows that the actual transition 
from the Mesolithic to the Neolithic periods can best be 
studied at the coastal settlement sites, which is not really 
so remarkable, since at that time either the whole, or at 
least the majority, of the Late Mesolithic population lived 
at the coa.st, and the social network was I i near (along the 
coast). lt must have been through precisely such networks 
that technological and ideological impulses -as well as 
innovations in living conditions- were transmitted. 

The difficulty, in several cases, of identifying the 
actual 'transition phase' at several of the well-known 
stratified coastal settlement sites has been caused by a 
number of fac.tors. It is evident that geological conditions 
such as movement of the shoreline and erosion of the 
find-layers from the transition phase in some areas 
may be the explanation for the absence of settlement 
layers from that time, but there are also a number of 
archaeological-stratigraphical reasons for experiencing 
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extreme difficulty in identifying layers from t.he transi
tion between the Erteblllle culture and the Funnel Beaker 
culture at c.3950 cat BC. Firstly, the actual 'typological 
transition phase' was apparently of short duration, and 
this automatically means that the stratigraphic evidence 
will be of limited extent and depth, resulting in its 
'a.rchaeological visibility' being low. Moreover, refuse 
deposition on the shell middens did not take place at 
exactly the same place all the time, but on the contrary 
changed location at regular intervals; the chances of 
finding a shell heap with a diameter of 3-4m from the 
transition phase in a randomly placed I m-wide section 
through the shell midden - not to mention managing to 
extract and date material from precisely such a single 
episode - are very, very small. The ongoing study of the 
Norsminde shell midden shows that at several places in 
the shell layer small segments with a diameter of 3- 4m 
can he identified as being from the transition phase, and 
that as it happened these layers were not 'hit' by the 
profile surveys so far published (Andersen 1989, fig. 4). 

Precisely because both Norsminde and Visborg have 
been totally excavated it has heen possible to document 
continual use of those sites from Mesolithic to Neolithic 
times. This result could perhaps also have been reached 
by means of a traditional 'section excavation', but this 
would have depended on where the section in question 
was placed in relation to the respective refuse heaps 
from different time-phases; here the advantage of large· 
scale uncovering of the surfaces - horizontal excavation 
- really makes itself felt. 

The precondition for th.is surprising continuity of 
location is of course that the basic economic conditions 
remained unchanged in the transition phase and on 
into the early parr of the Neolithic period. 1t has been 
documented that the situation of the seulements in 
the Late Mesolithic period was chiefly determined 
by access to good fishing and sea bunting (Andersen 
1995, 48). Since settlements did not change position 
in fjords and bays from the Mesolitbic to the Neolithic 
periods, and new early Neolithic coastal sites were not 
established, but on the contrary the seulements remained 
in use on the same sites ('stratified shell middens'), the 
conclusion must be that there was continuity of basic 
economic conditions throughout the Late Mesolithic 
and the beginning of the early Neolithic periods. This is 
confirmed by the available lists of fauna, which show a 
very large coincidence of species (compare, for example, 
the species lists from Norsminde and Bj~rnsholm: M!lhl 
& Rowley-Conwy in Andersen 1989, 39-40; Bratlund 
1991, 97- 104). A complete comparison herweeo the 
fauna lists is made more difficult by the fact that the bone 
remains in the early Neolithic layer, which. as the latest 
horizon. is situated uppermost. have been more exposed 
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to destruction by rain and the percolation of ground
water than the deeper and !hicker Ertebl!lle layer. This is 
particularly significant in relation to small. more fragile 
bones such as those of birds and fish. 

The Late Mesolithic locations also m.Untained 
their social position in the early part of the Neolithic 
period. This is evident in !hat the locations which were 
the major ones in the Erteblllle culture continued to 
be !he largest in the early Funnel Beaker culture, and 
we also find rich graves and exotica at those sites (e.g. 
Bj!ilrnsholm: Andersen 1995, 62 & fig. 25; Andersen & 
Johansen 1990). The graves i.n particular, but also the 
size of the settlementS, show that these coastal sites had 
a high degree of economic and social significance for the 
population and society (Andersen & Johansen 1990. 54 
& 92). 

At several stratified locations descriptions have been 
given of bow !here is a clear change between early layers 
dominated by oysters (Ertebf<)lle culture) and la1er layers 
dominated by cockles (Funnel Beaker culture), for 
example at Norsminde. In this connection it should be 
noted, however, that even though this shift in the predom
inant type of shellfish can be seen in the shell middens, 
there are also oysters in !he early Neolithic layer series, 
and in significant quantities in !he very earliest Neolilhic 
layer, where oysters form up to 10-30 per cent (e.g. at 
Norsminde: Andersen 1989, fig. 23). During the recent 
excavations at Visborg a shift of this type has been 
observed, but at !hat site it apparently occurs slightly 
later !han at Norsminde and Bj0rnsholm. At Visborg 
the actual lra.nsition layer between the Mesolithic and 
Neolithic periods is dominated by oysters. The differ
ence may be because maritime conditions changed 
later in Mariager Fjord lhan for instance at Norsminde, 
possibly because it is larger and more directly open 
towards Kattegat, wh ich would mean that !here would 
be access for fresh seawater, rich in nourishment, for 
a longer time than in the smaller fjords, which rapidly 
became cut off by accumulated coastal banks. 

Other types of shell heap 

A description has been given above of a group of small 
shell heaps, which can best be characteri~ed as 'meal 
heaps', as well as !he stratified shell heaps. In Denmark, 
however, there are also other types of shell heap. These 
are shell heaps which consist virtually exclusively of 
sheUs, wi!h very few artefactS. Examples of such heaps 
are known from HolmegArd and Tronh!lljen (Note 10), 
but the FArevejle sheU midden in NW Zealand should 
also be considered part of this group (Madsen et al. 
1900, 112-22). 
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Very particular auention should be accorded to !he 
'natural' shell banks or beds in which artefacts have 
often been found, chiefly harpoons and llint tools, 
but also structures used for fishing, such as fishing
barriers. The shell banks with artefacts occur around !he 
whole country and have been described at Kolindsund, 
Lammefjorden. Roskilde Fjord, and Stavns l']ord on 
Samsf<) (Troels Smith 1995,63 & fig. 4). 

Conclusion 

Now. a good hundred years after the first major shell 
midden investigations, we have made noticeable progress 
in research into !hese conspicuous and interesting cultural 
remains from Mesolithic times (Andersen 2000). 

Today we know that the shell middens are a special 
variant of the Ertebl')lle culture"s coastal seulements, 
and !hat they demonstrate continuity of location 
lhroughout long periods - in some places up to about 
1000 years - and that this continuity continues for some 
time into !he Neolithic period. In many cases there arc 
seulement traces under the shell middens which date 
from t.he period before 4700 cal BC: these are known 
as pre-midden layers. and represent a settlement form 
different from the shell middens. At about 4700 cal BC 
the deposits change in character, and the shell middens 
begin to accumulate in a series of coastal locations, 
probably as an expression of an increase in the quantity 
and size of the natural shell beds. From the same time 
the number and size of the shell middens increases 
considerably. 

The new excavations have shown that !he area 
behind the shell middens was part of the total settle
ment area, possibly the place where the dwellings were 
situated, while the shell middens were !he spot where the 
everyday activities took place around the fireplaces. The 
shell middens !hus did not form the whole settlement, 
but only part of it. In several cases it has been possible 
tO observe a form of internal organization-a 'settlement 
structure' - where the 6replaces Ln particular are placed 
with regular intervals between them (at Norsminde 
and Egsminde) and in specific seulement areas, which 
is an indication !hat several firep.laces were used at the 
same time. and that the social unit included several 
households. Other areas were used for workshop activi
ties and dumping of food-waste. The shell middens are 
built up out of small shell patches. and !he new excava
tions show that !he smallest unit has an average size 
of c.6m diameter. These small patches, which in some 
cases lie deposited around a cenu:al fireplace, are traces 
of short-term occupation. and can best be described as 
'meal heaps' or 'ad hoc patches'. 
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The organization of the settlements was linear and 
followed the prehistoric coastlines. where the shell 
middens are found together with and among the coastal 
seulemems without shells. Another characteristic feature 
of settlements in the defined fjord systems is that one 
settlement area is significantly larger than all the others, 
and often so large that in length, breadth, and total 
volume it is larger than a lithe others together. 

The traces of houses are still few and disparate, but it 
seems to be possible to discern a house-form in which 
the floor is partially dug down below surface level; 
sunken floor levels of this type have now been found in 
several cases under protective layers of shells. 

In spite of clear progress in research into the Danish 
shell middens we still lack clear answers to questions 
such as: where did people live, and how did they 
dispose of refuse; how much of the shell heap was 
in use at the same time: how and bow often did they 
change living-places on the shell heap: and what factors 
contributing to decomposition (taphonomic conditions) 
have affected the shell heaps since they were deposited. 
and to what extent? In addition tO ordinary deteriora
tion (erosion and subsidence). marine erosion has 
to be reckoned as the most important factor in this 
process. To this one must add 'human' elements such 
as levelling of the surface of the shell heaps; in heaps 
subjected to this the layers may appear horizontal or 
almost horizontal. 

If in future we are to be able to answer some of the 
questions raised in this paper. we must develop new 
excavation methods which a.re directed mo.re towards 
analyses of the settlement areas and their layout- that is 
methods of a more 'three-dimensional' kind. 

Notes 

I. Egsminde, Siggard, and LundgArd. All unpublished. 
MoesgArd Museum ref. nos. 3822, 3378. 3380. These 
sites were excavated in the context of a joint research 
project conducted by Aalborg Historiske Museum 
(Brik Johansen) and Aarhus University (S~ren H. 
Andersen). 

2. Visborg, see Andersen (1999). MoesgArd Museum, 
ref. no. 3933. 

3. Unpublished excavation by the author in the 1970s 
and subsequent 14C-datings of stratigraphic serieos 
through the shell heap. Cf. MoesgArd Museum. ref. 
no. 1700. Sec Liversage (1992). 

4. The drawings accompanying this chapter have 
kindly been prepared by Ea Rasmussen. 

5. Ale. Unpublished. MoesgArd Museum, ref. no. 3251. 
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6. These layers should not be confused with the early 
Neolithic settlement laye:rs which are also found 
behind some Danish sheU middens. for example at 
Bj0rnsholm (Andersen & Johansen 1990, 50-54, figs 
4& 17). 

7. HolmegArd. Unpublished. MoesgArd Museum, ref. 
no. 1532. 

8. Dyngby. Unpublished. MoesgArd Museum. ref. no. 
3754. Saksild parish, Hads district, Arhus. 

9. Egsminde and LundgArd. See Note I. 
10. TronhS~jen. Unpublished. MoesgArd Museum, ref. 

no. 1963. 
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The Mesolithic Period in Southern Norway: 
Material Culture and Chronology 

TORBEN BJARKE BALLIN 

This chapter puts forward a revised view of the hunter· 
gatherer Stone Age of southern Norway, which includes 
a slight adjustment, and combination, of existing 
chronologies. and a presenratio11 of the material 
culwre associated with the region's Mesolithic phases. 
The chronology here is based on exami11ation and 
comparison of a large number of lithic assemblages 
from east, west, and south Norway, a11d the method· 
ology incorporates typological studies, tech11ological 
attribute analyses, and raw material analyses. it is 
demonstrated that typological. technological, a11d raw 
material auributes ca11 be equally diagnostic (chrono
logically and regional/y) a11d, apart from familiarizing 
the anglophone archaeological community with the 
marerial culture of southern Nonvay. it is also the 
author's aim ta present a methodology of relevance to 
the existi11g Mesolithic chronology of Scotland. 

Introduction 

In this chapter the author presents a 'new' framework 
for the Stone Age of southern Norway. This framework 
is primari ly a fusion and co-ordination of existing 
regional chronologies (Bjerck 1986; Mikkelsen J975b), 
which subdivides the Mesolithic phases imo earlier 
and later sections. The basis of this chronological 
division is typological (diagnostic types), emphasizing 
microliths and arrowheads, supplemented by analyses of 
technology (mainly blade technology) and raw material 
preference. 

The work presented here is based on Ballin (1999a). 
with the Farsuod Project forming its point of departure. 
This project was carried out from 1992to 1994 under the 
auspices of Oslo University's Collection of Antiquitie.s 
('Universitetets Oldsaksamling'). In connection with 
industrial development at Farsund on Lista, SW Norway, 
an area of c. I IO.OOOm' was surveyed, and 36 sites. mainly 
from the Stone Age, were recorded and excavated. The 
sites cover al l phases from the second half of the middle 
Mesolithic to the end of the middle Neolithic, and for the 
first time a coherent picture of the Stone Age of south 
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Norway could be presented. Generally all archaeological 
activity in southern Norway has concentrated on the 
evidence from east and west Norway. 

The finds from the Farsund Project were discussed 
in a monograph (Ballin & Lass Jensen 1995). and the 
University's Collection of Antiquities allocated means 
for further research into this material (The Farsund 
Research Project). As pan of this research. the Stone 
Age of southern Norway was divided into three regions 
(east, west. and south Norway) as well as into a sequence 
of phases, with the lithic material from the three regions 
compared phase by phase. Within the period middle 
Mesolithic to middle Neolithi<: (the chronological 
span of the Farsund Project) comparison was based on 
selected museum collections (16 site assemblages) (Fig. 
22.1), whereas early Mesolithic and late Neolithic finds 
were investigated via archaeological literature. Based on 
this analysis a chronological framework (Fig. 22.2) for 
the Stone Age of southern Norway was put forward as 
well as outlines of the associate'CI territorial structure. 
In the Farsund Research Project the Stone Age material 
of southern Norway was also compared with contempo· 
rary finds from the adjacent regions of western Sweden 
and southern Scandinavia, but not northern Norway, as 
the phases succeeding the northern Komsa Culture are 
poorly understood. 

Geographical concepts 
In the author's thesis the boundary between southern and 
northern Norway is defined by the location of Stad on the 
Norwegian west coast (Fig. 22.1). By this means, southern 
Norway consists of the counties of 0stfold, Akershus, 
Vestfold, Hed mark, Oppland, Buskerud, Telemark. 
Aust· Agder, Vest·Agder, Rogaland, and Hordaland, as 
well as Sogn and Fjordane. The region of east Norway 
is defined as 0stfold, Akershus, Vestfold, and Telemark, 
west Norway as Hordaland and Sogn and Fjordane, and 
south Norway is defined as Aust-Agder and Vest-Agder. 
or the two adjacent regions. S()Uthern Scandinavia is 
defined as Denmark and Scania (southernmost Sweden}, 
whereas western Sweden is defined as the counties of 
BohusiHn, Vastergtltland, and northern Halland. 
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The counties of southern Norway and the sites analysed in Baltin ( 1999a). 

To reduce the possibility of mixing regional and 
economic aspects it was decided to select sites from only 
one ecological zone: the coastal zone. A settlement was 
classified as coastal if the sea of the time was pan of the 
site's catGhment area (radius IOk:m; Higgs & Vit.a-Finzi 
tm. 28) and thereby an integral part of the economic 
strategy at the site. 

Tbe Mesolilhlc/Neolilbic transition l.n southern 
Norway 

In Mikkelsen's chronological framewort; for the 
Mesolithic of east Norway he dated the Mesolithic/ 
Neolithic transition to c.SOOO BP (Mik:kelsen 19751!. 
31), whereas this phenomenon today is dated to c.5200 
BP (Ballin t999a; Bergsvik 1995. 115; Bruen Olsen 
1992. 124: Ni!:l'l3Y 1994, 19). A phase displacement of 
only 200 years may seem insignificant, but in this case 
it causes problems as 10 the exact position of Mik:kelsen's 
phase 4. Does this phase constitute the last phase of the 
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Mesolithic (as stated by Mikke1sen). or is it the first 
Neolilhic phase (Fig. 22.2)7 

Before this problem can be addressed, the content 
of the two chronological concepts. Mcsolithic and 
Neolilhic, must be defined. Recently the case of the 
Norwegian Mcsolilhic/Neolilhic transition has been 
discussed by Prescott (1996). wbo lists a series of 
different interpretations. For instance, the concepts of 
Mesolitbic and Neolilhic can be seen as different chrono
logical periods, evolutionary steps, economies, modes 
of production, or different combinations of cullural 
phenomena (Prescott 1996, TI). 

If 'Neolithic' is defined as an economy or a mode 
of production, it has traditionally been seen as the 
Stone Age period in which the hunter-gatherer 
economy was replaced by agriculture. Based on this 
definition, Prescou (1996, 79) argues convincingly for 
tbe absence of a Neolitbic period in Norway, and he 
calls attention to weaknesses anached to the preserved 
indicators (bone, seeds, coprolites, pollen, and pouery) 
for a Norwegian Neolithic. Referring to Zvelebil 
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and Rowley-Conwy's staged model concerning the 
introduction of a Neolithic economy in any given area 
(availability- substitution- consolidation; Zvelebil & 
Rowley-Conwy 1984 ), Prescon suggests that the early 
Neolithic (EN) and the early middle Neolithic (MN 
A) constitute an availability phase, in which agricul
ture is acknowledged but not introduced, whereas the 
late middle Neolithic (MN B) possibly constitutes a 
short substitution phase, in which agriculture is being 
introduced and during which the hunter-gatherer 
economy is replaced by the new economy. In the late 
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Neolithic the agricultural economy is consolidated, but 
Prescon (1996, 84) considers this phase to be the dawn 
of the coming Metal Age rather than an actual Stone 
Age phase (cf. Bakka & Kaland 1971). 

According to Prescon (1996, 83), there is a possibility 
that east Norway may have been properly Neolithic 
during the EN and MN A, which he finds expressed in 
a larger import of Neolithic artefacts (e.g. ground flint 
axeheads from the Funnel-beaker Culture) and ideology 
(e.g. megalithic graves). The two(!) megalithic graves 
can be dated to the beginning of MN A (0stmo 1982; 
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1984), whereas the EN artefacts of east Norway are very 
poorly dated. 

The application of the Neolithic concept in southern 
Norway must be seen in its context of research history, 
as it is mainly based on artefactual parallels between 
the larger lithic artefacts in southern Norway and 
the Neolithic of southern Scandinavia (the Funnel
beaker Culture). The Neolithic phases of southern 
Norway mentioned above are primarily expressions of 
differences within the Local material culture, and only 10 

a minor degree do they say anything about the economy 
or ideology of the phases in question. 

Economically the late Mesolithic and the EN of 
southern Norway may be seen as a continuum. The 
Mesolithic/Neolithic transition is defined by the intro
duction (import?) of 'Neolithic' types such as ground 
Hint axeheads, battle-axes, and pottery. As these types 
are rarely found on EN settlement sites, researchers have 
chosen to use the introduction of tanged arrowheads 
and cylindrical core technology as the main indicators 
of the transition. In west Norway tbis event coincides 
with the introduction of rhyolite in blade production. 
The introduction of tanged arrowheads and cylindrical 
(opposed platform) technology is dated 10 c.5200 BP 
(Bruen Olsen 1992, 93). 

Research history of the chronology of southern 
Norway 

During the first30 years of this century the two classical 
Mesolithic phases of southero Norway were established. 
The Nl)stvet Culture was recognized in 1904 due to 
Hansen's observations from tbe county of 0stfold in 
east Norway (Hansen 1904), and the Fosna Culture was 
recognized in 1924 through Nummedal's description of 
finds from the county of M!<lrc and Tt~>ndelag in central 
Norway (Nummedal 1924; 1929). However. opinions as 
to the relations between the two cultures have differed 
strongly. h has been claimed that the Fosna Culture is 
older than the N~stvet Culture (e.g. Gjessing 1945), tbat 
they arc contemporaneous (Freundt 1948), and that the 
two Mesolithic cultures were contemporaneous with 
parts of the Neolithic (Hageo 1967). During the inter
war period and immediately after the Second World 
War it was common to regard Mesolithic and Neolithic 
cultures as comemporary ('cultural dualism'). which we 
know today they were not. 

In !he J960-70s a large number of Stone Age sites 
were investigated in east Norway. Many of those are 
today regarded as chronological type-sites, such as the 
early Mesolithic site of Rl)rmyr 11, 0stfold County (Skar 
& Coulson 1985), the middle Mesolithic site ofTerkop, 
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0stfold County (Ballin J999c), and the late Mesolithic 
site of Frebcrgsvik, Vestfold County ( Mikkelsen 1975a). 
Based on more recent material from the county of 
0stfold. Mikkelsen (1975b) put forward a chronological 
framework for east Norway in which. by means of 
artefact combinations, shoreline dating, and radiocarbon 
dates, he subdivided the Mesolithic material from east 
Norway into four phases. Phases I and 3 corresponded 
to the Fosna Culture and the Nllstvet Culture, phase 
2 constituted a transitional phase represented by the 
presence of 'hulling-points' (Note I; Fig. 22.2), and 
phase 4 was a final Mesolithic phase characterized by 
the comemporary presence of transverse arrowheads, 
single-edged points, and plain tanged arrowheads (type 
A) ('Late Oint-poinl using groups'). 

Based on a re-evaluation of the shoreline conditions 
in 0stfold and a comparison of material from east 
Norway, and also on more recent finds from Denmark 
and west Sweden, Lindblom suggested an adjustment of 
Mikkelsen's dates for the four phases, but not for their 
content (Lindblom 1984, 53). The changes suggested by 
Lindblom were considerable, and the new dates of the 
phases arc largely identical 10 the dates suggested by 
this author (Ballin 1999a). However, Mikkelsen's phases 
arc still widely used as a chronological scheme for the 
Mesolithic period in east Norway. 

Gjessing maintained that the typical Njlstvet Culture 
was exclusively a cultural entity of cast Norway 
(Gjessing 1945, 78), but not until the 1980s was it 
established unequivocally that the main diagnostic 
type of this culture, the Nestvet axebead, is absent in 
west Norway (Aisaker 1987, 101; Iodrelid 1978, 151). 
Primarily in the light of stone axehead studies from west 
Norway, Bruen Olsen and Alsakcr proposed a chrono
logical framework with three Mesolithic phases and two 
Neolithic phases. The Mesolithic phases were designated 
the early, middle, and late Mesolithic, with the early and 
late Mesolitbic corresponding 10 the Fosna Culture and 
the N~stvet Culture, whereas the Neolithic phases were 
named Neolitbic I and 0, corresponding to the early/ 
middle Neolithic and the late Neolithic respectively 
( Bruen Olsen & Alsaker 1984, 87). According 10 Bruen 
Olsen and Alsaker stone axehcads were introduced in 
the middle Mesolith ic. 1'he dates of this chronological 
system correspond well with the dates of the author's 
chronological framework for southern Norway (Ballin 
1999a). 

In 1978 lndrelid renamed tbe west Norwegian 
variant of the Nestvet Culture the Late Mesolithic 
Microblade Tradition, as microblades are characteristic 
of this phase, whereas Nllstvet axeheads are absent in 
west Norway (lndrelid 1978. 151). This proposal was 
taken up by Bjerck (1983), who put forward a three· 
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phase chronological framework for the Mesolithic of 
west Norway, naming the Fosna phase the Flint-using 
Tradition ('Fiinrplasstraditionen' ), the N~!stvet phase 
was called the Late Mkroblade Tradition, and the so 
far unnoticed transitional phase was called the Early 
Microblade Tradition (Bjerck 1983; 1986) (Note 2). 
The dates of Bjerek's and Bruen Olsen and Alsaker's 
frameworks correspond well with each other. Apart from 
typological differences, an important element in Bjerck's 
chronology was technological differences between the 
phases demonstrated through attribute analyses of the 
blade material. 

In 1989 Nygaard proposed a chronological framework 
for the Mesolithic of west Norway in which this period 
was subdivided into four phases (Fosna Ini and Nlilstvet 
l/11; Nygaard 1989; 1990). Nygaard's phases were 
defined by artefact assemblages associated with socio· 
economic conditions, but her chronology was never 
widely accepted. In connection with the Farsund Project 
in south Norway it was considered which chronological 
framework to use during the excavations and the post· 
excavation work- Mikkelsen's (1975b), Bjerck's (1986), 
or Nygaard's (1990) -and the three chronologies were 
tested on the excavated assemblages. Nygaard's phases 
were too weakly defined, and very often assemblages 
could be referred to more than one of her phases, whereas 
the assemblages could be unequivocally referred to one 
or the other of Mikkelsen's or Bjerck's phases. In Ballin 
(1999a) , Mikkelseo's and Bjerck's regional chronologies 
were unified in one single chronological framework for 
the Mesolithic of southern Norway (Fig. 22.2). 

General methodology 

The basis of all archaeological research is the ability to 
date archaeological finds with a reasonable degree of 
precision. Within Stone Age research it is not always 
necessary tO obtain an absolute date for the finds. but 
regardless of whether one wants to investigate the cultural 
development of a region (diachronous comparison), 
or one wants to analyse, for example, technological, 
economical, or social differences between two separate 
regions (synchronous comparison), it is absolutely 
necessary to assess whether the assemblages that are 
being compared are contemporary or of a different age. 
Relative dates of the finds are crucial. 

In Stone Age contexts the most common methods 
applied in relative dating are "C analysis (which also 
gives an absolute date), shoreline displacement dating, 
and stratigraphy, but in many cases on ly one, or maybe 
none, of these methods wi 11 be applicable. Often ••c 
analysis must be ruled out due to the lack of organic 
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material in a secure context, whereas shoreline displace 
ment dating may be impossible because of a relatively 
static shoreline, or maybe the settlement in question was 
not coastal. Stratigraphic observations may be irrelevant 
for a number of reasons. but in Norway almost all 
archaeologically relevant stratigraphy has been blurred 
by podsolization (Note 3). 

Frequently the archaeologist studying the Stone Age 
will be faced with a situation in which only analyses 
of the site assemblage may produce a relative date, and 
due to the unfortunate innuence of many soil types on 
organic mauer, only lithic material will have survived. 
In these cases a relative date can best be Obtained by 
analyses of typology. technology. or raw-materials. 

Typology 
Typology is the study of artefact similarity, and within a 
given category (arrowheads, scrapers, etc.) artefacts can 
be divided into types. Traditionally, typological dating 
was carried out with reference to a number of type series 
starting with, simpler types that were followed by more 
sophisticated types, but today typological dating means 
dating based on similarities with artefacts dated in other 
ways. such as find combinations, Stratigraphy, or "C 
analysis (Rasmussen 1979, 184; Voss 1985, 253). 

The central concept within typological dating is 
the diagnostic artefact, that is, a type associated with 
certain archaeological cultures, cultural groups, or 
techno-complexes. Tbe concept may be subdivided 
into three ca.tegories (Note 4), namely: I) types with a 
practically universal distribution in time and space (e.g. 
the end scraper) : 2) types occurring in certain periods 
(the Mesolitlhic or Neol ithic) or more than one phase 
(e.g. core axes); and 3) types occurring exclusively in a 
single phase or sub- phase and thereby defining it (e.g. 
scalene triangles) . lt is suggested that artefact types of 
category 3 are termed primary diagnostic types and 
artefacts of category 2 secondary diagnostic types (the 
diagnostic types of southern Norway are shown in Fig. 
22.3). 

However, to be able to date a type it must be unequivo
cally defined in relation to other types; a typological 
apparatus or classification system must be constructed. 
It has been discussed by which premises a typological 
classification system ought to be built (Hoyden 1984: 
Hill & Evans 1972), but in general terms classification 
systems are constructed to solve certain archaeo
logical probl.ems (e.g. chronology). Within Stone Age 
research they are practically always morphological, as 
a consistent functional classification would have to be 
based on the application of use-wear analysis. This is 
often not possible because of surface alterations of the 
lithic raw material. 
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In spite of !he fact !hat a classification system has to 
be conditioned by a problem - it is not absolute - it is an 
advantage to have a relatively fixed classification system 
to suppOrt discussions in which lithic artefact types are 
central. The basic type definitions ought to be fixed, 
thus preventing misunderstandings (e.g. the definition 
of the blade concept as L~2W). This classification 
system should be geographically limited to a region 
with mutual typological and technological traditions, 
like the northern parts of Norway, Sweden. and Finland 
(the Slate Complex). southern Norway/westem Sweden, 
southern Scandinavia. or Great Britain. 

The necessity of !his geographical delimitation may be 
exemplified by the microblade concept. This concept is 
defined differently in southern Norwayfwestern Sweden 
and southern Scandinavia, with the microblade being 
defined as a blade with a maximum width of 8mm in the 
former region, and in the latter region it is defined as a 
blade with a maximum width of tom m. The two different 
definitions are based on different raw material situations 
in the two regions. In southern Scandinavia there is an 
abundance of high-quality Hint in large nodules. whereas 
Hint in southern Norwayfwestern Sweden occurs more 
sporadically and in smaller pieces. In southern Norway/ 
western Sweden it is possible to operate with a rule of 
thumb saying that blade populations with an average 
width of c.8mm are middle Mesolithic, populations with 
an average width less than 8mm are late Mesolithic. and 
populations with an average width larger than 8mm are 
either early Mesolithic or Neolithic (cf. Fig. 22.4). 

A lithic classification system should be hierarchical to 
make it possible to add new classes or sub-classes as the 
need for more detail arises. The upper level of the system 
must be tripartite, consisting of the classes: debitage 
(cllips, flakes, blades, and indeterminate fragments), 
cores, and tools. By-products (microburins. burin spalls, 
axe sharpening flakes, etc.) may be regarded as an 
independent class, but generally it will be more practical 
to place !he individual by-products with the tools they are 
complementary to (microburins with microliths. burin 
spalls with burins. etc.). The second level is made up by 
main categories. which in the tool class will be the main 
tool types (axeheads, arrowheads, microliths. scrapers, 
etc.). whereas the third level consists of different types of 
the main tool groups (e.g. for scrapers: circular scrapers, 
end-scrapers, double-scrapers, side-scrapers, shaft· 
scrapers, etc.). Below this level a founh and fifth level 
may be added if it is of relevance to the archaeological 
problem under investigation. 

A proper and complete lithic classification system 
has never been put forward in southern Scandinavia, 
as archaeologists have generally been content with 
classification systems covering one phase or sub-phase 
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(Blankholm et al. 1967; Brinch Petersen 1966; Skaarup 
1979), detailed classification of individual artefact cate
gories (Lomborg 1973; Nielsen 1977a; 1977b), or general 
but subjective lists of definitions ifor laymen as well as 
archaeologists (Glob 1952; Mathiassen 1948; MUller 
1888; Rud 1979; Vang Pctersen 1993). The situation in 
southern Norway/western Sweden has been the reverse. 
with a tendency to put forward general, hierarchical 
classification systems for lithic artefacts with less focus 
on detail (Andersson et al. 1978; Ball in 1996; Helskog 
et al. 1976; lndrelid 1990). The classification systems 
of southern Norway are probably I he direct result of the 
excavation of very large amounts of lithic artefacts in 
connection with the industrial development of the last 
30 years (e.g. the Farsund Project: c.640.000 artefacts) 
combined with a legal obligation to excavate all affected 
monuments and settlements and classify and catalogue 
the resulting finds. 

ln connection with the relative dating of lithic 
assemblages the typOlogical ap!>roach may prove in· 
sufficient if, for example, an assemblage contains few or 
no diagnostic types at aU (cores or tools). In this situation 
one will have to proceed to a technological assessment of 
the finds. and in many cases tllis approach will be just as 
reliable for relative dating as the typOlogical method. 

Technologi.cal profiles 

Methodological backgrou11d 
Detailed attribute analysis of blade material has been 
applied for more than 25 years (Sollberger & Panerson 
1976). The method was developed in close relationship 
to experimental flint-knapping, with the general aim of 
giving a detailed description of the technology behind 
the primary production of individual Stone Age cultures 
or phases. This description could then be used as a 
means of relative dating. 

Attribute analysis of blade material is seen in two 
different versions. with one version being restricted to 
metric attributes (Andersen 1982; 1983; Bjerck 1983; 
1986; Bjerck & Ringstad 1985). whereas the other 
version combines metric and descriptive attributes (Hart:t 
1987; Madsen 1992; Sollbergcr & Patterson 1976). The 
metric attributes usually include 1he dimensions of the 
blades and their platform remnants as well as the flaking 
angle. whereas the descriptive anributes encompass the 
different types of platform edge preparation and platform 
preparation (core preparation/core rejuvenation). 

The metric form of analysis is obviously the least 
time-consuming, whereas the combined form, due to 
the higher number of attributes, ,gives a more detailed 
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technological profile. The two versions of anribute 
analysis have different levels of costs nod different 
degrees of applicability. If one compares find~ from 
chronologically neighbouring cultures or phases {e.g. 
the early and middle Mesolithic of southern Norway) the 
metric form is practical and unproblematic, as the course 
of development unequivocally goes from big towards 
small. from coarse towards fine {Bjerck 1983; 1986; 
Bjerck & Ringstad 1985; N:er!<ly 1994). Metric nttribute 
analysis becomes problematic when one compares finds 
sepa.rated by a larger time-span (e.g. the early and 
late Mesolithic of southern Norway). as the course of 
development may have Huctuated resulting in identical 
metrical attributes in early and late blade populntions. 
In this case. an analysis of the descriptive auributes of 
the populations will almost certainly make it possible to 
distinguish between the two. 

Methodology 
The approach here is primarily based on the method 
of Madsen (1992) as presented in his article on blade 
technology in the Danish Late Palaeolithic. The method 
is combined metric-descriptive, and Madsen's method 
has been adjusted to make it more generally applicable. 

The metric attributes involved are the width and 
thickness of the blades, the width and depth of the 
platform remnants, flaking angle, and number of dorsal 
ridges. The descriptive attributes are forms of platform
edge/platform-surface preparation. cortex, type of bulb 
of percussion, size of bulbar sear, and cone character
istics. The length of the blades was not selected as an 
attribute, as only between L0-40 per cent of the investi
gated blade assemblages are intact (Note 5). ln this type 
of analysis. only intact blades and proximal ends are 
examined 

Dimensions. The blade definition follows Helskog 
et al. (1976) (Note 6), and the blades and the platform 
remnants are measured in mm to one decimal. For all 
populations an average value has been calculated for 
the metric attributes .• as well as average values for the 
width:thiekness of the blades (W:T ratio) (Note 7), and 
the width:depth of the platform remnantS (W:D ratio) 
(Note 8). A point of percussion index is calculated by 
dividing the average width of any blade population by the 
average number of dorsal ridges. The point of percussion 
index is a measure of the distance between the individual 
points of percussion in a blade series. that is the points 
on which the pressure-Haker was positioned to detach 
the individual blade. Generally only unretouched blades 
were included as only they have their original dimensions 
intact, but in cases of very small populations. it has. 
for statistical reasons, been considered appropriate to 
include blades with minute lateral retouch. The retouch 
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of these blades is discrete, and the width values are only 
slightly affected. 

The flaking angle. This has been measured without 
decimals, and contrary to Bjerck (1983; 1986), who 
measures this attribute between platform remnant nod 
ventral side. the author has chosen to follow Sollberger 
and Pauerson (1976. 518) and measure the angle between 
platform remnant and dorsal side:: 'For these measure
ments. approximately 20-25 per cent of the dorsal 
surface. proximal end of the blade is used. and any bevel 
at the striking platform is ignored'. By measuring the 
ventral angle a measure is achieved of the actual result 
of the applied technology {which, to some extent, is 
due to chance: Haws in the raw-material, technological 
idiosyncracies. etc.). whereas measuring the angle with 
the carefully prepared dorsal side will provide a measure 
of the intentions or mental template of the flintknapper. 
An additional factor is that it may be difficult to measure 
the angle of the platform remnant/ventral side on very 
curved blades. The two practices result in almost 
identica.l results; the ventral angles are however slightly 
less acute. 

Number of dorsal ridges. Due to the chosen blade 
definition, a blade will always have at least one dorsal 
ridge (Helskog et al. 1976. 14). An average value (the 
ridge index) is calculated for the in-dividual blade popula
tions. As discussed in Ball in (1995b, 34), the ridge index 
seems to be a fairly accurate measure of the technical 
quality of the populations; a high ridge index means 
a high degree of regularity. In Ballin (1999a) a scale 
of regularity was created based on the ridge index: I) 
1.00-1.45 irregular blades; 2) 1.46-1.55 regular blades; 
3) 1.56-1.65 very regular blades; and 4) 1.66- >elegant 
blades. 

Degree of cortex cover. This is indicated as presence/ 
absence. Barton's (1988. 11 5) more detailed indications 
( I:< 10 per cent, 2: 11-50 per cent. 3: 51-90 per cent, 
4: >90 per cent) were considered but ruled out as an 
unwarranted level of detail. 

Bulb of pert:ussion. ln this article, thre.e types of 
bulbs are distinguished: I) pronounced bulb; 2) neither 
bulb nor lip; and 3) pronounced lip. A pronounced 
bulb indicates direct technique, a lip indicates indirect 
technique, whereas the absence of both is an interme· 
diate form. 

Bulbar scar. In this work, bulbar scars are indicated as 
presence/absence. A bulbar scar is a thin flake detached 
from the surface of the bulb of percussion. Usually it 
will be very small (a few mm' or less) and it is generally 
interpreted as an indicator of direct technique. However, 
Zimmermann (1987, 193) d.isputes this, and it must be 
stressed that bulbar scars are nol valid as indicators of 
direct technique per se but only in a statistical sense; the 
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more. and the larger. bulbar scars there are in a blade 
population, the more 'violent' (i.e. direct) technique has 
been involved. 

Cone characteristics. On blades with a pronounced 
bulb or neither bulb nor lip it is assessed whether any 
of the following attributes may be present in connection 
with the point of percussion: I) a circular scar of percus· 
sion (on the platform); 2) a circular scar of percussion 
continued i.n a pronounced ventral cone; and 3) an actual 
bulbar detachment Where a bulbar scar is a minor ftake 
detached on the bulb of percussion. a bulbar detachment 
is a detachment of the bulb of percussion. In both cases 
the result will be small, bi-convex eraillure-flakes; the 
more pronounced erail/ure-ftakes originate from bulbar 
detachments. The three cone characteristics are all 
unequivocal indicators of direct technique. 

Preparation sysrem. In the analysis of the assem
blages from Southern Norway seven attributes are distin· 

No prep. 

guished. Preparation of the platform edge: I) no dorsal 
preparation; 2) trimming; and 3) abrasion; preparation 
of the platform surface: 4) conex-covered platform 
remnant; 5) no platform preparation; 6) faceted platform 
remnant (S 3 facets); and 7) finely faceted platform 
remnant (>3 facets). Abrasion of the platform edge may 
appear as a slight polish of the 'horns' or projections 
between the dorsal flake scars as well as rounding of 
the emi~ platform edge. The polish must be distinct to 
be labelled abrasion, as gloss may appear naturally after 
depos.ition in sand (Keeley 1980). These attributes and 
their combinations are chronologically highly significant 
(Fig. 22.5; Table 22.1). 

Raw material preference 
Generally on ly ftint has been exploited in east and south 
Norway. and the use of raw material preference as a 
diagnostic element has primarily been a topic in the 
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FIGURE 22.5 
Grouping of sites from the Stone Age of somhem Norway by the plalform preparation system for flakes/blades. Key: No prep. = no 

preP"tation of the platform edge; A =abrasion; T =trimming. 
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Stone Age research of west Norway. With relevance to 
this region a table has been constructed showing the raw 
materials utilized in the Mesolithic and Neolithic (Table 
22.2). Total dominance is defined as >85 per cent of 
an assemblage, dominance as 41-85 per cent, frequent 
appearance as I 1-40 per cent, and appearance as 1-10 
per cent (Bruen Olsen 1992, 84). 

When using the presence of raw materials as 
a chronological indicator it is important to assess 
whether the context of the raw materials expresses 
style or function, with style being ' . .. formal va.ri.ation 
in material culture that transmits information about 
personal and social identity' (Wiessner 1983, 256). If 
the decision to use or not use a specific raw material is 
only due to the presence or absence of that material the 
context is functional, whereas the preference of a raw 
material with a weak presence or the discrimination of a 
raw material with a strong presence represents a stylistic 
context (transmission of social information. generally 
relating to group identification). An example of the 
former is the use of local raw materials in the Norwegian 
High Mountains (an adaptation to the absence of flint), 
whereas an example of the latter is the preference of 
specific raw materials in the local axehead production of 
west Norway, with the proportion of these raw materials 
(diabase/greenstone) not reflecting the local raw material 

situation (Bruen Olsen & Alsaker 1984, 96). Raw 
material preference expressing function ought to result 
in a gradually declining fall-off curve (Re.nfrew 1977, 
73) reflecting the presence of the materia l in question, 
whereas raw material preference expressing style should 
result in a marked drop in frequency at the border of the 
specific group's territory (Hodder 1979, 447). 

The Stone Age chronology of southern Norway 

The chronologit:al framework 
The basic element of the Stone Age chronology of 
southern Norway is the chronological framework. This 
framework (Fig. 22.2) is a system based on phases 
with each phase being defined by exclusive presence of 
armature types (microliths/arrowheads) or combinations 
of armatures. All other diagnostic types, sub-types. 
technological profi les, and raw material preferences will 
refer to this framework. 

Fig. 22.2 is composed of four columns. The column 
furthest to the left shows the phases and sub-phases 
(or chronozones), followed by a column showing the 
primary diagnostic types of these phases: microliths 
and arrowheads. The two columns to the right show 

TABL£22.2 
Raw-material chronology for Wes• Norway (Bruen Olscn 1992, 84). 

Total Dominance Frequent Appearance Absence 
dominance appearance 

EM Flinl Quartz Oiv. Stone 
White quartzire Rhyolite 
Blue mylonile Slate 

MM Aint Quanz Blue mylonile Rhyolite 
White quanzltc Rock crystal Slate 

Div. stone 

LM Flint Blue mylonile Yellow mylonite Rhyolite 
Quartz Rock crystal Oreen mylonite Slate 
White quartzite Div. stone 

EN Rhyollte Flint Div. stone 
Div. mylonite Quartz 

Div. quartzite 
Slate 

MN Quam Flint Rhyolltc 
Div. quanzire Slate Div. mylonite 

Div. stone 
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Mikkelsen's and Bjerck's/Brueo Olsen's regional phases 
as boxes parallel to the phases to which they correspond 
(Ballin 1999a: Bjerck 1986; Bruen Olsen 1992; 
Mikkelsen 1975b). 

The early Mesolithic has been subdivided with refer· 
ence to the division proposed for the Myrvatn sites, 
SW Norway (Bang-Andersen 1990). This is based 
on 6uctuations in the arrowhead/microlith ratio, but 
the exact boundary between the two sub-phase.s must 
await furure scrutiny of the early Mesolithic. The 
middle Mesolithic has been subd.ivided with reference 
to the author's analyses of the finds from T!lrkop in east 
Norway (0stfold County) , LundevAgen R21/22 in south 
Norway (Vest·Agder County). and BAtevik 11 (Sogn 
and Fjordane County) in west Norway (Ballin 1995a; 
1995b; 1997a; 1999a; 1999b; 1999c: Ballin & Lass 
Jensen 1995) as well as "C-dated contextS with 'hulling· 
points' and scalene triangles. Tbe following sites ha~ 
also been important to the understanding of the middle 
Mesolithic of southern Norway; PoldsjtM:n 4A. SilrtrGn· 
delag County (Skar 1989); Dysvikja, Mllre and Romsdal 
County (Bjcrck !983. 49); LundevAgen Rl7, Vest·Agder 
County (Ballin & Lass Jensen 1995, 36); and Vinterbro, 
Akershus County (Jaksland 2001). 

The subdivision of the late Mesolithic is primarily 
based on the seulement Gjjillstad R33, Akershus County 
(Berg 1995, 82), at which transverse arrowheads are 
the ootly armature type. The "C-dates of c.5350 BP 
(supported by the dates of the Svevollen sites. Hedmark 
County; Fuglestvedt 1995, 99) displace Mikkelsen's 
phase 4 into the early Ne,olithk (Fig. 22.2) . None of the 
sites used by Mikkelsen to support his phase 4 were "C· 
dated (Mikkelsen 1975b, 23). and the Torsrlld settlement, 
Vestfold Counry (0stmo 1976). used to consolidate this 
phase, has so many closely situated hearths that the finds 
are likely to represent an accumulation of remains from 
more than one visit to the site. A diagram showing the 
diagnostic types of southero Norway is illustrated as Fig. 
22.3. 

Mesolithic phases in southern Norway 

T he early Mesolithlc (EM: 10,000- 9000 BP): 
Norway and western Sweden (a characteristic 
assemblage is sbown in F ig. 22.6) 

Typology: diagnostic types 
Zonhoven-points (replaced approximately mid-EM). 
Small tanged arrowheads (type A), which may have 
had the proximal end removed by bilateral microburin 
technique (Ballin 1997b). Single-edged points with the 
lip in Lbe proximal end. This end may have been removed 
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by unilateral microburio technique. EM single-edged 
points very often have a marked elbow on the longest, 
convex retouched side. EN points have the tip in the distal 
end, they are never made using the microburin technique, 
and the longest retouched side is always regularly convex. 
Plain lanceolates and segments made in microburin 
technique. Microburins: unilateral microburins from 
the production of single-edged points. lanceolates, and 
segments; and bilateral microburins from the production 
of tanged arrowheads (Ballin J997b) . Flake and core 
axeheads in flint. Flat, unilateral cores with an acute 
flaking angle. These opposed-platform cores are larger 
as well as coarser than the unilateral, opposed-platform 
cores from EN and MN A. 

Typology: absence 
Borers and stone axeheads. 

Technology 
The blades of the EM are coarse macroblades with an 
acute flaking angle. With reference to Bjcrck (1983; 
1986) it may be assumed that the flaking angle in EM 
was slightly more acute (c.7C>-78") than in the other 
acute-angle phases, SM A and the Neolithie (76-78°). 
In the beginning of the EM blades were produced on 
flat, unilateral cores, but by the end of this phase the 
first conical blade cores appeared. Bipolar technology 
is known. 

Raw material preference 
Flint is totally dominant. 

Commenls 
As mentioned above. it may be possible to subdivide the 
EM based on the fluctuating microlith/arrowhead ratio, 
and it will probably be possible to define several techno· 
logical profiles within the phase. This chronological unit 
corresponds to the traditional Posna Phase. Mikkelsen's 
phase I (Mikkelsen 1975b. 27) and Bjerck's Flint-using 
Tradition (Bjerck 1986, 107). 

T be early middle Mesolithic (MM A: 9000-8400 
BP): southern Norway and western Sweden (a 
characteristic assemblage is shown in Fig. 22.7) 

Typology: diagnostic types 
Lanceolates (small numbers); ' Hulling-points'; micro
burins; core axeheads in flint; pecked stone axeheads; 
conical blade and microblade cores with acute flaking 
angles: unilateral crested blades : blade borers; core 
borers. 
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'Jypical early Mesolithic assemblage (Bjerck 1995, 136). Key: I flake adze; 2 core adze; 3 burins; 4 single-edged points; 5 lanceolate 
microliths; 6 unifacial blade core; and 7 blade. 

r\1JOlogy: absence 
Flat, unilateral cores have been replaced. Tanged arrow
heads and single-edged points have been replaced. 

T.viJOlogy: frequencies 
Generally, there is very little armature in the middle 
Mesolithic - approximately 15 per cent in contrast to 0 
per cent in LM A and 35- 40 per cent in LM B a.nd the 
Neolitbic. 

Technology 
The blade technology in MM A is a macroblade tech
nology, and in Ballin (1999a) it is defined as profile 1: 
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average blade width: 9.5mm; average flaking angle: 
77°; ridge index (regularity); 1.56 (very regular blades); 
platform edge preparation: abrasion; platform surface 
preparation: faceting; technique: indirect ln the middle 
Mesolithic bipolar cores make up 45- 65 per cent of 
bipolar cores +platform cores. 

Raw material preference 
On Foldsj~~en 4A, T0rkop, and the contemporary west 
Swedish sites, flint is totally dominant. 

Commenf'i 
This chronological unit corresponds to Mikkelsen's 
phase 2 (Mikkelsen 1975b, 28). 
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Typical middle Me.<olithic (MM A) assemblage - Tl>rkop (Ballin I 999a). Key: 1-3 conical cores: 4 irregular core: 5-<i unilaternl crested 
blades; 7-Splatfonn rejuvenation ftakcs; 9-IObipolarcorcs: I 1-15 'hulling points'; 16-17 blade borers; 18-2 1 ftake and blade scrapers: 

22 core borer. and 23 burin. 
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The late mjddlc Mesolithic (MM B: 8400-7500 
BP): southern Norway (and probably western 
Sweden) (a characteristic assemblage is shown in 
Fig. 22.8) 

Typowgy: diagnostic types 
Scalene triangles for insertion in sloued bone points (cf. 
Larsson 1978, 69); pecked stone axeheads; conical blade 
and microblade cores with a steep flaking angle; uni· 
lateral crested blades; and blade borers. 

Typology: absence 
'Hulling-points' have been replaced; microburins are 
absent, as the Norwegian scalene triangles are not 
produced applying microburin technique: core and Hake 
axeheads have been replaced. 

Typology: frequencies 
Generally, there is very little armature in the middle 
Mesolithic: c.J5 per cent in contrast to 0 per cent in LM 
A and 35-40 per cent in LM Band the Neolithic. 

Technology 
The blade technology develops during MM B from a 
combined blade/microblade technology with blades 
and microblades comprising a metric continuum to a 
proper microblade technology. This technology is in 
Ballin (J999a) defined as profile 2: average blade width: 
7.2-8.3mm; average Oaking angle: 81-82°; ridge index 
(regularity): 1.53-1.64 (very regular blades); platform 
edge preparation: abrasion; platform surface prepara
tion: faceting: technique: indirect. In the middle Meso· 
lithic bipolar cores make up 45-65 per cent of bipolar 
cores+platform cores. 

Raw mattrial preference 
In cast and south Norway flint i.s totally dominant, 
whereas a greater variation develops in west Norway. For 
example, at B~tevik n c.80 per cent of the assemblage 
is Hint, and c. l5 per cent quanzite. with five per cent in 
other raw materials. 

Commems 
The position of the scalene triangles in western Sweden 
is not yet fully understood. so it is with caution the region 
has been included in this chronological unit. In MM B 
the classical dichotomy cast/south Norway and west 
Norway starts to develop. in the beginning as a differ
ence in raw material preference. This chronological 
unit corresponds to Bjerck's Early Microblade Tradition 
(Bjerck 1986. 107-10). 
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Tbe early late Mesolithic 1 (LM AJ : 7500-5600 BP): 
south Norway and west Norway 

Typology: diagnostic types 
Conical microblade cores, in the period c.7500-6200 
BP with a steep flaking angle, later with an acute flaking 
angle. Unilateral crested blades. Pecked and ground 
stone axeheads (west Norway) and NJiSst vet axcheads 
(Oaked stone axeheads) (south Norway). Smal l steatitc 
fishing weights. 

Typology: absence 
Scalene triangles have disappeared; there are no litb.ic 
armature types in LM A. Conical macroblade cores 
have been replaced. N0Stvet axeheads are absent in west 
Norway and ground stone axeheads are absent outside 
west Norway. Sandstone knives are absent. 

Typology: frequencies 
The period MM A-LM A is characterized by many 
borers: 20-30 per cent in contrast to 0-10 per cent in 
the following phases. Stone axehcads are frequent, and 
amount to c.8 per cent in contrast to 0-2 per cent in all 
other phases. As a consequence of the abundant stone 
axeheads many fragments or Rat grindstones are seen. 

Technology 
The blade technology in LM A is a microblade technology, 
which in west and south Norway develops from profile 2 
(MM B) through profile 3 (c.6200 BP) to profile 5 (later 
LM A) (Ballin 1999a). Profile 3: average blade width: 
6.0-6.6mm; average flaking angle: 80-83°; ridge index 
(regularity): 1.59-1.71 (very regular- elegant blades): 
platform edge preparation: none - coarse trimming; 
platform surface preparation: fine faceting: technjque: 
indirect. Profile 5: average blade width: 7.1-7.5mm; 
average flaki.ng angle: 77 •; ridge index (regularity): 
1.57-1.64 (very regular blades); platform edge prepara
tion: fine trimming; platform surface preparation: none; 
technique: indirect. ln LM A bipolar cores make up 
65-85 per cent of bipolar cores+platform cores. 

Raw material preference 
During the LM A of west Norway raw material prefer
ence develops from high flint proportions (Vindenes: 
71.3 per cent) to lower Hint proponions (Fiat~y XI: 45.0 
per cent). The raw materials replacing flint are primarily 
quartz or quanzite, with fine-grained, light quanzite 
being the most common (Vindencs: 27.1% and Flat~y 
XI: 48.0%). In the assemblage of Flat~y XI, six per cent 
rock-crystal is seen as well. ln Nordhordland, as well 
as Sogn and Fjordane. mylonite is common. In the tool 
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Frebergsvik is located in east Norway; in west and south Norway the handle-cores would be replaced by conical microblade cores. 
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group stone is common due to the many late Mesolithic 
stone axeheads. 

Comments 
tn this phase south Norway occupies a position between 
the distinctly different assemblages of east and west 
Norway. This is exemplified through the presence of 
conical cores (absence of handle-cores) and small 
steatite fishing weights as in west Norway, whereas the 
stone axeheads are primarily pecked stone and Nl!stvet 
axeheads as in east Norway; the pointed-butted ground 
stone axehead of west Norway does not appear east of 
Lista (SW Norway). In its raw material preference south 
Norway afn liates with flint-dominated east Norway. 
This chronological unit corresponds to Bjerck's Late 
Microblade Tradition (Bjerck 1986, 110). 

The early late Mesolithic 2 (LM A2: 7200-5600 BP): 
east Norway and western Sweden (a ch aracteristic 
assemblage is shown In Fig. 22.9) 

Typology: diagnostic types 
Handle-cores; unilateral crested blades; pecked stone 
axeheads; N!llstvet axeheads; segment knives; large 
fishing weights in hard stone; and sandstone knives. 

Typology: absence 
Scalene triangles have disappeared; there are no lithic 
armature types in LM A. Conical macroblade cores have 
been replaced. Sandstone knives are absent in Western 
Sweden. 

Typology: frequencies 
See above - LM Al. 

Technology 
The blade technology is in LM A a microblade tech
nology, and in east Norway it is defined as profile 4 
(Ballin 1999a): average blade width 5.5mm; average 
flaking angle 80°; ridge index (regularity): 1.74 (elegant 
blades); platform edge preparation: fine uimming: 
platform surface preparation: faceting; technique: 
indirect. rn LM A bipolar cores make up 65-85 per cent 
of bipolar cores + platform cores. 

Raw material preference 
In east Norway and western Sweden LM A is totally 
dom inated by flint (Frebergsvik IIbtrV) at 96.4 per 
cent, supplemented by a small amount of stone (axehead 
production). In east Norway the dominating axehead 
material is diabase, whereas in western Sweden it is 
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green stone in the coastal region (Bohusl~n) and diabasc 
in the inland (Vastergotland). 

Comments 
Several of the more signiJicant elements of this chrono 
logical unit are weakly dated in east Norway, for 
example the ha.ndle-core and the N~stvet axehead. but 
with reference to dates from western Sweden it may be 
assumed that the handle-core was not introduced priono 
c.1200 BP (Larsson 1990, 281), leaving a technological 
hiatus in the beginning of the late Mesolit.hic of east 
Norway (c.7500-7200 BP). In western Sweden Nl'lstvet 
axeheads are called Lihult axeheads. In th is region there 
are also flint core axes present This chronological unit 
corresponds to Mikkelsen's phase 3 (Mikkelsen 1975b, 
29). 

The later late MesoUthic (LM B: 5600-5200 BP): 
east Norway, south Norway and western Sweden (a 
charncteristic assemblage is shown in Fig. 22.10) 

Typology: diagnostic types 
Transverse arrowheads; preforms of transverse 
arrowheads (truncated proximal ends of flakes); 
unilateral/bilateral crested blades; N0stvet axeheads; 
and segment knives. 

Typology: absence 
Sandstone knives are absent. 

Typology: frequencies 
During the LM B, regular microblade cores are gradually 
replaced by irregular macroblade cores. 

Technology 
The blade technology in LM B develops from a micro
blade technology (profiles 4 and 5. cf. above) to a macro
blade technology (profile 6) (Ballin 1999a). The type site 
for this phase, Gj0lstad R33, belongs to t.he later part of 
the phase (profile 6) and it has the following attributes: 
average blade width: 11.8 mm; average Raking angle: 
76°; ridge index (regularity): 1.47 (regular blades- later 
Neolithic sites belonging to this profile are decidedly 
irregular); platform edge preparation; fine trimming; 
platform surface preparation: coarse faceting; techn.ique: 
indirect technique dominates but it is supplemented by 
direct technique. In the assemblage from Gjl!lstad R33 
there is a very low percentage of bipolar cores (!3% of 
bipolar oores+platform cores). In all other assemblages 
analysed by the author there are more than 45 per cent 
of bipolar cores. This frequency is supported by the finds 
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from the Holden Project (lnge Lindblom pers. comm.), 
and it must be considered diagnostic to the phase. 

Raw mauriat prtftunct 
In east Norway. south Norway, and western Sweden. 
raw material preference is totally dominated by the use 
of flint (Gj!llstad R33: c.99 per cent). In west Norway 
trans,·crse arrowheads are extremely rare, and this region 
is probably not pan of this chronological unit. 

Comments 
Core axeheads are present in western Sweden, and 
possibly Hake axeheads are introduced here during L~1 
B. The Lihull axchead (i.e. Nustvet axehead) is replaced 
by the south S<:andinavian Limhamn axehead (u naked· 
and-ground axehead type). 

The relevance or Norwegian chronology to Sco"lsh 
Mesolithlc research 

This discussion can be subdivided into two parts. that 
is, the question of direct relevance (i.e. whether it mny 
be possible to prove any direct conwct between the two 
regions), and methodological relevance. 

Dirtct reltvOIICt 
Direct contact between southern Norway and Scotland 
has not yet been demonstrated, butt he possibility of this 
contact has been discussed in papers on either side of the 
North Sea (Bjerck 1995; Wickham-Jones 1994, 50). The 
hypothesis about direct contact is primari ly based on the 
eustatic situation in the Preboreal with vast quantities of 
water being stored in the polar caps, thus draining the 
North Sea Basin. This drained area is frequently referred 
to as the North Sea Continent. Southern Norway and the 
North Sea Continent were separated by a narrow channel 
('Norskerenna'). and even though the boat types of that 
time were simple (hide boats or loa boats), it would have 
bee.o possible to cross this barrier. 

Tbe early Mesolithic of southern Norway is relath-ely 
well documented. and any analysis of possible contact 
between the two regions would ha'-e to focus on 
typological and technological attributes. Typologically 
this phase is characterited by plain ranged arrowheads. 
Zonhoven points, single-edged points. lanceolates, and 
microburins, as well as core and flake axeheads. Stone 
axeheads and borers are absent. Technologically the 
pha.~e is characteri7.ed by simple macroblade technology 
based on ftat, unilateral opposed-platform cores which 
around the transition BM/MM A nre replaced by large 
conical cores with acute Ouking angles (70-78°). Bipolar 
technology is known but not as frequently applied as in 
the later Mesollthic phases. 
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The Early Mesolilhic of Scotland is sti lI fairly weakly 
documented. and the question of contact can therefore 
not be dealt with yet. However, any contact would have to 
have occurred before tbe transition EM/MM A. as the MM 
A or southern Norway is characterized by the presence 
or 'hulling-point' microliths, whereas the contemporary 
microlith type in Scotland is the isosceles triangle, as in 
southern Scandinavia and Europe in genenl. In MM B 
scalene triangles are introduced in southern Norway. but 
they are produced without the application of microburin 
technique, whereas scalene triangles arc made using the 
microburin technique in Scotland as "'CII as in southern 
Scandinavia and Europe. 

A test of a possible contact between the two regions 
would have to concentrate on diagnostic types such 
as plain tanged arrowheads. single-edged points. and 
flake axeheads as well as attribute analysis of early 
Mesolithic blade populations on either side or the North 
Sea. Attribute analysis of early Mesolithic blade popula· 
tions has not been undertaken by the author, as the early 
Mesollthic was not covered by the archaeological finds 
of south Norway (the Farsund Project). 

Metl10do/ogical relevance 
At present the question of direct contact bet wcen 
southern Norway and Scotland is unclarified, and the 
relevance of the Mesolithic chronology of southern 
Norway to Mesolithic research in Scotland lies primarily 
in the methodological field. In the chronological work 
concerning the British Mesolithic. two issues especially 
have been addressed, namely tbe changing microlith 
types and the average width of the blades. For the moment 
chronological research seems to be in a cui-de-sac. it is 
the author's opinion that this situation may be changed 
by tightening definitions (a more comprehensive and 
stringent conceptual framework) and an increased degree 
of detail in the typological and technolog.ical fields. 

In the typological field a proper and all-encompassing 
lithic classification system sbould be constructed. so that 
definitions of all types and sub-types are unequi"ocal. 
For example, the British definition of tbe microlith 
is slightly ·flimsy', and different morphological and 
functional types can be gathered under this concept. with 
significant repercussions in the discussion or cultural 
history. For instance, it is frequently discussed whether 
Mesolithic groups may have survived into the Ncolithic 
period, largely based on discussion of whether microliths 
were produced in the Ncollthic (e.g. Pollard 1997. 100). 

The author suggests that the definition of the chrono· 
logically i mponant microlith is adjusted to: 

due eo their small sites. microliths are lithic arcdacts 
m3nufacrured to form part of composite tools. ei1her 
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as poincs or as edges/barbs; they generally conform to 
a restricted number of forms or sub-types, shaped by 
blunting retouch, and they are in most cases made on 
bladclets; the tips of the microlilhs were manufactured 
by removing usually the proximal end, and this process 
was commonly carried out in mic:roburin technique. 

Following this definition, transverse arrowheads are 
not microliths. as they were not produced on bladelets 
but on blades or Hakes, and they were never produced 
in microburin technique; they are, as the name 
implies, arrowheads. ln the same way, backed bladelets 
(sometimes called 'rods') are not microliths either, as 
they have not had the proximal end removed; artefacts 
classified as 'rod fragments' may just as well derive from 
other artefact types such as small borers or drill tips. 
The scalene triangles of southern Norway are probably 
the only 'microliths' in Europe produced without ever 
applying the microburin technique. 

With the above definition. the British microliths can 
be restricted to the Mesolithic period. and the microlithic 
sub-types may be used in the construction of a proper 
chronological framework for the British/Scottish 
Mesolithic. But the typological work must be expanded 
to encompass other, potentially diagnostic, artefact 
categories (see above, Fig. 22.3). 

Technological work should concenrrate around 
attribute analysis of blades from relatively small settle
ments, which disrribution analysis (horizontal stratig
raphy) has rendered probable that they are chronologi
cally 'clean'. Blade samples from 'clean' sites will have 
a homogenous appearance, and in addition to defining 
technological profiles of type sites. the approach may help 
in deselecting sites that are of no value to chronological 
research. For example, a curve diagram of the widths of 
blades from a chronologically 'clean' site will normally 
take the shape of a regular bell, whereas a mixed site may 
show a curve with more than one peak (Note 9). ln the 
same way a point diagram of a 'clean' site will normally 
show a single dense cluster, whereas a mixed site may 
show more than one cluster (Fig. 22.11). 

lt is highly likely that many of the classic Scottish 
and English Mesolithic settlements represent finds 
accumulated over several phases. and it is an important 
secondary task for technological analysis to separate 
'clean' sites from mixed sites - perhaps combined 
with comprehensive distribution analysis (horizontal 
stratigraphy) - as many Mesolithic sites have a weakly 
developed vertical stratigraphy. 

lt is the author's hope that increased use of detailed 
typo-technological attribute analysis of Scottish 
Mesolithic assemblages will allow further sub-division 
of the Scottish Mesolithic period. A more detailed 
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chronological framework would be a practical tool for 
analysts investigating the Scottish Mesolithic. 

Notes 

I. 'Hulling-point' is a Scandinavian term for a large 
lanceolate with a barb retouched on one lateral side 
approximately one third from the tip (Ballin 1999c). 
The side with the barb is usually fully retouched, and 
the opposite side unretouched. Some pieces have 
basal retouch. Most 'hulling-points' are made by 
microburin technique. 

2. The term 'Early Microblade Tradition' has been 
criticized by the author (Ballin 1999a) as this phase 
is equally characterized by blades and microblades. 
in contrast to the Late Microblade Tradition during 
which only microblades were produced (see below). 

3. Over thou.sands of years most minerals (and thereby 
colours, textures, etc.) have been washed out of the 
Norwegian soil, forming more or less compact layers 
of iron pan. Due to this geological process, Mesolithic 
sites with intact layering, or features such as postholes, 
are rarely found. 

4. The tri-partite sub-division of diagnostic artefacts is 
based on the Scandinavian chronological terminology: 
the Mesolithic, Neolitbic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age 
are referred to as periods - sub-divisions within these 
periods are referred to as phases (e.g. the Norwegian 
middle Mesolithic) or sub-phases (e.g. the Norwegian 
middle Mesolithic A). ln the present paper, tbe terms 
'period' and ' pbase' or 'sub-phase' are used according 
to Scandinavian terminology. 

5. As a control of this assumption, LundevAgen R21122 
was chosen for testing, and the total blade material 
and the intact blades (12 per cent) were compared. 
This examination showed that the intact blades were 
simpler at all levels. The intact blades were broader 
and thicker, and they had fewer dorsal ridges, more 
cortex, more acute angles of percussion. more direct
percussion indicators, and simpler preparation of 
platform edge and surface. Based on these results. it 
must be assumed that the intact blades were also the 
shortest. 

6. 'The length-width ratio is ~2:1. For more than 2/, of 
their length the sides of the artefact are approximately 
rectilinear. One or more ridges run parallel to the 
sides.' 

7. The smaller the W:T ratio, the thicker the blade 
(relatively). 

8. The smaller the W:D ratio, the plumper the platform 
remnant (relatively). 
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9. At present, the fluctuation or blade dimensions 
through time is an insufficiently explained fact based 
on observations of blade populations from cbrono
logieally 'clean' sites (Andersen 1982; Ballin 1995a; 
1999a). As demonstrated here, this fact forms an 
important tool in analysis or site chronology. Andersen 
(1982) suggests that the fluctuation of Danish blade 
dimensions may represent adaptation to changes 
in microlith and arrowhead size and typology. The 
present author suggests that the explanation of 
the fluctuating Norwegian blade dimensions may 
represent adaptation tO changes in microlith and 
arrowhead typology combined with changing raw 
material availability (e.g. continuously decreasing ftint 
resources, increasing use of local raw materials, and 
increasing impon of Danish Hint in the second half 
or the Neolithic). The general use in Brita.in (Mellars 
1974) of the terms 'broad blade assemblages' (Early) 
and ' narrow blade as.~mblages' (Later) indicates that 
gradual ftuctuation of blade dimensions is a phenom
enon in Britain as well. 
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Chapter 23 

The Mesolithic Period in Poland as Seen From tbe 
Perspective of Peat-Bog Sites 

ZOFIA SULGOSTOWSKA 

Research on peat-bog sites, intensified during the 
last 15 years, has provided new data about the Late 
Pleisrocene tmd Early Holocene environmem. and 
abom the behaviour of Mesolirhic human groups and 
their relations ro Palaeolitlric and Neolithic societies. 
Excavations at Wit6w, Ca/owanie. Pobiel. Cltwa/im, 
Dudka. Lajry, Tlokowo, Miluki, and Plawienko have 
revealed well-preserved organic remains which make 
possible the reconstruction of Mesolirhic chronology, 
economy (huming, fishing, and plam gathering), and 
transport. as well as burial rites and art. As a result 
of these investigations, reconstruction of the Polish 
Mesolithic if• its European comexr has been significamly 
enhanced. 

Introduction 

Archaeological research problems are much the same 
around the globe. Field archaeologists working on the 
Mesolithic period hope to find sites with excellently 
preserved remains. to excavate them properly, to extract 
all possible information using diverse methods. and to 
publish them in a clear way. In my opinion the peat-bog 
sites are in this regard among the most desirable and 
informative. Investigating them is a relatively recent part 
of the Polish Mesolithic research tradition. as shown in 
summary fashion in Table 23.1. 

During the 1920-30s. though several Final Palaeo · 
lithic sandy sites were excavated and a relevant Polish 
terminology was coined by Krukowski (1939), only 
a single Mesolithic site was excavated and French 
terminology. accepted for the Stone Age, was used for 
this period. It was not until after the Second World War 
that archaeological field work flourished. Professor 
Stefan Krukowski and his school (comprising almost 
all the authors of the main publications cited here) 
started excavations at Rydno. a hematite mine and 
flint processing complex (where excavations are still in 
progress), and also in the Yistula Valley. The name of 
Krukowski is well known due to the term microburin tie 
Krukowski, but few know him as the creator in the 1930s 
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of a dynamic technological system of lithic artefact 
processing (see Lech & Partyka 1992). which would 
now be known as chafne aperaroire. 

The results from this early fieldwork formed a base 
from which to establish a new taxonomic division of the 
Polish Mesolithic. related to other units used elsewhere 
in Europe but with local names. This was undertaken 
largely by two charming ladies. Hanna Wieckowska 
and Maria Marczak (1965) from my own Institute of 
Archaeology and Ethnology. and by Stefan Kozlowski 
(1967) at Warsaw University. It was a time of intense 
-mainly typological- discussions. The weak point was 
chronology. The firs t "C measurements. accompanying 
environmental reconstruction of the Final Pleistocene 
and Early Holocene sites. were possible at the beginning 
of the 1970s with the recovery of suitable samples from 
multi-season excavations at Calowanie and Wit6w. 
where sandy deposits were in contact with organic 
sediments. 

Results of Polish Mesolithic research were presented 
at the First International Symposium on the 'Mesolithic 
in Europe' organized in 1973 by Stefan Kozlowski 
in Warsaw, at which an important paper 'The Late 
Mesolithic: an example of multi-aspectual analysis 
of open air sites from sandy lowlands'. was read and 
subsequently published by Schild er al. (1975). The 
research in this paper represented a major achievement 
because all possible analyses had been carried out: spatial 
analysis with refitting; investigation of the raw material 
economy; study of stone processing and functional 
analysis using use-wear; chronological assessment with 
a few " C dates; and the application of indirect data to 
the economy. However, this publication also showed 
the limits of sandy sites as the archaeological basis for 
prehistoric reconstruction. 

Polish peat-bog sites 

The tradition of excavating Mesolithic peat sites is now 
40 years old. 1t started with sites known from earlier 
surface collections such as Calowanie. Wit6w, Pobiel. 
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TABLE 23.1 

Chart summarizing the history of research on the Mesolithic period in Polaod. During the period 1955-99 some 125 
Mesolithic sites have been excavated. 

PIELDWORK MAIN PUBLJCATIO}o!S 

1920 Kol.low1kl J...ton 
1926 L'~poque m~.solithiqoc en Pologne. L'Anthropologic:. 

Antontewlcz. Wtocblmleru. 
19Z8 Srodkowa e:pob bmienio. (M:uoUt)! (w:) Ard!eolos:ia Potslci. 

Extav.ttioa at Osuowo near Odtrisk- J6zd Ko:smewslci 1\olln.t"''Ski J6ur 
19l9 Nouvc.Ucs fouilles et dfCOirVenes en Pommnil: Polooai.st:. 

Rev~.ae Antbropologique. 
----1----···--··-- - _____ ,,_ -- . 

mo 1939 Od rnezolitu do otruu ~r6wd: llld6w, lw:J Pnl'listoria 
Zttm Polslckh. 

----1-----···-----· 
1950 Lllrc.t sa&lt rtse:ut ncan!JonJ 

(.Proftssor Stdan KtukO'It'Skl & bJJ .c:bool) 
- Vbtula V.tl.lcy-cbm and w:ue-r n:tairw:rs constNC:t.lao 
- Rydno- bem.aaire mine and tlinc wortsbops area 

(19$6 ... eor.cinucd by Romu11.ld Schild. Halin:a Kr61ik. 
J.eck Tomancwst.i) 

Peat-boctitu 
Wlt6w (I9SS·I964) 
Mui~ & Waldc:ma.r Chmkkwaki 

1960 C.lo•1'1.nle (1963-69. 1983, 1991) 
Romuakl Sc:hild 

Pobttl (J967-1.9SS) 
ZbianJcw B~anic-.·skl 

1--------
1970 System:~tk tteordioa or surlace shu 

cone in~ 

Cbwallm (1975- 1979) 
MkhaJ Kabwlewic;z 

1.980 Norlhtm Poland 

Dud ka ( 1 986 - coodnucd) 
Wi~old Gumiftsk.i & Jao Fic60rctuk 

L~ly ( 1989-c:ocwinued) 
Zolin Sutgosa:o'Nlb ___ .. ____ _ 

1990 Ttoko•'9 (1992- 1998) 
Romvo.ld Sthifd 

MJJu.kl (1992- continlled) 
Jcny BrzozO'NitJ & Jcny SiemaQt:o 

Ptawlenko (1993-C'Gntlnued} 
Zbig,niew &gniew$ld 

-

----·-- -----·--1 
1967 

1967 

---
1912 

1913 

197S 

191.5 

1975 

--· 
1981 

1983 

19SS 

19&S 

1989 

Wlcckowsb Hnna, Maruak M aria 
Pt6b:a podl.iolu: kulturOWego maolitv Mazowsu.. 

Kodo.,.Tkl Stdan K. 
Nid:t!Sre uwaaJ o pob1dm mczofkic: (111 mllfllntsie rtfcratu 
H. Wicekowskkj i M.Marcuk). ..... __ .... __ 
Pradtleje 1lc:m pol.$5dch Od IX do V cysi~lecia p.n.c:. 
Wamawa. 

lnttrnlltlon211 Symposium .. The Mli'.soiJthk l.n Europe•• 

W!t-Ckowlka Hann• 
Spolenoold lowieelto-rybad:ic \\'tzeillego boiOCUtU. 
fw:) Prahistoria Zloem P<>lsi ic:h. 

Kodo•1-ld Stf'Ian K .. KorlowskJ Jai'WSl X. 
Epob kAmieni• na ricnJach po!slddL. 

~blld Romuald, Matttak Maria, :Kr6Uk Hali.Qa 
P6iDy mezoHt. Pr&.a wkloaJPCktow-ej <ltla.llzy sta~lsk 
piatkOW'ye"b. ·--·-.. - _____ .... _ .. , 
Cyrtk Krtyutot 
Uzysklwanic i u:tytkowMie sutoWCOw ltrt.c:micnDych w nw::r.olicj~ 
dOrz.ecty Wisly i z6rMj Wany. 

Baplewskl Zblg.olew 
Meloll.t)'tue tpOI«lnoki mp;Jiwsk-o·tybaelde potudntowej 
etc:kl Pojuieru. Kasz:ubsl.:iego. 

Sc:hlld RomuQid, K~llk Ralina, Marcuk Marl• 
Kopalnla k ttemicnia cu.koJackw;ego wTomanowle.. 

Wicdcowska lluaa 
OslldniCII~IO p61tlopakollsytlne i me~~i1yaDt rtad doJn• Natwl'" 

KottPSkl Sttfao K. 
Mesolithic. ill Poland. A Mw ApptOae.h. 

------.. --·--·--·-
Kobu.dtwlC~ Mlc:b•l,l{•badJiskJ Jst'lk 

1993 CbwaJim. Subboreal hun(et·J&tbtfetS oftbe PalUh Plain. 

Schlld Romuald 
1996 Radiocbronolosy or tb~ Early MeJOiiahK in Poland. 

CaUdskJ Tadeusa: 
1997 Mttolit Eurapy. 
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and Chwalim. ln the 1970s a new national project 
entitled 'Systematic Recording of Surface Sites' was 
begun. Polish territory was divided into 7km x 3km 
areas and all surface sites from the Stone Age to the 17th 
century AD were plotted onto maps at l :25,000 scale. 
The example of NE Poland demonstrates the signifi · 
cance of the results. This was previously an archaeologi· 
cally barren area with only a few stray finds of bone and 

antler objects, found during peat cutting. There were 
no lithic artefacts associated with these objects, which 
were dated palynologically (by the German scientist 
Hugo Gross (1939): this territory belonged to Germany 
at that time). 

lt was the ambition of Or Elzbieta Kempisty, my late 
colleague, and l to find a Stone Age peat-bog site in this 
area. During systematic surface investigations started 

FtCIJRf. 23. 1 

Location of excavated Mesolithic peat-bog sites. Key: a-human remains: b- raul\!11 remains: FP- Final Pal.a~lit.hic; M - Mesolithic: 
N - Neolithic: H - Hallstall period. Calowanie. voi. Mazowieckie (FP+M). R. Schild excavations 1963-91: Chwatim, voi. 
Wielkopolskie (FP+M+N), M. Kobusiewicz CJ<cavations 1975- 9; Oudka, voi. Wanninsko-Mazurskie (FP+M+N), W. Gummski and 
J.Piedorezuk excavations 1986-onwnrds: t.ajty, voi. Warminsko·Mawrskic (FP+ M+ H). Z. Sulgostowska excavations 1989-onwards: 
Miluki. voi. Waoninsko-Mazurskie CM), 1. Brzozowski and J. Siemaszko CJ<cavations 1992-{)nwnrds: Pobiel 10. voi. Dolno<l~skic 
(M), Z. Bagniewski CJ<cavations 1967-85; Plawienko. vol. Zllchodniopomor.;kie (M). Z. Bagniewski excavations 1993-onwnrds; 
Tlokowo, voi. Wanninsko-Maturskie (M), R. $child excavations 1992- 8; Witow, voi. l6dzkie (FP+ M). M. and W. Chmielewski 

excavations 1955-64. 
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FIGURE 23.2 
Lithic anefoc1 inventory oft he Early Me~olithic Narvian cycle(~ Komomic:t culture). Chw:tlim: 1- 3 microliths, 4 end scraper. 5 burin. 

6 nake axehead (afrer Kobusicwic~ & Kabaei1\.ski 1993): lajty: 7- 9 microliths. 10 microburin. 11 blade-. l 2 end scraper. 
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in rhe 1980s many new sites were recorded (Kempisty 
& Sulgostowska 1986). In view of rhe predominantly 
pastoral landuse. ir was only by searching rhe upcast 
from molehills that enabled us to find rhe sire of Dudka, 
and by the inspection of drainage channels we located 
flint chips and burnt bones on a small island -rhe Lajty 
site. Another sire, Tlokowo, was recorded by a farmer 
digging a well for water for his caule. 

The most promising sites, Dudka (Guminski & 
Fiedorczuk 1989) and t.ajty (Sulgosrowska 1996). were 
excavared. The map (Fig. 23.1) shows the location of the 
sires discussed, which have not all received the same 
level of investigation. ln the region of the Masurian 
lakeland, Warmirisko-Mazurskie voivodeship, four 
Mesolirhic pear sires have been excavated during rhe last 
13 years from a 3000km' area. 

In Poland as a whole, 125 Mesol irhic sites have 
been excavated in the period 1955-99, but peat sites 
consriture less than 10 per cent of these, and since nor 
all of rhese have been published, information about 
the results of the excavations is nor widely known. 
Nevertheless. these excavations are very important 
and are underpinning new syntheses of the Polish 
Mesolithic period. Multi-disciplinary research has 
provided new data about the Late Pleisrocene and 
Early Holocene environment and the subsistence 
strategies of Mesolirhic human groups. Because of the 
precise chronology obtained, rhe hypothesis about the 
refugial character of some regions has been revised 
and the relations between Late Mesolithic groups and 
Neol ithic farmers have been established. 

Finds from the pear sites corroborate !he general 
subdivisions of the Polish Mesolithie, formed on the 
basis of lithic artefacts recovered from open-air sandy 
sites, the two main units of wh ich are as follows. The 
Narvian cycle (= the Komornica cuhure), typical of 
rhe Early Mesolithic (Preboreal and Boreal), related 
to the Duvense or Maglemose uadition sensu largo 
- with a characteristic lithic technology of blades 
and double-platform cores and artefact inventories 
including end scrapers, burins, perforators, and blade 
insets - is known from the sires of Pobiel and Chwalim 
in central Poland and from t.ajty in NE Poland (Fig. 
23.2). Because of the peat sites. our knowledge about 
antler, bone, and wood processing has been grcally 
enlarged. Diverse types of harpoons, axeheads, points, 
arrowheads, chisels, daggers, hafrs, and fish hooks 
were recorded at the sires of Chwalim, Pobiel. Dudka, 
and Tlokowo. The subsequent Vistulian cycle (= the 
Janislawice culture) from the Atlantic period is not yet 
represented by homogenous assemblages from any peat 
sites. 
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Economy 

I shall focus on new data concerning the economy. 
Gatherer activity is confirmed by plant macrofossils 
recovered as charred remains i:n samples taken from 
Calowanie, Lajty, and T!okowo. analyse.d by Kubiak
Martens (1998), which show that 20 different plants 
were gathered and prepared for consumption by grinding 
and probably by cooking. Among them are tubers of 
arrowhead (Sagittaria sagittifo!ia) at Calowanie and 
t.ajty, and rhizomes of knotgrass/'bistort' (Polygomun 
sp.) ar Calowanie and Lajty, of horserail (Eq,.isewm sp.} 
at t.ajty, and of reedma.ee (Typha sp.) at T lokowo. Also 
represented are seeds of bogbean (Menyantes trifoliate) 
at Calowanie and Lajty; and stinging nettle (Unica 
dioica) ar Tlokowo, flowerheads of the Valerianaceae 
family at Lajty. and fruits -wild strawberry (Fragaria 
vesca/viridis) at Catowanie and Lajry. and ?blackberry 
(Rubus sp.) at Lajty - were apparently gathered. 

The animal-bone remains at most sites are very often 
highly fragmented and burnt. 11 seems that after having 
been burned they were crushed, ground, or pulverised 
to produce powder. This may have been consumed in 
order 10 supplement the calcium level in the Mesolithic 
diet, which was probably too low 10 cover the natural 
demand for this element. Hence 1he hypothesis that, for 
Mesolithic people, animal bones were a supplementary 
source of calcium (Lasota-Moskalcwska et al. 1997). 

11 is impossible to establish the proportion of plants 10 

meat in the Mcsolithic diet, bur the number of mammal 
bones from all the sires, as well as ftim arrowheads. 
suggest that hunting was an important part of subsist
ence strategy. Table 23.2 shows the fauna! remains and, 
because of the very diverse numbers of elements (at 
Dudka 772: at Pobiel 474: and le:ss than 50 at Chwalim, 
Tlokowo. and t.ajry}, the percentages have been omiued. 
The dominant species were rumi:nams; mainly red deer, 
but wild boar was also important. Territorial diversiries, 
either between the regions of NE or western Poland, or 
between peat site.~ and sandy sires. cannot be observed 
from these remains. The unique instance, outside of 
the peal sites, for faunal reconstruction in the Atlantic 
period is provided by the burial goods from Janislawice, 
comprising red deer, roe deer; aurochs, wild boar, 
beaver, and Musrclidae (Lasota-Moskalewska et al. 
1985). Among fish remains, pike, which was speared 
during the spawning period in spring. is dominant in NE 
Poland (at Dudka and Tlokowo). The Mesolithic diet was 
also enriched by fowl. birds' eggs. and turtles at Pobiel 
(Bagniewski 1990) and Dudka (Guminski 1995). 

When we compare fauna! remains from Polish sires 
with those from Latvia, Estonia, and northern Ru~ia, 

where the predominance of elk is evident, it is unclear 
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TABU 23.2 
Faunal remains (game and fish) from Polish Mesolithie sites. 

Site I Dudka I:A>Jiy 

..J red deer 
< wild boar 
Ill 
a<: -a roe deer red deer 
0 elk roe deer 

"' e 
§ ruminants wild boar 

o1l ::;: horse horse 
..J wolf/dog 
< 
Ill otter/mancn 
a<: 
0 

"' .<: pike 
Ill ~ perch a<: u: -
0.. wels 

red deer -
~ ruminants 

u " e.lk - E 
!- E wild boar 
:z .. wolf/dog < ::;: 
..J roe deer 
!-
< 

-" pike ., 
perch 1i: -
wels 

Reference Gumi~ski Sulgostowska 
1995 1996 

whether this was an effect of environmental determinism or 
the cultural tradition of the Kunda culture- the main East 
European Early Mesolithic unit. It is worth underlining 
that NE Poland is a territory where Maglemose and 
Duvensee traditions, named locally theNarviao-Komorni
cian and Kunda cultures, had a very typical and efficient 
dint processing technology, in the Kunda culture using 
the pressure-flaking technique for producing excellent 
blades. Blade insets were an important part of the Kunda 
flint tool-kit, as shown by those in the Tlokowo bone point 
(Fig. 23.3), but also tanged points are recorded at M lluki. 

To summarize the economy. one can say that it 
demonstrates a complex exploitation of the environment, 
including land and water resources, with plant-gathering 
as an integral part of the subsistence strategy of the 
pre-agrarian groups. Sites were located near rivers, as 

I 
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Tlokowo Chwallm Pobiel 

red deer 
red deer wild boar 

beaver 
roe deer 

aurochs aurocbs 
red deer (European horse wild boar bison) roe deer otter fox 

elk elk 
otter 

pike - tench 

v.ild boar 
- - red deer 

auroehs 
beaver 

roe deer 
elk 

horse 
fox 
on er 

- - -

Schild., al. Kobusiewiez & Bagniewski 
2003 Kabaeinski 1990 

1993 

at Calowanie. Chwalim, and Pobiel, or on lake margins. 
Water transport is confirmed by the wooden dugout 
at Dudka (Gumil\ski 1995) and by the oar blade from 
Plawienko(Bagniewski 1995). Wooden platform construc
tion at Dudka and Tlokowo (Schild tl al. 2003) suggests 
a well-organized society. Sites were occupied seasonally 
and Miluki is the only site where a dwelling structure i.s 
reported (Bnozowski & Siemas.zko 1996). 

Burial pracdccs 

Mesolithic single graves and the unique Boreal cemetery 
at Mszano (Marciniak 1993) are located in sandy areas, 
though human remains were also found at Pobiel (two 
fragments of skull - apparently from the same infant). 
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FtOURE 23.3 
Tlokowo, voi. Wormirisko-Mazwskle. Bo.ne point with nint insets 
(after Sulgostowska & HofTmann 1993: - also Sulgostowska 

1996. fig. S). 
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FIGURE 23.4 
Antler, bone, and amber decora<ed objecls: 1- 2 Pobiel 10 bone and an<ler (afler Bagniewski 1990); 3 Trudna bone 'hoe' (afler 
Domariska 1974); 4-5 amber and bone pcndanls Dudka (aflcr Ficdorezuk 1995): 6 Pultusk red deer an1ler ·mauoc;k' (afler 

Sulgos<owska & Polak 1983). 
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According to Bagniewski (1990) Lhe child was probably 
drowned in the neatby river. A new hypothesis was 
presented by the excavator of Dudka (Gumiriski 1999). 
who suggested that the fragmentation and dispersal of 
human bones. with a surplus of calones and teeth over 
long bones, reflects a two-stage burial rite in which finally 
the skull was crushed and the rest of the skeleton burnt. 
At Dudka, among 270 frJgmems of human bones. only 
six (belonging to four individuals) are from Mesolithic 
strata. According to Gum.inski (pers. comm.) tbe most 
recent excavation seasons at Dudka revealed graves with 
skeletons in a sitting position. probably of Boreal date. 

Art 

Decorated antler and bone objectS continue to be found. 
both as stray finds or during systematic excavations (as 
at Pobiel, Trudna, and Pultusk), as well as tooth and 
amber pendants (at Dudka). Anthropomorphic. zoomor
phic. and geometric ornaments can of course be found 
from the Atlantic Ocean to Siberia and the perforated 
artefact from Pultusk (Fig. 23.4, 6). decorated all over 
with pendant triangles. is an example of the horror 
vac11i style associated with Maglemose art sensu largo 

(Sulgostowska & Polak 1983). 

Palaeolitbic- Mesolithic- Neolithic relations 

Peat sites have a key role in discussions of what exactly 
we mean by the concepts ofPalaeolithic, Mesolithic, and 
Neolithie culrure in the Terminal Pleistocenc to Early 
Holocene phases. With the "C dates now available. 
most of them from sealed peat sites, it is evident that at 

the very beginning of the Preboreal. Final Palaeolithic 
tanged points of the Mazovian/Swiderian tradition were 
still present. The Mesolithic Narvian tr.!dition, beginning 
c.9600 BP in western Poland (at Cbwalim), seems to 
begin perhaps c. I 50 ''C years later in central Poland (at 
Calowanie), and c.300 "C years later in NE Poland (at 
lajty). Chronological aspects of Palaeolithic-Mesolithic 
relations have been discussed by Schild (1996) and 
Sulgostowska ( 1999), and "C measurements for the 
Polish Mesolithic are summarized in Schild (1998). 

The problem is how long the Mesolithic way of life 
continued. The initial dispersal of agriculture seems to 
be limited to some areas with ferti le soils in southern 
and central Poland, Silesia. tbe Krak6w region, and 
Kujawy. The Linear Pouery seulement at Strach6w, 
Silesia (Kulczycka-Leciejewiczowa 1997). has produced 
very early ''C measurements: 6535± 110 BP (Bin-1789); 
6250 ± 110 BP (Bin-1790b); and 6160±50 BP (Bin-
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1788). However. sealed Sub-Boreal layers from the 
peat-sites of Chwalim (central Poland) and Dudka (NE 
Poland) suggest examples of a conservative, Mesolithic
Style economy; some pottery was present. but together 
with animal remains indicating that big-game hunting, 
fishing. fowling, and turtle-collecting were still the basis 
of the economy. Simi larly at Dudka (Gumirlski 1998), in 
the period 2200- 1800 BC. domestic animals (sheep/goat 
and dog) constituted less t.ha.n 10 per cent of the fauna. 
At Cbwalim (Kobusiewicz & Kabacidsk.i 1993) domestic 
animals were also absent in the upper layer dated from 
4630±70 BP (Gd-1176) to 4280:!:45 BP (Bin- 2019). 
The environmental evidence indicates that both sites 
were visited repeatedly in spring or early summer 
(March-June). The lithic artefacts from Chwalim 
and Dudka. however, are not related to any from Late 
Mesolithic inventories (Schjld 1998). 

For this phenomenon of hunter-gatherers with ponery 
the terms 'Subneolithic' (Wi§lanski 1979) and 'Paraneo
lithic' (Kempisty 1981) have been proposed. Neverthe
less, using data from open sandy sites to demonstrate 
ostensibly unlikely cross-cultural associations in Polish 
prehistory, such as between Bronze Age ponery and 
Mesolithic lithic artefacts, is dangerous. The perils of 
dating open-air sandy sites have been discussed many 
times (e.g. Schild 1998) and it must be the case that the 
stratification of peat-bog sites, occupied from the Final 
Palaeolithic to the Hallstan period. is the key to solving 
such problems. 

Conclusion 

The peat sites excavated and still being excavated in 
Poland will be the subject of more detailed studies in 
future, but thanks to them we have 'been able to dr•w closer 
to Mesolithic societies. which were both conservative and 
innovative, with a complex economy, social organization, 
arts and crafts, and complicated burial rites. 

I have had the honour and pleasure to pre..~nt the 
results of research on the Mesolithic peat-bog sites from 
various regions of Poland. I believe that peat-bog sites 
are the future of prehistoric research. 
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[The first two speakers in !his session were Torben Ballin and Lars Larsson) 

We have bad two very different types of papers (exhibiting) different priorities. Norwegian 
archaeology has a different set of priorities e<>tirely from parts of southern Scandinavia, so 
you have an opportunil)' to question people about very different aspects of the Mesolithic 
of these regions. I must admit that working in north Norway I'm foregoing my temptation 
to actually get into typological discussion with Torben [Ballin) but if I could abuse my 
role as Chair for this morning by asking two short questions. The first one is: you said 
very coyly at the beginning of your lecture, that the Neolithic of course in many parts of 
southern Norway really still retained a Mesolithic economy. Do you think that rather like 
those of us working in the northern parts of Norway you would be beuer using the terms 
Older Stone Age and Younger Stone Age and ignoring the MesolithicJNeolithic division, 
with all the meaning it tends to bring with it? 

Well. I think what I would suggest is that we keep the terminology we have. because if 
we start changing the terminology and start referring (to) sites we have formerly referred 
to as Neolithic and start calling them Mesolithic, we .. . 

I said maybe instead of calling them anything we use the term Younger Stone Age, which 
is what happens more in the north of Norway. and it doesn't carry with it all that bagga,ge 
that the term Neolithic carries. 

Yes. I think that would not be a problem and it might be a good idea. because my research 
suggests that in southern Norway we don'1 see proper Neolithic economy until we gel to 
about the end of the middle Neolithic, whictil is close to the very end of the Neolithic. so 
it is all a bit confusing. So maybe it would be a solution. 

The other short queslion was: do you actually believe tha1 the axe production, the polished 
stone axe production at B!i!mlo and Flora, really goes back to 9000 BP? I noticed on your 
diagram that il was dotted as you moved from 8000 10 9000. Do you really think polished 
stone axe production goes back 10 9000? I have serious doubcs. 

Well, I know that Asle Bruen Olsen and Sigmund Alsaker suggest tha~ but I'm well 
aware that we can't prove any stone axe production unti l we ge1 tO aboul the middle of 
what I call the middle Mesolithic, so it is still an open question. 

But it is inleresting thar from then on there is this major production. the~ two major 
[axehead] production siles on the west coast. 
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Yes. which carry on well into the Neotithic. 

I have a question for Lars [Larsson). Why do you think you have all these Mesolithic 
cemeteries in Scandinavia and we can't find them in Britain? 

Well, I don't really know. but I would say that you might have been looking in the wrong 
place! We discus.~ that together with S~ren [Andersen] at breakfast and he said, 'Well 
it took a hundred years for the Scandinavian archaeologists to find them'. so you have 
time! 

So the next question is: where should we be looking for them that we are not looking 
now? 

Well , I don't know where you are looking for sites as such. but I think that if you look 
in the western pan of Europe .. . I have been working a bit in Portugal, for example, and 
I think you should look at lagoons, sites that would have been lagoons during the Late 
Mesolithic. And I would think that there might be possibilities to find submerged sites 
too. You mentioned that yourself yesterday. that there are a lot of sites that have been 
destroyed by the rise of the sea, but there might be good protection too. as for example 
S~ren Andersen found in southern f'yn and at other sites whe re graves might exisL And 
1 don' t know if you have (made] the same m.istakes as in Scandinavia where you have 
excavated an area too close to the former sea shore? You should perhaps excavate further 
up from the concentration of the settlement or the debitage. 

I was wondering as well Lars fLarsson) whether you wanted to mention the fact that, 
according to our discussion this morning, that (Professor] Louwe Kooijmans is now 
finding Mesolithic burials [in the Netherlands] and of course there are Mesolithic burials 
from France that have recently been published as well, so I think they are around. 

Yes. In the example from the Netherlands they had, l think, to dig through somethi ng like 
four metreS of peat down to the settlement, so it takes a lot of effort and a lot of money. 

Equally. however. 1 was very interested in your demonstration of regional variation, so 
that one does have to take on board the possibility of regional \•ariation being something 
completely different. 

Well. I didn' t really understand if that was a question or just a sunemenL 

A suggestion that one doesn't need to think there have to be burials waiting to be found, 
given that you have such variations in burial custom from one side of the strait from 
Sweden to Denmark, you can have a completely different sel-up once you have crossed 
the North Sea. 

It could be, as I showed you [in my talk there are ethnographicaUy attested instances of] 
burial in water or in the trees, but! don't think so. There should have been contacts. If you 
find graves along the North At.! antic coast from Norway down to Ponugal, why not in the 
British Isles? 

Jf I could maybe just pick up on Lars's [Larsson) point about where people have looked? I 
think I remember about a year or two years before the discovery of the Vedbn!k cemetery. 
Eric Brinch Petersen carried out an excavation - I' m not sure if Lars remembers this 
-[there was] this fixation [with] excavating areas with good quality organic preservation 
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down in low-lying areas where you were going to find all the animal bones, you were 
going to find the amber, you were going to find decorated bone objects. ll' s a very 
strong temptation and that's actually what there was [in this case.] - a preliminary trial 
excavation carried out in the area they thought was important at Vedba:k B!!gebakkcn 
- and of course when the builders for the school turned up they weren't interested in 
building a school in a bog! They wanted to build on the top of the ridge and as soon as 
they went in, human remains Started to come up on the top of this ridge. So it is often that 
we have had priorities in what we wanted - we wanted to repeat Star Carr and we have 
wanted 10 find those sons of environments - but it is often the adjacent regions that will 
produce the burials. 

Talking about the apparent absence of ceme1eries in Brilain, can I put in a plug for 
Aveline's Hole on the north side of Mendip, where there are watercolours made in the 
1820s which show the cave to be full of skeletons? A count was made in the 1930s of 
the ear bones which were Still in the University of Bristol Spelaeological Museum at that 
time and the total came to over 50 individuals being represented by burials. We do have a 
series of very coherent British Museum and Oxford radiocarbon dates which put the site 
at the Preboreal to early Boreal trnnsition, so clearly in that case I think we do have at 
least one British Mesolithic cemetery site. 

I think pan of the answer to Paul's [Mellars] question is that in Sco~and and Britain 
generally we invest an awful lot of time and effon investigating shell middens and lithic 
scatters and I think probably what we are doing a lot of the time is we are just investigating 
the rubbish dumps of these sites. and in order to find the areas where people were actually 
living and where they were burying their dead l think we have to look beyond, we have to 
look outside these areas of immediate archaeological interest .. Could I just follow up with 
a question for Lars [Larsson]7 Your wooden constructions associated with burials: were 
they buih right on top of the grave pits or were they built immediately adjacent? 

They were built on the top of the grave pit, and the reason why we can identify them is 
that there are partly burnt [timbers 1 or big pieces of charcoal -that could be combined to 
[reconstruct] trunks- in the filling of the grave, just when the fiUing-in has started. They 
have just put some sand on the interred and then they fired the strucrure. But there are 
posts that might just indicate a son of marking of the grave as well. Adding to that there 
are several indications that lhere are fires being lit in the filling or just adjacent 10 the pit 
and the charcoal and [associated] material were depOsited in the grave. 

You mentioned that there were structures on top of some graves from northern Sweden? 

Yes. there have been some graves found from the same period in northern Sweden and 
there you have the stone setting, the layers of stone covering the grave - probably a 
marking or pe.rhaps a protection from a.nimals. These are [found] in excellent conditions 
where nothing has changed for the last 6000 years. so you have the area intaCl and you 
can see the stone settings. and there seem to be different shapes of stone setlings as well, 
above the Mesolithic graves. 

I think one of the critical questions about these graves and cemeteries you have got in 
south Scandinavia is whether or not [they are] reflecting a different kind of social system. 
I mean some people have associated cemeteries of that kind with either sedentary, large, 
almost village-like settlements, or as a reflection of territoriality. So one of the interesting 
questions is whether there is something in the ecology and demography of your areas which 
led to these high population densities, these sedentary or semi-sedentary occupations on 
the coast and reflecting territoriality that we are not gelling in Britain. That's what I was 
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really driving at, whether there's a kind of social complexity, as Peter Rowley-Conwy 
and others have argued, due to panicularly high population densities perhaps [in turn] 
due to panicularly productive ecological environments in south Scandinavia that we are 
not getting in Britain. 

Well. this is one of the maps I showed you and if you look at the sites shown with a thick 
ring ... The thin rings are the sites without graves. but those with the thick rings [are 
s.ites with graves in) environments with a lagoon at the Late Mesolithic, or a river mouth, 
or delta structure, sometiling like tha~ with a high bio-mass production. And as we can 
see from the preserved remains of bones you have, for example at Skateholm, almost 
90 species identified; so there' s a variety, just as you mentioned yesterday. If something 
goes wrong then there's always something else to concentrate on; if fishing is bad for 
a season then you have hunting or fowling or something like thaL I think that is very 
important, and [there is] territoriality probably because these areas must have attracted 
people. according tO the large amount of debris and artefacts. I heard from my student 
-she has been working on 1300 transverse arrowheads and !be excavated material on 
one of the sites was 1.8 tonnes of llint, so if it was a small family group then they have 
produced a lot of material. I think it is more like some families living on a site for maybe 
centuries. Another thing is, could it also be a sort ofterritorial marking against the change 
of the landscape because, at least at Skatebolm and some other sites, you had a rather 
rapid change of the relation between land and water, and cotJld it be a sort of marking 
against the rising of the sea level? Sort of trying to keep water down! WeU, I know it's a 
crazy idea but there might be something to it! 

Almost a sort of religious idea? 

Yes, something like thac 

On this question of the nature of the society we are dealing with, I' m always intrigued 
and amazed by the diversity of burial customs and practices, as one sees even within the 
different cemeteries of Skateholm. 1t always strikes me that th;s looks like we are dealing 
much more with family groups with their own panicular burial practices that they are 
able to continue, and l'm almost surprised that you haven't got that over-arching, larger 
social, strong society that one would imagine would go with a complex society that we 
are tallting about. So it strikes me there's always a slight conflict where the big cemetery, 
the settlement, suggests what Peter [Rowley-Conwy) and others would describe as a 
complex humer-gatherer society, but this high degree of variability and diversity implies 
!bat individual families have got a high degree of independence from that. I wonder if you 
could comment on this almost paradox we have here? 

Yes, but Skateholm is a bit different from the other ones. lf you look, for example, 
on the Danish sites there is not that variation. And lhere is this question that might 
be solved by doing DNA analysis. We have more or less the concentrations within 
Skateholm I, with 65 graves, where you can do something about it and it turns out 
that within each concentration, according at least to the study of the jaws and teeth, 
there seem to be related persons. [who] are genetically closely related. There also 
seems within such concentrations to be a variety of mortuary practice. so you can't say 
just one concentration has one kind of burial practice and the other concentration has 
another one, no. 

So why is Skateholm so different from the Other cemeteries? 
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I have been thinking about that for almost 20 years and I don't have any good answer! 1 
thought that the new graves. the new cemeteries that have been excavated, should show 
something similar but they haven't. not really. 

OK, I think we have had quite a number of interesting points. I think actually Stevcn 
[Mithen] has a very good point. I was just wondering. if we look at this in a slightly 
broader sense, we tend to be over-impressed by what we have found in the last 20 
years because we didn·t have these cemeteries before. but if you look acrually at places 
like Olenii Ostrov. which even with what survives- and we tend to forget that a large 
chunk of that cemetery was gone by the time the excavations rook place- there we're 
talking in hundreds. nor in tens. If we look at some of the Russian or Ukrainian, 1 think 
it now is, evidence on the rivers there, we are talking about hundreds. Seen from that 
perspective the cemeteries in Western Europe are actually quite small and I think that 
Lars [Larsson] also made a very important point that maybe' we were still inclined 
to look almost too much for s imple economic ecological relationships or increasing 
populations. He did make the point and we shouldn't forget it that it's a mix of a 
number of different elements. And for example with Olenii Ostrov. it's on a tiny island 
in the middle of Lake Onega, and it's highly probable that it was an area where there 
was exchange between regions, at least with what we can see [from) what survives in 
the record. High-quality flint [from one region) coming in contact (at Lake Onega] with 
[artefacts from) another region, and the suggestion there is that the complexity is more 
to do with exchange. not to do with population densities. So I think we are probably just 
at the beginning of this. 

[The final two speakers in this session were S~ren Andersen and Zofia Sulgostowska) 
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OK, two more perspectives on the Mesolithic of areas adjacent to Scotland. Again we can 
see that there is diversity in approaches and priorities. 

Question for Professor Andersen. In view of the very low calorific value of shellfish. is 
it not likely that a high percentage of[ shellfish in) these middens we,re used indirectly as 
bait rather than directly ingested by human beings? 

Yes, why not? That is an idea which has been proposed several times and I'm very open 
for that. 

It' s interesting that obviously on a lot of your [Danish] midden sites you are getting a lot 
of oyster shell remains. whereas on the Scottish sites you have a predominance of limpets. 
Obviously oysters you would think are more suitable for human consumption. whereas 
the limpetS could have been for bait for fishing rather than for consumption. 

Yes, but we don't have limpets in the Danish area. 

There's no such thing as a large rock in Denmark acrually,to attach them to! 

Following on from this limpet thing. or oysters and shells. Is it possible that they' re 
actually a more cultural object. the equivalent oft he 'pot noodle' if you like, not taken for 
their calorific value but more for their value in society. I mean. you get this whole thing 
of conspicuous consumption. Although the oysters are being used and eaten, the calorific 
content is low, but their social meaning could be fairly high . .. you get that as well. 
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Yes, I can answer that in a way by saying that in some areas of AU$tralia the middens 
are used as territorial markers, so that's a social aspect associated with the middens, but 
I would rather turn the question around and say I don't think the meaning of collecting 
shellfish is a question of geiting food, it is rather a question of getting minerals. Because 
minerals are much more essential for humans than calories. These guys have been fisbing 
tonnes of fish, so the.~c few calories from the shellfish are no use. So either they were just 
(eaten] to change the diet sometimes or it is more for the mine.ral input. I am much more 
in favour of the last aspect than the first one. 

It is atso true that by and large the shells tend to reflect tlte environment. In other words 
in places like Denmark or Strangford Loch in Ireland, you get oysters on that son of soft 
muddy coastline, whereas in many pans of Scotland such as (where] Paul [MeUars] [has] 
worked on Oronsay, we've got these rocky shores where you get predominantly limpets. 
In fact, maybe one of the things wedon'tspend enough time [on] is looking at the atypical 
or non-typical discovery of shells which may well have got more significant social func
tions. 

(Question to Or Sulgostowska) Do you get structures outwith the settlement sites in your 
peat bogs, for instance trackways? 

I think [there] is only one structure [known so far], at Mlluki, and it was a dwelling - but 
it is not yet fully published so you know I can•ttell you [muclil about it). But I think that 
mostly these peat sites are seasonal sites so (there perhaps] was no reason to put much 
work into such construction. As [the settlement location is) almost always a sandy island, 
and the people prefer to settle on the higher points with the sandy soil, [there is a lack of 
preservation of structural remains as) only in the areas near the water are [such organic] 
remains well preserved. I hope that probably we shall find some - such as at the Dan
ish sites of Tybrind Vig or Ulkestrup - but it is the beginning of our [work on the] peal 
sites. 

Could you say a little about the mineral content of shellfish as opposed to ordinary fish. 
What is it that they have got that is so special, what minerals? 

I don't dare to give you details ... but I think it's zinc and calcium .. . that's all the miner
als! know! 

Is there any evidence for shellfish being transported to inland sites or are shells always 
consumed basically at the site of their collection? 

Yes, there is a significant difference there between the Mesolithic and the Neolithic be
haviour because from the Mesolithic period you always find the shells on the coast, on 
the beach so to say, but in the Neolithic you can find sites 4rom, SOOm, Uan from the 
coastline. So the attitude to shellfish changed in some way from the Mesolithic to the 
Neolithic, but don't ask me what that means! 

You were talking about - it is another shell midden related question I' m afraid - you were 
talking about the difference, if I understood it, between the Mesolithic and Neolithic shell 
middens; that you were getting a predominance of oyster in the Mesolithic and cockles 
in the Neolithic. Are you then saying that in the Mesolithic shell middens were exploited 
at different times of the year to the Neolithic, or is there an e11vironmental change that's 
making them swing from one to another? 
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At the moment we :u-e doi.ng very careful analyses of microfauna, the foraminifera, in the 
sediments which very clearly indicate changes in the salinity and also in the temperature 
of the water, so I think that the changes in the composition of the middens is a direct 
reflection of the marine environment. If you saw some of the graphs [1 showed] . .. you 
didn' t see a complete [disappearance] of oysters. just a decrease. 

Is there any evidence in some of those middens of a discontinuity between the oyster and 
the cockle in the radiocarbon dates? 

Quite the contrary. This change seems to have been very fas~ and very abrupt. and what 
is interesring in a south Scandinavian situation is that this change is contemporary with 
the introduction of agriculture, at least it is contemporary with the change from the late 
Mesolithic Enebs;ille to the early Neolithic Funnel Beaker Culture in this area. but l'm not 
saying that these things have anything to do with each other. 

[A question for Or Sulgostowska] Do your peat sites show any pollen evidence for land 
clearance, for interference with vegetation? 

Yes, but only in the upper pans I of the peat sites], soil is [related to the] introduction of 
agriculture: [it] is connected with Funnel Beaker Culture in this north-eastern [pan of] 
Poland. So it was a really qui le remote pan. but in central Poland ... (there are Mesolithic 
sires with pollen evidence] and I can give references to the published palynological data. 

Another question for Zofia [Sulgostowska]. I wondered, you said - about the teChnique of 
prospeetion for finding the peat bog sires- that basically you are searching in the drainage 
ditches, where they are available, to find evidence in the cuttiogs. But I was wondering 
about the prospeetion technique thereafter? How you are expanding outwards from that. 
how you are deciding where to do your excavations and possibly locate further sites or 
the extent of sites? 

We do try to check all these works but also sometime.< it is by chance - it is moles which 
help us. [The surface] is covered by grass and sometimes you see [in the molehills] in 
such sandy deposils [that) you can find ponery. Soil was the case in Oudka. r found first 
from [molehiUs] the ponery and then we have a test pit, small one. one by one metre . .. 
we prefer the small test pits. Really it is hard work. There is no tradition of peat culling in 
Poland -(many) Danish sites were found during peat culling- [but in Poland] we have 
lhe use of charcoal and wood [for burning, rather than peat]. 

A lol of these questions are raising the issue of why people actually cat shellfish, which 
in many ways is one of the critical questions. Now 1 suppose from our perspective it's 
not difficult to say why people eat oysters because we find them altractive and we can 
understand that anybody l.iving near oyster beds would eat [oysters) as an attractive part 
of the food supply simply for variety. But when you come on to question as to why people 
eat vast numbers of limpets then it is perceptually difficult for us to understand. And 
that is a great question on Oronsay. r could give various reasons why I'm sure that the 
limpets we.re not bai~ they were being eaten, and I think historically it's very significant 
that eliJliOitation of limpets in particular is associated with times of scarcity. And we 
know that in the 19th century people were doing that when there were no Other foods, 
so I do think the idea of limpets as a kind of stress or starvalion resource is the one that 
tits the bill best. What we desperately needed on Oronsay and some of these other sites 
is seasonality data on the limpets to find out whether they're exploiting the !impeL< at the 
same time as they were fishing and what I suspect, and this is one thing we have never 
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done. If you could do that I'm sure you would find that they were exploiting the limpets 
at precisely the times they weren't fishing. That is probably the late winter and spring, 
because that's the time when you can't get the saithe and my hypothesis, which is highly 
testable if we can get good seasonality data out of the limpets, is that it's that starvation 
period of the year- they were probably doing a second run round the sites to harvest the 
limpets. So I'm sure it was food supply and I'm sure it was in the case of limpets a great 
stress resource, but it is the '$64,000-question' about these shell middens, why they eat 
shellfish at all. 

Or 64,000 limpets in some cases' I think thar's the problem, it's just a huge number. 

A million! 

Question for Or Zofia [Sulgostowska}. I noticed in several sites the presence of dog 
hones. Were they be.ing used as food or. relative to the previous lecture, were they used 
in a higher starus? 

Dogs were [found] only at Dudka and I think that tbe new discovery by Witold Gumillski 
shows that probably it was the same ritual as in Skateholm - the [dog hones] were [from] 
burials of dogs, or dogs were put in the grave pit - but this is recent research and it is not 
published so I would like only to mention it. [Dog burial] i.s a tradition also in nonhem 
Russia -as at the Popovo cemetery. So the whole of nonhem Europe has this tradition, 
but in Popova dogs were [also] used [for) meat as pan of the diet. 

I don' t know if I can make a shon comment to that from the Danish Mesolithic. We have 
many, many sites with well-pre-o;erved fauna! remains and from all the sites we have 
many, many dog hones with clear cutting marks from skinning, both across the nose and 
across the legs- so the dogs have been eaten very frequently, maybe always, I don't 
know. But it's the normal case to find dog bones scattered in the dumps or in the middens 
and very, very often with cut-marks from skinning. 
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